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Abstract
As the population of the world is increasing and water resources have become scarce,
an appropriate assessment of freshwater systems has become increasingly important. A major
challenge to assessing the impacts of human activities is accounting for natural
spatiotemporal variation. Current freshwater assessments are unable to solve spatiotemporal
confounding through study designs or statistical analyses. Study designs in observational
studies fail to consider the period-by-location interaction in the absence of an impact and
using statistical analysis alone is inadequate. In the present study, the problem of
spatiotemporal confounding was addressed using causal modelling based on spatiotemporal
data to infer causal effects of wastewater on biotic ecosystems. A combination of statistical
analysis and the theory of causation was used to address confounding bias and to predict the
effect of future interventions. Benthic macroinvertebrate and environmental variable data
were collected from eight sites upstream and downstream of a wastewater treatment plant
discharge point along 8km of waterway at five times of sampling times over 1.5 years. The
composite hypotheses based on the theoretical relationships among these variables were
summarised in a causal diagram. Model building and testing was conducted using Structural
Equation Modelling (SEM). Distance-based redundancy analysis (dbRDA) was used for
model building and hypothesis testing. The results indicated that the causal effects of effluent
on macroinvertebrate communities could be inferred using causal modelling. The
macroinvertebrate communities responded to water quality degradation with a clear shift in
community composition after the discharge point that varied seasonally. Chlorophyll a, TOC,
zinc, conductivity, temperature and its interaction with conductivity were important
determinants of the macroinvertebrates. Causal models also explained the spatiotemporal
variations in environmental variables. The consistency of data with the structure of the causal
diagram was confirmed with global Fisher’s C-test. The final causal models were used to
predict the effect that manipulating the values of observed discharge would have on abiotic
variables; demonstrating how causal modelling can be used for developing protocols for
environmental impact studies.
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Chapter 1:

Introduction

The assessment of anthropogenic environmental impacts on running
water ecosystems has recently become an important global issue (Anderson and
Thompson, 2004), due to the increasing threats posed by climate change and
other consequences of human activities. Given current predictions of drier
climatic conditions in the future, the effects of human activities on water bodies
are attracting greater interest. The impact of wastewater on freshwater systems
receiving effluent from treatment plants is of particular concern, and thus, risk
assessments of discharge of wastewater into waterways have been recognised as
highly important (EPA Victoria, 2009). A proper environmental assessment of
anthropogenic impacts on ecological processes of rivers is difficult because of
the challenge of detecting human impacts while avoiding attributing other
sources of changes (e.g. natural variation) to human-related activities (Downes
et al., 2002). A common way of conducting environmental impact studies
involves sampling from several sites at different time intervals in order to
evaluate the variation of a set of environmental and ecological variables through
time (Anderson and Thompson, 2004). However, under this design, the effect of
human-made disturbance might be intermixed with natural variation occurring
over a range of temporal and spatial scales. That is to say, the impact of human
activities might be confounded by temporal and spatial natural variation.
Therefore, it is vital for environmental impact studies to be able to separate
natural variability while detecting the effect of the variable of interest (Wiens,
2013).
Ecologists and researchers in the field of environmental science have
long endeavoured to find a solution for spatial and temporal confounding
mainly through study designs, and debate over this has been documented in the
23

literature (Green, 1979; Stewart-Oaten et al., 1986; Underwood, 1991; Smith et
al., 1993). In terms of the study design, BACI (Before-After-Control-Impact)
designs have been widely used in environmental impact studies. BACI design
studies require data from Control and Impact locations over some period before
onset of the human activity and some period after that (Downes et al., 2002).
BACI designs are one of the broad categories of study designs recommended by
current guidelines for the monitoring and assessment of aquatic ecosystems in
Australia and New Zealand (ANZECC/ARMCANZ, 2000). However, BACI
designs have been criticised for inadequacy in dealing with spatial and temporal
confounding (Stewart-Oaten and Bence, 2001). Therefore, there is a need for a
protocol that can deal with this problem. In addition, there is a need to improve
current protocols so that they can facilitate communication between scientists
and resource managers. The development of a conceptual model is
recommended in guidelines for risk assessment studies, in order to facilitate
communication between scientific experts and resource managers. A conceptual
model visually describes the relationships between the ecosystem
characteristics, the potential stressors (threats), and other variables determining
the occurrence of the threat (EPA Victoria, 2009). The assessment of the impact
of wastewater discharges should also be conducted in a way to support
management decision making (EPA Victoria, 2004; EPA Victoria, 2009).
Causal modelling is an approach capable of tackling these tasks, as it provides
the researchers with an opportunity to summarise their knowledge about the
system under study in a qualitative format of a causal diagram (Paul et al.,
2016). Moreover, causal modelling can be used to estimate causal effect and to
evaluate the effects of interventions (Pearl, 2000; Paul et al., 2016).
In this study, I tried to answer the question of whether causal modelling
based on spatiotemporal data, can be used for inferring causal effects of
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wastewater on biotic ecosystems. That is, I aimed to determine whether causal
modelling can be utilised to control the spatiotemporal confounding in an
efficient way to provide ecologists with a tool for decision making purposes e.g.
for predicting the effect of an intervention.
In all fields of study, there is a great deal of research that has tried to
minimise or control confounding bias to elucidate causal relationships mainly
through study design (Greenland et al., 1999) or statistical approaches
(Freedman, 1999). A well-designed randomised experiment is probably the
most preferred way of controlling the effect of confounders via study design
(Holland, 1986; Goldthorpe, 2001). Experiments are preferred to observational
studies in that the effect of confounding variables can be controlled through
randomisation (Greenland et al., 1999). However, experiments might be
impractical, unethical, and expensive. For this reason and because of the limited
generality of experiments (Cook et al., 2008), there is a need for an alternative.
The issue of confounding bias in non-experimental studies has been
addressed in different ways. A possible solution for dealing with confounding
bias is to control it either directly through matching or restriction (Rosenbaum,
1984; Hennekens et al., 1987) or indirectly in pre-test post-test control group
design (Cook et al., 1979). Each of these methods has a drawback that reduces
its suitability for controlling confounding bias in non-experimental studies.
Another approach employed to account for confounding bias has been through
statistical methods (Freedman, 1999; Grimes and Schulz, 2002; Wiens, 2013).
In some fields of research such as social science and epidemiology, the effect of
confounding variables is controlled using the regression models and adjusting
for potential confounders as covariates (Freedman, 1999; McNamee, 2005). The
problem with this method is to select an appropriate set of potential confounders
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for measurement and adjustment. Statistical methods alone, are inadequate for
detecting confounding bias. Some assumptions need to be made before
adjustment is done to correct for confounding bias (Pearl, 2009).
The problem of confounding in environmental impact studies, which are
observational in nature, has been addressed through study designs and statistical
methods. In regard to the study design, BACI designs have been widely used in
environmental impact studies and monitoring programs (Downes et al., 2002).
BACI designs have received criticism for not being able to control for
confounding bias, since they cannot discriminate the impact of human-made
disturbance from natural variation completely. For this reason, BACI designs
have been modified to MBACI (Multiple Before/After Control/Impact) designs
by including multiple control and impact locations (Keough, 1995). The latest
modification of BACI designs was Beyond-BACI, which was also believed to
be flawed in that random selection of multiple control sites without a population
of locations is impossible in observational studies (Stewart-Oaten and Bence,
2001).
Study designs in observational studies are not as powerful at providing
causal evidence as well-designed experimental studies (Stewart-Oaten and
Bence, 2001). However, well-designed observational studies remain a principal
method in ecology. There is growing interest among ecologists to test their
theories at very broad temporal and spatial scales (Paul and Anderson, 2013a).
Therefore, researchers have employed and tested other strategies to deal with
confounding caused by natural variation. Clements et al. (2000) argued that by
restricting stressors to a single class of contaminants, e.g. heavy metals,
separating natural spatiotemporal variability in ecological indicators from
human-made disturbance would be more simplified. Simplifying the problem in
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this way might not be beneficial, as multiple operating variables may
simultaneously affect communities (Peeters et al., 2004). Thus, the effect of
other possible confounding stressors needs to be taken into account in order to
determine the cause–effect link between the impact of a single class of stressors
and variation in community structure (Hickey and Golding, 2002). Another way
of controlling the effect of other variables is to employ laboratory toxicity tests
in order to evaluate the potential effects of single chemicals or complex
effluents on organisms. These sorts of studies received the criticism that
responses of organisms in the laboratory might not be representative of natural
populations. Some researchers, for example, Hickey and Golding (2002) chose
to utilise a mesocosm system so as to simulate natural conditions and overcome
difficulties related to field biomonitoring. However, observational studies,
which evaluate these kinds of causal relationships, have to consider the
possibility that other variables might also affect toxicity and bioavailability of
environmental pollutants, such as heavy metals (Clements et al., 1989; Hickey
and Golding, 2002). Clements et al. (1989) and (Beasley and Kneale, 2001)
used variance partitioning methods such as stepwise multiple-regression or
partial Canonical Correspondence Analysis (pCCA) to take into account the
influence of natural habitat and other variables.
It is clear that there is a gap in environmental impact studies, which needs to be
filled in order to provide researchers with a method to establish causal
relationships between environmental factors and changes in macroinvertebrate
community structure (Sargeant et al., 2011; Kefford et al., 2013). A solution for
inferring causality in environmental impact studies was suggested by Paul
(2011). Using the causal modelling framework developed by Pearl (1995;
2000), Paul (2011) advised that spatial and temporal confounding in
environmental impact studies may be controlled by simply adjusting for the
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actual spatial or temporal positions of sample units. For achieving this purpose,
spatiotemporal sampling should be considered while designing the study so that
characteristics that vary over time and distance are included in the models. The
common study designs currently used in environmental impact studies, which
involves sampling from several sites at different time intervals before and after
a discharge point, are unable of separating natural variability from the effect of
human activities. To infer causality in observational studies, it is vital that study
design and statistical analysis based on scientific knowledge work conjointly.
Causal modelling methods go one step further than statistical analysis and are
based on theory and assumptions of causation. In causal modelling analyses
(e.g. SEM), a combination of statistical analysis and the theory of causation is
used while correcting the confounding bias by including the potential
confounding variables (Greenland et al., 1999; Pearl, 2009; Hoyle, 2011).
Causal modelling can be defined as a technique that is used to translate a
causal diagram or a conceptual model into a statistical model (Pearl, 2000; Paul
et al., 2016). To understand causal relationships from data, models are needed
to translate direct observations to cause-and-effect relationships (Pearl and
Verma, 1991). This can be made possible using the mathematical relationship
between graphs and probabilistic dependencies (Pearl, 2000). For this purpose,
Bayesian networks (BNs) can be employed as graphical models that use
probabilistic dependencies to describe relationships among variables (Gupta and
Kim, 2008).
Similar to Bayesian networks, structural equation modelling (SEM) is a
causal modelling approach for inferring causal relationships from observational
data (Gupta and Kim, 2008). SEM combines a qualitative description of the
causal process represented in a path diagram (or causal diagram), with the
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statistical analysis of observational data (Shipley, 2000; Grace, 2006). When
certain assumptions are met and under a causal condition known as a Markov
condition, every variable in the causal diagram can be read as a deterministic
function of its immediate causes in the causal diagram, instead of the usual
conditional probability used in BNs. Causal diagrams, known as the
mathematical language of causality, not only express causal hypotheses, but
also entail certain probabilistic constraints that are conditional independencies.
Conditional independencies, which are used in statistics to express the notion of
no association, can be read from the causal diagram directly using a graphical
translation device. Conditional independencies are the testable part of the causal
model, and they help determine the identifiability of causal effects; that is, they
can be used to check whether an effect of interest can be separated from the
effect of potentially confounding variables (Shipley, 2000; Paul and Anderson,
2013a). This is described in more detail in Chapter 2 under the sections related
to the process of causal modelling (section 2.6).
Causal modelling of multivariate species data is not new. Previous
studies used Mantel and partial Mantel statistics (Legendre and Troussellier,
1988; Frenette Dussault et al., 2013), and Mantel statistics in conjunction with
standardised partial regression coefficients (Leduc et al., 1992) in the context of
causal modelling to describe the spatial pattern of ecological data associated
with environmental variables. Borcard and Legendre (1994) recommended
using partial canonical ordinations to partition the variation in species
abundance into environmental and spatial components. Paul and Anderson
(2013a) proposed the direct modelling of ordination axes within the structural
equation approach of a causal modelling framework, which provides a plausible
causal model for ecologists. They demonstrated the use of distance-based
Redundancy Analysis (dbRDA) and a nonlinear model of Principal Co-ordinate
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(PCO) axes in causal modelling. Graph theoretical SEM is the new generation
of structural equation modelling that, with greater flexibility and capability,
provides researchers with an opportunity to use causal modelling for decision
making and management purposes (Pearl, 2000; Grace et al., 2012; Paul et al.,
2016). These features of graph theoretical SEM enable this modelling method to
be beneficial in risk assessment studies, which usually deal with multivariate
data and complex relationships among community data and environmental
variables. In recevnt years, SEM application by researchers in different fields of
natural science has begun to expand (Grace et al., 2012), but it is scarcely used
in the area of ecological risk assessment.
A few applications of graph theoretical SEM in environmental impact
studies have been reported by Paul (2011), Paul and Anderson (2013a), and
Paul et al. (2016). Paul (2011) described the causal modelling framework and
specifically devised a potential solution to spatial and temporal confounding in
environmental impact studies. Using the data collected by Dauvin (1982) for the
1978 Amoco Cadiz oil spill, Paul and Anderson (2013a) explained how causal
modelling can be used to investigate the spatiotemporal variation of
macrobenthic assemblage in response to the disturbance. In a similar study and
based on the work of Rokahr (2010) in an honours thesis, Paul et al. (2016)
explored the utility of SEM in investigating the impact of a wastewater
discharge on macroinvertebrate communities by building and testing a causal
model from a spatial sampling design. This study extends previous work by
including temporal variation and accounts for greater ecological complexity in
the causal models. Based on the literature and the nature of effluent discharged
from treatment plants, all of the physicochemical variables that might
potentially have an effect on macroinvertebrate communities have been chosen,
measured, and included in the causal diagram. According to Pearl (2000) and
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Paul (2011), the final model can serve to predict how an intervention would
change the distribution of one or more variables in the model as well as to
estimate the causal effect of interest by testing causal hypotheses from
observational (non-experimental) data. The effects of every intervention can be
estimated from non-experimental data on the condition that the causal diagram
related to the data is acyclic and without any latent variables (Pearl, 2000).
These studies have paved the way for reliable causal inference in environmental
impact studies, and the challenge now is to develop protocols that are evidencebased, practical, general and useable by practitioners. There is also a gap in risk
assessment studies in terms of utility of an augmented model based on
spatiotemporal data. Such models have greater external validity and can be used
as a valuable tool to evaluate the effect of potential treatment plant upgrades
(Paul et al., 2016).
Building on this foundation, in this study, I intended to extend the
application of causal modelling in the area of environmental studies by building
and testing a spatiotemporal causal model for the Wangaratta treatment plant
risk assessment. The aim of this research was to develop protocols for the
design and analysis of environmental impact studies using the principles of
causal modelling. There was special reference to impact assessment in lotic
freshwater ecosystems, but the protocols will also be adaptable to lentic
freshwater and marine ecosystems. This study aimed to investigate the impact
of wastewater discharge from Wangaratta wastewater treatment plant on the
macroinvertebrate community of Three Mile Creek, while controlling for the
spatiotemporal confounding.
The urban area of Wangaratta as a large town might pose more water
problems to Three Mile Creek because of industrial activities and stormwater
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runoff. The stormwater from residential and industrial areas is transferred to the
creek and flows into the Ovens River. The most impacted segments of the
Ovens River are downstream of Wangaratta, and these impacts are attributed to
trade waste effluent, runoff and associated contaminants from the creeks that
join the river (Miller and Barbee, 2003). The potential risk threatening the
health of the creek and the importance of Three Mile Creek for Wangaratta
highlight the necessity of their continuous monitoring. The Ovens River
catchment is important not only at a regional scale, but also at the national level
(Miller and Barbee, 2003).
This project investigated biological and physiochemical parameters of
Three Mile Creek, with the emphasis on the parts of the waterway that receive
effluent and sewage. This study attempted to evaluate the current status of the
creek and identify whether there was any source of pollution leading to river
health degradation. To do this, multiple hypotheses of this study summarised in
Figure 4.1 were tested. The main objective of this study was to infer causal
relationships between environmental variables and the macroinvertebrate
community after removing the effects of natural variation that lead to
spatiotemporal confounding bias. Therefore, the main hypothesis of this
research is whether systematic relationships that are observed between the
abundances of macroinvertebrates (PCOs) and environmental variables occur
because both vary spatially and temporally. If after conditioning on time and
space (adjusting for these variables in the model), there are still systematic
relationships between macroinvertebrate abundance and environmental
variables, there will be evidence for an effect of effluent on macroinvertebrate
communities. It is expected that this work will contribute to revisions of
existing protocols recommended by state environmental protection authorities
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and the protocols described in the Australia and New Zealand Guidelines for
Freshwater and Marine Water Quality.
This thesis has been organised as follows. Chapter 2 starts by explaining
the logic of causality, and possible solutions for the problem of causal inference
in general and in environmental impact studies. It then discusses BACI designs
and their flaws, as well as the ANZECC water quality monitoring guidelines,
before going on to describe BNs, SEM and the process of causal modelling. The
rest of Chapter 2 explains the process of developing a causal diagram for
biomonitoring with macroinvertebrates and the advantages of using causal
modelling for risk assessment studies. Chapter 3 gives a description of the study
area, methods and, R packages used in this study, and the statistical analysis.
Chapter 4 describes the results of model building and testing using
spatiotemporal data. Chapters 5 and 6 are assigned to the discussion,
conclusion, and recommendations for improvement of the models, and the
recommended protocol. The R codes used for developing this protocol, the list
of conditional independencies, and other information are included in
appendixes.
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Chapter 2:
2.1

Literature review

The problem of causal inference in observational

studies
The logic of causality and the problem of confounding
In many areas of scientific research, the main aim of the studies and
central task of the research is to elucidate causal relationships (Freedman, 1999;
Pearl, 2000; Pearl, 2009; Keele, 2015). Deducing causal inferences from nonexperimental studies can be a difficult enterprise (Holland, 1986; Keele, 2015).
The troublesome nature of such a task becomes particularly apparent when
researchers discuss the interpretation of a correlation coefficient or a regression
while convinced that association does not imply causation (Granger, 1980;
Shipley, 2000; Goldthorpe, 2001). In fact, according to Shipley (2000), with
few exceptions, correlation does imply causation. If we rule out the likelihood
of random coincidences, something must cause the systematic relationship
between two variables. The key problem lies in finding a way to establish
causality from the observed degree of association between variables X and Y,
where X is prior to Y. The probability of Y may indeed be higher when X
occurs than the probability of Y where X does not happen; but it could be a
third variable (a confounding variable), Z, that is the cause of both X and Y
(Goldthorpe, 2001). This confounding happens due to the common cause and,
in many statistical texts, is referred to as a spurious relationship (Keele, 2015).
The early solution to the problem of moving from association to causation has
been sought for through an argument that X can be the ‘genuine’ cause of Y if
the dependence of Y on X is robust. In other words, the dependence of Y on X
cannot be eliminated if another variable (or variables) are introduced to the
analysis. There is only an exception to this rule where X is a genuine (indirect)
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cause of Y. In this condition, the dependency of Y on X can be removed by
conditioning on a more direct cause. For example, if X is a genuine (indirect)
cause of Y and Z is a genuine (direct) cause of Y, as in X→Z→Y, X can still be
a genuine (indirect) cause of Y yet be removed by conditioning on Z (Shipley,
2016). Another way of detecting causal relationships is to control the effect of
confounders through experiments (Goldthorpe, 2001), and thus such controlled
experiments are generally preferred to observational studies for making causal
inferences (Freedman, 1999).

Inferential strength of experiments vs. observational
studies
The suitability of experiments and observational studies for providing
causal inference has been vigorously debated (Cook et al., 2008). Welldesigned, randomised experiments are preferred as powerful aids in
investigating causal relations (Holland, 1986; Freedman, 2009) because, besides
random error, the treatment and control groups are balanced with respect to all
relevant variables other than the treatment (Freedman, 2009). Therefore, in
experiments, the treatment group and the control group differ only due to the
treatment and not to any measured or unmeasured variables (Cook et al., 2008;
Freedman, 2009). If the groups differ because of the effect of another variable
that influences the outcome, the effect of that confounding variable will also be
included in the estimated treatment effect (Freedman, 1999). Randomisation in
experiments fulfils two purposes in causal inference: (1) it ensures that no
causal effect comes from the experimental units to the treatment variable or
from a common cause of both; and (2) it reduces the chance of correlation
between the treatment variable and other causes of the treatment, but cannot
remove it completely (Shipley, 2000). Therefore, randomisation minimises the
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bias of confounding in experiments. In observational studies, such assurance is
not available (Freedman, 1999; Greenland et al., 1999).
Confounding bias is a serious issue in environmental studies, but even
randomised experiments do not give any automatic assurance of causal
inference without subjective assumptions (Greenland et al., 1999; Shipley,
2000). For this reason, Fisher (1970) explicitly recommended that researchers
physically control for other causes, in addition to randomisation, whenever
possible. Indeed, the usefulness of the randomised experiment is constrained in
many situations where experiments are expensive, impractical or unethical
(Freedman, 1999; Shipley, 2000). For example, in studying how increased
carbon dioxide (CO2) concentration might change the community structure of
forests, it is not practical to use entire forests as experimental units (Shipley,
2000); or in studying the direct effect of smoking on lung cancer, it is unethical
to ask people to start smoking if they are categorised in the smoking group by
randomisation (Freedman, 1999). There is also a concern about the limited
generality of experiments, which implies that alternatives to the experiments
will always be needed (Cook et al., 2008). In addition, most of what is known
about causation, whenever experiments are not practical, is derived from
observational studies (Freedman, 1999).

Solutions to the problem of confounding in observational
studies
Causal inferences can be made from randomised controlled experiments,
natural experiments, quasi experimental studies, and observational studies
(Campbell and Stanley, 1963; Freedman, 1999; Freedman, 2005). The main
problem of using observational (non-experimental) data is confounding
(Freedman, 2005). It is essential to consider confounding when designing
studies of causal effect and analysing the data. Researchers have endeavoured to
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minimise confounding by utilising strategies in study design and statistical
analysis (Greenland et al., 1999). Confounding bias can be controlled if
requisite information is available and the confounding is anticipated. The
confounding problem can be addressed before or after a study is completed.
Solutions to the problem of confounding have included direct approaches such
as restriction, matching, and stratification (Grimes and Schulz, 2002), and
indirect approaches such as Campbell and Stanley’s pre-test post-test control
group design (Campbell and Stanley, 1963).
The simplest and most straightforward approach to control for
confounding via study design is restriction (also called exclusion). The effect of
a confounder variable cannot be mixed with the effect of the explanatory
variable on the response variable, if the potential confounding does not vary
across either the explanatory or response variables. This can be achieved by
restricting the study subjects to criteria that allow them to fall within a specified
category or categories of potential confounder (Hennekens et al., 1987). Based
on researchers’ previous knowledge, if for example marital status is considered
a confounding variable on studying the effect of diet on insomnia, only single or
married subjects are enrolled in the study. This is based on prior knowledge that
assumes married people have a healthier diet and less stressful life than single
people, leading to the former having a lower likelihood of suffering from
insomnia. This study design avoids confounding and increases internal validity
(cause and effect) at the cost of poorer external validity (generalisation). That is
to say, the outcomes of the study cannot be generalised to the population that
includes singles in this example if the study is restricted to married people
(Grimes and Schulz, 2002). Another approach to control confounding is called
matching, and this approach has been widely used over the years. Matching is a
technique that controls confounding in both the design and analysis stages of a
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study. Unlike the restriction approach, where study subjects belong to one
homogeneous level of confounding variable, different levels of confounding
variables are included in the study for the matching approach. The intention is
to ensure that the distribution of potential confounder is identical in study
groups that are compared (Hennekens et al., 1987; Grimes and Schulz, 2002). In
a case-control study in which gender is a suspected confounder, for example,
cases and controls can be matched by gender status. Matching in design will
succeed in the controlling of confounder variables when it is combined with an
appropriate analysis (Hennekens et al., 1987). However, one drawback of this
method is that the effect of the matched variable cannot be examined (Grimes
and Schulz, 2002). Another disadvantage of the method is that it does not
control potential confounding by other variables that have not been considered
in matching. The use of matching in study design must be accompanied by
stratification in the analysis (Hennekens et al., 1987). Stratification is an
approach for dealing with confounding after a study has been completed.
Stratification, also called cross-tabulation, works by subdividing the study
population into levels of the confounding variable. For example, in a study on
the effect of smoking on lung cancer, air pollution would be considered a
confounder if air pollution might cause cancer and smokers are from more
polluted areas. In this case, the investigator might stratify the population in
urban, suburban, and rural areas to control confounding. As the number of
confounding variables increases, the stratified groups get smaller and smaller,
which leads to higher effects of chance (random error) (Cook et al., 2008).
Another approach for handling the problem of confounding is to hinder it
indirectly in natural experiments or quasi-experiments. In health and
behavioural sciences, where randomised controlled experiments are impractical
or unethical, quasi-experimental studies are often conducted (Grimshaw et al.,
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2000). Non-true or quasi-experiments are different from experiments in that the
researcher does not have any control over treatment or intervention to
randomise participants in measured groups (Ellis and Levy, 2011). In an
attempt to reduce factors that jeopardise internal validity (cause and effect) and
external validity (generalisation), Campbell and Stanley (1963) introduced
several quasi-experimental designs for research. The ‘pre-test post-test with
control group design’ also known as ‘controlled before and after design’ is one
of the most commonly used designs of quasi-experimental studies (Grimshaw et
al., 2000). In the Controlled Before and After design, the performance of a
study group that receives a treatment is compared with a control group with
similar characteristics. The same method is used to collect data from both
groups before and after the treatment is introduced in the study group
(Campbell and Stanley, 1963; Grimshaw et al., 2000). However, the difficulty
with this technique is that even in well-matched study and control groups, the
initial performances of each group might differ. As a result of an imbalanced
baseline, the control group might experience a different trend or sudden change
compared to the treatment group. When the control group is not comparable to
the study group, the effect of treatment might be spurious. Another drawback of
this method is that no direct comparisons between study and control group are
made (Grimshaw et al., 2000). There are other disadvantages of the Controlled
Before and After design method, and Campbell and Stanley (1963) offer several
suggestions on how to handle these, including through the use of alternative
experimental designs.
Many studies in different areas of research are observational in nature,
where the researcher plays the role of an observer who does not have any
control over the effect of interest (Holland, 1986; Freedman, 2009). Because of
this, some researchers have started to rely more heavily on statistical analysis
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through modelling in order to deal with the problem of causal inference from
non-experimental data (Freedman, 1999). Methods of covariate adjustment,
such as regression, are widely used, especially in epidemiology and social
science to control for the effect of confounding variables (Freedman, 1999;
Freedman, 2005). However, the problem here is that relying on statistical
analysis alone is not enough to detect and correct confounding bias.
Confounding bias can safely be corrected provided some judgmental
assumptions are made regarding causal relationships in the problem before an
adjustment (Freedman, 1999; Freedman, 2005; Pearl, 2009). Among fields of
research, environmental impact studies, in particular, have also had a history of
debate over the issue of confounding, and this will be discussed in next section.

2.2

Early solutions to the problem of causal inference in

environmental impact studies
The problem of spatial and temporal confounding
The impact of human activities on global water resources is evidenced by
increasing salinization, sedimentation, eutrophication, and pollution from point
and non-point sources. The human impact on ecological processes within water
bodies can be very difficult to assess (Downes et al., 2002). River communities
change in space and time, which makes it difficult to determine if measured
effects are due to human influence or other factors. In other words,
anthropogenic damage might be confounded by natural disturbances occurring
over a range of temporal and spatial scales (Wiens, 2013). The focus of impact
assessment monitoring is to discriminate human activities from patterns or
changes arising from entirely non-human processes (Downes et al., 2002). For
an appropriate assessment of water resources, environmental impact studies are
still looking for a solution to deal with spatial and temporal cofounding, and this
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has been a subject of much consideration and debate in the literature (Green,
1979; Hurlbert, 1984; Stewart-Oaten et al., 1986; Underwood, 1991; Smith et
al., 1993; Stewart-Oaten and Bence, 2001; Downes et al., 2002). Some
important factors required for successful monitoring programs are the
availability of control sites, collection of data before the impact has occurred,
and avoiding spatial confounding or differences between control and impact
sites (Downes et al., 2002; Wiens, 2013). According to Downes et al. (2002),
spatial confounding can happen in the situation where all control locations are
in one place and all impact locations are in another. Natural variation in control
sites, for example, might coincide with the onset of human activity at the impact
locations. Similarly, if control and impact locations differ in their natural
variation, it is possible that natural changes in some of the locations will be
coincident with human activity. Thus, it would be difficult to separate the
effects of an impact from those of natural variation (Wiens, 2013). To avoid this
problem, Downes et al. (2002) suggested that the habitat of control and impact
locations should be matched as much as possible. Other researchers in
environmental impact studies also endeavoured to solve the problem of
spatiotemporal confounding by revising the before-after or control-impact study
designs, known as BACI designs (Green, 1979; Hurlbert, 1984; Underwood,
1991). Green (1979) first advised sampling an impact and a control site, before
and after a disturbance, and called it the ‘optimal impact design’. Having
controls in both time and space was a prerequisite of the method. The aim of
having these controls in space and time was to reveal the effects of the impact
on the biological community based on changes in the impact area that did not
happen in the control area and did not exist before the impact occurred.
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Optimal impact designs, BACI (before-after controlimpact designs), Beyond BACI
Before-After Control-Impact designs have been widely used in
environmental impact studies and monitoring programs to differentiate the
impacts of human-made disturbance from the natural variation that nature
imposes upon streams and rivers over most time-scales (Downes et al., 2002).
In BACI designs, the impact location and one or more control locations before
and after the onset of the activity are simultaneously monitored, with the
intention of correcting for confounding bias (Clements et al., 1989; Downes et
al., 2002). The assumption behind BACI designs is that all sites, or locations,
experience similar natural fluctuations in season, weather, current velocity and
other aspects (Stewart-Oaten and Bence, 2001), such that the only difference
between control and impact sites is the disturbance at the impact sites (Green,
1979). Therefore, biases can be handled by subtracting the average temporal
variation at the control site(s) from the change at the impact site(s) (Downes et
al., 2002). That is, causal inferences in BACI studies are based on the
interaction between period (before and after) and location (control and impact)
(Underwood, 1991; Paul, 2011).
In most natural systems, considerable changes happen at any given
location because of natural processes (Underwood, 1981). If such variation is
overlooked in monitoring programs, it can lead to an increase in the risk of a
real impact being underestimated due to underlying natural variation.
Conversely, the effect of an activity might be overestimated if its initiation
coincides with natural variation (Clements et al., 1989). This problem might be
avoided, as recommended by Stewart-Oaten et al. (1986), by sampling
repeatedly at random intervals of time over some period both before and after
the initiation of an activity. The duration of sampling within each of the before
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and after periods should cover the occurrence of the main source of natural
variation expected within the life of an activity (Keough, 1995). Due to the
inherent variation in most natural systems (Downes et al., 2002), and because a
change in mean abundances of organisms over time might vary among
locations, BACI designs were extended to include multiple control and impact
locations. This modified approach is referred to as Multiple Before/After
Control/Impact design (MBACI) by Keough (1995).
In situations where there is no accurate understanding of the spatial
extent of an impact or the rate at which the impact will show itself, more
extensive sampling might be required (Downes et al., 2002). The design
proposed by Underwood (1991), known as the Beyond-BACI design, was
developed to deal with this difficulty. Underwood (1991) argued that some
types of environmental impacts might also change in their variances rather than
in the means of the variables of interest. Those human activities that might
cause temporal heterogeneity require temporally hierarchical sampling designs.
Beyond BACI differs from MBACI in that it considers times (at all scales) as
samples from a larger population of times (Downes et al., 2002). Underwood
(1991) believed that many ecological investigations did not give enough
thought to the whole problem of replication in time; for example, the
assumption that a change from one season to another is seasonal can only be
tested with replicated times of sampling in each season.
Most of the sampling designs explained above, if not all of them, have
flaws and have been criticised by other researches (e.g. see Hurlbert (1984),
Underwood (1991), and Stewart-Oaten and Bence (2001)).These flaws and
criticisms will be discussed in next section.
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Criticisms of BACI, Beyond BACI
The BACI design has been criticised for the treatments not being
replicated or the replicates not being statistically independent; a problem
referred to as ‘pseudoreplication’ (Hurlbert, 1984). It is also irrational to accept
a statistically significant period-by-location interaction as evidence for an
impact. For instance, the mean abundances of an organism in two similar parts
of a river do not necessarily change by the same amount in the absence of a
disturbance (Hurlbert, 1984; Downes et al., 2002).
To overcome these problems, Stewart-Oaten et al. (1986) modified the
BACI design and proposed sampling simultaneously from an impact location
and a control location at repeated times before and after the disturbance.
Stewart-Oaten et al. (1986) used a t-test to statistically compare the differences
between the mean of the before differences and the mean of the after
differences. Stewart-Oaten et al. (1986) believed that his design overcame the
concerns raised by Hurlbert (1984) about pseudoreplication in time. They
argued that Hurlbert (1984) meant that if the samples are uncorrelated, then the
differences between before and after the disturbance will also be uncorrelated,
but the latter condition can hold without the former. Thus, they concluded that
the differences could be uncorrelated even if the samples themselves are
correlated. However, they admitted that this design cannot be guaranteed to be
universally applicable.
As explained above, the impact location might experience natural
changes even without the presence of human activity. It is also to be expected
that a control location will have its own dynamics. Even two locations similar at
one time might change differently through time. Thus, the difference between a
single impact location and a single control location might be due to location-tolocation variation. In BACI studies, differences between impact and control
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sites might exist if there is a significant statistical interaction between the two
sources of variation (control versus impact sites and before versus after time of
sampling). However, the use of a single control site is not enough, to associate
the statistical interaction with the impact of human activity on the impact site
(Underwood, 1991). This problem can be solved by employing an MBACI
design and by sampling several impact and control locations concurrently, to
obtain an estimate of the natural variation when the impact and control locations
are compared.
The dynamics of streams and rivers are such that changes might occur at
any location over most time-scales because of natural process (Underwood,
1981; Downes et al., 2002). An appropriate sampling design should be able to
detect both acute short-term and chronic long-term disturbances, defined as
‘pulse and press disturbances’ by Underwood (1991). Underwood (1981)
emphasised the necessity to sample at different time-scales to detect the
presence of environmental impacts that result in changes in temporal variance,
rather than simple effects on the means. He believed that the BACI designs,
introduced above, did not address the problem of how to sample for possible
impacts of human interventions that would not show themselves as differences
in mean abundances of organisms (Underwood, 1991).
Stewart-Oaten and Bence (2001) argued that there are drawbacks for
sampling at random times as recommended for the Beyond-BACI design.
Regular sampling times have statistical and logistical advantages that will
override the benefit of using random sampling times for a small chance of
removing biases. Stewart-Oaten and Bence (2001) also believed that the
Beyond-BACI design was flawed for other reasons. In particular, they noted
that the BACI design can only estimate effects on the mean. An ‘effect’ is
described as the difference between what will happen after a disturbance and
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what would have happened without it. Predicting this difference can be almost
similar to estimating the difference between means. Therefore, estimated effects
on the means can be justified as predictions of change in future values. StewartOaten and Bence (2001) did not claim that variance effects should be ignored,
but rather that they are hard to estimate reliably and interpret clearly. A further
flaw is that the BACI design cannot assess causes. An impact assessment is
more similar to an observational study than an experiment in that multiple
impact sites cannot be chosen randomly, either by humans or by nature, and
either from a population or the sites used in the study. Thus, no assessment
design can provide causal inferences in observational studies as strongly as that
provided by experiments, despite that claimed by Underwood (1992).
Despite receiving much criticism, and not being efficient enough to infer
causality, BACI designs are widely used in many environmental impact studies
and monitoring programs. In the next section, BACI designs recommended by
ANZECC water quality monitoring guidelines will be discussed.

2.3

The ANZECC water quality monitoring guidelines
Broad categories of designs for monitoring and assessment of aquatic

ecosystems that apply in different contexts have been described in the
Australian and New Zealand Guidelines for Fresh and Marine Water Quality
(ANZECC/ARMCANZ, 2000). Based on these guidelines, five main categories
of study designs including ‘baseline studies’, ‘investigative studies’, ‘temporal
changes only’, ‘spatial pattern alone’, and ‘BACI designs’ can be applied in
different scenarios. For example, depending on whether a disturbance has
occurred or not; or if the timing and location of disturbance is known or not, a
different type of design will be used.
‘Baseline studies’ and ‘investigative studies’ are used when the timing
and location of a disturbance is not known. Broad-scale water quality
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monitoring programs or studies carried out after fish kills exemplify these
approaches. Where the timing and location of a disturbance is known, one of
the other three categories of designs can be applied. If the program has to start
after an event, inferences need to be based on ‘spatial pattern alone’. The
Australian River Assessment System (AUSRIVAS), which is a rapid biological
assessment procedure based on macroinvertebrates, exemplifies this design. In
inferences based on ‘spatial pattern alone’, disturbed sites need to be compared
against reference sites. For studies starting before a disturbance has happened,
two common situations often arise. The first situation arises where there are no
control sites, in which case inference is made based on ‘temporal change alone’.
In this design, any changes in the behaviour of the indicator after the
disturbance are assumed to be solely attributable to disturbance. ‘Temporal
pattern alone’ and ‘spatial change alone’ are mostly used in studies with the
objective of undertaking a biodiversity assessment or examining an ecosystemlevel response. The second situation arises when there are control sites
available, in which case the BACI design is recommended by the ANZECC
guidelines. The guidelines emphasise that BACI designs are the strongest class
of monitoring and assessment designs. The family of BACI designs are
recommended by the guideline to be used wherever possible, especially where
there is an opportunity to incorporate appropriate control sites
(ANZECC/ARMCANZ, 2000).
The family of BACI designs and relevant statistical analyses are advised,
by the guidelines, to be used for different situations depending on the nature of
the expected impact and the local conditions of the study. These designs are
recommended for water quality assessments and biomonitoring of all types of
aquatic ecosystems, including streams and rivers, wetlands, lakes, and estuaries.
According to the guidelines, the best protocols are defined as those that have
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sufficient data collected before and after a potential disturbance. The advantage
of such protocols is that the natural variation inherent in the indicators can be
accounted for by including baseline data. The most preferred designs in the
guideline are the MBACI and Beyond-BACI designs as they involve both predisturbance baseline data and multiple control sites, and provide generally
stronger inferences. Where only a single control site can be found and/or where
pre-disturbance data are available for a short period of time, the sampling
design (e.g. BACI) will have less inferential rigour. The reason for this is that
there is a greater chance of confounding with natural variation unrelated to the
disturbance. In addition, more assumptions need to be made about the similarity
of measured variables or indicators in control and impact sites before onset of
the potential disturbance (ANZECC/ARMCANZ, 2000). Despite
recommendations for using the family of BACI designs, ANZECC/ARMCANZ
(2000) did not claim that any of these designs might be adequate for obtaining
unbiased inferences of the causal effects of anthropogenic disturbance on
aquatic ecosystems.
To be able to judge the performance of BACI designs in inferring
causation, one must first understand the theory of inferred causation. This
theory is presented in the following section.

2.4

Bayesian network and a theory of inferred causation
A central task in inferring causation from a given set of observations is to

find a satisfactory explanation for them that is intimately related to the notion of
causation (Pearl and Verma, 1991). The notion of causation is related to
necessity; however, there are often exceptions because of missing variables and
coarse description. For example, when saying ‘you will fail this course because
you don’t attend your classes’ there is not absolute certainty that a person will
fail a course, but an assumption that the probability of failing is higher in this
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situation. In most ordinary conversations, the concept of causation implies
probability (Pearl, 2000). Thus, probability theory seems to be a natural
language for inferring causation (Pearl and Verma, 1991; Pearl, 2000).
Investigators aim to prove the presence or absence of causal connections,
assess the strength of causal connections, and find a way of inferring causal
connections from noisy observations (Pearl, 2000). As statistical analysis is
based on covariation, not causation, and given that most human knowledge
comes from observations, we need to find models that can emulate the
translation of direct observations to cause-and-effect relationships (Pearl and
Verma, 1991). Learning causal relationships from data was a dream for
centuries until two decades ago when the mathematical relationships between
graphs and probabilistic dependencies came to light (Pearl, 2000). Bayesian
networks (BNs) are graphical models for reasoning under uncertainty that
describe the relationships among variables, using probabilistic expressions
(Pollino and Hart, 2008; Korb and Nicholson, 2010; Barton et al., 2012).
Directed graphs, especially Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs), known as
Bayesian networks are used to describe causal relationships (Pearl, 2000). A
DAG is a causal structure of a set of variables, in which the nodes represent
variables and arcs represent direct connections between the variables. These
direct connections are often causal connections (Pearl, 2000; Korb and
Nicholson, 2010). One of the most important features of BNs is that the
dependence and independence of relationships among the variables are
determined by the structure of the associated DAG. Thus, it is possible to reveal
which variables are relevant or irrelevant for other variables of interest
(Aguilera et al., 2011).
A simple yet typical BN from Pearl and Verma (1991) revised by Paul
(W Paul 2016, pers. comm.) is illustrated in Figure 2.1. It shows relationships
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among season (X1), catching a cold (X2), or suffering from hay fever (X3),
sneezing (X4), and reaching for a tissue (X5). The lack of a direct link between
X1 and X5 shows that the impact of seasonal changes on the need for tissues is
mediated by other variables. To describe the relationship among variables in
Figure 2.1, once we know the season, it is revealed that the sneeze is because of
a cold or hay fever (assuming that a cold is more common in winter and hay
fever happens more in spring). In modelling language, by knowing the value of
X1 (season) and conditioning on it, the middle variables, X2 (cold) and X3 (hay
fever) are independent. On the other hand, the case where two causes have a
common effect acts the opposite way; e.g., X2 (cold) and X3 (hay fever) will be
dependent if the person is sneezing and reaches for a tissue in that by rejecting
one of these explanations, the probability of the other increases (Pearl, 2000).

Figure 2.1 A Bayesian network representing dependencies among variables.

In nature, there are arbitrary functional relationships between each effect
and its causes imposed by stable causal mechanisms. If these relationships are
perturbed by arbitrary disturbances introduced by nature, then it results in
hidden or unmeasurable conditions governed by some probability function.
Scientists attempt to identify these mechanisms, that are organised in the form
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of acyclic directed graphs (Pearl and Verma, 1991). Directed graphs are an
intuitive way of expressing causal knowledge (Steyvers et al., 2003), in which
each variable is modelled as a function of its direct causes (parents). By
definition, a directed acyclic graph can form the causal structure of a set of
variables, with each node representing of a variable of V, and each link relating
to a direct functional relationship among the corresponding variables. The
causal structure serves as a blueprint for a causal model, which, in turn,
specifies how each variable is influenced by its immediate causes (known as
Markovian parents in a DAG) (Pearl, 2000).
It is important to know how strongly the variables are related and this can
be obtained by utilising the quantitative component of the BN (Aguilera et al.,
2011). Taking into account a BN as a carrier of conditional independence
relationships, it holds that joint probability distribution over all the variables is
equal to the product of the conditional distributions attached to each node, as
follows (Equation 2.1):
𝑝(𝑥1 , … . , 𝑥𝑛 ) = ∏𝑛𝑖=1 𝑝(𝑥𝑖 |𝑝𝑎(𝑥𝑖 ))
Equation 2.1

Where pa(xi) is a set of predecessors of xi. Suppose we have a set of
variables as in 𝑉 = {𝑋1 , … , 𝑋𝑛 }, and p(v) is the joint probability distribution on
these variables. Then, a set of variables PAj is said to be Markovian Parents of
Xj if PAj is a minimal set of predecessors of Xj that renders Xj independent of
all its other predecessors1 (Pearl, 2000). In simple terms, the Markovian Parents
are the minimal set of parent variables that make the child variable independent
of all its other predecessors. That is, Markov condition is the state of any

1

Lowercase symbols (e.g., xj, paj) indicate the particular observed value for the corresponding
variables (e.g., Xj, PAj).
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variable being probabilistically independent of its non-descendants given the
state of its parents (Steyvers et al., 2003). The Markov condition guides us to
decide when a set of parents is complete in terms of including all the relevant
immediate causes of a variable. Once a causal model is formed, it defines a joint
probability distribution of the variables in the system in which each variable
must be independent of its ancestors given its parents (Pearl and Verma, 1991;
Pearl, 2000). At this stage, the scientist has a chance to inspect a subset of the
observed variables and the probability distribution over those observed
variables, but the underlying causal model and causal structure is still
unrevealed (Pearl, 2000).
As the causal structure of a set of variables is unknown, there is no
unique model that would fit a given distribution of those variables. There are
numerous models that each might fit data with different sets of hidden variables
and each might connect the observed variables through different causal
relationships. The solution to the problem of having no unique model is to
follow standard norms of scientific induction and find a simpler, less-elaborate
model that is equally consistent with the data. The model which is selected
using this process is referred to as ‘minimal’ (Pearl and Verma, 1991). From
this, inferred causation can be defined as follows: a variable X is said to have a
causal influence on a variable Y if a directed path from X to Y exists in every
minimal latent structure consistent with the data (Pearl, 2000).
In situations where all of the variables in a causal model are observable,
conditional independencies are sufficient to infer causal relationships. However,
this relationship cannot be attributed to the unobservable variables known as
latent or hidden variables (Pearl and Verma, 1991; Pearl, 1995b). The Markov
condition permits us to exclude some of the causes out of the set of parents (to
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be summarised by probabilities), but not if they are also the cause of other
variables in the model (Pearl, 2000). For example, disturbances, dictated by
nature, that perturb the causal relationships and influence several families of
parent-child in the model, will be latent variables (Pearl and Verma, 1991).
Under the assumption of model-minimality and stable distribution, causal
relationships can be uncovered. This method does not claim to identify stable
physical mechanisms in nature, but it can identify the mechanisms that may be
used for causal inference, plausibly from non-experimental data (Pearl, 2000).

2.5

The relationship between BNs and Structural Equation

Modelling (SEM) and a general framework for causal
modelling
Similar to the BN approach, Structural Equation Modelling (SEM) is a
causal modelling approach for inferring causal relationships from observational
data (Gupta and Kim, 2008). SEM is a family of causal modelling (Pearl, 2000)
that was introduced by Wright (1921), and is defined as the process of
developing and evaluating structural equation models (Grace et al., 2012). This
method provides a framework for learning about causal processes by combining
the cause-effect information and statistical data in order to determine the
quantitative relationship among studied variables (Gupta and Kim, 2008).
For several reasons, SEM is preferred to older generations of multivariate
procedures (Hair et al., 2006; Byrne, 2010). SEM is a straightforward method
for dealing with multiple relationships simultaneously (Hair et al., 2006).
Further, SEM uses a confirmatory method of data analysis while addressing
aspects of the exploratory approach. In confirmatory analysis, a multivariate
method of analysis is used to confirm any relationship specified prior to the
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analysis. The exploratory approach, on the other hand, allows the multivariate
method to estimate the nature of the relationship; for example, the stepwise
multiple regression method adds predicator variables until some criterion is met
(Hair et al., 2006; Byrne, 2010). In multivariate procedures that are exploratory
in nature, hypothesis testing is difficult if not impossible (Byrne, 2010).
Hypotheses and the theories that form causal relations in connecting paths
between variables in a causal model, are based on researchers’ prior knowledge
(Pearl, 2000; Byrne, 2010). As the founder of Path Coefficients, the ancestor of
SEM, Wright (1923) states that ‘the method depends on the combination of
knowledge of the degrees of correlation among variables in a system’ and ‘prior
knowledge of the causal relations is assumed as a prerequisite’.
Another advantage of using SEM over other multivariate techniques such
as Bayesian networks, is that researchers can incorporate both unobserved and
observed variables (Gupta and Kim, 2008; Byrne, 2010). Causal processes of
interest can be represented by a series of structural equations, each summarising
the impact of all observed and unobserved variables on one specific observed or
unobserved variable (Byrne, 2010). Structural equation models can be shown
with related mathematical equations e.g., regression equations in that regression
models illustrate the influence of variables on another variable. This influence
can be shown using an arrow pointing to the variable of interest from the
variable that is influencing it (Hair et al., 2006; Byrne, 2010). Generally, a
structural causal model consists of a set of equations, and can be written as:
𝑥𝑖 = 𝑓𝑖 (𝑝𝑎𝑖 , 𝑢𝑖 )

i=1,…, n,

Equation 2.2

Where 𝑝𝑎𝑖 is the set of variables that directly determine the value of Xi,
and Ui is representative of errors.
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Structural equation models are schematically depicted in causal diagrams.
Given a causal model in Equation 2.2, if we draw an arrow to each variable
from its immediate causes, the resulting graph will be a causal diagram. If the
causal diagram is acyclic and the errors are jointly independent, the model is a
Markovian model. Markovian models connect causation and probabilities via
Markov condition (Spirtes et al., 1993; Pearl, 2000). Two assumptions need to
be met for justification of causal Markov condition. First, every variable that is
a cause of two or more variables should be included in the model. Second,
‘common cause principle’ should be met which states that if two variables are
dependent, either one is the cause of the other or there is a third variable that
they share as a common cause (Reichenbach, 1956). Based on the causal
Markov condition, a child-parent relationship can be specified as a deterministic
function instead of the usual conditional probability used in BNs. This leads to
the same distribution that characterises BNs (Pearl, 2000). In other words, for
every BN with a distribution P (as in Equation 2.1), there is a structural
equation model (as in Equation 2.2) that produces a distribution identical to P
(Druzdzel and Simon, 1993).
SEM models not only have the graphical feature and the logic of
causality that accompanies BNs, but also they have a number of advantages
over BNs (Pearl, 2000; Gupta and Kim, 2008; Paul et al., 2016). Pearl (2000)
states some reasons for preferring functional models. First, functional models
are more general than stochastic models in that stochastic models can be
emulated by functional models, but functional relationships can only be
approximated by stochastic models, as a limiting case (Pearl, 2000). Using
functional models, one can go beyond predicting the effect of interventions to
analysing counterfactuals. For example, functional models can answer questions
such as ‘what would be the concentration of algae if we could stop discharging
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effluent to the streams’, whereas SEM can answer questions like ‘what would
have been the algal concentration if discharging had not been occurring’ (Paul
et al., 2016). Another advantage of functional representation is that standard
statistical methods and software can now be used for the building and testing of
SEM models (Paul and Anderson, 2013a).
Graph theoretical SEM is an approach for translating a causal diagram
into a structural causal model, and is the most common method of testing causal
models. This process has been shown in Figure 2.2 from Paul et al. (2016). The
process of structural causal modelling starts with drawing a causal diagram
(Shipley, 2000). The causal diagram and its components have been described in
section 2.6.1. The next part of the process involves translating the causal
diagram into a set of structural equation and d-separation statements. dSeparation is used as a translation tool for translating the language of causality
to the language of probability distribution (Shipley, 2000). The statistical
models and independence relationships underpinning SEM can be fitted and
tested using the structural equation and d-separation statements (Pearl, 1998;
Paul et al., 2016). d-Separation statements and structural equations derived from
causal modelling are explained in more details in section 2.6.2. The third step of
the process is to fit and check the statistical models for each of the structural
equations, and to test all the independencies entailed in the causal structure
(Pearl, 2000; Shipley, 2000). In the process of building a causal diagram, based
on the results from model testing, the causal diagram might need to be adjusted
in an iterative process. As SEM is strictly confirmatory, the hypothesised model
might be accepted or rejected. Based on the results of the hypothesised model
and how perfect it fits the data, the model might be modified and re-estimated
(Byrne, 2010). Finally, the model is used to predict effects of interventions and
to inform management and policy (Pearl, 2000; Paul et al., 2016).
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Figure 2.2 The process of structural causal modelling (Paul et al., 2016).
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2.6

The process of causal modelling
Constructing the causal diagram
The causal diagram is the linchpin of causal modelling and helps

researchers to express their knowledge about a system under study in a
qualitative format (Paul, 2011). Researchers have been using the visual
representations of causal models since they became well known with path
diagrams for linear structural equation models in the 1960s. Recently, graphical
causal models have been considered synonymously with directed acyclic
graphs. DAGs are related to data (probability distributions) and to causal
frameworks (Elwert, 2013). Casual diagrams can be used to check the potential
for confounding, and as a guide to decide which variables (covariates) need to
be observed so as to control confounding bias (Pearl and Paz, 2010; Paul et al.,
2013; Paul et al., 2016). Causal diagrams also carry assumptions about
independence and the independencies that construct a causal model (Paul,
2011).
Causal diagrams are a form of DAG, that present causal assumptions
visually, and consist of nodes or vertices, arrows (edges) and missing arrows
(Shipley, 2000; Elwert, 2013). As directed graphs are used to represent causal
relationship between variables, the term ‘vertex’ can be replaced with the
familiar term ‘variable’ and also the term ‘edge’ can be referred to as ‘effect’
(Shipley, 2000). Missing arrows in a causal diagram show the assumption of no
direct causal relationship between two variables (Elwert, 2013). All DAGs or
causal diagrams can be constructed from three elementary causal structures:
chain A→B→C, fork A←B→C and inverted fork A→B←C, which correspond
with causation, confounding and spurious association, respectively (Pearl, 2000;
Paul, 2011; Elwert, 2013).
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The DAG shown in Figure 2.1 can be used as an example of a
preliminary causal diagram in my causal modelling process. It shows how hay
fever and having a cold affect sneezing and the need for tissue. To obtain an
unbiased estimate of the impact of variables that might be the cause of sneezing,
data need to be collected on potential confounding variable or variables; for
example, genetic-related reasons such as the photic sneeze reflex (PSR).
It is now well understood that reducing the potential bias of any set of
covariates depends essentially on the causal relationship among all variables
affecting outcome, and such relationship can be depicted in the form of DAGs
(Greenland and Brumback, 2002; Pearl and Paz, 2010). Confounding bias can
be controlled using causal modelling based on the causal relationship depicted
in a causal diagram and criteria referred to as back door and front door (Pearl,
2000; Greenland and Brumback, 2002). All causal effects can be identified in
nonexperimental studies if the confounding variable is measured (Robins, 1987;
Spirtes et al., 1993). If there are a set of unmeasured confounding variables (Z),
the causal effect of X on Y can be identified using back door and front door
criteria (Pearl, 2000). Graphical conditions that ensures this identification, were
established by Spirtes et al. (1993) and the mathematical equations were
summarised in Pearl (2000). The back door criterion can be used to assess the
causal effect by adjusting for a set of covariates. Where there is not a set of
covariates to adjust for, the causal effect can be estimated using the front door
criterion (Pearl, 1995a; Tian and Pearl, 2002).
The path between a potential cause (X) and an effect (Y) is a front-door
path if the path starts with an arrow pointing from X toward Y, and it is said to
be a causal path. If all of the arrows in this path are in the same direction, the
path is not blocked. Alternatively, if one of the arrows is in a different direction,
the path is blocked. The back door criterion is related to a back door path,
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which is a path pointing at X like entering a back door. If the back door can be
blocked by conditioning on one or more variables in the causal path, the
variables in the causal path can be independent of the confounding variables in
the back-door path. Then, the causal relationship between X and Y can be
obtained using only observable variables. In this situation, the causal effect of X
on Y is said to be identifiable (Pearl, 1995a; Pearl, 2000; Pearl, 2009).
Identifiability is about the control of confounding. In order to identify the causal
effect of one variable on another, the effect should be isolated from the effect of
confounding variables in a process of conditioning or adjustment (Paul and
Anderson, 2013a).

Reading structural equations and d-separation statements
from the causal diagram
After building a causal diagram, the next step of structural equation
modelling is to translate the causal diagram into a series of structural equations
and d-separation statements (Pearl, 2000; Shipley, 2000; Hair et al., 2006).
Structural equations
A set of structural equations can be written using Equation 2.2. By doing
so, every structural equation consists of a set of variables in the causal diagram
that directly determine the value of the variable of interest and the error due to
the omitted factors (Pearl, 2000). To continue with the example from Figure
2.1, if we assign ‘S’ for season, ‘C’ for having a cold, ‘H’ for having a hay
fever, ‘Z’ for sneezing, and ‘T’ for reaching for tissue, the set of equations will
be as follows (Equation 2.3):
T=fT (Z, ɛT); Z=fz (H, C, ɛz); H= fH (S, ɛH); C= fC (S, ɛC)
Equation 2.3

where ɛi, i=T, Z, H, C are error variables which are assumed to be jointly
independent.
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d-Separation statements
A graphical criterion called the d-separation criterion (Pearl, 1988) is
used to read the conditional dependencies from DAGs or causal diagrams. The
d-separation criterion has three patterns: causal chains, causal forks, and
inverted forks (Pearl, 2000).
d-Separation is a tool for translating the knowledge underlying a causal
diagram into d-separation statements, which are graphical counterparts of the
conditional independence relationships (Shipley, 2000). d-Separation provides
sufficient conditions for two variables in a causal diagram to be
probabilistically independent upon conditioning on some other set of variables
(Pearl, 2000; Shipley, 2000). The reasoning behind d-separation can be
identified by attributing the causal meaning to the arrows in a causal diagram
(Pearl, 2000). Using an example from Figure 2.1, I will explain the three
fundamental patterns in a causal diagram that will lead us to conditional
independence relationships. The first model is called a chain, C→Z→T, with C,
Z, and T representing the variables cold, sneezing, and tissue. According to
causal Markov assumption (Pearl, 2000; Shipley, 2000), each variable is
independent of all of its distant (indirect) causes given its causal parents. Thus,
by having information about sneezing, knowledge about cold is no longer
needed to know that there is a need for tissues, i.e. the path between variable C
and variable T is blocked by conditioning on variable Z. ‘Blocking’ means to
stop the flow of information (or dependency) between the variables that are
connected by such paths (Pearl, 2000).
The second pattern, represented as H←S→C, is called a fork, where S
corresponds to season. As explained above, the season determines if the person
is suffering from a cold or hay fever, given that a cold is more common in
autumn and winter whereas hay fever is more common in spring and summer.
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In the language of causal modelling, the cold and hay fever are independent on
condition of season; but cold and hay fever are dependent if there is no
information on season. This marginal dependence implies the spurious
association that might happen if we ignore a common cause or confounder
(Pearl, 2000; Paul, 2011).
The third pattern, called an inverted fork (collider), is represented as
H→Z← C. In this example, hay fever and cold are dependent, conditional on
sneezing. In causal modelling language, the path between H and C is unblocked
by conditioning on Z. This is another example showing that spurious
association can arise when conditioning on a common effect that leads its
causes to be dependent (Paul, 2011). These three main patterns introduced
above (the chain, fork and inverted fork) comprise d-separation criteria (Pearl,
1988; Pearl, 2000).
d-Separation statements are graphically equivalent to conditional
independence relationships. There are three d-separation statements embodied
in Figure 2.1. The first is that the path (C→Z→T) between C and T is blocked
conditional on Z. The second is that the path (H→Z→T) between H and T is
blocked conditional on Z. The third independent relationship implies that C is
d-separated from H conditioning on S, which blocks the path between C and H.
In d-separation notation, they can be written as (Equation 2.4):
(T ∐ C│Z)

(T ∐ H│Z)

(C ∐ H│S)

Equation 2.4

The conditional independence relationship between two variables in a
causal diagram implies that their independency depends on the behaviour of
other variables (Shipley, 2000). The variables X and Y are called conditionally
independent given Z if
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𝑃(𝑋|𝑌, 𝑍) = 𝑃(𝑋|𝑍)
Equation 2.5

In words, once we know Z, learning about Y does not give us additional
information about X.
In the example, the three conditional independence relationships
corresponding to d-separation statements can be expressed as follows:
𝑃(𝑇|𝐶, 𝑍) = 𝑃(𝑇|𝑍)
𝑃(𝑇|𝐻, 𝑍) = 𝑃(𝑇|𝑍)
𝑃(𝐶|𝐻, 𝑆) = 𝑃(𝐶|𝑆)
Equation 2.6

It is worth mentioning that the causal diagram will be more complicated
as more variables are added to the causal model. The next step of structural
equation modelling is where the hypothesis delineated in the causal diagram
meets the data (Paul and Anderson, 2013b). This stage involves fitting and
checking the statistical model (Byrne, 2010).

Fitting and checking statistical models
The process of building a causal model can be done in the same manner
that common statistical models have always been approached. The causal
diagram gives a sense of structure to this process (Paul et al., 2016). This stage
requires statistical models to be fitted and checked for each of the structural
equations derived from a causal diagram (Paul et al., 2013; Paul et al., 2016).
The process of statistical model building starts from an exploratory analysis to
graphically describe the systematic patterns of variation displayed by response
variables. After that, a suitable model is chosen and fitted to the data. Following
a standard way of fitting and checking statistical models, the model and the
assumptions of the tests must be checked before using the fitted model to test
hypotheses (Paul et al., 2016).
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After specifying the statistical model, the next step is to start the fitting
process and check how well the data fit the model; i.e. to what extent the
sample data support the theoretical model (Schumacker and Lomax, 2004;
Byrne, 2010). Goodness-of-fit estimates how well the predicted values from the
proposed model explains the observed trend in data (Hair et al., 2006). As it is
highly unlikely to find a perfect fit, there is always a difference between the
observed data and the estimated model termed the residual (Motulsky and
Christopoulos, 2004; Byrne, 2010).
One important element of model fitting is the trade-off between
parsimony and goodness of fit (Pitt and Myung, 2002). Overly complex models
with excellent fit to data might have low parsimony compared to the simple
models that can generalise to broader datasets (Vandekerckhove et al., 2015).
As a general rule of thumb, the most parsimonious model is chosen in order to
ovoid overfitting (Friedman et al., 2001). A model with a higher degree of
freedom that can achieve a better model fit with fewer coefficients is preferred
for testing the model. Such a model can be used for prediction and the outcomes
are not the results of overfitting the data (Hair et al., 2006). However, it might
also be argued that the trade-off between parsimony and goodness of fit is only
valid in purely statistical models and not in models claiming causal structure
with reference to statistical inferences. In the latter, the aim is to find the best
model that can be used to check if the predicted conditional independence
claims could hold in a set of data. In other words, the aim is not to prove if the
predicted conditional independence claims mostly hold when the model is
reduced to the most parsimonious model (B. Shipley 2017, pers. comm.).
Once the best model is built and fitted to the data, the next step is to test
the conditional independencies, which are related to missing arrows in the
causal diagram.
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Testing conditional independencies
The fitted structural equations can then be used to test the conditional
independencies entailed by the causal diagram (Shipley, 2000; Paul et al., 2013;
Paul and Anderson, 2013b). Testing the conditional independence relationships
determines which covariates should be included in the model. The decision
about whether to retain a potential covariate in the statistical model is based on
a hypothesis test, confidence interval, and the Bayesian information criterion
(BIC), to determine whether the additional parameters are necessary (Paul et al.,
2016).

Predicting the effects of interventions
After building, fitting, and testing a statistical model, it can be used to
predict the effect of external intervention with minimal additional information
(Pearl, 2000). The effects of potential interventions, which are also known as
‘causal effects’, can be revealed using causal models (Pearl, 2000; Pearl, 2009).
Once there is enough information about the mechanism changed by an
intervention and the nature of the alteration, it is possible to predict the effect of
an intervention by replacing the corresponding probability function with a new
probability function (Pearl, 2000). For doing so, a mathematical operator called
do(x) can be applied in order to use structural equations as a basis for modelling
causal effects. This simulates physical interventions by removing corresponding
functions from the model, and replacing them by a constant X = x, while
keeping other functions in the model unchanged (Pearl, 2009). This can be
shown from the example in Figure 2.1, by turning the status of ‘having a hay
fever’ to ‘Yes’. Then we can delete the arrow between ‘season’ and ‘having a
hay fever’ and assign the variable ‘H’ the value ‘Yes’. For example, if the preintervention distribution for all variables is given in Equation 2.7 as below:
P (S, C, H, Z, T) = P(S) P(C|S) P(H|S) P(Z|C, H)) P(T|Z)
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Equation 2.7

The post-intervention joint distribution for the rest of the causal diagram
with the removed arrow will be:
PH=Yes (S, C, Z, T) = P(S) P(C|S) P(Z|C, do(H=Yes)) P(T|Z)
Equation 2.8

By removing the factor P(Z|H), whatever relationship existed between
‘hay fever’ and ‘season’ is no longer in effect. In fact, by removing the arrow
between ‘hay fever’ and ‘season’, the aim is to transform the pre-intervention
distribution to a post-intervention distribution. By using the do operator (H=h),
it can be proved (see Pearl (2000), Pearl (2009), and Paul (2011)) that, for
example, the effect of ‘hay fever’ on ‘sneezing’ can be predicted by knowing
about the status of ‘hay fever’ and information about its immediate parent as in:
P(Z|do(h)) =∑𝑠 𝑃(𝑍|ℎ, 𝑆) 𝑃(𝑆)
Equation 2.9

A set of stronger assumptions is required for using causal networks to
predict the effect of an intervention. Such assumptions need to be based on
causal knowledge and not merely based on association (Pearl, 2000). In
addition, the arrows in a causal diagram and the response of the system to
interventions need to be based on the principle of autonomy in nature (Pearl,
2000; Paul, 2011). The functions in a system are called structural if they are
assumed to be autonomous. In other words, each function remains invariant in
the case of any possible change on other functions (Simon, 1977). That is why
causal relationships are more stable than probabilistic relationships (Pearl,
2000).
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2.7

Opportunities for causal modelling in environmental

impact studies
Understanding the flaws in BACI-type designs
For decades, researchers have endeavoured to deal with the problem of
confounding in biomonitoring and environmental impact studies through
modification of BACI designs (Green, 1979; Stewart-Oaten et al., 1986;
Stewart-Oaten and Bence, 2001). In BACI design studies, scientists tried to
address spatiotemporal confounding stemming from natural variations by
choosing control and impact sites before and after the onset of disturbance
(Downes et al., 2002). From a design perspective, the effect of confounding
variables can be disentangled from causal variables by randomisation, matching
and stratification (Grimes and Schulz, 2002; Hoyle, 2011). In terms of the
statistical analysis introduced for a BACI design, these methods, such as the ttest, would be valid if the observations before and after the disturbance differed
only in their measured means (Box and Tiao, 1975). If the observed variables
varied between the control and impact locations, and their values were also
affected by other variables e.g. temperature during study period, there would be
a trend in the differences between the control and impact locations due to a
trend in temperature over time. The flaw in BACI systems shows itself where
these designs fail to consider the period-by-location interaction in the absence
of an impact. Therefore, BACI design studies fail to control for spatiotemporal
confounding and infer causal relationships between the disturbance and the
observed variables (Paul, 2011).
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A solution to the problem of spatial and temporal
confounding
Confounding is of considerable concern in observational studies (Miltner,
1998; Horrigan et al., 2005; Carey and Migliaccio, 2009; Krogh et al., 2013).
The common way of dealing with this issue through statistical methods has not
been advocated for the reasons mentioned up to here (Freedman, 1999;
Christenfeld et al., 2004; Pearl, 2009). Therefore, there is a need for methods
that go one step further than statistical analysis and are based on theory and
assumptions of causation. Causal modelling analyses (e.g. SEM) use a
combination of statistical analysis and the theory of causation summarised in a
causal diagram, while including the potential confounding variables and
correcting the confounding bias (Greenland et al., 1999; Pearl, 2009; Hoyle,
2011).
Causal modelling, with the help of prior knowledge, and back-door and
front-door criteria, is able to address the spatiotemporal confounding in
environmental impact studies. Paul (2011) applied the principle of causal
modelling to investigate the logic of causal inference in a BACI study. In this
study, it was shown how causal modelling as a direct method of controlling of
confounding is different from BACI-type models, which tried to control
confounding indirectly. The assumption of BACI designs is that in the absence
of disturbance, the time-by-location interaction is zero, instead of considering
the conditional independency of effluent and macroinvertebrates given spatial
or temporal location. That is the reason why BACI design studies have failed in
identifying the causal consequence of interest and removing the effect of
confounding bias (Paul, 2011).
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Advantages of the causal modelling approaches
Causal modelling techniques have advantages over a number of other
numerical methods of multivariate analysis (Pugesek et al., 2003; Grace, 2006).
One of these advantages is the capability of modelling complex systems and
dealing with complex dependency relationships among variables (Pugesek et
al., 2003; Grace and Bollen, 2005; Grace, 2008; Riseng et al., 2011). Using
causal modelling e.g. SEM, the hypotheses can be checked to confirm or
disconfirm the structure and function of complex systems (Pugesek et al.,
2003). For example, the numerical analyses used for analysing the relationship
between environmental variables and community composition are fundamental
in environmental and ecological studies. During the last few decades, ecologists
have searched for a method to analyse not only the relationship between
environmental variables and community data, but also to analyse the complex
interrelationships among environmental variables (Pugesek et al., 2003; Bizzi et
al.). One reason for why interactions between environmental variables have not
received sufficient attention might be that there are limited statistical methods
for addressing such complexities (Pugesek et al., 2003). SEM, as a powerful
statistical method, provides the opportunity for researchers to analyse
relationships in complex multivariate systems and to deal with complex
dependency relationship among variables (Bizzi et al., 2013).
Causal modelling approaches not only consider the interrelationship
among observed variables, but also they include the effect on unmeasured or
latent variables (Grace and Bollen, 2005; Grace, 2006). If observed variables
are reasonably (and not necessarily perfectly) correlated with latent variables,
causal modelling can use this information to include related components of
theoretical or conceptual interest in the system (Grace, 2006). In addition to the
ability of examining direct and indirect relationships between measured and
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unmeasured variables in a network, SEM permits overall testing of the model as
a hypothesis (Grace and Bollen, 2005). SEM can answer questions of whether
the overall model fits the data. That is, it can determine whether the data
confirms the theory of relationships between variables simultaneously as well as
interrelationships among them (Pugesek et al., 2003). Understanding how biotic
and abiotic variables influence ecological communities and their interaction is
an important step to developing predictive models to know how communities
respond to changes in environmental variables (Sargeant et al., 2011).
Another advantage of causal modelling is that it permits prediction under
changing conditions e.g., change induced by external intervention (Pearl, 2000).
The utility of causal modelling in ecology and using it for prediction can play
an important role in assessing potential outcomes of managers’ decisions (Paul
et al., 2013). Regression models are used for making predictions on the values
of response variables based on the values of explanatory variables. The
inference of causal relationships is vital when the purpose is to predict the
optimal value of a response variable while changing the value of an explanatory
variable. In prediction and in estimation of causal influence, the conditional
expectation of a response variable given an explanatory variable is as follows
(Klemelä, 2014):
f(x) = (Y | X= x)
Equation 2.10

Application of causal modelling (BNs and SEM) in
environmental management and risk assessment
Since being coined by Pearl (1985), Bayesian networks, also known as
Bayesian belief networks or Bayes nets, have been increasingly used to model
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diverse problems of high complexity, including in risk assessment (Pollino et
al., 2007; Pollino and Hart, 2008) and environmental management studies
(Aguilera et al., 2011; Barton et al., 2012; Cha and Stow, 2014; Qian and
Miltner, 2015). Environmental managers and decision makers need models to
choose the most effective management decisions that are able to face the
challenges of uncertainty as well as being acceptable by stakeholders. The
modellers need to find the best models in order to advise managers and decision
makers on whether having more information would be worth the costs (Barton
et al., 2012).
Bayesian networks have the potential to fulfil the modelling needs of
environmental management (Pollino et al., 2007). The graphical approach that
BN models employ to illustrate complicated connections among components of
a problem, facilitates the communication of scientific research to diverse
coalitions of stakeholders. Bayesian networks have been used in water quality
modelling (Qian and Miltner, 2015) and the prediction of, for example,
phosphorus and chlorophyll a concentrations (Cha and Stow, 2014) for
supporting management decisions. Another appealing feature of BNs is that
their models allow the probabilistic beliefs of the connections between variables
to be updated automatically once new information is available (Korb and
Nicholson, 2010).
In their review paper, Aguilera et al. (2011) summarised some
advantages of BNs in environmental modelling. First, as variables are modelled
by means of probability distributions in BNs, this probabilistic representation
makes BNs more accurate in dealing with uncertainty than the models where
only mean values are taken into account. Other advantages of BNs include
performing the proper prediction while managing missing values in input data,
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and modelling complex systems with a large number of variables in a quick and
efficient way. They can also be modified by experts or stakeholders, and can be
understood and visualised easily by final users.
However, a downplayed drawback of the BN approach is that continuous
variables need to be discretised. The problems that arise from discretisation
include a potential loss of statistical accuracy (Chen and Pollino, 2012) and
difficulties in subsequent interpretation (Filella et al., 2002). Qian and Miltner
(2015) employed a BN for water quality modelling and setting nitrogen criteria
for small rivers in Ohio, USA. Nevertheless, to the best of my knowledge, no
research has been undertaken thus far on the application of Bayesian Networks
in environmental impact studies using multivariate data, thoroughly — which is
a knowledge gap that is addressed in this study. Paul et al. (2016) examined the
the application of BNs briefly with a small data set, and this study completed
previous studies by a more comprehensive application of the method using a
more complicated data set.
Another limitation of BNs reported by Gupta and Kim (2008) was that
BNs cannot differentiate between a causal and spurious relationship, as causal
relationships cannot be ascertained from statistical data alone. This limitation of
BNs can be overcome by using SEMs, which are theoretically-based and
empirically-validated models. As SEM has limitations in managerial decision
support, Gupta and Kim (2008) proposed a causal modelling approach for
decision support in psychology by linking SEM to Bayesian networks. The
limitation of SEM in managerial decision support can be clarified by explaining
the strengths of BNs in this regard. BNs assist problem solving and decisionmaking in complex systems by fulfilling the necessary requirements for
management of these systems. They can be easily understood as they are
graphically based, capable of capturing the cause and effect relationships in
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diagrams. BNs flexibility allows the models to be modified and updated when
new knowledge is obtained. They have been successfully adopted as model
frameworks for management purposes because of their simplicity in comparison
with other modelling techniques (Pollino and Henderson, 2010). Because of
theses characteristics, as well as their capabilities in prediction (forward
inference) and diagnosis (backward inference), BNs have become suitable
techniques for managerial decision support purposes (Gupta and Kim, 2008).
This study aims to combine the application of BNs and SEM in
environmental impact studies using multivariate data. SEM has been used in
monitoring or exploring the spatial distribution of benthic macroinvertebrates in
previous studies (Bizzi et al.; Bizzi et al., 2013; Johnson et al., 2013; Irvine et
al., 2015). However, as SEM was considered useful only for modelling linear
relationships (Irvine et al., 2015) and in addition the data need to conform to
multivriate normal distributions, application of these models has been limited to
using univariate indices calculated from multivariate species data (Paul et al.,
2013). Because of advances in causal modelling in recent years (Pearl, 2000;
Shipley, 2000), SEM can now be tested using the common methods of
analysing multivariate ecological data such as dbRDA and CCA (Paul and
Anderson, 2013a; Paul et al., 2016).

2.8

Developing a general causal diagram for biomonitoring

with macroinvertebrates
General factors affecting macroinvertebrates and how a
causal diagram of these factors may look
Aquatic macroinvertebrates have long been used for monitoring water
quality and river health (Rosenberg et al., 1986; Paul et al., 2013), and they are
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being used increasingly in many parts of the worlds (Bizzi et al., 2013).
Macroinvertebrates are excellent indicators of water quality because of their
diversity, ubiquitous occurrence, relative immobility, complex life cycle of
approximately one year or more and wide variation in sensitivity to
contaminants (Hickey and Clements, 1998; Barbour et al., 1999). All these
characteristics make macroinvertebrates an effective estimator for assessing the
disturbance posed to freshwater resources by human activities.
According to EPA Victoria (2000), for the selection of physico-chemical
indicators for monitoring point source discharges to stream biota, the nature of
the effluent must be considered. Therefore, based on the literature and the
nature of effluent discharged from treatment plants, all of the physico-chemical
parameters that might potentially have an effect on macroinvertebrate
communities have been studied. The list of all of the variables, their trigger
values, and the potential effects that they might have on macroinvertebrates,
have been summarised in Table 2.1.
The environmental variables that affect macroinvertebrate communities
directly and indirectly introduced and described in the causal diagram presented
in Figure 4.1 and Table 2.1, might have an effect on other variables as well as
be influenced by other variables. Based on physico-chemical variables that
might potentially affect macroinvertebrate communities and their
spatiotemporal variation, a general causal diagram can be developed as Figure
2.3. The environmental variables and their potential relationships based on
literature review have been summarized summarised in Table 2.2.
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Table 2.1 A summarisation of all natural variables and pollutants from wastewater treatment
plants affecting macroinvertebrate communities.
Environmental Trigger value
variable

Effect on macroinvertebrate
communities

Nitrate

2 mg/l(Berenzen et al., 2001)

Nitrite

0.02 mg/l(Berenzen et al.,
2001)

Ammonia

0.015 mg/l(Berenzen et al.,
2001)

Nitrite, nitrate, ammonia are
considered to be toxic at high levels
for biota in water bodies, worldwide
(Berenzen et al., 2001; Beketov, 2004;
Ortiz et al., 2005; Smith et al., 2013).

TN

75th percentile value of
0.15 mg/l in the Highlands to
0.9 mg/l in the Murray Plains
(Tiller and Newall, 2003).

TP and
75th percentile total phosphorus
Orthophosphate as a threshold concentration in
Three Mile Creek, and the
Ovens River is recorded as
0.025 mg/l (Tiller and Newall,
2003).

Although direct and indirect effects of
phosphorus on densities of
macroinvertebrates have been shown
in many studies (Wang et al., 2007;
Sargeant et al., 2011; Smith et al.,
2013), most causal relationships need
to be quantified (Sargeant et al.,
2011).

Cadmium

1.5 mg/kg
(ANZECC/ARMCANZ, 2000)

Chromium

80 mg/kg
(ANZECC/ARMCANZ, 2000)

Copper

65 mg/kg
(ANZECC/ARMCANZ, 2000)

Zinc

200 mg/kg
(ANZECC/ARMCANZ, 2000)

Several studies reported a change in
the abundance, taxon richness and
community structure of
macroinvertebrates exposed to heavy
metals (Duzzin et al., 1988; Clements
et al., 1989; Hickey and Clements,
1998; Clements et al., 2000; Hickey
and Golding, 2002).

Antimony

The trigger value of
antimony (III) for Australian
freshwater systems is 9 g/l,
which will be modified when
more data is available
(ANZECC/ARMCANZ, 2000).
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The effect of antimony on
macroinvertebrates was observed as
changes in richness, abundance, and
density of aquatic insects (Mori et al.,
1999; Solà et al., 2004).

Table 2.1 continued. A summarisation of all natural variables and pollutants from
wastewater treatment plants affecting macroinvertebrate communities.
Environmental
variable

Trigger value

Effect on macroinvertebrate communities

Temperature

Lethal level of
temperature for benthic
invertebrates varies from
22.6 to 32.6 ˚C (Quinn
et al., 1994).

Dispersal from the optimum conditions into
colder or warmer affects body size, growth,
egg production, duration of larval stage,
reproduction, and emergence of aquatic
insects (Vannote and Sweeney, 1980; Ward
and Stanford, 1982).

pH

Lower limit: 6.5, Upper
limit: 7.5
(ANZECC/ARMCANZ,
2000)

Macroinvertebrate communities respond to
acidic water with reductions in abundance
and density (Hall et al., 1980), lower
diversity and density (Thomsen, 2002), and
changes in community structure (Simpson et
al., 1985).

DO

Stressful level of
dissolved oxygen
concentrations for many
aquatic organisms is
below 5 mg/l
(ANZECC/ARMCANZ,
2000).

Macroinvertebrates’ tolerance in response to
low levels of oxygen vary widely depending
on many factors such as duration of low DO
events (Davis, 1975). Fluctuating levels of
oxygen might not have an impact on many
macroinvertebrates as they have the ability to
adapt, whereas a sub-lethal decrease in DO
might result in the elimination of sensitive
taxa from the habitat

Algae

The trigger value of
chlorophyll a for southeast Australian streams,
including those in
Victoria, is 5 µg/l
(ANZECC/ARMCANZ,
2000).

Algal community structure, if dominated
more by filamentous macroalgae including
blue-green, green and yellow-green algae,
can negatively affect macroinvertebrate
community structure, with a decrease in EPT
(Ephemeroptera, Plecoptera and Trichoptera)
taxon richness, evenness and diversity
(Mattson, 2009). Algae can be a source of
good quality food for macroinvertebrates
(Cummins and Klug, 1979; McCutchan and
Lewis, 2002).

Salinity

30–350 μS/cm (upland
rivers), 125–2200 μS/cm
(lowland rivers)
(ANZECC/ARMCANZ,
2000).

Several studies investigated the effect of
salinity on macroinvertebrates in freshwater
ecosystems (Horrigan et al., 2005; Chainho
et al., 2006; Carver et al., 2009; Kefford et
al., 2012; Kefford et al., 2013).
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Table 2.1 continued. A summarisation of all natural variables and pollutants from
wastewater treatment plant affecting macroinvertebrate communities.
Environmental variable

Effect on macroinvertebrate communities

TOC

TOC with natural origin can be a source of food for
macroinvertebrates, whereas organic carbon content of
effluent might have indirect negative effects on the
macroinvertebrate community via changes to bacterial
function and structure (Walker et al., 2012).

Sediment

Rabeni and Minshall (1977) reported that 2.5–3.5 cm-sized
substrates had higher detritus storage capability as a source
of food, which led to a greater abundance of
macroinvertebrates colonising these substrates. Overall, the
larger particle substrates provide a more stable habitat as
well as a good source of food for macroinvertebrates
feeding on course particulate organic matter. The smaller
particles of gravel, on the other hand, trap and retain more
fine particulate organic matter, which may account for the
higher abundances of detrital-feeding aquatic benthos such
as oligochaetes (Quinn and Hickey, 1990).

Canopy cover

Riparian vegetation can be a source of food as CPOM for
some macroinvertebrates (e.g. shredders), as well as a factor
contributing to the control of filamentous green algae
concentration by prohibiting the available sunlight. Many
studies reported that canopy cover might influence the
distribution of macroinvertebrates (Hawkins et al., 1982;
Cummins et al., 1989; Fuller et al., 2008; Arimoro et al.,
2012).

CPOM/FPOM

Coarse particulate organic matter is a critical resource of
energy, especially for macroinvertebrates belonging to the
shredder feeding group (Allan and Castillo, 2007).
However, anthropogenic point sources, such as discharge
from WWTP, are important sources of oxygen-depleting
organic pollution and can increase FPOM (Ortiz et al.,
2005; Bunzel et al., 2013).
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Figure 2.3 A preliminary causal diagram based on physico-chemical variables that might potentially affect macroinvertebrate
communities and their spatiotemporal variations.
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Table 2.2 The environmental variables in the causal diagram (Figure 2.3) and a
summarization of their potential effects on other variables based on literature.
Variable (unit)

Description

Macroinvertebrate

Environmental variables that affect macroinvertebrate communities
include: metals such as zinc, copper, chromium, cadmium,
antimony (Clements et al., 2000; Hickey and Golding, 2002; Solà et
al., 2004), salinity (James et al., 2003), nitrite, nitrate, ammonia,
organic nitrogen, total phosphorus, orthophosphate (Berenzen et al.,
2001; Wang et al., 2007; Smith et al., 2013), chlorophyll a
(Mattson, 2009), CPOM/FPOM (Wallace et al., 1991), canopy
cover (Fuller et al., 2008), turbidity, velocity (Sandin and Johnson,
2004) and sediment size (Rabeni and Minshall, 1977).

Heavy metals (mg/l)

Zinc, copper, cadmium and chromium are influenced by their
respective loads, effluent, land use, velocity, and distance from
source (Lenat and Crawford, 1994; Garbarino et al., 1995; Paul and
Meyer, 2001; Solà et al., 2004; Chessman and McEvoy, 2012).

Ammonia, nitrite,
nitrate, organic
nitrogen,
orthophosphate, total
phosphorus (mg/l)

These variables are influenced by their respective loads, effluent
(Ortiz et al., 2005), water temperature (Clements et al., 2000), flow
rate, velocity, land use (Rohm et al., 2002; Miller and Barbee, 2003;
Smith et al., 2007), and distance from source (Paul et al., 2016).

Dissolved oxygen
(mg/l)

Dissolve oxygen variation depends on effluent (Ortiz et al., 2005),
effluent (Ortiz et al., 2005), algae measured as chl a (Gray, 2010),
total organic carbon (Bunzel et al., 2013), water temperature,
velocity (Sandin and Johnson, 2004), and distance from source.

pH

pH is influenced by alkalinity (Small and Sutton, 1986; Stets et al.,
2014), algal biomass (Biggs, 2000), and distance from source.

Algae (mg/l)

Algal biomass measured as chlorophyll a is influenced by its
respective load, ammonium, nitrogen and phosphate concentration
(Welch et al., 1992), total organic carbon (Horner and Welch,
1981), canopy cover, solar radiation (Klose et al., 2012), water
temperature (Horner and Welch, 1981), velocity (Welch et al.,
1992; Opsahl et al., 2003; Sandin and Johnson, 2004), turbidity
(Wang, 1974), effluent, flow rate, land use, and distance from
source (Winterbourn, 1990; Welch et al., 1992; Paul et al., 2013).

Conductivity (µs/cm)

Salinity can be affected by salinity load, water temperature (Cañedo
Argüelles et al., 2013), effluent (ANZECC/ARMCANZ, 1997),
flow rate (Yu et al., 2014), land use (Marshall and Bailey, 2004),
and distance from source.
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Table 2.2 continued. The environmental variables in the causal diagram (Figure 2.3) and a
summarization of their potential effects on other variables based on literature.
Turbidity (NTU)

Turbidity can be changed due to effluent, effluent turbidity, water
flow, velocity (Yu et al., 2014), rainfall (ANZECC/ARMCANZ,
2000; Dunlop et al., 2005), riparian vegetation, and land use (Roy et
al., 2003).

Substrate size (mm)

Substrate size can be influenced by current velocity (Sandin and
Johnson, 2004), effluent, rainfall (Clapcott et al., 2011), riparian
vegetation (Sponseller et al., 2001), land use (EPA Victoria, 2003a;
Miller and Barbee, 2003), and distance from source (Starr et al.,
2014).

Substrate size (mm)

Substrate size can be influenced by current velocity (Sandin and
Johnson, 2004), effluent, rainfall (Clapcott et al., 2011), riparian
vegetation (Sponseller et al., 2001), land use (EPA Victoria, 2003a;
Miller and Barbee, 2003), and distance from source (Starr et al.,
2014).

Total organic
carbon (mg/l)

TOC can be affected by organic load, effluent (Ortiz et al., 2005),
flow rate (Winterdahl et al., 2016), velocity (Cornut et al., 2012),
water temperature (Winterdahl et al., 2016), rainfall (Allan and
Castillo, 2007), land use (Paul and Meyer, 2001), and distance from
source.

Alkalinity (mg/l)

Alkalinity variation depends on alkalinity load, effluent (Ford et al.,
1980), flow rate (Lewis et al., 2007), and land use (Townsend et al.,
1997).

Velocity (m/s)

Velocity can vary due to flow rate (Allan and Castillo, 2007),
effluent, and distance from source.

CPOM/FPOM

CPOM/FPOM variation might be because of effluent organic load,
effluent (Bunzel et al., 2013), riparian vegetation (Cummins et al.,
1989; Bunn et al., 1999), and land use (Quinn et al., 1997).

Water temperature

Water temperature might be influenced by effluent temperature, air
temperature, effluent, canopy cover (Bevenger and King, 1995;
Sponseller et al., 2001), flow rate and solar radiation (Gregory et
al., 1991).

Effluent temperature Effluent temperature might be affected by, air temperature, effluent,
canopy cover, and solar radiation
Effluent discharge
flow rate (ML/day)

Effluent discharge flow rate can change over time.

Flow rate (ML/day)

Flow rate might change due to effluent discharge rate (Gasith and
Resh, 1999), rainfall (Kay et al., 2001), and land use (Norris and
Thoms, 1999).
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Different variables express their effects at different spatial and temporal
scales; i.e., the variables in the causal diagram will depend to an extent on the
spatial scale at which they are measured and studied. I will explain the
importance of spatial and temporal scales in ecology and environmental impact
studies in the next section.

2.9

A review of the importance of scale and the benefits of

a spatiotemporal model
Scale is one of the most fundamental aspects of any research (Levin,
1992; Hewitt et al., 2007). The scale of study is about the spatial and temporal
scale over which a system is studied (ARMCANZ/ANZECC, 2000). The spatial
scale under which a system is observed determines the importance of different
processes, and the perceived behaviour of a spatially structured population
(Thomas and Kunin, 1999). In ecology, for example, patterns in community
assembly result from processes interacting across scale and time. Ecologists can
achieve strong inferences if they manage to balance reality with the
practicalities of design and analysis (Hewitt et al., 2007). Considering
spatiotemporal scale is difficult in monitoring programs. In stream ecology,
scale can be addressed from several different viewpoints; for example, from the
view point of species or a group of species, specific populations, particular
habitats, and different human impacts (Downes et al., 2002).
An informed awareness of the problem of both spatial and temporal scale
is required for effective monitoring of flowing waters (Downes et al., 2002). In
environmental impact studies, scale can be referred to by the extent of
assessment, e.g., distance from the activity causing the impact (João, 2002). In
fact, the spatial and temporal scales over which potential impacts should be
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sampled and monitored depend on the extent or scale over which impacts are
expected to extend. For instance, if a gradient of disturbance is present due to
the transport of waste from a discharge point, a series of sampling sites needs to
be established over the gradient of impact (Downes et al., 2002). When
choosing sites relative to a likely disturbance, it is important that sites are
selected in a way to provide spatial information associated with the disturbance
(ARMCANZ/ANZECC, 2000; Downes et al., 2002). Spatial and temporal
scales are not only important in determining the extent of sampling, but also
they influence the number of sites that should be sampled during time. Most
ecological or environmental variables show considerable variation in space and
time at many scales (Downes et al., 2002).
One of the most important factors that should be considered in study
design is spatiotemporal heterogeneity (ARMCANZ/ANZECC, 2000; Hewitt et
al., 2007). As the spatial scale of study gets larger; i.e., a study area increases in
size, it might result in a more heterogeneous distribution of the measured
variables (Likens, 1989; ARMCANZ/ANZECC, 2000). If variability is high, it
can conceal the fundamental process under study. For example, collected data
from a very heterogeneous area might be too variable to disclose an impact or
disturbance (Likens, 1989). In addition to spatial variability caused by a
heterogeneous environment, time-dependent variations such as temporal and
seasonal effects should be considered in the study design. As processes operate
differently at different spatial and temporal scales, it is important to choose an
appropriate scale relative to the phenomenon under consideration to increase the
likelihood of collecting reliable measurements (ARMCANZ/ANZECC, 2000).
Models are an abstraction of our understanding of how nature operates
(DeAngelis and Waterhouse, 1987), and in ecology, processes happen in time
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and space. Consequently, the modelling of processes demands that time and
space be accounted for (Malchow et al., 2008). The information about spatial
and temporal interactions of processes can help interpret the results of studies
conducted in complex ecological systems (Hewitt et al., 2007). This
information can be depicted in spatiotemporal causal models. The properties of
the sites along a continuous distance and their interactions with time can be
examined by including spatiotemporal positions of sites as time and space in
DAGs or causal diagrams. This can be done by attaching a binary (0 or 1)
variable to each site (Isham, 1981). For example, value 1 can be assigned to all
the sites located upstream of a discharge point and all the downstream sites can
be assigned the value of 0. The genuine effect of each environmental variable,
e.g. nitrate on macroinvertebrates, at each site can be elucidated by adjusting for
spatial position of that site. Assigning values to space and time and including
them in casual diagrams can help to provide a proper strategy for controlling
spatiotemporal confounding (Paul et al., 2016).

2.10

Adapting the general causal diagram by inserting

elements specific to a particular disturbance
According to its definition, disturbance is an event that results in a
departure from spatial and temporal patterns in a system with normal
functioning (Forman and Godron, 1986). Therefore, to study the impact of
disturbance from wastewater treatment plants on spatiotemporal patterns in an
ecosystem, the variables related to the effluent need to be included in the causal
diagram. According to research, effluent from wastewater treatment plants
might contain nutrients, organic matter (Ortiz et al., 2005), chlorophyll a (Paul
and Meyer, 2001), salinity (ANZECC/ARMCANZ, 1997), and antimony (EPA,
2014). It might change the concentration of dissolved oxygen (Bunzel et al.,
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2013), alkalinity, pH, temperature and turbidity (ANZECC/ARMCANZ, 1997).
Treatment plants’ effluent that receive textile wastewaters can also be
responsible for an increase in toxic heavy metals (Ghaly et al., 2014). Based on
previous studies, the water quality variables mentioned above that might be
affected by effluent from treatment plants have been included in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.4 Adapting the preliminary causal diagram by including elements specific to effluent discharged from a treatment plant.
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2.11

The need for spatiotemporal sampling so that time

varying characteristics are included in the model
The extent and nature of an impact can be assessed using spatial
causal models, but such models cannot be useful if data are not available at
multiple times. As effluent characteristics are constant in spatial models, it is
not possible to evaluate how management interventions might change the
quantity or characteristics of the discharged effluent. For example, if we
intend to assess the effect of a lower nitrate concentration on
macroinvertebrate communities, the temporal variation of nutrient load in
effluents should be included in the causal diagram (Paul et al., 2016).
Temporal variation in the quantity and quality of effluent from
wastewater treatment plants occurs for different reasons. For example, the
quality of effluent from a textile process depends on the ongoing operation
and processes, e.g., mercerising, washing, bleaching (Judd and Jefferson,
2003; Munter, 2003). Therefore, in addition to natural temporal variation
over seasons and temporal variation of environmental variables, e.g., stream
flow rate, time varying characteristics of effluent (quantity and quality of
effluent) are required in the spatiotemporal model. By integrating
information about time-varying effluent variables, the spatiotemporal model
can be used to assess how potential upgrades of the treatment plant in the
future might possibly improve the effect of effluent on macroinvertebrate
communities (Paul et al., 2016).
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2.12

Using a causal model for a counterfactual analysis to

explore management interventions
By using causal modelling, it will be possible to predict future events
in order to decide what actions to take, and to investigate what would have
happened if things had transpired differently (Hagmayer et al., 2007).
Prediction, intervention, and counterfactuals are three tasks of causal
reasoning. The required knowledge for accomplishing causal reasoning tasks
increase in order from prediction to intervention to counterfactual (Spirtes et
al., 1993; Pearl, 2000).
Prediction from purely observational data is the simplest task and only
needs joint distribution (Pearl, 2000). Specific prediction can be done using a
causal observed model when it is parameterised. Observations can be
formally modelled by assigning the values that have been observed to event
variables. The probability of other conditions can be calculated using
equations and the probability calculus. The structure of a causal model has a
key role in these calculations (Hagmayer et al., 2007).
Inferred causal relationships from the pattern in the observed data
allows us to intervene in the world and generate new events (Gopnik et al.,
2004). Intervention is the second task of causal reasoning that needs a causal
structure in addition to joint distribution (Pearl, 2000). As intervention is a
causal concept and is related to the effect of manipulation, it can only be
calculated in situations understood as causal (Sloman and Lagnado, 2005).
Intervention can be useful in differentiating among the different causal
structures that are well-matched with the observed data. For example, if we
manipulate a variable A and nothing changes to variable B, then A is not the
cause of B. In contrast, if manipulation of A results in the change of B, then
we know that B is a cause of A (Hagmayer et al., 2007).
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When the causal structure of a model is known, it can be used for the
calculus of intervention (Gopnik et al., 2004). An example of predicting the
effect of an intervention is to answer this question; what would be the
expected concentration of chlorophyll a in the stream if we could reduce the
chlorophyll a content of effluent by half. For predicting the effect of an
intervention, it is important to specify how the resulting distribution would
vary following the occurrence of external interventions. This can be done by
changing a select set of functions for each intervention (Pearl, 2000).
Intervening on the effect using the do operation renders it independent of its
causes in the actual world (Pearl, 2000; Sloman and Lagnado, 2005). Finally,
the corresponding equations in the model are modified to predict the overall
effect of the intervention. The modified model enables us to compute a new
probability function (Pearl, 2000).
Counterfactual reasoning is about knowing what the outcomes would
have been in the absence of an intervention (Hagmayer et al., 2007; Ferraro,
2009). Counterfactual reasoning uses a combination of observational and
interventional reasoning (Hagmayer et al., 2007). First, for example, we
make a causal model based on our observation indicating there is a causal
relationship between chlorophyll a concentration in the stream and in the
discharged effluent. Then, we assume there is not any discharge to the
stream while other observed variables (e.g. flow rate, velocity, etc.) are
assumed to stay at the observed level (Paul et al., 2016).
Causal diagrams and structural equation models are used to derive
counterfactuals and to define them (Pearl, 2000). A counterfactual situation
is where an imaginary intervention is imposed on a causal diagram. It should
be mentioned that, all other variables in the causal model that are not
affected by the intervention will remain at observed levels. Finally, the given
causal model is used to infer causal consequences of the intervention
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(Hagmayer et al., 2007), in order to answer our question; i.e. chlorophyll a
concentration in the stream would have been less had there not been any
effluent discharged to the river.
These kind of questions can be answered by the analysis of
counterfactuals from Pearl (2000). In his three-step approach, Pearl (2000)
explained the reasoning behind counterfactuals in a more precise and testable
version of counterfactuals that was first introduced by Lewis (1986).
According to (Pearl, 2000), a three-step procedure can be applied to
any causal diagram to derive counterfactual probabilities. These three steps
are abduction, action, and prediction, which are based on a theory of
inference from counterfactual assumptions. To visually explain these steps,
the causal relations among variables can be depicted in a causal diagram
(Figure 2.5). Figure 2.5 is given as a simplified model, and for descriptive
purposes, the direct link between light and chlorophyll a has been omitted.

Figure 2.5 The causal relations among the variables; solar radiation, temperature,
chlorophyll a in the discharge and chlorophyll a in the stream.

The first step, abduction, is about using all evidence in the context to
update our beliefs. For example, based on the observation and the causal
model, we know that the concentration of chlorophyll a (D) is high in the
stream. This implies that C (temperature) and B (dchla) have occurred. It is
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also known that chlorophyll a needs light for reproduction, and thus solar
radiation (A) is an explanation for chlorophyll a. Therefore, all four events
have happened. To update the model, the rules of ordinary logic are
sufficient (Sloman and Lagnado, 2005). Step 2, action, is about applying the
do operator to imagine that B (dchla) did not happen. The do operation
removes the link between A (solar radiation) and B (dchla), and renders them
probabilistically independent (Figure 2.6). By changing the model of the
actual world, a new causal model of the counterfactual world is built in
which the counterfactually-changed variable is disconnected from its normal
cause (Sloman and Lagnado, 2005).

Figure 2.6 The causal relations among the variables; solar radiation, temperature,
chlorophyll a in the discharge and chlorophyll a in the stream where do operator, do
(B = did not occur) renders B independent from its causes.

The third step is about using the new model for prediction. At this
stage, the question can be answered with regard to whether D still would
have occurred if B had not happened. The answer is yes, because chlorophyll
a would still have been in the stream even if the discharge had not occurred.
The reasoning behind this is that we already accepted that A (solar radiation)
happened. The absence of B (discharge content of chlorophyll a) will not
change this fact. If we know A occurred and we know that A causes C, there
is enough reason for the presence of D (Sloman and Lagnado, 2005). In our
example, chlorophyll a can still be in the stream if algae have access to
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sufficient light and appropriate temperatures to use baseline nutrients in the
water. In addition to answering the question above, the new model can also
be used to estimate what the concentration of chlorophyll a would have been
had there not been any discharge (Paul et al., 2016).
Using counterfactual approaches has been recommended in
environmental impact studies as a critical strategy for management (Ferraro,
2009; Miedzinski et al., 2013). Although counterfactual analysis is needed
for a proper analysis of impact studies (Miedzinski et al., 2013), utilities of
counterfactual thinking to assess the impact of intervention are rare in the
environmental literature (Ferraro, 2009). Counterfactual studies enable
researchers to evaluate possible impacts against baselines. BACI design
studies, which are commonly used in environmental impact studies, are
imperfect and impractical for counterfactual thinking (Miedzinski et al.,
2013). Experimental and quasi-experimental designs might provide
substantial opportunities to clarify causal relationships in environmental
impact studies (Ferraro, 2009). It seems that there is a gap in environmental
impact studies for using counterfactual analysis to explore management
interventions. By using causal modelling, counterfactual analysis can be
beneficial to investigate management interventions in impact studies that are
observational in nature.
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Chapter 3:

Material and methods

To investigate the impact of effluent from wastewater treatment plant
on the aquatic ecosystem, all the environmental variables that might
potentially affect spatiotemporal patterns of macroinvertebrate communities
were measured or quantified. Materials and techniques used for collecting
the data are discussed in the following sections. All the samples were
collected along distance over time to account for spatial and temporal
variation in the design of the study. By doing so, spatiotemporal variations in
biotic and abiotic variables could be explained and natural confounding
could be controlled through conditioning on time and distance. Another
benefit of spatiotemporal sampling was that the models built based on this
data set can provide greater external validity than spatial or temporal models
alone. Time-varying variables such as quantity and quality of discharge
effluent were also measured in order to assess the effect of management
interventions. These are the key factors that were considered when designing
this study.

3.1

Study area
Three Mile Creek
This study was conducted on the Three Mile Creek located in Victoria,

Australia (Figure 3.1). Three Mile Creek (also known as Fifteen Mile Creek)
is an ephemeral creek that originates near Toombullup and flows through
Greta South. After travelling for 80 km and receiving the tributary flows of
One Mile Creek, it joins the Ovens River, north of Wangaratta (2011). The
flow patterns of Three Mile Creek are seasonal in nature, with the lowest
flows occurring from December to April and the highest flows occurring in
early spring. Three Mile Creek receives the discharge from a Trade Waste
Treatment Plant (TWTP), even during the drier months in summer when the
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creek is not flowing. Despite this additional flow, Three Mile Creek retains
its ephemeral nature and does not reach the Ovens River during the dryer
months (North East Water, 2010; North East Water, 2011). The region is
cleared for irrigated pasture, and broad-acre cropping. The most prominent
features of the flows in this area are that they are warm and of slow
velocities. They can be seasonally intermittent, with high alkalinity and
moderate to high turbidity (EPA Victoria, 2003a).
Although the Ovens River catchment makes up less than 1% of the
total Murray-Darling Basin area, the Ovens River contributes to 14% of the
flow down the Murray River (Miller and Barbee, 2003). In addition to its
conservation, cultural, economic and recreational values, the Ovens River
provides habitat for native fish species, such as the endangered Murray cod,
Golden perch and Murray crayfish (Miller and Barbee, 2003; Cottingham et
al., 2008). The lower part of the Ovens River from Wangaratta to the Murray
River is listed as heritage river area because of its significant natural assets,
recreation opportunities, scenic views and cultural heritage (North East
Water, 2010). Three Mile Creek, which joins the Ovens River after
Wangaratta, receives effluent discharge from the Wangaratta Trade Waste
Treatment Plant.

Wangaratta Trade Waste Treatment Plant
(TWTP)
The Wangaratta Trade Waste Treatment Plant, which is situated southwest of Wangaratta, treats wastewater from several textile dyeing and related
industries and specifically from Bruck Textiles, Australian Country
Spinners, and Asia Pacific Specialty Chemicals Ltd (Valchem) (Cleanaway,
2003). The TWTP is operated by North East Water as an activated sludge
plant and consists of treatment units, including an aeration basin, oxidation
ditch, sludge lagoon, and sludge drying beds. More details about the TWTP
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are included elsewhere (see Cleanaway (2003)). Currently, the TWTP
discharges treated wastewater to the Three Mile Creek.

Site selection
Eight sampling sites were established along the river, including four
sites upstream and four sites downstream of the discharge point. In addition,
the discharge point was sampled. The location of sites and their distribution
along the waterway were selected based on the size of the creek and mixing
zone. In an attempt to cover any natural variation in samples along the river,
the selected sites were distributed along 7.08 km. Sites were chosen to be as
similar as possible in characteristics such as habitat, vegetation, depth, and
width. A GPS device was used to record latitude and longitude coordinates
of the sites. The location of the sites on the Three Mile Creek is shown in
Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1 Map of study area at Three Mile Creek, with the sites located on the creek.

3.2

Sediment and water quality sampling
Water samples were collected in 2013 (December), 2014 (April,

August and November), and 2015 (May). As the creek was not flowing
during a period of the year (from January to March in 2014, and from
January to April in 2015), it was not possible to sample at regular intervals.
Habitat descriptors were recorded for each site, and included channel width,
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water depth, percentage of edge covered by moss and macrophytes. The
surface water and sediments were also checked for any form of oil, odour or
plume.
Salinity, water temperature, dissolved oxygen, pH, and turbidity were
measured in situ using a Quanta water quality multiprobe (Hydrolab
Corporation, USA) at all sampling times. Water velocity was measured with
a MiniAir 2 flow meter (Schiltknecht Messtechnic AG, Switzerland). Water
samples were collected in acid-washed bottles and jars. All water sampling
containers, except those containing preservatives, were rinsed three times
with the river water before collecting samples. Sediment samples were also
taken for measuring the heavy metals. Finally, all containers were labelled,
and placed in an icebox containing ice pads so that they could be kept cool at
a temperature of 1–4ºC. Sediments and water samples were transferred to the
laboratory within 24 h and stored in the dark before analysis. All sampling
techniques, and sample preservation and handling protocols were in
accordance with the Australian/New Zealand standard and the EPA guide
(AS/NZS, 1998; EPA Victoria, 2000).

Analysis of sediment, water, and wastewater
Water samples were sent to a NATA (The National Association of
Testing Authorities) registered laboratory: EML (Chem) Pty Ltd in
Melbourne. Standard methods for the examination of water and wastewater
were used to measure physico-chemical parameters such as conductivity, pH,
total alkalinity as CaCo3, chemical oxygen demand, total organic carbon,
ammonia nitrogen as N, total Kjeldahl nitrogen as N, nitrate nitrogen as N,
nitrite nitrogen as N, total nitrogen as N, total phosphorus as P (TP),
orthophosphate as P, total antimony as Sb in the water samples, and heavy
metals including Cadmium, Chromium, Copper, and Zinc in the sediment
samples (Water Environment Federation and American Public Health
Association, 2005; Rice et al., 2012).
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3.2.1.1

Chlorophyll a

Chlorophyll a concentrations were determined using the ISO 10260
(1992) method. Water samples were filtered on site or within 8 h. Then, the
tubes containing chlorophyll a extract and 90% ethanol were placed in a
water bath at 75 ºC for 5 minutes. After being in a fridge overnight, the
samples were centrifuged at 3000 rpm for 10 minutes and chlorophyll a
concentration was determined using a spectrophotometer (ISO 10260, 1992).

3.3

Macroinvertebrate collection and identification
Benthic macroinvertebrates were sampled using a kick net (mesh size

250 μm; opening approximately 30 by 30 cm; net length 1 m) on the same
occasions that water samples were collected. For all macroinvertebrate
sampling, the EPA guide for rivers and streams was followed (EPA Victoria,
2003b). All samples were stored in 70% ethanol, transferred to the laboratory
and identified to family level, with the exception for Acarina (mites),
Odonata, and Oligochaeta that were not separated to family level. The
Chironmidae family was split to subfamily level. Taxonomic keys used for
identifying the macroinvertebrates were as follows: Acarina (Harvey, 1998),
Anostraca (Timms and Savage, 2004), Coleoptera (Watts, 2002), Diptera
(Madden, 2013), Ephemeroptera (Dean and Suter, 1996), Hemiptera
(Andersen and Weir, 2004), Megaloptera (Theischinger, 2000), Odonata
(Theischinger and Hawking, 2006), Plecoptera (Hynes, 1976), Trichoptera
(Dean et al., 2004).

3.4

Sediment particle size measurement
The sampling method used for assessing the sediment at the Three

Mile Creek was based on substrate size. The soft bottom sediment of the
Three Mile Creek was sampled using a grab sampler. The particle size
categories of > 2 mm, 2 mm–63 µm and < 63 µm corresponding to gravel,
sand, clay and silt were determined by a combination of dry and wet sieving
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methods in order to measure the average size of sediment particles (Gee et
al., 1986; Bartram and Ballance, 1996).

3.5

Land use
Land use percentages were calculated using three methods at

catchment scale and local scale so as to include all possible effects of land
use on the stream at different scales. In order to quantify land use within
each catchment, I used 1:25000 DEM data and also publicly available
geographic datasets for land use (Victorian Government Data, 2015b), water
courses mapped at a scale 1:25000 (Victorian Government Data, 2014), and
Murray catchments (Dowling, 2007). A Victoria shape file was downloaded
from the website of Australian Bureau of Statistics (Australian bureau of
statistics, 2011). All analyses were performed in ArcGIS version 10.3
(McCoy et al., 2001). All datasets were projected in the GDA_1994
projected coordinate system.
For calculating land use, the first step was to delineate the boundary of
a stream drainage area (watershed polygon) based on a Digital Elevation
Model (DEM). An automated method of stream burning followed by the
standard procedure for stream delineating was used (Baker et al., 2006). The
steps for delineating a watershed in ArcGIS included flow direction, sink,
fill, flow direction based on the filled DEM, flow accumulation, snap pour
point, and watershed. These were performed using spatial analyst tools in the
Hydrology section of Arcmap software. The watershed areas were delineated
for eight sites located on Three Mile Creek. Finally, the percentages of all
land use categories within the delineated watershed were calculated.
To quantify the effect of land use that might happen at a local level, a
wide range of 1000-metre, 500-metre, 300-metre, 100-metre, and 60-metre
circle buffers were used. The method used to measure land use at a local
level was similar to that used by Sonoda et al. (2001). Land use using 500metre, 400-metre, 200-metre, 100-metre, 60-metre squared buffers around
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water courses was also measured. The latter method was used to take into
account the cumulative effect of nutrients drained from all types of land use
located upstream of each point within the catchment. All of the buffers and
watershed areas started from the upstream point of each site. The land use
categories used in this study were described as grazing and farming,
industrial (mainly factories), national parks and forests, recreational, road,
transport, residential, sewage treatment plants and sanitary landfill, and
unclassified. The figures demonstrating the process of measuring land use at
catchment scale and local scales using squared buffers and circle buffer are
given in Appendix І.

3.6

Canopy cover
At all sampling occasions, four replicates of overhead canopy cover

were measured using a spherical densitometer that consisted of a convex
mirror with twenty-four squares engraved on the surface, with each square
subdivided into four imaginary squares. A total of 96 dots could be counted,
by imagining one dot in the centre of each small square. The instrument was
held horizontally while the number of dots, representing the area of canopy
openings, was counted. Then, the percentage of overhead area not occupied
by canopy was obtained by multiplying the number of dots by 1.04. The
difference between this percentage and 100% was the estimated canopy
cover (Lemmon, 1956).

3.7

Riparian vegetation
According to EPA Victoria (2003b), the riparian vegetation is defined

as the vegetation in the area included up to 30 m from each side of the
stream. However, the minimum width requirement for riparian zones of
flowing waters in Victoria might be more than 30 m (Rios and Bailey, 2006;
Hansen et al., 2010), especially for large rivers such as the Ovens River,
which has a width of over 40 m in some areas. Therefore, a range of circle
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buffers with radii of 30 m, 60 m and 100 m were generated around each site.
Tree density data mapped at 1:25000 scale were downloaded (Victorian
Government Data, 2015a). The area within each buffer that was covered with
tree density was calculated as riparian vegetation. ArcGIS version 10.3
(McCoy et al., 2001) was used for generating the buffers and calculating the
riparian areas.

3.8

CPOM/FPOM
Particulate organic matter sampling and measurement was performed

following Hauer and Lamberti (2011). This involved using a kick net (30×30
cm) with a 250 µm mesh size, and kicking the sediment and debris. An area
of one square metre was disturbed to dislodge organic matter trapped among
the substrates. The sample was washed through a 1-mm mesh net nested over
a 250-µm net. The organic matter fraction on the 250-µm net was used for
measuring fine particulate organic matter and the rest remaining on the 1mm net was used for measuring coarse particulate organic matter. To
determine the dry mass, the jars containing organic matter were oven-dried
at 50 ºC for 24 h to several days in the laboratory, so that they reached a
constant weight. To determine the ash mass, after weighing the samples and
recording their dry mass, the organic matter was transferred to crucibles and
burnt to ash in the furnace. FPOM and CPOM were then calculated as the
difference between the dry mass and ash mass.

3.9

Length of mixing zones
Mixing length was calculated as the distance downstream of the

discharge point, where the discharge flow would be fully mixed with the
river flow. The mixing zone in this study was calculated using the following
equations developed for the discharge point located along the bank
(Thomann and Mueller, 1987).
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𝐵2

𝐿𝑚 = 2.6𝑈 ( )
𝐻

Equation 3.1

where;
Lm=mixing length (ft)
B=average river width (ft)
H=average water depth (ft)
U=average velocity (ft/s)
𝐵

𝐿𝑚 = 8 ( ) 𝐵
𝐻

3.10

Equation 3.2

Other variables
Daily rainfall, monthly mean rainfall, daily mean discharge flow rate,

monthly mean discharge flow rate, daily mean water level, monthly mean
water level, daily maximum temperature, and daily solar exposure were
downloaded from the website of the Bureau of Meteorology (Bureau of
Meteorology (BOM), 2015a; Bureau of Meteorology (BOM), 2015b). All of
the required habitat descriptors and river characteristics, which might be
potential spatial or temporal confounding variables or covariates for the
response variables in this study, were also measured or estimated.

3.11

Data analysis
Exploratory data analysis
The statistical analysis for causal modelling in this study follows the

approach used by Pearl (2000), Paul and Anderson (2013a), and Paul et al.
(2016). All of the analysis was done using R version 3.2.2 (R Core Team,
2015) as well as Primer-E version 6 (Clarke and Gorley, 2006). The main
packages used in this study for data analysis and building graphs included
‘vegan’ (Oksanen et al., 2016), ‘Car’ (Fox et al., 2015), ‘lattice’ (Sarkar,
2008), ‘ecodist’ (Goslee and Urban, 2007) and ‘BiodiversityR’ (Kindt and
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Coe, 2005). The list of all packages used in this study and all of the codes
written in R can be found in Appendix ΙΙ.
As the linchpin of the causal process in this study is a causal diagram,
the first step was to build a causal diagram based on the collected data. The
nodes in the causal diagram were macroinvertebrates, environmental
variables affecting macroinvertebrates, and the relevant effluent variables. In
order to control for spatial and temporal confounding, variables space and
time have been also included in the causal diagram. The variable “time” is
the time of sampling which starts from 1 to 5 representing 5 times of
sampling. The variable distance is the distance from upstream1 along the
stream.
Before starting the exploratory data analysis for macroinvertebrate
data, the spatiotemporal variations in environmental variables along the
creek were visually inspected. For doing so, all the measured environmental
variables were plotted against distance.
To continue with exploratory data analysis, the multivariate
macroinvertebrate data were modelled via a principle co-ordinate analysis.
Principal co-ordinate analysis was used to convert the samples-by-species
data matrix into a smaller matrix of PCO scores, so that the PCO scores
represented a measure of the state of the macroinvertebrate community at a
point in time and space. Main PCO axes were derived from
macroinvertebrate matrix using Principle Coordinate analysis (PCoA) on
Bray-Curtis dissimilarity matrix of square-root transformed abundances. For
doing principal coordinates analysis (Gower, 1966), function cmdscale()
from library ‘stats’ was used. According to Legendre and Legendre (2012),
the negative eigenvalues were avoided by computing an additive constant
using an argument of this function. The first few PCO axes reveal any useful
information about the macroinvertebrate community and the rest of the axes
usually contain random taxa fluctuations that are merely noise (Gauch and
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Hugh, 1982; Legendre and Legendre, 2012). Following Paul and Anderson
(2013a), four diagnostic methods were employed to identify potentially
nontrivial PCO axes that contain systematic patterns in community
composition. The first method was the broken stick method, which uses the
broken stick distribution (Frontier, 1976; Legendre and Legendre, 2012).
Frontier’s model assumes that if the total variance in a multivariate dataset is
divided at random among all components, the expected distribution of the
eigenvalues can be assumed to follow a broken-stick distribution. PCOs with
eigenvalues exceeding the broken stick values are assumed to exhibit
patterns.
The second method was the bootstrap approach, which re-samples
observations, the rows of a site (row) × species (column) matrix, with
replacement and estimates 95% confidence intervals for the distribution of
eigenvalues from a PCO of the bootstrap samples. Where the confidence
intervals did not overlap between pairs of successive eigenvalues, the
eigenvalues were considered different. PCOs with these eigenvalues were
considered to be nontrivial, potentially having structure worthy of
interpretation (Jackson, 1993).
The third method involved destroying the inter-correlations among the
original species and building a null model of randomness by randomly and
independently permuting the values in each column vector corresponding to
each species in the original matrix. The next step was to construct the 95%
confidence interval for the empirical distribution of each of the ordered PCO
eigenvalues calculated under the null model of randomness. Any of the
original observed eigenvalues that exceeded this interval were assumed to be
nontrivial.
The forth method was different from the third one in that it computed
the variation explained by each ranked PCO as the percentage of the
variation accounted for by the remaining ranked PCOs and not as a
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percentage of the total. Finally, a scree plot was used to plot the percent
variation explained by each PCO against the rank order of each PCO.
The next stage of the exploratory analysis was to explore
spatiotemporal patterns in the nontrivial PCO axes. All of the nontrivial PCO
axes were plotted against time and spatial positions. Exploratory analysis
with scatter plot matrices was used so as to assess the evidence of correlation
between macroinvertebrate community composition i.e. PCO scores of the
chosen axes, land use, and environmental variables.
Other macroinvertebrate indices were also calculated and their
relationship with PCOs were examined. The computed indices included EPT
taxon richness (the number of taxa belonging to sensitive orders
Ephemeroptera, Plecoptera and Trichoptera), EPT number, Shannon
diversity index, and SIGNAL index (Stream Invertebrate Grade Number –
Average Level). The SIGNAL score calculated at each site indicates the
water quality of the creek at that site. Sites with higher SIGNAL scores are
expected to have lower levels of salinity, turbidity, and nutrients (Chessman,
2003b).

Land use analysis
To decide which land use types best explain the variation of
environmental variables, a BEST (Env-Env) analysis was performed,
followed by a Linkage tree analysis (LINKTREE) and a similarity profile
(SIMPROF) test, using PRIMER (Clarke and Gorley, 2006). For the BEST
analysis, land use types including grazing, forest, recreational, residential
and treatment plant were employed to find the subset of land use types,
which best matched the environmental variables such as nitrate, nitrite,
ammonia, orthophosphate, total nitrogen, total phosphorus, salinity, TOC,
turbidity and CPOM/FPOM. Land use categories of industrial, residential,
treatment plant, roads and transport were used to search for land use types
that explain the variation in variables including zinc, copper, chromium,
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cadmium, and COD (Chemical Oxygen Demand). A triangular similarity
matrix based on Euclidean distance was calculated for the environmental
variables, after standardising and log-transforming the data (except for pH).
All land use data sheets acted as the matrix from which variable selection
was made. The BEST analysis was done using 9999 permutations and
Spearman as the correlation method. Using the selected land use types from
the BEST analysis, LINKTREE analysis was performed to build a
dendrogram of clustered sites. The structure of sites, grouped in the clusters
obtained by LINKTREE analysis, was checked using a SIMPROF test. The
SIMPROF test is useful for testing the structure of a dendrogram in order to
avoid over-interpreting of clustering when it might only be random
variability (Clarke et al., 2008). For each split, there is an optimal ANOSIM
R value as well as B% (a measure of dissimilarity which shows how well
separated the two clusters are, scaled to maximum for first division) (Clarke
et al., 2008). The SIMPROF test also gives pi (π) statistic and one P value
for its global test which can be defined as the absolute deviation of the real
similarity profile from simulated mean of permuted profile (Clarke and
Gorley, 2006). For each binary partition (A, B, C, …) in the boxes at left
hand side of the graph, the values in first inequality is related to the cluster at
left side of the tree and the values in brackets define the cluster at right side
of the tree (Clarke et al., 2008). Finally, to check the null hypothesis, land
use variables were modelled as a function of environmental variables in a
multiple regression model. In each model, predictor variables that seemed to
be correlated with other predictor variables were eliminated in order to avoid
multicollinearity.

Model building and testing structural equations
The model building and testing process started with performing a
dbRDA (distance-based Redundancy Analysis) on a Bray-Curtis
dissimilarity matrix of square-root transformed abundance as a function of
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effluent, distance, and time (Legendre and Anderson, 1999; Paul and
Anderson, 2013a; Paul et al., 2016). Modelling community data as a function
of distance and time helped to select appropriate functional forms of these
variables. The results of exploratory analysis, and in particular
spatiotemporal plots of PCO axes, provided useful insight to choose the
functional forms in the statistical model. The assumptions underpinning the
tests used for building the model and performing hypothesis tests were
checked. To check the assumption of identically distributed errors, the
residuals were plotted against the fitted values for the first few PCO axes. In
order to examine spatial multivariate autocorrelation, a mantel correlogram
(Legendre and Legendre, 2012) was also computed and used for checking
the assumption underpinning the permutation test that the errors were
independent. For doing so, function mgram from package ‘ecodist’ in R was
used (Goslee and Urban, 2007).
To test structural equations, the hypothesis underlying each arrow in
the causal diagram needed to be checked. In addition, in order to find the set
of variables attributable to the spatiotemporal variation of macroinvertebrate
community composition, a series of analyses were done for every nontrivial
PCO. This started with seeking for the relationships between the PCO axes
and all the variables in the causal diagram that were a direct cause (parent) of
macroinvertebrates. First, the relationship between the PCO axis and every
variable was tested by linear regression test. Then, using multiple regression
tests, every variable and its interaction with temperature, separately or in
combination with other variables and their interactions were tested against
PCO axes as a response variable. Fitted and residual values were also
calculated, tested, and plotted against the distance to ensure that the model
explained all of the variation and that there was no pattern left in the
residuals. The assumptions of the multiple regression tests were checked
using diagnostic plots. Finally, dbRDA analyses were done for every set of
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variables and their interactions, so as to find the best model made of the set
of variables that best explain the trend in spatiotemporal variation of
macroinvertebrate communities presented in PCO axes.

Checking conditional independencies
After testing testing the existence of the direct (child - parent) relations
included in the SEM, the conditional independencies (missing arrows in the
causal diagram) needed to be checked. The first step of testing conditional
independencies was to prepare the final causal diagram after removing
variables without any statistical association between them. The revised
causal diagram was used as a guide in the process of checking conditional
independencies. This process was done in several steps:
(1) Based on the causal associations (the arrows) left in the revised
causal diagram, the causal hypotheses was written in the form of a DAG
(Shipley, 2016). For this purpose, the function DAG() in the ‘ggm’ package
(Marchetti et al., 2015) was used to produce an adjacency matrix of a DAG.
The order of a DAG, which is a square (1,0) matrix, equals to the number of
nodes of the causal diagram. This function produces value 1 in position (i, j)
if there is an arrow from i to j, and a zero if there is not any arrow (Shipley,
2016).
(2) A set of conditional independencies was generated using the
basiSet() function in the ‘ggm’ package (Marchetti et al., 2015). The set of
conditional independencies that can be derived from a causal diagram is
called a “union basis set” (Shipley, 2000). The number of elements in a basis
set (i.e. the number of conditional independencies) can be computed using
the formula:
The number of elements in the basis set=

𝑉!
2(𝑣−2)!

−𝐴

Where V is the number of variables, and A is the number of arrows in
the causal diagram (Shipley, 2016). Using this formula, the number of
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conditional independencies (missing arrows) was calculated. This ensures
that the same number of conditional independencies have been generated as
those expected base on the number of nodes and arrows in the causal
diagram. In addition to this, the adjacency matrix was graphed using the
function graph.adjacency() in the ‘igraph’ package (Csardi and Nepusz,
2006) to check if that generated a graph that was the same as the revised
causal diagram.
(3) The set of conditional independencies was expressed in the form of
an equivalent set of d-separation statements. In order to test testable dseparation statements, a series of statistical tests were conducted. The
Capscale() function in the package ‘vegan’, with the argument of condition,
can be used to test if there were any spatiotemporal patterns in the PCOs
after conditioning on the environmental variables. In this study, because our
models included interactions, we also used residuals to test whether there
was any spatiotemporal variation remaining to be explained by adding a
variable to the model or not.
The global test, Fisher’s C test, was also computed to test all
independency relationships simultaneously. The C-statistics and p-value of
the test were used to check the consistency of data with the set of conditional
independence assumptions and causal structure (Shipley, 2000; Shipley,
2016).
In overall, a combination of causal consideration based on literature
and statistical tests was used for model selection and to decide which
variables should be included in or excluded from the models. Nested
regression models were compared using anova() function to test the
hypothesis if a term should be removed. Cross-validation test was conducted
by computing root mean squared error (RMSE) statistic using train()
function from ‘caret’ package (Kuhn, 2008) in R. In the process of
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diagnosing the fit of models, partial regression plots were also checked using
function avPlots() from package ‘car’ in R.

Prediction using causal modelling
The causal models built using a SEM approach can be used to predict
the mixing zone size beyond the observed range of spatial positions based on
the concentration of physico-chemical parameters e.g. ammonia. For this
purpose, appropriate non-linear models are required. In this study, all the
models were linear in which nutrient concentrations were not simple
functions of distance. For this reason and because of the temperature
interaction in the model, the models could not be used for this purpose.
Otherwise, in order to use the causal models for prediction, depending on the
application, methods such as censored regression can be conducted to fit the
models using the survreg function in the ‘survival’ R package (Therneau,
2015) with a lognormal distribution chosen for the error distribution.
After being simplified, the models were used for predicting the effect
of interventions. For doing so, the concentrations of environmental variables
related to discharge loads were reduced, for example by half. Then, the
function predict in the ‘stats’ R package was used to predict how the
concentrations of physico-chemical variables in the creek changed in
response to changes in their loads in effluent discharged to the creek. That is,
the causal models were used for prediction with the new data using the
prediction function. The predicted values of the water quality variables in the
creek were estimated when all the corresponding discharge loads in the
models were reduced to 0.5, 0.1, and 0.01 of the observed values. Then,
several statistics including maximum, 75th, 80th, and 90th percentiles were
calculated for these predicted values. The calculated statistics were
compared to the corresponding guideline values in order to provide insight
into how the treatment plant upgrade would reduce the concentration of
pollutants in the creek.
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Chapter 4:

Results for Wangaratta Trade Waste

Treatment Plant
Graph theoretical structural equation modelling was utilised as a
technique to check for any causal relationships between environmental
variables and macroinvertebrate community data after controlling for
spatiotemporal confounding. The results of the causal modelling process
have been presented in the following sections. The process of causal
modelling started with constructing an initial causal diagram (section 4.1).
As land use data were calculated using several methods and at several
different spatial scales, a series of statistical analyses was done in order to
decide which land use variables should be used in the structural equations
(section 4.2). Statistical model building started with an exploratory analysis
to reveal any systematic pattern of variation in data graphically (section 4.3
and 4.4). The results of both the exploratory analysis of the community data
and statistical analyses investigating relationships between
macroinvertebrate communities and environmental variables have been
given in sections 4.5 and 4.6. For each of the structural equations, a suitable
statistical model was chosen through the standard process of fitting and
checking statistical models (section 4.7). The next step involved deciding
whether other potential covariates should be included in each chosen
statistical model based on hypothesis tests. To do so, the fitted statistical
models were used to test the conditional independencies related to missing
arrows in the causal diagram (section 4.8). Finally, after the statistical
models were built and tested, they were used to predict the effect of external
interventions (section 4.9).
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4.1

Causal diagrams
The composite hypotheses of this study, developed for the Wangaratta

treatment plant and entailing the theoretical relationships among pairs of
variables, have been summarised in the causal diagram shown in Figure 4.1.
This figure depicts the variation in macroinvertebrate communities along the
stream (distance) over time due to climate (rainfall, solar radiation, air
temperature), land use, environmental variables, and discharge effluent. The
description of all of the variables in the causal diagram in Figure 4.1 has
been summarised in Table 4.1. In Figure 4.1, those variables that have been
measured are represented by pink-coloured squares. The blue-coloured
squares represent those variables for which data were obtained from other
sources. Nodes without colour represent variables that were not measured or
obtained.
In the causal diagram depicted in Figure 4.1, the main hypothesis was
that the observed systematic patterns in the macroinvertebrate community
assemblage (calculated as PCO axes) were due to their spatial and temporal
natural variation and not because of the impact of effluent from treatment
plant on environmental variables. By adjusting for time and space (i.e.
conditioning time and space), the spatiotemporal confounding that might be
related to natural variation was controlled. After removing the natural
variation in space and time, i.e. after blocking all causal paths between
variables time, distance and community assemblage, the anthropogenic
causal process (i.e. treatment plant discharge) affecting macroinvertebrates
could be revealed. The main response variable in the given causal diagram
was macroinvertebrate community assemblage (mac), and its spatiotemporal
variation was of key interest in this study. It received arrows from all
environmental variables that, according to the literature, might potentially
affect this variable. There were arrows between mac and environmental
variables, e.g., sediment size, chlorophyll a, heavy metals, total organic
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carbon, ammonia, dissolved oxygen, pH, temperature, organic nitrogen, total
phosphorus, conductivity, turbidity, velocity, and CPOM/FPOM (Figure
4.1). Environmental variables that might have potentially affected other
variables were also linked by arrows to indicate a potential relationship
between them.
According to Pearl (2000) and Paul et al. (2016), the data generating
process can be described adequately by including all variables, latent or
observed, that might be a cause of two or more variables in the causal
diagram. From the causal diagram in Figure 4.1, it can be seen that climate is
an unobserved confounding variable, as it can influence discharge
characteristics as well as environmental variables in the stream. The
temporal variation in these variables due to climate has been depicted in the
causal diagram with arrows from air temperature, solar radiation, and rainfall
to them.
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Figure 4.1 A causal diagram developed for Wangaratta treatment plant, which entails composite hypotheses.
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Table 4.1 Description of the nodes in the causal diagrams of Figure 4.1.
Variable (unit)

Node

Description of the nodes and their parents

Macroinvertebrate

mac

PCO: principal coordinate axes that were derived
from a principal coordinate analysis (PCoA)
received arrows from heavy metals (zinc, copper,
chromium, cadmium), antimony, conductivity,
nitrite, nitrate, ammonia, organic nitrogen,
dissolved oxygen, total phosphorus,
orthophosphate, chlorophyll a, TOC,
CPOM/FPOM, canopy cover, turbidity, velocity,
and sediment size.

Heavy metals
(mg/l)
and antimony

zn, cu, cr, cd,
antimony

Zinc, copper, cadmium, chromium, and antimony
had arrows from their respective loads, effluent,
land use, velocity, and distance from source.

Ammonia, nitrite,
nitrate, organic
nitrogen,
orthophosphate,
total phosphorus
(mg/l)

nh3, no2, no3,
on, op, tp

The parents of these variables were respective
loads, effluent, water temperature, flow rate,
velocity, land use, and distance from source.

Dissolved oxygen
(mg/l)

do

The parents were effluent, algae measured as
chlorophyll a, total organic carbon, water
temperature, velocity, and distance from source.

pH

pH

pH parents were alkalinity, algal biomass, and
distance from source.

Algae (mg/l)

chla

Algal biomass measured as chlorophyll a received
arrows from respective load, ammonium, nitrogen
and phosphate, TOC, canopy cover, solar radiation,
water temperature, velocity, turbidity, effluent,
flow rate, land use, and distance from source.

Conductivity
(µs/cm)

cond

The parents were conductivity load, water
temperature, effluent, flow rate, land use, and
distance from source.

Turbidity (NTU)

turb

The parents were effluent, effluent turbidity, water
flow, velocity, rainfall, riparian vegetation, and
land use.

Substrate size (mm) sedi

Substrate size received arrows from current
velocity, effluent, rainfall, riparian vegetation, land
use, and distance from source.
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Table 4.1 continued: Description of the nodes in the causal diagrams of Figure 4.1.
Total organic carbon
(mg/l)

TOC

The parents were carbon organic load, effluent,
flow rate, velocity, water temperature, rainfall, land
use, and distance from source.

Alkalinity (mg/l)

alk

The parents were alkalinity load, effluent, flow
rate, and land use.

Velocity (m/s)

vel

The parents were flow rate, effluent, and distance
from source.

CPOM/FPOM

cfpom

CPOM/FPOM parents were effluent organic load,
effluent, riparian vegetation, and land use.

Water temperature

temp

The parents were effluent temperature, air
temperature, effluent, canopy cover, flow rate, and
solar radiation.

Effluent temperature

dtemp

The parents were air temperature, effluent, canopy
cover, and solar radiation.

Effluent discharge
flow rate (ML/day)

dflow

Effluent discharge flow rate received an arrow
from time.

Flow rate (ML/day)

dayflow daily The parents were effluent discharge rate, rainfall,
mean
and land use.
creek/river
flow rate

Effluent algae
(kg/day)

dchla

The parents were air temperature, solar radiation,
and time of sampling.

Light level

light level

Light level might change because of canopy cover,
solar radiation.

Sediment load

sediment
load

Sediment load can be affected by riparian
vegetation, rainfall, and land use.

Effluent nutrient
load, effluent organic
load, alkalinity load
(kg/day)

dtoc, don,
dtoc, dno2,
dno3, dnh3,
dtp, dop, dalk

Effluent organic loads of water quality parameters
were products of multiplying discharge flow rate
(ML/day) by their concentration in the effluent.
Their values vary over time.

Organic load

organic load

The parents were effluent organic load, and land
use.

Inorganic nutrient
load

inorganic
nutrient load

The parents were effluent nutrient load, and land
use.

Salt load

salt load

Salt load can be influenced by land use.
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Table 4.1 continued: Description of the nodes in the causal diagrams of Figure 4.1.
Canopy cover (%)

canop

Canopy cover might be different depending on the
riparian vegetation, and distance from source.

Air temperature, solar
radiation

airtemp,
solar

Air temperature and solar radiation depends on the
climate.

Rainfall (mm)

rain1, rain2,
and rain3

They are daily rainfall, and average rainfall
calculated for one month and three months before
the sampling day, respectively. Rainfall depends
on the climate.

Effluent

eff

Effluent as a binary variable with 0=upstream and
1=downstream of the discharge point.

Effluent turbidity

dturb

Effluent turbidity can change over time.

Climate

climate

Climate varies at different times of sampling.

Riparian vegetation
(m2)

riparian30m,
riparian60m,
and
riparian90m

Riparian vegetation, calculated at three scales of
30 m, 60 m, and 90 m around each sampling point,
can vary at different sites along the river/ creek
(distance from source).

Land use

landuse

Land use type and percentage are different at
different sites along the river/creek (distance from
source).
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4.2

Results of land use analysis
In order to decide what land use variables (e.g., industrial, grazing or

residential) should remain in the causal diagram, a series of analyses were done.
At a catchment scale, land use mainly consisted of grazing and farming,
followed by residential developments, national parks, and then forests. All land
use types varied considerably across the sites at the local level. In general, the
percentages of grazing and farming areas decreased downstream, whereas the
percentage of residential area increased. According to the results of the Linkage
tree analysis (LINKTREE), the sites were clustered based on the patterns in the
subsets of land use variables that best explain the pattern in physico-chemical
variables along the sampling sites. The results of clustering were approved by
the SIMPROF test (p value<0.001), which indicated that the null hypothesis of
no group structure could be rejected. The treatment plant land use was among
almost all of the subsets of land use variables, and thus it led to clustering of the
sites. Consequently, the correlation between environmental variables and land
use types, such as treatment plant, in the LINKTREE results might have been
due to the effluent discharged to the stream. By adding effluent as a predictor
variable to the multiple regression models, other land use variables were no
longer significant. Therefore, most of the groupings of sites in the LINKTREE
analyses may have been due to the effluent from the treatment plant.
According to the results of multiple regression, zinc was significantly
related (R2=0.37, p-value =0.012) to other land use variables, such as road and
residential areas at a 1000 m scale, in addition to treatment plant land use. A
closer inspection of zinc plotted against each of these variables, however,
proved that these relationships might have been due to outliers in the zinc data.
For these reasons, modelling was continued without land use variables in the
causal diagram. The following sections explain how once the physico-chemical
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variables affecting macroinvertebrate community were discovered, correlation
between those physico-chemical variables and land use variables were tested to
decide which land use variables needed to be in each model. For the sake of
brevity, the results of land use have been explained in more detail in Appendix
ІΙІ.

4.3

Results of the exploratory analysis for physico-

chemical variables
Results of the exploratory analysis for the environmental variables have
been presented in Figure 4.2-4.5. In these figures, the physico-chemical
variables are plotted over time and against distance (km). Figure 4.2
demonstrates the observed trends in concentration of total nitrogen, nitrate,
nitrite, ammonia, total phosphorus and orthophosphate (mg/l) along distance
(km). The trends for the concentrations of heavy metals in the sediments (e.g.
zinc, chromium, cadmium, copper (mg/kg), antimony, and COD (mg/l)) along
distance have been presented in Figure 4.3, and Figure 4.4 shows the variation
in the levels of conductivity, alkalinity, total organic carbon, chlorophyll a
(mg/l), temperature (°C) and pH. Figure 4.5 depicts the variation of velocity
(m/s), turbidity (NTU), sediment size (mm), canopy cover (%), dissolved
oxygen (mg/l), and CPOM/FPOM along distance.

Nitrite, nitrate, ammonia and TN
As Figure 4.2 shows, the concentrations of total nitrogen, nitrate, nitrite,
and ammonia generally increased downstream of the discharge point. Total
nitrogen and nitrate increased at downstream 1 on all sampling occasions,
whereas nitrite and ammonia concentrations increased on several sampling
occasions. The maximum increase in nitrite at the discharge point occurred in
May (0.58 mg/l) (autumn) (Figure 4.2b). Nitrate and ammonia levels were 0.2
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and 0.08 mg/l, in May, respectively. In addition to an increase in the level of
nitrate downstream of the discharge point, nitrate values were higher at all sites
in August (winter) compared to on other sampling occasions in spring, summer,
and autumn (Figure 4.2c).
The highest value for total nitrogen at downstream1 (2.8 mg/l) was
recorded in May. The 75th percentile of total nitrogen values at downstream1
was 1.8 mg/l. These values were higher than critical levels (75th percentile of
0.15–0.9 mg/l) for macroinvertebrate communities in streams and rivers (Tiller
and Newall, 2003). The maximum values of nitrate were 0.48 and 0.5 mg/l and
were observed in August and November, respectively. These values were below
the critical value of 2 mg/l. The highest values for nitrite (0.58 mg/l) and
ammonia (0.36 mg/l) exceeded 0.02 and 0.015 mg/l (Berenzen et al., 2001),
respectively. Downstream1 was located 50–100 m below the discharge point
within the mixing zone; where the concentration of pollutants are not required
to be met (ANZECC/ARMCANZ, 1997). However, nitrite and ammonia levels
were higher than critical values at other downstream sites.

Orthophosphate and TP
The variation of phosphate and TP against distance has been presented in
Figure 4.2e-f. Figure 4.2f shows that levels of TP increased after the discharge
point at different rates among seasons. Total phosphorus was generally lower in
August (winter) than in other seasons. The maximum values and 75th percentile
for TP at downstream1 were 0.58 and 0.47, which were higher than the 0.025
mg/l threshold concentration for Three Mile Creek and the Ovens River. These
thresholds were established using macroinvertebrate data based on ecological
goals for protecting the aquatic environment of streams, and indicate the upper
limits before adverse ecological effects occur (Tiller and Newall, 2003).
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Figure 4.2 Environmental variables plotted against distance (km); including total nitrogen,
nitrate, nitrite, ammonia, total phosphorus and orthophosphate (mg/l).

Heavy metals (zinc, chromium, cadmium, copper)
As shown in Figure 4.3a–Figure 4.3d, levels of cadmium, chromium, and
zinc were higher at downstream sites than at upstream sites. Levels of cadmium,
copper, and zinc were higher at upstream1 and upstream2 compared to at other
sites. Zinc concentrations in sediments were higher at downstream sites than at
upstream sites. The differences between upstream and downstream sites were
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not clear for the other heavy metals. Furthermore, all heavy metal values
observed in this study were below the trigger values in sediments for aquatic
biota provided by ARMCANZ/ANZECC (2000).

Antimony
Antimony levels were higher downstream of the discharge point on
several sampling occasions (Figure 4.3e). According to Figure 4.3e, antimony
concentrations were generally higher at downstream sites. On all sampling
occasions, antimony concentrations were above the critical value of 9µg/l
prescribed by the EPA (2014), that might pose a threat to aquatic and bottomdwelling organisms (Filella et al., 2002; EPA, 2014).

COD
There was a marked increase in the concentration of COD downstream of
the discharge point during each season (Figure 4.3f). Although COD level at
downstream sites seemed to be higher than at upstream sites, the concentration
of COD did not exceed the critical value of 40 mg/l as prescribed by
ARMCANZ/ANZECC (2000) on any sampling occasion.
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Figure 4.3 Environmental variables including zinc, chromium, cadmium, copper, antimony,
and COD (mg/l) plotted against distance (km).

Water temperature
Figure 4.4a shows the seasonal variation in water temperature. As
expected, the temperature was higher in December (summer) and November
(spring) than in April, May (autumn) and August (winter). Generally,
downstream sites had higher temperatures than upstream sites, except for in
December when upstream sites were warmer.
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pH and alkalinity
Figure 4.4b shows that pH varied among sampling occasions. There were
no clear longitudinal (i.e. distance) trends in pH. In contrast, alkalinity (Figure
4.4c) was higher at downstream sites than at upstream sites. Alkalinity also
varied among seasons. The highest level of alkalinity was observed in August at
all sites.

Chlorophyll a
Chlorophyll a concentration increased downstream of the discharge point
on several occasions during the study period. The difference in chlorophyll a
concentration between upstream4 and downstream1 varied among seasons
(Figure 4.4d). The highest level of chlorophyll a was observed in November at
downstream1.

TOC and conductivity
Conductivity and TOC levels increased downstream of the discharge
point (Figure 4.4e, Figure 4.4f). In general, downstream sites had higher levels
of conductivity than upstream sites.

Sediment
Substrate sizes were generally small (smaller than 2 mm in size), but
sediment sizes were slightly smaller at downstream sites (substrate size of
1.28±0.03 mm) than at upstream sites (substrate size of 1.12±0.03 mm) (Figure
4.5c).
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Figure 4.4 Environmental variables including temperature, pH, conductivity (µs/cm), total
organic carbon, chlorophyll a, and alkalinity (mg/l) plotted against distance (km).

Turbidity, canopy cover, and CPOM/FPOM
Turbidity and canopy cover showed no clear pattern downstream of the
discharge point (Figure 4.5b and Figure 4.5d). CPOM:FPOM was generally
higher at upstream sites than at downstream sites (Figure 4.5f).
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Figure 4.5 Environmental variables including velocity (m/s), turbidity (NTU), sediment size
(mm), canopy cover (%), dissolved oxygen (mg/l), and CPOM/FPOM plotted against
distance (km).

4.4

Mixing zone and creek flow rate
The theoretical mixing zone for Three Mile Creek after receiving effluent

from the treatment plant was calculated using two formulae and summarised in
Table 4.2. The theoretical mixing zone ranged from 31.86 to 206.56 m using
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formula 1, and 160.79 to 645.75 m using formula 2. These mixing lengths were
calculated to estimate the area needed for the effluent to be fully mixed with
flowing water. The length of the mixing zone was longer in April and
November 2014, and in May 2015, when creek flow rate was lowest (34.56,
15.55, and 44.06 ML/day, respectively). In contrast, the mixing zone was
shorter in December 2013 and August 2014 when the creek flow rates were
higher with the values of 106.27 and 118.36 ML/day, respectively (Table 4.2
and Figure 4.6). The mixing length calculated using formula 2 without velocity
seemed to be more reliable because velocity measures were not measured
across the profile of the creek, and thus were not accurate for calculating the
mixing zone. Table 4.2 clearly indicates that the lowest water levels
corresponded with the highest velocity even though it was expected that the
stream velocity would be higher in deep areas.
Table 4.2 Theoretical mixing zone calculated for the Wangaratta TWTP using water level,
velocity, and width of the creek.

Dec-13
Apr-14
Aug-14
Nov-14
May-15

Mixing zone (m)
Formula 1
Formula 2
31.86
160.79
94.12
466.61
76.57
239.38
130.69
383.02
206.56
645.75

Water level (m) Velocity (m/s) Width (m)
0.749
0.588
0.770
0.518
0.614

0.19
0.19
0.30
0.32
0.30

3.88
5.86
4.80
4.98
7.04

Creek flow rate was one of the most important factors determining the
size of the theoretical mixing zone. The creek flow rate was influenced by
discharge flow rate and rainfall. Creek flow rate was significantly correlated
with discharge flow rate (r=0.77, P<0.01) and three-month average rainfall
(r=0.75, P<0.01). As creek flow rate and discharge flow rate were important
components of the models during the process of model building, it was worth
plotting them against time to visually examine their temporal variation (see
Figure 4.6).
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Figure 4.6 Average daily creek flow rate, daily effluent discharge flow rate, and three-month
average rainfall plotted against time.

4.5

Results of exploratory analysis for the community data
A total of 8177 macroinvertebrates belonging to 34 taxa were identified.

The majority of macroinvertebrates belonged to Oligochaeta (4395 individuals).
Chironomidae were similarly abundant with 1942 individuals. Other dominant
taxa, depending on the season, included the families Simulidae, Baetidae,
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Caenidae, Leptophlebiidae, and Micronectidae. A list of all macroinvertebrate
taxa identified in this study has been given in Appendix ΙV.
The results of four methods used to estimate the number of non-trivial
PCOs have been provided in Figure 4.7. As shown in Figure 4.7a, there were
six PCOs with eigenvalues that exceeded the values obtained from a brokenstick model. The bootstrap method revealed that there was only one PCO with
non-overlapping confidence intervals (Figure 4.7b). Similarly, one non-trivial
PCO was found using the third (Figure 4.7c) and fourth (Figure 4.7d) methods.
This was evident from the graphs — only one PCO exceeded the 95%
confidence interval for the distribution of the ordered PCO eigenvalues
calculated under the null model of ‘no structure’. After finding the number of
nontrivial axes, percentages of variation in community data explained by each
successive PCO axis were calculated. PCO1 explained 17.4% of the total
variation in the macroinvertebrate data. The rest of the nontrivial axes (PCO2 –
PCO6) accounted for 10.2, 9.6, 8, 6.5, and 5.5 percent of the total variation,
respectively.
Using basic exploratory techniques, such as graphical techniques and
correlation, a preliminary analysis was conducted in order to reveal possible
relationships between PCO axes and other variables in the causal diagram. For
this purpose, the six nontrivial PCOs were plotted against distance (Figure 4.8)
and time (Figure 4.9) to reveal spatiotemporal patterns in the macroinvertebrate
data. Draftsman plots (pairwise scatter plot matrices) of pairs of environmental
variables and ordination axes (PCO1 and PCO2) have been depicted in Figure
4.10.
Since there were six nontrivial PCO axes based on the results of
bootstrap method (Figure 4.7a), the relationships between environmental
variables and all these six PCO axes were examined. Although systematic
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patterns were observed in the plots of all nontrivial PCO axes versus time and
distance, only PCO1 and PCO2 showed significant correlations with the
environmental variables. PCO1 was significantly related to most of these
variables and it was the only axis with interpretable systematic pattern based on
the variations in environmental variables. Therefore, the spatiotemporal
variations in PCO1 axis were shown in the rest of this thesis. The results of
other three methods presented in Figure 4.7 indicated that there was only one
axis with non-random structure. As supported by a similar study conducted by
Paul and Anderson (2013a), the six nontrivial axes revealed by the first method
in this figure indicates that, in reality, in addition to the larger component
explained by PCO1, there might be many unmeasured non-random variables
explaining the smaller component of the spatiotemporal variation in the system.
It is worth mentioning that dbRDA analysis and the analysis related to testing of
the causal model were conducted using all PCO axes.
From Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9, a seasonal pattern can be seen in the
macroinvertebrate community (PCO1). From Figure 4.8, it is clear that the
macroinvertebrate community experienced changes after the discharge point.
The variation in macroinvertebrate communities in response to the effluent
discharged to the creek fluctuated depending on the season. As shown in Figure
4.8a, PCO1 scores decreased downstream of the discharge point in August 2014
and May 2015 at downstream1. In contrast, PCO1 scores increased at this site
in April 2014 and November 2014. There was also a general downward trend in
PCO1 from upstream to downstream sites. The seasonal variation in PCOs at
each site along the creek was also evident in Figure 4.9. Macroinvertebrate
composition represented by PCO1 had the highest value in November 2014 at
downstream1 (4.08 km) (Figure 4.9a).
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Figure 4.7 Scree plots for the PCO analysis with the broken-stick model (a), 95% bootstrap
confidence intervals for eigenvalues (b), and 95% permutation confidence intervals from a
null model of randomness (c and d). In (c) the percentages of the variation explained by each
ranked PCO have been computed holistically as a fraction of the total variation (holistic
approach), whereas in (d), the percentages of the variation explained by each ranked PCO
have been accounted for by the remaining ranked PCOs (conditional approach).
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Figure 4.8 The first six PCO axes plotted against distance (space).
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Figure 4.9 The first six PCO axes plotted against time.

4.6

Exploratory analysis of correlations between the

community data and environmental variables
The second stage of exploratory analysis was to evaluate the evidence for
a relationship between community composition and environmental variables. A
scatterplot matrix, including the spearman correlations for PCO1, PCO2 and
water quality variables, has been given in Figure 4.10. The correlations between
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PCO1 and other environmental variables were significant for Zn (r=-0.44,
P=0.03), temperature (r=-0.5, P=0.014), turbidity (r=0.048, P=0.41), and TOC
(r=0.42, P=0.043). PCO2 was significantly correlated with velocity (r=0.46,
P=0.023), turbidity (r=-0.63, P<0.01), chlorophyll a (r=0.46, P=0.023),
temperature (r=0.51, P=0.02), and cadmium (r=0.47, P=0.02). In addition to the
significant correlation between PCO1 and environmental variables such as zinc,
chlorophyll a, temperature, turbidity, and TOC, from the patterns in
spatiotemporal graphs for macroinvertebrate data, there seemed to be
relationships between PCO axes and other environmental variables and their
interactions. From the PCO1 plotted against distance (Figure 4.8a), it can be
seen that there was a downward trend in the macroinvertebrate community
(PCO1) downstream of the discharge point in August 2014 and May 2015,
whereas there was an increase in PCO1 in November and April 2014 at the
same site. From this, it was expected that the environmental variables and their
interactions would be at work together in determining the observed pattern in
the macroinvertebrate data. In order to explore this, PCO1 was fitted and
modelled as a function of each of the environmental variables, in combination
with other variables and their interactions, e.g. conductivity and its interaction
with temperature (conductivity×temperature). The results indicated that there
were significant relationships between PCO1 and the interaction of conductivity
with temperature (Table 4.3 and Table 4.4). The results of predicting the
expected value of PCO1 with temperature, conductivity, and the
temperature×conductivity interaction plotted against distance have been given
in Figure 4.11.
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Figure 4.10 A scatterplot matrix of the first two PCOs and environmental variables.
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Figure 4.11 Spatial plots for the predicted values of temperature, conductivity, temperature
and conductivity interaction, and other water quality parameters.

Figure 4.11a shows PCO1 modelled as a function of temperature. The
highest values of PCO1 were related to cold months of the year (May and
August) and the lowest values were related to the warmer months (December
and November), implying that there was a negative relationship between PCO1
and temperature. PCO1 was also modelled as a function of conductivity (Figure
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4.11b) and the temperature×conductivity interaction (Figure 4.11b). Neither of
these models and corresponding graphs captured the variations in PCO1 along
distance. By including the temperature×conductivity interaction in the model,
the trend in fitted PCO1 variation (Figure 4.11d) became similar to the observed
values of it (Figure 4.11f). The inclusion of other environmental variables such
as chlorophyll a and zinc improved the model to better fit the data and capture
more of the variation in PCO1 (Figure 4.11e).
Tables 4.3 and 4.4 provide the results of multiple regression analysis of
the model for prediction with temperature, conductivity, and the
temperature×conductivity interaction. Temperature and the
temperature×conductivity interaction effect both significantly (P<0.001)
influenced the macroinvertebrate communities (PCO1). As shown above, it is
possible that the interactions of environmental variables, and specifically the
temperature and conductivity interaction effect, influenced the
macroinvertebrate communities. Every variable and their interaction with
temperature as well as in combination with the temperature×conductivity
interaction effect were modelled and tested to find the best sets of variables that
could be used in the model building process. These results have been given in
the following sections.
Table 4.3 Results of the multiple regression analysis for prediction with temperature,
conductivity, and the temperature×conductivity interaction effect.
Source

Df

Temperature
Conductivity
Temperature×conductivity
Residuals

1
1
1
28

Sum of
squares
0.901
0.066
0.440
1.526
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F

p-value

16.543
1.213
8.086

< 0.001*
0.279
< 0.001*

Table 4.4 Table of coefficients for prediction with temperature, conductivity, and the
temperature×conductivity interaction effect.
Variables
Estimate
Std. Error
(Intercept)
1.468
0.298
Temperature
-0.105
0.021
Conductivity
-0.004
0.001
Temperature
0.0003
0.0001
×conductivity
Residual
standard error: 0.233 on 28 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared: 0.48, Adjusted R-squared: 0.424
F-statistic: 8.615 on 3 and 28 DF, p-value: <0.001

4.7

t-value
4.913
-4.862
-2.562
2.844

p-value
< 0.001*
< 0.001*
0.016*
0.008*

Model building
The process of model building started with translating possible causal

relationships entailed in the causal diagram (Figure 4.1) into structural
equations. A list of all structural equations implied by the causal diagram in
Figure 4.1 has been given in Table 4.5. In this table, each structural equation
was written by representing every variable in the causal diagram as a function
of its direct causes and an error. All of the structural equations given in Table
4.5 had a random error component and could be used to fit statistical models.
However, due to a lack of sufficient data, it was not possible to fit models for
variables that were only a function of time, e.g., discharge variables such as
discharge nutrient load.
The first structural equation in Table 4.5 was used as a guide to model
the macroinvertebrate community as a function of its direct parents. To control
for spatiotemporal variation in the macroinvertebrate data, it was important to
model the macroinvertebrate community as a function of space and time. Model
building for the macroinvertebrate community data has been presented in
section 4.7.1.
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Table 4.5 List of structural equations for the causal diagram in Figure 4.1.
No. Structural equations*
1
PCO=fpco (sedi, chla, cd, cr, zn, cu, toc, nh3, do, pH, on, tp, cond, temp, turb, vel, cfpom,
ɛpco)
2
chla= fchla (dchla, dtoc, don, toc, on, nh3, no2, no3, tp, op, eff, vel, temp, turb, dayflow,
canop, solar, dist, ɛchla)
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

tp= ftp (dtp, eff, temp, dayflow, landuse, dist, ɛtp)
no3= fno3 (dno3, eff, temp, dayflow, landuse, dist, ɛno3)
toc= ftoc (dtoc, dayflow, eff, temp, rain3, dist, ɛtoc)
cond= fcond (dcond, eff, temp, dayflow, landuse, dist, ɛcond)
zn= fzn (dzn, eff, dist, ɛzn)
cr= fcr (dcr, eff, dist, ɛzn)
turb= fturb (dturb, dayflow, eff, vel, rain3, veg30m, landuse, ɛturb)
alk= falk (dalk, dayflow, eff, ɛalk)
vel= fvel (eff, dayflow, dist, time, ɛvel)
canop= fcanop (veg30m, dist, ɛcanop)
veg30m= fveg30m (dist, ɛveg30m)
temp= ftemp (dtemp, airtemp, eff, soalr, canop, ɛtemp)
dtemp= fdtemp (airtemp, soalr, canop, time, ɛdtemp)
dchla= fdchla (solar, airtemp, time, ɛdchla)
dtp= ftp (time, ɛtp)
dno3= fno3 (time, ɛno3)
dtoc= ftoc (time, ɛtoc)
dcond= fdcond (time, ɛdcond)
dzn= fzn (time, ɛzn)
dcr= fcr (time, ɛcr)
dturb= fdturb (time, ɛdturb)
airtemp= fairtemp (time, ɛairtemp)
solar= fsolar (time, ɛairtemp)
rain3= frain3 (time, ɛrain3)
dflow= fdflow (time, ɛdflow)
dayflow= fdayflow (time, ɛdayflow)
* Descriptions of nodes in the causal diagram and this table have been given in Table 4.1.
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Model building for the macroinvertebrate
community data
The theoretical relationships among PCO axes and other pairs of
variables (e.g., time, distance, and environmental variables) in the causal
diagram depicted in Figure 4.1 were used to guide the choice of functional
forms of structural equations in the process of building a causal model. The
process of model building started with modelling the macroinvertebrate
community data as a function of space and time (4.7.1.1). After that,
macroinvertebrate data as PCOs were modelled as a function of environmental
variables in order to find which environmental variables and their interactions
were determinants of the spatiotemporal pattern in macroinvertebrate
communities (4.7.1.2). To explore which taxa were responsible for this
observed pattern, the change in macroinvertebrate community composition
across variation in PCO1 was visualised in a heat map. In addition, the results
of possible relationships between PCO axes and biotic metrics and indices have
been given in section 4.7.1.3.
4.7.1.1

Modelling the macroinvertebrate community data as a

function of space and time
In accordance with the patterns seen in Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9, the
dbRDA model was built and shown in Equation 4.1 as follows:
𝐸(𝑃𝐶𝑂𝑗 ) = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 + 𝛽2 [𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒] + 𝛽3 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡
+ 𝛽4 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒×𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 + 𝛽5 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒×𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒×𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡
Equation 4.1

The results of the spatiotemporal model testing for the macroinvertebrate
data (PCOs) have been summarised in Table 4.6. Based on the results of Table
4.7, the model can be written as Equation 4.2. For the sake of simplifying the
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expression of models, the model in Equation 4.1 was written in shorthand, i.e.
without real regression coefficients, but the complete formulation is shown in
Equation 4.2. To avoid complexity of expression of models, most of the
regression models in the following sections were written using shorthand. The
regression coefficients were then presented in corresponding tables.
𝐸(𝑃𝐶𝑂1 ) = −0.171 − 0.042 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 + 0.147 [𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒2 ] + 0.626 [𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒3 ]
± 0.134 [𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒4 ] + 0.849 [𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒5 ] − 0.061 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡
+ 0.086 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒×𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒2 + 0.015 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒×𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒3
+ 0.039 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒×𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒4 − 0.056 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒×𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒5
+ 0.456 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒2 ×𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡 − 0.182 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒3 ×𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡
+ 1.434 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒4 ×𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡 − 0.198 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒5 ×𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡
+ 0.041 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒×𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒1 ×𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡
− 0.093 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒×𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒2 ×𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡
+ 0.011 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒×𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒3 ×𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡
− 0.205 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒×𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒4 ×𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡
− 0.013 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒×𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒5 ×𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡
Equation 4.2

All parameter estimates were statistically significant at the 0.01 level
except for effluent and its interaction terms. The terms effluent, time×effluent
interaction, and distance×time×effluent interaction were not significant in this
model (Table 4.7). Therefore, effluent and its interactions were removed from
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the model (Equation 4.3). The results of the permutation test have been
summarised in Table 4.8.
𝐸(𝑃𝐶𝑂𝑗 ) = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 + 𝛽2 [𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒] + 𝛽3 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒×𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
Equation 4.3

From the results in Table 4.6 and Table 4.7, there was some evidence of
an effluent effect. There was a statistically significant difference (pvalue=0.0299) between the models with and without the ‘effluent’ term,
indicating that the 'effluent' terms were needed in the model.
As shown in Table 4.7, the time effect on PCO1 variation was significant
for the terms ‘time3’ (August) with the p-value of 0.004, and ‘time5’ (May)
with the p-value of 0.0002. The terms ‘time4×effluent’ and
‘time4×effluent×distance’ were also statistically significant with p-values of
0.015 and 0.018, respectively. Per adjusted R-squared, the variables in the
model accounted for 76% of the variation in PCO1. Thus, the dbRDA model
fitted the data well and explained most of the total variation in
macroinvertebrate data. Although, there was evidence of the effect of effluent, it
seems that the effect of effluent on macroinvertebrate communities varied
depending on the time of sampling and distance. It is worth mentioning here
that although the effect of effluent was marginally significant (p=0.06), the term
“effluent” was left in the model because as mentioned in the previous sections,
the results of ANOVA test indicated a significant difference between models
with and without this term in the model.
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Table 4.6 ANOVA table for the dbRDA model with distance, time, and effluent as
predictors.
Source

Df

Distance
Time
Effluent
Distance×time
Time×effluent
Distance×time×effluent
Residual

1
4
1
4
4
5
20

Sum of
squares
1.081
4.998
0.457
2.302
1.883
2.409
7.631

F

p-value

2.833
3.275
1.197
1.508
1.234
1.262

< 0.001 *
< 0.001 *
0.225
0.006 *
0.094 .
0.056 .

Spatiotemporal model predictions of the first six PCOs have been
depicted in Figure 4.12 by being superimposed on time-space plots of observed
values of PCOs. Figure 4.12 illustrates the patterns in predicted PCOs values
(lines in the graphs), which were similar to the pattern of observed values of
PCOs (points in the graphs). The predicted values of PCO1 from the dbRDA
regression equation (Equation 4.1) could have accounted for most of the
variation in observed values of PCO1. In general, there were seasonal
differences in predicted PCO1 values, with different trends at upstream and
downstream sites. Predicted PCO1 scores were higher in colder months (August
and May) and lower in warmer months (December and November) at upstream
sites. The trend in predicted PCOs changed downstream of the discharge point.
Based on the results summarised in Table 4.6, and Table 4.7, the effect of
effluent on the macroinvertebrate community was more obvious in November
(time4) when the creek flow rate was the lowest, with the greatest increase in
the value of PCO1 occurring downstream of the discharge point (see Figure
4.12). Another important feature of the predicted values of PCO1, was the
declines in the value of PCO1 in May and August (Figure 4.12 and Figure 4.8).
To examine if any pattern of observed values remained unexplained by
the model, residuals from model 4.3 were plotted against distance and time
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(Figure 4.13). The residual plot did not suggest that there were any patterns left
in the residuals.
Table 4.7 Summary table of coefficients for the dbRDA model with distance, time, and
effluent as predictors.
Coefficients
Estimate
Std. Error
(Intercept)
-0.171
0.135
Distance
-0.042
0.050
Time2
0.146
0.191
Time3
0.625
0.191
Time4
-0.133
0.191
Time5
0.849
0.191
effluent
-0.061
0.379
Distance×time2
0.086
0.071
Distance×time3
0.014
0.071
Distance×time4
0.039
0.071
Distance×time5
-0.056
0.071
Time2×effluent
0.456
0.537
Time3×effluent
-0.182
0.537
Time4×effluent
1.434
0.537
Time5×effluent
-0.198
0.537
Distance×time1×effluent
0.041
0.079
Distance×time2×effluent
-0.093
0.079
Distance×time3×effluent
0.011
0.079
Distance×time4×effluent
-0.205
0.079
Distance×time5×effluent
-0.013
0.079
Residual standard error: 0.150 on 20 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared: 0.875,
Adjusted R-squared: 0.756
F-statistic: 7.38 on 19 and 20 DF, p-value: 2.123e-05

t value
-1.268
-0.842
0.768
3.276
-0.700
4.447
-0.163
1.214
0.209
0.552
-0.786
0.850
-0.340
2.671
-0.370
0.522
-1.175
0.136
-2.579
-0.169

p-value
0.219
0.409
0.451
0.003 *
0.492
< 0.001 *
0.872
0.238
0.836
0.586
0.441
0.405
0.737
0.014 *
0.715
0.607
0.253
0.892
0.017 *
0.867

Table 4.8 ANOVA table for the dbRDA model with distance and time as predictors without
effluent terms.
Source
Distance
Time
Distance×time
Residual

Df
1
4
4
30

Sum of squares
1.081
4.998
2.302
12.381
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F
2.619
3.028
1.394

p-value
0.002 *
0.001 *
0.020 *

Figure 4.12 Spatiotemporal model predictions of the first six PCOs (lines) overlayed on
space-time observed values (points).
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Figure 4.13 Spatiotemporal plots of residuals from the spatiotemporal model prediction.
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4.7.1.2

Modelling the macroinvertebrate community data as a

function of environmental variables
The process of fitting structural equations to the data started with
modelling the macroinvertebrate community data as a function of
environmental variables. A dbRDA model of macroinvertebrate community
composition as a response variable was built with zinc, chlorophyll a, TOC,
conductivity, temperature, temperature×conductivity interaction, and
temperature×TOC interaction. Figure 4.14 illustrates the fitted values of PCO1
with environmental variables that were responsible for variation in
macroinvertebrate communities. For visual comparison of the graphs, a spatial
plot of observed values of PCO1 (Figure 4.14a) and spatiotemporal plot of
fitted values of PCO1 (Figure 4.14b) have also been given. From these graphs,
the fitted values of POC1 with the environmental variables closely agreed with
the observed and fitted spatiotemporal values (Figure 4.14c).
The multiple regression model of the macroinvertebrate community as a
function of environmental data has been given in Equation 4.4 and the results of
the dbRDA analysis have been provided in Table 4.9 and Table 4.10. All of the
terms in the dbRDA model were significant. The terms in the model explained
65% of the variation in the macroinvertebrate data, and the terms temperature,
conductivity, log(zinc), and temperature×conductivity accounted for most of the
variation. Therefore, the model provided estimates of the potential effect of
environmental variables in the effluent discharged to the creek.
The results of the dbRDA model implied that zinc, temperature, TOC and
conductivity had significant negative effects on the macroinvertebrate
communities, whereas chlorophyll a had a positive effect. There was evidence
that the effect of TOC and conductivity on macroinvertebrates depended upon
temperature (Table 4.9 and Table 4.10).
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Figure 4.14 a) spatial plot of observed values of PCO1, b) spatiotemporal plot of fitted
values of PCO1, and c) model predictions of PCO1 with zinc, chlorophyll a, TOC,
temperature, conductivity, temperature and conductivity interaction, and temperature and
TOC interaction.
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𝐸(𝑃𝐶𝑂1) = 2.337 − 0.137 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 − 0.004 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦
+ 0.0002 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒×𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 − 0.270 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑧𝑖𝑛𝑐)
− 0.089 𝑇𝑂𝐶 + 0.009 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒×𝑇𝑂𝐶
+ 0.08 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑐ℎ𝑙𝑜𝑟𝑜𝑝ℎ𝑦𝑙𝑙 𝐴) + 0.08 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑐ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑢𝑚)
Equation 4.4

After modelling the macroinvertebrate community as a function of the
environmental variables, the next step was to determine whether the
environmental variables in the model could account for the whole
spatiotemporal variation in macroinvertebrate communities. For this purpose,
the environmental variables were included in a spatiotemporal model, as in
Equation 4.5. The results of the dbRDA analysis showed that the terms,
effluent, distance, time, and their interactions were not significant after
including environmental variables in the model (Table 4.11).
Table 4.9 ANOVA table for the dbRDA model with environmental variables as predictors.
Source

Df

Temperature
Conductivity
Log (zinc)
TOC
Log (chlorophyll a)
Log (chromium)
Temperature×conductivity
Temperature×TOC
Residual

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
23

Sum of
squares
1.438
0.284
0.709
1.038
1.051
0.645
0.680
0.752
8.487
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F
3.897
0.770
1.921
2.813
2.849
1.749
1.842
2.039

p-value
0.018*
0.721
0.017*
0.001*
0.002*
0.026*
0.016*
0.015*

Table 4.10 Summary table for the dbRDA model with environmental variables as predictors.
Coefficients
Estimate
Std. Error
t value
(Intercept)
2.337
0.417
5.595
Temperature
-0.137
0.028
-4.770
Conductivity
-0.004
0.001
-2.110
Log (zinc)
-0.270
0.075
-3.588
TOC
-0.089
0.131
-0.684
Log(chlorophyll a)
0.078
0.117
0.664
Log(chromium)
0.085
0.101
0.846
Temperature× conductivity
0.001
0.001
1.971
Temperature×TOC
0.009
0.009
1.044
Residual standard error: 0.181 on 23 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared: 0.741,
Adjusted R-squared: 0.651
F-statistic: 8.232 on 8 and 23 DF, p-value: < 0.001*

p-value
< 0.001*
< 0.001*
0.045*
0.001*
0.500
0.406
0.406
0.060 .
0.307

𝐸(𝑃𝐶𝑂𝑠) = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 + 𝛽2 [𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒] + 𝛽3 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡
+ 𝛽4 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡×𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 + 𝛽5 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 + 𝛽6 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦
+ 𝛽7 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒×𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 + 𝛽8 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑧𝑖𝑛𝑐) + 𝛽9 𝑇𝑂𝐶
+ 𝛽10 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒×𝑡𝑜𝑐 + 𝛽11 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑐ℎ𝑙𝑜𝑟𝑜𝑝ℎ𝑦𝑙𝑙 𝑎)
+ 𝛽12 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑐ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑢𝑚)
Equation 4.5

Table 4.11 ANOVA table of the dbRDA model with distance, time, and effluent as
predictors after including environmental variables in the model.
Source

Df

Distance
Time
Effluent
Distance×time
Time×effluent
Distance×time×effluent
Residual

1
3
1
3
3
4
8

Sum of
squares
0.485
1.161
0.321
1.066
1.138
1.425
2.888
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F
1.345
1.072
0.889
0.984
1.050
0.987

p-value
0.159
0.362
0.601
0.517
0.393
0.524

4.7.1.3

Heat map and macroinvertebrate indices

The changes in macroinvertebrate community composition (taxa and
abundance) across PCO1 in response to environmental variables have been
plotted as a heat map in Figure 4.15. As seen in Figure 4.14, PCO1 had lower
scores in November and December when the water temperature was higher, and
had higher scores in May and August when the water temperature was lower.
From Figure 4.2, conductivity was generally low at all upstream sites. The
heatmap indicated that macroinvertebrate community composition responded
differently to increases in conductivity downstream of the discharge point in
warmer months than in colder months.
On the left-hand side of the heatmap, where the PCO1 scores were lower,
several taxa had higher abundance including Oligochaeta, Chironominae,
Tipulidae, Simulidae, Baetidae, Caenidae, Leptophlebiidae, Empididae,
Micronectidae, Anostraca, and mites. These taxa can be attributed to upstream
sites in warmer months with the low PCO1 score (green box in heatmap). An
increase in PCO1 score downstream of the discharge point at downstream1
accompanied a decline in the abundance of these taxa (red box in heatmap).
PCO1 scores decreased downstream of the discharge point during the
colder months, leading to a rise in the abundance of several taxa including
Oligochaeta, Chironominae, Ceratopogonidae, Caenidae, and Leptophlebiidae.
In addition, a few taxa disappeared downstream of the discharge point, e.g.
Gripopterygidae, Psychodidae, Hydroptilidae, Leptoceridae, and Odonata. This
coincided with the emergence of other taxa, e.g. Curculionidae, Culicidae,
Podonominae, Empididae, Coloburiscidae, Hydrobiosidae, and mites.
In Figure 4.16, taxa with less than 4 individuals were excluded from the
heatmap to remove possible noise caused by them and, to check whether the
graph gave a better visualisation of the changes in community structure along
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the PCO1 score. This graph allowed visualisation of the changes in the structure
of the main taxa across PCO1 scores.
The results of spearman correlations between PCO1 and a few
macroinvertebrate indices have been given in Figure 4.17. The only significant
positive relationship (p-value=0.025) between PCO1 and calculated biotic
indices was with the Shannon diversity index. However, this correlation was not
strong (r=0.35). A very strong negative correlation was seen between PCO1 and
total abundance (total number of individuals) (r=-0.89, p-value<0.01). There
was also a significant negative relationship between PCO1 and Oligochaeta
abundance (p-value<0.001). None of the correlations with EPT indices or
SIGNAL scores were significant.
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Figure 4.15 Heat map for macroinvertebrate data sampled from the 8 sites on 5 sampling
occasions. This heat map illustrates the change in the abundance of macroinvertebrate taxa (y
axis) across variation in PCO1 scores (x axis). An absence of colour indicates that there were
no individuals present, and darker colours indicate a greater abundance of individuals.
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Figure 4.16 Heat map for macroinvertebrate data sampled from the 8 sites on 5 sampling
occasions without rare taxa. This heat map illustrates the change in the abundance of
macroinvertebrate taxa (y axis) across variation in PCO1 scores (x axis). An absence of
colour indicates that there were no individuals present, and darker colours indicate a greater
abundance of individuals.
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Figure 4.17 Relationships between PCO1 and Shannon diversity, SIGNAL system,
log(abundance), taxon richness, and log (EPT number).

SIGNAL scores were calculated in this study to examine how they might
be related to PCO1, and how reliable SIGNAL scores might be in evaluating
water quality in ephemeral creeks. The quadrant diagram of SIGNAL scores at
all sites has been given in Figure 4.18. The most striking feature of this diagram
was that all of the sites fell in quadrant 4, indicating that they suffered from
urban, industrial, or agricultural pollution.
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Figure 4.18 The quadrant diagram of SIGNAL scores at sites located on Three Mile Creek
for December 2013, April 2014, August 2014, November 2014, and May 2015. Upstream
sites have been shown using circles and downstream sites have been shown using triangles.

Model building for chlorophyll a
In accordance with the pattern in observed values of chlorophyll a
(Figure 4.19a), a spatiotemporal model was built (Equation 4.6). This model
fitted the data quite well (Figure 4.19b). In addition to time, distance, effluent,
and their interactions in this model, a quadratic term for distance
(effluent×time×distance2) was included to account for the quadratic shape of
the graph in November. The results of multiple regression for the chlorophyll a
spatiotemporal model revealed that all the terms were important in explaining
the spatiotemporal variation in values of macroinvertebrate data and the model
accounted for 97% of this variation (Table 4.12 and Table 4.13). The terms
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‘time’, ‘distance’, ‘time4×effluent’, ‘time2×effluent×distance2’,
‘time4×effluent×distance2’ explained most of the variation and were
significant. There was evidence from these tables and Figure 4.19 that the effect
of effluent on chlorophyll a concentration was variable depending upon the
time of sampling, and that it was only significant in November.
𝐸(𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝐶ℎ𝑙𝑜𝑟𝑜𝑝ℎ𝑦𝑙𝑙 𝑎)
= 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 + 𝛽2 [𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒] + 𝛽3 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡
+ 𝛽4 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡×𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 + 𝛽5 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡×𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒
+ 𝛽6 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡×𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒×𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒
+ 𝛽7 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡×𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒×𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑒 2
Equation 4.6

The fitted model of chlorophyll a as a function of temperature, solar
radiation, TP, nitrate, and turbidity has been given in Equation 4.7 and depicted
in Figure 4.19c. The results of the multiple regression analysis as shown in
Table 4.14 and Table 4.15, indicated that all these variables influenced
chlorophyll a significantly. The interaction terms in the model (e.g. solar
radiation×temperature) were also important in explaining the variation in
chlorophyll a. The solar radiation×temperature interaction was negatively
related to chlorophyll a, indicating the importance of both variables in
determining the value of chlorophyll a. The model accounted for 90% of the
variation in chlorophyll a values. The p-value for residuals was non-significant
(0.149) for this model, i.e., there was no evidence of spatiotemporal patterns in
the residuals.
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Figure 4.19 Chlorophyll a plots against distance: a) observed values of chlorophyll a plotted
against spatial position, b) observed (points) and fitted values (lines) of chlorophyll a from
the spatiotemporal model, and c) chlorophyll a values predicted with environmental variables
(chlorophyll a values in December were not presented in part c because of missing values of
total phosphorus in this season).
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Table 4.12 ANOVA table for chlorophyll a with distance, time, and effluent as predictors.
Source

Df

Distance
Time
Effluent
Time×effluent
Distance×effluent
Distance×time×effluent
Distance2×time×effluent
Residual

1
4
1
4
1
4
4
18

Sum of
squares
3.445
20.422
1.834
2.602
0.152
1.016
0.462
0.527

F

p-value

117.737
174.486
62.697
22.233
5.204
8.680
3.948

< 0.001 *
< 0.001 *
< 0.001 *
< 0.001 *
0.034*
< 0.001 *
0.017 *

Table 4.13 Summary table of coefficients for chlorophyll a with distance, time, and effluent
as predictors.
Coefficients
Estimate
Std. Error
(Intercept)
0.930
0.103
Distance
0.072
0.026
Time2
-0.452
0.121
Time3
-0.936
0.121
Time4
0.061
0.122
Time5
-1.265
0.121
Effluent
2.006
3.375
Time2×effluent
-8.163
4.773
Time3×effluent
1.287
4.773
Time4×effluent
11.496
4.773
Time5×effluent
-2.067
4.773
Effluent×distance
-0.742
1.260
Time2×effluent×distance
3.379
1.782
Time3×effluent×distance
-0.083
1.782
Time4×effluent×distance
-3.656
1.782
Time5×effluent×distance
0.729
1.782
Time1×effluent×distance2
0.104
0.112
2
Time2×effluent×distance
-0.242
0.112
Time3×effluent×distance2
0.059
0.112
2
Time4×effluent×distance
0.366
0.112
Time5×effluent×distance2
-0.007
0.112
Residual standard error: 0.172 on 19 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared: 0.985, Adjusted R-squared: 0.969
F-statistic: 61.44 on 20 and 19 DF, p-value: < 0.001
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t value
9.046
2.812
-3.735
-7.738
0.499
-10.463
0.594
-1.710
0.270
2.409
-0.433
-0.589
1.897
-0.047
-2.052
0.409
0.926
-2.151
0.528
3.254
-0.064

p-value
< 0.001 *
0.011*
0.011*
< 0.001 *
0.623
< 0.001 *
0.559
0.103
0.790
0.026 *
0.669
0.562
0.073 .
0.963
0.054 .
0.687
0.366
0.044 *
0.603
0.004**
0.949

𝐸(𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑐ℎ𝑙𝑜𝑟𝑜𝑝ℎ𝑦𝑙𝑙 𝑎))
= −8.27 + 0.41 𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟 𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 0.38 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒
+ 1.85 𝑇𝑃 + 1.68 𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 + 0.02 𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑏𝑖𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑦
− 0.02 𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟 𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛×𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒
𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔 𝑐ℎ𝑙𝑜𝑟𝑜𝑝ℎ𝑦𝑙𝑙 𝑎
+ 0.11 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡×𝑙𝑜𝑔 (
)
𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒
Equation 4.7
Table 4.14 ANOVA table for chlorophyll a with environmental variables as predictors.
Source

Df

Solar radiation
Temperature
TP
Nitrate
Turbidity
Solar radiation×temperature
Log(discharge chlorophyll a /flow
rate)×effluent
Residuals

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Sum of
squares
14.807
2.399
6.816
1.334
0.515
1.644
0.601

30

2.346

F

p-value

189.384
30.689
87.173
17.059
6.583
21.023
7.686

< 0.001 *
< 0.001 *
< 0.001 *
< 0.001 *
< 0.001 *
< 0.001 *
< 0.001 *

Table 4.15 Summary table of coefficients for the chlorophyll a model with environmental
variables as predictors.
Coefficients
Estimate Std. Error
(Intercept)
-8.269
1.356
Solar radiation
0.412
0.084
Temperature
0.381
0.070
TP
1.858
0.445
Nitrate
1.680
0.506
Turbidity
0.030
0.007
Solar radiation × temperature
-0.019
0.004
Log(discharge chlorophyll a /flow
0.110
0.039
rate)×effluent
Residual standard error: 0.279 on 30 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared: 0.923,
Adjusted R-squared: 0.905
F-statistic: 51.37 on 7 and 30 DF, p-value: < 0.001
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t value
-6.100
4.908
5.446
4.176
3.320
4.130
-4.329
2.772

p-value
< 0.001 *
< 0.001 *
< 0.001 *
< 0.001 *
< 0.001 *
< 0.001 *
< 0.001 *
0.009 *

Model building for nitrate
Figure 4.20 shows the pattern in nitrate values as a function of distance,
modelled as a function of time, distance, effluent (Equation 4.8) and
environmental variables (Equation 4.9). The results of the multiple regression
analysis for the spatiotemporal model for nitrate reveals that all of the terms
were statistically important and that the model explained 98% of the variation
(Table 4.16 and Table 4.17).
Table 4.18 and Table 4.19 provide the results of the multiple regression
analysis for the nitrate model as a function of environmental variables, e.g.
temperature, rain, and discharge nitrate interaction with time, distance, and
effluent. Short-term rain (rain2) was not significant, but it was a significantly
(p-value<0.001) important component of the model when compared to the
model without it. Similar to TP, the discharge nitrate load did not completely
account for the change downstream of the discharge point. Therefore, the
interaction with time was included to correct for the apparent bias in discharge
mass loads. High nitrate concentration at downstream1 in November and May
resulted in outliers in the model, which was accounted for by including the term
‘distance=4.08’.
𝐸(𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒)
= 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 [𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒] + 𝛽2 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡×𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
+ 𝛽3 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡×𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 + 𝛽4 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡×𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒×𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
+ 𝛽5 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡×𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 2 ×𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
Equation 4.8
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Figure 4.20 Nitrate plots against distance: a) observed values of nitrate plotted against spatial
position, b) observed (points) and fitted values (lines) of nitrate from the spatiotemporal
model, and c) nitrate values predicted with environmental variables.
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Table 4.16 ANOVA table for the nitrate model with distance, time, and effluent as
predictors.
Source

Df

Time
Time×effluent
Distance×effluent
Time×effluent×distance
Rime×effluent×distance2
Residuals

4
5
1
4
5
20

Sum of
squares
34.705
48.563
0.581
1.549
2.020
0.608

F

p-value

285.229
319.303
19.106
12.734
13.284

< 0.001 *
< 0.001 *
< 0.001 *
< 0.001 *
< 0.001 *

Table 4.17 Summary table of coefficients for the nitrate model with distance, time, and
effluent as predictors.
Coefficients
Estimate
Std. Error
(Intercept)
-4.431
0.087
Time2
1.573
0.123
Time3
3.360
0.123
Time4
-0.173
0.123
Time5
-0.173
0.123
Time1×effluent
1.453
3.408
Time2×effluent
-5.776
3.408
Time3×effluent
1.032
3.408
Time4×effluent
17.201
3.408
Time5×effluent
28.207
3.408
Effluent×distance
0.728
1.272
Time2×effluent×distance
1.631
1.799
Time3×effluent×distance
-0.988
1.799
Time4×effluent×distance
-5.607
1.799
Time5×effluent×distance
-10.177
1.799
2
Time1×effluent×distance
-0.070
0.114
Time2×effluent×distance2
-0.195
0.114
2
Time3×effluent×distance
0.022
0.114
2
Time4×effluent×distance
0.022
0.114
Time5×effluent×distance2
0.402
0.114
Residual standard error: 0.174 on 20 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared: 0.993,
Adjusted R-squared: 0.986
F-statistic: 151.3 on 19 and 20 DF, p-value: < 0.001
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t value
-50.822
12.754
27.244
-1.405
-1.405
0.426
-1.695
0.303
5.047
8.276
0.573
0.907
-0.549
-3.116
-5.656
-0.614
-1.720
0.191
0.191
3.536

p-value
< 0.001*
< 0.001*
< 0.001*
0.175
0.175
0.674
0.105
0.765
< 0.001*
< 0.001*
0.573
0.375
0.588
0.005*
< 0.001*
0.546
0.101
0.850
0.850
0.002*

𝐸(𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒))
= 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 + 𝛽2 𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛2 + 𝛽3 𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛3
+ 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡×𝑙𝑜𝑔 (

𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒
) ×𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒

+ 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡×𝑙𝑜𝑔 (

𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒
) ×𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒

×(𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 = 4.08)
Equation 4.9

Table 4.18 ANOVA table for the nitrate model with environmental variables as predictors.
Source

Df

Temperature
Rain2
Rain3
Log(discharge nitrate/flow rate)
×time×effluent
Log(discharge nitrate/flow rate)
×time×effluent×(distance = 4.08)
Residuals
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F

p-value

1
1
1
5

Sum of
squares
1.017
0.001
32.936
49.502

15.220
0.015
493.129
148.230

< 0.001*
0.902
< 0.001*
< 0.001*

5

2.835

8.490

< 0.001*

26

1.737

Table 4.19 Summary table of coefficients for the nitrate model with environmental variables
as predictors.
Coefficients
Estimate
Std. Error
(Intercept)
-3.731
0.239
Temperature
-0.145
0.015
Rain2
0.632
0.046
Rain3
0.969
0.045
Log(discharge nitrate/flow
109.891
6.671
rate)×time1×effluent
Log(discharge nitrate/flow
34.753
4.823
rate)×time2×effluent
Log(discharge nitrate/flow
15.650
8.800
rate)×time3×effluent
Log(discharge nitrate/flow
68.790
3.883
rate)×time4×effluent
Log(discharge nitrate/flow
185.278
22.333
rate)×time5×effluent
Log(discharge nitrate/flow rate)
4.916
11.661
×time1×effluent×(dist = 4.08)
Log(discharge nitrate/flow rate)
-18.133
7.405
×time2×effluent×(dist = 4.08)
Log(discharge nitrate/flow rate)
1.399
13.407
×time3×effluent×(dist = 4.08)
Log(discharge nitrate/flow rate)
22.243
6.274
×time4×effluent×(dist = 4.08)
Log(discharge nitrate/flow rate)
175.278
36.027
×time5×effluent×(dist = 4.08)
Residual standard error: 0.258 on 26 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared: 0.980,
Adjusted R-squared: 0.970
F-statistic: 99.38 on 13 and 26 DF, p-value: < 0.001

t value
-15.593
-9.766
13.590
21.314
16.472

p-value
< 0.001*
< 0.001*
< 0.001*
< 0.001*
< 0.001*

7.206

< 0.001*

1.778

0.087 .

17.712

< 0.001*

8.296

< 0.001*

0.422

0.67677

-2.449

0.021*

0.104

0.917

3.546

0.001*

4.865

< 0.001*

Model building for total phosphorus
Returning to structural equations in Table 4.5, TP was modelled as a
function of distance and time (Equation 4.10) and environmental variables
(Equation 4.11), and depicted in Figure 4.21. The fitted values from the
spatiotemporal model for TP were visualised by overlaying them on the
observed values (Figure 4.21b). The model explained 88% of the variation in
the data. All of the terms in the model were significant except for
‘distance×effluent’ (Table 4.20 and Table 4.21), but including the interaction
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term in the model helped improve fitting the model to the data and accounted
for the increase in TP downstream of the discharge point.
The results of modelling TP as a function of alkalinity, pH, rain, and total
phosphorus load have been given in Table 4.22 and Table 4.23. The term
𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 𝑇𝑃

‘𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡× (

𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒

)’ in the form of its interaction with time and distance

was added to the model to account for the trend observed at downstream sites
below the discharge point. There were a few observed data with high TP
concentrations at downstream1 that were outliers in the model. In order to
model these outliers, the term ‘distance=4.08’ as a dummy variable for
downstream1 was included in this model and in most of the other models with
𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 𝑇𝑃

the same problem in this study. The term ‘𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡× (

𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒

) ×𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒’

was significant in April, November and May, revealing that the effect of
discharged TP from the treatment plant on TP concentration in the creek
depended on time. The model explained 94% of the variation and the terms
related to the TP discharge load accounted for most of the variation. There was
no evidence of spatiotemporal patterns in the residuals.

𝐸(𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑇𝑃)) = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 [𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒] + 𝛽2 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡×𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
+ 𝛽3 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡×𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒
Equation 4.10
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Figure 4.21 Total phosphorus plots against distance: a) observed values of total phosphorus
plotted against spatial position, b) observed (points) and fitted values (lines) of total
phosphorus from the spatiotemporal model, and c) total phosphorus values predicted with
environmental variables.
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Table 4.20 ANOVA table for the total phosphorus model with distance, time, and effluent as
predictors.
Source

Df

Time
Time×effluent
Distance×effluent
Residuals

4
5
1
27

Sum of
squares
5.146
40.944
0.579
4.162

F

p-value

8.345
53.120
3.754

< 0.001*
< 0.001*
0.063.

Table 4.21 Summary table of coefficients for the total phosphorus model with distance, time,
and effluent as predictors.
Coefficients
Estimate
Std. Error
t value
(Intercept)
-3.046
0.196
-15.514
Time2
0.157
0.278
0.566
Time3
-1.213
0.277
-4.369
Time4
-0.866
0.277
-3.121
Time5
-0.088
0.277
-0.317
Time1×effluent
2.728
0.526
5.181
Time2×effluent
2.670
0.509
5.242
Time3×effluent
3.164
0.509
6.214
Time4×effluent
3.612
0.509
7.093
Time5×effluent
1.980
0.509
3.889
Effluent×distance
-0.147
0.0758
-1.937
Residual standard error: 0.393 on 27 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared: 0.918,
Adjusted R-squared: 0.888
F-statistic: 30.27 on 10 and 27 DF, p-value: < 0.001

p-value
< 0.001*
0.576
< 0.001*
0.004 **
0.753
< 0.001*
< 0.001*
< 0.001*
< 0.001*
< 0.001*
0.063 .

𝐸(𝑇𝑃) = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝑎𝑙𝑘𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑦 + 𝛽2 𝑝𝐻 + 𝛽3 𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛2 + 𝛽4 𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛3
+ 𝛽5 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡× (
+ 𝛽6 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡× (

𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 𝑇𝑃
) ×𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒

𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 𝑇𝑃
) ×𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒×(𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 = 4.08)
𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒
Equation 4.11
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Table 4.22 ANOVA table for the total phosphorus model with environmental variables as
predictors.
Source

Df

F

p-value

1
1
1
1
5

Sum of
squares
0.002
0.031
0.035
0.135
0.542

Alkalinity
pH
Rain2
Rain3
(Discharge TP/flow rate) ×
time×effluent
(Discharge TP/flow rate) ×
time×effluent×(distance =4.08)
Residuals

1.700
26.051
28.973
112.617
90.110

0.205
< 0.001*
< 0.001*
< 0.001*
< 0.001*

5

0.108

17.941

< 0.001*

23

0.028
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Table 4.23 Summary table of coefficients for the total phosphorus model with environmental
variables as predictors.
Coefficients
Estimate Std. Error
t value
(Intercept)
-0.219
0.298
-0.735
Alkalinity
0.001
0.001
0.533
pH
0.032
0.038
0.821
Rain2
0.011
0.008
1.442
Rain3
-0.011
0.017
-0.660
(Discharge TP/flow rate) ×
1.881
0.249
7.539
time1×effluent
(Discharge TP/flow rate) ×
0.775
0.062
12.575
time2×effluent
(Discharge TP/flow rate) ×
0.527
1.068
0.493
time3×effluent
(Discharge TP/flow rate) ×
0.802
0.108
7.394
time4×effluent
(Discharge TP/flow rate) ×
0.509
0.219
2.321
time5×effluent
(Discharge TP/flow rate)
0.395
0.347
1.138
×time1×effluent×(distance=4.08)
(Discharge TP/flow rate)
-0.432
0.089
-4.879
×time2×effluent×(distance=4.08)
(Discharge TP/flow rate)
0.177
0.510
0.347
×time3×effluent×(distance=4.08)
(Discharge TP/flow rate)
0.957
0.164
5.833
×time4×effluent×(distance=4.08)
(Discharge TP/flow rate)
2.645
0.457
5.781
×time5×effluent×(distance=4.08)
Residual standard error: 0.034 on 23 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared: 0.968,
Adjusted R-squared: 0.949
F-statistic: 50.69 on 14 and 23 DF, p-value: < 0.001

p-value
0.469
0.598
0.420
0.162
0.515
< 0.001*
< 0.001*
0.626
< 0.001*
0.029*
0.266
< 0.001*
0.731
< 0.001*
< 0.001*

Model building for alkalinity
The spatiotemporal model for alkalinity corresponding to Equation 4.12
(and shown in Figure 4.22) fitted the data well. The results of Table 4.24 and
Table 4.25 revealed that the influence of effluent on alkalinity was significant
and varied over time. By including the interaction of effluent with time and a
quadratic form of distance in the model, the model was able to explain the
pattern downstream of the discharge point. From the results, the effect of
effluent on alkalinity was significant in August, November and May. Increases
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in alkalinity values downstream of the discharge point in these months have
been shown in Figure 4.22.
𝐸(log(𝑎𝑙𝑘𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑦))
= 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 [𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒] + 𝛽2 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡 + 𝛽3 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡×𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
+ 𝛽4 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡×𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 + 𝛽5 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡×𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 2
+ 𝛽6 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡×𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒×𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
+ 𝛽7 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡×𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 2 ×𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
Equation 4.12

Results of alkalinity model prediction with environmental variables
(Equation 4.13) showed that there was a significant relationship between
alkalinity with flow rate, discharge alkalinity load, and average rainfall over the
previous three months. These variables, discharge alkalinity load and its
interactions with time and effluent, explained 98% of the variation in the data
with reference to Table 4.26 and Table 4.27.
𝐸(log(𝑎𝑙𝑘𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑦))
= 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛3 + 𝛽2 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒
𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 𝑎𝑙𝑘𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑦
+ 𝛽3 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡× log (
) ×𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒
𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 𝑎𝑙𝑘𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑦
+ 𝛽4 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡× log (
) ×𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒
×(𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 = 4.08)
Equation 4.13

As shown in Figure 4.22 and verified by the results in Table 4.27,
alkalinity discharge load had an effect of increasing the values of alkalinity
downstream of the discharge point, which was significant in December, August,
November, and May. The terms in the model accounted for 98% of the
variation in the data and there was no evidence of any patterns in the residuals.
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Figure 4.22 Alkalinity plots against distance: a) observed values of alkalinity plotted against
spatial position, b) observed (points) and fitted values (lines) of alkalinity from the
spatiotemporal model, and c) alkalinity values predicted with environmental variables.
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Table 4.24 ANOVA table for the alkalinity model with time, distance, and effluent as
predictors.
Source

Df

Time
Effluent
Effluent×time
Effluent×distance
Effluent×distance2
Effluent×distance×time
Effluent×distance2×time
Residuals

4
1
4
1
1
4
4
20

Sum of
squares
14.848
1.693
0.678
0.099
0.125
0.284
0.150
0.136

F

p-value

545.461
248.858
24.902
14.567
18.382
10.453
5.499

< 0.001*
< 0.001*
< 0.001*
< 0.001*
< 0.001*
< 0.001*
< 0.001*

Table 4.25 Summary table of coefficients for the alkalinity model with time, distance, and
effluent as predictors.
Coefficients
Estimate
Std. Error
t value
(Intercept)
2.922
0.0412
70.847
Time2
-0.090
0.058
-1.540
Time3
1.116
0.058
19.139
Time4
0.382
0.058
6.544
Time5
-0.303
0.058
-5.194
Effluent
0.144
1.612
0.089
Time2×effluent
-0.283
2.280
-0.124
Time3×effluent
3.030
2.279
1.329
Time4×effluent
5.067
2.279
2.223
Time5×effluent
10.484
2.280
4.598
Effluent×distance
-0.013
0.602
-0.021
Effluent×distance2
0.010
0.0537
0.151
Time2×effluent×distance
0.069
0.851
0.081
Time3×effluent×distance
-0.807
0.851
-0.949
Time4×effluent×distance
-1.651
0.851
-1.940
Time5×effluent×distance
-3.595
0.851
-4.224
2
Time2×effluent×distance
-0.012
0.076
-0.166
Time3×effluent×distance2
0.061
0.076
0.800
2
Time4×effluent×distance
0.130
0.076
1.712
Time5×effluent×distance2
0.296
0.076
3.899
Residual standard error: 0.082 on 20 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared: 0.992,
Adjusted R-squared: 0.985
F-statistic: 138.3 on 19 and 20 DF, p-value: < 0.001
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p-value
< 0.001*
0.139
< 0.001*
< 0.001*
< 0.001*
0.929
0.902
0.198
0.037*
< 0.001*
0.983
0.881
0.935
0.354
0.066 .
< 0.001*
0.870
0.432
0.102
< 0.001*

Table 4.26 ANOVA table for the alkalinity model with environmental variables as
predictors.
Source

Df

Rain3
Flow rate
Log(discharge alkalinity/flow rate)
×time×effluent
Log(discharge alkalinity/flow rate)
×time×effluent×(distance=4.08)
Residuals

1
1
5

Sum of
squares
13.632
1.149
2.424

5

0.632

27

0.178

F

p-value

2072.301
174.639
73.702

< 0.001*
< 0.001*
< 0.001*

19.204

< 0.001*

Table 4.27 Summary table of coefficients for the alkalinity model with environmental
variables as predictors.
Coefficients
Estimate Std. Error
(Intercept)
2.887
0.034
Rain3
0.441
0.018
Flow rate
-0.006
0.001
Log(discharge alkalinity/flow rate)
0.220
0.032
×time1×effluent
Log(discharge alkalinity/flow rate)
0.032
0.022
×time2×effluent
Log(discharge alkalinity/flow rate)
0.572
0.043
×time3×effluent
Log(discharge alkalinity/flow rate)
0.127
0.022
×time4×effluent
Log(discharge alkalinity/flow rate)
0.099
0.032
×time5×effluent
Log(discharge alkalinity/flow rate)
-0.094
0.052
×time1×effluent×(distance=4.08)
Log(discharge alkalinity/flow rate)
-0.016
0.039
×time2×effluent×(distance=4.08)
Log(discharge alkalinity/flow rate)
0.122
0.067
×time3×effluent×(distance=4.08)
Log(discharge alkalinity/flow rate)
0.138
0.035
×time4×effluent×(distance=4.08)
Log(discharge alkalinity/flow rate)
0.480
0.056
×time5×effluent×(distance=4.08)
Residual standard error: 0.081 on 27 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared: 0.990,
Adjusted R-squared: 0.985
F-statistic: 226 on 12 and 27 DF, p-value: < 0.001
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t value
84.730
23.790
-8.724
6.896

p-value
< 0.001*
< 0.001*
< 0.001*
< 0.001*

1.454

0.157

13.124

< 0.001*

5.844

< 0.001*

3.150

0.003 *

-1.813

0.080 .

-0.407

0.687

1.813

0.080 .

3.911

< 0.001*

8.601

< 0.001*

Model prediction for pH
Spatiotemporal variation in pH was examined by modelling it as a
function of time, distance, and effluent (Equation 4.14). Time was the only
significant term that remained in the model, and effluent did not seem to affect
pH (Table 4.28). The effect of time on pH was only significant in April (Table
4.29). When pH was modelled as a function of its parents in accordance with its
respective structural equation, as in Equation 4.15, results showed that shortterm rainfall explained 51% of the variation in pH (Table 4.30 and Table 4.31).
𝐸(𝑝𝐻) = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 [𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒]
Equation 4.14

𝐸(𝑝𝐻) = 7.64 − 0.13 (𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑙2)
Equation 4.15
Table 4.28 ANOVA table for the pH model with time as a predictor.
Source
Time
Residuals

Df
4
35

Sum of squares
1.5555
1.1498

F
11.838

p-value
< 0.001*

Table 4.29 Summary table of coefficients for the pH model with time as a predictor.
Coefficients
Estimate
Std. Error
t value
7.526
(Intercept)
0.064
117.448
-0.450
Time2
0.091
-4.966
Time3
0.012
0.091
0.138
Time4
0.067
0.091
0.745
Time5
0.071
0.091
0.786
Residual standard error: 0.1812 on 35 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared: 0.575,
Adjusted R-squared: 0.5264
F-statistic: 11.84 on 4 and 35 DF, p-value: < 0.001

p-value
< 0.001*
< 0.001*
0.891
0.461
0.437

Table 4.30 ANOVA table for the pH model with rainfall as a predictor.
Source
Rainfall2
Residuals

Df
1
38

Sum of squares
1.426
1.279
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F
42.374

p-value
< 0.001*

Table 4.31 Summary table of coefficients for the pH model with rainfall as a predictor.
Coefficients
Estimate
Std. Error
t value
7.646
(Intercept)
0.040
191.06
Rainfall2
-0.130
0.020
-6.51
Residual standard error: 0.183 on 38 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared: 0.527,
Adjusted R-squared: 0.515
F-statistic: 42.37 on 1 and 38 DF, p-value: < 0.001

p-value
< 0.001*
< 0.001*

Model building for turbidity
The pattern in turbidity did not imply any possible effect of effluent, and
the term ‘effluent’ was not significant (Figure 4.23). Therefore, the
spatiotemporal model was built by including time, distance, and their
interaction (Equation 4.16), which were all statistically significant and
explained 83% of the variation (Table 4.32 and Table 4.33).
𝐸(log(𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑏𝑖𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑦)) = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 + 𝛽2 [𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒] + 𝛽3 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒×𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
Equation 4.16

Fitted values of turbidity modelled as a function of environmental
variables (Equation 4.17) have been presented in Figure 4.23c. From Table 4.34
and Table 4.35, three-month average rainfall, creek flow rate, and velocity
significantly affected the turbidity and explained 83% of the variation in the
data. No clear evidence of spatiotemporal patterns was observed in the
residuals.
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Figure 4.23 Turbidity plots against distance: a) observed values of turbidity plotted against
spatial position, b) observed (points) and fitted values (lines) of turbidity from the
spatiotemporal model, and c) turbidity values predicted with environmental variables.

𝐸(𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑏𝑖𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑦))
= 2.55 − 0.25 log(𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛3) + 0.17 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒)
− 0.18 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦)
Equation 4.17
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Table 4.32 ANOVA table for the turbidity model with time and distance as predictors.
Source

Df

Distance
Time
Distance×time
Residuals

1
4
4
30

Sum of
squares
0.282
4.420
0.277
0.718

F

p-value

11.761
46.156
2.897

0.001*
< 0.001*
0.038 *

Table 4.33 Summary table of coefficients for the turbidity model with time and distance as
predictors.
Coefficients
Estimate
Std. Error
t value
(Intercept)
3.243
0.113
28.778
Distance
0.077
0.025
3.085
Time2
0.692
0.159
4.343
Time3
-0.174
0.1593
-1.090
Time4
-0.362
0.159
-2.271
Time5
0.786
0.159
4.929
Distance×time2
-0.094
0.035
-2.645
Distance×time3
-0.022
0.035
-0.629
Distance×time4
-0.004
0.035
-0.111
Distance×time5
-0.074
0.035
-2.099
Residual standard error: 0.155 on 30 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared: 0.874,
Adjusted R-squared: 0.836
F-statistic: 23.11 on 9 and 30 DF, p-value: < 0.001

p-value
< 0.001*
< 0.001*
< 0.001*
0.284
< 0.001*
< 0.001*
< 0.001*
0.534
0.912
0.044 *

Table 4.34 ANOVA table for the turbidity model with environmental variables as predictors.
Source

Df

Log(rain3)
Log(flow rate)
Log(velocity)
Residuals

1
1
1
36

Sum of
squares
3.454
0.827
0.490
0.925
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F

p-value

134.369
32.167
19.061

< 0.001*
< 0.001*
< 0.001*

Table 4.35 Summary table of coefficients for the turbidity model with environmental
variables as predictors.
Coefficients
Estimate
Std. Error
t value
(Intercept)
2.552
0.152
16.770
Log(rain3)
-0.256
0.011
-12.829
Log(flow rate)
0.168
0.038
4.409
Log(velocity)
-0.179
0.041
-4.366
Residual standard error: 0.160 on 36 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared: 0.837,
Adjusted R-squared: 0.824
F-statistic: 61.87 on 3 and 36 DF, p-value: < 0.001

p-value
< 0.001*
< 0.001*
< 0.001*
< 0.001*

Model buiding for TOC
TOC was modelled as a function of time, distance, and its immediate
parents in accordance with its corresponding structural equation from Table 4.5.
The models have been given in Equation 4.18 and Equation 4.19. TOC
observed values, predicted values with the spatiotemporal model, and predicted
values with environmental variables have been illustrated in Figure 4.24.
𝐸(𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑇𝑂𝐶))
= 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 [𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒] + 𝛽2 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 + 𝛽3 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒×𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
+ 𝛽4 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡×𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 + 𝛽5 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡×𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒×𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
+ 𝛽6 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡×𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 2 ×𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
Equation 4.18

Results of the multiple regression analysis summarised in Table 4.36 and
Table 4.37 revealed that time, distance, effluent, and their interactions were
statistically significant and that the model explained 98% of the variation. As
seen from Figure 4.24 and verified with the results in Table 4.37, the effect of
effluent on TOC concentration depended on time, i.e. the terms including the
‘effluent×time’ interaction were only significant for the April, November, and
May data.
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𝐸 (𝑇𝑂𝐶 ) = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 + 𝛽3 𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛2 + 𝛽4 𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛3
𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 𝑇𝑂𝐶
) ×𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒]
+ 𝛽5 [𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡× (
𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒
𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 𝑇𝑂𝐶
) ×𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒×(𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 = 4.08)]
+ 𝛽6 [𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡× (
𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒
Equation 4.19

Flow rate, rainfall, and TOC discharge load significantly affected TOC
concentration in the creek (Table 4.38). As the TOC discharge load (discharge
TOC/flow rate) did not completely explain the increase in TOC at the discharge
point, its interaction with time was added to the model as well. As for the TP
model, the term ‘distance=4.08’ was added to the TOC model as a dummy
variable for downstream1 to account for high values at that site. The model
explained 95% of the variation in TOC and there was no clear evidence of
spatiotemporal patterns in the residuals.

Table 4.36 ANOVA table for the TOC model with distance, time, and effluent as predictors.
Source

Df

Distance
Time
Distance×time
Time×effluent
Time×effluent×distance
Time×effluent×distance2
residuals

1
4
4
5
5
5
15

Sum of
squares
0.974
5.689
0.269
0.892
0.273
0.336
0.036
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F

p-value

399.361
582.940
27.652
73.093
22.419
27.523

< 0.001*
< 0.001*
< 0.001*
< 0.001*
< 0.001*
< 0.001*

Figure 4.24 TOC plots against distance: a) observed values of TOC plotted against spatial
position, b) observed (points) and fitted values (lines) of TOC from the spatiotemporal
model, and c) TOC values predicted with environmental variables.
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Table 4.37 Summary table of coefficients for the TOC model with distance, time, and
effluent as predictors.
Coefficients
Estimate
Std. Error
t value
(Intercept)
1.090
0.044
24.561
Distance
0.036
0.016
2.150
Time2
0.346
0.063
5.509
Time3
-0.511
0.063
-8.141
Time4
-0.161
0.063
-2.563
Time5
0.411
0.063
6.558
Distance×time2
0.016
0.023
0.667
Distance×time3
-0.019
0.023
-0.832
Distance×time4
-0.020
0.023
-0.844
Distance×time5
-0.017
0.023
-0.744
Time1×effluent
-0.860
0.966
-0.891
Time2×effluent
-2.625
0.966
-2.717
Time3×effluent
-0.399
0.966
-0.413
Time4×effluent
11.910
0.966
12.330
Time5×effluent
4.852
0.966
5.023
Distance×time1×effluent
0.472
0.361
1.309
Distance×time2×effluent
1.098
0.361
3.045
Distance×time3×effluent
0.203
0.361
0.562
Distance×time4×effluent
-3.992
0.361
-11.067
Distance×time5×effluent
-1.650
0.361
-4.574
Time1×effluent×distance2
-0.040
0.032
-1.246
2
Time2×effluent×distance
-0.098
0.032
-3.063
2
Time3×effluent×distance
-0.019
0.032
-0.586
Time4×effluent×distance2
0.334
0.032
10.393
Time5×effluent×distance2
0.137
0.032
4.280
Residual standard error: 0.049 on 15 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared: 0.996,
Adjusted R-squared: 0.988
F-statistic: 144 on 24 and 15 DF, p-value: < 0.001
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p-value
< 0.001*
0.048*
< 0.001*
< 0.001*
0.021
< 0.001*
0.514
0.418
0.411
0.468
0.387
0.015*
0.685
< 0.001*
< 0.001*
0.210
0.008*
0.582
< 0.001*
< 0.001*
0.232
0.007*
0.566
< 0.001*
< 0.001*

Table 4.38 ANOVA table for the TOC model with environmental variables as predictors.
Source

Df

Sum of
squares

F

p-value

Flow rate
Rain2
Rain3
(Discharge TOC/flow rate)×time×effluent
(Discharge TOC/flow rate)×time
×effluent×(distance=4.08)
Residuals

1
1
1
5
5

26.212
30.463
19.614
41.095
26.972

132.494
153.981
99.145
41.545
27.268

< 0.001 *
< 0.001 *
< 0.001 *
< 0.001 *
< 0.001 *
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5.144

Table 4.39 Summary table of coefficients for the TOC model with environmental variables
as predictors.
Coefficients
Estimate
Std. Error
(Intercept)
3.692
0.237
Flow rate
0.007
0.004
Rain2
0.205
0.081
Rain3
-0.723
0.116
(Discharge TOC/flow rate)
2.331
0.316
×time1×effluent
(Discharge TOC/flow rate)
1.086
1.111
×time2×effluent
(Discharge TOC/flow rate)
0.872
0.464
×time3×effluent
(Discharge TOC/flow rate)
0.279
0.120
×time4×effluent
(Discharge TOC/flow rate)
1.496
0.419
×time5×effluent
(Discharge TOC/flow rate)
-0.966
0.513
×time1×effluent×(dist = 4.08)
(Discharge TOC/flow rate)
-5.356
0.168
×time2×effluent×(dist = 4.08)
(Discharge TOC/flow rate)
0.001
0.715
×time3×effluent×(dist = 4.08)
(Discharge TOC/flow rate)
1.966
0.191
×time4×effluent×(dist = 4.08)
(Discharge TOC/flow rate)
2.781
0.691
×time5×effluent×(dist = 4.08)
Residual standard error: 0.445 on 26 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared: 0.966,
Adjusted R-squared: 0.948
F-statistic: 56.13 on 13 and 26 DF, p-value: < 0.001
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t value
15.596
1.988
2.535
-6.235
7.378

p-value
< 0.001*
0.057 .
0.017 *
< 0.001*
< 0.001*

9.773

< 0.001*

1.880

0.071 .

2.322

0.028*

3.566

0.001*

-1.882

0.071 .

-3.180

0.003*

0.001

1.000

10.319

< 0.001*

4.024

< 0.001*

Model building for conductivity
The fitted conductivity values obtained from the spatiotemporal model
(Equation 4.20) have been depicted in Figure 4.25 by overlaying them on the
original values. The model fitted the data almost perfectly. In addition to the
term ‘time’ and its interaction with distance and effluent, a term including
distance2 was also added to the model to account for the pattern downstream of
the discharge point.
𝐸(log(𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦))
= 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 [𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒] + 𝛽2 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒×𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡
+ 𝛽3 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒×𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡×𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒
+ 𝛽4 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒×𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡×𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 2
Equation 4.20

The results of multiple regression analysis for conductivity with the
spatiotemporal model prediction have been given in Table 4.40 and Table 4.41.
All of the terms were significant, and the model explained 97% of the variation
in the data.
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Figure 4.25 Conductivity plots against distance: a) observed values of conductivity plotted
against spatial position, b) observed (points) and fitted values (lines) of conductivity from the
spatiotemporal model, and c) conductivity values predicted with environmental variables.
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Table 4.40 ANOVA table for the conductivity model with time, distance, and effluent as
predictors.
Source

Df

Time
Time×effluent
Time×effluent×distance
Time×effluent×distance2
Residuals

3
4
4
4
16

Sum of
squares
1.674
9.344
1.257
0.763
0.164

F

p-value

54.351
227.502
30.597
18.581

< 0.001*
< 0.001*
< 0.001*
< 0.001*

Table 4.41 Summary table of coefficients for the conductivity model with time, distance, and
effluent as predictors.
Coefficients
Estimate
Std. Error t value
(Intercept)
4.163
0.051
82.160
Time3
-0.124
0.072
-1.732
Time4
0.223
0.072
3.111
Time5
0.075
0.072
1.050
Time2×effluent
-6.587
1.98
-3.326
Time3×effluent
3.175
1.980
1.603
Time4×effluent
13.763
1.980
6.950
Time5×effluent
13.376
1.980
6.755
Time2×effluent×distance
2.777
0.739
3.757
Time3×effluent×distance
-0.820
0.739
-1.109
Time4×effluent×distance
-4.356
0.739
-5.892
Time5×effluent×distance
-4.372
0.739
-5.914
Time2×effluent×distance2
-0.235
0.066
-3.565
2
Time3×effluent×distance
0.069
0.066
1.044
Time4×effluent×distance2
0.366
0.066
5.540
2
Time5×effluent×distance
0.361
0.066
5.462
Residual standard error: 0.101 on 16 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared: 0.988,
Adjusted R-squared: 0.976
F-statistic: 84.65 on 15 and 16 DF, p-value: < 0.001

p-value
< 0.001*
0.102
< 0.001*
0.309
0.004*
0.128
< 0.001*
< 0.001*
0.001 *
0.283
< 0.001*
< 0.001*
0.002 *
0.311
< 0.001*
< 0.001*

Modelling conductivity as a function of the other environmental variables
(Equation 4.21) revealed that TP and alkalinity were of great importance in
contributing to conductivity. The terms ‘time’ and its interaction with distance
and effluent were added to the model to account for the remainder of the
spatiotemporal variation in conductivity that could not be accounted for with
the measured abiotic variables. The pattern in Figure 4.25 verified the
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importance of including an interaction with time in the model in that the effect
of effluent on conductivity varied over time. All of the terms were significant
and the model explained 97% of the variation in the data. There was no clear
evidence of any unexplained patterns in the residuals.
𝐸(𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦))
= 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 [𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒] + 𝛽2 𝑇𝑃 + 𝛽3 𝑎𝑙𝑘𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑦
+ 𝛽4 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒×𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒×𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡
Equation 4.21

Table 4.42 ANOVA table for the conductivity model with environmental variables as
predictors.
Source

Df

TP
Alkalinity
Time
Time×distance×effluent
Residuals

1
1
3
4
22

Sum of
squares
11.937
0.115
0.701
0.215
0.235

F

p-value

1116.545
10.725
21.860
5.015

< 0.001*
0.003*
< 0.001*
0.005 *

Table 4.43 Summary table of coefficients for the conductivity model with environmental
variables as predictors.
Coefficients
Estimate
Std. Error
t value
(Intercept)
3.896
0.060
65.220
TP
3.110
0.240
12.953
Alkalinity
0.005
0.002
2.213
Time3
-0.194
0.130
-1.499
Time4
0.288
0.077
3.736
Time5
0.154
0.072
2.142
Time2×distance×effluent
0.050
0.018
2.808
Time3×distance×effluent
0.010
0.027
0.368
Time4×distance×effluent
0.047
0.015
3.073
Time5×distance×effluent
0.039
0.013
3.075
Residual standard error: 0.103 on 22 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared: 0.982,
Adjusted R-squared: 0.975
F-statistic: 134.8 on 9 and 22 DF, p-value: < 0.001
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p-value
< 0.001*
< 0.001*
< 0.001*
0.148
< 0.001*
0.043*
0.010*
0.716
0.005 *
0.005 *

Model building for zinc
In accordance with the pattern in zinc values depicted in Figure 4.26, the
model explaining spatial variation in zinc values was as follows:
𝐸(log(𝑧𝑖𝑛𝑐))
= 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡 + 𝛽2 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡×𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒
+ 𝛽3 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡×𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 2
Equation 4.22

From the results summarised in the ANOVA table for the spatiotemporal
model of zinc shown in Table 4.44, it can be seen that the term
‘effluent×distance2’ was not significant. After removing this term, other terms
such as ‘effluent×distance’ became non-significant as well. After removing all
of the other terms, only ‘effluent’ remained statistically significant (Table 4.45
and Table 4.46). Therefore, the model was written as:
𝐸(𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑧𝑖𝑛𝑐)) = 2.206 + 0.394 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡
Equation 4.23
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Figure 4.26 Observed values of zinc plotted against spatial position without outliers.

Table 4.44 ANOVA table for the zinc model with distance and effluent as predictors.
Source

Df

Effluent
Effluent×distance
Effluent×distance2
Residuals

1
1
1
36

Sum of
squares
1.550
0.866
0.174
6.630

F

p-value

8.419
4.705
0.942

< 0.001*
0.036*
0.338

Table 4.45 ANOVA table of space and time prediction for zinc after removing nonsignificant terms.
Source

Df

Effluent
Residuals

1
38

Sum of
squares
1.550
7.670
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F

p-value

7.682

0.008 *

Table 4.46 Summary table of coefficients for zinc modelled with effluent as a predictor.
Coefficients
Estimate
Std. Error t value
(Intercept)
2.206
0.101
21.960
Effluent
0.394
0.1421
2.772
Residual standard error: 0.449 on 38 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared: 0.168,
Adjusted R-squared: 0.146
F-statistic: 7.682 on 1 and 38 DF, p-value: 0.009

p-value
< 0.001*
< 0.001*

In terms of the other environmental variables that might have had an
effect on zinc, according to section 4.2, it appeared that land use variables had a
role in determining the concentration of heavy metals in sediment. For zinc, the
multiple regression was:
𝐸(log(𝑧𝑖𝑛𝑐))
= −2.144 + 1.276 (𝑟𝑜𝑎𝑑1000) + 1.469 (𝑟𝑒𝑠1000)
+ 0.514 (𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡1000)
Equation 4.24

A closer inspection of the graph of observed values of zinc and the
ANOVA results of the model with and without outliers, indicated that the
relationships between road land use type at 1000 m circle scale (road1000) and
residential land use at 1000 m circle scale (res1000) with zinc might have been
due to outliers. After removing outliers, the term ‘treat1000’, treatment plant at
1000 m scale, was the only significant term in the zinc model (Table 4.45).
Table 4.47 ANOVA table for zinc modelled as a function of land use variables.
Source
Road1000
Res1000
Treat1000
Residuals

Df
1
1
1
38

Sum of squares
0.007
0.150
2.123
1.688

F
0.148
3.191
45.270

p-value
0.702
0.082 .
< 0.001*

The zinc model as a function of land use variables was rewritten as:
𝐸(𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑧𝑖𝑛𝑐)) = 2.19 + 0.054 (𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡1000)
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Equation 4.25

After removing outliers, the zinc regression model as a function of
effluent became:
𝐸(𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑧𝑖𝑛𝑐)) = 2.140 + 0.369 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡
Equation 4.26

It was clear that the effluent influenced the zinc level in sediment
significantly (F1,38=19.78, P<0.001, R2=0.34).

Model building for water temperature
Figure 4.27 represents the pattern in water temperature along distance,
modelled as a function of distance and time (Equation 4.27) and environmental
variables (Equation 4.28). There was no evidence in the spatiotemporal model
that discharge temperature affected water temperature. In the temperature
spatiotemporal model, the terms ‘time’, ‘distance’, and ‘time×distance’ were
statistically significant and the model explained 99% of the spatiotemporal
variation in the data (Table 4.48 and Table 4.49). Water temperature was
influenced by air temperature as well as rainfall, flow rate, residential land use
at a 300-m scale, and their interactions. The prediction with environmental
variables explained 97% of the observed variation in the data.
𝐸(𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒) = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 + 𝛽2 [𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒] + 𝛽3 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒×𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
Equation 4.27

𝐸(𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒)
= −1.71 − 1.84 𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛3 + 0.64 𝑎𝑖𝑟 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒
+ 0.08 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 + 0.07 𝑟𝑒𝑠300 − 0.001 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒×𝑟𝑒𝑠300
− 0.023 𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛3×𝑟𝑒𝑠300 + 0.0003 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒×𝑟𝑒𝑠300×𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛3
Equation 4.28
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Table 4.48 ANOVA table for the water temperature model with time, distance, and effluent
as predictors.
Source

Df

Distance
Time
Distance×time
Residuals

1
4
4
30

Sum of
squares
4.28
532.17
17.94
3.49

F

p-value

36.778
1143.366
38.545

< 0.001*
< 0.001*
< 0.001*

Table 4.49 Summary table of coefficients for the water temperature model with time,
distance, and effluent as predictors.
Coefficients
Estimate
Std. Error
t value
(Intercept)
20.703
0.248
83.320
Distance
-0.426
0.055
-7.701
Time2
-7.053
0.351
-20.071
Time3
-10.465
0.351
-29.782
Time4
-4.767
0.351
-13.565
Time5
-12.257
0.351
-34.881
Distance×time2
0.695
0.078
8.883
Distance×time3
0.540
0.078
6.901
Distance×time4
0.861
0.078
11.003
Distance×time5
0.784
0.078
10.028
Residual standard error: 0.341 on 30 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared: 0.994,
Adjusted R-squared: 0.992
F-statistic: 529.4 on 9 and 30 DF, p-value: < 0.001
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p-value
< 0.001*
< 0.001*
< 0.001*
< 0.001*
< 0.001*
< 0.001*
< 0.001*
< 0.001*
< 0.001*
< 0.001*

Figure 4.27 Water temperature plots against distance: a) observed values of water
temperature plotted against spatial position, b) observed (points) and fitted values (lines) of
water temperature from the spatiotemporal model, and c) water temperature values predicted
with environmental variables.
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Table 4.50 ANOVA table for the water temperature model with environmental variables as
predictors.
Source

Df

Rain3
Air temperature
Flow rate
Res300
Flow rate×res300
Rain3×res300
Rain3×flow rate×res300
Residuals

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
32

Sum of
squares
20.37
420.48
90.40
4.03
6.67
2.14
2.02
11.77

F

p-value

55.370
1143.127
245.761
10.957
18.130
5.827
5.494

< 0.001*
< 0.001*
< 0.001*
< 0.001*
< 0.001*
< 0.001*
< 0.001*

Table 4.51 Summary table of coefficients for the water temperature model with
environmental variables as predictors.
Coefficients
Estimate
Std. Error
t value
-1.711
(Intercept)
0.581
-2.947
Rain3
-1.843
0.144
-12.840
Air temperature
0.637
0.021
29.735
Flow rate
0.079
0.005
14.715
Res300
0.079
0.015
5.187
Flow rate×res300
-0.001
0.001
-4.884
Rain3×res300
-0.024
0.016
-1.521
Rain3×flow rate×res300
0.001
0.001
2.344
Residual standard error: 0.606 on 32 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared: 0.979,
Adjusted R-squared: 0.974
F-statistic: 212.1 on 7 and 32 DF, p-value: < 0.001

p-value
0.005 *
< 0.001*
< 0.001*
< 0.001*
< 0.001*
< 0.001*
0.138
0.025 *

Model building for creek flow rate
The last model was built for creek flow rate as a function of its
immediate causes (Equation 4.29). Discharge flow rate and long-term rainfall
were environmental variables that contributed to creek flow rate. Temporal
variations in observed and predicted values of creek flow rate have been shown
in Figure 4.28. The highest observed and predicted values of creek flow rate
were in December and August and the lowest values were in April and
November. The effects of rainfall and discharge flow rate were significant (pvalue<0.001), and the model explained 77% of the variation in the data (Table
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4.52 and Table 4.53). The residual standard error was 19.76, which seemed to
be large.
𝐸(𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒)
= −8.859 + 20.562 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 + 13.648 𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑙3
Equation 4.29

Figure 4.28 Average daily creek flow rate plotted against time (dashed line) and creek flow
rate prediction with other variables (solid line).

Table 4.52 ANOVA table for the creek flow rate model with environmental variables as
predictors.
Source

Df

Discharge flow rate
Rain3
Residuals

1
1
37

Sum of
squares
39771
12609
14452
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F

p-value

101.823
32.282

< 0.001*
< 0.001*

Table 4.53 Summary table of coefficients for the creek flow rate model with environmental
variables as predictors.
Coefficients
Estimate
Std. Error
t value
(Intercept)
-8.859
8.239
-1.075
Discharge flow rate
20.562
3.345
6.148
Rain3
13.648
2.402
5.682
Residual standard error: 19.76 on 37 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared: 0.784,
Adjusted R-squared: 0.772
F-statistic: 67.05 on 2 and 37 DF, p-value: < 0.001

p-value
0.289
< 0.001*
< 0.001*

Model building for other variables
For some variables, there was not enough data to test structural equation
models. For example, variables such as the discharge flow rate and effluent
discharge loads were modelled as a function of time, but there was not enough
data to test the association between these variables and time. In a similar way,
there was not enough data to test structural equation models related to the
temporal variation of rainfall, air temperature, and solar radiation.

4.8

Conditional independencies
The process of testing conditional independencies started with generating

a list of conditional independencies, which is presented in section 4.8.1. The
results of testing the conditional independencies are given in section 4.8.2.

Generating a list of conditional independencies
In order to generate a list of conditional independencies, all of the links
between variables without any statistical association were removed in the causal
diagram. By doing so, the revised causal diagram provided a guide in making a
list of all conditional independencies related to missing arrows.
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In the process of revising the causal diagram, it was reasonable to
consider the inter-correlation between all discharge variables as possible
dependencies. That is, there may have been inter-correlations between effluent
discharge rate, concentration of chlorophyll a, total organic carbon, nitrate, total
phosphorus, alkalinity, and conductivity in effluent. This is because the same
treatment process determined the quality and quantity of effluent. Thus, their
marginal dependencies were shown by double-headed arrows (Figure 4.29).
If we removed the links (pink arrows) between time and climate elements
(rainfall, air temperature, and solar radiation), then it was necessary to link all
of the climate elements and discharge variables to each other using bidirectional
arrows. This is because climate elements such as rainfall, air temperature, and
solar radiation may have been influencing the efficiency of the treatment
process. For example, solar radiation and temperature might be involved in
determining chlorophyll a concentration in effluent. Their marginal dependency
might also be related to a latent or unobserved common cause. Therefore, all of
these variables should be connected with double-headed arrows (bidirectional
arcs), which represent unobserved or latent variables. Representing all of these
marginal independencies with bidirectional variables makes the causal graph
very complicated and difficult to read. Thus, instead, two unobserved latent
variables of ‘climate’ and ‘treatment plant operation’ were added to the causal
diagram (Figure 4.30). The bidirectional arrows between treatment process and
discharge variables were replaced with dashed lines. I also added arrows
between climate elements (rainfall, air temperature, and solar radiation) and
‘treatment plant operation’ indicating the possible influence of climate on
treatment plant efficiency. The arrow added between time and ‘treatment plant
operation’ implied that treatment plant efficiency varied over time, and thus
gave rise to the correlation among the effluent characteristics (Figure 4.30).
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Based on the relationships (arrows) left in the causal diagram, a list of
conditional independencies was generated, which has been given in Appendix
V.
The number of conditional independencies corresponding to missing
arrows was calculated as below:

V

29

29!

𝑃
C2 = 292𝐶 = 2 = (29−2)!
2!
2!

=

29!
27!

2!

=

870
2!

=406

where V C2 is the number of combinations of V variables that can be made
by taking two at a time and A is the number of arrows in the causal diagram
(Shipley, 2000).
Number of missing arrows= V C2 -A= 406-75=331
V : Number of nodes in the causal diagram=29
A: Number of edges in the causal diagram=75
The number of calculated conditional independencies was 331, but the
number of generated conditional independencies was 334. This was due to the
fact that there were two short-term (rain2) and long-term (rain3) rainfall
variables for the node ‘rain’ in the causal diagram. Each conditional
independency was expressed in an equivalent d-separation statement and was
tested. However, not all of the 334 conditional independencies were testable
because some of the variables were unmeasured latent variables or variables
with deterministic values, e.g. effluent.
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Figure 4.29 The semi-final revised causal diagram, with removed links between variables without any
statistical association, and with bidirectional links between effluent flow rate, concentration of chlorophyll a,
total organic carbon, nitrate, total phosphorus, alkalinity, and conductivity in effluent.
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Figure 4.30 The final revised causal diagram. Two unobserved variables of ‘climate’ and ‘treatment plant
operation’ were added in dashed boxes, and bidirectional variables were replaced with dash lines from
‘treatment plant operation’ to effluent flow rate, concentration of chlorophyll a, total organic carbon, nitrate,
total phosphorus, and alkalinity.
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Testing conditional independency
After fitting structural equations, the multiple regression models from
section 4.7 were used for testing conditional independencies revealed by the
causal diagram in Figure 4.30. A set of conditional independencies was
generated and tested in an iterative process. The process of model testing was
repeated based on the results of local and global hypothesis tests, partial
regression test, and cross validation test. However, decisions about what
variables to include in the model were driven by causal considerations based on
literature. For the sake of brevity, the list of tested conditional independencies
and their corresponding p-value for the first and second iteration of the testing
processes have been given in Table 1 and Table 2 in Appendix VI. In addition,
to avoid causing complexity, only the results of final generating and testing
conditional independence relationships after modifying all of the models have
been given here. More details of the in-between steps from the initial causal
diagram to the final causal diagram underpinning the modified models have
also been given in Appendix VI.
From Table 4.54, p-values for most of the conditional independence
constraints were non-significant and thus they passed the test, indicating that
these conditional independence relationships held. For example, the
chlorophyll a conditional independence constraint (chla des time| solar,
dayflow, dchla, turb, temp, eff, tp, no3), was tested by adding ‘time’ to the
chlorophyll a causal model. The p-value for the ANOVA test was 0.309,
indicating that the model could explain the temporal variation in chlorophyll a
concentration without adding the term ‘time’ to the model. There were a few
conditional independence constraints that did not pass the test. For example, the
p-value for the TOC conditional independence constraint (toc des no3| time,
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dno3, rain3, rain2, dayflow, dist, temp, eff, dtoc) was 0.033. The p-value was on
the borderline, but it did not pass the test, suggesting that nitrate might have
been a potential important variable to the TOC model. Those conditional
independencies that did not pass the test suggested possible dependencies of
nitrate on TOC, and TOC on nitrate, or on other variables such as turbidity.
Although p-values for a few of the conditional independencies were
significant and did not pass the test, the global test of all constraints listed in the
basis was non-significant (C=168.64, df=160, p-value=0.304). This p-value of
the global test for the overall model confirmed that the assumption of the set of
conditional independence was true. The causal models were modified a few
times based on the results of the local tests of conditional independence to
achieve this p-value for Fisher’s C-test. In particular, causal models for
conductivity, TP, TOC, nitrate, and alkalinity were modified by including
coefficients in an appropriate form or by excluding other variables.
After building and testing the models, the next step was to use them for
predicting the effect of an intervention, i.e. how reducing the discharge load
variables would benefit the efficiency of the treatment plant. The results of
predicting the effect of an intervention have been given in the next section.
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Table 4.54 d-Separation statements and their p-values related to corresponding tested
conditional independencies. The first column of the table has been assigned to the number of
d-separation statements in the basis set given in Appendix V. In this table, (X des Y|Z) means
X is d-separated from Y, conditional on Z.
No.
2
14
15
17
19
20
21
75
80
81
82
83
84
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
209
213
214
273
274
275
276
277
278
279
280
282
283
284
285
286
287
288
289

d-Separation statement
(ph2 des time| rain2)
(vel des time| dist)
(turb des time| rainz3, dayflow, vel)
(temp des time| airtemp, rain3, dayflow, res300)
(chla des time| solar, dayflow, dchla, turb, temp, eff, tp, no3)
(zn des time| eff)
(bugs des time| temp, chla, toc, cond, zn)
(ph2 des dayflow| rain2, rain3, dflow)
(ph2 des dist| rain2)
(ph2 des vel| rain2, dist)
(ph2 des turb| rain2, rain3, dayflow, vel)
(ph2 des res300| rain2, dist)
(ph2 des temp| rain2, rain3, airtemp, dayflow, res300)
(alk des ph2| rain2, rain3, time, dalk, dayflow, dist, eff)
(cond des ph2| rain2, alk, tp)
(no3 des ph2| rain2, rain3, time, dno3, dayflow, dist, eff)
(chla des ph2| rain2, solar, dayflow, dchla, turb, temp, eff, tp, no3)
(zn des ph2| rain2, eff)
(toc des ph2| rain2, time, rain3, dayflow, dtoc, dist, eff)
(bugs des ph2| temp, chla, toc, cond, zn)
(vel des dayflow| rain3, dflow, dist)
(zn des dayflow| rain3, dflow, eff)
(bugs des dayflow| rain3, dflow, temp, chla, toc, cond, zn)
(turb des dist| rain3, dayflow, vel)
(temp des dist| airtemp, rain3, dayflow, res300)
(tp des dist| time, ph2, dayflow, dtp, eff, alk)
(chla des dist| solar, dayflow, dchla, turb, temp, eff, tp, no3)
(zn des dist| eff)
(bugs des dist| temp, chla, toc, cond, zn)
(vel des res300| dist)
(vel des temp| airtemp, rain3, dayflow, res300, dist)
(alk des vel| rain3, time, dalk, dayflow, dist, eff)
(tp des vel| dist, time, rain3, rain2, ph2, dayflow, dtp, eff, alk)
(cond des vel| alk, tp, dist)
(no3 des vel| rain2, rain3, time, dno3, dayflow, dist, eff, temp)
(chla des vel| solar, dayflow, dchla, turb, temp, eff, tp, no3, dist)
(zn des vel| dist, eff)
(toc des vel| rain2, rain3, time, dist, dayflow, dtoc, eff)
(bugs des vel| temp, chla, toc, cond, zn, dist)
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p-values
0.286
0.286
0.281
0.466
0.258
0.729
0.981
0.980
0.808
0.083
0.768
0.798
0.314
0.409
0.319
0.400
0.836
0. 971
0.816
0.324
0.930
0.355
0.868
0.159
0.185
0.859
0.322
0.902
0.259
0.659
0.972
0.212
0.275
0.265
0.503
0.564
0.325
0.401
0.346

290
291
293
294
295
296
297
298
299
301
302
303
304
305
306
307
308
310
311
312
313
314
316
317
318
319
320
321
322
323
324
325
326
327
328
329
330
331
332
333
334

(turb des res300| rain3, dayflow, vel, dist)
(turb des temp| rain3, dayflow, vel, airtemp, res300)
(alk des turb| rain3, dayflow, vel, time, dalk, dist, eff)
(tp des turb| rain3, dayflow, vel, time, rain2, ph2, dist, dtp, eff, alk)
(cond des turb| rain3, dayflow, vel, alk, tp)
(no3 des turb| rain3, dayflow, vel, time, rain2, dno3, dist, temp, eff)
(zn des turb| rain3, dayflow, vel, eff)
(toc des turb| dayflow, rain3, vel, time, rain2, dtoc, dist, eff)
(bugs des turb| rain3, dayflow, vel, temp, chla, toc, cond, zn)
(alk des res300| dist, time, rain3, dalk, dayflow, eff)
(tp des res300| dist, time, dtp, dayflow, rain2, rain3, ph2, eff, alk)
(cond des res300| dist, alk, tp)
(no3 des res300| dist, time, dno3, rain2, rain3, dayflow, temp, eff)
(chla des res300| dist, solar, dayflow, dchla, turb, temp, eff, tp, no3)
(zn des res300| dist, eff)
(toc des res300| dist, time, rain2, rain3, dayflow, dtoc, eff)
(bugs des res300| dist, temp, chla, toc, cond, zn)
(alk des temp| airtemp, rain3, dayflow, res300, time, dalk, dist, eff)
(tp des temp| airtemp, rain3, dayflow, res300, time, rain2, ph2, dtp, eff,
alk, dist)
(cond des temp| airtemp, rain3, dayflow, res300, alk, tp)
(zn des temp| airtemp, rain3, dayflow, res300, eff)
(toc des temp| airtemp, dayflow, rain3, res300, time, rain2, dtoc, dist, eff)
(alk des no3| time, dno3, dayflow, dist, temp, eff, rain3, rain2, dalk)
(chla des alk| time, rain3, dalk, dayflow, dist, eff, solar, dchla, turb, temp,
tp, no3)
(zn des alk| time, rain3, dalk, dayflow, dist, eff)
(toc des alk| rain3, rain2, time, dalk, dayflow, dtoc, dist, eff)
(bugs des alk| time, rain3, dalk, dayflow, dist,eff,temp, toc,cond, chla, zn)
(no3 des tp|time, rain3, rain2, ph2, dno3, dayflow, dist, temp, eff, dtp,alk)
(tp des zn | time, rain3, rain2, ph2, dayflow, dtp, dist, eff, alk)
(toc des tp| time, rain3, rain2, ph2, dayflow, dtoc, dist, eff, dtp, alk)
(bugs des tp | time, rain3, rain2, ph2, dtp, dayflow, eff, alk, temp, dist,
chla, toc, cond, zn)
(no3 des cond| time, rain3, rain2, dno3, dayflow, dist, temp, eff, tp, alk)
(chla des cond | time, dayflow, eff, alk, tp, solar, dchla, turb, temp, no3)
(cond des zn | eff, alk, tp)
(toc des cond| time, rain3, rain2, dayflow, dtoc, dist, eff, alk, tp)
(zn des no3 | time, dno3, rain3, rain2, dayflow, dist, temp, eff)
(toc des no3| time, dno3, rain3, rain2, dayflow, dist, temp, eff, dtoc)
(bugs des no3| time, dno3, rain3, rain2, dayflow, dist, temp, eff, chla, toc,
cond, zn)
(chla des zn | dist, eff, solar, dayflow, dchla, turb, temp, tp, no3)
(chla des toc| time, dayflow, dtoc, dist, eff, solar, dchla, turb, temp, no3,
tp, rain2, rain3)
(toc des zn| dist, eff, time, dayflow, dtoc, rain2, rain3)
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0.260
0.750
0.079
0.508
0.193
0.017*
0.961
0.001*
0.768
0.197
0.747
0.372
0.478
0.042*
0.462
0.656
0.928
0.313
0.283
0.396
0.768
0.464
0.117
0.159
0.455
0.345
0.808
0.294
0.665
0.250
0.943
0.334
0.365
0.143
0.066
0.555
0.034*
0.908
0.185
0.516
0.945

Figure 4.31 The final causal diagram after testing conditional independencies (adding and removing variables).
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4.9

Predicting the effect of an intervention
The results of this section answer the question of what would happen

if the discharge load of variables were reduced by half, 0.1, and 0.01 of the
observed values. The results of predicting the effect of an intervention, i.e.
reducing discharge load related to nitrate, TOC, and alkalinity have been
illustrated in Figure 4.32, Figure 4.33, and Figure 4.34. Figure 4.35 and
Figure 4.36 present the results of manipulating TP discharge load, and other
relevant environmental variables on TP levels in the creek. The results
obtained from using the chlorophyll a model for predicting the effect of an
intervention have been presented in Figure 4.37 and Figure 4.38. Figure 4.39
shows how reducing the discharge load would affect the conductivity
concentration. Table 4.55 summarises statistics such as maximum, 75th, 80th,
90th percentiles calculated for different scenarios where the discharge loads
were either unchanged, or reduced by half, 0.1, or 0.01of the observed
values.
The nitrate concentration was predicted to decrease downstream of the
discharge point to baseline levels in April, November, and May when the
nitrate discharge load was halved (Figure 4.32). As a result of reducing
nitrate discharge loads to 0.1 of the original values, the nitrate values became
close to zero in the creek on all sampling occasions. According to Table
4.55, 75th percentile and 80th percentile values for nitrate would reduce from
0.48 mg/l to 0.03 and 0.09 mg/l if nitrate discharge load was reduced by 0.1.
If nitrate discharge loads were 0.01 of the observed values, there would be a
drop in nitrate values downstream of the discharge point in the creek. The
minimum and maximum discharge nitrate loads were 1.44 kg/day in May
and 15.2 kg/day in December, respectively.
From Figure 4.33, if TOC discharge loads were halved, TOC level in
the creek would markedly decline downstream of the discharge point on all
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sampling occasions and would reach the baseline level in August. By
dividing TOC discharge loads by 0.1, the TOC values would nearly reach the
same values as those observed at upstream sites with 75th, 80th, and 90th
percentiles of 4.44, 4.51, and 4.65 mg/l, respectively (Table 4.55). The
minimum and maximum discharge TOC loads were 32.75 kg/day in May
and 106.4 kg/day in December, respectively.
As illustrated in Figure 4.34, alkalinity level would reach baseline
levels downstream of the discharge point on most sampling occasions if its
corresponding values were halved in the discharged effluent. This would
cause 75th, 80th, and 90th percentiles to decline from 55, 74, and 112 mg/l to
45.78, 55.17, and 73.95 mg/l, respectively. Decreasing alkalinity discharge
load to 0.1 of original values would lead to a fall in alkalinity level
downstream of the discharge point. Alkalinity discharge load was lowest
(222.7 kg/day) in November and highest in December (646 kg/day).
Figure 4.35 shows how reducing the TP discharge load to 0.5, 0.1, and
0.01 of observed values would affect the TP level in the creek. Except in
August, lowering down the TP discharge load to 0.1 of the observed values
would lead to a considerable reduction in TP downstream of the discharge
point. Although reducing TP discharge load resulted in a reduction in TP
values downstream of the discharge point, they did not reach baseline levels.
Figure 4.36 shows how reducing TP and alkalinity discharge load to 50%
would lead to a dramatic fall in TP at downstream1. When discharge loads
were reduced to 0.1 of original values, TP values at downstream1 would
return to baseline levels. This would reduce 75th, 80th, and 90th percentiles
from 0.42, 0.45, 0.52 mg/l to around 0.05 mg/l.
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Table 4.55 Maximum, median, 75th percentile, 80th percentile, and 90th percentile values
for nitrate, TOC, alkalinity, TP, chlorophyll a, and conductivity if corresponding
discharge loads were unchanged, or divided by half, 0.1, or 0.01. Statistics for TP2 and
Algae2 are related to manipulating of all the discharge load variables in their models in
addition to the corresponding discharge load.
Variable

Statistics

Unchanged

Nitrate

Maximum
75th percentile
80th percentile
90th percentile
Maximum
75th percentile
80th percentile
90th percentile
Maximum
75th percentile
80th percentile
90th percentile
Maximum
75th percentile
80th percentile
90th percentile
Maximum
75th percentile
80th percentile
90th percentile
Maximum
75th percentile
80th percentile
90th percentile
Maximum
75th percentile
80th percentile
90th percentile
Maximum
75th percentile
80th percentile
90th percentile

0.500
0.480
0.484
0.492
9.100
7.300
7.660
8.380
150
55
74
112
0.580
0.420
0.452
0.516
0.580
0.420
0.452
0.516
18.200
7.340
9.512
13.856
18.200
7.340
9.512
13.856
600.000
397.500
438.000
519.000

TOC

Alkalinity

TP1

TP2

Algae1

Algae2

Conductivity
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Divided
by 0.5
0.430
0.146
0.203
0.316
6.074
5.711
5.784
5.929
92.727
45.783
55.172
73.949
0.321
0.242
0.258
0.289
0.313
0.252
0.264
0.289
17.066
6.227
8.395
12.731
6.150
3.170
3.766
4.958
265.800
184.318
200.614
233.207

Divided
by 0.1
0.344
0.033
0.095
0.219
4.790
4.439
4.510
4.650
30.352
29.905
29.994
30.173
0.113
0.113
0.113
0.113
0.062
0.048
0.051
0.057
13.700
4.999
6.739
10.220
3.140
1.892
2.142
2.641
123.715
98.205
103.307
113.511

Divided by
0.01
0.247
0.010
0.058
0.152
4.639
4.153
4.251
4.445
16.260
15.792
15.886
16.073
0.106
0.067
0.075
0.091
0.052
0.036
0.039
0.046
10.005
3.650
4.921
7.463
1.866
1.228
1.356
1.611
96.474
83.744
86.290
91.382

Figure 4.32 Predictions of the values of nitrate when: a) nitrate in discharge was not
changed, b) nitrate in discharge was divided by half, c) nitrate in discharge was divided
by 10, and d) nitrate in discharge was divided by 100.
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Figure 4.33 Predictions of the values of TOC when: a) TOC in discharge was not
changed, b) TOC in discharge was divided by half, c) TOC in discharge was divided by
10, and d) TOC in discharge was divided by 100.
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Figure 4.34 Predictions of the values of alkalinity when: a) alkalinity in discharge was
not changed, b) alkalinity in discharge was divided by half, c) alkalinity in discharge was
divided by 10, and d) alkalinity in discharge was divided by 100.
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Figure 4.35 Predictions of the values of TP when: a) TP in discharge was not changed, b)
TP in discharge was divided by half, c) TP in discharge was divided by 10, and d) TP in
discharge was divided by 100.
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Figure 4.36 Predictions of the values of TP when: a) TP and alkalinity in discharge was
divided by half, b) TP and alkalinity in discharge was divided by 10, and c) TP in
discharge was divided by 100.

Figure 4.37 revealed that reducing chlorophyll a discharge load while
leaving other variables in the model unchanged would have led to a decline
in chlorophyll a downstream of the discharge point, but not to the baseline
level. After manipulating all of the discharge load variables, i.e. by reducing
TP, nitrate, and chlorophyll a discharge loads, the chlorophyll a
concentration would have dramatically declined downstream of the
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discharge point (Figure 4.38b) and returned to the same level that it was at
the upstream sites (Figure 4.38c). By doing so, 75th, 80th, and 90th percentiles
would have declined from 7.34, 9.51, and 13.85 mg/l to 1.89, 2.14, and 2.64
mg/l, respectively.

Figure 4.37 Predictions of the values of chlorophyll a when a) chlorophyll a in discharge
was not changed, b) chlorophyll a in discharge was divided by half, c) chlorophyll a in
discharge was divided by 10, and d) chlorophyll a in discharge was divided by 100.
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Figure 4.38 Predictions of the values of chlorophyll a when a) chlorophyll a, TP, and
nitrate in discharge were divided by half, b) chlorophyll a, TP, and nitrate in discharge
were divided by 10, and c) chlorophyll a, TP, and nitrate in discharge were divided by
100.

As illustrated in Figure 4.39, there was a clear trend of decreasing
conductivity concentration downstream of the discharge point when TP and
alkalinity discharge loads were reduced to half and 0.1 of their original
values. Conductivity concentration would have returned to values close to
baseline levels at the upstream sites if TP and alkalinity discharge loads had
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been reduced to 0.1 of their observed values. By dividing discharge loads by
0.1, the values of 75th, 80th, and 90th percentiles would have become 98.20,
103.31, and 113.51 mg/l, respectively.

Figure 4.39 Predictions of the values of conductivity when TP and alkalinity in discharge
were divided by a) half, b) 10, and c) 100.
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Chapter 5:

Discussion

The findings of this study answer the main hypothesis that the
systematic observed relationships between environmental variables and
macroinvertebrate communities (PCOs) were due to a combination of spatial
and temporal confounding (e.g. natural variations and land use) and the
effect of the treatment plant effluent. The results of this study also clearly
supported the hypothesis that after adjusting for time and space in the causal
models, there would still be relationships between macroinvertebrate
communities and environmental variables indicating that there was evidence
for the effect of effluent on macroinvertebrate communities in Three Mile
Creek. Based on the results, spatiotemporal variation in macroinvertebrate
communities over the five sampling times and along the eight sites located
on Three Mile Creek could be explained by the models built using causal
modelling. By accounting for spatial and temporal variation in the design of
the study, spatiotemporal variations in biotic and abiotic variables could be
explained and natural confounding could be controlled through conditioning
on time and distance. The causal structure of composite hypotheses entailed
in the causal diagram was confirmed by the results of local and global tests.
Thus, the fitted causal models could be used for predicting the effect of
interventions. Based on the results of this study, causal modelling could be
used for (1) dealing with spatial and temporal confounding, (2) facilitating
communication between scientists and resource managers by developing a
causal model that acts as a conceptual model, (3) and supporting
management decision making by predicting the effect of an intervention.
Causal modelling was able to accomplish the tasks recommended by the
guidelines (see e.g. EPA Victoria (2004) and EPA Victoria (2009))
simultaneously; a feature no other current technique has been able to
demonstrate. The finding of this study, that causal modelling could control
spatiotemporal confounding, was an extension of an application of the
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technique recommended by Paul (2011) for environmental impact studies.
The results of this study provide a more comprehensive application of causal
modelling along with multivariate statistical methods for controlling both
spatial and temporal confounding in the context of risk assessment, and
support the findings of previous studies conducted by Rokahr (2010), Paul
and Anderson (2013a), and Paul et al. (2016) for controlling confounding
bias. In comparison to the similar studies mentioned above, this study has
achieved more than only testing the application of causal modelling in risk
assessment studies. It was an extension to the previous studies and included
both the spatial and temporal variations and had a more complex causal
diagram. In addition, more complex models were built in this study and they
were used for prediction the effect of an intervention that was not done
before. Moreover, testing the conditional independencies and the causal
structure of causal diagram was done using both local and global tests.
Therefore, the major aim of this study could be achieved to develop
protocols that are evidence-based, practical, and useable by practitioners.
The results of model building and testing with the aim of testing the
composite hypothesis entailed in the causal diagram have been discussed in
more detail in the following sections.

5.1

Structural equation models for macroinvertebrates

and the environmental variables
To determine the processes controlling the spatial and temporal
patterns in macroinvertebrate communities, PCO axes were modelled as a
function of environmental variables. According to the results of the dbRDA
model, the environmental variables that predicted the spatial and temporal
patterns in macroinvertebrate communities were chlorophyll a, zinc, TOC
and its interaction with temperature, and conductivity and its interaction with
temperature.
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Spatiotemporal variation in macroinvertebrate
communities
Results from the multiple regression model indicated that
macroinvertebrate communities responded negatively to an increase in water
temperature. Higher water temperatures might lead to a reduction in the
biomass and abundance of macroinvertebrates (Quinn and Hickey, 1990;
Quinn et al., 1994; Sponseller et al., 2001). The increases in water
temperature values after the discharge point were negligible in comparison to
the changes along the creek. However, based on the temperature model that
will be discussed later, the negative effect of water temperature on
macroinvertebrates was not attributed to the WWTP discharge. This result
was similar to that observed by Nedeau et al. (2003), who reported no effect
of water temperature from an industrial effluent on the stream benthic
community.
Interestingly, water temperature not only affected the
macroinvertebrate community, but also influenced the effect of conductivity
and TOC on macroinvertebrate assemblages. As reported by many studies
(Marshall and Bailey, 2004; Horrigan et al., 2005; Chainho et al., 2006;
Carver et al., 2009; Kefford et al., 2012; Kefford et al., 2013), salinity has an
adverse effect on macroinvertebrate communities. It has been challenging in
previous studies to examine the effect of any salinity interaction with water
temperature on macroinvertebrate communities; probably because of the
difficulty in proving a causal effect of salinity on macroinvertebrates while
separating it from a multitude of other underling factors, or due to the
presence of confounding variables (James et al., 2003; Horrigan et al., 2005;
Kefford et al., 2013). However, it has been reported in other studies that
salinity and temperature acted together in combination with other variables
to determine the seasonal fluctuations in macroinvertebrate communities
(e.g. see Horrigan et al. (2005) and Chainho et al. (2006)).
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Based on the results of the current study, PCO1 values decreased in
May and August (cold months), whereas they increased in December and
November (warm months). The reduction in PCO1 after the discharge point
in the colder months might be a response of macroinvertebrates to stress
from an increase in salinity. On the other hand, the increase in PCO1 after
the discharge point in the warmer months might be related to those taxa that
could adapt to the conditions of warm water with high salinity, and
outcompete the other taxa. One explanation for this result might be the effect
of temperature on the salinity tolerance of macroinvertebrates, which most
likely varies among taxa and depends on other variables, such as seasonal
acclimation (Dorgelo, 1974; Kefford et al., 2007). Increased salinity can also
result in the loss of macroinvertebrate families with low salinity tolerances
(Miller and Barbee, 2003) and their replacement by more tolerant taxa
(Horrigan et al., 2005). A combination of these consequences may have
acted together in response to an increase in salinity and its interaction with
temperature, leading to a community with more adaptability to unstable
conditions after the discharge point.
Results from the dbRDA analysis revealed that variations in
macroinvertebrate communities were also related negatively to TOC and
positively to its interaction with temperature. The effect of TOC on
macroinvertebrates depends on where it originates from; terrestrial, within
stream or from the WWTP. Organic carbon, with terrestrial or within stream
origin, can be a source of food (Hawkins et al., 1982; Bunn et al., 1999;
McCutchan and Lewis, 2002; Plenzler, 2012). On the other hand, organic
carbon with an anthropogenic origin, such as effluent associated with a
wastewater treatment plant (Westerhoff and Anning, 2000; Spänhoff et al.,
2007), can alter biodiversity and aquatic community structure (Paul and
Meyer, 2001; Wakelin et al., 2008). Based on the TOC model that will be
discussed later, seasonal variation in organic carbon was determined by
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rainfall and flow rate (probably terrestrial and stream born), but the marked
increase after the discharge point could have been attributed to the effluent
from the treatment plant.
Unlike conductivity and organic carbon, there was a significant
positive relationship between PCO1 and chlorophyll a concentration.
Macroinvertebrates feeding on algae might respond positively to increases in
algal biomass and chlorophyll a concentration (Hawkins et al., 1982;
Winterbourn, 1990; Welch et al., 1992; Corkum, 1996; Fuller et al., 2008).
Negative effects of chlorophyll a on macroinvertebrates may occur,
especially where nutrients and organic matter originating from wastewater
treatment plants (Paul and Meyer, 2001; Ortiz et al., 2005) increase the
abundance of filamentous macroalgae (Mattson, 2009) or result in the
smothering of substrata (Biggs, 2000), which was not the case in this study.
Zinc and chromium concentrations in sediments were also among the
variables that influenced spatiotemporal variation in macroinvertebrate
communities. The significant negative relationship between zinc and
macroinvertebrates (PCO1) observed in this study was in agreement with
previous studies, which have reported that heavy metals accumulated in
streambed sediment influenced macroinvertebrate abundance, taxon richness
and community structure (Duzzin et al., 1988; Clements et al., 1989;
Clements et al., 2000; Farag et al., 2007). However, the significant positive
relationship between chromium and PCO1 was surprisingly unexpected and
difficult to explain. Extreme chromium contamination is expected to have an
adverse effect on benthic macroinvertebrate communities (Leslie et al.,
1999). In the present study, the maximum chromium concentration in the
sediments was 6.7 mg/kg, which is much less than the trigger value of
80 mg/kg and not likely to have a negative effect on macroinvertebrates. An
increase in macroinvertebrate abundance in response to a rise in a specific
heavy metal (e.g. cadmium or chromium concentration) might be due to an
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elimination of predators and competitors resulting in favourable conditions
for other taxa (Kage, 2003). Indeed, the contradictory results in this study
may have been attributed to inter-specific variation in the response of
macroinvertebrates to heavy metal toxicity, since some taxa might become
more abundant in response to heavy metals while others become less
abundant (Hickey and Clements, 1998; Clements et al., 2000; Beasley and
Kneale, 2001; Hickey and Golding, 2002). There was no evidence that
chromium concentration was influenced by the effluent discharge to the
creek. The terms ‘time’ and ‘distance’ were not significant in the chromium
model, indicating no spatiotemporal pattern for it. This pollutant may have
entered into the river and streams from other anthropogenic sources like
industrial and mining activities (Hickey and Golding, 2002; Farag et al.,
2007), urban runoff (ANZECC/ARMCANZ, 2000), and motorway runoff
(Beasley and Kneale, 2001).
Other than temperature, chlorophyll a, conductivity, total organic
carbon, and heavy metals, no other environmental variables appeared to have
an important influence on macroinvertebrate communities during the period
of this study. Although other environmental variables, such as dissolved
oxygen (Hamilton et al., 2012), pH (Rosemond et al., 1992), particle size
(Rabeni and Minshall, 1977; Quinn and Hickey, 1990; Holomuzki and
Biggs, 2003), rainfall, flow rate (Nedeau et al., 2003), land use (Herringshaw
et al., 2011; Riseng et al., 2011), and canopy cover (Cummins et al., 1989;
Fuller et al., 2008; Arimoro et al., 2012), might influence macroinvertebrate
communities, none of these variables appeared to have significant
relationships with the macroinvertebrates in this study. While it could not be
empirically proved with the results of this study, it seems that the long-term
effect of rainfall, particle size, land use, and flow rate might have acted
together in influencing the current macroinvertebrate fauna of Three Mile
Creek. For example, Three Mile Creek is an intermittent flowing system that
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experiences a dry phase for a few months each year. Although natural,
drought as a form of disturbance can diminish macroinvertebrate populations
by causing mortality or reducing of food biomass (Sargeant et al., 2011).
In addition to the intermittent nature of Three Mile Creek, its substrate
composition (mainly sand and silt) and associated small substrate particle
size likely played an important role in the poor macroinvertebrate
community, e.g. generally low abundance and taxa richness of the creek.
Sand is known as a poor substrate for macroinvertebrates (Quinn and
Hickey, 1990), probably because the tight packing of the sand grains does
not allow adequate trapping of fine organic detritus and reduces the
availability of oxygen (Fenoglio et al., 2005). In addition, the unstable and
fine texture of sediment was not suitable to form a diverse and rich
community of macroinvertebrates, since sufficient stable substrate is needed
to provide suitable habitat for certain types, such as filter feeders, to attach
(Quinn and Hickey, 1990; Cobb et al., 1992; Holomuzki and Biggs, 2003;
Ortiz et al., 2005). A combination of the effects of these variables might
have been coupled to the effect of effluent from the treatment plant, leading
to the present benthic community structure in Three Mile Creek. In such
systems, the greatest difficulty in revealing patterns of macroinvertebrate
communities is that any effluent alters water quality and habitat condition in
already impoverished streams (Nedeau et al., 2003).
While interpreting the pattern in PCO1 in response to environmental
variables, it is worth exploring its relationship with macroinvertebrate
indices. According to the results of the spearman correlation, PCO1 had a
strong negative relationship with total abundance and Oligochaeta
abundance, and a weak positive relationship with the Shannon diversity
index. As taxon richness and evenness contribute to the concept of diversity
of a community (Heip et al., 1998), and since there was no association
between PCO1 and taxon richness, the positive relationship between PCO1
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and diversity might have been related to the higher evenness of non-sensitive
taxa. In dominance-controlled communities, diversity is expected to increase
when opportunistic taxa colonise a patch and subsequent taxa invade the area
(Hamilton et al., 2012). In this study, Shannon diversity and taxon richness
increased after the discharge point in August and December, whereas the
same indices decreased in May. An increase in Shannon diversity at the
downstream1 site in November was accompanied by a reduction in taxon
richness. While Shannon diversity decreased in April after the discharge
point, taxon richness did not change.
The non-significant relationships between PCO1 and EPT indices
might be expected, because general sensitive taxa belonging to EPT families
were a minority in Three Mile Creek, possibly because of its intermittent
nature. The SIGNAL scores did not show any relationship with PCO1, but
implied that all of the sites at Three Mile Creek were affected by urban,
industrial, or agricultural pollution. The SIGNAL scores did not differentiate
between the sites and did not reveal the effect of effluent, even though this
index was initially designed especially for assessing the impacts of
discharges from treatment plants (Chessman, 2003b) and urban runoff
(Growns et al., 1995; Chessman, 2003a). This suggests that the SIGNAL
score might not be an appropriate index for differentiating sites exposed to
effluent in an ecosystem with an impoverished macroinvertebrate
community mainly consisting of silt/sand tolerant taxa. Overall, PCO1 was
not positively related to any macroinvertebrate metrics or indices, but it was
to diversity. This suggests that PCO1 was not representative of EPT taxa,
EPT abundance, total richness, total abundance, or Oligochaeta as the most
frequent individuals. EPT taxa in this study was expected to be poor
indicators for assessing water quality in creeks such as Three Mile Creek
because these creeks rarely contain numerous Plecoptera taxa which are very
sensitive taxa.
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Visualisation of macroinvertebrate community composition along
PCO1 scores using heatmaps helped in revealing the taxa responsible for the
macroinvertebrate community in response to environmental variables in the
dbRDA model. Increases in PCO1 after the discharge point in warm months
were accompanied by a reduction in the abundance of a mix of sensitive
taxa, such as Leptophlebiidae; moderately tolerant taxa, such as Baetidae,
Caenidae, Tipulidae, and mites; and tolerant taxa including Oligochaeta,
Chironominae, Simulidae, Empididae, Micronectidae, and Anostraca.
Heatmaps also revealed that abundances of several taxa, including
Oligochaeta, Chironominae, Ceratopogonidae, Caenidae, and
Leptophlebiidae, increased after the discharge point in the cold months,
corresponding with decreasing PCO1 scores. The decrease in PCO1 scores
downstream of the discharge point was also associated with the
disappearance of sensitive taxa (e.g. Gripopterygidae, Leptoceridae) and
tolerant taxa (e.g. Psychodidae, Hydroptilidae). This was coupled with the
appearance of several other sensitive taxa, such as Coloburiscidae, and
Hydrobiosidae; and tolerant taxa such as Curculionidae, and Culicidae. From
these results, it seems that the macroinvertebrate responses to effluent were
not just an increase or a decrease in the number or abundance of tolerant taxa
or sensitive taxa. The impact of effluent on macroinvertebrates resulted in a
community with higher evenness and made up of those taxa that could adapt
to higher salinity and organic carbon concentrations in cold and warm
months. The macroinvertebrate communities in the upstream sites were very
different in different seasons, especially in the colder months compared to in
the warmer months. The effect of the discharged effluent resulted in similar
downstream communities after the discharge point in all seasons. Indeed,
effluent discharged from the treatment plant caused a shift in
macroinvertebrate community after the discharge point, giving rise to an
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almost similar composition of macroinvertebrate at downstream1 in cold and
warm months.

Spatiotemporal variation in environmental
variables responsible for variation in macroinvertebrate
communities
So far, the environmental variables that influenced macroinvertebrates
based on the dbRDA model and how macroinvertebrate communities
responded to their variations have been discussed. In the following section,
the results of model building of the environmental variables as a function of
effluent, time, distance, and their immediate causes are discussed. The focus
is to reveal the causal relationship among effluent and the environmental
variables, and to explain what caused their spatiotemporal variation.
Chlorophyll a model
The spatiotemporal variation in chlorophyll a concentration was due
to TP, nitrate, turbidity, effluent, chlorophyll a discharge load, and flow rate,
as well as natural factors such as solar radiation, temperature, and the
interaction between them. The results revealed that TP and nitrate had the
highest impact on chlorophyll a. As expected, there was also a positive
relationship between chlorophyll a concentration and temperature and solar
radiation. Nutrients such as phosphate and nitrate (Winterbourn, 1990; Dean
and Suter, 1996; Busse et al., 2006), temperature (Steinman and McIntire,
1987) and irradiance (Hill, 1996) play an important role in controlling the
chlorophyll a concentration in rivers and streams. Based on the chlorophyll a
model, there was a significant negative relationship between chlorophyll a
and ‘solar radiation×temperature’. That is, the effect of solar radiation on
chlorophyll a was not consistent among seasons and was dependent on
temperature. The utilisation of light by algae can be dependent on
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temperature because of the role that temperature has in influencing the
enzymatic process of photosynthesis (Geider et al., 1998; Falkowski and
Raven, 2013; Spilling et al., 2015). In this study, the lowest levels of
chlorophyll a were observed in May and August when the water temperature
was low. Although solar radiation was higher in August than in April,
chlorophyll a was lower in August because of the low water temperatures
then.
The positive effect of turbidity on chlorophyll a can be explained by
the fact that under certain conditions, turbidity in the form of particulate
matter stimulates algal growth instead of hindering it, probably because it
can act as a source of organic matter and micronutrients (Wang, 1974).
Based on the chlorophyll a model, treatment plant discharge not only
influenced algal concentration indirectly through increasing TP and nitrate
concentrations, but also directly via adding algae discharge load to the creek.
Effluent discharged from treatment plants has been shown to contribute to
the development of algae in streams (Ortiz et al., 2005).
Nitrate model
Temporal variation in nitrate concentrations can be explained by the
significant relationship between nitrate and temperature. The highest values
of nitrate concentrations in this study were observed in August. Nitrate levels
might be higher in winter due to several reasons; for example, slow growth
of plants, wet soil, higher rate of rainfall (Hanson and Abraham, 2010; Jones
and Olson-Rutz, 2011), and low nitrogen uptake by stream compartments,
such as algae, as a result of low temperature or light availability (Simon et
al., 2005; Wick et al., 2012). Higher concentrations of nitrate in winter might
also be attributed to the higher usage of nitrogen fertilisers to boost pasture
growth or higher stocking rates on farms in early or late winter (Ruiz et al.,
2002). Nitrate was also positively related to rainfall in this study. Heavy
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rains might increase the rate of nitrate leaching with the source of land
management practices such as fertiliser application (Liang et al., 2011), since
agricultural and urban runoff are major sources of nutrient enrichment
(Rader and Richardson, 1994; Smith et al., 2007). The discharged nitrate
load from the treatment plant effluent resulted in an increase in creek nitrate
concentrations.
TP model
The results of the TP model showed that the effect of time was
significant and that the impact of effluent on the TP concentration was also
dependent on time. The short-term and long-term rainfall, alkalinity, and pH
all influenced the temporal variation in TP values. The role of alkalinity and
pH might be because of calcium phosphate precipitation at slightly alkaline
pH values (Ferguson et al., 1973). Rainfall regulates water quality through
dilution and flushing (Kay et al., 2001). Thus, the significant positive
relationship between short-term rainfall and TP might be attributed to runoff
containing high concentrations of TP (Longmore et al., 1999). On the other
hand, the decline in TP concentration with an increase in long-term rainfall
might be a result of dilution (Miguntanna et al., 2013). Effluent from the
treatment plant affected TP concentration by adding TP discharge load to the
creek and this effect varied over time. The effect of treatment plant effluent
on increases in phosphate concentrations was dependent on the season and
was more noticeable in summer (House and Denison, 1997).
In addition to the effluent effect, spatiotemporal variation of alkalinity
could be explained by rainfall and creek flow rate. Alkalinity was
significantly positively related to long-term rainfall and significantly
negatively related to creek flow rate. These results are in agreement with
those of Schemel (1984), who reported a decrease in alkalinity when river
flow rate increased due to dilution and an increase in alkalinity because of
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rainfall and agricultural runoff. In the current study, alkalinity and nitrate
concentration were both high in August at upstream sites. High values of
alkalinity and nitrate might be from a common source such as runoff from
agricultural land use, because nutrients might include ions that constitute
measured alkalinity (Koetsier et al., 1996). Temporal variation of pH
observed in the results was related to short-term rainfall as was also reported
by Rupert (2001).
Turbidity model
Effluent did not affect turbidity and the spatiotemporal variation in the
model could be explained by rainfall, flow rate and velocity. The turbidity
regression model indicated a positive relationship of turbidity with creek
flow rate. Ellison et al. (2010) and Hamilton et al. (2012) reported that the
seasonal variation of flow rate might affect the turbidity of streams. Ellison
et al. (2010) argued that the strong positive relationship between streamflow
and turbidity might be due to a combination of factors such as an increase in
suspended sediment arising from washing of the stream bank and the
resuspension of sediment from the river beds. While turbidity might be
expected to increase with short-term rainfall as a result of an increase in
rainstorm runoff (Beketov, 2004), there was a significant negative
relationship between turbidity and long-term rainfall. Turbidity also showed
a strong negative relationship with velocity. One possible explanation for
this result might be the negative effect of velocity on chlorophyll a (Trudeau
and Rasmussen, 2003) that consequently reduced algal-related turbidity.
There is also a possibility that that measured velocity was not an accurate
representation of the sites where the water samples were taken.
TOC model
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Temporal variation in TOC could be explained by creek flow rate, and
short-term and long-term rainfall. Season, stream flow, and runoff affect the
variation of organic matter in streams (Allan and Castillo, 2007). The spatial
variation of TOC after the discharge point could be explained by the effect of
effluent in adding TOC discharge load to the creek. Anthropogenic point
sources, such as discharges from WWTPs, are important sources of oxygendepleting organic pollution (Ortiz et al., 2005; Bunzel et al., 2013).
As with the other biotic (e.g. chlorophyll a) and abiotic variables (e.g.
TP, nitrate), it was difficult to explain the spatiotemporal variation in TOC
values completely using the measured variables. For this reason, for
example, the term ‘effluent×(log(discharge TOC/flow rate))×time’ was
added to the model. While there was a correlation between TOC and its
corresponding concentration in discharge (discharge TOC/flow rate), this
does not completely explain the marked increase in TOC concentrations at
downstream1. This may have been due to inaccuracies in measuring
discharge volumes or creek flow rate, because daily discharge volumes could
have been discharged over a few days rather than steadily over the entire
day. Moreover, a few very high values at downstream1 ended up being
influential points (outliers) in the models. This was solved by including a
dummy variable as ‘distance=4.08’ to the models. As advised by Myens
(1990), a strategy for dealing with outliers in regression models is to include
a dummy variable on a particular variable in the model.
Conductivity model
Based on the results for conductivity, conductivity discharge load did
not seem to explain variation in conductivity concentration. Instead most of
the spatiotemporal variation in conductivity could be explained by TP and
alkalinity. Time and distance were added to the model to account for
unexplained spatiotemporal variation, which might have been due to other
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ions that were not measured. The fact that ions, such as phosphate, were
more influential for conductivity than conductivity discharge load might
have been because of incomplete mixing at downstream1, or the inaccuracy
of the recorded discharge loads. It might be reasonable to include TP in the
conductivity model because phosphate could be expected to contribute to
conductivity. The relationship between conductivity and total phosphorus
was reported by Aguado et al. (2006). Alkalinity might influence
conductivity, because it consists mainly of carbonate and bicarbonate ions,
and these ions contribute to conductivity (Kney and Brandes, 2007).
Zinc model
Zinc was another variable in the linear model explaining the
spatiotemporal variation in PCO1. The relationship between effluent and
zinc was significant. Zinc variation did not appear to change over time,
whereas there was evidence of an increase in zinc concentrations
downstream of the discharge point. The patterns for zinc seemed to be a
legacy of historical discharges of effluent to the creek. Indeed, zinc did not
appear to be influenced directly by zinc discharge load during this study
period, but the pattern could have been the result of zinc contamination in
the sediment from the past. The concentration of zinc in the sediment of
Three Mile Creek might have also been related to historical activities or the
geochemical structure of the region. In addition to discharges of effluent
from sewage treatment plants, anthropogenic disturbance such as drainage
from sites of historical mining might lead to metals in water (Chessman and
McEvoy, 2012). Furthermore, heavy metals in water are more variable and
dynamic and might change over short periods of time, whereas heavy metals
in sediments are more stable and might remain there for months or years
(Walker et al., 2012). Therefore, it might be difficult to prove that effluent
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zinc discharge load in wastewater explains all of the variation for zinc in the
sediment.
Water temperature model
Water temperature, another variable in the dbRDA model that
influenced macroinvertebrate communities, has been discussed here.
According to the results, effluent did not influence the water temperature,
and a combination of natural and anthropogenic variables including
temperature, long-term rainfall, flow rate, and residential land use at a 300meter scale explained spatiotemporal variations in water temperature. As
expected, water temperature showed a strong relationship with air
temperature. Interestingly, in this study rainfall seems to have been more
important in influencing water temperature than air temperature. Depending
on the prevailing meteorological and hydrological conditions (e.g. rainfall,
flow rate), water temperature might be less directly affected by air
temperature (Smith, 1972).
Water temperature was negatively related to rainfall, whereas it was
positively related to flow rate and residential land use. Land use is known to
be an important factor that affects stream temperature (LeBlanc et al., 1997;
Paul and Meyer, 2001; Sponseller et al., 2001; Sheldon et al., 2012). Water
temperature can be influenced by groundwater temperature as a result of land
use (Smith, 1972) and discharge flow rate (LeBlanc et al., 1997). The effect
of ‘rainfall×flow rate×residential land use’ on water temperature was
significant, indicating that the effect of each of these variables on water
temperature needed to be interpreted with consideration of the effect of the
others. River discharge is maintained either by runoff from rainfall or
groundwater, so thermal variation in rivers is determined by changes in
groundwater temperature interaction with climate and other watershed
characteristics (Vannote and Sweeney, 1980). In this regard, it seems as if
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the effect of residential land use in this study was dependent on long-term
rainfall and flow rate in that the effects of ‘rainfall×residential land use’ and
‘flow rate×residential land use’ were both significant. One explanation could
be that the effect of residential runoff on water temperature was low when
rainfall was high. In contrast, the effect of residential runoff became more
influential when the flow rate was low.
Flow rate model
The creek flow rate was significantly influenced by discharge flow
rate and long-term rainfall. Heip et al. (1981) reported that flow rate was
strongly correlated with rain-runoff. Discharge input from point sources (e.g.
effluent from wastewater treatment plants) can be a dominant source of
water availability, especially when runoff and river flow rate are low, e.g. in
summer (Klose et al., 2012).

5.2

Testing conditional independencies entailed in the

revised causal diagram
The revised causal diagram was the result of removing all the links
that did not imply any significant association among the variables. Another
important difference between the initial causal diagram and the revised
causal diagram was the addition of bidirectional arrows and the latent
variable ‘treatment plant operation’ to the latter. Bidirectional arrows
between the discharge variables implied that they were correlated because of
their possible latent common cause, i.e. their marginal independence must
result from a common cause (Pearl, 2000; Paul, 2011). The importance of
including latent variables in the model was highlighted by Pearl (2000), who
explained that, if they are variables that affect other variables in the modelled
system, they cannot be excluded from Markovian parents. That is, the
Markov property will be lost by excluding these variables and the only
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solution to restore the Markov property is to acknowledge the presence of
these variables and represent them in the graph as latent variables. Since
there was no data for latent variables, those conditional independencies that
included latent variables could not be tested. In fact, latent variables destroy
conditional independencies when they are at the centre of a fork and create
them when they are at the centre of an inverted fork. There were no inverted
forks in the causal diagram of this study to generate conditional
independencies that would need to be tested. In addition, the conditional
independencies that involved ‘effluent’, which was the deterministic function
of distance, could not be tested. (i.e. they did not have an error component).
Conditional independencies were tested with the purpose of deciding
which covariates should be included in the model and to examine if the data
were consistent with the structure of the causal diagram. The results showed
that adding another variable to several of the structural equation models
added more information to the model. This led to revision of these models
during the iterative process of model testing; for example, TP was added to
the conductivity model. In the case of macroinvertebrates, it was tested
whether there were any remaining spatiotemporal patterns in the PCOs after
conditioning on environmental variables that could be explained by adding
another variable, e.g. time, distance. While it was not the case in this study,
if there was any remaining spatiotemporal variation in the PCOs, it would
have been essential to add arrows from time and distance to PCOs in the
final causal diagram to indicate that the causal inference was not strong
enough. That is, by adding an arrow from time to PCO1, macroinvertebrate
community and the variables that influenced it would have a common cause.
Where two variables have a latent common cause, neither of them is
qualified as a genuine cause of the other one (Pearl, 2000). This means that
environmental variables in the dbRDA model could only be potential causes
of variation in macroinvertebrate communities rather than genuine causes.
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A few of the conditional independencies failed the local hypothesis
tests of independency. For example, turbidity could be a potentially
important variable in TOC and nitrate models. TOC was also suggested to be
required in the nitrate model. There might be a relationship between organic
carbon and nitrate concentration probably because of biogeochemical
processes that control both dissolved organic carbon and nitrate (Konohira
and Yoshioka, 2005). However, there was insufficient evidence to indicate
that TOC could explain the variations in nitrate or vice versa in this study.
These conditional independencies failed the test probably because the
models in general, and TOC, conductivity, and nitrate models in particular,
need to be improved. As explained in previous sections, this was probably
due to several factors, such as incomplete lateral mixing of the effluent
leading to high values that hindered the model from fitting the data well.
Despite a few conditional independencies that did not pass the local test, the
p-value for Fisher’s C-test for the overall test of the model was nonsignificant. This supported the hypothesis that the overall conditional
independencies entailed in the causal diagram were true and that the data
were consistent with the structure of the causal diagram in this study. The
ways in which environmental variables may affect each other and the
macroinvertebrate communities, were described in a complex set of
pathways using SEM models in this study. If the set of causal relationships
in the causal diagram was not consistent with the observed data, the
hypothesis could be rejected (Austin, 2007). The results of this study verified
consistency of data with the set of conditional independencies, their
assumptions and the causal structure of the causal diagram. Therefore, causal
effects of the effluent on macroinvertebrate communities could be inferred in
this study while controlling for spatiotemporal confounding. At this point,
the primary question of study was answered, as the results showed that
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causal modelling based on spatiotemporal data, could be used for inferring
causal effects of wastewater on biotic ecosystems.

5.3

Causal effects of human activities on freshwater

systems with especial reference to wastewater discharges
from treatment plants
There was sufficient evidence that the effluent from the treatment
plant affected the macroinvertebrate communities of Three Mile Creek, and
the effect showed itself as a shift in the structure of the macroinvertebrate
communities. That is, macroinvertebrate community structure changed
downstream of the treatment plant towards that of a community that could
adapt to the temperature-dependent change in water quality, but different
taxa were responsible for this shift in community structure during different
seasons. Our results were consistent with those from other studies, which
have reported that point-source pollution can cause changes in the structure
of macroinvertebrate communities (Boyle and Fraleigh, 2003; Nedeau et al.,
2003; Ortiz et al., 2005). Some studies have reported positive effects of
effluent on macroinvertebrate communities, because the discharge of effluent
into streams increases water availability (Ortiz et al., 2005), especially
through periods of low water flow, and an increase in discharge may convert
a temporary stream to a permanent one (Gasith and Resh, 1999). The latter
was not the case for Three Mile Creek in this study, but effluent discharge
rate was a significant contributor of creek water flow rate.
The environmental variables that caused changes in macroinvertebrate
community composition in the current study were chlorophyll a, organic
carbon, conductivity, and zinc. The importance of variables that affect
aquatic macroinvertebrates varies among studies depending on the nature of
effluent and due to considerable inter-habitat and inter-climatic variation
(Graça et al., 2004). Previous studies conducted on the effect of discharge
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from a Wangaratta treatment plant also reported degradation of water quality
after the discharge point (Miller and Barbee, 2003; Cleanaway, 2006; North
East Water, 2010). In their report, total phosphorus, pH, turbidity and coarse
particulate organic matter were parameters that best explained the influence
of discharge on macroinvertebrate community composition. In comparison,
in this study, total phosphorus, pH, and turbidity showed their effect on
macroinvertebrate communities indirectly and through influencing other
factors such as chlorophyll a. However, Cleanaway (2006) acknowledged
that because their study lacked an appropriate spatial and temporal sampling
design, the results might not implicate the treatment plant as a remarkable
negative influence, and thus they recommended that aptly designed research
be undertaken to test this properly. Similarly, other studies on environmental
impact studies and monitoring programs were unable to deal with
confounding variables and to infer causal relationships among environmental
variables and macroinvertebrate communities. The main focus of these
studies to control confounding bias has been mainly through study design
(Greenland et al., 1999) and statistical techniques (Freedman, 1999).
The traditional techniques widely used in environmental impact
studies to control confounding bias indirectly through study design, e.g.
BACI designs fail to infer causation because the effect of a time×location
interaction is assumed to be zero when there is no effluent effect (Paul,
2011). Based on the results, after adjusting for ‘time’ and ‘distance’ in the
model, there were still systematic relationships between macroinvertebrate
community and environmental variables. Thus, there was evidence of an
effect of effluent on macroinvertebrate communities and the causal effect of
effluent discharge on macroinvertebrate score (PCOs) was inferred. Studies
that do not consider temporal variation in macroinvertebrate communities
have limited value for modelling the impact of environmental variables on
these organisms and for testing hypotheses (Quinn and Hickey, 1990). There
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have been studies (e.g. see Linke et al. (1999)) that accounted for time and
distance to source in their models while using multiple regression to model
macroinvertebrates as a function of environmental variables, but without
assumptions underlying causal modelling they avoided interpreting the
predictors in their models as ‘causing’ community variation.
Confounding bias stems from failing to condition on a common cause
(Elwert, 2013). A majority of researchers employ covariate adjustment as a
common way to reduce confounding bias in observational studies
(Freedman, 1999; Freedman, 2005). In traditional approaches of covariate
selection in regression models, inclusion of variables in the models is
arbitrary or based on researchers’ judgement and might not be necessarily
causal (Paul et al., 2016). Utilising causal modelling toolkits in this study,
the causal diagram was used to decide what variables to initially include in
the models. In causal modelling, one of the purposes of causal diagram is to
specify what variables (based on prior knowledge) need to be included in the
models (Grace et al., 2012). In addition, as discussed in the previous section,
testing the conditional independencies helped to decide which covariates
should be included in the model and to test if adding another variable to the
model might add more information to the model.
Previous monitoring or risk assessment studies have not managed to
infer causal relationships between biotic and abiotic variables mainly
because of the presence of confounding variables (Nedeau et al., 2003;
Morgan et al., 2006), although they have revealed spatiotemporal patterns in
biotic communities. The statistical analyses employed in these studies to
address this issue have been a combination of multivariate and multi-metric
methods. Multivariate ordination methods have been used for visually
ascertaining the similarity among sites based on abiotic and biotic data (Maul
et al., 2004; Solà et al., 2004; Ortiz et al., 2005; Plenzler, 2012), to test the
association between physico-chemical variables and community structure,
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and to rule out the effect of other co-variables such as temporal and natural
variability by partitioning multivariate variation related to these factors
(Boyle and Fraleigh, 2003; Chainho et al., 2006; Hamilton et al., 2012;
Magierowski et al., 2012). Biotic metrics in impacted and un-impacted sites
in these studies are compared using statistical analyses such as one-way
ANOVA (Linke et al., 1999; Nedeau et al., 2003; Maul et al., 2004; Leunda
et al., 2009; Karaouzas et al., 2011; Hamilton et al., 2012). There is no
statistical tool capable of inferring causation by itself; i.e. causal effects in
observational studies can only be obtained using a combination of
observational data and theoretical assumptions (Pearl, 2012), as was done in
this study. The results of this study showed that study design and statistical
analysis based on scientific knowledge should work conjointly for inferring
causation.
This study had several advantages in inferring causation over similar
studies that used SEM to test causal hypotheses of the effects of
environmental variables on macroinvertebrates in nonpoint source studies.
First, as advised by Shipley (2000) and Paul et al. (2016), causal modelling,
based on local tests of conditional independence and a global test, was used
in order to examine the hypothesis underlying the missing arrows. Second, as
seen in previous sections, the models were built by modelling ordination
axes derived from multivariate species as a function of environmental
variables, in contrast to most studies that employ biotic indices. Third, the
models were tested using dbRDA, which performs a multivariate regression
on the PCO axes (Legendre and Anderson, 1999) in multivariate ecological
research recommended by Paul and Anderson (2013a) and Paul et al. (2016).
By doing so, the limitations of SEM such as conforming to linear functional
forms and multivariate normal distribution could be overcome. Linearity was
not the problem in this study, but, model building and testing using methods
such as dbRDA, that are commonly used in multivariate ecological research,
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can be beneficial for studies involving data that do not conform to linear
functional forms (Paul et al., 2013).
In previous studies (e.g. Bizzi et al. (2013) and Riseng et al. (2011)),
the focus has been on the testing of links in the causal diagrams rather than
testing conditional independencies entailed in the missing arrows. Causal
assumptions are encoded in the missing arrows of a causal diagram rather
than in the arrows present. Although each of the causal assumptions can only
be tested in experimental settings, the sum total of all causal assumptions in
a model can be tested in observational studies (Pearl, 2012). Moreover,
applications of SEM in ecological studies have been limited to using
univariate biotic indices, probably to conform to linear functional forms and
multivariate normal distributions (Paul et al., 2013). The benefit of
modelling ordination axes rather than univariate indices is that these indices
can be avoided in situations where they might not be suitable in evaluating
water quality, as was the case in this study. In addition, biotic indices might
be efficient for detecting specific types of pollution. For example, an index
might be sensitive to organic pollution, but might fail to differentiate
between reference and metal-polluted (Hickey and Clements, 1998), or
ammonia-impacted sites (Hickey et al., 1999).
None of these studies interpreted the association between predictor
variables and macroinvertebrate communities as causal relationships. Causal
inference in this study was achieved by combining statistical relationships
and causal assumptions in structural equation modelling, as advised by Pearl
(2012) and Grace et al. (2012). The results of this study were supported by
previous similar studies that could infer causation in environmental impact
studies. Based on the foundation of causal modelling (built by Pearl (2000))
that serves as a framework for causality studies, Paul (2011) theorised that
spatial and temporal confounding can be controlled by adjusting for spatial
and temporal location, e.g. time and distance in BACI design studies. Paul
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and Anderson (2013a) employed structural equation modelling to control for
temporal confounding using microbenthic data collected at multiple times. In
another study, Paul et al. (2016) reported the utility of model building
processes to build a spatial causal model from a spatial sampling design.
This work paved the way for making reliable causal inferences in
environmental impact studies. The current study surpassed all these previous
studies by building and testing spatiotemporal causal models with greater
external validity than spatial or temporal models alone. Spatiotemporal
modelling allows a broader generalisation of the models in regard to the
impact of discharge (Paul et al., 2016). In addition, the causal models in this
study were used to predict the effect of the future interventions.
There have been other studies that inferred causation using other
techniques, e.g., Mantel and partial Mantel statistics (e.g. (Legendre and
Troussellier (1988); Ardisson et al. (1990); Frenette Dussault et al. (2013)).
Although techniques, such as Mantel and partial Mantel statistics, can be
used to infer causal relationships between abiotic variables and biotic
communities, these methods are of limited value for management decision
making purposes, which was one of the main objectives for the method
investigated in this thesis. Mantel statistics could be used for testing the
hypothesis in this study, by checking whether observed systematic
relationships between macroinvertebrate communities and environmental
variables occurred because of their natural spatial and temporal variation.
Given that conditioning on time and distance removes the systematic
relationships between abiotic and biotic variables, the residuals of PCOs and
environmental variables should be independent, conditioning on time and
distance. Thus, after removing the temporal and spatial signals from the
matrices of biotic and abiotic variables, a partial Mantel test could be used to
test for a zero correlation between the two matrices (B. Shipley 2016, pers.
comm.). The advantage of using causal modelling in this study was its
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capability to be used for management purposes, such as predicting the effect
of an intervention.

5.4

Using structural equation models for predicting the

length of mixing zone and predicting the effect of an
intervention
Models can be used to simulate mixing zones and predict the length
and behaviour of them. The simplest model that appropriately matches the
site-specific condition of the ambient environment should be selected — that
is, a model with technical support that can be used to predict reality
(ANZECC/ARMCANZ, 2000). In their study, Paul et al. (2016) developed a
model for predicting the length of a mixing zone based on the observed
pattern of ammonia concentration after a discharge point. A pulse response
of ammonia to effluent discharge was modelled with the exponential
function to predict the distance required for ammonia to return to its baseline
level. The causal models in this study were linear and not a simple function
of distance; thus, it was difficult to use the models for predicting the length
of the mixing zone. In their study, they only measured a few variables, but
when the model is linear and includes other variables as well, it is not an
easy task to use the model for this purpose (W Paul 2016, pers. comm.).
The length of the theoretical mixing zone calculated for Three Mile
Creek was between 31.86 and 206.56 m and 160.79 and 465.75 m, using the
formulas with and without velocity, respectively. The highest length of
mixing zone was observed when the flow rate was low. It seems that the
length of the mixing zone is influenced by the water flow rate, since it
determines the velocity, water level and creek width values used in the
formulas. The size of the mixing zone depends on several factors, e.g.
biological characteristics of the discharge, assimilative capacity of receiving
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systems, and their biological characteristics and hydrological condition. The
length of the mixing zone might change over time as a result of variable
hydrological condition (ANZECC/ARMCANZ, 2000). According to the
EPA licence, the mixing zone length for the Wangaratta treatment plant was
100 m. Most of the variables exceeded the permit limit at downstream1,
which was located about 50 m below the discharge point and within the
mixing zone. However, the values of several environmental variables, e.g.
nitrate, ammonia, conductivity, TN, TP, and TOC at downstream sites did
not return to their baseline level at sites upstream of the discharge point.
Some of these variables did not decline to their respective baseline
concentrations, even at sites several kilometres downstream of the discharge
point.
One of the aims of this study was to predict the effect of future
interventions. Predicting the length of mixing zone is an observational
process based on the original causal model, whereas interventional
predictions are based on manipulated causal models (Hagmayer et al., 2007).
Structural equation models were used to predict how manipulating the
discharge load would reduce the concentrations of environmental variables.
The information provided from answering this question can help the
treatment plant managers to make decisions with regard to the possible
upgrading of the treatment plant, e.g. discharging less nutrient loads.
By reducing nitrate discharge loads to half of their observed values,
the nitrate concentrations in the stream would return to the baseline levels in
April, November, and May. The nitrate concentrations would only reach
their baseline levels in December and August if the nitrate discharge loads
were reduced to 0.1 of their observed values. This result is interesting
because in May the nitrate discharge load was minimal and dividing it by
half would result in a marked reduction in the creek nitrate concentration. In
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comparison, in December, with the maximum nitrate discharge load, the
discharge load needed to be reduced to 0.1 of its observed values to have the
same effect on the creek nitrate level. Although the 80th percentile of nitrate
at downstream1 was 0.48 mg/l and below the 0.7 mg/l trigger value in
aquatic ecosystems (ANZECC/ARMCANZ, 2000), it contributed to algal
growth. By reducing nitrate discharge load to 0.5 and 0.1 of the observed
values, the 80th percentile of nitrate at downstream1 would reach 0.20 and
0.09 mg/l, respectively. If nitrate discharge loads were 0.01 of the observed
values, there would be a drop in nitrate values in the creek. Practically, it
might not be feasible or even necessary to reduce nitrate levels to this point.
The purpose of reducing nitrate values to this level was to determine the
level of manipulation necessary for the corresponding values to reach the
baseline level or optimum level for aquatic ecosystems.
TP concentration in the creek would reach the same level as at that at
the upstream sites if TP and alkalinity discharge loads were lowered down to
0.1 of observed values. By doing so, the 75th percentile of TP at
downstream1, which was 0.42 mg/l and higher than the trigger value of
0.045 mg/l (EPA Victoria, 1988), would reach 0.048 mg/l. Nitrate and TP
concentrations in the creek were high enough to stimulate algal growth.
Manipulating chlorophyll a discharge load on its own did not cause a marked
change in chlorophyll a concentration, especially in November when the
highest values in the creek were measured. The chlorophyll a concentration
would only return to the baseline level when chlorophyll a, TP, and nitrate
discharge loads were all lowered down to 0.1 of observed values. Although
the 80th percentile of chlorophyll a concentration at downstream1 decreased
from 9.51 mg/l to 2.14 mg/l, which was the same as at upstream sites, it was
still higher than 0.005 mg/l trigger value for freshwater systems
(ANZECC/ARMCANZ, 2000).
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Other variables such as solar radiation, flow rate, and nutrient
concentrations were key drivers of chlorophyll a concentration in the creek.
Thus, water managers might decide to take management actions such as
replanting riparian vegetation to reduce light availability in streams (Busse et
al., 2006), because light is the prominent factor among abiotic variables that
limits algal growth in lotic ecosystems (Vannote and Sweeney, 1980). Water
managers might also decide to increase stream flow rate in order to reduce
algae. Controlling point and nonpoint nutrient sources might be another
strategy to reduce algae; however, a large reduction in nutrient levels might
be needed (Busse et al., 2006). This is where treatment plant managers can
employ the developed models to decide how changes in the discharge loads
might be beneficial in reducing algae in the creek. This study showed that,
even by reducing all the discharge loads in the chlorophyll a model to 0.01
of observed values, the chlorophyll a concentration did not meet the
optimum level for freshwater systems, despite reaching lower values than
those reported for upstream sites. Therefore, to develop an efficient strategy,
a combination of management actions should be taken into consideration.
Although the chlorophyll a concentration did not have an adverse effect on
macroinvertebrates in this study, it has been shown here how using causal
models could help to manipulate nutrient concentrations in order to limit the
chlorophyll a concentration in the creek. One major obstacle to managing
chlorophyll a concentration in aquatic ecosystems has been the lack of robust
and numerical relationships between chlorophyll a concentration and the
factors influencing it (Biggs, 2000), which has stemmed from the complexity
of relationships between environmental variables and their interactions in
influencing chlorophyll a concentration (Biggs, 1996). Using the model built
in this study, it could be possible to reduce nutrient values to levels that
prohibit algae from exceeding the baseline level downstream of the
discharge point.
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The conductivity concentration would reach similar values to those
observed at upstream sites if TP and alkalinity discharge loads were divided
by 0.1. This could reduce the 75th percentile of the conductivity from
397.5 mg/l to 98.20 mg/l, which is below the trigger value of 320.5 mg/l
(500 µs/cm) recommended by EPA Victoria (1988) for rivers and streams. In
this study, a marked increase in conductivity concentration to around
100 mg/l in August and April, 300 mg/l in May, and 600 mg/l in November
led to a change in macroinvertebrate community structure. This finding was
in contrast with that of studies, which have argued that freshwater
ecosystems start experiencing some degree of stress when the conductivity
level exceeds 1500 μS/cm (1000 mg/l salinity) (Hart et al., 1991; Marshall
and Bailey, 2004). One explanation for this contrast might be that the
traditional method for determining safe salinity concentrations is by
correlating macroinvertebrate presence/absence or abundance with different
salinity concentrations in field experiments, or by laboratory
ecotoxicological experiments where mortality is measured as a response to a
range of salinity concentrations (Horrigan et al., 2007). In field experiments,
the effect of secondary salinization as a single stressor is usually investigated
for short periods of time (e.g. Marshall and Bailey (2004)), and in the
laboratory studies, mortality rate is considered. The ability of
macroinvertebrate populations to survive and reproduce might be different to
their response to short-term laboratory tests. In addition, a pulse increase of
salinity even at concentrations lower than 1000 mg/l, or a general increase in
salinity over time might have a deleterious effect on macroinvertebrates
(Hart et al., 1991). In this study, macroinvertebrates were exposed to pulse
increases of a combination of stressors from the treatment plant for years and
responded to a lower salinity concentration. As the period of acclimation
might affect macroinvertebrate tolerance to salinity (Hart et al., 1991), the
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less ‘stressed’ response of macroinvertebrate communities to increases in
salinity in this study might be justified.
The conductivity model, including conductivity discharge load, was
not valuable for prediction because conductivity values remained very
similar regardless of changes to the conductivity discharge load. One
possible explanation for the problem with the conductivity model was a lack
of information on other ions that might contribute to conductivity. Another
likely explanation for this could be very high values observed at
downstream1 for conductivity and other pollutants. This probably stemmed
from an incomplete mixing, which resulted in difficulty with modelling the
sites within the mixing zone. The mixing zone calculated in this study, with
the length of 31.86 to 645.75 m for different seasons, was only a theoretical
approximation and may have been slightly prejudiced by inaccurate
measurements of several variables such as velocity, creek width, and depth
across the profile of the creek. The 100-m length of mixing zone for the
Wangaratta treatment plant according to EPA licence formed the area where
the concentrations of pollutants were permitted to exceed the optimum level.
It seems that a 100 m distance was not necessarily sufficient for all pollutant
concentrations to be fully mixed with creek water. North East Water (2010)
asserted that total phosphorus, and total dissolved solids (TDS) were among
the variables that exceeded standard levels — both in the vicinity of the
discharge and downstream of the discharge zone for the treatment plant.
As seen above, in the process of predicting the effect of an
intervention, the intervention might be reducing all discharge load values and
not only the corresponding load of the variable of interest. In this study,
improvement in treatment efficiency was simulated by reducing all discharge
loads while leaving ‘discharge flow rate’ unchanged. These models can also
be used for other management decision making purposes, e.g. simulating a
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reduction in the volume of discharge flow rate if a treatment plant begins to
use land filtration in the warmer months.

5.5

Recommending causal modelling to be used for

developing a protocol for environmental impact studies
This study set out with the aim of developing protocols for the design
and analysis of environmental studies using the principles of causal
modelling. As discussed in the literature review, the common study design
used in environmental impact studies, which involves sampling from several
sites at different time intervals both upstream and downstream of a discharge
point, could not separate natural variability from the effect of human
activities. That is, although BACI designs are widely used in environmental
impact studies and are the recommended choice of design for the assessment
of aquatic systems (ANZECC/ARMCANZ, 2000), they are unable to deal
with spatial and temporal confounding (Clements et al., 2000; Stewart-Oaten
and Bence, 2001). One of the most important factors considered in the study
design of this research was spatiotemporal sampling. Spatiotemporal
sampling is required in risk assessment studies so that characteristics that
vary over time and distance are included in the model. The distance from the
discharge point is one of the main factors that determines the intensity of the
effect of point-source pollution on macroinvertebrate communities
(Karaouzas et al., 2011). Although spatial sampling along the streams is
necessary in risk assessment studies, sampling could be restricted to
downstream sites in a spatiotemporal study (Paul et al., 2016). According to
Paul et al. (2016), sampling at upstream sites can only be useful to explain if
a link between spatial position and macroinvertebrate data implied by a
conditional independency test could be because of natural variation or due to
effluent. Thus, risk assessment studies could still be conducted when
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sampling is restricted to downstream sites; for example, where, in an
ephemeral stream, water is available only after the discharge point.
While spatial causal models can be useful for evaluating the extent and
nature of the variable of interest, it is beneficial to have data at multiple
times as advised by Paul et al. (2016). By including time-varying variables
such as quantity and quality of discharge effluent, the effect of management
interventions could be assessed in this study. Another benefit of
spatiotemporal sampling was to account for the effect of ‘time×distance’
interactions while assessing the effect of environmental variables on each
other and the combination of their effects on macroinvertebrates. In ecology,
processes interacting across space and time form the pattern in biotic
communities (Hewitt et al., 2007). Most importantly, while data was
available for distance and time, the spatiotemporal confounding was
controlled by adjusting for time and distance in the models. These are the
key factors that practitioners need to consider when designing a study.
In addition to its suitability for designing environmental impact
studies discussed above, this protocol recommends using causal modelling
for the process of environmental impact assessment. Structural equation
modelling used in this study for building the models and testing the
hypotheses of causal relationships can be an appropriate approach for
analysis and model building in risk assessment studies to support the
objective of inferring causation. SEM is a mathematical tool that has the
ability to draw causal conclusions from observational data when it is coupled
with theoretical assumptions (Pearl, 2012). The models built in this study can
be adapted to other studies where the relationship between PCOs and
environmental variables, time, and distance might not be linear as it was in
this study. In practice, the actual form of the model shown in Equation 4.1
can be written as:
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E(PCOj ) = β0 + β1 distanc + β2 [time = 2] + β3 [time = 3]
+ β4 [time = 4] + β5 [time = 5] + β6 [time = 2]×distance
+ β7 [time = 3]×distance + β8 [time = 4]×distance
+ β9 [time = 5]×distance
Equation 5.1

Equation 5.1 is a multiple linear regression in which each PCOj (the
jth rank-ordered PCO axis) is a function of time, distance, and their
interaction, with β’s being partial regression coefficients. In order to select
an appropriate model for modelling the PCO axis as a function of time and
distance, the functional forms and exploratory analysis should be considered.
In studies that have been conducted over long periods of time (e.g. for
several years), data might show a periodic pattern along time axes, i.e. a
nonlinear sine curve. In those cases, the model might be as below:
PCOj = β1 distance + β2 distance×day + β3 sin (
+ 𝛽4 𝑠𝑖𝑛 (

2π×day
)
365

2𝜋×𝑑𝑎𝑦
) ×𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 + 𝛽5 ×𝑑𝑎𝑦
365
Equation 5.2

Paul and Anderson (2013a) gave an example of modelling the PCO
axes with a periodic function of time to account for the seasonal component,
which was sum of sine and cosine terms with a seasonal period of four
quarters. The model in Equation 5.2 seems to have more complexity for data
used in this study. Therefore, following the principles of parsimony, the
model in Equation 4.1 was preferred for this research. Conceptually,
complexity of a model makes it flexible and easily able to fit diverse patterns
of data. However, additional complexity (more than the certain point needed
for the model), will cause the model to overfit the data and capture random
error. Conversely, a lack of necessary complexity will cause the model to
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underfit the data and fail to capture the signal (Pitt and Myung, 2002). For
the purpose of prediction, researchers need to look for the models that are
able to capture the entire signal and none of the noise in order to provide the
best possible predictions to unseen data from the same source. Parsimony is
essential in the model selecting process as it allows better prediction and
generalisation to new data. The principle of parsimony forces the researcher
to favour simpler models that can generalise to new datasets over complex
models that are tweaked to the observed data (Vandekerckhove et al., 2015).
In situations where there is another form of relationship between community
data (PCO1) and distance or time (e.g. quadratic), this can also be accounted
for in the model. More details about including quadratic and polynomial
terms in the dbRDA models can be found in Paul et al. (2013).
Model building and testing using causal modelling is not restricted to
linear models. In addition to linear models as used in this study, depending
on the functional forms of relationships between variables, a nonlinear
model, a generalised linear model (GLM), or a generalised additive model
(GAM) can be built and tested (Paul et al., 2016). Another advantage of this
protocol based on SEM analysis was going one step further than estimating
the parameters in the past in order to predict the effect of interventions. SEM
is not only a mathematical tool for inferring causation, but also a technique
for predicting the effect of an intervention (Pearl, 2012). By including timevarying effluent variables such as discharge loads in the spatiotemporal
models, it was possible in this study to use the models to assess how
potential upgrades of the treatment plant in the future might lead to reducing
the pollutants to below the corresponding trigger values in the guidelines.
This demonstrates how the causal modelling approach could be valuable to
the treatment plant managers.
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The protocol developed and recommended in this study was shown to
be able to deal with spatial and temporal confounding. It also had the
advantage of using a causal diagram that acts as a conceptual model and
facilitates communication between scientists and resource managers.
Moreover, this protocol based on conceptual modelling approach can be used
to support management decision making. It can also equip researchers with a
tool to infer causal effects in environmental impact studies and to evaluate
the effect of interventions. By tackling all of the tasks advised by EPA
Victoria (2004) and EPA Victoria (2009), the protocol developed in this
study demonstrated the benefits of the causal modelling approach as a useful
tool for treatment plant managers and for researchers in the field of
environmental impact studies. Using the approach introduced in this
designed protocol, similar models can be built and tested for datasets
collected and available for lotic and lentic ecosystems.

5.6

Limitations and recommendations
1- One of the limitations of this study was difficulty in explaining high

concentrations of TOC, TP, nitrate, and conductivity with the collected data,
probably because of incomplete mixing of effluent with the creek water,
especially at downstream1. Further research is required to explicitly model
the mixing process with an accurate measure of velocity, width, and depth
across the profile of the creek in order to have a better estimate of the length
of the mixing zone.
2- Future studies with more sampling sites after discharge point might
be able to build models that can predict the length of the mixing zone where
pollutant concentrations decline to baseline levels as a result of diffusion,
assimilation, and dilution. In this study, linear trends of environmental
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variables along the distance limited the ability of predicting the mixing
length in this study.
3- One of the major limitations of this study was a lack of information
on some variables, e.g. ions that might contribute to conductivity. Future
studies will benefit from considering those variables that were not measured
in this study in their model building and prediction process.
4- The models could be used for predicting the effect of interventions,
but their improvement and further testing in future studies will improve the
models’ precision for prediction purposes. If the models for environmental
variables could be improved and tested using data with accurate
measurement and with available information on the variables that were not
measured in this study, it would be possible to predict how
macroinvertebrate communities would respond to the interventions. This is
worth considering in future studies.
5- It is recommended to examine the application of causal modelling
in environmental impact studies with non-point source pollutions where
water chemistry factors are not easily predictable from other chemical
factors, partly due to the multiple and diffuse nature of the pollution source
(Campbell, 1978).
6- If studies are conducted over longer periods of time, more
conditional independencies can be testable and this will improve the validity
of the hypothesis testing. In this study, several of the conditional
independencies could not be checked due to a lack of sufficient data on time.
7- If the treatment plant had modified its discharge, or had reduced the
concentration of the pollutants in the effluent, then the models built in this
study could have been applied to this post-manipulation environment. By
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doing so, it would be possible to determine the degree to which the models
correctly predict the results of an intervention in the real world. Using such
test, if could have been done, it would be possible to examine how practical
the models are in manipulating of the concentration of the variable of
interest. This vital test is strongly recommended to be considered in future
studies.
8- Although the results of this study proved that causal modelling can
be used as a valuable tool for decision-making purposes, environmental
managers might come across different classes of questions that have not been
addressed here. As the application of this technique in risk assessment
studies is still in its infancy, the capability of causal modelling in answering
all forms of management questions can only be examined when it is widely
used in other studies. In addition, recommendations made here for collecting
more data were mostly based on the limitations of this research. The
justification for collecting more data in future studies can be determined by
the purpose of the research. For example, if defining mixing zone is the
priority, more sampling sites might be needed to build models that can
predict the distance where pollutant concentrations return to baseline levels.
If not, omitting the mixing zone from the study area can be considered an
option, i.e., researchers might consider not sampling from within the mixing
zone. Whenever possible, conducting the study over longer periods of time
will improve the validity of the hypothesis testing.

5.7

Conclusion
The results of present study offered a solution to spatiotemporal

confounding after successfully approving the application of causal modelling
in this risk assessment study. The causal effect of treatment plant effluent on
macroinvertebrate communities could be inferred using structural equation
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model building and testing. The results of the global test confirmed the
composite hypotheses entailed in the causal diagram. The macroinvertebrate
community of Three Mile Creek responded to water quality degradation with
a clear shift in community composition downstream of the treatment plant
discharge point. Chlorophyll a, TOC, zinc, conductivity, and temperature
were important determinants of the macroinvertebrate spatiotemporal
variations. The response of macroinvertebrates to the change in these
variables downstream of the discharge point varied depending on the time of
sampling, probably due to the effect of their interaction with temperature.
Considering spatial and temporal sampling in the study design of this study
helped to explain spatiotemporal variations in the variables responsible for
macroinvertebrate variation by modelling them as a function of other abiotic
variables. Using the structural equation models, causal relationships between
abiotic and biotic variables could be inferred and their spatiotemporal
variations could be explained. Therefore, this thesis verified the application
of causal modelling as a useful tool in environmental impact studies. The
causal modelling approach used here provided a means to predict the effects
of interventions and thus demonstrated the potential for this technique to be
used in water management where it is important to explore the effect of
changes in effluent characteristics. This study has shown that reducing
discharge loads by 0.1 of the observed values would reduce the
concentrations of chlorophyll a, TOC, TP, nitrate, and conductivity to their
baseline levels. Therefore, in addition to controlling for confounding, useful
models can be developed and utilised for decision making purposes. The
findings of this study provided evidence that causal modelling can be used
for developing a protocol for environmental impact studies. The usefulness
of causal modelling was mainly attributed to its proficiency in combining all
of the elements necessary for an efficient risk assessment through dealing
with spatial and temporal confounding, facilitating communication between
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scientists and resource managers, and supporting management decision
making. This study paves the way for the application of causal modelling in
risk assessment studies to infer causality and predict the effect of
interventions. Thus, this protocol can be used for improving the current
protocols recommended by state environmental protection authorities and the
protocols described in the Australia and New Zealand Guidelines for lotic
and lentic ecosystems.
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Appendices
Appendix І

Figure 1 Map of land use calculated at catchment scale for the eight sites located
on the Three Mile Creek. The sites located at upstream and downstream of the WWTP along
the creek have been shown using light green colour. All the square colourful areas are related
to different types of land use. This map is for the schematic demonstration of the process of
calculating land use at the catchment scale.
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Figure 2 Graphical representation of the measured land use types using squared
buffers at different spatial scales, e.g. 500-metre (in pink colour) and 100-metre (in blue
colour) around water courses for eight sites located on Three Mile Creek. The sites located at
upstream and downstream of the WWTP along the creek have been shown with light green
colour.
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Figure 3 Graphical representation of the measured land use types using circle buffers
at different spatial scales. A wide range of 500-metre, 300-metre, 100-metre, and 60-metre
circle buffers have been presented with overlapping circles upstream of each of eight sites
located on the Three Mile Creek. The sites located upstream and downstream of the WWTP
along the creek have been shown with light green colour.
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Appendix ΙΙ
R codes
##Set working directory according to the filepath where data files are stored
#setwd Rezvan's laptop
setwd("D:/PhD thesis/R/data for R/R Wang")
getwd()
###Load packages######
library(vegan)
library(car)
library(lattice)
library(ecodist)
library(BiodiversityR)
library(latticeExtra)
library(WhatIf)
library(bnlearn)
#########
library(Hmisc)
library(car)
library(bnlearn)
library(pspearman)
library(Rgraphviz)
library("Rgraphviz")
###Read data########
wangbug<-read.csv("wangbug.csv",header=TRUE,nrows=40)
View(wangbug)
edit(wangbug)
dim(wangbug)
wangenv<-read.csv("wangenv.csv",header=TRUE,nrows=40)
View(wangenv)
edit(wangenv)
diversity<-read.csv("diversity.csv",header=TRUE,nrows=40)
edit(diversity)
## ”*”*”*”*”*Exploratory data analysis”*”*”*”*”*#########
## ”*”*”*”*”*Environmental variables graphs
#nitrogen and phosphate graph # #********* Figure 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5 in thesis *********#
tiff(file="Figure 4.2.tif",width=14,height=14,units="in",pointsize = 12,bg
="transparent",res=800,compression="lzw")
par(mfrow=c(3,2), mar=c(0.1,0.1,0.1,0.1),cex=0.6,cex.axis=0.8,las=1)
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(wangenv[wangenv$day==1,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==1,"tn"],type =
"b",ylim=c(0,3.5),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="TN(mg/L)",main="a) Total Nitrogen
plotted against spatial position",lwd=3,lty=1)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==126,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==126,"tn"],type="b",col="gold2
",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==260,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==260,"tn"],type="b",col="blue"
,pch=8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
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points(wangenv[wangenv$day==336,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==336,"tn"],type="b",col="green
3",pch=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==518,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==518,"tn"],type="b",col="red",
pch=18,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.9,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(wangenv[wangenv$day==1,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==1,"no2"],type =
"b",ylim=c(0,.7),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="NO2(mg/L)",main="b) Nitrite plotted
against spatial position",lwd=3,lty=1)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==126,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==126,"no2"],type="b",col="gol
d2",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==260,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==260,"no2"],type="b",col="blu
e",pch=8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==336,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==336,"no2"],type="b",col="gre
en3",pch=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==518,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==518,"no2"],type="b",col="red
",pch=18,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.9,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(wangenv[wangenv$day==1,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==1,"no3"],type =
"b",ylim=c(0,.7),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="NO3(mg/L)",main="c) Nitrate plotted
against spatial position",lwd=3,lty=1)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==126,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==126,"no3"],type="b",col="gol
d2",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==260,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==260,"no3"],type="b",col="blu
e",pch=8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==336,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==336,"no3"],type="b",col="gre
en3",pch=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==518,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==518,"no3"],type="b",col="red
",pch=18,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.9,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(wangenv[wangenv$day==1,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==1,"nh3"],type =
"b",ylim=c(0,.7),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="NH3(mg/L)",main="d) Ammonia
plotted against spatial position",lwd=3,lty=4)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==126,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==126,"nh3"],type="b",col="gol
d2",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==260,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==260,"nh3"],type="b",col="blu
e",pch=8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
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points(wangenv[wangenv$day==336,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==336,"nh3"],type="b",col="gre
en3",pch=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==518,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==518,"nh3"],type="b",col="red
",pch=18,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.9,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(wangenv[wangenv$day==1,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==1,"op"],type =
"b",ylim=c(0,0.08),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="Orthoposphate(mg/L)",main="e)
Orthoposphate plotted against spatial position",lwd=3,lty=4)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==126,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==126,"op"],type="b",col="gold
2",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==260,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==260,"op"],type="b",col="blue
",pch=8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==336,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==336,"op"],type="b",col="gree
n3",pch=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==518,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==518,"op"],type="b",col="red",
pch=18,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.9,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(wangenv[wangenv$day==1,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==1,"tp"],type =
"b",ylim=c(0,0.7),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="TP",main="f) Total Phosphorus
plotted against spatial position",lwd=3,lty=1)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==126,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==126,"tp"],type="b",col="gold2
",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==260,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==260,"tp"],type="b",col="blue"
,pch=8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==336,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==336,"tp"],type="b",col="green
3",pch=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==518,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==518,"tp"],type="b",col="red",
pch=18,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.9,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
dev.off()
#heavy metals, cod and antimony
tiff(file="Figure 4.3.tif",width=14,height=14,units="in",pointsize = 12,bg
="transparent",res=800,compression="lzw")
par(mfrow=c(3,2), mar=c(0.1,0.1,0.1,0.1),cex=0.6,cex.axis=0.8,las=1)
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
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plot(wangenv[wangenv$day==1,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==1,"cd"],type =
"b",ylim=c(0,1.5),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="Cd (mg/kg)",main="a) Cadmium
plotted against spatial position",lwd=3,lty=1)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==126,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==126,"cd"],type="b",col="gold
2",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==260,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==260,"cd"],type="b",col="blue"
,pch=8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==336,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==336,"cd"],type="b",col="gree
n3",pch=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==518,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==518,"cd"],type="b",col="red",
pch=18,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.9,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(wangenv[wangenv$day==1,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==1,"cr"],type =
"b",ylim=c(0,10),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="Cr (mg/kg)",main="b) Chromium
plotted against spatial position",lwd=3,lty=1)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==126,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==126,"cr"],type="b",col="gold2
",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==260,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==260,"cr"],type="b",col="blue"
,pch=8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==336,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==336,"cr"],type="b",col="green
3",pch=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==518,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==518,"cr"],type="b",col="red",
pch=18,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.9,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(wangenv[wangenv$day==1,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==1,"cu"],type =
"b",ylim=c(0,16),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="Cu (mg/kg)",main="c) Copper plotted
against spatial position",lwd=3,lty=1)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==126,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==126,"cu"],type="b",col="gold
2",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==260,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==260,"cu"],type="b",col="blue"
,pch=8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==336,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==336,"cu"],type="b",col="gree
n3",pch=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==518,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==518,"cu"],type="b",col="red",
pch=18,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.9,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
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plot(wangenv[wangenv$day==1,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==1,"zn"],type =
"b",ylim=c(0,120),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="Zn (mg/kg)",main="d) Zinc plotted
against spatial position",lwd=3,lty=4)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==126,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==126,"zn"],type="b",col="gold
2",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==260,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==260,"zn"],type="b",col="blue"
,pch=8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==336,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==336,"zn"],type="b",col="gree
n3",pch=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==518,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==518,"zn"],type="b",col="red",
pch=18,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.9,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(wangenv[wangenv$day==1,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==1,"sb"],type =
"b",ylim=c(0,0.2),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="Antimony (mg/L)",main="e)
Antimony plotted against spatial position",lwd=3,lty=4)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==126,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==126,"sb"],type="b",col="gold
2",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==260,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==260,"sb"],type="b",col="blue"
,pch=8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==336,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==336,"sb"],type="b",col="green
3",pch=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==518,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==518,"sb"],type="b",col="red",
pch=18,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.9,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(wangenv[wangenv$day==1,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==1,"cod"],type =
"b",ylim=c(0,100),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="COD",main="f) COD (mg/L) plotted
against spatial position",lwd=3,lty=4)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==126,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==126,"cod"],type="b",col="gol
d2",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==260,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==260,"cod"],type="b",col="blu
e",pch=8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==336,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==336,"cod"],type="b",col="gre
en3",pch=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==518,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==518,"cod"],type="b",col="red"
,pch=18,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.9,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
dev.off()
#### ph, temperature, conductivity, alkalinity, toc, and chla
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tiff(file="Figure 4.4.jpg",width=14,height=14,units="in",pointsize = 12,bg
="transparent",res=800,compression="lzw")
par(mfrow=c(3,2), mar=c(0.1,0.1,0.1,0.1),cex=0.6,cex.axis=0.8,las=1)
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(wangenv[wangenv$day==1,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==1,"temp"],type =
"b",ylim=c(5,25),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="Temperature (°C)",main="a)
Temperature plotted against spatial position",lwd=3,lty=1)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==126,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==126,"temp"],type="b",col="go
ld2",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==260,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==260,"temp"],type="b",col="bl
ue",pch=8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==336,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==336,"temp"],type="b",col="gr
een3",pch=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==518,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==518,"temp"],type="b",col="re
d",pch=18,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.9,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(wangenv[wangenv$day==1,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==1,"ph2"],type =
"b",ylim=c(6.5,8.5),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="pH",main="b) pH plotted against
spatial position",lwd=3,lty=1)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==126,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==126,"ph2"],type="b",col="gol
d2",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==260,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==260,"ph2"],type="b",col="blu
e",pch=8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==336,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==336,"ph2"],type="b",col="gre
en3",pch=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==518,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==518,"ph2"],type="b",col="red
",pch=18,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.9,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(wangenv[wangenv$day==1,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==1,"alk"],type =
"b",ylim=c(0,200),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="Alkalinity (mg/L)",main="c)
Alkalinity plotted against spatial position",lwd=3,lty=1)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==126,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==126,"alk"],type="b",col="gold
2",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==260,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==260,"alk"],type="b",col="blue
",pch=8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==336,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==336,"alk"],type="b",col="gree
n3",pch=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==518,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==518,"alk"],type="b",col="red"
,pch=18,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
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legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.9,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(wangenv[wangenv$day==1,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==1,"chla"],type =
"b",ylim=c(0,40),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="Chlorophyll A (mg/L)",main="d)
Chlorophyll A plotted against spatial position",lwd=3,lty=1)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==126,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==126,"chla"],type="b",col="gol
d2",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==260,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==260,"chla"],type="b",col="blu
e",pch=8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==336,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==336,"chla"],type="b",col="gre
en3",pch=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==518,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==518,"chla"],type="b",col="red
",pch=18,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.9,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(wangenv[wangenv$day==1,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==1,"toc"],type =
"b",ylim=c(0,12),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="TOC(mg/L)",main="e) Total Organic
Carbon plotted against spatial position",lwd=3,lty=1)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==126,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==126,"toc"],type="b",col="gold
2",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==260,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==260,"toc"],type="b",col="blue
",pch=8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==336,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==336,"toc"],type="b",col="gree
n3",pch=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==518,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==518,"toc"],type="b",col="red"
,pch=18,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.9,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(wangenv[wangenv$day==1,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==1,"cond"],type =
"b",ylim=c(0,700),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="Conductivity (mg/L)",main="f)
Conductivity plotted against spatial position",lwd=3,lty=1)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==126,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==126,"cond"],type="b",col="go
ld2",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==260,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==260,"cond"],type="b",col="bl
ue",pch=8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==336,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==336,"cond"],type="b",col="gr
een3",pch=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==518,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==518,"cond"],type="b",col="re
d",pch=18,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
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legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.9,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
dev.off()
### DO, canop, velocity and turbidity
tiff(file="Figure 4.5.jpg",width=14,height=14,units="in",pointsize = 12,bg
="transparent",res=800,compression="lzw")
par(mfrow=c(3,2), mar=c(0.1,0.1,0.1,0.1),cex=0.6,cex.axis=0.8,las=1)
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(wangenv[wangenv$day==1,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==1,"vel"],type =
"b",ylim=c(0,0.8),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="Velocity (m/s)",main="a) Velocity
plotted against spatial position",lwd=3,lty=4)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==126,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==126,"vel"],type="b",col="gold
2",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==260,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==260,"vel"],type="b",col="blue
",pch=8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==336,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==336,"vel"],type="b",col="gree
n3",pch=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==518,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==518,"vel"],type="b",col="red"
,pch=18,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 2013", "April 2014", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=1,lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=5,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.8,title
="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(wangenv[wangenv$day==1,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==1,"turb"],type =
"b",ylim=c(0,100),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="Turbidity (NTU)",main="b)
Turbidity plotted against spatial position",lwd=3,lty=4)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==126,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==126,"turb"],type="b",col="gol
d2",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==260,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==260,"turb"],type="b",col="blu
e",pch=8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==336,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==336,"turb"],type="b",col="gre
en3",pch=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==518,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==518,"turb"],type="b",col="red
",pch=18,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 2013", "April 2014", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=1,lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=5,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.8,title
="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(wangenv[wangenv$day==1,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==1,"sed"],type =
"b",ylim=c(0.5,2.5),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="Sediment size (mm)",main="c)
Sediment size plotted against spatial position",lwd=3,lty=4)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==126,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==126,"sed"],type="b",col="gold
2",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5)
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points(wangenv[wangenv$day==260,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==260,"sed"],type="b",col="blue
",pch=8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==336,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==336,"sed"],type="b",col="gree
n3",pch=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==518,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==518,"sed"],type="b",col="red"
,pch=18,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 2013", "April 2014", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=1,lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=5,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.8,title
="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(wangenv[wangenv$day==1,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==1,"canop"],type =
"b",ylim=c(0,100),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="Canopy cover (%)",main="d) Canopy
cover plotted against spatial position",lwd=3,lty=4)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==126,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==126,"canop"],type="b",col="g
old2",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==260,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==260,"canop"],type="b",col="b
lue",pch=8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==336,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==336,"canop"],type="b",col="g
reen3",pch=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==518,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==518,"canop"],type="b",col="r
ed",pch=18,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.9,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
plot(wangenv[wangenv$day==1,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==1,"do"],type =
"b",ylim=c(4,20),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="Dissolved Oxygen (mg/L)",main="e)
DO plotted against spatial position",lwd=3,lty=4)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==126,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==126,"do"],type="b",col="gold
2",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==260,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==260,"do"],type="b",col="blue
",pch=8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==336,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==336,"do"],type="b",col="gree
n3",pch=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==518,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==518,"do"],type="b",col="red",
pch=18,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.9,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(wangenv[wangenv$day==1,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==1,"cfpom"],type =
"b",ylim=c(0,50),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="CPOM/ FPOM",main="f)
CPOM/FPOM plotted against spatial position",lwd=3,lty=4)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==126,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==126,"cfpom"],type="b",col="g
old2",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==260,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==260,"cfpom"],type="b",col="b
lue",pch=8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
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points(wangenv[wangenv$day==336,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==336,"cfpom"],type="b",col="g
reen3",pch=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3)
points(wangenv[wangenv$day==518,"dist"],wangenv[wangenv$day==518,"cfpom"],type="b",col="r
ed",pch=18,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.9,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
dev.off()
######”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*#######
# Ordered community table
vegemite(wangbug,1:40,scale="log") # Functions vegemite displays compact community tables
###”*”*”*”*”* PCO (Principal coordinate analysis)”*”*”*”*”* #######
wangbug.BC<-vegdist(sqrt(wangbug)) #Bray-Curtis dissimilarity matrix of square-root transformed
abundances
n<-dim(wangbug)[1]
p<-n-1
#cmdscale is multidimensional scaling, also known as principal coordinates analysis (Gower, 1966)
wangbug.mds<-cmdscale(wangbug.BC, k = p, eig = TRUE, add = TRUE, x.ret = FALSE)# PCoA
using the Bray-Curtis dissimilarity measure on square-root transformed abundances, and a correction
for negative eigenvalues
# add=TRUE, Logical indicating if an additive constant should be computed, and added to the nondiagonal dissimilarities such that all eigenvalues are non-negative in the underlying Principal Coordinates Analysis (see cmdscale for details)
pco.varpercent<-round(wangbug.mds$eig/sum(wangbug.mds$eig)*100,digits=1) # Percentage of
variation explained by each successive PCO axis
round(cumsum(wangbug$eig)/sum(wangbug.mds$eig)*100,digits=2)
edit(wangbug.mds$points)
pwangbug<-wangbug.mds$points
dim(pwangbug)
colnames(pwangbug)<-c(paste("pco",sep="",1:p))
edit(pwangbug)
##”*”*”*”*”* Diagnostics for PCO
wangeigens<-wangbug.mds$eig # eigenvalues
D=as.matrix(vegdist(sqrt(wangbug),diag=TRUE,upper=TRUE)) # symmetric BC dissimilarity matrix
n=dim(D)[1] # sample size
p=n-1 # no of PCO axes
nmax=20 #max no. of axes to plot
Y=sqrt(wangbug)
## Percentage of variation explained by each successive PCO axis:
round ( 100*wangeigens/sum(wangeigens) , digits=2)
###”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*
## ”*”*”*”*”*Scree plot with expectations for eigenvalues under the broken stick model
plot(1:n, 100*wangeigens/sum(wangeigens), type="b", xlab="PCO axis number",
ylab="Percent variation explained", pch=19, las=1,
main="a) Broken stick model", xlim=c(0,nmax))
abline(h=0)
broken.stick=rep(0,n)
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for (k in 1:p) broken.stick[k] = sum(1/(k:p))
broken.stick.perc = 100*broken.stick/sum(broken.stick)
points(1:n,broken.stick.perc, type="b", lty="dotted", cex=1.3,
xlim=c(0,nmax)) # Figure 4.7a
## Bootstrap eigenvalue method (e.g., see Jackson 1993 ).
nboot = 999
wangeigens.boot=matrix(rep(0,nboot*n),nrow=nboot, ncol=n, byrow=T)
wangeigens.perc.boot=matrix(rep(0,nboot*n),nrow=nboot, ncol=n, byrow=T)
for (iboot in 1:nboot) {
index = sample(1:n, replace=TRUE)
D.boot = D[index,index]
# Do the PCO and get eigenvalues from the bootstrap data
wangeigens.boot[iboot,1:n]= cmdscale(D.boot, k = p, eig = TRUE, add = TRUE, x.ret =
FALSE)$eig
wangeigens.perc.boot[iboot,1:n] =
100*wangeigens.boot[iboot,1:n]/sum(wangeigens.boot[iboot,1:n])
}
# Get the empirical 95% confidence interval on the bootstrap eigenvalues
low <- function(x) quantile(x,probs=0.025)
high <- function(x) quantile(x,probs=0.975)
lower = apply(wangeigens.perc.boot, MARGIN = 2, low)
upper = apply(wangeigens.perc.boot, MARGIN = 2, high)
centre = apply(wangeigens.perc.boot, MARGIN = 2, mean)
# Scree plot with the bootstrap results
plot(1:n, centre, type="b", xlab="PCO axis number",
ylab="Percent variation explained", las=1, pch=19, ylim = c(0,30),
main="b) Bootstrap eigenvector method", xlim=c(0,nmax)) #
abline(0,0)
arrows(1:n,lower,1:n,upper, code=3, length=0.1, angle = 90, xlim=c(0,nmax)) # Figure 4.7b
## Permutation method (e.g., McCune et al. 2002; Clarke et al. 2008) with variation explained by
each axis as either:
## 1. a fraction of the total (holistically), or
## 2. a fraction of the variation remaining given prior axes (conditionally)
nperm = 999
wangeigens.perm=matrix(rep(0,nperm*n),nrow=nperm, ncol=n, byrow=T)
wangeigens.perc.perm1=matrix(rep(0,nperm*n),nrow=nperm, ncol=n, byrow=T)
wangeigens.perc.perm2=matrix(rep(0,nperm*n),nrow=nperm, ncol=n, byrow=T)
nvars = dim(Y)[2] # no. of variables in original Y matrix
for (iperm in 1:nperm) {
Y.perm = matrix(rep(0,n*nvars), nrow=n, ncol=nvars, byrow=T)
for (k in 1:nvars) {
index = sample(1:n, replace=FALSE)
Y.perm[1:n,k] = Y[index,k]
}
D.perm = as.matrix(vegdist(Y.perm,diag=TRUE,upper=FALSE))
# Do the PCO and get eigenvalues from the permuted data
wangeigens.perm[iperm,1:n]= cmdscale(D.perm, k = p, eig = TRUE, add = TRUE,
x.ret = FALSE)$eig
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wangeigens.perc.perm1[iperm,1:n] =
100*wangeigens.perm[iperm,1:n]/sum(wangeigens.perm[iperm,1:n])
for (k in 1:n) {
wangeigens.perc.perm2[iperm,k] =
100*wangeigens.perm[iperm,k]/sum(wangeigens.perm[iperm,k:n])
}
}
# Get the empirical 95% confidence interval on the permutation eigenvalues, in
# each case
lower.p1 = apply(wangeigens.perc.perm1, MARGIN = 2, low)
upper.p1 = apply(wangeigens.perc.perm1, MARGIN = 2, high)
middle.p1 = apply(wangeigens.perc.perm1, MARGIN = 2, median)
lower.p2 = apply(wangeigens.perc.perm2, MARGIN = 2, low)
upper.p2 = apply(wangeigens.perc.perm2, MARGIN = 2, high)
middle.p2 = apply(wangeigens.perc.perm2, MARGIN = 2, median)
# Scree plot with the permutation results, holistic approach
plot(1:n, 100*wangeigens/sum(wangeigens), type="b", xlab="PCO axis number",
ylab="Percent variation explained", las=1, pch=19,
ylim = c(0,max(110*wangeigens/sum(wangeigens))),xlim=c(0,nmax),
main="c) Permutation method - holistic approach")
abline(0,0)
points(1:n, middle.p1, type="b", lty="dotted", cex=1.3,xlim=c(0,nmax))
arrows(1:n,lower.p1,1:n,upper.p1, code=3, length=0.1, angle = 90) # # Figure 4.7c
# Scree plot with the permutation results, conditional approach
real=rep(0,n)
for (k in 1:n) {real[k] = 100*wangeigens[k]/sum(wangeigens[k:n])}
plot(1:(n-2), real[1:(n-2)], type="b", xlab="PCO axis number",
ylab="Percent variation explained", las=1, pch=19,
ylim = c(0,max(120*wangeigens/sum(wangeigens))), xlim=c(0,nmax),
main="d) Permutation method - conditional approach")
abline(0,0)
points(1:(n-2), middle.p2[1:(n-2)], type="b", lty="dotted", cex=1.3)
arrows(1:(n-2),lower.p2[1:(n-2)],1:(n-2),upper.p2[1:(n-2)], code=3, length=0.1,
angle = 90) # Figure 4.7d
dev.off()
#################################################
#********* Figure 4.7 in the thesis *********#
tiff(file="Figure 4.7.jpg",width=6,height=6,units="in",pointsize = 12,bg =
"transparent",res=800,compression="lzw") # Save the following graph as a tif image
par(mfrow=c(2,2),mar=c(4,4,2.5,2)+0.1,cex=0.6,cex.axis=0.8,las=1)
# Scree plot with expectations for eigenvalues under the broken stick model
plot(1:n, 100*wangeigens/sum(wangeigens), type="b", xlab="PCO axis number",
ylab="Percent variation explained", pch=19, las=1, xlim=c(0,nmax))
abline(h=0)
broken.stick=rep(0,n)
for (k in 1:p) broken.stick[k] = sum(1/(k:p))
broken.stick.perc = 100*broken.stick/sum(broken.stick)
points(1:n,broken.stick.perc, type="b", lty="dotted", cex=1.3,
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xlim=c(0,nmax)) # Figure 4.7a
mtext("a",3,-5,cex=1.8)
# Scree plot with the bootstrap results
plot(1:n, centre, type="b", xlab="PCO axis number",
ylab="Percent variation explained", las=1, pch=19, ylim = c(0,max(upper)),
xlim=c(0,nmax))
abline(0,0)
arrows(1:n,lower,1:n,upper, code=3, length=0.1, angle = 90,
xlim=c(0,nmax)) # Figure 4.7b
mtext("b",3,-5,cex=1.8)
# Scree plot with the permutation results, holistic approach
plot(1:n, 100*wangeigens/sum(wangeigens), type="b", xlab="PCO axis number",
ylab="Percent variation explained", las=1, pch=19,
ylim = c(0,max(110*wangeigens/sum(wangeigens))),xlim=c(0,nmax))
abline(0,0)
points(1:n, middle.p1, type="b", lty="dotted", cex=1.3,xlim=c(0,nmax))
arrows(1:n,lower.p1,1:n,upper.p1, code=3, length=0.1, angle = 90) # Figure 4.7c
mtext("c",3,-5,cex=1.8)
# Scree plot with the permutation results, conditional approach
real=rep(0,n)
for (k in 1:n) {real[k] = 100*wangeigens[k]/sum(wangeigens[k:n])}
plot(1:(n-2), real[1:(n-2)], type="b", xlab="PCO axis number",
ylab="Percent variation explained", las=1, pch=19,
ylim = c(0,max(110*wangeigens/sum(wangeigens))), xlim=c(0,nmax))
abline(0,0)
points(1:(n-2), middle.p2[1:(n-2)], type="b", lty="dotted", cex=1.3)
arrows(1:(n-2),lower.p2[1:(n-2)],1:(n-2),upper.p2[1:(n-2)], code=3, length=0.1,
angle = 90) # Figure 4.7d
mtext("d",3,-5,cex=1.8)
dev.off()
## Further exploratory analysis #combine environmental data and benthos data
edit(wangenv)
bugenv<-cbind(wangenv,pwangbug)# combine environmental data and PCO matrix
edit(bugenv)
dim(bugenv)
edit(pwangbug)
################ displaying date labels on x-axis for Figure 4.6
edit(bugenv)
as.character(bugenv$date)
bugenv$date<-as.Date(as.character(bugenv$date), format="%d-%m-%Y")
mydates<-bugenv[bugenv$dist==0,"date"]
mydaterange=c(as.POSIXlt(min(mydates)),as.POSIXlt(max(mydates)))
#********* Figure 4.6 in the thesis *********#
####”*”*”*”*”*#rainfall, discharge and creek flow rate graphs
tiff(file="rain and flow rate.tif",width=12,height=14,units="in",pointsize = 12,bg
="transparent",res=800,compression="lzw")
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par(mfrow=c(3,1), mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=1.2,cex.axis=0.8,las=1)
plot(mydates,bugenv[bugenv$dist==0,"dayflow"],type =
"p",ylim=c(0,200),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="day",ylab="Creek flow rate (ML/day)",main="Average
daily Creek flow rate plotted against time",lwd=3,lty=2,xaxt="n")
axis.Date(side=1,mydates,at=seq(mydaterange[1],mydaterange[2],by="month"),format="%b-%y")
plot(mydates,wangenv[wangenv$dist==0,"dflow"],type =
"p",ylim=c(0,10),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="day",ylab="Discharge flow rate (ML/day)",main="Daily
effluent discharge flow rate plotted against time",lwd=3,lty=2,xaxt="n",col="blue")
axis.Date(side=1,mydates,at=seq(mydaterange[1],mydaterange[2],by="month"),format="%b-%y")
plot(mydates,bugenv[bugenv$dist==0,"rain3"],type =
"p",ylim=c(0,10),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="day",ylab="rainfall(mm)",main="Three-month average
rainfall plotted against time",lwd=3,lty=2,xaxt="n",col="red")
axis.Date(side=1,mydates,at=seq(mydaterange[1],mydaterange[2],by="month"),format="%b-%y")
dev.off()
tiff(file="rainfall (a month).tif",width=6,height=3.5,units="in",pointsize = 12,bg =
"transparent",res=800,compression="lzw")
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(mydates,bugenv[bugenv$dist==0,"rain2"],type =
"p",ylim=c(0,10),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="day",ylab="rainfall(mm)",main="Average rainfall (a month)
plotted against time",lwd=3,lty=2,xaxt="n",col="blue")
axis.Date(side=1,mydates,at=seq(mydaterange[1],mydaterange[2],by="month"),format="%b-%y")
dev.off()
####”*”*”*”*”*PCO1 plotted against spatial position ”*”*”*”*”*#
#********* Figure 4.8 in the thesis *********#
tiff(file="Figure 4.8.tif",width=14,height=14,units="in",pointsize = 12,bg
="transparent",res=800,compression="lzw")
par(mfrow=c(3,2), mar=c(0.1,0.1,0.1,0.1),cex=0.6,cex.axis=0.8,las=1)
##PCO1 against distance
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(bugenv[bugenv$day==1,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==1,"pco1"],type = "b",ylim=c(.6,1),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="PCO1",main="a) PCO1 plotted against spatial
position",lwd=3,lty=1)
points(bugenv[bugenv$day==126,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==126,"pco1"],type="b",col="gold2",p
ch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(bugenv[bugenv$day==260,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==260,"pco1"],type="b",col="blue",pch
=8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(bugenv[bugenv$day==336,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==336,"pco1"],type="b",col="green3",
pch=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(bugenv[bugenv$day==518,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==518,"pco1"],type="b",col="red",pch
=18,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.9,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
##PCO2 against distance
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par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(bugenv[bugenv$day==1,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==1,"pco2"],type = "b",ylim=c(.6,1),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="PCO2",main="b) PCO2 plotted against spatial
position",lwd=3,lty=1)
points(bugenv[bugenv$day==126,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==126,"pco2"],type="b",col="gold2",p
ch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(bugenv[bugenv$day==260,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==260,"pco2"],type="b",col="blue",pch
=8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(bugenv[bugenv$day==336,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==336,"pco2"],type="b",col="green3",
pch=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(bugenv[bugenv$day==518,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==518,"pco2"],type="b",col="red",pch
=18,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.9,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
##PCO3 against distance
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(bugenv[bugenv$day==1,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==1,"pco3"],type = "b",ylim=c(.6,1),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="PCO3",main="c) PCO3 plotted against spatial
position",lwd=3,lty=1)
points(bugenv[bugenv$day==126,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==126,"pco3"],type="b",col="gold2",p
ch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(bugenv[bugenv$day==260,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==260,"pco3"],type="b",col="blue",pch
=8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(bugenv[bugenv$day==336,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==336,"pco3"],type="b",col="green3",
pch=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(bugenv[bugenv$day==518,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==518,"pco3"],type="b",col="red",pch
=18,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.9,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
##PCO4 against distance
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(bugenv[bugenv$day==1,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==1,"pco4"],type = "b",ylim=c(.6,1),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="PCO4",main="d) PCO4 plotted against spatial
position",lwd=3,lty=1)
points(bugenv[bugenv$day==126,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==126,"pco4"],type="b",col="gold2",p
ch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(bugenv[bugenv$day==260,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==260,"pco4"],type="b",col="blue",pch
=8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(bugenv[bugenv$day==336,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==336,"pco4"],type="b",col="green3",
pch=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(bugenv[bugenv$day==518,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==518,"pco4"],type="b",col="red",pch
=18,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.9,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
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##PCO5 against distance
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(bugenv[bugenv$day==1,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==1,"pco5"],type = "b",ylim=c(.6,1),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="PCO5",main="e) PCO5 plotted against spatial
position",lwd=3,lty=1)
points(bugenv[bugenv$day==126,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==126,"pco5"],type="b",col="gold2",p
ch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(bugenv[bugenv$day==260,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==260,"pco5"],type="b",col="blue",pch
=8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(bugenv[bugenv$day==336,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==336,"pco5"],type="b",col="green3",
pch=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(bugenv[bugenv$day==518,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==518,"pco5"],type="b",col="red",pch
=18,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.9,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
##PCO6 against distance
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(bugenv[bugenv$day==1,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==1,"pco6"],type = "b",ylim=c(.6,1),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="PCO6",main="f) PCO6 plotted against spatial
position",lwd=3,lty=1)
points(bugenv[bugenv$day==126,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==126,"pco6"],type="b",col="gold2",p
ch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(bugenv[bugenv$day==260,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==260,"pco6"],type="b",col="blue",pch
=8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(bugenv[bugenv$day==336,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==336,"pco6"],type="b",col="green3",
pch=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(bugenv[bugenv$day==518,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==518,"pco6"],type="b",col="red",pch
=18,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.9,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
dev.off()
################ displaying date labels on x-axis for Figure 4.9
edit(bugenv)
as.character(bugenv$date)
bugenv$date<-as.Date(as.character(bugenv$date), format="%d-%m-%Y")
mydates<-bugenv[bugenv$dist==0,"date"]
mydaterange=c(as.POSIXlt(min(mydates)),as.POSIXlt(max(mydates)))
########”*”*”*”*”*PCOs plotted against time ”*”*”*”*”* ##********* Figure 4.9 in the thesis
*********#
##PCO1 against time
tiff(file="Figure 4.9.jpg",width=14,height=14,units="in",pointsize = 12,bg
="transparent",res=800,compression="lzw")
par(mfrow=c(3,2), mar=c(2,4.5,2,0.5),cex=1.5,cex.axis=0.7,las=1,cex.main=0.8)
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#par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(mydates,bugenv[bugenv$dist==0,"pco1"],type = "b",ylim=c(.8,.8),pch=19,cex=1,xlab="day",ylab="PCO1",main="a) PCO1 plotted against
time",lwd=3,lty=2,cex.main=1,xaxt="n")
points(mydates,bugenv[bugenv$dist==1.8,"pco1"],type="b",col="deep
pink",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1,lty=3)
points(mydates,bugenv[bugenv$dist==3.2,"pco1"],type="b",col="blue",pch=8,cex=1,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(mydates,bugenv[bugenv$dist==3.9,"pco1"],type="b",col="green",pch=17,cex=1,lwd=3,lty=5)
points(mydates,bugenv[bugenv$dist==4.08,"pco1"],type="b",col="red",pch=18,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=6
)
points(mydates,bugenv[bugenv$dist==4.83,"pco1"],type="b",col="gold2",pch=18,cex=1.52,lwd=3,lt
y=7)
points(mydates,bugenv[bugenv$dist==6.53,"pco1"],type="b",col="lightseagreen",pch=18,cex=1.5,lw
d=3,lty=6)
points(mydates,bugenv[bugenv$dist==7.08,"pco1"],type="b",col="sienna2",pch=18,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lt
y=6)
labels<-axis.Date(side=1,mydates,at=seq(mydaterange[1],mydaterange[2],by="month"),format="%b%y")
legend("bottomright",inset=c(0,0),legend=levels(as.factor(bugenv$dist)),lty=1,lwd=2,col=c("black","
deep
pink","blue","green","red","gold2","lightseagreen","sienna2"),ncol=4,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.6,title="di
stance(km)")
##PCO2 against time
#tiff(file="pco2-time.tif",width=6,height=3.5,units="in",pointsize = 12,bg =
"transparent",res=800,compression="lzw") # Save the following graph as a tif image
#par(mar=c(4,4,2.5,2)+0.1,cex=0.6,cex.axis=0.8,las=1)
plot(mydates,bugenv[bugenv$dist==0,"pco2"],type = "b",ylim=c(.8,.8),pch=19,cex=1,xlab="day",ylab="PCO2",main="b) PCO2 plotted against
time",lwd=3,lty=2,cex.main=1,xaxt="n")
points(mydates,bugenv[bugenv$dist==1.8,"pco2"],type="b",col="deep
pink",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1,lty=3)
points(mydates,bugenv[bugenv$dist==3.2,"pco2"],type="b",col="blue",pch=8,cex=1,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(mydates,bugenv[bugenv$dist==3.9,"pco2"],type="b",col="green",pch=17,cex=1,lwd=3,lty=5)
points(mydates,bugenv[bugenv$dist==4.08,"pco2"],type="b",col="red",pch=18,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=6
)
points(mydates,bugenv[bugenv$dist==4.83,"pco2"],type="b",col="gold2",pch=18,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty
=7)
points(mydates,bugenv[bugenv$dist==6.53,"pco2"],type="b",col="lightseagreen",pch=18,cex=1.5,lw
d=3,lty=6)
points(mydates,bugenv[bugenv$dist==7.08,"pco2"],type="b",col="sienna2",pch=18,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lt
y=6)
labels<-axis.Date(side=1,mydates,at=seq(mydaterange[1],mydaterange[2],by="month"),format="%b%y")
legend("bottomright",inset=c(0,0),legend=levels(as.factor(bugenv$dist)),lty=1,lwd=2,col=c("black","
deep
pink","blue","green","red","gold2","lightseagreen","sienna2"),ncol=4,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.6,title="di
stance(km)")
##PCO3 against time
#tiff(file="pco3-time.tif",width=6,height=3.5,units="in",pointsize = 12,bg =
"transparent",res=800,compression="lzw") # Save the following graph as a tif image
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plot(mydates,bugenv[bugenv$dist==0,"pco3"],type = "b",ylim=c(.8,.8),pch=19,cex=1,xlab="day",ylab="PCO3",main="c) PCO3 plotted against
time",lwd=3,lty=2,cex.main=1,xaxt="n")
points(mydates,bugenv[bugenv$dist==1.8,"pco3"],type="b",col="deep
pink",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1,lty=3)
points(mydates,bugenv[bugenv$dist==3.2,"pco3"],type="b",col="blue",pch=8,cex=1,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(mydates,bugenv[bugenv$dist==3.9,"pco3"],type="b",col="green",pch=17,cex=1,lwd=3,lty=5)
points(mydates,bugenv[bugenv$dist==4.08,"pco3"],type="b",col="red",pch=18,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=6
)
points(mydates,bugenv[bugenv$dist==4.83,"pco3"],type="b",col="gold2",pch=18,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty
=7)
points(mydates,bugenv[bugenv$dist==6.53,"pco3"],type="b",col="lightseagreen",pch=18,cex=1.5,lw
d=3,lty=6)
points(mydates,bugenv[bugenv$dist==7.08,"pco3"],type="b",col="sienna2",pch=18,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lt
y=6)
labels<-axis.Date(side=1,mydates,at=seq(mydaterange[1],mydaterange[2],by="month"),format="%b%y")
legend("bottomright",inset=c(0,0),legend=levels(as.factor(bugenv$dist)),lty=1,lwd=2,col=c("black","
deep
pink","blue","green","red","gold2","lightseagreen","sienna2"),ncol=4,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.6,title="di
stance(km)")
#dev.off()
##PCO4 against time
#tiff(file="pco4-time.tif",width=6,height=3.5,units="in",pointsize = 12,bg =
"transparent",res=800,compression="lzw") # Save the following graph as a tif image
plot(mydates,bugenv[bugenv$dist==0,"pco4"],type = "b",ylim=c(.8,.8),pch=19,cex=1,xlab="day",ylab="PCO4",main="d) PCO4 plotted against
time",lwd=3,lty=2,cex.main=1,xaxt="n")
points(mydates,bugenv[bugenv$dist==1.8,"pco4"],type="b",col="deep
pink",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1,lty=3)
points(mydates,bugenv[bugenv$dist==3.2,"pco4"],type="b",col="blue",pch=8,cex=1,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(mydates,bugenv[bugenv$dist==3.9,"pco4"],type="b",col="green",pch=17,cex=1,lwd=3,lty=5)
points(mydates,bugenv[bugenv$dist==4.08,"pco4"],type="b",col="red",pch=18,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=6
)
points(mydates,bugenv[bugenv$dist==4.83,"pco4"],type="b",col="gold2",pch=18,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty
=7)
points(mydates,bugenv[bugenv$dist==6.53,"pco4"],type="b",col="lightseagreen",pch=18,cex=1.5,lw
d=3,lty=6)
points(mydates,bugenv[bugenv$dist==7.08,"pco4"],type="b",col="sienna2",pch=18,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lt
y=6)
labels<-axis.Date(side=1,mydates,at=seq(mydaterange[1],mydaterange[2],by="month"),format="%b%y")
legend("bottomright",inset=c(0,0),legend=levels(as.factor(bugenv$dist)),lty=1,lwd=2,col=c("black","
deep
pink","blue","green","red","gold2","lightseagreen","sienna2"),ncol=4,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.6,title="di
stance(km)")
#dev.off()
##PCO5 against time
#tiff(file="pco5-time.tif",width=6,height=3.5,units="in",pointsize = 12,bg =
"transparent",res=800,compression="lzw") # Save the following graph as a tif image
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plot(mydates,bugenv[bugenv$dist==0,"pco5"],type = "b",ylim=c(.8,.8),pch=19,cex=1,xlab="day",ylab="PCO5",main="e) PCO5 plotted against
time",lwd=3,lty=2,cex.main=1,xaxt="n")
points(mydates,bugenv[bugenv$dist==1.8,"pco5"],type="b",col="deep
pink",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=3)
points(mydates,bugenv[bugenv$dist==3.2,"pco5"],type="b",col="blue",pch=8,cex=1,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(mydates,bugenv[bugenv$dist==3.9,"pco5"],type="b",col="green",pch=17,cex=1,lwd=3,lty=5)
points(mydates,bugenv[bugenv$dist==4.08,"pco5"],type="b",col="red",pch=18,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=6
)
points(mydates,bugenv[bugenv$dist==4.83,"pco5"],type="b",col="gold2",pch=18,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty
=7)
points(mydates,bugenv[bugenv$dist==6.53,"pco5"],type="b",col="lightseagreen",pch=18,cex=1.5,lw
d=3,lty=6)
points(mydates,bugenv[bugenv$dist==7.08,"pco5"],type="b",col="sienna2",pch=18,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lt
y=6)
labels<-axis.Date(side=1,mydates,at=seq(mydaterange[1],mydaterange[2],by="month"),format="%b%y")
legend("bottomright",inset=c(0,0),legend=levels(as.factor(bugenv$dist)),lty=1,lwd=2,col=c("black","
deep
pink","blue","green","red","gold2","lightseagreen","sienna2"),ncol=4,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.6,title="di
stance(km)")
#dev.off()
##PCO6 against time
#tiff(file="pco6-time.tif",width=6,height=3.5,units="in",pointsize = 12,bg =
"transparent",res=800,compression="lzw") # Save the following graph as a tif image
#par(mar=c(4,4,2.5,2)+0.1,cex=0.6,cex.axis=0.8,las=1)
plot(mydates,bugenv[bugenv$dist==0,"pco6"],type = "b",ylim=c(.8,.8),pch=19,cex=1,xlab="day",ylab="PCO6",main="f) PCO6 plotted against
time",lwd=3,lty=2,cex.main=1,xaxt="n")
points(mydates,bugenv[bugenv$dist==1.8,"pco6"],type="b",col="deep
pink",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1,lty=3)
points(mydates,bugenv[bugenv$dist==3.2,"pco6"],type="b",col="blue",pch=8,cex=1,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(mydates,bugenv[bugenv$dist==3.9,"pco6"],type="b",col="green",pch=17,cex=1,lwd=3,lty=5)
points(mydates,bugenv[bugenv$dist==4.08,"pco6"],type="b",col="red",pch=18,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=6
)
points(mydates,bugenv[bugenv$dist==4.83,"pco6"],type="b",col="gold2",pch=18,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty
=7)
points(mydates,bugenv[bugenv$dist==6.53,"pco6"],type="b",col="lightseagreen",pch=18,cex=1.5,lw
d=3,lty=6)
points(mydates,bugenv[bugenv$dist==7.08,"pco6"],type="b",col="sienna2",pch=18,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lt
y=6)
labels<-axis.Date(side=1,mydates,at=seq(mydaterange[1],mydaterange[2],by="month"),format="%b%y")
legend("bottomright",inset=c(0,0),legend=levels(as.factor(bugenv$dist)),lty=1,lwd=2,col=c("black","
deep
pink","blue","green","red","gold2","lightseagreen","sienna2"),ncol=4,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.6,title="di
stance(km)")
dev.off()
##PCO7 against time
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tiff(file="pco7-time.tif",width=6,height=3.5,units="in",pointsize = 12,bg =
"transparent",res=800,compression="lzw") # Save the following graph as a tif image
par(mar=c(4,4,2.5,2)+0.1,cex=0.6,cex.axis=0.8,las=1)
plot(mydates,bugenv[bugenv$dist==0,"pco7"],type = "b",ylim=c(.7,.7),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="day",ylab="PCO7",main="PCO7 plotted against
time",lwd=3,lty=2,xaxt="n")
points(mydates,bugenv[bugenv$dist==1.8,"pco7"],type="b",col="deep
pink",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=3)
points(mydates,bugenv[bugenv$dist==3.2,"pco7"],type="b",col="blue",pch=8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(mydates,bugenv[bugenv$dist==3.9,"pco7"],type="b",col="green",pch=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=
5)
points(mydates,bugenv[bugenv$dist==4.08,"pco7"],type="b",col="red",pch=18,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=6)
points(mydates,bugenv[bugenv$dist==4.83,"pco7"],type="b",col="gold2",pch=18,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=7
)
points(mydates,bugenv[bugenv$dist==6.53,"pco7"],type="b",col="lightseagreen",pch=18,cex=2,lwd
=3,lty=6)
points(mydates,bugenv[bugenv$dist==7.08,"pco7"],type="b",col="sienna2",pch=18,cex=2,lwd=3,lty
=6)
labels<-axis.Date(side=1,mydates,at=seq(mydaterange[1],mydaterange[2],by="month"),format="%b%y")
legend("bottomright",inset=c(0,0),legend=levels(as.factor(bugenv$dist)),lty=1,lwd=2,col=c("black","
deep
pink","blue","green","red","gold2","lightseagreen","sienna2"),ncol=4,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.8,title="di
stance(km)")
dev.off()
#********* Figure 4.11 in the thesis *********#
tiff(file="Figure 4.11.jpg",width=14,height=14,units="in",pointsize = 12,bg
="transparent",res=800,compression="lzw")
par(mfrow=c(3,2), mar=c(2,4.5,2,0.5),cex=1.5,cex.axis=0.9,las=1,cex.main=1.5)
####prediction with Temperature
tempo<-lm(pco1~temp,data=bugenv)
summary(tempo)
fitted(tempo)
tempo1<-cbind(cbind(fitted(tempo),residuals(tempo)),bugenv)#
attributes(tempo1)
names(tempo1[,1:2])<-c("fitted","residual")
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"1"],type = "b",ylim=c(.6,0.6),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="PCO1",main="a) Prediction with
temperature",lwd=3,lty=1)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"1"],type="b",col="gold2",pch=
15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"1"],type="b",col="blue",pch=8
,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"1"],type="b",col="green3",pch
=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"1"],type="b",col="red",pch=18
,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
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legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.8,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
####prediction with conductivity
tempo<-lm(pco1~cond,data=bugenv)
summary(tempo)
fitted(tempo)
tempo1<cbind(cbind(fitted(tempo),residuals(tempo)),bugenv[complete.cases(bugenv[,c("temp","cond")]),])
attributes(tempo1)
names(tempo1[,1:2])<-c("fitted","residual")
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"1"],type = "b",ylim=c(.6,0.6),pch=19,col="gold2",cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="PCO1",main="b) Prediction with
conductivity",lwd=3,lty=1)
#points(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"1"],type="b",col="gold2",pch
=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"1"],type="b",col="blue",pch=8
,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"1"],type="b",col="green3",pch
=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"1"],type="b",col="red",pch=18
,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.8,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
####prediction with Temperature and Conductivity
tempo<-lm(pco1~temp+cond,data=bugenv)
summary(tempo)
fitted(tempo)
tempo1<cbind(cbind(fitted(tempo),residuals(tempo)),bugenv[complete.cases(bugenv[,c("temp","cond")]),])
attributes(tempo1)
names(tempo1[,1:2])<-c("fitted","residual")
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"1"],type = "b",ylim=c(.6,0.6),pch=19,col="gold2",cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="PCO1",main="c) Prediction with
Temperature and Conductivity",lwd=3,lty=1)
#points(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"1"],type="b",col="gold2",pch
=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"1"],type="b",col="blue",pch=8
,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"1"],type="b",col="green3",pch
=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"1"],type="b",col="red",pch=18
,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
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legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.8,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
####prediction with Temperature * Conductivity interaction
tempo<-lm(pco1~temp+cond+temp:cond,data=bugenv)
anova(tempo) #********* Table 4.3 *********#
summary(tempo) #********* Table 4.4 *********#
fitted(tempo)
tempo1<cbind(cbind(fitted(tempo),residuals(tempo)),bugenv[complete.cases(bugenv[,c("temp","cond")]),])
attributes(tempo1)
names(tempo1[,1:2])<-c("fitted","residual")
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"1"],type = "b",ylim=c(.6,0.6),pch=19,col="gold2",cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="PCO1",main="d) Prediction with
Temperature * Conductivity interaction",lwd=3,lty=1)
#points(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"1"],type="b",col="gold2",pch
=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"1"],type="b",col="blue",pch=8
,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"1"],type="b",col="green3",pch
=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"1"],type="b",col="red",pch=18
,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.8,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
###### fitted and residual for environmental variables
tempo<-lm(pco1~tn+op+zn+temp+cond+temp:cond,data=bugenv)
summary(tempo)
fitted(tempo)
tempo1<cbind(cbind(fitted(tempo),residuals(tempo)),bugenv[complete.cases(bugenv[,c("temp","cond")]),])
attributes(tempo1)
names(tempo1[,1:2])<-c("fitted","residual")
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"1"],type = "b",ylim=c(.6,0.6),pch=19,col="gold2",cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="PCO1",main="e) Prediction with
Temperature * Conductivity interaction\n and other water quality parameters",lwd=3,lty=1)
#points(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"1"],type="b",col="gold2",pch
=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"1"],type="b",col="blue",pch=8
,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"1"],type="b",col="green3",pch
=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=4)
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points(tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"1"],type="b",col="red",pch=18
,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.8,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
##PCO1 against distance
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(bugenv[bugenv$day==1,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==1,"pco1"],type = "b",ylim=c(.6,0.68),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="PCO1",main="f) PCO1 plotted against spatial
position",lwd=3,lty=1)
points(bugenv[bugenv$day==126,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==126,"pco1"],type="b",col="gold2",p
ch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(bugenv[bugenv$day==260,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==260,"pco1"],type="b",col="blue",pch
=8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(bugenv[bugenv$day==336,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==336,"pco1"],type="b",col="green3",
pch=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(bugenv[bugenv$day==518,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==518,"pco1"],type="b",col="red",pch
=18,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.9,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
dev.off()
# residuals
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"2"],type = "b",ylim=c(.6,0.6),pch=19,col="gold2",cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="PCO1",main="residuals",lwd=3,lty=
1)
#points(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"2"],type="b",col="gold2",pch
=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"2"],type="b",col="blue",pch=8
,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"2"],type="b",col="green3",pch
=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"2"],type="b",col="red",pch=18
,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.8,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
#####”*”*”*”*”*causal model 1 (Model building)”*”*”*”*”*##### Modelling macroinvertebrate
community data as a function of space and time (4.7.1.1)
####”*”*”*”*”* dbRDA
#####”*”*”*”*”* Simulations to generate effluent and time vectors and add them to the data frame
wangenv$eff<-ifelse(wangenv$dist<4,0,1)
wangenv$time<-as.factor(wangenv$time)
#sim.pco2<-wangenv$eff
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edit(wangenv)
#to subset times after time 1 can use wangenv$time%in%c("2","3","4","5")
#wang.cap1<capscale(formula=wangbug.BC~sin(2*pi*day/365)+cos(2*pi*day/365)+sin(2*pi*day/365):dist+cos(
2*pi*day/365):dist+eff:time+eff:time:dist,data=wangenv,comm=wangbug,add=TRUE,na.action=na.o
mit)
#wang.cap1<capscale(formula=wangbug.BC~as.factor(eff)*time*dist,data=wangenv,comm=wangbug,add=TRUE,
na.action=na.omit)
#wang.cap1<capscale(formula=wangbug.BC~as.factor(eff)+time+dist+as.factor(eff):time,data=wangenv,comm=w
angbug,add=TRUE,na.action=na.omit)
#wang.cap1<capscale(formula=wangbug.BC~dist+time+dist:time+eff+eff:time+eff:dist+eff:dist:time,data=wangen
v,comm=wangbug,add=TRUE,na.action=na.omit)
#wang.cap1<capscale(formula=wangbug.BC~dist+time+dist:time+eff+eff:time+eff:dist:time,data=wangenv,comm
=wangbug,add=TRUE,na.action=na.omit)
#wang.cap1<capscale(formula=wangbug.BC~dist+time+dist:time+eff+eff:time+eff:dist:time,data=wangenv,comm
=wangbug,add=TRUE,na.action=na.omit)
#wang.cap1<capscale(formula=wangbug.BC~dist+time+dist:time+eff:time+eff:dist:time,data=wangenv,comm=wa
ngbug,add=TRUE,na.action=na.omit)
#wang.cap1<capscale(formula=wangbug.BC~eff+time+dist+eff:time+eff:dist+time:dist+eff:dist:time,data=wangen
v,comm=wangbug,add=TRUE,na.action=na.omit) #
wang.cap1<capscale(formula=wangbug.BC~dist+time+dist:time+eff+eff:time+eff:dist:time,data=wangenv,comm
=wangbug,add=TRUE,na.action=na.omit)
summary(wang.cap1)
wang.anova1<-anova(wang.cap1,by="term",permutations = how(nperm=9999))
print(wang.anova1) #********* Table 4.6 *********# in the thesis (ANOVA table for dbRDA
model with space and time as predictors)
wang.cap1b<capscale(formula=wangbug.BC~dist+time+dist:time,data=wangenv,comm=wangbug,add=TRUE,na.a
ction=na.omit)
summary(wang.cap1b)
wang.anova1b<-anova(wang.cap1b,by="term")
print(wang.anova1b) #********* Table 4.8 *********# Spatiotemporal model without effluent
terms
anova(wang.cap1b,wang.cap1,permutations = how(nperm=9999))
# Calculate fitted and residual PCOs
#design<-scale(model.matrix(~1+sin(2*pi*day/365)+cos(2*pi*day/365)+sin(2*pi*day/365):dist+cos(2*pi*day/365):dist+eff:time+ef
f:time*dist,data=wangenv),center=TRUE,scale=FALSE) #BIC=-119.6
#design<-scale(model.matrix(~1+as.factor(eff)+time+dist+as.factor(eff):time,data=wangenv),center=FALSE,scale=FALSE) #BIC=119.6 # construct centred desin matrix
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#design<-scale(model.matrix(~1+dist+time+dist:time+eff+eff:dist+eff:time,data=wangenv),center=FALSE,scale=FALSE) #BIC=119.6 # construct centred desin matrix
#design<-scale(model.matrix(~1+dist+time+eff+dist:time+eff:time+eff:dist:time,data=wangenv),center=FALSE,scale=FALSE)
#BIC=-119.6 # construct centred desin matrix#Final1
#design<-scale(model.matrix(~-1+dist+time+dist:time,data=wangenv),center=FALSE,scale=FALSE)
#BIC=-10.0192 # construct centred desin matrix
#design<-scale(model.matrix(~1+as.factor(eff)+time+dist+as.factor(eff):time,data=wangenv),center=FALSE,scale=FALSE) #
b<-model.matrix(~-1+dist+time+dist:time+eff+eff:time+eff:dist:time,data=wangenv)
design<-scale(model.matrix(~1+dist+time+dist:time+eff+eff:time+eff:dist:time,data=wangenv),center=FALSE,scale=FALSE) #
edit(design)
edit(b)
pco.beta<-qr.coef(qr(design),pwangbug)
edit(pco.beta)
pco.predict<-qr.fitted(qr(design),pwangbug)
pco.resid<-pwangbug-pco.predict # Compute PCO residuals
dim(pco.resid)
colnames(pco.resid)<-c(paste("res",sep="",1:p))
colnames(pco.predict)<-c(paste("pred",sep="",1:p))
envpcores<-cbind(wangenv,pco.resid)
envpcopred<-cbind(wangenv,pco.predict)
##compute AIC and BIC
sum(diag(var(pwangbug)))*p
sum(diag(var(pco.predict)))*p
100*(sum(diag(var(pco.predict)))*p)/(sum(diag(var(pwangbug)))*p)
SS.res<-sum(diag(var(pco.resid)))*p
SS.res
AIC<-n*log(SS.res/n)+2*dim(design)[2]
AIC# -26.26407
BIC<-n*log(SS.res/n)+log(n)*dim(design)[2]
BIC
edit(pco.resid)
edit(envpcopred)
alldata<-cbind(envpcopred,pwangbug)#
####plot predicted and residual values vs. distance and time
xyplot(pred1~time,groups=dist,data=envpcopred,type="b",pch=c(1:6),auto.key=list(columns=4))
xyplot(pred1~dist,groups=time,data=envpcopred,type="b",auto.key=list(columns=5))
xyplot(res1~time,groups=dist,data=envpcores,type="b",pch=c(1:6),auto.key=list(columns=4))
xyplot(res1~dist,groups=time,data=envpcores,type="b",auto.key=list(columns=5))
xyplot(pred2~time,groups=dist,data=envpcopred,type="b",pch=c(1:6),auto.key=list(columns=4))
xyplot(pred2~dist,groups=time,data=envpcopred,type="b",auto.key=list(columns=5))
xyplot(res2~time,groups=dist,data=envpcores,type="b",pch=c(1:6),auto.key=list(columns=4))
xyplot(res2~dist,groups=time,data=envpcores,type="b",auto.key=list(columns=5))
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#####
tempo<-lm(pco1~tn+op+zn+temp+cond+temp:cond,data=alldata)
summary(tempo)
fitted(tempo)
tempo1<cbind(cbind(fitted(tempo),residuals(tempo)),alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("temp","cond")]),])
attributes(tempo1)
names(tempo1[,1:2])<-c("fitted","residual")
tempo3<-lm(tempo1[,2]~tempo1$pred1) ### first we need to caculate the predicted values for pcos
by modelling them as a function of time and space
summary(tempo3)#p-value: 0.07102 # Fitted values in the model above explain all the variation seen
in predicted values of pcos
#########################################
# Residual diagnostics
resid.d<-vegdist(pco.resid,method="euclidean") #Distance matrix of residuals for Mantel correlogram
dist.d<-dist(scale(wangenv[,c("day")],scale=FALSE),method="euclidean") #Distance matrix of
sampling times for Mantel correlogram
plot(mgram(resid.d,dist.d),xlab="Lag") # mantel correlogram with function "mgram" in ecodist
package
plot(mantel.correlog(resid.d,dist.d,nperm=99,n.class=16,cutoff=FALSE)) # mantel correlogram with
function "mantel.correlog" in vegan package
dev.off()
##”*”*”*”*”* Plot predictions
max(wangenv$dist)
#Generate predictions
xygrid<-expand.grid(seq(1,5,1),seq(0,7.1,0.1))
colnames(xygrid)<-c("time","dist")
edit(xygrid)
#days are 1,125,260,336,518
for (i in 1:dim(xygrid)[1]) {
if (xygrid$time[i]==1) xygrid$day[i]<-1
if (xygrid$time[i]==2) xygrid$day[i]<-125
if (xygrid$time[i]==3) xygrid$day[i]<-260
if (xygrid$time[i]==4) xygrid$day[i]<-336
if (xygrid$time[i]==5) xygrid$day[i]<-518
}
#xygrid$eff<-as.factor(ifelse(xygrid$dist<4,0,1))
xygrid$eff<-ifelse(xygrid$dist<4,0,1)
colnames(xygrid)<-c("time","dist","day","eff")
xygrid$time<-as.factor(xygrid$time)
edit(xygrid) #use xygrid as data for design
#design2<-scale(model.matrix(~1+sin(2*pi*day/365)+cos(2*pi*day/365)+sin(2*pi*day/365):dist+cos(2*pi*day/365):dist+eff:time+ef
f:time*dist,data=xygrid),center=TRUE,scale=FALSE)
#design2<-scale(model.matrix(~1+dist+time+dist:time+eff+eff:time+eff:dist:time,data=xygrid),center=FALSE,scale=FALSE)#
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#design2<-scale(model.matrix(~1+as.factor(eff)+time+dist+as.factor(eff):time,data=xygrid),center=FALSE,scale=FALSE) ##
construct centred desin matrix
design2<-scale(model.matrix(~1+dist+time+dist:time+as.factor(eff)+as.factor(eff):time+as.factor(eff):dist:time,data=xygrid),center=
FALSE,scale=FALSE)
edit(design2)
dim(design2)
dim(pco.beta)
pco.predict2<-as.matrix(design2)%*%pco.beta # Compute fitted PCOs
edit(pco.predict2)
colnames(pco.predict2)<-c(paste("pred",sep="",1:p))
dim(xygrid)
dim(pco.predict2)
pco.predict2<-cbind(xygrid,pco.predict2)
edit(pco.predict2)
tempo<-lm(pco1~dist+time+dist:time+eff+eff:time+eff:dist:time,data=alldata)
summary(tempo) #********* Table 4.7 *********#
#”*”*”*”*”*pco plots with spatiotemporal model predictions### #********* Figure 4.12 in thesis
*********#
tiff(file="Figure 4.12.jpg",width=14,height=14,units="in",pointsize = 12,bg
="transparent",res=800,compression="lzw")
par(mfrow=c(3,2), mar=c(4.5,4.5,2,0.5),cex=1.5,cex.axis=0.7,las=1,cex.main=0.8)
num<-1
#fig.name<-"wangpco1.tif"
pco.no<-paste("pco",num,sep="")
PCO.NO<-paste("PCO",num," (",pco.varpercent[num],"% of total variation)",sep="")
pred.no<-paste("pred",num,sep="")
#tiff(file=fig.name,width=7,height=5,units="in",pointsize = 12,bg =
"transparent",res=300,compression="lzw")
#par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(wangenv$dist[wangenv$time==1],pwangbug[wangenv$time==1,pco.no],type="p",pch=19,col="
black",xlab="Distance (km)",ylab=PCO.NO,ylim=c(-.6,1),las=1,cex.lab=0.7,main="PCO1 with
spatiotemporal model predictions")
points(wangenv$dist[wangenv$time==1],pwangbug[wangenv$time==2,pco.no],col="gold2",pch=15)
points(wangenv$dist[wangenv$time==1],pwangbug[wangenv$time==3,pco.no],col="blue",pch=8)
points(wangenv$dist[wangenv$time==1],pwangbug[wangenv$time==4,pco.no],col="green3",pch=17
)
points(wangenv$dist[wangenv$time==1],pwangbug[wangenv$time==5,pco.no],col="red",pch=18)
lines(xygrid$dist[xygrid$time==1],pco.predict2[pco.predict2$time==1,pred.no],type="l",lty=1,col="b
lack",lwd=2)
lines(xygrid$dist[xygrid$time==1],pco.predict2[pco.predict2$time==2,pred.no],type="l",lty=2,col="g
old2",lwd=2)
lines(xygrid$dist[xygrid$time==1],pco.predict2[pco.predict2$time==3,pred.no],type="l",lty=3,col="b
lue",lwd=2)
lines(xygrid$dist[xygrid$time==1],pco.predict2[pco.predict2$time==4,pred.no],type="l",lty=4,col="g
reen3",lwd=2)
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lines(xygrid$dist[xygrid$time==1],pco.predict2[pco.predict2$time==5,pred.no],type="l",lty=5,col="r
ed",lwd=2)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 2013", "April 2014", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),
ncol=2,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.5,title="months")
num<-2
#fig.name<-"wangpco2.tif"
pco.no<-paste("pco",num,sep="")
PCO.NO<-paste("PCO",num," (",pco.varpercent[num],"% of total variation)",sep="")
pred.no<-paste("pred",num,sep="")
#tiff(file=fig.name,width=7,height=5,units="in",pointsize = 12,bg =
"transparent",res=300,compression="lzw")
#par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(wangenv$dist[wangenv$time==1],pwangbug[wangenv$time==1,pco.no],type="p",pch=19,col="
black",xlab="Distance (km)",ylab=PCO.NO,ylim=c(-.6,1),las=1,cex.lab=0.7,main="PCO2 with
spatiotemporal model predictions")
points(wangenv$dist[wangenv$time==1],pwangbug[wangenv$time==2,pco.no],col="gold2",pch=15)
points(wangenv$dist[wangenv$time==1],pwangbug[wangenv$time==3,pco.no],col="blue",pch=8)
points(wangenv$dist[wangenv$time==1],pwangbug[wangenv$time==4,pco.no],col="green3",pch=17
)
points(wangenv$dist[wangenv$time==1],pwangbug[wangenv$time==5,pco.no],col="red",pch=18)
lines(xygrid$dist[xygrid$time==1],pco.predict2[pco.predict2$time==1,pred.no],type="l",lty=1,col="b
lack",lwd=2)
lines(xygrid$dist[xygrid$time==1],pco.predict2[pco.predict2$time==2,pred.no],type="l",lty=2,col="g
old2",lwd=2)
lines(xygrid$dist[xygrid$time==1],pco.predict2[pco.predict2$time==3,pred.no],type="l",lty=3,col="b
lue",lwd=2)
lines(xygrid$dist[xygrid$time==1],pco.predict2[pco.predict2$time==4,pred.no],type="l",lty=4,col="g
reen3",lwd=2)
lines(xygrid$dist[xygrid$time==1],pco.predict2[pco.predict2$time==5,pred.no],type="l",lty=5,col="r
ed",lwd=2)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 2013", "April 2014", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),
ncol=2,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.5,title="months")
num<-3
#fig.name<-"wangpco3.tif"
pco.no<-paste("pco",num,sep="")
PCO.NO<-paste("PCO",num," (",pco.varpercent[num],"% of total variation)",sep="")
pred.no<-paste("pred",num,sep="")
#tiff(file=fig.name,width=7,height=5,units="in",pointsize = 12,bg =
"transparent",res=300,compression="lzw")
#par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(wangenv$dist[wangenv$time==1],pwangbug[wangenv$time==1,pco.no],type="p",pch=19,col="
black",xlab="Distance (km)",ylab=PCO.NO,ylim=c(-.6,1),las=1,cex.lab=0.7,main="PCO3 with
spatiotemporal model predictions")
points(wangenv$dist[wangenv$time==1],pwangbug[wangenv$time==2,pco.no],col="gold2",pch=15)
points(wangenv$dist[wangenv$time==1],pwangbug[wangenv$time==3,pco.no],col="blue",pch=8)
points(wangenv$dist[wangenv$time==1],pwangbug[wangenv$time==4,pco.no],col="green3",pch=17
)
points(wangenv$dist[wangenv$time==1],pwangbug[wangenv$time==5,pco.no],col="red",pch=18)
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lines(xygrid$dist[xygrid$time==1],pco.predict2[pco.predict2$time==1,pred.no],type="l",lty=1,col="b
lack",lwd=2)
lines(xygrid$dist[xygrid$time==1],pco.predict2[pco.predict2$time==2,pred.no],type="l",lty=2,col="g
old2",lwd=2)
lines(xygrid$dist[xygrid$time==1],pco.predict2[pco.predict2$time==3,pred.no],type="l",lty=3,col="b
lue",lwd=2)
lines(xygrid$dist[xygrid$time==1],pco.predict2[pco.predict2$time==4,pred.no],type="l",lty=4,col="g
reen3",lwd=2)
lines(xygrid$dist[xygrid$time==1],pco.predict2[pco.predict2$time==5,pred.no],type="l",lty=5,col="r
ed",lwd=2)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 2013", "April 2014", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),
ncol=2,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.5,title="months")
num<-4
#fig.name<-"wangpco4.tif"
pco.no<-paste("pco",num,sep="")
PCO.NO<-paste("PCO",num," (",pco.varpercent[num],"% of total variation)",sep="")
pred.no<-paste("pred",num,sep="")
#tiff(file=fig.name,width=7,height=5,units="in",pointsize = 12,bg =
"transparent",res=300,compression="lzw")
#par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(wangenv$dist[wangenv$time==1],pwangbug[wangenv$time==1,pco.no],type="p",pch=19,col="
black",xlab="Distance (km)",ylab=PCO.NO,ylim=c(-.6,1),las=1,cex.lab=0.7,main="PCO4 with
spatiotemporal model predictions")
points(wangenv$dist[wangenv$time==1],pwangbug[wangenv$time==2,pco.no],col="gold2",pch=15)
points(wangenv$dist[wangenv$time==1],pwangbug[wangenv$time==3,pco.no],col="blue",pch=8)
points(wangenv$dist[wangenv$time==1],pwangbug[wangenv$time==4,pco.no],col="green3",pch=17
)
points(wangenv$dist[wangenv$time==1],pwangbug[wangenv$time==5,pco.no],col="red",pch=18)
lines(xygrid$dist[xygrid$time==1],pco.predict2[pco.predict2$time==1,pred.no],type="l",lty=1,col="b
lack",lwd=2)
lines(xygrid$dist[xygrid$time==1],pco.predict2[pco.predict2$time==2,pred.no],type="l",lty=2,col="g
old2",lwd=2)
lines(xygrid$dist[xygrid$time==1],pco.predict2[pco.predict2$time==3,pred.no],type="l",lty=3,col="b
lue",lwd=2)
lines(xygrid$dist[xygrid$time==1],pco.predict2[pco.predict2$time==4,pred.no],type="l",lty=4,col="g
reen3",lwd=2)
lines(xygrid$dist[xygrid$time==1],pco.predict2[pco.predict2$time==5,pred.no],type="l",lty=5,col="r
ed",lwd=2)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 2013", "April 2014", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),
ncol=2,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.5,title="months")
num<-5
#fig.name<-"wangpco5.tif"
pco.no<-paste("pco",num,sep="")
PCO.NO<-paste("PCO",num," (",pco.varpercent[num],"% of total variation)",sep="")
pred.no<-paste("pred",num,sep="")
#tiff(file=fig.name,width=7,height=5,units="in",pointsize = 12,bg =
"transparent",res=300,compression="lzw")
#par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
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plot(wangenv$dist[wangenv$time==1],pwangbug[wangenv$time==1,pco.no],type="p",pch=19,col="
black",xlab="Distance (km)",ylab=PCO.NO,ylim=c(-.6,1),las=1,cex.lab=0.7,main="PCO5 with
spatiotemporal model predictions")
points(wangenv$dist[wangenv$time==1],pwangbug[wangenv$time==2,pco.no],col="gold2",pch=15)
points(wangenv$dist[wangenv$time==1],pwangbug[wangenv$time==3,pco.no],col="blue",pch=8)
points(wangenv$dist[wangenv$time==1],pwangbug[wangenv$time==4,pco.no],col="green3",pch=17
)
points(wangenv$dist[wangenv$time==1],pwangbug[wangenv$time==5,pco.no],col="red",pch=18)
lines(xygrid$dist[xygrid$time==1],pco.predict2[pco.predict2$time==1,pred.no],type="l",lty=1,col="b
lack",lwd=2)
lines(xygrid$dist[xygrid$time==1],pco.predict2[pco.predict2$time==2,pred.no],type="l",lty=2,col="g
old2",lwd=2)
lines(xygrid$dist[xygrid$time==1],pco.predict2[pco.predict2$time==3,pred.no],type="l",lty=3,col="b
lue",lwd=2)
lines(xygrid$dist[xygrid$time==1],pco.predict2[pco.predict2$time==4,pred.no],type="l",lty=4,col="g
reen3",lwd=2)
lines(xygrid$dist[xygrid$time==1],pco.predict2[pco.predict2$time==5,pred.no],type="l",lty=5,col="r
ed",lwd=2)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 2013", "April 2014", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),
ncol=2,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.5,title="months")
num<-6
#fig.name<-"wangpco6.tif"
pco.no<-paste("pco",num,sep="")
PCO.NO<-paste("PCO",num," (",pco.varpercent[num],"% of total variation)",sep="")
pred.no<-paste("pred",num,sep="")
#tiff(file=fig.name,width=7,height=5,units="in",pointsize = 12,bg =
"transparent",res=300,compression="lzw")
#par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(wangenv$dist[wangenv$time==1],pwangbug[wangenv$time==1,pco.no],type="p",pch=19,col="
black",xlab="Distance (km)",ylab=PCO.NO,ylim=c(-.6,1),las=1,cex.lab=0.7,main="PCO6 with
spatiotemporal model predictions")
points(wangenv$dist[wangenv$time==1],pwangbug[wangenv$time==2,pco.no],col="gold2",pch=15)
points(wangenv$dist[wangenv$time==1],pwangbug[wangenv$time==3,pco.no],col="blue",pch=8)
points(wangenv$dist[wangenv$time==1],pwangbug[wangenv$time==4,pco.no],col="green3",pch=17
)
points(wangenv$dist[wangenv$time==1],pwangbug[wangenv$time==5,pco.no],col="red",pch=18)
lines(xygrid$dist[xygrid$time==1],pco.predict2[pco.predict2$time==1,pred.no],type="l",lty=1,col="b
lack",lwd=2)
lines(xygrid$dist[xygrid$time==1],pco.predict2[pco.predict2$time==2,pred.no],type="l",lty=2,col="g
old2",lwd=2)
lines(xygrid$dist[xygrid$time==1],pco.predict2[pco.predict2$time==3,pred.no],type="l",lty=3,col="b
lue",lwd=2)
lines(xygrid$dist[xygrid$time==1],pco.predict2[pco.predict2$time==4,pred.no],type="l",lty=4,col="g
reen3",lwd=2)
lines(xygrid$dist[xygrid$time==1],pco.predict2[pco.predict2$time==5,pred.no],type="l",lty=5,col="r
ed",lwd=2)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 2013", "April 2014", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),
ncol=2,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.5,title="months")
dev.off()
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##”*”*”*”*”* predicted and residuals plots
bugenvres<-cbind(bugenv,pco.resid)
edit(pco.resid)
xyplot(res1~day,groups=dist,data=envpcores,type="b",pch=c(1:6),auto.key=list(columns=2))
xyplot(res1~dist,groups=day,data=envpcores,type="b",auto.key=list(columns=5))
edit(design)
edit(bugenvres)
##””#residuals after modeling pco as a function of time, distance, and effluent #********* Figure
4.13 in thesis *********#
tiff(file="Figure 4.13.jpg",width=8,height=10,units="in",pointsize = 16,bg
="transparent",res=800,compression="lzw")
par(mfrow=c(2,1),cex.axis=0.7,las=1,cex.main=1)
par(mar=c(5,5,4,4),cex=0.9)
plot(bugenvres[bugenvres$day==1,"dist"],bugenvres[bugenvres$day==1,"res1"],type = "b",ylim=c(.8,.88),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="Residuals",main="Residual plotted against
spatial position",lwd=3,lty=1)
points(bugenvres[bugenvres$day==126,"dist"],bugenvres[bugenvres$day==126,"res1"],type="b",col
="gold2",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(bugenvres[bugenvres$day==260,"dist"],bugenvres[bugenvres$day==260,"res1"],type="b",col
="blue",pch=8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(bugenvres[bugenvres$day==336,"dist"],bugenvres[bugenvres$day==336,"res1"],type="b",col
="green3",pch=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(bugenvres[bugenvres$day==518,"dist"],bugenvres[bugenvres$day==518,"res1"],type="b",col
="red",pch=18,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.8,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
par(mar=c(5,5,5,5),cex=0.9)
plot(mydates,bugenvres[bugenvres$dist==0,"res1"],type = "b",ylim=c(.8,.8),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="day",ylab="Residuals",main="Residuals plotted against
time",lwd=3,lty=2,cex.main=1,xaxt="n")
points(mydates,bugenvres[bugenvres$dist==1.8,"res1"],type="b",col="deep
pink",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1,lty=3)
points(mydates,bugenvres[bugenvres$dist==3.2,"res1"],type="b",col="blue",pch=8,cex=1,lwd=3,lty=
4)
points(mydates,bugenvres[bugenvres$dist==3.9,"res1"],type="b",col="green",pch=17,cex=1,lwd=3,lt
y=5)
points(mydates,bugenvres[bugenvres$dist==4.08,"res1"],type="b",col="red",pch=18,cex=1.5,lwd=3,l
ty=6)
points(mydates,bugenvres[bugenvres$dist==4.83,"res1"],type="b",col="gold2",pch=18,cex=1.52,lwd
=3,lty=7)
points(mydates,bugenvres[bugenvres$dist==6.53,"res1"],type="b",col="lightseagreen",pch=18,cex=1
.5,lwd=3,lty=6)
points(mydates,bugenvres[bugenvres$dist==7.08,"res1"],type="b",col="sienna2",pch=18,cex=1.5,lw
d=3,lty=6)
labels<-axis.Date(side=1,mydates,at=seq(mydaterange[1],mydaterange[2],by="month"),format="%b%y")
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legend("bottomright",inset=c(0,0),legend=levels(as.factor(bugenv$dist)),lty=1,lwd=2,col=c("black","
deep
pink","blue","green","red","gold2","lightseagreen","sienna2"),ncol=4,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.8,title="di
stance(km)")
dev.off()
### Before using dbRDA for modlelling bugs as a function of environmental variables, we check all
the possible realtionships using correlation and scatterplots
##””##””##””##dbRDA for environmental variables ##””##””##””##
#wang.cap1<capscale(formula=wangbug.BC~as.factor(eff)+time+dist+as.factor(eff):time,data=wangenv,comm=w
angbug,add=TRUE,na.action=na.omit)
wang.cap1<capscale(formula=wangbug.BC~dist+time+dist:time+eff+eff:time+eff:dist:time,data=wangenv,comm
=wangbug,add=TRUE,na.action=na.omit)
summary(wang.cap1)
wang.anova1<-anova(wang.cap1,by="term")
print(wang.anova1)
edit(same.sites(wangbug,wangenv1))
wangenv1<wangenv[complete.cases(wangenv[,c("vel","alk","sed","ph2","turb","toc","cfpom","temp","no2","nh3
","chla","cond","on")]),]#omit season1
edit(wangenv1)
wangenv1<- removeNAenv(wangenv1,"vel")
wangenv1<- removeNAenv(wangenv1,"alk")
wangenv1<- removeNAenv(wangenv1,"sed")
wangenv1<- removeNAenv(wangenv1,"ph2")
wangenv1<- removeNAenv(wangenv1,"turb")
wangenv1<- removeNAenv(wangenv1,"toc")
wangenv1<- removeNAenv(wangenv1,"cfpom")
wangenv1<- removeNAenv(wangenv1,"temp")
wangenv1<- removeNAenv(wangenv1,"no2")
wangenv1<- removeNAenv(wangenv1,"nh3")
wangenv1<- removeNAenv(wangenv1,"chla")
wangenv1<- removeNAenv(wangenv1,"cond")
wangenv1<- removeNAenv(wangenv1,"on")
### same number of sites for both macroinvertebrate and environmental data because of missing dada
wangbug1<-same.sites(wangbug,wangenv1)
edit(wangbug1)
check.datasets(wangbug1,wangenv1)
edit(wangenv1)
###”*”*”## before dbRDA , first any possible relationship between environmental variables and
PCOs is examined using correlation and scatter plots
##”*”*”##catter plot and more plots
###”*”*”##Scatterplot Matrices/first two PCOs and environmental variables #********* Figure 4.10
in the thesis *********#
tiff(file="scatterplot.tif",width=20,height=14,units="in",pointsize = 12,bg =
"transparent",res=1200,compression="lzw")
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
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panel.cor <- function(x, y, digits = 2, cex.cor, ...)
{
usr <- par("usr"); on.exit(par(usr))
par(usr = c(0, 1, 0, 1))
# correlation coefficient
r <- cor(x, y)
method=c("spearman")
txt <- format(c(r, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt <- paste("r= ", txt, sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.8, txt)
# p-value calculation
p <- cor.test(x, y)$p.value
txt2 <- format(c(p, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt2 <- paste("p= ", txt2, sep = "")
if(p<0.01) txt2 <- paste("p= ", "<0.01", sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.3, txt2)
}
pairs(~cd+cu+cr+log(zn)+alk+temp+log(cond)+do+log(toc)+log(cfpom)+log(chla)+ph2+turb+sed+v
el+log(tp)+log(nh3)+no3+no2+on+op+pco1+pco2,data=alldata,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20,na.acti
on = na.omit)
dev.off()
#########first two PCOs and environmental variables (log transformed)
tiff(file="scatterplot.tif",width=20,height=14,units="in",pointsize = 12,bg =
"transparent",res=1200,compression="lzw")
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
panel.cor <- function(x, y, digits = 2, cex.cor, ...)
{
usr <- par("usr"); on.exit(par(usr))
par(usr = c(0, 1, 0, 1))
# correlation coefficient
r <- cor(x, y)
method=c("spearman")
txt <- format(c(r, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt <- paste("r= ", txt, sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.8, txt)
# p-value calculation
p <- cor.test(x, y)$p.value
txt2 <- format(c(p, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt2 <- paste("p= ", txt2, sep = "")
if(p<0.01) txt2 <- paste("p= ", "<0.01", sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.3, txt2)
}
pairs(~log1p(cd)+log1p(cu)+log1p(cr)+log1p(zn)+log1p(alk)+log1p(temp)+log1p(cond)+log1p(do)+l
og1p(toc)+log1p(cfpom)+log1p(chla)+ph2+log1p(turb)+log1p(sed)+log1p(vel)+log1p(tp)+log1p(nh3
)+log1p(no3)+log1p(no2)+log1p(on)+log1p(op)+pco1+pco2,data=alldata,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch
=20,na.action = na.omit)
dev.off()
######### more exploratory analysis
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tiff(file="first two PCOs, pH, salinity, and DO",width=14,height=14,units="in",pointsize = 12,bg
="transparent",res=800,compression="lzw")
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
panel.cor <- function(x, y, digits = 2, cex.cor, ...)
{
usr <- par("usr"); on.exit(par(usr))
par(usr = c(0, 1, 0, 1))
# correlation coefficient
r <- cor(x, y)
method=c("spearman")
txt <- format(c(r, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt <- paste("r= ", txt, sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.8, txt)
# p-value calculation
p <- cor.test(x, y)$p.value
txt2 <- format(c(p, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt2 <- paste("p= ", txt2, sep = "")
if(p<0.01) txt2 <- paste("p= ", "<0.01", sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.3, txt2)
}
pairs(~ph1+sali+do+pco1+pco2,data=alldata,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20,na.action = na.omit)
dev.off()
#########
tiff(file="first two PCOs and environmental variables
(transformed)",width=14,height=14,units="in",pointsize = 12,bg
="transparent",res=800,compression="lzw")
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
panel.cor <- function(x, y, digits = 2, cex.cor, ...)
{
usr <- par("usr"); on.exit(par(usr))
par(usr = c(0, 1, 0, 1))
# correlation coefficient
r <- cor(x, y)
method=c("spearman")
txt <- format(c(r, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt <- paste("r= ", txt, sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.8, txt)
# p-value calculation
p <- cor.test(x, y)$p.value
txt2 <- format(c(p, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt2 <- paste("p= ", txt2, sep = "")
if(p<0.01) txt2 <- paste("p= ", "<0.01", sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.3, txt2)
}
pairs(~log(cd)+log(cu)+log(cr)+log(zn)+temp+sqrt(cod)+log(cfpom)+log(chla)+log(ph2)+log(turb)+
asin(vel)+pco1+pco2,data=alldata,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20)
dev.off()
#########
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tiff(file="first two PCOs , pH, salinity and
DO(transformed)",width=14,height=14,units="in",pointsize = 12,bg
="transparent",res=800,compression="lzw")
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
panel.cor <- function(x, y, digits = 2, cex.cor, ...)
{
usr <- par("usr"); on.exit(par(usr))
par(usr = c(0, 1, 0, 1))
# correlation coefficient
r <- cor(x, y)
method=c("spearman")
txt <- format(c(r, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt <- paste("r= ", txt, sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.8, txt)
# p-value calculation
p <- cor.test(x, y)$p.value
txt2 <- format(c(p, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt2 <- paste("p= ", txt2, sep = "")
if(p<0.01) txt2 <- paste("p= ", "<0.01", sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.3, txt2)
}
pairs(~log(ph1)+log(sali)+sqrt(do)+pco1+pco2,data=alldata,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20,na.action
= na.omit)
dev.off()
#######Scatterplot of Pred1 against velocity, ...
tiff(file="first two predicted PCOs and environmental
variables)",width=14,height=14,units="in",pointsize = 12,bg
="transparent",res=800,compression="lzw")
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
panel.cor <- function(x, y, digits = 2, cex.cor, ...)
{
usr <- par("usr"); on.exit(par(usr))
par(usr = c(0, 1, 0, 1))
# correlation coefficient
r <- cor(x, y)
method=c("spearman")
txt <- format(c(r, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt <- paste("r= ", txt, sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.8, txt)
# p-value calculation
p <- cor.test(x, y)$p.value
txt2 <- format(c(p, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt2 <- paste("p= ", txt2, sep = "")
if(p<0.01) txt2 <- paste("p= ", "<0.01", sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.3, txt2)
}
pairs(~cd+cu+cr+zn+cod+temp+cfpom+chla+vel+ph2+turb+sed+pred1+pred2,data=alldata,upper.pa
nel=panel.cor,pch=20)
dev.off()
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######
tiff(file="first two predicted PCOs and environmental
variables(TRANSFORMED))",width=14,height=14,units="in",pointsize = 12,bg
="transparent",res=800,compression="lzw")
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
panel.cor <- function(x, y, digits = 2, cex.cor, ...)
{
usr <- par("usr"); on.exit(par(usr))
par(usr = c(0, 1, 0, 1))
# correlation coefficient
r <- cor(x, y)
method=c("spearman")
txt <- format(c(r, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt <- paste("r= ", txt, sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.8, txt)
# p-value calculation
p <- cor.test(x, y)$p.value
txt2 <- format(c(p, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt2 <- paste("p= ", txt2, sep = "")
if(p<0.01) txt2 <- paste("p= ", "<0.01", sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.3, txt2)
}
pairs(~log(cd)+log(cu)+log(cr)+log(zn)+cod+temp+log(cfpom)+log(chla)+vel+log(ph2)+turb+log(se
d)+pred1+pred2,data=alldata,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20)
dev.off()
######
tiff(file="first two predicted PCOs , salinity, ph and DO",width=14,height=14,units="in",pointsize =
12,bg ="transparent",res=800,compression="lzw")
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
panel.cor <- function(x, y, digits = 2, cex.cor, ...)
{usr <- par("usr"); on.exit(par(usr))
par(usr = c(0, 1, 0, 1))
# correlation coefficient
r <- cor(x, y)
method=c("spearman")
txt <- format(c(r, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt <- paste("r= ", txt, sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.8, txt)
# p-value calculation
p <- cor.test(x, y)$p.value
txt2 <- format(c(p, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt2 <- paste("p= ", txt2, sep = "")
if(p<0.01) txt2 <- paste("p= ", "<0.01", sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.3, txt2)}
pairs(~sali+do+ph1+ph2+pred1+pred2,data=alldata,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20,na.action =
na.omit)
dev.off()
###########velocity and other factors
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tiff(file="velocity and other factors",width=14,height=14,units="in",pointsize = 12,bg
="transparent",res=800,compression="lzw")
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
panel.cor <- function(x, y, digits = 2, cex.cor, ...)
{usr <- par("usr"); on.exit(par(usr))
par(usr = c(0, 1, 0, 1))
# correlation coefficient
r <- cor(x, y)
method=c("spearman")
txt <- format(c(r, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt <- paste("r= ", txt, sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.8, txt)
# p-value calculation
p <- cor.test(x, y)$p.value
txt2 <- format(c(p, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt2 <- paste("p= ", txt2, sep = "")
if(p<0.01) txt2 <- paste("p= ", "<0.01", sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.3, txt2)}
pairs(~log(vel)+log(dflow)+log(depth)+log(width)+turb+log(chla)+log(sed)+log(ph2),data=alldata,up
per.panel=panel.cor,pch=20)
dev.off()
########### water temperature and other factors
tiff(file="water temperature and other factors",width=14,height=14,units="in",pointsize = 12,bg
="transparent",res=800,compression="lzw")
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
panel.cor <- function(x, y, digits = 2, cex.cor, ...)
{
usr <- par("usr"); on.exit(par(usr))
par(usr = c(0, 1, 0, 1))
# correlation coefficient
r <- cor(x, y)
method=c("spearman")
txt <- format(c(r, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt <- paste("r= ", txt, sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.8, txt)
# p-value calculation
p <- cor.test(x, y)$p.value
txt2 <- format(c(p, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt2 <- paste("p= ", txt2, sep = "")
if(p<0.01) txt2 <- paste("p= ", "<0.01", sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.3, txt2)
}
pairs(~temp+airtemp+eff+canop+veg30m+veg60m+veg90m,data=wangalldata,upper.panel=panel.cor
,pch=20,na.action = na.omit)
dev.off()
######### pH and other factors
tiff(file="pH and other factors",width=14,height=14,units="in",pointsize = 12,bg
="transparent",res=800,compression="lzw")
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
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panel.cor <- function(x, y, digits = 2, cex.cor, ...)
{
usr <- par("usr"); on.exit(par(usr))
par(usr = c(0, 1, 0, 1))
# correlation coefficient
r <- cor(x, y)
method=c("spearman")
txt <- format(c(r, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt <- paste("r= ", txt, sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.8, txt)
# p-value calculation
p <- cor.test(x, y)$p.value
txt2 <- format(c(p, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt2 <- paste("p= ", txt2, sep = "")
if(p<0.01) txt2 <- paste("p= ", "<0.01", sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.3, txt2)
}
pairs(~ph1+ph2+chla+alk+eff+dflow,data=wangalldata,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20,na.action =
na.omit)
dev.off()
##########
tiff(file="COD and other factors",width=14,height=14,units="in",pointsize = 12,bg
="transparent",res=800,compression="lzw")
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
panel.cor <- function(x, y, digits = 2, cex.cor, ...)
{
usr <- par("usr"); on.exit(par(usr))
par(usr = c(0, 1, 0, 1))
# correlation coefficient
r <- cor(x, y)
method=c("spearman")
txt <- format(c(r, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt <- paste("r= ", txt, sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.8, txt)
# p-value calculation
p <- cor.test(x, y)$p.value
txt2 <- format(c(p, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt2 <- paste("p= ", txt2, sep = "")
if(p<0.01) txt2 <- paste("p= ", "<0.01", sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.3, txt2)
}
pairs(~cod+dcod+eff+dflow+canop+veg30m+veg60m+veg90m+graz1000+ind100+dtoc+toc+rain1,d
ata=wangalldata,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20,na.action = na.omit)
dev.off()
######### Chl a and other factors
tiff(file="Chl a and other factors",width=14,height=14,units="in",pointsize = 12,bg
="transparent",res=800,compression="lzw")
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
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panel.cor <- function(x, y, digits = 2, cex.cor, ...)
{
usr <- par("usr"); on.exit(par(usr))
par(usr = c(0, 1, 0, 1))
# correlation coefficient
r <- cor(x, y)
method=c("spearman")
txt <- format(c(r, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt <- paste("r= ", txt, sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.8, txt)
# p-value calculation
p <- cor.test(x, y)$p.value
txt2 <- format(c(p, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt2 <- paste("p= ", txt2, sep = "")
if(p<0.01) txt2 <- paste("p= ", "<0.01", sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.3, txt2)
}
pairs(~chla+eff+dchla+dflow+canop+no3+tp+op+dtp+dop+dno3+no2+dno2+turb+veg30m+veg60m
+veg90m+vel+temp,data=alldata,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20,na.action = na.omit)
dev.off()
##########CPOM/FPOM and other factors
tiff(file="CPOM and other factors",width=14,height=14,units="in",pointsize = 12,bg
="transparent",res=800,compression="lzw")
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
panel.cor <- function(x, y, digits = 2, cex.cor, ...)
{
usr <- par("usr"); on.exit(par(usr))
par(usr = c(0, 1, 0, 1))
# correlation coefficient
r <- cor(x, y)
method=c("spearman")
txt <- format(c(r, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt <- paste("r= ", txt, sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.8, txt)
# p-value calculation
p <- cor.test(x, y)$p.value
txt2 <- format(c(p, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt2 <- paste("p= ", txt2, sep = "")
if(p<0.01) txt2 <- paste("p= ", "<0.01", sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.3, txt2)
}
pairs(~cfpom+dayflow+weekflow+monflow+eff+dtoc+dflow+canop+veg30m+veg60m+veg90m+gra
z1000+ind100+dtoc+toc+rain1,data=wangalldata,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20,na.action = na.omit)
dev.off()
##########Alkalinity and other factors
tiff(file="Alkalinity and other factors",width=14,height=14,units="in",pointsize = 12,bg
="transparent",res=800,compression="lzw")
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
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panel.cor <- function(x, y, digits = 2, cex.cor, ...)
{
usr <- par("usr"); on.exit(par(usr))
par(usr = c(0, 1, 0, 1))
# correlation coefficient
r <- cor(x, y)
method=c("spearman")
txt <- format(c(r, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt <- paste("r= ", txt, sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.8, txt)
# p-value calculation
p <- cor.test(x, y)$p.value
txt2 <- format(c(p, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt2 <- paste("p= ", txt2, sep = "")
if(p<0.01) txt2 <- paste("p= ", "<0.01", sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.3, txt2)
}
pairs(~alk+dflow+dalk+dcond+cond+dtemp+temp,data=wangalldata,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20,n
a.action = na.omit)
dev.off()
##########Nitrate and other factors
tiff(file="Nitrate and other factors",width=14,height=14,units="in",pointsize = 12,bg
="transparent",res=800,compression="lzw")
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
panel.cor <- function(x, y, digits = 2, cex.cor, ...)
{
usr <- par("usr"); on.exit(par(usr))
par(usr = c(0, 1, 0, 1))
# correlation coefficient
r <- cor(x, y)
method=c("spearman")
txt <- format(c(r, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt <- paste("r= ", txt, sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.8, txt)
# p-value calculation
p <- cor.test(x, y)$p.value
txt2 <- format(c(p, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt2 <- paste("p= ", txt2, sep = "")
if(p<0.01) txt2 <- paste("p= ", "<0.01", sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.3, txt2)
}
pairs(~no3+tn+nh3+no2+dtn+dnh3+dno2+dno3+dflow+graz1000+ind100+eff,data=wangalldata,upp
er.panel=panel.cor,pch=20,na.action = na.omit)
dev.off()
##########
tiff(file="Phosphate and other factors",width=14,height=14,units="in",pointsize = 12,bg
="transparent",res=800,compression="lzw")
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
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panel.cor <- function(x, y, digits = 2, cex.cor, ...)
{
usr <- par("usr"); on.exit(par(usr))
par(usr = c(0, 1, 0, 1))
# correlation coefficient
r <- cor(x, y)
method=c("spearman")
txt <- format(c(r, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt <- paste("r= ", txt, sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.8, txt)
# p-value calculation
p <- cor.test(x, y)$p.value
txt2 <- format(c(p, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt2 <- paste("p= ", txt2, sep = "")
if(p<0.01) txt2 <- paste("p= ", "<0.01", sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.3, txt2)
}
pairs(~op+tp+graz1000+ind100+dflow+dop+dtp+eff,data=wangalldata,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=2
0,na.action = na.omit)
dev.off()
########salinity and other factors
tiff(file="salinity and other factors",width=14,height=14,units="in",pointsize = 12,bg
="transparent",res=800,compression="lzw")
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
panel.cor <- function(x, y, digits = 2, cex.cor, ...)
{
usr <- par("usr"); on.exit(par(usr))
par(usr = c(0, 1, 0, 1))
# correlation coefficient
r <- cor(x, y)
method=c("spearman")
txt <- format(c(r, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt <- paste("r= ", txt, sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.8, txt)
# p-value calculation
p <- cor.test(x, y)$p.value
txt2 <- format(c(p, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt2 <- paste("p= ", txt2, sep = "")
if(p<0.01) txt2 <- paste("p= ", "<0.01", sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.3, txt2)
}
pairs(~sali+graz1000+ind100+dflow+dsali+rain1+eff,data=wangalldata,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=2
0,na.action = na.omit)
dev.off()
##########Heavy metals and other factors
tiff(file="Heavy metals and other factors",width=14,height=14,units="in",pointsize = 12,bg
="transparent",res=800,compression="lzw")
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
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panel.cor <- function(x, y, digits = 2, cex.cor, ...)
{
usr <- par("usr"); on.exit(par(usr))
par(usr = c(0, 1, 0, 1))
# correlation coefficient
r <- cor(x, y)
method=c("spearman")
txt <- format(c(r, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt <- paste("r= ", txt, sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.8, txt)
# p-value calculation
p <- cor.test(x, y)$p.value
txt2 <- format(c(p, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt2 <- paste("p= ", txt2, sep = "")
if(p<0.01) txt2 <- paste("p= ", "<0.01", sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.3, txt2)
}
pairs(~cr+cu+zn+cd+dzn+eff+dflow,data=wangalldata,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20,na.action =
na.omit)
dev.off()
##########Antimony and other factors
tiff(file="Antimony and other factors",width=14,height=14,units="in",pointsize = 12,bg
="transparent",res=800,compression="lzw")
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
panel.cor <- function(x, y, digits = 2, cex.cor, ...)
{
usr <- par("usr"); on.exit(par(usr))
par(usr = c(0, 1, 0, 1))
# correlation coefficient
r <- cor(x, y)
method=c("spearman")
txt <- format(c(r, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt <- paste("r= ", txt, sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.8, txt)
# p-value calculation
p <- cor.test(x, y)$p.value
txt2 <- format(c(p, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt2 <- paste("p= ", txt2, sep = "")
if(p<0.01) txt2 <- paste("p= ", "<0.01", sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.3, txt2)
}
pairs(~sb+dsb+eff+dflow,data=wangalldata,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20,na.action = na.omit)
dev.off()
########Turbidity and other factors
tiff(file="Turbidity and other factors",width=14,height=14,units="in",pointsize = 12,bg
="transparent",res=800,compression="lzw")
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
panel.cor <- function(x, y, digits = 2, cex.cor, ...)
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{
usr <- par("usr"); on.exit(par(usr))
par(usr = c(0, 1, 0, 1))
# correlation coefficient
r <- cor(x, y)
method=c("spearman")
txt <- format(c(r, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt <- paste("r= ", txt, sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.8, txt)
# p-value calculation
p <- cor.test(x, y)$p.value
txt2 <- format(c(p, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt2 <- paste("p= ", txt2, sep = "")
if(p<0.01) txt2 <- paste("p= ", "<0.01", sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.3, txt2)
}
pairs(~turb+vel+eff+dflow+rain1+graz1000+ind100,data=alldata,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20,na.a
ction = na.omit)
dev.off()
########sediment and other factors
tiff(file="Turbidity and other factors",width=14,height=14,units="in",pointsize = 12,bg
="transparent",res=800,compression="lzw")
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
panel.cor <- function(x, y, digits = 2, cex.cor, ...)
{
usr <- par("usr"); on.exit(par(usr))
par(usr = c(0, 1, 0, 1))
# correlation coefficient
r <- cor(x, y)
method=c("spearman")
txt <- format(c(r, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt <- paste("r= ", txt, sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.8, txt)
# p-value calculation
p <- cor.test(x, y)$p.value
txt2 <- format(c(p, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt2 <- paste("p= ", txt2, sep = "")
if(p<0.01) txt2 <- paste("p= ", "<0.01", sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.3, txt2)
}
pairs(~sed+vel+eff+dflow,data=wangalldata,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20,na.action = na.omit)
dev.off()
###########Scatterplot Matrices/first two PCOs and environmental variables
tiff(file="first two PCOs and environmental variables.jpg",width=14,height=14,units="in",pointsize =
12,bg ="transparent",res=800,compression="lzw")
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
panel.cor <- function(x, y, digits = 2, cex.cor, ...)
{
usr <- par("usr"); on.exit(par(usr))
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par(usr = c(0, 1, 0, 1))
# correlation coefficient
r <- cor(x, y)
method=c("spearman")
txt <- format(c(r, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt <- paste("r= ", txt, sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.8, txt)
# p-value calculation
p <- cor.test(x, y)$p.value
txt2 <- format(c(p, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt2 <- paste("p= ", txt2, sep = "")
if(p<0.01) txt2 <- paste("p= ", "<0.01", sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.3, txt2)
}
pairs(~temp+cod+cfpom+chla+ph2+turb+sed+vel+alk+cond+no3+op+no2+nh3+tp+tn+on+pco1+pco
2,data=alldata,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20,na.action = na.omit)
dev.off()
##
tiff(file="first two PCOs ,important variables",width=14,height=14,units="in",pointsize = 12,bg
="transparent",res=800,compression="lzw")
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
panel.cor <- function(x, y, digits = 2, cex.cor, ...)
{
usr <- par("usr"); on.exit(par(usr))
par(usr = c(0, 1, 0, 1))
# correlation coefficient
r <- cor(x, y)
method=c("spearman")
txt <- format(c(r, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt <- paste("r= ", txt, sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.8, txt)
# p-value calculation
p <- cor.test(x, y)$p.value
txt2 <- format(c(p, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt2 <- paste("p= ", txt2, sep = "")
if(p<0.01) txt2 <- paste("p= ", "<0.01", sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.3, txt2)
}
pairs(~log(vel)+log(sali)+temp+log(chla)+log(do)+pco1+pco2,data=alldata,upper.panel=panel.cor,pc
h=20,na.action = na.omit)
dev.off()
####
tiff(file="first two PCOs , nutrients",width=14,height=14,units="in",pointsize = 12,bg
="transparent",res=800,compression="lzw")
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
panel.cor <- function(x, y, digits = 2, cex.cor, ...)
{
usr <- par("usr"); on.exit(par(usr))
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par(usr = c(0, 1, 0, 1))
# correlation coefficient
r <- cor(x, y)
method=c("spearman")
txt <- format(c(r, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt <- paste("r= ", txt, sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.8, txt)
# p-value calculation
p <- cor.test(x, y)$p.value
txt2 <- format(c(p, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt2 <- paste("p= ", txt2, sep = "")
if(p<0.01) txt2 <- paste("p= ", "<0.01", sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.3, txt2)
}
pairs(~alk+vel+sed+ph2+ph1+turb+sali+do+cod+toc+cfpom+temp+no3+no2+nh3+tp+tn+op+chla+c
ond+pco1+pco2,data=alldata,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20,na.action = na.omit)
dev.off()
##########Checking correlation between variables
edit(alldata)
plot(alldata$zn,alldata$pco1)
cor.test(alldata$zn,alldata$pco1)
plot(log10(alldata$zn),alldata$pco1)
cor.test(log10(alldata$zn),alldata$pco1)
plot(alldata$cu,alldata$pco1)
cor.test(alldata$cu,alldata$pco1)
plot(log(alldata$cu),alldata$pco1)
cor.test(log(alldata$cu),alldata$pco1)
plot(alldata$sed,alldata$pco1)
cor.test(alldata$sed,alldata$pco1)
plot(log(alldata$sed),alldata$pco1)
cor.test(log(alldata$sed),alldata$pco1)
plot(alldata$alk,alldata$pco1)
cor.test(alldata$alk,alldata$pco1)
plot(log(alldata$alk),alldata$pco1)
cor.test(log(alldata$vel),alldata$pco1)
plot(alldata$cod,alldata$pco1)
cor.test(alldata$cod,alldata$pco1)
plot(alldata$cod[alldata$cod<30],alldata$pco1[alldata$cod<30])
cor.test(alldata$cod[alldata$cod<30],alldata$pco1[alldata$cod<30])
plot(log(alldata$cod[alldata$cod<30]),alldata$pco1[alldata$cod<30])
cor.test(log(alldata$cod[alldata$cod<30]),alldata$pco1[alldata$cod<30])
plot(alldata$toc,alldata$pco1)
cor.test(alldata$toc,alldata$pco1)
plot(alldata$temp,alldata$pco1)
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cor.test(alldata$temp,alldata$pco1)
plot(log(alldata$temp),alldata$pco1)
cor.test(log(alldata$temp),alldata$pco1)
plot(alldata$sali,alldata$pco1)
cor.test(alldata$sali,alldata$pco1)
plot(alldata$sali[alldata$sali<0.4],alldata$pco1[alldata$sali<0.4])
cor.test(alldata$sali[alldata$sali<0.4],alldata$pco1[alldata$sali<0.4])
plot(log(alldata$sali[alldata$sali<0.4]),alldata$pco1[alldata$sali<0.4])
cor.test(log(alldata$sali[alldata$sali<0.4]),alldata$pco1[alldata$sali<0.4])
plot(alldata$cfpom,alldata$pco1)
cor.test(alldata$cfpom,alldata$pco1)
plot(alldata$cfpom[alldata$cfpom<25],alldata$pco1[alldata$cfpom<25])
cor.test(alldata$cfpom[alldata$cfpom<25],alldata$pco1[alldata$cfpom<25])
plot(log(alldata$cfpom[alldata$cfpom<25]),alldata$pco1[alldata$cfpom<25])
cor.test(log(alldata$cfpom[alldata$cfpom<25]),alldata$pco1[alldata$cfpom<25])
plot(alldata$turb,alldata$pco1)
cor.test(alldata$turb,alldata$pco1)
plot(log(alldata$turb),alldata$pco1)
cor.test(log(alldata$turb),alldata$pco1)
plot(alldata$no3,alldata$pco1)
cor.test(alldata$no3,alldata$pco1)
plot(alldata$no3[alldata$no3<0.2],alldata$pco1[alldata$no3<0.2])
cor.test(alldata$no3[alldata$no3<0.2],alldata$pco1[alldata$no3<0.2])
plot(log1p(alldata$no3[alldata$no3<0.2]),alldata$pco1[alldata$no3<0.2])
cor.test(log1p(alldata$no3[alldata$no3<0.2]),alldata$pco1[alldata$no3<0.2])
plot(alldata$do,alldata$pco2)
cor.test(alldata$do,alldata$pco2)
plot(sqrt(alldata$do),alldata$pco1)
cor.test(sqrt(alldata$do),alldata$pco1)
plot(alldata$nh3,alldata$pco1)
cor.test(alldata$nh3,alldata$pco1)
plot(log1p(alldata$nh3),alldata$pco1)
cor.test(log1p(alldata$nh3),alldata$pco1)
plot(alldata$op,alldata$pco1)
cor.test(alldata$op,alldata$pco1)
plot(log1p(alldata$op),alldata$pco1)
cor.test(log1p(alldata$op),alldata$pco1)
plot(alldata$tp,alldata$pco1)
cor.test(alldata$tp,alldata$pco1)
plot(log(alldata$tp),alldata$pco1)
cor.test(log(alldata$tp),alldata$pco1)
plot(sqrt(alldata$tp),alldata$pco1)
cor.test(sqrt(alldata$tp),alldata$pco1)
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plot(alldata$chla,alldata$pco1)
cor.test(alldata$chla,alldata$pco1)
plot(log(alldata$chla),alldata$pco1)
cor.test(log(alldata$chla),alldata$pco1)
plot(alldata$cond,alldata$pco1)
cor.test(alldata$cond,alldata$pco1)
plot(log(alldata$cond),alldata$pco1)
cor.test(log(alldata$cond),alldata$pco1)
plot(alldata$ph1,alldata$pco1)
cor.test(alldata$ph1,alldata$pco1)
plot(log(alldata$ph1),alldata$pco1)
cor.test(log(alldata$ph1),alldata$pco1)
plot(alldata$ph2,alldata$pco1)
cor.test(alldata$ph2,alldata$pco1)
plot(log(alldata$ph2),alldata$pco1)
cor.test(log(alldata$ph2),alldata$pco1)
plot(alldata$do,alldata$pco1)
cor.test(alldata$do,alldata$pco1)
plot(log(alldata$do),alldata$pco1)
cor.test(log(alldata$do),alldata$pco1)
plot(alldata$pred2,alldata$pco2)
cor.test(alldata$pred1,alldata$pco1)
plot(alldata$cod,alldata$toc)
identify(alldata$cod,alldata$toc)
cor.test(alldata$cod,alldata$toc)
plot(alldata$cr,alldata$pc2)
cor.test(alldata$cr,alldata$pco2)
plot(log(alldata$tn),alldata$pco1)
cor.test(log(alldata$tn),alldata$pco1)
plot(alldata$no2,alldata$pco1)
cor.test(alldata$no2,alldata$pco1)
plot(alldata$alk,alldata$pco1)
cor.test(alldata$alk,alldata$pco1)
plot(log(alldata$alk),alldata$pco1)
cor.test(log(alldata$alk),alldata$pco1)
plot(alldata$turb,alldata$toc)
cor.test(alldata$turb,alldata$toc)
plot(alldata$tp,alldata$ind1000)
cor.test(alldata$tp,alldata$ind1000)
plot(log(alldata$tp),alldata$ind1000)
cor.test(log(alldata$tp),alldata$ind1000)
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plot(alldata$dayflow,alldata$chla)
cor.test(alldata$dayflow,alldata$chla)
plot(alldata$dayflow,log(alldata$chla))
cor.test(alldata$dayflow,log(alldata$chla))
plot(alldata$dflow,alldata$dayflow)
cor.test(alldata$dflow,alldata$dayflow)
plot(alldata$dayflow,log(alldata$chla))
cor.test(alldata$dayflow,log(alldata$chla))
###########Testing the variables before dbRDA --PCO1
#### pco1 as a function of environmental variables
library(mass)
wangenvOutliers<-read.csv("wangenvOutliers.csv",header=TRUE,nrows=40)
bugenv1<-cbind(wangenvOutliers,pwangbug)
summary(tempo)
edit(alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco1~temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco1~cond,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco1~temp+cond+temp:cond,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco1~log(cr),data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco1~temp+cr+temp:cr,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco1~temp+cond+temp:cond+cr+temp:cr,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco1~log(zn),data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco1~temp+log(zn)+log(zn):temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco1~temp+cond+temp:cond+log(zn)+log(zn):temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco1~log(cd),data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco1~temp+log(cd)+log(cd):temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco1~temp+cond+temp:cond+cd+cd:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco1~cu,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco1~temp+cu+cu:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco1~temp+cond+temp:cond+cu+cu:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco1~log(chla),data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco1~temp+log(chla)+log(chla):temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco1~temp+cond+temp:cond+log(chla)+temp:log(chla),data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco1~do,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco1~temp+do+do:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco1~temp+cond+temp:cond+do+do:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco1~cfpom,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco1~cfpom+temp+temp:cfpom,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco1~temp+cond+temp:cond+cfpom+cfpom:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco1~cod,data=bugenv1)
tempo<-lm(pco1~cod+temp+temp:cod,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco1~temp+cond+temp:cond+cod+cod:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco1~turb,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco1~temp+turb+turb:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco1~temp+cond+temp:cond+turb+turb:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco1~vel,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco1~temp+vel+vel:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco1~temp+cond+temp:cond+vel+vel:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco1~nh3,data=alldata)
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tempo<-lm(pco1~temp+nh3+nh3:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco1~temp+cond+temp:cond+nh3+nh3:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco1~toc,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco1~temp+toc+toc:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco1~temp+cond+temp:cond+toc+toc:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco1~ph2,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco1~temp+ph2+ph2:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco1~temp+cond+temp:cond+ph2+ph2:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco1~sed,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco1~temp+sed+sed:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco1~on,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco1~temp+on+on:temp,data=alldata)
## final models
tempo<-lm(pco1~log(cd),data=alldata)###Adjusted R-squared: 0.1135
tempo<-lm(pco1~log(chla),data=alldata)###chla--->Adjusted R-squared: 0.1301
tempo<-lm(pco1~log(zn),data=alldata)###zn--->Adjusted R-squared: 0.1044
tempo<-lm(pco1~temp,data=alldata)##temp---->Adjusted R-squared: 0.3996
tempo<-lm(pco1~temp+cod+temp:cod,data=alldata)##temp:cod---> Adjusted R-squared: 0.5219
tempo<-lm(pco1~temp+cond+temp:cond,data=alldata)##temp:cond---> Adjusted R-squared: 0.4243
tempo<-lm(pco1~temp+toc+temp:toc,data=alldata)##temp:toc---> Adjusted R-squared: 0.4826
tempo<-lm(pco1~temp+log(zn)+temp:log(zn),data=alldata)##temp:zn---> Adjusted R-squared:
0.5448
tempo<-lm(pco1~temp+cond+temp:cond+cod+temp:cod,data=alldata)##temp:cod, temp:cond--->
Adjusted R-squared: 0.4966
tempo<-lm(pco1~temp+cod+temp:cod+log(zn)+temp:log(zn),data=alldata)#temp:cod,temp:zn -->Adjusted R-squared: 0.6461
tempo<lm(pco1~temp+cod+temp:cod+log(zn)+temp:log(zn)+log(chla),data=alldata)#temp:cod,temp:zn, chla
--->Adjusted R-squared: 0.6355
tempo<lm(pco1~temp+cond+temp:cond+cod+temp:cod+log(zn)+temp:log(zn),data=alldata)#temp:cond,tem
p:cod,temp:zn --->Adjusted R-squared: 0.6613
tempo<-lm(pco1~temp+cod+temp:cod+log(zn),data=alldata)##Adjusted R-squared: 0.6254
tempo<lm(pco1~temp+cond+temp:cond+cod+temp:cod+log(zn)+temp:log(zn)+log(chla)+log(cd),data=allda
ta)
tempo<lm(pco1~temp+cond+toc+temp:cond+log(zn)+temp:toc+log(chla)+log(cr),data=alldata)##final
model ##Table 4.10
tempo1<-lm(pco1~temp+cond+log(zn),data=alldata)##final model
anova(tempo, tempo1)
summary(tempo)##Table 4.10
anova(tempo)
avPlots(tempo)
tempo1<cbind(cbind(fitted(tempo),residuals(tempo)),alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("temp","cond","chla","
cod")]),])
attributes(tempo1)
names(tempo1[,1:2])<-c("fitted","residual")
edit(tempo1)
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tempo1[,"2"]
tempo2<-lm(tempo1[,"2"]~pred1,data=tempo1)
summary(tempo2)
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"1"],type = "b",ylim=c(.6,0.6),pch=19,col="gold2",cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="PCO1",main="Prediction with Zinc,
Chromium, Chlorophyll A, Temperature, TOC, Conductivity,\n Temperature*TOC, and
Temperature*Conductivity interaction",lwd=3,lty=1)
#points(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"1"],type="b",col="gold2",pch
=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"1"],type="b",col="blue",pch=8
,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"1"],type="b",col="green3",pch
=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"1"],type="b",col="red",pch=18
,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.8,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
xyplot(fitted(tempo)~dist, groups=day,data=tempo1,type="l",auto.key=TRUE)
xyplot(residuals(tempo)~dist, groups=day,data=tempo1,type="l",auto.key=TRUE)
tempo3<-lm(tempo1[,2]~tempo1$pred1)
summary(tempo3)
#********* Figure 4.14 in thesis *********#
tiff(file="Figure 4.14.jpg",width=10,height=14,units="in",pointsize = 12,bg
="transparent",res=800,compression="lzw")
par(mfrow=c(3,1), mar=c(4.5,4.5,2.5,3),cex=1.5,cex.axis=0.9,las=1,cex.main=1,cex.lab=0.8)
## pco plot against distance
plot(bugenv[bugenv$day==1,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==1,"pco1"],type = "b",ylim=c(.6,1),pch=19,xlab="",ylab="PCO1",main="a) PCO1 plotted against spatial position",lwd=3,lty=1)
points(bugenv[bugenv$day==126,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==126,"pco1"],type="b",col="gold2",p
ch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.2,lty=2)
points(bugenv[bugenv$day==260,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==260,"pco1"],type="b",col="blue",pch
=8,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(bugenv[bugenv$day==336,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==336,"pco1"],type="b",col="green3",
pch=17,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(bugenv[bugenv$day==518,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==518,"pco1"],type="b",col="red",pch
=18,cex=1.4,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.6,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
### predicted pcos
num<-1
#fig.name<-"wangpco1.tif"
pco.no<-paste("pco",num,sep="")
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PCO.NO<-paste("PCO",num," (",pco.varpercent[num],"% of total variation)",sep="")
pred.no<-paste("pred",num,sep="")
#tiff(file=fig.name,width=7,height=5,units="in",pointsize = 12,bg =
"transparent",res=300,compression="lzw")
#par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(wangenv$dist[wangenv$time==1],pwangbug[wangenv$time==1,pco.no],type="p",pch=19,col="
black",xlab="",ylab=PCO.NO,ylim=c(-.6,1),main="b) PCO1 with spatiotemporal model
predictions",cex=1,lwd=3,lty=1)
points(wangenv$dist[wangenv$time==1],pwangbug[wangenv$time==2,pco.no],col="gold2",pch=15,
lwd=3,cex=1.2,lty=2)
points(wangenv$dist[wangenv$time==1],pwangbug[wangenv$time==3,pco.no],col="blue",pch=8,
cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(wangenv$dist[wangenv$time==1],pwangbug[wangenv$time==4,pco.no],col="green3",pch=17
,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(wangenv$dist[wangenv$time==1],pwangbug[wangenv$time==5,pco.no],col="red",pch=18,ce
x=1.4,lwd=3,lty=5)
lines(xygrid$dist[xygrid$time==1],pco.predict2[pco.predict2$time==1,pred.no],type="l",lty=1,col="b
lack",lwd=2)
lines(xygrid$dist[xygrid$time==1],pco.predict2[pco.predict2$time==2,pred.no],type="l",lty=2,col="g
old2",lwd=2)
lines(xygrid$dist[xygrid$time==1],pco.predict2[pco.predict2$time==3,pred.no],type="l",lty=3,col="b
lue",lwd=2)
lines(xygrid$dist[xygrid$time==1],pco.predict2[pco.predict2$time==4,pred.no],type="l",lty=4,col="g
reen3",lwd=2)
lines(xygrid$dist[xygrid$time==1],pco.predict2[pco.predict2$time==5,pred.no],type="l",lty=5,col="r
ed",lwd=2)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 2013", "April 2014", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),
ncol=2,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.6,title="months")
## pco plot for fitted values
tempo<lm(pco1~temp+cond+toc+temp:cond+log(zn)+temp:toc+log(chla)+log(cr),bugenv)#[complete.cases(
bugenv[,c("temp","no3","tp")]),])
tempo1<cbind(cbind(fitted(tempo),residuals(tempo)),alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("temp","cond")]),])
attributes(tempo1)
names(tempo1[,1:2])<-c("fitted","residual")
plot(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"1"],type = "l",ylim=c(.6,1),pch=19,col="gold2",xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="PCO1",main="c) Prediction with zinc,
chlorophyll A, temperature, TOC, conductivity,\n temperature*TOC, and temperature*Conductivity
interaction",lwd=3,lty=2)
#points(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"1"],type="l",col="gold2",pch
=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"1"],type="l",col="blue",pch=8,
cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"1"],type="l",col="green3",pch
=17,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"1"],type="l",col="red",pch=18,
cex=1.4,lwd=3,lty=5)
points(bugenv[bugenv$day==1,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==1,"pco1"],type = "p",ylim=c(.6,1),pch=19,xlab="",ylab="PCO1",main="a) PCO1 plotted against spatial position",lwd=3,lty=1)
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points(bugenv[bugenv$day==126,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==126,"pco1"],type="p",col="gold2",p
ch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.2,lty=2)
points(bugenv[bugenv$day==260,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==260,"pco1"],type="p",col="blue",pch
=8,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(bugenv[bugenv$day==336,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==336,"pco1"],type="p",col="green3",
pch=17,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(bugenv[bugenv$day==518,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==518,"pco1"],type="p",col="red",pch
=18,cex=1.4,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.6,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
dev.off()
##############dbRDA for pco1~env ## to check which variables explain time:space
(spatiotemporal variation)
wang.cap1<capscale(formula=wangbug.BC~dist+time+dist:time+eff+eff:time+eff:dist:time,data=wangenv,comm
=wangbug,add=TRUE,na.action=na.omit)
summary(wang.cap1)
wang.anova1<-anova(wang.cap1,by="term")
print(wang.anova1)
edit(same.sites(wangbug,wangenv1))
wangenv1<-wangenv[complete.cases(wangenv[,c("cod","temp","zn","chla","cond")]),]#omit season1
edit(wangenv1)
wangenv1<- removeNAenv(wangenv1,"cod")
wangenv1<- removeNAenv(wangenv1,"temp")
wangenv1<- removeNAenv(wangenv1,"zn")
wangenv1<- removeNAenv(wangenv1,"chla")
wangenv1<- removeNAenv(wangenv1,"cond")
wangbug1<-same.sites(wangbug,wangenv1)
edit(wangbug1)
check.datasets(wangbug1,wangenv1)
edit(wangenv1)
wangbug1.BC<-vegdist(sqrt(wangbug1))
#wang.cap2<capscale(formula=wangbug1.BC~temp+cond+temp:cond+cod+temp:cod+log(zn)+temp:log(zn)+toc+
temp:toc+log(chla),data=wangenv1,comm=wangbug1,add=TRUE,na.action=na.omit)## all the
significant variables with pco1
#wang.cap2<capscale(formula=wangbug1.BC~temp+cond+temp:cond+cod+temp:cod+log(zn)+toc+log(chla),data
=wangenv1,comm=wangbug1,add=TRUE,na.action=na.omit)## without toc:temp and zn:temp
#wang.cap2<capscale(formula=wangbug1.BC~temp+cond+temp:cond+cod+temp:cod+log(zn)+log(chla),data=wa
ngenv1,comm=wangbug1,add=TRUE,na.action=na.omit)## without toc, toc:temp and zn:temp
#wang.cap2<capscale(formula=wangbug1.BC~temp+cond+temp:cond+log(zn)+temp:log(zn)+toc+temp:toc+log(c
hla),data=wangenv1,comm=wangbug1,add=TRUE,na.action=na.omit)## without cod
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#wang.cap2<capscale(formula=wangbug1.BC~temp+cond+temp:cond+log(zn)+toc+temp:toc+log(chla),data=wan
genv1,comm=wangbug1,add=TRUE,na.action=na.omit)## without cod and zn:temp
#wang.cap2<capscale(formula=wangbug1.BC~temp+cond+temp:cond+log(zn)+toc+temp:toc+log(chla)+nh3,data
=wangenv1,comm=wangbug1,add=TRUE,na.action=na.omit)## without cod and zn:temp, including
nh3
#wang.cap2<capscale(formula=wangbug1.BC~temp+cond+temp:cond+log(zn)+toc+temp:toc+log(chla)+no3,data
=wangenv1,comm=wangbug1,add=TRUE,na.action=na.omit)##without cod and zn:temp, including
no3
#wang.cap2<capscale(formula=wangbug1.BC~temp+cond+temp:cond+log(zn)+toc+temp:toc+log(chla)+tp,data=
wangenv1,comm=wangbug1,add=TRUE,na.action=na.omit)## without cod and zn:temp, including tp
#wang.cap2<capscale(formula=wangbug1.BC~temp+cond+temp:cond+log(zn)+toc+temp:toc+log(chla)+tn,data=
wangenv1,comm=wangbug1,add=TRUE,na.action=na.omit)## without cod and zn:temp, including tn
#wang.cap2<capscale(formula=wangbug1.BC~temp+cond+temp:cond+log(zn)+toc+temp:toc+log(chla)+sed,data=
wangenv1,comm=wangbug1,add=TRUE,na.action=na.omit)## without cod and zn:temp, including
sed
#wang.cap2<capscale(formula=wangbug1.BC~temp+cond+temp:cond+log(zn)+toc+temp:toc+log(chla)+ph2,data
=wangenv1,comm=wangbug1,add=TRUE,na.action=na.omit)## without cod and zn:temp, including
ph
#wang.cap2<capscale(formula=wangbug1.BC~temp+cond+temp:cond+log(zn)+toc+temp:toc+log(chla)+cfpom,da
ta=wangenv1,comm=wangbug1,add=TRUE,na.action=na.omit)## without cod and zn:temp,
including cfpom
#wang.cap2<capscale(formula=wangbug1.BC~temp+cond+temp:cond+log(zn)+toc+temp:toc+log(chla)+turb,data
=wangenv1,comm=wangbug1,add=TRUE,na.action=na.omit)## without cod and zn:temp, including
turb
wang.cap2<capscale(formula=wangbug1.BC~temp+cond+temp:cond+log(zn)+toc+temp:toc+log(chla)+log(cr),d
ata=wangenv1,comm=wangbug1,add=TRUE,na.action=na.omit)## without cod and zn:temp,
including cr # Final model
anova(wang.cap2)
#wang.cap2<capscale(formula=wangbug1.BC~as.factor(eff)+time+dist+as.factor(eff):time+Condition(temp+cond
+temp:cond+cod+temp:cod+log(zn)+temp:log(zn)+toc+temp:toc+log(chla)),data=wangenv1,comm=
wangbug1,add=TRUE,na.action=na.omit)## condition (all the significant variables with pco1)
#wang.cap2<capscale(formula=wangbug1.BC~as.factor(eff)+time+dist+as.factor(eff):time+Condition(temp+cond
+temp:cond+cod+temp:cod+log(zn)+toc+log(chla)),data=wangenv1,comm=wangbug1,add=TRUE,n
a.action=na.omit)## condition (without toc:temp and zn:temp)
#wang.cap2<capscale(formula=wangbug1.BC~as.factor(eff)+time+dist+as.factor(eff):time+Condition(temp+cond
+temp:cond+cod+temp:cod+log(zn)+log(chla)),data=wangenv1,comm=wangbug1,add=TRUE,na.acti
on=na.omit) ## condition (without toc, toc:temp and zn:temp)
#wang.cap2<capscale(formula=wangbug1.BC~as.factor(eff)+time+dist+as.factor(eff):time+Condition(temp+cond
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+temp:cond+log(zn)+temp:log(zn)+toc+temp:toc+log(chla)),data=wangenv1,comm=wangbug1,add=
TRUE,na.action=na.omit)## condition (without cod)
#wang.cap2<capscale(formula=wangbug1.BC~as.factor(eff)+time+dist+as.factor(eff):time+Condition(temp+cond
+temp:cond+log(zn)+toc+temp:toc+log(chla)),data=wangenv1,comm=wangbug1,add=TRUE,na.actio
n=na.omit)## condition (without cod and temp:zn)
#wang.cap2<capscale(formula=wangbug1.BC~as.factor(eff)+time+dist+as.factor(eff):time+Condition(temp+cond
+temp:cond+log(zn)+toc+temp:toc+log(chla)+nh3),data=wangenv1,comm=wangbug1,add=TRUE,na
.action=na.omit)## condition (without cod and temp:zn, including nh3)
#wang.cap2<capscale(formula=wangbug1.BC~as.factor(eff)+time+dist+as.factor(eff):time+Condition(temp+cond
+temp:cond+log(zn)+toc+temp:toc+log(chla)+no2),data=wangenv1,comm=wangbug1,add=TRUE,na
.action=na.omit)## condition (without cod and temp:zn, including no2)
#wang.cap2<capscale(formula=wangbug1.BC~as.factor(eff)+time+dist+as.factor(eff):time+Condition(temp+cond
+temp:cond+log(zn)+toc+temp:toc+log(chla)+log(cr)),data=wangenv1,comm=wangbug1,add=TRUE
,na.action=na.omit)## condition (without cod and temp:zn, including cr)
wang.cap3<capscale(formula=wangbug1.BC~dist+time+dist:time+eff+eff:time+eff:dist:time+Condition(temp+co
nd+temp:cond+log(zn)+toc+temp:toc+log(chla)+log(cr)),data=wangenv1,comm=wangbug1,add=TR
UE,na.action=na.omit)## condition (without cod and temp:zn, including cr) # Final model
summary(wang.cap2)
wang.anova2<-anova(wang.cap2,by="term",permutations=how(nperm=9999))
print(wang.anova2)## Table 4.9
summary(wang.cap2)
summary(wang.cap3)
wang.anova3<-anova(wang.cap3,by="term",permutations=how(nperm=9999)) # No evidence of
spatiotemporal patterns
print(wang.anova3)###Table 4.11
wang.cap2coef<-coef(wang.cap2)
write.table(wang.cap2coef,file="wang.cap2coef.txt",sep="\t")
########### scatterplot for pco1 and res1 against physicochemical variables
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
panel.cor <- function(x, y, digits = 2, cex.cor, ...)
{
usr <- par("usr"); on.exit(par(usr))
par(usr = c(0, 1, 0, 1))
# correlation coefficient
r <- cor(x, y)
method=c("spearman")
txt <- format(c(r, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt <- paste("r= ", txt, sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.8, txt)
# p-value calculation
p <- cor.test(x, y)$p.value
txt2 <- format(c(p, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt2 <- paste("p= ", txt2, sep = "")
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if(p<0.01) txt2 <- paste("p= ", "<0.01", sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.3, txt2)
}
pairs(pco1~do+log(cr)+log(toc)+cod+log(cfpom)+log(chla)+log(turb)+log(vel)+log(temp)+log(ph2)
+log(cond)+log(do)+log(sb)+log(cu)+log(cr)+log(cd)+log(zn)+sed,data=alldata,upper.panel=panel.co
r,pch=20,na.action = na.omit)
#######
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
panel.cor <- function(x, y, digits = 2, cex.cor, ...)
{
usr <- par("usr"); on.exit(par(usr))
par(usr = c(0, 1, 0, 1))
# correlation coefficient
r <- cor(x, y)
method=c("spearman")
txt <- format(c(r, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt <- paste("r= ", txt, sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.8, txt)
# p-value calculation
p <- cor.test(x, y)$p.value
txt2 <- format(c(p, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt2 <- paste("p= ", txt2, sep = "")
if(p<0.01) txt2 <- paste("p= ", "<0.01", sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.3, txt2)
}
pairs(res1~ph2+log(chla)+do+cfpom+nh3+cod+turb+vel+cd+log(zn)+log(cu)+cr+temp+sed+cond+to
c,data=envpcores,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20,na.action = na.omit)
edit(envpcores)
##Testing the variables before dbRDA --PCO2
wangenvOutliers<-read.csv("wangenvOutliers.csv",header=TRUE,nrows=40)
bugenv1<-cbind(wangenvOutliers,pwangbug)
edit(alldata)
summary(tempo)
tempo<-lm(pco2~temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco2~cond,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco2~temp+cond+temp:cond,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco2~cr,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco2~temp+cr+temp:cr,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco2~temp+cond+temp:cond+cr+temp:cr,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco2~log(zn),data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco2~temp+log(zn)+log(zn):temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco2~temp+cond+temp:cond+log(zn)+log(zn):temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco2~cd,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco2~temp+cd+cd:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco2~temp+cond+temp:cond+cd+cd:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco2~log(cu),data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco2~temp+log(cu)+log(cu):temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco2~temp+cond+temp:cond+cu+cu:temp,data=alldata)
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tempo<-lm(pco2~log(chla),data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco2~temp+log(chla)+log(chla):temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco2~temp+cond+temp:cond+log(chla)+temp:log(chla),data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco2~do,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco2~temp+do+do:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco2~temp+cond+temp:cond+do+do:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco2~cfpom,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco2~cfpom+temp+temp:cfpom,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco2~temp+cond+temp:cond+cfpom+cfpom:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco2~cod,data=bugenv1)
tempo<-lm(pco2~cod+temp+temp:cod,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco2~temp+cond+temp:cond+cod+cod:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco2~turb,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco2~temp+turb+turb:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco2~temp+cond+temp:cond+turb+turb:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco2~vel,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco2~temp+vel+vel:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco2~temp+cond+temp:cond+vel+vel:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco2~nh3,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco2~temp+nh3+nh3:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco2~temp+cond+temp:cond+nh3+nh3:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco2~toc,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco2~temp+toc+toc:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco2~temp+cond+temp:cond+toc+toc:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco2~ph2,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco2~temp+ph2+ph2:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco2~temp+cond+temp:cond+ph2+ph2:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco2~temp+ph2+ph2:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco2~temp+cond+temp:cond+ph2+ph2:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco2~sed,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco2~temp+sed+sed:temp,data=alldata)
## final models for pco2
tempo<-lm(pco2~toc,data=alldata)##Adjusted R-squared: 0.1325
tempo<-lm(pco2~cr,data=alldata)##Adjusted R-squared: 0.1155
tempo<-lm(pco2~log(cu),data=alldata)##Adjusted R-squared: 0.07606
tempo<-lm(pco2~turb,data=alldata)##Adjusted R-squared: 0.3089
tempo<-lm(pco2~vel,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco2~temp+ph2+temp:ph2,data=alldata)##Adjusted R-squared: 0.1524
tempo<-lm(pco2~temp+nh3+temp:nh3,data=alldata)##Adjusted R-squared: 0.2765
tempo<-lm(pco2~temp+log(chla)+temp:log(chla),data=alldata)##Adjusted R-squared: 0.06501
tempo<-lm(pco2~temp+vel+temp:vel,data=alldata)##Adjusted R-squared: 0.1899
tempo<lm(pco2~nh3+temp:nh3+temp+ph2:temp+ph2+log(chla)+temp:log(chla)+vel+temp:vel+toc+turb+lo
g(cu),data=alldata)##Adjusted R-squared: 0.4439
tempo<-lm(pco2~turb+log(chla)+temp:log(chla)+temp+ph2:temp+ph2,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco2~turb+temp+nh3+temp:nh3+ph2:temp+ph2,data=alldata)
summary(tempo)
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tempo2<cbind(cbind(fitted(tempo),residuals(tempo)),alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("temp","nh3","turb","to
c","ph2","vel","chla","cu","cr")]),])
attributes(tempo2)
names(tempo2[,1:2])<-c("fitted","residual")
edit(tempo2)
tempo2[,"2"]
tempo3<-lm(tempo2[,"2"]~pred2,data=tempo2)
summary(tempo3)
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(tempo2[tempo2$day==126,"dist"],tempo2[tempo2$day==126,"1"],type = "b",ylim=c(0.6,0.6),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="PCO2",main="prediction with other variables
interaction",col="gold2",lwd=3,lty=4)
points(tempo2[tempo2$day==260,"dist"],tempo2[tempo2$day==260,"1"],type="b",col="blue",pch=8
,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo2[tempo2$day==336,"dist"],tempo2[tempo2$day==336,"1"],type="b",col="green3",pch
=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3)
points(tempo2[tempo2$day==518,"dist"],tempo2[tempo2$day==518,"1"],type="b",col="red",pch=18
,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("April 2014", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=1,lwd=2,col=c("gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=4,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.7,title="month
s")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(tempo2[tempo2$day==126,"dist"],tempo2[tempo2$day==126,"2"],type = "b",ylim=c(0.6,0.6),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="PCO2",main="prediction with other variables
interaction",col="gold2",lwd=3,lty=4)
points(tempo2[tempo2$day==260,"dist"],tempo2[tempo2$day==260,"2"],type="b",col="blue",pch=8
,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo2[tempo2$day==336,"dist"],tempo2[tempo2$day==336,"2"],type="b",col="green3",pch
=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3)
points(tempo2[tempo2$day==518,"dist"],tempo2[tempo2$day==518,"2"],type="b",col="red",pch=18
,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("April 2014", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=1,lwd=2,col=c("gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=4,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.7,title="month
s")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
xyplot(fitted(tempo)~dist, groups=day,data=tempo2,type="l",auto.key=TRUE)
xyplot(residuals(tempo)~dist, groups=day,data=tempo2,type="l",auto.key=TRUE)
tempo3<-lm(tempo2[,2]~tempo2$pred2)
summary(tempo3)
plot(alldata$ph2~alldata$pco2)
cor.test(alldata$ph2,alldata$pco2)
plot(log(alldata$cu),alldata$pco2)
cor.test(log(alldata$cu),alldata$pco2)
##Testing the variables before dbRDA --PCO3
edit(alldata)
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summary(tempo)
tempo<-lm(pco3~log(temp),data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco3~cond,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco3~log(temp)+cond+log(temp):cond,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco3~cr,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco3~temp+cr+temp:cr,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco3~temp+cond+temp:cond+cr+temp:cr,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco3~zn,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco3~temp+zn+zn:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco3~temp+cond+temp:cond+zn+zn:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco3~cd,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco3~temp+cd+cd:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco3~temp+cond+temp:cond+cd+cd:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco3~cu,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco3~temp+cu+cu:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco3~temp+cond+temp:cond+cu+cu:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco3~log(chla),data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco3~temp+log(chla)+log(chla):temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco3~temp+cond+temp:cond+log(chla)+temp:log(chla),data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco3~do,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco3~temp+do+do:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco3~temp+cond+temp:cond+do+do:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco3~cfpom,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco3~cfpom+temp+temp:cfpom,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco3~temp+cond+temp:cond+cfpom+cfpom:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco3~cod,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco3~cod+temp+temp:cod,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco3~temp+cond+temp:cond+cod+cod:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco3~turb,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco3~temp+turb+turb:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco3~temp+cond+temp:cond+turb+turb:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco3~vel,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco3~temp+vel+vel:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco3~temp+cond+temp:cond+vel+vel:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco3~nh3,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco3~temp+nh3+nh3:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco3~temp+cond+temp:cond+nh3+nh3:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco3~toc,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco3~temp+toc+toc:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco3~temp+cond+temp:cond+toc+toc:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco3~ph2,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco3~temp+ph2+ph2:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco3~temp+cond+temp:cond+ph2+ph2:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco3~sed,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco3~temp+sed+sed:temp,data=alldata)
## final models for pco3
tempo<-lm(pco3~temp+toc+temp:toc,data=alldata)##Adjusted R-squared: 0.2948
tempo<-lm(pco3~do,data=alldata)##Adjusted R-squared: 0.2875
tempo<-lm(pco3~temp+turb+temp:turb,data=alldata)##Adjusted R-squared: 0.2131
tempo<-lm(pco3~log(chla),data=alldata)##Adjusted R-squared: 0.2117
tempo<-lm(pco3~nh3,data=alldata)##Adjusted R-squared: 0.1153
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tempo<-lm(pco3~vel,data=alldata)##Adjusted R-squared: 0.1092
tempo<-lm(pco3~log(temp),data=alldata)## Adjusted R-squared: 0.07468
tempo<-lm(pco3~temp+temp:toc+toc+do+turb+temp:turb,data=alldata)## Adjusted R-squared:
0.3031
tempo<-lm(pco3~temp+temp:toc+toc+do+turb+temp:turb+log(chla),data=alldata)## Adjusted Rsquared: 0.2738
tempo<lm(pco3~temp+temp:toc+toc+do+turb+temp:turb+log(chla)+nh3+vel+log(temp),data=alldata)##
Adjusted R-squared: 0.2199
tempo<-lm(pco3~temp+temp:toc+toc+turb+temp:turb+log(chla)+nh3+vel+log(temp),data=alldata)##
Adjusted R-squared: 0.2596
tempo<-lm(pco3~temp+temp:toc+toc+turb+temp:turb+log(chla)+vel+log(temp),data=alldata)##
Adjusted R-squared: 0.317
summary(tempo)
tempo3<cbind(cbind(fitted(tempo),residuals(tempo)),alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("temp","toc","turb","ve
l")]),])
tempo3<cbind(cbind(fitted(tempo),residuals(tempo)),alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("temp","toc","turb","nh
3","vel")]),])
attributes(tempo3)
names(tempo3[,1:2])<-c("fitted","residual")
edit(tempo3)
tempo3[,"2"]
tempo4<-lm(tempo3[,"2"]~pred3,data=tempo3)
summary(tempo4)
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(tempo3[tempo3$day==126,"dist"],tempo3[tempo3$day==126,"1"],type = "b",ylim=c(0.6,0.6),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="PCO3",main="prediction with other variables
interaction",col="gold2",lwd=3,lty=4)
points(tempo3[tempo3$day==1,"dist"],tempo3[tempo3$day==1,"1"],type="b",col="black",pch=8,cex
=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo3[tempo3$day==260,"dist"],tempo3[tempo3$day==260,"1"],type="b",col="blue",pch=8
,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo3[tempo3$day==336,"dist"],tempo3[tempo3$day==336,"1"],type="b",col="green3",pch
=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3)
points(tempo3[tempo3$day==518,"dist"],tempo3[tempo3$day==518,"1"],type="b",col="red",pch=18
,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("April 2014", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=1,lwd=2,col=c("gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=4,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.7,title="month
s")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
xyplot(fitted(tempo)~dist, groups=day,data=tempo3,type="l",auto.key=TRUE)
xyplot(residuals(tempo)~dist, groups=day,data=tempo3,type="l",auto.key=TRUE)
tempo4<-lm(tempo3[,2]~tempo3$pred3)
summary(tempo4)
plot(alldata$nh3~alldata$pco3)
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cor.test(alldata$nh3,alldata$pco3)
plot(log(alldata$temp),alldata$pco3)
cor.test(log(alldata$temp),alldata$pco3)
##Testing the variables before dbRDA --PCO4
edit(alldata)
summary(tempo)
tempo<-lm(pco4~temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco4~cond,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco4~log(temp)+cond+log(temp):cond,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco4~cr,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco4~temp+cr+temp:cr,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco4~temp+cond+temp:cond+cr+temp:cr,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco4~zn,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco4~temp+zn+zn:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco4~temp+cond+temp:cond+zn+zn:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco4~cd,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco4~temp+cd+cd:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco4~temp+cond+temp:cond+cd+cd:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco4~cu,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco4~temp+cu+cu:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco4~temp+cond+temp:cond+cu+cu:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco4~log(chla),data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco4~temp+log(chla)+log(chla):temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco4~temp+cond+temp:cond+log(chla)+temp:log(chla),data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco4~do,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco4~temp+do+do:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco4~temp+cond+temp:cond+do+do:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco4~cfpom,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco4~cfpom+temp+temp:cfpom,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco4~temp+cond+temp:cond+cfpom+cfpom:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco4~cod,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco4~cod+temp+temp:cod,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco4~temp+cond+temp:cond+cod+cod:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco4~turb,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco4~temp+turb+turb:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco4~temp+cond+temp:cond+turb+turb:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco4~vel,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco4~temp+vel+vel:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco4~temp+cond+temp:cond+vel+vel:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco4~nh3,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco4~temp+nh3+nh3:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco4~temp+cond+temp:cond+nh3+nh3:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco4~toc,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco4~temp+toc+toc:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco4~temp+cond+temp:cond+toc+toc:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco4~ph2,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco4~temp+ph2+ph2:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco4~temp+cond+temp:cond+ph2+ph2:temp,data=alldata)
## final models for pco4
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tempo<-lm(pco4~temp+cfpom+temp:cfpom,data=alldata) ## temp:cfpom ---> Adjusted R-squared:
0.4266
tempo<-lm(pco4~temp+toc+temp:toc,data=alldata)## temp:toc ---> Adjusted R-squared: 0.2768
tempo<-lm(pco4~do,data=alldata)##Adjusted R-squared: 0.2103
tempo<-lm(pco4~turb,data=alldata)##Adjusted R-squared: 0.1948
tempo<-lm(pco4~temp+cod+temp:cod,data=alldata)## temp:cod ---> Adjusted R-squared: 0.182
tempo<-lm(pco4~cfpom,data=alldata)##Adjusted R-squared: 0.154
tempo<-lm(pco4~temp+toc+temp:toc+cfpom+temp:cfpom,data=alldata)## temp:toc and temp:cfpom
---> Adjusted R-squared: 0.5269
tempo<-lm(pco4~temp+toc+temp:toc+cod+temp:cod+cfpom+temp:cfpom,data=alldata)## temp:toc,
temp:cod and temp:cfpom --->Adjusted R-squared: 0.5242
tempo<-lm(pco4~temp+toc+temp:toc+cod+temp:cod+cfpom+temp:cfpom+do+turb,data=alldata)##
temp:toc, temp:cod , temp:cfpom ,do and turb ---> Adjusted R-squared: 0.4054
tempo<-lm(pco4~temp+toc+temp:toc+cod+temp:cod+cfpom+temp:cfpom+turb,data=alldata)##
temp:toc, temp:cod , temp:cfpom ,do and turb ---> Adjusted R-squared: 0.5261
summary(tempo)
tempo4<cbind(cbind(fitted(tempo),residuals(tempo)),alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("temp","toc","cod","cfp
om","turb")]),])
attributes(tempo4)
names(tempo4[,1:2])<-c("fitted","residual")
edit(tempo4)
tempo4[,"2"]
tempo5<-lm(tempo4[,"2"]~pred4,data=tempo4)
summary(tempo5)
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(tempo4[tempo4$day==126,"dist"],tempo4[tempo4$day==126,"1"],type = "b",ylim=c(0.6,0.6),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="PCO4",main="prediction with other variables
interaction",col="gold2",lwd=3,lty=4)
points(tempo4[tempo4$day==1,"dist"],tempo4[tempo4$day==1,"1"],type="b",col="black",pch=8,cex
=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo4[tempo4$day==260,"dist"],tempo4[tempo4$day==260,"1"],type="b",col="blue",pch=8
,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo4[tempo4$day==336,"dist"],tempo4[tempo4$day==336,"1"],type="b",col="green3",pch
=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3)
points(tempo4[tempo4$day==518,"dist"],tempo4[tempo4$day==518,"1"],type="b",col="red",pch=18
,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("April 2014", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=1,lwd=2,col=c("gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=4,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.7,title="month
s")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
xyplot(fitted(tempo)~dist, groups=day,data=tempo4,type="l",auto.key=TRUE)
xyplot(residuals(tempo)~dist, groups=day,data=tempo4,type="l",auto.key=TRUE)
tempo5<-lm(tempo4[,2]~tempo4$pred4)
summary(tempo5)
plot(alldata$turb~alldata$pco4)
cor.test(alldata$turb,alldata$pco4)
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plot(log(alldata$turb),alldata$pco4)
cor.test(log(alldata$turb),alldata$pco4)
##Testing the variables before dbRDA --PCO5
edit(alldata)
summary(tempo)
tempo<-lm(pco5~temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco5~cond,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco5~temp+cond+log(temp):cond,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco5~cr,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco5~temp+cr+temp:cr,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco5~temp+cond+temp:cond+cr+temp:cr,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco5~zn,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco5~temp+zn+zn:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco5~temp+cond+temp:cond+zn+zn:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco5~cd,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco5~temp+cd+cd:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco5~temp+cond+temp:cond+cd+cd:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco5~cu,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco5~temp+cu+cu:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco5~temp+cond+temp:cond+cu+cu:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco5~log(chla),data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco5~temp+log(chla)+log(chla):temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco5~temp+cond+temp:cond+log(chla)+temp:log(chla),data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco5~do,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco5~temp+do+do:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco5~temp+cond+temp:cond+do+do:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco5~cfpom,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco5~cfpom+temp+temp:cfpom,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco5~temp+cond+temp:cond+cfpom+cfpom:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco5~cod,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco5~cod+temp+temp:cod,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco5~temp+cond+temp:cond+cod+cod:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco5~turb,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco5~temp+turb+turb:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco5~temp+cond+temp:cond+turb+turb:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco5~vel,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco5~temp+vel+vel:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco5~temp+cond+temp:cond+vel+vel:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco5~nh3,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco5~temp+nh3+nh3:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco5~temp+cond+temp:cond+nh3+nh3:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco5~toc,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco5~temp+toc+toc:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco5~temp+cond+temp:cond+toc+toc:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco5~ph2,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco5~temp+ph2+ph2:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco5~temp+cond+temp:cond+ph2+ph2:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco5~sed,data=alldata)
## final models for pco5
tempo<-lm(pco5~log(vel),data=alldata)##
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tempo<-lm(pco5~ph2,data=alldata)## ---> Adjusted R-squared: 0.2372
tempo<-lm(pco5~cod,data=alldata)##---> Adjusted R-squared: 0.1677
tempo<-lm(pco5~ph2+cod,data=alldata)##Adjusted R-squared: 0.3274
summary(tempo)
tempo5<cbind(cbind(fitted(tempo),residuals(tempo)),alldata)#[complete.cases(alldata[,c("temp","cond")]),])
attributes(tempo5)
names(tempo5[,1:2])<-c("fitted","residual")
edit(tempo5)
tempo5[,"2"]
tempo6<-lm(tempo5[,"2"]~pred5,data=tempo5)
summary(tempo6)
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(tempo5[tempo5$day==1,"dist"],tempo5[tempo5$day==1,"1"],type = "b",ylim=c(0.6,0.6),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="PCO4",main="prediction with other variables
interaction",col="gold2",lwd=3,lty=4)
points(tempo5[tempo5$day==126,"dist"],tempo5[tempo5$day==126,"1"],type="b",col="black",pch=
8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo5[tempo5$day==260,"dist"],tempo5[tempo5$day==260,"1"],type="b",col="blue",pch=8
,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo5[tempo5$day==336,"dist"],tempo5[tempo5$day==336,"1"],type="b",col="green3",pch
=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3)
points(tempo5[tempo5$day==518,"dist"],tempo5[tempo5$day==518,"1"],type="b",col="red",pch=18
,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("April 2014", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=1,lwd=2,col=c("gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=4,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.7,title="month
s")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
xyplot(fitted(tempo)~dist, groups=day,data=tempo5,type="l",auto.key=TRUE)
xyplot(residuals(tempo)~dist, groups=day,data=tempo5,type="l",auto.key=TRUE)
tempo6<-lm(tempo5[,2]~tempo5$pred5)
summary(tempo6)
plot(alldata$ph2~alldata$pco5)
cor.test(alldata$ph2,alldata$pco5)
plot(log(alldata$chla),alldata$pco5)
cor.test(log(alldata$chla),alldata$pco5)
##Testing the variables before dbRDA --PCO6
edit(alldata)
summary(tempo)
tempo<-lm(pco6~temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco6~cond,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco6~temp+cond+log(temp):cond,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco6~cr,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco6~temp+cr+temp:cr,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco6~temp+cond+temp:cond+cr+temp:cr,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco6~zn,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco6~temp+zn+zn:temp,data=alldata)
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tempo<-lm(pco6~temp+cond+temp:cond+zn+zn:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco6~cd,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco6~temp+cd+cd:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco6~temp+cond+temp:cond+cd+cd:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco6~cu,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco6~temp+cu+cu:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco6~temp+cond+temp:cond+cu+cu:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco6~log(chla),data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco6~temp+log(chla)+log(chla):temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco6~temp+cond+temp:cond+log(chla)+temp:log(chla),data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco6~do,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco6~temp+do+do:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco6~temp+cond+temp:cond+do+do:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco6~cfpom,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco6~cfpom+temp+temp:cfpom,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco6~temp+cond+temp:cond+cfpom+cfpom:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco6~cod,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco6~cod+temp+temp:cod,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco6~temp+cond+temp:cond+cod+cod:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco6~turb,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco6~temp+turb+turb:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco6~temp+cond+temp:cond+turb+turb:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco6~vel,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco6~temp+vel+vel:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco6~temp+cond+temp:cond+vel+vel:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco6~nh3,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco6~temp+nh3+nh3:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco6~temp+cond+temp:cond+nh3+nh3:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco6~toc,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco6~temp+toc+toc:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco6~temp+cond+temp:cond+toc+toc:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco6~ph2,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco6~temp+ph2+ph2:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco6~temp+cond+temp:cond+ph2+ph2:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco6~sed,data=alldata)
## final models for pco6
tempo<-lm(pco6~do+do:temp+temp,data=alldata)##
Adjusted R-squared: 0.1395
summary(tempo)
tempo6<-cbind(cbind(fitted(tempo),residuals(tempo)),alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("do")]),])
attributes(tempo6)
names(tempo6[,1:2])<-c("fitted","residual")
edit(tempo6)
tempo6[,"2"]
tempo7<-lm(tempo6[,"2"]~pred6,data=tempo6)
summary(tempo7)
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(tempo6[tempo6$day==126,"dist"],tempo6[tempo6$day==126,"1"],type = "b",ylim=c(0.6,0.6),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="PCO4",main="prediction with other variables
interaction",col="gold2",lwd=3,lty=4)
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points(tempo6[tempo6$day==126,"dist"],tempo6[tempo6$day==126,"1"],type="b",col="black",pch=
8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo6[tempo6$day==260,"dist"],tempo6[tempo6$day==260,"1"],type="b",col="blue",pch=8
,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo6[tempo6$day==336,"dist"],tempo6[tempo6$day==336,"1"],type="b",col="green3",pch
=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3)
points(tempo6[tempo6$day==518,"dist"],tempo6[tempo6$day==518,"1"],type="b",col="red",pch=18
,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("April 2014", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=1,lwd=2,col=c("gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=4,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.7,title="month
s")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
plot(alldata$do~alldata$pco6)
cor.test(alldata$do,alldata$pco6)
plot(log(alldata$do),alldata$pco6)
cor.test(log(alldata$do),alldata$pco6)
###”*”*”*”*”*Shannon index
shannon<-diversity(wangbug, index = "shannon", MARGIN = 1, base = exp(1))
shanwangbug<-cbind(wangenv,shannon)
plot(wangenv$dist[1:8],shannon[1:8],xlab = "sites", ylab = "Shannon index",type="b",pch=19,ylim =
c(0,3.5),col="black",lwd=3,lty=1)
points(wangenv$dist[9:16],shannon[9:16],xlab = "sites", ylab = "Shannon
index",type="b",pch=15,col="gold2",lwd=3,cex=1.2,lty=2)
points(wangenv$dist[17:24],shannon[17:24],xlab = "sites", ylab = "Shannon
index",type="b",pch=8,col="blue",cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(wangenv$dist[25:32],shannon[25:32],xlab = "sites", ylab = "Shannon
index",type="b",col="green3",pch=17,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(wangenv$dist[33:40],shannon[33:40],xlab = "sites", ylab = "Shannon
index",type="b",col="red",pch=18,cex=1.4,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.6,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
edit(shanwangbug)
##Save shannon index into a CSV file
write.csv(shanwangbug)
write.csv(shanwangbug, file = "Shannon.csv")
###”*”*”###PCOs and Diversity indices
#PCO1
plot(pwangbug[,"pco1"],diversity[,"shannon"])
plot(pwangbug[,"pco1"],diversity[,"signal"])
plot(pwangbug[,"pco1"],diversity[,"taxarich"])
plot(pwangbug[,"pco1"],diversity[,"abundance"])
plot(pwangbug[,"pco1"],diversity[,"eptnum"])
plot(pwangbug[,"pco1"],diversity[,"eptrich"])
pwangdiver<-cbind(diversity,pwangbug)
model1 <- lm(pwangdiver$pco1 ~ pwangdiver$shannon)
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summary(model1)
anova(model1)
plot(pwangdiver$pco1 ~ pwangdiver$shannon)
abline(model1)
model1 <- lm(pwangdiver$pco1 ~ pwangdiver$signal)
summary(model1)
plot(pwangdiver$pco1 ~ pwangdiver$signal)
abline(model1)
model1 <- lm(pwangdiver$pco1 ~ pwangdiver$taxarich)
summary(model1)
plot(pwangdiver$pco1 ~ pwangdiver$taxarich)
abline(model1)
model1 <- lm(pwangdiver$pco1 ~ pwangdiver$abundance)
summary(model1)
plot(pwangdiver$pco1 ~ pwangdiver$abundance)
abline(model1)
model1 <- lm(pwangdiver$pco1 ~ pwangdiver$eptnum)
summary(model1)
plot(pwangdiver$pco1 ~ pwangdiver$eptnum)
abline(model1)
model1 <- lm(pwangdiver$pco1 ~ pwangdiver$eptrich)
summary(model1)
plot(pwangdiver$pco1 ~ pwangdiver$eptrich)
abline(model1)wangwang<-cbind(wangenv,wangbug)
wangenv5<-cbind(wangwang,pwangbug)
plot(pwangbug[,"pco1"],wangbug[,"gripopterygidae"]) # Checks on aggregate process and heat maps
pwangdiver<-cbind(diversity,pwangbug)
model1 <- lm(pwangdiver$pco1 ~ wangbug$gripopterygidae)
summary(model1)
plot(pwangdiver$pco1 ~ wangbug$gripopterygidae)
abline(model1)
plot(pwangbug[,"pco1"],wangbug[,"oligochaeta"]) # Checks on aggregate process and heat maps
model1 <- lm(pwangdiver$pco1 ~ wangbug$oligochaeta)
summary(model1)
plot(pwangdiver$pco1 ~ wangbug$oligochaeta)
abline(model1)
plot(pwangbug[,"pco1"],wangbug[,"simulidae"]) # Checks on aggregate process and heat maps
model1 <- lm(pwangdiver$pco1 ~ wangbug$simulidae)
summary(model1)
plot(pwangdiver$pco1 ~ wangbug$simulidae)
abline(model1)
plot(pwangbug[,"pco1"],wangbug[,"chironominae"]) # Checks on aggregate process and heat maps
model1 <- lm(pwangdiver$pco1 ~ wangbug$chironominae)
summary(model1)
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plot(pwangdiver$pco1 ~ wangbug$chironominae)
abline(model1)
#********* Figure 4.17 in thesis *********#
tiff(file="PCO and indices.jpg",width=14,height=14,units="in",pointsize = 12,bg
="transparent",res=1200,compression="lzw")
par(mar=c(0.2,0.2,0.2,0.2),cex=0.5,cex.axis=0.8,las=1)
panel.cor <- function(x, y, digits = 2, cex.cor, ...)
{
usr <- par("usr"); on.exit(par(usr))
par(usr = c(0, 1, 0, 1))
# correlation coefficient
r <- cor(x, y)
txt <- format(c(r, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt <- paste("r= ", txt, sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.8, txt)
# p-value calculation
p <- cor.test(x, y)$p.value
method=c("spearman")
txt2 <- format(c(p, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt2 <- paste("p= ", txt2, sep = "")
if(p<0.01) txt2 <- paste("p= ", "<0.01", sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.4, txt2)
}
pairs(~shannon+signal+taxarich+log(abundance)+log1p(eptnum)+eptrich+pco1,data=pwangdiver,up
per.panel=panel.cor,pch=20)
dev.off()
###########
#######macroinvertebrates against distance
bugandenv<-cbind(wangenv,wangbug)
plot(bugandenv$oligochaeta,bugandenv$cr)
cor.test(bugandenv$oligochaeta,bugandenv$cr)
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==1,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==1,"baetidae"],type =
"b",ylim=c(0,400),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="baetidae",main="baetidae plotted
against spatial position",lwd=3,lty=4)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==126,"dist"],bugandenv[wangenv$day==126,"baetidae"],type="b
",col="gold2",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==260,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==260,"baetidae"],type="
b",col="blue",pch=8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==336,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==336,"baetidae"],type="
b",col="green3",pch=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==518,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==518,"baetidae"],type="
b",col="red",pch=18,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 2013", "April 2014", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=1,lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=5,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.8,title
="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
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par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==1,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==1,"caenidae"],type =
"b",ylim=c(0,100),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="caenidae",main="caenidae plotted
against spatial position",lwd=3,lty=4)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==126,"dist"],bugandenv[wangenv$day==126,"caenidae"],type="b
",col="gold2",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==260,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==260,"caenidae"],type=
"b",col="blue",pch=8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==336,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==336,"caenidae"],type=
"b",col="green3",pch=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==518,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==518,"caenidae"],type=
"b",col="red",pch=18,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 2013", "April 2014", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=1,lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=5,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.8,title
="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==1,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==1,"coloburiscidae"],type =
"b",ylim=c(0,10),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="coloburiscidae",main="coloburiscidae
plotted against spatial position",lwd=3,lty=4)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==126,"dist"],bugandenv[wangenv$day==126,"coloburiscidae"],ty
pe="b",col="gold2",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==260,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==260,"coloburiscidae"],
type="b",col="blue",pch=8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==336,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==336,"coloburiscidae"],
type="b",col="green3",pch=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==518,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==518,"coloburiscidae"],
type="b",col="red",pch=18,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 2013", "April 2014", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=1,lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=5,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.8,title
="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==1,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==1,"leptophlebiidae"],type =
"b",ylim=c(0,100),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="leptophlebiidae",main="leptophlebiid
ae plotted against spatial position",lwd=3,lty=4)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==126,"dist"],bugandenv[wangenv$day==126,"leptophlebiidae"],t
ype="b",col="gold2",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==260,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==260,"leptophlebiidae"]
,type="b",col="blue",pch=8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==336,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==336,"leptophlebiidae"]
,type="b",col="green3",pch=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==518,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==518,"leptophlebiidae"]
,type="b",col="red",pch=18,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 2013", "April 2014", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=1,lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=5,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.8,title
="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
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plot(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==1,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==1,"gripopterygidae"],type =
"b",ylim=c(0,40),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="gripopterygidae",main="gripopterygid
ae plotted against spatial position",lwd=3,lty=4)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==126,"dist"],bugandenv[wangenv$day==126,"gripopterygidae"],t
ype="b",col="gold2",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==260,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==260,"gripopterygidae"
],type="b",col="blue",pch=8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==336,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==336,"gripopterygidae"
],type="b",col="green3",pch=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==518,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==518,"gripopterygidae"
],type="b",col="red",pch=18,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 2013", "April 2014", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=1,lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=5,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.8,title
="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==1,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==1,"hydroptilidae"],type =
"b",ylim=c(0,10),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="hydroptilidae",main="hydroptilidae
plotted against spatial position",lwd=3,lty=4)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==126,"dist"],bugandenv[wangenv$day==126,"hydroptilidae"],typ
e="b",col="gold2",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==260,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==260,"hydroptilidae"],t
ype="b",col="blue",pch=8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==336,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==336,"hydroptilidae"],t
ype="b",col="green3",pch=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==518,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==518,"hydroptilidae"],t
ype="b",col="red",pch=18,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 2013", "April 2014", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=1,lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=5,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.8,title
="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==1,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==1,"leptoceridae"],type =
"b",ylim=c(0,10),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="leptoceridae",main="leptoceridae
plotted against spatial position",lwd=3,lty=4)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==126,"dist"],bugandenv[wangenv$day==126,"leptoceridae"],type
="b",col="gold2",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==260,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==260,"leptoceridae"],ty
pe="b",col="blue",pch=8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==336,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==336,"leptoceridae"],ty
pe="b",col="green3",pch=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==518,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==518,"leptoceridae"],ty
pe="b",col="red",pch=18,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 2013", "April 2014", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=1,lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=5,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.8,title
="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
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plot(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==1,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==1,"calocidae"],type =
"b",ylim=c(0,10),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="calocidae",main="calocidae plotted
against spatial position",lwd=3,lty=4)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==126,"dist"],bugandenv[wangenv$day==126,"calocidae"],type="
b",col="gold2",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==260,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==260,"calocidae"],type=
"b",col="blue",pch=8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==336,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==336,"calocidae"],type=
"b",col="green3",pch=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==518,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==518,"calocidae"],type=
"b",col="red",pch=18,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 2013", "April 2014", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=1,lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=5,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.8,title
="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==1,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==1,"hydrobiosidae"],type =
"b",ylim=c(0,10),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="hydrobiosidae",main="hydrobiosidae
plotted against spatial position",lwd=3,lty=4)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==126,"dist"],bugandenv[wangenv$day==126,"hydrobiosidae"],ty
pe="b",col="gold2",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==260,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==260,"hydrobiosidae"],t
ype="b",col="blue",pch=8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==336,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==336,"hydrobiosidae"],t
ype="b",col="green3",pch=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==518,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==518,"hydrobiosidae"],t
ype="b",col="red",pch=18,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 2013", "April 2014", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=1,lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=5,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.8,title
="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==1,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==1,"hydropsychidae"],type =
"b",ylim=c(0,10),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="hydropsychidae",main="hydropsychid
ae plotted against spatial position",lwd=3,lty=4)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==126,"dist"],bugandenv[wangenv$day==126,"hydropsychidae"],t
ype="b",col="gold2",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==260,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==260,"hydropsychidae"
],type="b",col="blue",pch=8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==336,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==336,"hydropsychidae"
],type="b",col="green3",pch=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==518,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==518,"hydropsychidae"
],type="b",col="red",pch=18,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 2013", "April 2014", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=1,lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=5,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.8,title
="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
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plot(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==1,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==1,"ecnomidae"],type =
"b",ylim=c(0,10),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="ecnomidae",main="ecnomidae plotted
against spatial position",lwd=3,lty=4)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==126,"dist"],bugandenv[wangenv$day==126,"ecnomidae"],type=
"b",col="gold2",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==260,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==260,"ecnomidae"],type
="b",col="blue",pch=8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==336,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==336,"ecnomidae"],type
="b",col="green3",pch=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==518,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==518,"ecnomidae"],type
="b",col="red",pch=18,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 2013", "April 2014", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=1,lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=5,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.8,title
="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==1,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==1,"ceratopogonidae"],type
= "b",ylim=c(0,30),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="ceratopogonidae
",main="ceratopogonidae plotted against spatial position",lwd=3,lty=4)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==126,"dist"],bugandenv[wangenv$day==126,"ceratopogonidae"],
type="b",col="gold2",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==260,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==260,"ceratopogonidae"
],type="b",col="blue",pch=8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==336,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==336,"ceratopogonidae"
],type="b",col="green3",pch=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==518,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==518,"ceratopogonidae"
],type="b",col="red",pch=18,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 2013", "April 2014", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=1,lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=5,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.8,title
="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==1,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==1,"chrysomelidae"],type =
"b",ylim=c(0,30),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="chrysomelidae",main="chrysomelidae
plotted against spatial position",lwd=3,lty=4)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==126,"dist"],bugandenv[wangenv$day==126,"chrysomelidae"],ty
pe="b",col="gold2",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==260,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==260,"chrysomelidae"],
type="b",col="blue",pch=8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==336,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==336,"chrysomelidae"],
type="b",col="green3",pch=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==518,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==518,"chrysomelidae"],
type="b",col="red",pch=18,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 2013", "April 2014", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=1,lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=5,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.8,title
="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
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plot(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==1,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==1,"diamesinae"],type =
"b",ylim=c(0,10),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="diamesinae",main="diamesinae plotted
against spatial position",lwd=3,lty=4)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==126,"dist"],bugandenv[wangenv$day==126,"diamesinae"],type=
"b",col="gold2",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==260,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==260,"diamesinae"],typ
e="b",col="blue",pch=8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==336,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==336,"diamesinae"],typ
e="b",col="green3",pch=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==518,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==518,"diamesinae"],typ
e="b",col="red",pch=18,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 2013", "April 2014", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=1,lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=5,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.8,title
="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==1,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==1,"empididae"],type =
"b",ylim=c(0,20),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="empididae",main="empididae plotted
against spatial position",lwd=3,lty=4)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==126,"dist"],bugandenv[wangenv$day==126,"empididae"],type=
"b",col="gold2",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==260,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==260,"empididae"],type
="b",col="blue",pch=8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==336,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==336,"empididae"],type
="b",col="green3",pch=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==518,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==518,"empididae"],type
="b",col="red",pch=18,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 2013", "April 2014", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=1,lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=5,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.8,title
="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==1,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==1,"micronectidae"],type =
"b",ylim=c(0,40),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="micronectidae",main="micronectidae
plotted against spatial position",lwd=3,lty=4)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==126,"dist"],bugandenv[wangenv$day==126,"micronectidae"],ty
pe="b",col="gold2",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==260,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==260,"micronectidae"],t
ype="b",col="blue",pch=8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==336,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==336,"micronectidae"],t
ype="b",col="green3",pch=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==518,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==518,"micronectidae"],t
ype="b",col="red",pch=18,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 2013", "April 2014", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=1,lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=5,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.8,title
="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
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plot(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==1,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==1,"orthocladiinae"],type =
"b",ylim=c(0,100),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="orthocladiinae",main="orthocladiinae
plotted against spatial position",lwd=3,lty=4)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==126,"dist"],bugandenv[wangenv$day==126,"orthocladiinae"],ty
pe="b",col="gold2",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==260,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==260,"orthocladiinae"],t
ype="b",col="blue",pch=8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==336,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==336,"orthocladiinae"],t
ype="b",col="green3",pch=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==518,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==518,"orthocladiinae"],t
ype="b",col="red",pch=18,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 2013", "April 2014", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=1,lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=5,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.8,title
="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==1,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==1,"simulidae"],type =
"b",ylim=c(0,100),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="simulidae",main="simulidae plotted
against spatial position",lwd=3,lty=4)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==126,"dist"],bugandenv[wangenv$day==126,"simulidae"],type="
b",col="gold2",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==260,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==260,"simulidae"],type
="b",col="blue",pch=8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==336,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==336,"simulidae"],type
="b",col="green3",pch=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==518,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==518,"simulidae"],type
="b",col="red",pch=18,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 2013", "April 2014", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=1,lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=5,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.8,title
="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==1,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==1,"tanypodinae"],type =
"b",ylim=c(0,30),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="tanypodinae",main="tanypodinae
plotted against spatial position",lwd=3,lty=4)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==126,"dist"],bugandenv[wangenv$day==126,"tanypodinae"],type
="b",col="gold2",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==260,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==260,"tanypodinae"],ty
pe="b",col="blue",pch=8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==336,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==336,"tanypodinae"],ty
pe="b",col="green3",pch=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==518,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==518,"tanypodinae"],ty
pe="b",col="red",pch=18,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 2013", "April 2014", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=1,lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=5,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.8,title
="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
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plot(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==1,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==1,"tipulidae"],type =
"b",ylim=c(0,30),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="tipulidae",main="tipulidae plotted
against spatial position",lwd=3,lty=4)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==126,"dist"],bugandenv[wangenv$day==126,"tipulidae"],type="b
",col="gold2",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==260,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==260,"tipulidae"],type=
"b",col="blue",pch=8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==336,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==336,"tipulidae"],type=
"b",col="green3",pch=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==518,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==518,"tipulidae"],type=
"b",col="red",pch=18,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 2013", "April 2014", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=1,lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=5,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.8,title
="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==1,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==1,"oligochaeta"],type =
"b",ylim=c(0,1000),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="oligochaeta",main="oligochaeta
plotted against spatial position",lwd=3,lty=4)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==126,"dist"],bugandenv[wangenv$day==126,"oligochaeta"],type
="b",col="gold2",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==260,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==260,"oligochaeta"],typ
e="b",col="blue",pch=8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==336,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==336,"oligochaeta"],typ
e="b",col="green3",pch=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==518,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==518,"oligochaeta"],typ
e="b",col="red",pch=18,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 2013", "April 2014", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=1,lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=5,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.8,title
="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==1,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==1,"chironominae"],type =
"b",ylim=c(0,400),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="chironominae",main="chironominae
plotted against spatial position",lwd=3,lty=4)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==126,"dist"],bugandenv[wangenv$day==126,"chironominae"],typ
e="b",col="gold2",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==260,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==260,"chironominae"],t
ype="b",col="blue",pch=8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==336,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==336,"chironominae"],t
ype="b",col="green3",pch=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==518,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==518,"chironominae"],t
ype="b",col="red",pch=18,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 2013", "April 2014", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=1,lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=5,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.8,title
="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
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plot(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==1,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==1,"psychodidae"],type =
"b",ylim=c(0,30),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="psychodidae",main="psychodidae
plotted against spatial position",lwd=3,lty=4)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==126,"dist"],bugandenv[wangenv$day==126,"psychodidae"],type
="b",col="gold2",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==260,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==260,"psychodidae"],ty
pe="b",col="blue",pch=8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==336,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==336,"psychodidae"],ty
pe="b",col="green3",pch=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==518,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==518,"psychodidae"],ty
pe="b",col="red",pch=18,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 2013", "April 2014", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=1,lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=5,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.8,title
="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==1,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==1,"ancylidae"],type =
"b",ylim=c(0,5),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="ancylidae",main="ancylidae plotted
against spatial position",lwd=3,lty=4)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==126,"dist"],bugandenv[wangenv$day==126,"ancylidae"],type="
b",col="gold2",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==260,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==260,"ancylidae"],type
="b",col="blue",pch=8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==336,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==336,"ancylidae"],type
="b",col="green3",pch=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==518,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==518,"ancylidae"],type
="b",col="red",pch=18,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 2013", "April 2014", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=1,lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=5,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.8,title
="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==1,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==1,"anostraca"],type =
"b",ylim=c(0,5),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="anostraca",main="anostraca plotted
against spatial position",lwd=3,lty=4)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==126,"dist"],bugandenv[wangenv$day==126,"anostraca"],type="
b",col="gold2",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==260,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==260,"anostraca"],type=
"b",col="blue",pch=8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==336,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==336,"anostraca"],type=
"b",col="green3",pch=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==518,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==518,"anostraca"],type=
"b",col="red",pch=18,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 2013", "April 2014", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=1,lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=5,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.8,title
="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
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plot(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==1,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==1,"diamesinae"],type =
"b",ylim=c(0,5),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="diamesinae",main="diamesinae plotted
against spatial position",lwd=3,lty=4)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==126,"dist"],bugandenv[wangenv$day==126,"diamesinae"],type=
"b",col="gold2",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==260,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==260,"diamesinae"],typ
e="b",col="blue",pch=8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==336,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==336,"diamesinae"],typ
e="b",col="green3",pch=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==518,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==518,"diamesinae"],typ
e="b",col="red",pch=18,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 2013", "April 2014", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=1,lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=5,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.8,title
="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==1,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==1,"hydrochidae"],type =
"b",ylim=c(0,5),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="hydrochidae",main="hydrochidae
plotted against spatial position",lwd=3,lty=4)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==126,"dist"],bugandenv[wangenv$day==126,"hydrochidae"],type
="b",col="gold2",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==260,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==260,"hydrochidae"],ty
pe="b",col="blue",pch=8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==336,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==336,"hydrochidae"],ty
pe="b",col="green3",pch=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==518,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==518,"hydrochidae"],ty
pe="b",col="red",pch=18,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 2013", "April 2014", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=1,lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=5,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.8,title
="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==1,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==1,"hydrophilidae"],type =
"b",ylim=c(0,5),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="hydrophilidae",main="hydrophilidae
plotted against spatial position",lwd=3,lty=4)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==126,"dist"],bugandenv[wangenv$day==126,"hydrophilidae"],typ
e="b",col="gold2",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==260,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==260,"hydrophilidae"],t
ype="b",col="blue",pch=8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==336,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==336,"hydrophilidae"],t
ype="b",col="green3",pch=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==518,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==518,"hydrophilidae"],t
ype="b",col="red",pch=18,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 2013", "April 2014", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=1,lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=5,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.8,title
="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
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plot(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==1,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==1,"muscidae"],type =
"b",ylim=c(0,5),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="muscidae",main="muscidae plotted
against spatial position",lwd=3,lty=4)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==126,"dist"],bugandenv[wangenv$day==126,"muscidae"],type="
b",col="gold2",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==260,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==260,"muscidae"],type=
"b",col="blue",pch=8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==336,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==336,"muscidae"],type=
"b",col="green3",pch=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==518,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==518,"muscidae"],type=
"b",col="red",pch=18,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 2013", "April 2014", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=1,lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=5,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.8,title
="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==1,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==1,"physidae"],type =
"b",ylim=c(0,5),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="physidae",main="physidae plotted
against spatial position",lwd=3,lty=4)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==126,"dist"],bugandenv[wangenv$day==126,"physidae"],type="b
",col="gold2",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==260,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==260,"physidae"],type=
"b",col="blue",pch=8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==336,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==336,"physidae"],type=
"b",col="green3",pch=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==518,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==518,"physidae"],type=
"b",col="red",pch=18,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 2013", "April 2014", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=1,lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=5,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.8,title
="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==1,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==1,"podonominae"],type =
"b",ylim=c(0,10),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="podonominae",main="podonominae
plotted against spatial position",lwd=3,lty=4)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==126,"dist"],bugandenv[wangenv$day==126,"podonominae"],typ
e="b",col="gold2",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==260,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==260,"podonominae"],t
ype="b",col="blue",pch=8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==336,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==336,"podonominae"],t
ype="b",col="green3",pch=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==518,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==518,"podonominae"],t
ype="b",col="red",pch=18,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 2013", "April 2014", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=1,lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=5,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.8,title
="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
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plot(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==1,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==1,"psychodidae"],type =
"b",ylim=c(0,40),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="psychodidae",main="psychodidae
plotted against spatial position",lwd=3,lty=4)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==126,"dist"],bugandenv[wangenv$day==126,"psychodidae"],type
="b",col="gold2",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==260,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==260,"psychodidae"],ty
pe="b",col="blue",pch=8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==336,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==336,"psychodidae"],ty
pe="b",col="green3",pch=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==518,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==518,"psychodidae"],ty
pe="b",col="red",pch=18,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 2013", "April 2014", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=1,lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=5,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.8,title
="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==1,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==1,"scitidae"],type =
"b",ylim=c(0,5),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="scitidae",main="scitidae plotted against
spatial position",lwd=3,lty=4)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==126,"dist"],bugandenv[wangenv$day==126,"scitidae"],type="b"
,col="gold2",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==260,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==260,"scitidae"],type="
b",col="blue",pch=8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==336,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==336,"scitidae"],type="
b",col="green3",pch=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==518,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==518,"scitidae"],type="
b",col="red",pch=18,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 2013", "April 2014", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=1,lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=5,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.8,title
="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==1,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==1,"staphylinidae"],type =
"b",ylim=c(0,5),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="staphylinidae",main="staphylinidae
plotted against spatial position",lwd=3,lty=4)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==126,"dist"],bugandenv[wangenv$day==126,"staphylinidae"],typ
e="b",col="gold2",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==260,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==260,"staphylinidae"],t
ype="b",col="blue",pch=8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==336,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==336,"staphylinidae"],t
ype="b",col="green3",pch=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==518,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==518,"staphylinidae"],t
ype="b",col="red",pch=18,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 2013", "April 2014", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=1,lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=5,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.8,title
="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
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plot(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==1,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==1,"culicidae"],type =
"b",ylim=c(0,5),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="culicidae",main="culicidae plotted
against spatial position",lwd=3,lty=4)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==126,"dist"],bugandenv[wangenv$day==126,"culicidae"],type="b
",col="gold2",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==260,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==260,"culicidae"],type=
"b",col="blue",pch=8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==336,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==336,"culicidae"],type=
"b",col="green3",pch=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==518,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==518,"culicidae"],type=
"b",col="red",pch=18,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 2013", "April 2014", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=1,lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=5,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.8,title
="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==1,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==1,"curculionidae"],type =
"b",ylim=c(0,5),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="curculionidae",main="curculionidae
plotted against spatial position",lwd=3,lty=4)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==126,"dist"],bugandenv[wangenv$day==126,"curculionidae"],typ
e="b",col="gold2",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==260,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==260,"curculionidae"],t
ype="b",col="blue",pch=8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==336,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==336,"curculionidae"],t
ype="b",col="green3",pch=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3)
points(bugandenv[bugandenv$day==518,"dist"],bugandenv[bugandenv$day==518,"curculionidae"],t
ype="b",col="red",pch=18,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 2013", "April 2014", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=1,lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=5,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.8,title
="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
######### heat map
sptree<-hclust(vegdist(t((wangbug)^0.25), "raup"), "average")
tiff(file="heatpco1_ungrouped.tif",width=5,height=5,units="in",pointsize = 12,bg =
"transparent",res=800,compression="lzw")
tabasco((wangbug)^0.25,use=pwangbug[,"pco1"],sp.ind=sptree,main="PCO1",cex.main=0.2,cexRow
=0.3,cexCol=0.5)
dev.off()
cl <- function(x) quantile(x,seq(0,1,0.1))
apply(pwangbug[,c("pco1","pco2","pco3","pco4","pco5","pco6")],2,cl)
breaks1<-cut(pwangbug[,"pco1"],breaks=quantile(pwangbug[,"pco1"],seq(0,1,0.1)))
wangbug.agg1<-aggregate(wangbug,by=list(breaks1),mean)
dim(wangbug.agg1)
attributes(wangbug.agg1)
wangbug.agg1$Group.1
breaks2<-cut(pwangbug[,"pco2"],breaks=quantile(pwangbug[,"pco2"],seq(0,1,0.1)))
wangbug.agg2<-aggregate(wangbug,by=list(breaks2),mean)
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breaks3<-cut(pwangbug[,"pco3"],breaks=quantile(pwangbug[,"pco3"],seq(0,1,0.1)))
wangbug.agg3<-aggregate(wangbug,by=list(breaks3),mean)
breaks4<-cut(pwangbug[,"pco4"],breaks=quantile(pwangbug[,"pco4"],seq(0,1,0.1)))
wangbug.agg4<-aggregate(wangbug,by=list(breaks4),mean)
breaks5<-cut(pwangbug[,"pco5"],breaks=quantile(pwangbug[,"pco5"],seq(0,1,0.1)))
wangbug.agg5<-aggregate(wangbug,by=list(breaks5),mean)
breaks6<-cut(pwangbug[,"pco6"],breaks=quantile(pwangbug[,"pco6"],seq(0,1,0.1)))
wangbug.agg6<-aggregate(wangbug,by=list(breaks6),mean)
#********* Figure 4.15 in thesis *********#
tiff(file="heatpco1.jpg",width=5,height=5,units="in",pointsize = 12,bg =
"transparent",res=1200,compression="lzw")
tabasco((as.data.frame(wangbug.agg1[,1]))^0.25,use=as.numeric(rownames(wangbug.agg1)),sp.ind=sptree,labCol=wangbug.agg1$Group.1,
main="PCO1",cex.main=0.2,cexRow=0.6,cexCol=0.5)
dev.off()
tiff(file="heatpco2.tif",width=5,height=5,units="in",pointsize = 12,bg =
"transparent",res=1200,compression="lzw")
tabasco((as.data.frame(wangbug.agg2[,1]))^0.25,use=as.numeric(rownames(wangbug.agg2)),sp.ind=sptree,labCol=wangbug.agg2$Group.1,
main="PCO2",cex.main=0.2,cexRow=0.6,cexCol=0.5)
dev.off()
tiff(file="heatpco3.tif",width=5,height=5,units="in",pointsize = 12,bg =
"transparent",res=1200,compression="lzw")
tabasco((as.data.frame(wangbug.agg3[,1]))^0.25,use=as.numeric(rownames(wangbug.agg3)),sp.ind=sptree,labCol=wangbug.agg3$Group.1,
main="PCO3",cex.main=0.2,cexRow=0.6,cexCol=0.5)
dev.off()
tiff(file="heatpco4.tif",width=5,height=5,units="in",pointsize = 12,bg =
"transparent",res=1200,compression="lzw")
tabasco((as.data.frame(wangbug.agg4[,1]))^0.25,use=as.numeric(rownames(wangbug.agg4)),sp.ind=sptree,labCol=wangbug.agg4$Group.1,
main="PCO4",cex.main=0.2,cexRow=0.6,cexCol=0.5)
dev.off()
tiff(file="heatpco5.tif",width=5,height=5,units="in",pointsize = 12,bg =
"transparent",res=1200,compression="lzw")
tabasco((as.data.frame(wangbug.agg5[,1]))^0.25,use=as.numeric(rownames(wangbug.agg5)),sp.ind=sptree,labCol=wangbug.agg5$Group.1,
main="PCO5",cex.main=0.2,cexRow=0.6,cexCol=0.5)
dev.off()
tiff(file="heatpco6.tif",width=5,height=5,units="in",pointsize = 12,bg =
"transparent",res=1200,compression="lzw")
tabasco((as.data.frame(wangbug.agg6[,1]))^0.25,use=as.numeric(rownames(wangbug.agg5)),sp.ind=sptree,labCol=wangbug.agg5$Group.1,
main="PCO5",cex.main=0.2,cexRow=0.6,cexCol=0.5)
dev.off()
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tiff(file="heatpco6.tif",width=5,height=5,units="in",pointsize = 12,bg =
"transparent",res=1200,compression="lzw")
tabasco((as.data.frame(wangbug.agg6[,1]))^0.25,use=as.numeric(rownames(wangbug.agg6)),sp.ind=sptree,labCol=wangbug.agg6$Group.1,
main="PCO6",cex.main=0.2,cexRow=0.6,cexCol=0.5)
dev.off()
temp1<-cbind(breaks1,wangbug[,"baetidae"])
temp1<-temp1[order(breaks1),]
colnames(temp1)<-c("a","b")
edit(temp1)
temp2<-aggregate(temp1[,"b"],by=list(temp[,"a"]),mean)
(wangbug.agg1[,"baetidae"])^0.25
#********* Figure 4.16 in thesis *********#
maxbug<- apply(wangbug, 2, max)
head(maxbug)
n1 <- names(which(maxbug < 5))
n1
wangbug1 <- wangbug[, -which(names(wangbug) %in% n1)]
#edit(wangbug1)
dim(wangbug1)
dim(wangbug)
sptree<-hclust(vegdist(t((wangbug1)^0.25), "raup"), "average")
cl <- function(x) quantile(x,seq(0,1,0.1))
apply(pwangbug[,c("pco1","pco2","pco3","pco4","pco5","pco6")],2,cl)
breaks1<-cut(pwangbug[,"pco1"],breaks=quantile(pwangbug[,"pco1"],seq(0,1,0.1)))
wangbug.agg1<-aggregate(wangbug1,by=list(breaks1),mean)
dim(wangbug.agg1)
attributes(wangbug.agg1)
wangbug.agg1$Group.1
breaks2<-cut(pwangbug[,"pco2"],breaks=quantile(pwangbug[,"pco2"],seq(0,1,0.1)))
wangbug.agg2<-aggregate(wangbug,by=list(breaks2),mean)
breaks3<-cut(pwangbug[,"pco3"],breaks=quantile(pwangbug[,"pco3"],seq(0,1,0.1)))
wangbug.agg3<-aggregate(wangbug,by=list(breaks3),mean)
breaks4<-cut(pwangbug[,"pco4"],breaks=quantile(pwangbug[,"pco4"],seq(0,1,0.1)))
wangbug.agg4<-aggregate(wangbug,by=list(breaks4),mean)
breaks5<-cut(pwangbug[,"pco5"],breaks=quantile(pwangbug[,"pco5"],seq(0,1,0.1)))
wangbug.agg5<-aggregate(wangbug,by=list(breaks5),mean)
breaks6<-cut(pwangbug[,"pco6"],breaks=quantile(pwangbug[,"pco6"],seq(0,1,0.1)))
wangbug.agg6<-aggregate(wangbug,by=list(breaks6),mean)
tiff(file="Figure 4.16.jpg",width=5,height=5,units="in",pointsize = 12,bg =
"transparent",res=1200,compression="lzw")
tabasco((as.data.frame(wangbug.agg1[,1]))^0.25,use=as.numeric(rownames(wangbug.agg1)),sp.ind=sptree,labCol=wangbug.agg1$Group.1,
main="PCO1",cex.main=0.2,cexRow=0.6,cexCol=0.5)
dev.off()
##########PCOs and Diversity indices
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#PCO1
plot(pwangbug[,"pco1"],diversity[,"shannon"])
plot(pwangbug[,"pco1"],diversity[,"signal"])
plot(pwangbug[,"pco1"],diversity[,"taxarich"])
plot(pwangbug[,"pco1"],diversity[,"abundance"])
plot(pwangbug[,"pco1"],diversity[,"eptnum"])
plot(pwangbug[,"pco1"],diversity[,"eptrich"])
pwangdiver<-cbind(diversity,pwangbug)
model1 <- lm(pwangdiver$pco1 ~ pwangdiver$shannon)
summary(model1)
plot(pwangdiver$pco1 ~ pwangdiver$shannon)
abline(model1)
model1 <- lm(pwangdiver$pco1 ~ pwangdiver$signal)
summary(model1)
plot(pwangdiver$pco1 ~ pwangdiver$signal)
abline(model1)
model1 <- lm(pwangdiver$pco1 ~ pwangdiver$taxarich)
summary(model1)
plot(pwangdiver$pco1 ~ pwangdiver$taxarich)
abline(model1)
model1 <- lm(pwangdiver$pco1 ~ pwangdiver$abundance)
summary(model1)
plot(pwangdiver$pco1 ~ pwangdiver$abundance)
abline(model1)
model1 <- lm(pwangdiver$pco1 ~ pwangdiver$eptnum)
summary(model1)
plot(pwangdiver$pco1 ~ pwangdiver$eptnum)
abline(model1)
model1 <- lm(pwangdiver$pco1 ~ pwangdiver$eptrich)
summary(model1)
plot(pwangdiver$pco1 ~ pwangdiver$eptrich)
abline(model1)wangwang<-cbind(wangenv,wangbug)
wangenv5<-cbind(wangwang,pwangbug)
plot(pwangbug[,"pco1"],wangbug[,"gripopterygidae"])
pwangdiver<-cbind(diversity,pwangbug)
model1 <- lm(pwangdiver$pco1 ~ wangbug$gripopterygidae)
summary(model1)
plot(pwangdiver$pco1 ~ wangbug$gripopterygidae)
abline(model1)
plot(pwangbug[,"pco1"],wangbug[,"oligochaeta"])
model1 <- lm(pwangdiver$pco1 ~ wangbug$oligochaeta)
summary(model1)
plot(pwangdiver$pco1 ~ wangbug$oligochaeta)
abline(model1)
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plot(pwangbug[,"pco1"],wangbug[,"simulidae"])
model1 <- lm(pwangdiver$pco1 ~ wangbug$simulidae)
summary(model1)
plot(pwangdiver$pco1 ~ wangbug$simulidae)
abline(model1)
plot(pwangbug[,"pco1"],wangbug[,"chironominae"])
model1 <- lm(pwangdiver$pco1 ~ wangbug$chironominae)
summary(model1)
plot(pwangdiver$pco1 ~ wangbug$chironominae)
abline(model1)
#pco2
plot(pwangbug[,"pco2"],diversity[,"shannon"])
plot(pwangbug[,"pco2"],diversity[,"signal"])
plot(pwangbug[,"pco2"],diversity[,"taxarich"])
plot(pwangbug[,"pco2"],diversity[,"abundance"])
plot(pwangbug[,"pco2"],diversity[,"eptnum"])
plot(pwangbug[,"pco2"],diversity[,"eptrich"])
pwangdiver<-cbind(diversity,pwangbug)
model1 <- lm(pwangdiver$pco2 ~ pwangdiver$shannon)
summary(model1)
plot(pwangdiver$pco2 ~ pwangdiver$shannon)
abline(model1)
model1 <- lm(pwangdiver$pco2 ~ pwangdiver$signal)
summary(model1)
plot(pwangdiver$pco2 ~ pwangdiver$signal)
abline(model1)
model1 <- lm(pwangdiver$pco2 ~ pwangdiver$taxarich)
summary(model1)
plot(pwangdiver$pco2 ~ pwangdiver$taxarich)
abline(model1)
model1 <- lm(pwangdiver$pco2 ~ pwangdiver$abundance)
summary(model1)
plot(pwangdiver$pco2 ~ pwangdiver$abundance)
abline(model1)
model1 <- lm(pwangdiver$pco2 ~ pwangdiver$eptnum)
summary(model1)
plot(pwangdiver$pco2 ~ pwangdiver$eptnum)
abline(model1)
model1 <- lm(pwangdiver$pco2 ~ pwangdiver$eptrich)
summary(model1)
plot(pwangdiver$pco2 ~ pwangdiver$eptrich)
abline(model1)
plot(pwangbug[,"pco2"],wangbug[,"gripopterygidae"]) # Checks on aggregate process and heat maps
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pwangdiver<-cbind(diversity,pwangbug)
model1 <- lm(pwangdiver$pco2 ~ wangbug$gripopterygidae)
summary(model1)
plot(pwangdiver$pco2 ~ wangbug$gripopterygidae)
abline(model1)
plot(pwangbug[,"pco2"],wangbug[,"oligochaeta"]) # Checks on aggregate process and heat maps
model1 <- lm(pwangdiver$pco2 ~ wangbug$oligochaeta)
summary(model1)
plot(pwangdiver$pco2~ wangbug$oligochaeta)
abline(model1)
plot(pwangbug[,"pco2"],wangbug[,"simulidae"]) # Checks on aggregate process and heat maps
model1 <- lm(pwangdiver$pco2 ~ wangbug$simulidae)
summary(model1)
plot(pwangdiver$pco2 ~ wangbug$simulidae)
abline(model1)
plot(pwangbug[,"pco2"],wangbug[,"chironominae"]) # Checks on aggregate process and heat maps
model1 <- lm(pwangdiver$pco2 ~ wangbug$chironominae)
summary(model1)
plot(pwangdiver$pco2 ~ wangbug$chironominae)
abline(model1)
#PCO3
plot(pwangbug[,"pco3"],diversity[,"shannon"])
plot(pwangbug[,"pco3"],diversity[,"signal"])
plot(pwangbug[,"pco3"],diversity[,"taxarich"])
plot(pwangbug[,"pco3"],diversity[,"abundance"])
plot(pwangbug[,"pco3"],diversity[,"eptnum"])
plot(pwangbug[,"pco3"],diversity[,"eptrich"])
model1 <- lm(pwangdiver$pco3 ~ pwangdiver$shannon)
summary(model1)
plot(pwangdiver$pco3 ~ pwangdiver$shannon)
abline(model1)
model1 <- lm(pwangdiver$pco3 ~ pwangdiver$signal)
summary(model1)
plot(pwangdiver$pco3 ~ pwangdiver$signal)
abline(model1)
model1 <- lm(pwangdiver$pco3 ~ pwangdiver$taxarich)
summary(model1)
plot(pwangdiver$pco3 ~ pwangdiver$taxarich)
abline(model1)
model1 <- lm(pwangdiver$pco3 ~ pwangdiver$abundance)
summary(model1)
plot(pwangdiver$pco3 ~ pwangdiver$abundance)
abline(model1)
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model1 <- lm(pwangdiver$pco3 ~ pwangdiver$eptnum)
summary(model1)
plot(pwangdiver$pco3 ~ pwangdiver$eptnum)
abline(model1)
model1 <- lm(pwangdiver$pco3 ~ pwangdiver$eptrich)
summary(model1)
plot(pwangdiver$pco3 ~ pwangdiver$eptrich)
abline(model1)
plot(pwangbug[,"pco3"],wangbug[,"gripopterygidae"]) # Checks on aggregate process and heat maps
pwangdiver<-cbind(diversity,pwangbug)
model1 <- lm(pwangdiver$pco3 ~ wangbug$gripopterygidae)
summary(model1)
plot(pwangdiver$pco3 ~ wangbug$gripopterygidae)
abline(model1)
plot(pwangbug[,"pco3"],wangbug[,"oligochaeta"]) # Checks on aggregate process and heat maps
model1 <- lm(pwangdiver$pco3 ~ wangbug$oligochaeta)
summary(model1)
plot(pwangdiver$pco3~ wangbug$oligochaeta)
abline(model1)
plot(pwangbug[,"pco3"],wangbug[,"simulidae"]) # Checks on aggregate process and heat maps
model1 <- lm(pwangdiver$pco3 ~ wangbug$simulidae)
summary(model1)
plot(pwangdiver$pco3 ~ wangbug$simulidae)
abline(model1)
plot(pwangbug[,"pco3"],wangbug[,"chironominae"]) # Checks on aggregate process and heat maps
model1 <- lm(pwangdiver$pco3 ~ wangbug$chironominae)
summary(model1)
plot(pwangdiver$pco3 ~ wangbug$chironominae)
abline(model1)
#PCO4
plot(pwangbug[,"pco4"],diversity[,"shannon"])
plot(pwangbug[,"pco4"],diversity[,"signal"])
plot(pwangbug[,"pco4"],diversity[,"taxarich"])
plot(pwangbug[,"pco4"],diversity[,"abundance"])
plot(pwangbug[,"pco4"],diversity[,"eptnum"])
plot(pwangbug[,"pco4"],diversity[,"eptrich"])
model1 <- lm(pwangdiver$pco4 ~ pwangdiver$shannon)
summary(model1)
plot(pwangdiver$pco4 ~ pwangdiver$shannon)
abline(model1)
model1 <- lm(pwangdiver$pco4 ~ pwangdiver$signal)
summary(model1)
plot(pwangdiver$pco4 ~ pwangdiver$signal)
abline(model1)
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model1 <- lm(pwangdiver$pco4 ~ pwangdiver$taxarich)
summary(model1)
plot(pwangdiver$pco4 ~ pwangdiver$taxarich)
abline(model1)
model1 <- lm(pwangdiver$pco4 ~ pwangdiver$abundance)
summary(model1)
plot(pwangdiver$pco4 ~ pwangdiver$abundance)
abline(model1)
model1 <- lm(pwangdiver$pco4 ~ pwangdiver$eptnum)
summary(model1)
plot(pwangdiver$pco4 ~ pwangdiver$eptnum)
abline(model1)
model1 <- lm(pwangdiver$pco4 ~ pwangdiver$eptrich)
summary(model1)
plot(pwangdiver$pco4 ~ pwangdiver$eptrich)
abline(model1)
plot(pwangbug[,"pco4"],wangbug[,"gripopterygidae"]) # Checks on aggregate process and heat maps
model1 <- lm(pwangdiver$pco4 ~ wangbug$gripopterygidae)
summary(model1)
plot(pwangdiver$pco4 ~ wangbug$gripopterygidae)
abline(model1)
plot(pwangbug[,"pco4"],wangbug[,"oligochaeta"]) # Checks on aggregate process and heat maps
model1 <- lm(pwangdiver$pco4 ~ wangbug$oligochaeta)
summary(model1)
plot(pwangdiver$pco4~ wangbug$oligochaeta)
abline(model1)
plot(pwangbug[,"pco4"],wangbug[,"simulidae"]) # Checks on aggregate process and heat maps
model1 <- lm(pwangdiver$pco4 ~ wangbug$simulidae)
summary(model1)
plot(pwangdiver$pco4 ~ wangbug$simulidae)
abline(model1)
plot(pwangbug[,"pco4"],wangbug[,"chironominae"]) # Checks on aggregate process and heat maps
model1 <- lm(pwangdiver$pco4 ~ wangbug$chironominae)
summary(model1)
plot(pwangdiver$pco4 ~ wangbug$chironominae)
abline(model1)
#PCO5
plot(pwangbug[,"pco5"],diversity[,"shannon"])
plot(pwangbug[,"pco5"],diversity[,"signal"])
plot(pwangbug[,"pco5"],diversity[,"taxarich"])
plot(pwangbug[,"pco5"],diversity[,"abundance"])
plot(pwangbug[,"pco5"],diversity[,"eptnum"])
plot(pwangbug[,"pco5"],diversity[,"eptrich"])
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model1 <- lm(pwangdiver$pco5 ~ pwangdiver$shannon)
summary(model1)
plot(pwangdiver$pco5 ~ pwangdiver$shannon)
abline(model1)
model1 <- lm(pwangdiver$pco5 ~ pwangdiver$signal)
summary(model1)
plot(pwangdiver$pco5 ~ pwangdiver$signal)
abline(model1)
model1 <- lm(pwangdiver$pco5 ~ pwangdiver$taxarich)
summary(model1)
plot(pwangdiver$pco5 ~ pwangdiver$taxarich)
abline(model1)
model1 <- lm(pwangdiver$pco5 ~ pwangdiver$abundance)
summary(model1)
plot(pwangdiver$pco5 ~ pwangdiver$abundance)
abline(model1)
model1 <- lm(pwangdiver$pco5 ~ pwangdiver$eptnum)
summary(model1)
plot(pwangdiver$pco5 ~ pwangdiver$eptnum)
abline(model1)
model1 <- lm(pwangdiver$pco4 ~ pwangdiver$eptrich)
summary(model1)
plot(pwangdiver$pco4 ~ pwangdiver$eptrich)
abline(model1)
#PCO6
plot(pwangbug[,"pco6"],diversity[,"shannon"])
plot(pwangbug[,"pco6"],diversity[,"signal"])
plot(pwangbug[,"pco6"],diversity[,"taxarich"])
plot(pwangbug[,"pco6"],diversity[,"abundance"])
plot(pwangbug[,"pco6"],diversity[,"eptnum"])
plot(pwangbug[,"pco6"],diversity[,"eptrich"])
model1 <- lm(pwangdiver$pco6 ~ pwangdiver$shannon)
summary(model1)
plot(pwangdiver$pco6 ~ pwangdiver$shannon)
abline(model1)
model1 <- lm(pwangdiver$pco6 ~ pwangdiver$signal)
summary(model1)
plot(pwangdiver$pco6 ~ pwangdiver$signal)
abline(model1)
model1 <- lm(pwangdiver$pco6~ pwangdiver$taxarich)
summary(model1)
plot(pwangdiver$pco6 ~ pwangdiver$taxarich)
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abline(model1)
model1 <- lm(pwangdiver$pco6 ~ pwangdiver$abundance)
summary(model1)
plot(pwangdiver$pco6 ~ pwangdiver$abundance)
abline(model1)
model1 <- lm(pwangdiver$pco6 ~ pwangdiver$eptnum)
summary(model1)
plot(pwangdiver$pco6 ~ pwangdiver$eptnum)
abline(model1)
model1 <- lm(pwangdiver$pco6 ~ pwangdiver$eptrich)
summary(model1)
plot(pwangdiver$pco6 ~ pwangdiver$eptrich)
abline(model1)
####Calculate fitted and residual for environmental variables
alldata<-cbind(envpcopred,pwangbug)#
edit(alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco1~temp+cond+temp:cond,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco1~tn+op+alk+zn+chla+temp+cond+temp:cond,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(pco1~tn+op+zn+temp+cond+temp:cond,data=alldata)
summary(tempo)
anova(tempo)
plot(tempo)
fitted(tempo)
edit(tempo1)
tempo1<cbind(cbind(fitted(tempo),residuals(tempo)),alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("temp","cond")]),])
attributes(tempo1)
names(tempo1[,1:2])<-c("fitted","residual")
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"1"],type = "b",ylim=c(0.6,0.6),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="PCO1",main="prediction with other variables
and Temperature*Conductivity interaction",col="gold2",lwd=3,lty=4)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"1"],type="b",col="blue",pch=8
,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"1"],type="b",col="green3",pch
=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"1"],type="b",col="red",pch=18
,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("April 2014", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=1,lwd=2,col=c("gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=4,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.7,title="month
s")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
xyplot(fitted(tempo)~dist, groups=day,data=tempo1,type="l",auto.key=TRUE)
xyplot(residuals(tempo)~dist, groups=day,data=tempo1,type="l",auto.key=TRUE)
tempo3<-lm(tempo1[,2]~tempo1$pred1)
summary(tempo3)
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###”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*
###”*”*”*”*”land use
alldata<-cbind(envpcopred,pwangbug)# combine environmental and landuse data,PCO matrix and
predicted pco matrix
edit(alldata)
dim(alldata)
names(alldata)
edit(wangenv)
names(wangenv)
landuse1<wangenv[c(11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24,25,26,27,28,35,37,38,43,45,47,48,53,54,56,57
,62,64,66,67,72,73,75,76,81,82,84,90,91,93,94,99,100,102,103,108,109,111,112,117,118,120,121,12
6,127,129,130,135,136,138,139,144,177)]# land use(grazing, forest, creational and treatment)
landuse2<-log1p(landuse1)
edit(landuse2)
names(landuse2)
dim(landuse2)
landnut <- lm(log1p(no2) ~ eff+log1p(rec300)+log1p(treat100)+log1p(graz100)+log1p(treat60w),
data=wangenv,na.action=na.exclude)
landnutstep <- step(landnut, direction='forward')
summary (landnutstep, corr = TRUE )
landnut <- lm(log1p(no3) ~ eff+log1p(rec300)+log1p(treat100)+log1p(graz100)+log1p(treat60w),
data=landuse1,na.action=na.exclude)
landnutstep <- step(landnut, direction='forward')
summary (landnut, corr = TRUE )
landnut <- lm(log1p(nh3) ~ eff+log1p(rec300)+log1p(treat100)+log1p(graz100)+log1p(treat60w),
data=landuse1,na.action=na.exclude)
landnutstep <- step(landnut, direction='forward')
summary (landnutstep, corr = TRUE )
landnut <- lm(log1p(nh3) ~ eff+log1p(rec300)+log1p(treat100)+log1p(graz100)+log1p(treat60w),
data=landuse1,na.action=na.exclude)
landnutstep <- step(landnut, direction='forward')
summary (landnutstep, corr = TRUE )
landnut <- lm(log1p(op) ~ eff+log1p(rec300)+log1p(treat100)+log1p(graz100)+log1p(treat60w),
data=landuse1,na.action=na.exclude)
landnut <- step(landnut, direction='forward')
summary (landnut, corr = TRUE )
landnut <- lm(log1p(tp) ~ eff+log1p(rec300)+log1p(treat100)+log1p(graz100)+log1p(treat60w),
data=landuse1,na.action=na.exclude)
landnut <- step(landnut, direction='forward')
summary (landnut, corr = TRUE )
landnut <- lm(log1p(tn) ~ eff+log1p(rec300)+log1p(treat100)+log1p(graz100)+log1p(treat60w),
data=landuse1,na.action=na.exclude)
landnut <- step(landnut, direction='forward')
summary (landnut, corr = TRUE )
landnut <- lm(log1p(sali) ~ eff+log1p(rec300)+log1p(treat100)+log1p(graz100)+log1p(treat60w),
data=landuse1,na.action=na.exclude)
landnut <- step(landnut, direction='forward')
summary (landnut, corr = TRUE )
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landnut <- lm(log1p(cond) ~ eff+log1p(rec300)+log1p(treat100)+log1p(graz100)+log1p(treat60w),
data=landuse1,na.action=na.exclude)
landnut <- step(landnut, direction='forward')
summary (landnut, corr = TRUE )
landnut <- lm(log1p(turb) ~ eff+log1p(rec300)+log1p(treat100)+log1p(graz100)+log1p(treat60w),
data=landuse1,na.action=na.exclude)
landnut <- step(landnut, direction='forward')
summary (landnut, corr = TRUE )
landnut <- lm(sqrt(cod) ~
eff+log1p(rec300)+log1p(treat100)+log1p(treat100w)+log1p(graz100)+log1p(treat60w)+log1p(treat6
0), data=landuse1,na.action=na.exclude)
landnut <- step(landnut, direction='forward')
summary (landnut, corr = TRUE )
landnut <- lm(log1p(toc) ~
eff+log1p(rec300)+log1p(treat100)+log1p(treat100w)+log1p(graz100)+log1p(treat60w)+log1p(treat6
0), data=landuse1,na.action=na.exclude)
landnut <- step(landnut, direction='forward')
summary (landnut, corr = TRUE )
landnut <- lm(log1p(zn) ~
eff+log1p(res1000)+log1p(treat1000)+log1p(treat500)+log1p(road1000)+log1p(treat1000)+log1p(ind
), data=wangenv,na.action=na.exclude)
landnut <- step(landnut, direction='forward')
summary (landnut, corr = TRUE )
###”*”*”*”*”*land use scatterplot Matrices
alldata<-cbind(envpcopred,pwangbug)# combine environmental and landuse data,PCO matrix and
predicted pco matrix
edit(alldata)
dim(alldata)
names(alldata)
edit(wangenv)
names(wangenv)
#############
tiff(file="landuse variables and environmental variables",width=14,height=14,units="in",pointsize =
12,bg ="transparent",res=800,compression="lzw")
par(mar=c(0.2,0.2,0.2,0.2),cex=0.6,cex.axis=0.8,las=1)
panel.cor <- function(x, y, digits = 2, cex.cor, ...)
{
usr <- par("usr"); on.exit(par(usr))
par(usr = c(0, 1, 0, 1))
# correlation coefficient
r <- cor(x, y)
txt <- format(c(r, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt <- paste("r= ", txt, sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.8, txt)
# p-value calculation
p <- cor.test(x, y)$p.value
method=c("spearman")
txt2 <- format(c(p, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt2 <- paste("p= ", txt2, sep = "")
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if(p<0.01) txt2 <- paste("p= ", "<0.01", sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.4, txt2)
}
pairs(~cd+cr+cu+zn+graz+ind+res+for.+rec+road+treat,data=wangenv,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=2
0)
pairs(~cd+cr+cu+zn+graz1000+ind1000+res1000+for1000+rec1000+road1000+treat1000,data=wang
env,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20)
pairs(~cd+cr+cu+zn+graz500+ind500+res500+for500+rec500+road500+treat500,data=wangenv,upp
er.panel=panel.cor,pch=20)
pairs(~cd+cr+cu+zn+graz300+ind300+res300+for300+rec300+road300+treat300,data=wangenv,upp
er.panel=panel.cor,pch=20)
pairs(~cd+cr+cu+zn+graz100+ind100+res100+for100+rec100+road100+treat100,data=wangenv,upp
er.panel=panel.cor,pch=20)
pairs(~cd+cr+cu+zn+graz60+ind60+for60+road60+treat60,data=wangenv,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch
=20)
pairs(~cd+cr+cu+zn+graz500w+ind500w+res500w+for500w+rec500w+road500w+treat500w,data=w
angenv,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20)
pairs(~cd+cr+cu+zn+graz400w+ind400w+res400w+for400w+rec400w+road400w+treat400w+tra400
w,data=wangenv,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20)
pairs(~cd+cr+cu+zn+graz300w+ind300w+res300w+for300w+rec300w+road300w+treat300w+tra300
w,data=wangenv,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20)
pairs(~cd+cr+cu+zn+graz200w+ind200w+res200w+for200w+rec200w+road200w+treat200w+tra200
w,data=wangenv,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20)
pairs(~cd+cr+cu+zn+graz100w+ind100w+res100w+for100w+rec100w+road100w+treat100w,data=w
angenv,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20)
pairs(~cd+cr+cu+zn+graz60w+ind60w+res60w+for60w+rec60w+road60w+treat60w,data=wangenv,
upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20)
pairs(~no3+no2+nh3+tn+tp+op+ph2+graz+res+for.+rec+road+treat,data=alldata,upper.panel=panel.c
or,pch=20,na.action = na.omit)
pairs(~no3+no2+nh3+tn+tp+op+ph2+graz1000+ind1000+res1000+for1000+rec1000+road1000+treat
1000,data=wangenv,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20,na.action = na.omit)
pairs(~no3+no2+nh3+ph2+tn+tp+op+graz500+ind500+res500+for500+rec500+road500+treat500,dat
a=wangenv,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20,na.action = na.omit)
pairs(~no3+no2+nh3+ph2+tn+tp+op+graz300+ind300+res300+for300+rec300+road300+treat300,dat
a=wangenv,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20,na.action = na.omit)
pairs(~no3+no2+nh3+ph2+tn+tp+op+graz100+ind100+res100+for100+rec100+road100+treat100,dat
a=wangenv,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20,na.action = na.omit)
pairs(~no3+no2+nh3+ph2+tn+tp+op+graz60+ind60+res60+for60+road60+treat60,data=wangenv,upp
er.panel=panel.cor,pch=20,na.action = na.omit)
pairs(~no3+no2+nh3+ph2+tn+tp+op+graz500w+ind500w+res500w+for500w+rec500w+road500w+t
reat500w,data=wangenv,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20,na.action = na.omit)
pairs(~no3+no2+nh3+ph2+tn+tp+op+graz400w+ind400w+res400w+for400w+rec400w+road400w+t
reat400w+tra400w,data=wangenv,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20,na.action = na.omit)
pairs(~no3+no2+nh3+ph2+tn+tp+op+graz300w+ind300w+res300w+for300w+rec300w+road300w+t
reat300w+tra300w,data=wangenv,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20,na.action = na.omit)
pairs(~no3+no2+nh3+ph2+tn+tp+op+graz200w+ind200w+res200w+for200w+rec200w+road200w+t
reat200w+tra200w,data=wangenv,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20,na.action = na.omit)
pairs(~no3+no2+nh3+ph2+tn+tp+op+graz100w+ind100w+res100w+for100w+rec100w+road100w+t
reat100w,data=wangenv,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20,na.action = na.omit)
pairs(~no3+no2+nh3+ph2+tn+tp+op+graz60w+ind60w+res60w+for60w+rec60w+road60w+treat60w
,data=wangenv,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20,na.action = na.omit)
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pairs(~alk+toc+cod+sb+cond+temp+sali+do+ph1+ph2+graz+res+for.+rec+road+treat,data=wangenv,
upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20,na.action = na.omit)
pairs(~alk+toc+cod+sb+cond+temp+sali+do+ph1+ph2+graz1000+ind1000+res1000+for1000+rec100
0+road1000+treat1000,data=wangenv,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20,na.action = na.omit)
pairs(~alk+toc+cod+sb+cond+temp+sali+do+ph1+ph2+graz500+ind500+res500+for500+rec500+roa
d500+treat500,data=wangenv,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20,na.action = na.omit)
pairs(~alk+toc+cod+sb+cond+temp+sali+do+ph1+ph2+graz300+ind300+res300+for300+rec300+roa
d300+treat300,data=wangenv,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20,na.action = na.omit)
pairs(~alk+toc+cod+sb+cond+temp+sali+do+ph1+ph2+graz100+ind100+res100+for100+rec100+roa
d100+treat100,data=wangenv,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20,na.action = na.omit)
pairs(~alk+toc+cod+sb+cond+temp+sali+do+ph1+ph2+graz60+ind60+res60+for60+road60+treat60,
data=wangenv,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20,na.action = na.omit)
pairs(~alk+toc+cod+sb+cond+temp+sali+do+ph1+ph2+graz500w+ind500w+res500w+for500w+rec5
00w+road500w+treat500w,data=wangenv,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20,na.action = na.omit)
pairs(~alk+toc+cod+sb+cond+temp+sali+do+ph1+ph2+graz400w+ind400w+res400w+for400w+rec4
00w+road400w+treat400w,data=wangenv,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20,na.action = na.omit)
pairs(~alk+toc+cod+sb+cond+temp+sali+do+ph1+ph2+graz300w+ind300w+res300w+for300w+rec3
00w+road300w+treat300w,data=wangenv,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20,na.action = na.omit)
pairs(~alk+toc+cod+sb+cond+temp+sali+do+ph1+ph2+graz200w+ind200w+res200w+for200w+rec2
00w+road200w+treat200w,data=wangenv,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20,na.action = na.omit)
pairs(~alk+toc+cod+sb+cond+temp+sali+do+ph1+ph2+graz100w+ind100w+res100w+for100w+rec1
00w+road100w+treat100w,data=wangenv,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20,na.action = na.omit)
pairs(~alk+toc+cod+sb+cond+temp+sali+do+ph1+ph2+graz60w+ind60w+res60w+for60w+rec60w+r
oad60w+treat60w,data=wangenv,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20,na.action = na.omit)
pairs(~turb+vel+chla+cfpom+sed+graz+res+for.+rec+road+treat,data=wangenv,upper.panel=panel.co
r,pch=20,na.action = na.omit)
pairs(~turb+vel+chla+cfpom+sed+graz1000+ind1000+res1000+for1000+rec1000+road1000+treat10
00+tra1000+un1000,data=wangenv,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20,na.action = na.omit)
pairs(~turb+vel+chla+cfpom+sed+graz500+ind500+res500+for500+rec500+road500+treat500+tra50
0+un500,data=wangenv,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20,na.action = na.omit)
pairs(~turb+vel+chla+cfpom+sed+graz300+ind300+res300+for300+rec300+road300+treat300+tra30
0+un300,data=wangenv,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20,na.action = na.omit)
pairs(~turb+vel+chla+cfpom+sed+graz100+ind100+res100+for100+rec100+road100+treat100+un10
0,data=wangenv,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20,na.action = na.omit)
pairs(~turb+vel+chla+cfpom+sed+graz60+ind60+res60+for60+road60+treat60+un60,data=wangenv,
upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20,na.action = na.omit)
pairs(~turb+vel+chla+cfpom+sed+graz500w+ind500w+res500w+for500w+rec500w+road500w+treat
500w+un500w,data=wangenv,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20,na.action = na.omit)
pairs(~turb+vel+chla+cfpom+sed+graz400w+ind400w+res400w+for400w+rec400w+road400w+treat
400w+un400w,data=wangenv,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20,na.action = na.omit)
pairs(~turb+vel+chla+cfpom+sed+graz300w+ind300w+res300w+for300w+rec300w+road300w+treat
300w+un300w,data=wangenv,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20,na.action = na.omit)
pairs(~turb+vel+chla+cfpom+sed+graz200w+ind200w+res200w+for200w+rec200w+road200w+treat
200w+un200w,data=wangenv,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20,na.action = na.omit)
pairs(~turb+vel+chla+cfpom+sed+graz100w+ind100w+res100w+for100w+rec100w+road100w+treat
100w+un100w,data=wangenv,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20,na.action = na.omit)
pairs(~turb+vel+chla+cfpom+sed+graz60w+ind60w+res60w+for60w+rec60w+road60w+treat60w+u
n60w,data=wangenv,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20,na.action = na.omit)
###Scatterplot Matrices of correlation between all landuse variables
###and environmental variables in revised causal diagram
par(mar=c(0.2,0.2,0.2,0.2),cex=0.6,cex.axis=0.8,las=1)
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panel.cor <- function(x, y, digits = 2, cex.cor, ...)
{
usr <- par("usr"); on.exit(par(usr))
par(usr = c(0, 1, 0, 1))
# correlation coefficient
r <- cor(x, y)
txt <- format(c(r, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt <- paste("r= ", txt, sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.8, txt)
# p-value calculation
p <- cor.test(x, y)$p.value
method=c("spearman")
txt2 <- format(c(p, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt2 <- paste("p= ", txt2, sep = "")
if(p<0.01) txt2 <- paste("p= ", "<0.01", sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.4, txt2)
}
pairs(~cond+toc+chla+zn+temp+tp+no3+alk+turb+graz+res+for.+rec+road+treat,data=wangenv,upp
er.panel=panel.cor,pch=20,na.action = na.omit)
pairs(~log(cond)+log(toc)+log(chla)+log(zn)+log(temp)+log(tp)+log(no3)+log(alk)+log(turb)+graz+r
es+for.+rec+road+treat,data=wangenv,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20,na.action = na.omit)
pairs(~cond+toc+chla+zn+temp+tp+no3+alk+turb+graz1000+ind1000+res1000+for1000+rec1000+r
oad1000+treat1000,data=wangenv,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20,na.action = na.omit)
pairs(~log(cond)+log(toc)+log(chla)+log(zn)+log(temp)+log(tp)+log(no3)+log(alk)+log(turb)+graz1
000+ind1000+res1000+for1000+rec1000+road1000+treat1000,data=wangenv,upper.panel=panel.cor,
pch=20,na.action = na.omit)
pairs(~cond+toc+chla+zn+temp+tp+no3+alk+turb+graz500+ind500+res500+for500+rec500+road500
+treat500,data=wangenv,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20,na.action = na.omit)
pairs(~log(cond)+log(toc)+log(chla)+log(zn)+log(temp)+log(tp)+log(no3)+log(alk)+log(turb)+graz5
00+ind500+res500+for500+rec500+road500+treat500,data=wangenv,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20,
na.action = na.omit)
pairs(~cond+toc+chla+zn+temp+tp+no3+alk+turb+graz300+ind300+res300+for300+rec300+road300
+treat300,data=wangenv,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20,na.action = na.omit)
pairs(~log(cond)+log(toc)+log(chla)+log(zn)+log(temp)+log(tp)+log(no3)+log(alk)+log(turb)+graz3
00+ind300+res300+for300+rec300+road300+treat300,data=wangenv,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20,
na.action = na.omit)
pairs(~cond+toc+chla+zn+temp+tp+no3+alk+turb+graz100+ind100+res100+for100+rec100+road100
+treat100,data=wangenv,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20,na.action = na.omit)
pairs(~log(cond)+log(toc)+log(chla)+log(zn)+log(temp)+log(tp)+log(no3)+log(alk)+log(turb)+graz1
00+ind100+res100+for100+rec100+road100+treat100,data=wangenv,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20,
na.action = na.omit)
pairs(~cond+toc+chla+zn+temp+tp+no3+alk+turb+graz60+ind60+res60+for60+road60+treat60,data
=wangenv,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20,na.action = na.omit)
pairs(~log(cond)+log(toc)+log(chla)+log(zn)+log(temp)+log(tp)+log(no3)+log(alk)+log(turb)+graz6
0+ind60+res60+for60+road60+treat60,data=wangenv,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20,na.action =
na.omit)
pairs(~cond+toc+chla+zn+temp+tp+no3+alk+turb+graz500w+ind500w+res500w+for500w+rec500w
+road500w+treat500w,data=wangenv,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20,na.action = na.omit)
pairs(~log(cond)+log(toc)+log(chla)+log(zn)+log(temp)+log(tp)+log(no3)+log(alk)+log(turb)+graz5
00w+ind500w+res500w+for500w+rec500w+road500w+treat500w,data=wangenv,upper.panel=panel.
cor,pch=20,na.action = na.omit)
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pairs(~cond+toc+chla+zn+temp+tp+no3+alk+turb+graz400w+ind400w+res400w+for400w+rec400w
+road400w+treat400w,data=wangenv,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20,na.action = na.omit)
pairs(~log(cond)+log(toc)+log(chla)+log(zn)+log(temp)+log(tp)+log(no3)+log(alk)+log(turb)+graz4
00w+ind400w+res400w+for400w+rec400w+road400w+treat400w,data=wangenv,upper.panel=panel.
cor,pch=20,na.action = na.omit)
pairs(~cond+toc+chla+zn+temp+tp+no3+alk+turb+graz300w+ind300w+res300w+for300w+rec300w
+road300w+treat300w,data=wangenv,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20,na.action = na.omit)
pairs(~log(cond)+log(toc)+log(chla)+log(zn)+log(temp)+log(tp)+log(no3)+log(alk)+log(turb)+graz3
00w+ind300w+res300w+for300w+rec300w+road300w+treat300w,data=wangenv,upper.panel=panel.
cor,pch=20,na.action = na.omit)
pairs(~cond+toc+chla+zn+temp+tp+no3+alk+turb+graz200w+ind200w+res200w+for200w+rec200w
+road200w+treat200w,data=wangenv,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20,na.action = na.omit)
pairs(~log(cond)+log(toc)+log(chla)+log(zn)+log(temp)+log(tp)+log(no3)+log(alk)+log(turb)+graz2
00w+ind200w+res200w+for200w+rec200w+road200w+treat200w,data=wangenv,upper.panel=panel.
cor,pch=20,na.action = na.omit)
pairs(~cond+toc+chla+zn+temp+tp+no3+alk+turb+graz100w+ind100w+res100w+for100w+rec100w
+road100w+treat100w,data=wangenv,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20,na.action = na.omit)
pairs(~log(cond)+log(toc)+log(chla)+log(zn)+log(temp)+log(tp)+log(no3)+log(alk)+log(turb)+graz1
00w+ind100w+res100w+for100w+rec100w+road100w+treat100w,data=wangenv,upper.panel=panel.
cor,pch=20,na.action = na.omit)
pairs(~cond+toc+chla+zn+temp+tp+no3+alk+turb+graz60w+ind60w+res60w+for60w+rec60w+road
60w+treat60w,data=wangenv,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20,na.action = na.omit)
pairs(~log(cond)+log(toc)+log(chla)+log(zn)+log(temp)+log(tp)+log(no3)+log(alk)+log(turb)+graz6
0w+ind60w+res60w+for60w+rec60w+road60w+treat60w,data=wangenv,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=
20,na.action = na.omit)
dev.off()
###correlation between landuse and some environmental variables
plot(wangenv$cd,wangenv$graz60)
cor.test(wangenv$cd,wangenv$graz60)
plot(wangenv$cd,log1p(wangenv$graz60))
cor.test(wangenv$cd,log1p(wangenv$graz60))
plot(wangenv$cd,wangenv$ind60)
cor.test(wangenv$cd,wangenv$ind60)
plot(wangenv$cd,log1p(wangenv$ind60))
cor.test(wangenv$cd,log1p(wangenv$ind60))
plot(wangenv$cd,wangenv$res60)
cor.test(wangenv$cd,wangenv$res60)
plot(wangenv$cd,log1p(wangenv$res60))
cor.test(wangenv$cd,log1p(wangenv$res60))
plot(wangenv$cd,wangenv$for60)
cor.test(wangenv$cd,wangenv$for60)
plot(wangenv$cd,log1p(wangenv$for60))
cor.test(wangenv$cd,log1p(wangenv$for60))
plot(wangenv$cd,wangenv$rec60)
cor.test(wangenv$cd,wangenv$rec60)
plot(wangenv$cd,log1p(wangenv$rec60))
cor.test(wangenv$cd,log1p(wangenv$rec60))
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plot(wangenv$cd,wangenv$road60)
cor.test(wangenv$cd,wangenv$road60)
plot(wangenv$cd,log1p(wangenv$road60))
cor.test(wangenv$cd,log1p(wangenv$road60))
plot(wangenv$cd,wangenv$treat60)
cor.test(wangenv$cd,wangenv$treat60)
plot(wangenv$cd,log1p(wangenv$road60))
cor.test(wangenv$cd,log1p(wangenv$road60))
plot(wangenv$cd,wangenv$qua500)
cor.test(wangenv$cd,wangenv$qua500)
plot(wangenv$cd,wangenv$tra60)
cor.test(wangenv$cd,wangenv$tra60)
plot(wangenv$cd,wangenv$un60)
cor.test(wangenv$cd,wangenv$un60)
plot(wangenv$cd,log1p(wangenv$un60))
cor.test(wangenv$cd,log1p(wangenv$un60))
plot(wangenv$turb,wangenv$res300)
cor.test(wangenv$turb,wangenv$res300)
plot(log(wangenv$turb),log(wangenv$res300))
cor.test(log(wangenv$turb),log(wangenv$res300))
##”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*
#####Testing other variables for causal diagram
edit(alldata)
#”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*
#”*”*”*”*”* Chlorophyl A
#check the scatterplot for chla
edit(alldata)
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
panel.cor <- function(x, y, digits = 2, cex.cor, ...)
{
usr <- par("usr"); on.exit(par(usr))
par(usr = c(0, 1, 0, 1))
# correlation coefficient
r <- cor(x, y)
method=c("spearman")
txt <- format(c(r, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt <- paste("r= ", txt, sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.8, txt)
# p-value calculation
p <- cor.test(x, y)$p.value
txt2 <- format(c(p, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt2 <- paste("p= ", txt2, sep = "")
if(p<0.01) txt2 <- paste("p= ", "<0.01", sep = "")
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text(0.5, 0.3, txt2)
}
pairs(dchla~eff+solar+temp+no3+tp+turb+don+dtoc+canop+toc+log(chla)+chla,data=alldata,upper.p
anel=panel.cor,pch=20,na.action = na.omit)
pairs(log(I(dchla/dayflow))~eff+solar+temp+no3+tp+turb+don+dtoc+canop+toc+log(chla)+chla,data
=alldata[alldata$eff==1,],pch=20,na.action = na.omit)
pairs(~eff+solar+temp+no3+tn+tp+log(turb)+don+dtoc+canop+toc+vel+I(log(dchla/dayflow))+dayfl
ow+log(chla)+residuals(tempo),data=alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("temp","no3","tp")]),],upper.p
anel=panel.cor,pch=20,na.action = na.omit)
#chla regression with other variables
tempo<-lm(log(chla)~temp,data=alldata)##Adjusted R-squared: 0.5416
tempo<-lm(log(chla)~on,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(log(chla)~eff,data=alldata)##Adjusted R-squared: 0.1782
tempo<-lm(log(chla)~on+on:temp,data=alldata) ##Adjusted R-squared: 0.6483
tempo<-lm(log(chla)~no3,data=alldata)##Adjusted R-squared: 0.09357
tempo<-lm(log(chla)~no3+temp:no3,data=alldata)##Adjusted R-squared: 0.6231
tempo<-lm(log(chla)~vel,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(log(chla)~vel+vel:temp,data=alldata)##Adjusted R-squared: 0.3877
tempo<-lm(log(chla)~nh3,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(log(chla)~nh3+temp:nh3,data=alldata)##Adjusted R-squared: 0.1902
tempo<-lm(log(chla)~no2,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(log(chla)~no2+no2:temp,data=alldata)##Adjusted R-squared: 0.5032
tempo<-lm(log(chla)~tp,data=alldata)##Adjusted R-squared: 0.3512
tempo<-lm(log(chla)~tp+tp:temp,data=alldata)##Adjusted R-squared: 0.6564
tempo<-lm(log(chla)~op,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(log(chla)~op+op:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(log(chla)~solar,data=alldata)##Adjusted R-squared: 0.4824
tempo<-lm(log(chla)~solar+solar:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(log(chla)~turb,data=alldata)##Adjusted R-squared: 0.1113
tempo<-lm(log(chla)~turb+turb:temp,data=alldata)##Adjusted R-squared: 0.5947
tempo<-lm(log(chla)~dchla,data=alldata)##Adjusted R-squared: 0.2251
tempo<-lm(log(chla)~canop,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(log(chla)~canop+canop:temp,data=alldata)##Adjusted R-squared: 0.6161
tempo<-lm(log(chla)~dayflow,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(log(chla)~don,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(log(chla)~dtoc,data=alldata)##Adjusted R-squared: 0.1068
tempo<-lm(log(chla)~cfpom,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(log(chla)~toc,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(log(chla)~dtoc+dtoc:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(log(chla)~don,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(log(chla)~don+don:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(log(chla)~tn,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(log(chla)~tn+dtn:temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(log(chla)~cond,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(log(chla)~cond+cond:temp,data=alldata)
summary(tempo)
plot(alldata$chla~alldata$temp)
cor.test(alldata$chla,alldata$temp)
plot(log(alldata$chla),alldata$cod)
cor.test(log(alldata$chla),alldata$cod)
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#Chlorophyll A plotted against spatial position
plot(bugenv[bugenv$day==1,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==1,"chla"],type =
"b",ylim=c(0,40),pch=19,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="Chlorophyll A (mg/L)",main="Chlorophyll A
plotted against spatial position",cex=1,lwd=3,lty=1)
points(bugenv[bugenv$day==126,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==126,"chla"],type="b",col="gold2",pc
h=15,lwd=3,cex=1.2,lty=2)
points(bugenv[bugenv$day==260,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==260,"chla"],type="b",col="blue",pch
=8,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(bugenv[bugenv$day==336,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==336,"chla"],type="b",col="green3",p
ch=17,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(bugenv[bugenv$day==518,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==518,"chla"],type="b",col="red",pch=
18,cex=1.4,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.6,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
# Multiple regression analysis for chla as afunction of time, distance and eff to check spatiotemporal
variation of Chla
# Chlorophyll A with spatiotemporal prediction
tempo<lm(log(chla)~dist+time+eff+eff:time+eff:dist+eff:time:dist+eff:time:I(dist^2),data=alldata[complete.c
ases(alldata[,c("temp","no3","tp")]),])# final model# ##********* Table 4.12 in the thesis
*********##
anova(tempo) ##********* Table 4.12 in the thesis *********##
summary(tempo) ##********* Table 4.13 in the thesis *********##
tempo1<cbind(cbind(exp(fitted(tempo)),residuals(tempo)),alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("temp","no3","tp"
)]),])#
plot(tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"chla"],type="p",pch=19,xlab="Distan
ce (km)",ylab="Chlorophyll A (mg/L)",main="Chlorophyll A with spatiotemporal
prediction",ylim=c(0,40),cex=1,lwd=3,lty=1)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"chla"],col="gold2",pch=15,cex
=1.2,lwd=3,lty=2)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"chla"],col="blue",pch=8,cex=1
.2,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"chla"],col="green3",pch=17,ce
x=1.2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"chla"],col="red",pch=18,cex=1
.4,lwd=3,lty=5)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"1"],type="l",col="black",pch=19,ce
x=1.5,lwd=3,lty=1)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"1"],type="l",col="gold2",pch=
15,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=2)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"1"],type="l",col="blue",pch=8,
cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"1"],type="l",col="green3",pch
=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"1"],type="l",col="red",pch=18,
cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
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legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.6,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
xyplot(log(chla)~dist,groups=time,data=alldata,type="b",lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3
","red"))
xyplot(dayflow~dist,groups=time,data=alldata,type="b",lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3
","red"))
xyplot(turb~dist,groups=time,data=alldata,type="b",lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","re
d"))
a<xyplot(chla~dist,group=time,data=alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("temp","no3","tp")]),],type="b",p
ch=19,lty=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"))
b<xyplot(exp(fitted(tempo))~dist,group=time,data=alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("temp","no3","tp")]
),],type="l",lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"))
c<-xyplot(toc~dist,data=alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("temp","no3","tp")]),],panel = function(x,y)
{panel.abline(v=4,lty=2)})
a+as.layer(b)+as.layer(c)
legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.6,title="months")
###Chlorophyll A linear model with other environmental variables
#tempo<-lm(log(chla)~solar+temp+tp+temp:tp+dchla+no3+dtoc+turb,data=wangenv)##
#tempo<lm(log(chla)~solar+temp2+tp+no3+dayflow+eff+eff:dist+eff:I(dist^2)+eff:dchla+eff:dchla:dist+eff:d
chla:I(dist^2)+eff:dayflow+eff:dayflow:dist+eff:dayflow:I(dist^2)+eff:temp2+eff:temp2:dist+eff:tem
p2:I(dist^2),data=alldata)## final model
#tempo<lm(log(chla)~solar+temp2+tp+no3+dayflow+eff+eff:dchla+eff:temp2+eff:temp2:dist,data=alldata)
#tempo<-lm(log(chla)~solar+temp2+tp+no3+dayflow+eff:dchla,data=alldata)## without nonsignificant ones
#tempo<-lm(log(chla)~solar+temp2+tp+no3+turb+dayflow,data=alldata)
#tempo<-lm(log(chla)~solar+temp+tp+dchla+no3+dtoc+turb+dist+temp:tp+dchla:eff,data=alldata)
#tempo<lm(log(chla)~solar+temp2+tp+no3+dtoc+turb+dayflow+eff:dist+eff:I(dchla/dayflow)+eff:I(dchla/day
flow):dist+eff:dist:temp2 #RH
#tempo<lm(log(chla)~solar+temp+tp+no3+turb+dayflow+solar:temp+eff:log(I(dchla/dayflow)),data=alldata[c
omplete.cases(alldata[,c("temp","no3","tp")]),])#
tempo<lm(log(chla)~solar+temp+tp+no3+turb+solar:temp+eff:log(I(dchla/dayflow)),data=alldata[complete.c
ases(alldata[,c("temp","no3","tp")]),])# final model
tempo1<cbind(cbind(exp(fitted(tempo)),exp(residuals(tempo))),alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("temp","no3"
,"tp")]),])
attributes(tempo1)
names(tempo1[,1:2])<-c("fitted","residual")
tempo1[,"2"]
anova(tempo) ##********* Table 4.14 in the thesis *********##
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summary(tempo) ##********* Table 4.15 in the thesis *********##
plot(tempo)
avPlots(tempo)
plot(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"1"],type =
"l",ylim=c(0,40),pch=15,col="gold2",xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="Chlorophyll A
(mg/L)",main="Prediction with environmental variables",lwd=3,lty=2)
#points(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"1"],type="l",col="gold2",pch
=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"1"],type="l",col="blue",pch=8,
cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"1"],type="l",col="green3",pch
=17,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"1"],type="l",col="red",pch=18,
cex=1.4,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.6,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
tempo3<-lm(tempo1[,2]~tempo1$pred1)
summary(tempo3)
summary(tempo)
anova(tempo)
sqrt(vif(tempo)) #values > 2 indicate a problem, which is due to the correlation between temperature
and solar, but literature suggests both are important, together with their interaction
plot(tempo)
# The p-value=0.1492 for this model, i.e., there is no evidence of spatiotemporal patterns in the
residuals.
tempo.check<lm(residuals(tempo)~dist+time+eff+eff:time+eff:dist+eff:time:dist+eff:time:I(dist^2),data=alldata[co
mplete.cases(alldata[,c("temp","no3","tp")]),])
summary(tempo.check)
anova(tempo.check)
xyplot(residuals(tempo)~dist,groups=time,data=alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("temp","no3","tp")]
),],type="b",pch=19,lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"))
a<xyplot(chla~dist,group=time,data=alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("temp","no3","tp")]),],type="b",p
ch=19,lty=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"))
b<xyplot(exp(fitted(tempo))~dist,group=time,data=alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("temp","no3","tp")]
),],type="l",lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"))
c<-xyplot(toc~dist,data=alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("temp","no3","tp")]),],panel = function(x,y)
{panel.abline(v=4,lty=2)})
a+as.layer(b)+as.layer(c)
legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.6,title="months")
plot.new()
dev.off()
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##********* Chlorophyll A plot (Figure 4.19 in thesis) *********#
tiff(file="Figure 4.19.jpg",width=10,height=14,units="in",pointsize = 12,bg
="transparent",res=800,compression="lzw")
par(mfrow=c(3,1), mar=c(4.5,4.5,2.5,3),cex=1.5,cex.axis=0.9,las=1,cex.main=1,cex.lab=0.8)
#Chlorophyll A plotted against spatial position
plot(bugenv[bugenv$day==1,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==1,"chla"],type =
"b",ylim=c(0,40),pch=19,xlab="",ylab="Chlorophyll A (mg/L)",main="a) Chlorophyll A plotted
against spatial position",lwd=3,lty=1)
points(bugenv[bugenv$day==126,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==126,"chla"],type="b",col="gold2",pc
h=15,lwd=3,cex=1.2,lty=2)
points(bugenv[bugenv$day==260,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==260,"chla"],type="b",col="blue",pch
=8,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(bugenv[bugenv$day==336,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==336,"chla"],type="b",col="green3",p
ch=17,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(bugenv[bugenv$day==518,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==518,"chla"],type="b",col="red",pch=
18,cex=1.4,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.6,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
# Chlorophyll A with spatiotemporal prediction
tempo<-lm(log(chla)~dist+time+eff+eff:time+eff:dist+eff:time:dist+eff:time:I(dist^2),data=alldata)
tempo1<cbind(cbind(exp(fitted(tempo)),residuals(tempo)),alldata)#[complete.cases(alldata[,c("temp","cond")]
),])
plot(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==1],tempo1[tempo1$time==1,"chla"],type="p",pch=19,col="black",x
lab="",ylab="Chlorophyll A (mg/L)",main="b) Chlorophyll A with spatiotemporal
prediction",ylim=c(0,40),cex=1,lwd=3,lty=1)
points(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==1],tempo1[tempo1$time==2,"chla"],col="gold2",pch=15,cex=1.2,
lwd=3,lty=2)
points(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==1],tempo1[tempo1$time==3,"chla"],col="blue",pch=8,cex=1.2,lw
d=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==1],tempo1[tempo1$time==4,"chla"],col="green3",pch=17,cex=1.
2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==1],tempo1[tempo1$time==5,"chla"],col="red",pch=18,cex=1.4,lw
d=3,lty=5)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"1"],type="l",col="black",pch=19,ce
x=1.5,lwd=3,lty=1)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"1"],type="l",col="gold2",pch=
15,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=2)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"1"],type="l",col="blue",pch=8,
cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"1"],type="l",col="green3",pch
=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"1"],type="l",col="red",pch=18,
cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topleft",inset1=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.6,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
#prediction with environmental variables
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tempo<lm(log(chla)~solar+temp+tp+no3+turb+solar:temp+eff:log(I(dchla/dayflow)),data=alldata[complete.c
ases(alldata[,c("temp","no3","tp")]),])# final model
summary(tempo)
anova(tempo)
tempo1<cbind(cbind(exp(fitted(tempo)),exp(residuals(tempo))),alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("temp","no3"
,"tp")]),])
names(tempo1[,1:2])<-c("fitted","residual")
tempo1[,"2"]
plot(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"1"],type =
"l",ylim=c(0,40),pch=15,col="gold2",xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="Chlorophyll A (mg/L)",main="c)
Prediction with environmental variables",lwd=3,lty=2)
#points(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"1"],type="l",col="gold2",pch
=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"1"],type="l",col="blue",pch=8,
cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"1"],type="l",col="green3",pch
=17,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"1"],type="l",col="red",pch=18,
cex=1.4,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.6,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
dev.off()
###chla non-linear model
##chla simulation
temp3<-alldata$temp2-20
edit(alldata)
chlanlm<-0.8+1.5*(alldata$time==4)+2.8*alldata$eff*(alldata$dchla/alldata$dayflow)*exp(0.03*0.9^temp3*alldata$dist/alldata$vel2)
chlanlm<0.8+1.5*(alldata$time==2)+0.5*(alldata$time==3)+1.5*(alldata$time==4)+2.8*alldata$eff*(alldata$
dchla/alldata$dayflow)*exp(-0.03*1.1^temp3*alldata$dist/alldata$vel2)
alldata2<-cbind(alldata,chlanlm,temp3)
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(alldata2$dist[alldata2$time==1],alldata2[alldata2$time==1,"chla"],type="p",pch=19,col="black"
,xlab="Distance (km)",ylab="Chla (mg/L)",main="Chla with spatiotemporal
prediction",ylim=c(0,40),cex=1,lwd=3,lty=1)
points(alldata2$dist[alldata2$time==1],alldata2[alldata2$time==2,"chla"],col="gold2",pch=15,cex=1.
2,lwd=3,lty=2)
points(alldata2$dist[alldata2$time==1],alldata2[alldata2$time==3,"chla"],col="blue",pch=8,cex=1.2,l
wd=3,lty=3)
points(alldata2$dist[alldata2$time==1],alldata2[alldata2$time==4,"chla"],col="green3",pch=17,cex=
1.2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(alldata2$dist[alldata2$time==1],alldata2[alldata2$time==5,"chla"],col="red",pch=18,cex=1.4,l
wd=3,lty=5)
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points(alldata2[alldata2$day==1,"dist"],alldata2[alldata2$day==1,"chlanlm"],type="l",col="black",pc
h=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=1)
points(alldata2[alldata2$day==126,"dist"],alldata2[alldata2$day==126,"chlanlm"],type="l",col="gold
2",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(alldata2[alldata2$day==260,"dist"],alldata2[alldata2$day==260,"chlanlm"],type="l",col="blue
",pch=8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(alldata2[alldata2$day==336,"dist"],alldata2[alldata2$day==336,"chlanlm"],type="l",col="gree
n3",pch=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(alldata2[alldata2$day==518,"dist"],alldata2[alldata2$day==518,"chlanlm"],type="l",col="red"
,pch=18,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.9,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
myalldata<- na.omit(alldata)
lmfit<train(log(chla)~solar+temp+tp+no3+turb+solar:temp+eff:log(I(dchla/dayflow)),data=alldata[complet
e.cases(alldata[,c("temp","no3","tp")]),])# Checked WP+RH
print(lmfit)
##fitting the model
#Linear model works so no need for non linear model
#”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*
#”*”*”*”*”* Nitrate (NO3)
# check the scatterplot for no3
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
panel.cor <- function(x, y, digits = 2, cex.cor, ...)
{
usr <- par("usr"); on.exit(par(usr))
par(usr = c(0, 1, 0, 1))
# correlation coefficient
r <- cor(x, y)
method=c("spearman")
txt <- format(c(r, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt <- paste("r= ", txt, sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.8, txt)
# p-value calculation
p <- cor.test(x, y)$p.value
txt2 <- format(c(p, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt2 <- paste("p= ", txt2, sep = "")
if(p<0.01) txt2 <- paste("p= ", "<0.01", sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.3, txt2)
}
pairs(~ph2+log(alk)+log(I(dno3/dayflow))+eff+dayflow+dist+log(temp)+log(toc)+log(no3)+no3,data
=alldata,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20,na.action = na.omit)
edit(alldata)
plot(alldata$no3,alldata$dno3)
cor.test(alldata$no3,alldata$dno3)
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#Nitrate regression with other variables
tempo<-lm(no3~eff,data=alldata)##Adjusted R-squared: 0.5636
tempo<-lm(no3~dno3,data=alldata)##Adjusted R-squared: 0.2578
tempo<-lm(no3~dayflow,data=alldata)##Adjusted R-squared: 0.279
tempo<-lm(no3~dist,data=alldata)##Adjusted R-squared: 0.09122
tempo<-lm(no3~temp,data=alldata)
#Nitrate plotted against spatial position
plot(bugenv[bugenv$day==1,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==1,"no3"],type =
"b",ylim=c(0,0.7),pch=19,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="Nitrate (mg/L)",main="Nitrate plotted against
spatial position",lwd=3,lty=1)
points(bugenv[bugenv$day==126,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==126,"no3"],type="b",col="gold2",pc
h=15,lwd=3,cex=1.2,lty=2)
points(bugenv[bugenv$day==260,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==260,"no3"],type="b",col="blue",pch
=8,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(bugenv[bugenv$day==336,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==336,"no3"],type="b",col="green3",p
ch=17,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(bugenv[bugenv$day==518,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==518,"no3"],type="b",col="red",pch=
18,cex=1.4,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.6,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
# Multiple regression analysis for nitrate vs time, distance and eff to check spatiotemporal variation of
nitrate
# observed nitrate plots with spatiotemporal model prediction
tempo<-lm(log(no3)~time+eff:time+eff:dist+eff:dist:time+eff:I(dist^2):time,data=alldata) # final
model ##********* Table 4.16 in the thesis *********##
anova(tempo) ##********* Table 4.16 in the thesis *********##
summary(tempo) ##********* Table 4.17 in the thesis *********##
#tempo1<cbind(cbind((fitted(tempo)),residuals(tempo)),alldata)#[complete.cases(alldata[,c("no3","dayflow","d
no3")]),])
tempo1<cbind(cbind(exp(fitted(tempo)),exp(residuals(tempo))),alldata)#[complete.cases(alldata[,c("temp","no
3","tp")]),])
attributes(tempo1)
names(tempo1[,1:2])<-c("fitted","residual")
tempo1[,"2"]
#observed no3 plots with spatiotemporal model predictions
plot(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==1],tempo1[tempo1$time==1,"no3"],type="p",pch=19,col="black",x
lab="Distance (km)",ylab="Nitrate (mg/L)",main="Nitrate with spatiotemporal
prediction",ylim=c(0,0.7),cex=1,lwd=3,lty=1)
points(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==1],tempo1[tempo1$time==2,"no3"],col="gold2",pch=15,cex=1.2,
lwd=3,lty=2)
points(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==1],tempo1[tempo1$time==3,"no3"],col="blue",pch=8,cex=1.2,lw
d=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==1],tempo1[tempo1$time==4,"no3"],col="green3",pch=17,cex=1.
2,lwd=3,lty=4)
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points(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==1],tempo1[tempo1$time==5,"no3"],col="red",pch=18,cex=1.4,lw
d=3,lty=5)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"1"],type="l",col="black",pch=19,ce
x=1.5,lwd=3,lty=1)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"1"],type="l",col="gold2",pch=
15,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=2)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"1"],type="l",col="blue",pch=8,
cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"1"],type="l",col="green3",pch
=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"1"],type="l",col="red",pch=18,
cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.6,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
###residual plot
plot(tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"2"],type =
"b",ylim=c(0,2),pch=19,col="black",cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="Nitrate",main="residuals",l
wd=3,lty=1)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"2"],type="l",col="gold2",pch=
15,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=2)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"2"],type="l",col="blue",pch=8,
cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"2"],type="l",col="green3",pch
=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"2"],type="l",col="red",pch=18,
cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.6,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
plot(tempo) ## checking the diagnostic plots to check the multiple regresstion assumptions
qqnorm(tempo$residuals)
qqline(tempo$residuals)
hist(tempo$residuals)
# Multiple regression analysis for no3 and variables affecting it to check which variables explain
spatiotemporal variation in no3)
#### Linear modelling for no3
#tempo<-lm(no3~I(time==3)+eff:dist+eff:I((dno3)/dayflow)+eff:I((dno3)/dayflow):dist+
eff:temp2:dist,data=alldata)
#tempo<-lm(log(no3)~time+eff:dist+eff:I((dno3/dayflow),data=alldata)##final model
#tempo<lm(log(no3)~time+eff:I(log(dno3)/dayflow):time+eff:I(log(dno3)/dayflow):time:dist,data=alldata)##
#tempo<-lm(log(no3)~temp+toc+time+eff:I(log(dno3)/dayflow):time,data=alldata)#
#tempo<lm(log(no3)~temp+time+eff:dist+eff:dist:time+eff:I(dist^2):time+eff:I(log(dno3/dayflow))+eff:I(log(
dno3/dayflow)):time,data=alldata)##
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tempo<lm(log(no3)~temp+time+alk:time+eff:I(log(dno3)/dayflow)+eff:I(log(dno3)/dayflow):time,data=allda
ta)##
tempo<lm(log(no3)~temp+rain2+rain3+alk:time+eff:I(log(dno3)/dayflow)+eff:I(log(dno3)/dayflow):time,dat
a=alldata)####final model2
tempo<lm(log(no3)~temp+rain2+rain3+eff:I(log(dno3)/dayflow):time+eff:I(log(dno3)/dayflow):I(dist==4.08
):time,data=alldata)##final model5 ##********* Table 4.18 in the thesis *********##
anova(tempo) ##********* Table 4.18 in the thesis *********##
summary(tempo) ##********* Table 4.19 in the thesis *********##
tempo1<-cbind(cbind(exp(fitted(tempo)),exp(residuals(tempo))),alldata)
names(tempo1[,1:2])<-c("fitted","residual")
#edit(tempo1)
tempo1[,"2"]
#no3 plots with spatiotemporal model predictions (including other variables)
plot(tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"1"],type =
"l",ylim=c(0,0.7),pch=19,col="black",xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="Nitrate (mg/L)",main="Prediction
with environmental variables",lwd=3,lty=1)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"1"],type="l",col="gold2",pch=
15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"1"],type="l",col="blue",pch=8,
cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"1"],type="l",col="green3",pch
=17,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"1"],type="l",col="red",pch=18,
cex=1.4,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.6,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
options( scipen = 1 )
anova(tempo)
anova(tempo,tempo1)
summary(tempo)
avPlots(tempo)
plot(tempo) ## checking the diagnostic plots to check the multiple regresstion assumptions
qqnorm(tempo$residuals)
qqline(tempo$residuals)
hist(tempo$residuals)
tempo.check<lm(residuals(tempo)~time+eff:time+eff:dist+eff:dist:time+eff:I(dist^2):time,data=alldata)
#tempo.check<-lm(residuals(tempo)~toc,data=alldata)
summary(tempo.check)
anova(tempo.check) # No clear evidence of spatiotemporal patters in residuals
## some more graphs
a<xyplot(no3~dist,group=time,data=alldata,ylim=c(0,0.8),type="p",pch=19,lty=2,col=c("black","gold2"
,"blue","green3","red"))
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b<xyplot(exp(fitted(tempo))~dist,group=time,data=alldata,type="l",lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue"
,"green3","red"))
c<-xyplot(toc~dist,data=alldata,panel = function(x,y) {panel.abline(v=4,lty=2)})
a+as.layer(b)+as.layer(c)
legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.6,title="months")
xyplot(residuals(tempo)~dist,groups=time,data=alldata,type="b",pch=19,lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2
","blue","green3","red"))
xyplot(no3~dist,group=time,data=alldata,type="b",pch=19,lty=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green
3","red"))
xyplot(nh3~dist,group=time,data=alldata,type="b",pch=19,lty=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green
3","red"))
xyplot(do~dist,group=time,data=alldata,type="b",pch=19,lty=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3
","red"))
xyplot(log(no3)~toc,groups=time,data=alldata,type="p",pch=19:24,lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blu
e","green3","red"))
xyplot(do~toc,groups=time,data=alldata,type="p",pch=19:24,lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","gr
een3","red"))
xyplot(log(no3)~log(nh3),groups=time,data=alldata,type="p",pch=19:24,lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2
","blue","green3","red"))
xyplot(log(nh3)~log(toc),groups=time,data=alldata,type="p",pch=19:24,lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2"
,"blue","green3","red"))
cor.test(alldata$do,alldata$toc)
##********* nitrate plot (Figure 4.20 in thesis) *********#
tiff(file="Figure 4.20.jpg",width=10,height=14,units="in",pointsize = 12,bg
="transparent",res=800,compression="lzw")
par(mfrow=c(3,1), mar=c(3,4.5,2.5,3.5),cex=1.5,cex.axis=0.9,las=1,cex.main=1,cex.lab=0.8)
#Nitrate plotted against spatial position
plot(bugenv[bugenv$day==1,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==1,"no3"],type =
"b",ylim=c(0,0.7),pch=19,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="Nitrate (mg/L)",main="a) Nitrate plotted
against spatial position",lwd=3,lty=1)
points(bugenv[bugenv$day==126,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==126,"no3"],type="b",col="gold2",pc
h=15,lwd=3,cex=1.2,lty=2)
points(bugenv[bugenv$day==260,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==260,"no3"],type="b",col="blue",pch
=8,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(bugenv[bugenv$day==336,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==336,"no3"],type="b",col="green3",p
ch=17,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(bugenv[bugenv$day==518,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==518,"no3"],type="b",col="red",pch=
18,cex=1.4,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.6,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
tempo<-lm(log(no3)~time+eff:time+eff:dist+eff:dist:time+eff:I(dist^2):time,data=alldata) # final
model
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tempo1<cbind(cbind(exp(fitted(tempo)),exp(residuals(tempo))),alldata)#[complete.cases(alldata[,c("temp","no
3","tp")]),])
names(tempo1[,1:2])<-c("fitted","residual")
tempo1[,"2"]
#no3 with spatiotemporal model predictions
plot(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==1],tempo1[tempo1$time==1,"no3"],type="p",pch=19,col="black",x
lab="Distance (km)",ylab="Nitrate (mg/L)",main="b) Nitrate with spatiotemporal
prediction",ylim=c(0,0.7),cex=1,lwd=3,lty=1)
points(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==1],tempo1[tempo1$time==2,"no3"],col="gold2",pch=15,cex=1.2,
lwd=3,lty=2)
points(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==1],tempo1[tempo1$time==3,"no3"],col="blue",pch=8,cex=1.2,lw
d=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==1],tempo1[tempo1$time==4,"no3"],col="green3",pch=17,cex=1.
2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==1],tempo1[tempo1$time==5,"no3"],col="red",pch=18,cex=1.4,lw
d=3,lty=5)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"1"],type="l",col="black",pch=19,ce
x=1.5,lwd=3,lty=1)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"1"],type="l",col="gold2",pch=
15,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=2)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"1"],type="l",col="blue",pch=8,
cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"1"],type="l",col="green3",pch
=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"1"],type="l",col="red",pch=18,
cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.6,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
tempo<lm(log(no3)~temp+time+eff:dist+eff:dist:time+eff:I(dist^2):time+eff:I(log(dno3/dayflow))+eff:I(log(
dno3/dayflow)):time,data=alldata)##final model Checked
tempo<lm(log(no3)~temp+time+eff:I(log(dno3)/dayflow)+eff:I(log(dno3)/dayflow):time+dist,data=alldata)#
#
tempo<lm(log(no3)~temp+time+alk:time+eff:I(log(dno3)/dayflow)+eff:I(log(dno3)/dayflow):time,data=allda
ta)##final model2 Checked
tempo<lm(log(no3)~temp+rain2+rain3+eff:I(log(dno3)/dayflow):time+eff:I(log(dno3)/dayflow):I(dist==4.08
):time,data=alldata)##final model5 Checked
tempo1<-cbind(cbind(exp(fitted(tempo)),exp(residuals(tempo))),alldata)
names(tempo1[,1:2])<-c("fitted","residual")
tempo1[,"2"]
#no3 plots with spatiotemporal model predictions (including other variables)
plot(tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"1"],type =
"l",ylim=c(0,0.7),pch=19,col="black",xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="Nitrate (mg/L)",main="c)
Prediction with environmental variables",lwd=3,lty=1)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"1"],type="l",col="gold2",pch=
15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
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points(tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"1"],type="l",col="blue",pch=8,
cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"1"],type="l",col="green3",pch
=17,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"1"],type="l",col="red",pch=18,
cex=1.4,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.6,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
dev.off()
## Nonlinear modelling for no3
##simulations
temp3<-alldata$temp2-20
temp3
no3nlm<-0.01+0.33*(alldata2$time==3)+1.8*alldata2$eff*(alldata2$dno3/alldata2$dayflow)*exp(0.01*1.1^alldata2$temp2*alldata2$dist/alldata2$vel2)
alldata2<-cbind(alldata,no3nlm,temp3)
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(alldata2$dist[alldata2$time==1],alldata2[alldata2$time==1,"no3"],type="p",pch=19,col="black",
xlab="Distance (km)",ylab="Nitrate (mg/L)",main="Nitrate with spatiotemporal
prediction",ylim=c(0,0.7),cex=1,lwd=3,lty=1)
points(alldata2$dist[alldata2$time==1],alldata2[alldata2$time==2,"no3"],col="gold2",pch=15,cex=1.
2,lwd=3,lty=2)
points(alldata2$dist[alldata2$time==1],alldata2[alldata2$time==3,"no3"],col="blue",pch=8,cex=1.2,l
wd=3,lty=3)
points(alldata2$dist[alldata2$time==1],alldata2[alldata2$time==4,"no3"],col="green3",pch=17,cex=1
.2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(alldata2$dist[alldata2$time==1],alldata2[alldata2$time==5,"no3"],col="red",pch=18,cex=1.4,l
wd=3,lty=5)
points(alldata2[alldata2$day==126,"dist"],alldata2[alldata2$day==126,"no3nlm"],type="l",col="blac
k",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=1)
points(alldata2[alldata2$day==126,"dist"],alldata2[alldata2$day==126,"no3nlm"],type="l",col="gold
2",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(alldata2[alldata2$day==260,"dist"],alldata2[alldata2$day==260,"no3nlm"],type="l",col="blue
",pch=8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(alldata2[alldata2$day==336,"dist"],alldata2[alldata2$day==336,"no3nlm"],type="l",col="gree
n3",pch=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(alldata2[alldata2$day==518,"dist"],alldata2[alldata2$day==518,"no3nlm"],type="l",col="red",
pch=18,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.9,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
##fitting the non-linear model
no3nls<-c(b1=0.01,b2=0.33,b3=1.8,b4=-0.02,b5=1.05)
no3nls.fm1<nls(no3~b1+b2*(time==3)+b3*eff*(dno3/dayflow)*exp(b4*b5^temp3*dist/vel2),data=alldata2,start=
no3nls,trace=T)
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edit(alldata)
summary(no3nls.fm1)
plot(no3nls.fm1)
fm2<-as.matrix(fitted(no3nls.fm1))
attributes(fm2)
edit(fm2)
tempo1<-cbind(fm2,alldata)
attributes(tempo1)
edit(tempo1)
#observed no3 plots with spatiotemporal model predictions
plot(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==1],tempo1[tempo1$time==1,"no3"],type="p",pch=19,col="black",x
lab="Distance (km)",ylab="Nitrate (mg/L)",main="Nitrate with spatiotemporal
prediction",ylim=c(0,0.7),cex=1,lwd=3,lty=1)
points(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==1],tempo1[tempo1$time==2,"no3"],col="gold2",pch=15,cex=1.2,
lwd=3,lty=2)
points(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==1],tempo1[tempo1$time==3,"no3"],col="blue",pch=8,cex=1.2,lw
d=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==1],tempo1[tempo1$time==4,"no3"],col="green3",pch=17,cex=1.
2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==1],tempo1[tempo1$time==5,"no3"],col="red",pch=18,cex=1.4,lw
d=3,lty=5)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"fm2"],type="l",col="black",pch=19,
cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=1)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"fm2"],type="l",col="gold2",pc
h=15,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=2)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"fm2"],type="l",col="blue",pch
=8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"fm2"],type="l",col="green3",p
ch=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"fm2"],type="l",col="red",pch=
18,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.6,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
#residuals
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"2"],type = "b",ylim=c(0.6,0.6),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="residulas",main="prediction with space and
time",lwd=3,lty=4)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"2"],type="b",col="gold2",pch=
8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"2"],type="b",col="blue",pch=8
,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"2"],type="b",col="green3",pch
=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"2"],type="b",col="red",pch=18
,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
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legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 2013","April 2014", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=1,lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=5,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.7,title
="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
xyplot(fitted(tempo)~dist, groups=day,data=tempo1,type="l",auto.key=TRUE)
xyplot(residuals(tempo)~dist, groups=day,data=tempo1,type="l",auto.key=TRUE)
tempo3<-lm(tempo1[,2]~tempo1$pred1)
summary(tempo3)
## residulas against time and space
edit(residuals(tempo))
names(residuals(tempo))
rownames(alldata)
tempo<-lm(tempo1[,2]~as.factor(eff)+dist+time+as.factor(eff):time+as.factor(eff):dist,data=alldata)
summary(tempo)
plot(tempo)
anova(tempo)
###cross-validation
lmfit<train(log(no3)~temp+time+eff:I(log(dno3)/dayflow)+eff:I(log(dno3)/dayflow):time+dist,data=alldata)
##WP2+RH2
lmfit<train(log(no3)~temp+rain2+rain3+eff:I(log(dno3)/dayflow):time+eff:I(log(dno3)/dayflow):I(dist==4.
08):time,data=alldata)##WP5+RH2
print(lmfit)
#”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*
#”*”*”*”*”* Total phosphorus (TP)
#check the graph (scatterplot) for tp
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
panel.cor <- function(x, y, digits = 2, cex.cor, ...)
{
usr <- par("usr"); on.exit(par(usr))
par(usr = c(0, 1, 0, 1))
# correlation coefficient
r <- cor(x, y)
method=c("spearman")
txt <- format(c(r, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt <- paste("r= ", txt, sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.8, txt)
# p-value calculation
p <- cor.test(x, y)$p.value
txt2 <- format(c(p, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt2 <- paste("p= ", txt2, sep = "")
if(p<0.01) txt2 <- paste("p= ", "<0.01", sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.3, txt2)
}
pairs(~ph2+log(alk)+dayflow+log(I(dtp/dayflow))+eff+dist+temp+log(tp),data=alldata,upper.panel=p
anel.cor,pch=20,na.action = na.omit)
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##total phosphorus regression with other variables
tempo<-lm(tp~eff,data=alldata)##Adjusted R-squared: 0.5636
tempo<-lm(tp~dtp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(tp~dayflow,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(tp~dist,data=alldata)##Adjusted R-squared: 0.2565
tempo<-lm(tp~temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(tp~ind1000,data=alldata)
# Multiple regression analysis for tp as a function of time, distance and eff to check spatiotemporal
variation of tp
xyplot(log(tp)~dist,groups=time,data=alldata,type="b",pch=19,lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","
green3","red"))
#tempo<-lm(log(tp)~dist+time+eff+eff:time+eff:dist+eff:time:dist,data=alldata)
#tempo<-lm(tp~time+eff:time+eff:dist,data=alldata) #
tempo<-lm(log(tp)~time+eff:time+eff:dist,data=alldata)# final model ##********* Table 4.20 in the
thesis *********##
anova(tempo) ##********* Table 4.20 in the thesis *********##
summary(tempo) ##********* Table 4.21 in the thesis *********##
plot(tempo) ## checking the diagnostic plots to check the multiple regresstion assumptions
qqnorm(tempo$residuals)
qqline(tempo$residuals)
hist(tempo$residuals)
#tp with spatiotemporal prediction
tempo1<cbind(cbind((exp(fitted(tempo))),residuals(tempo)),alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("tp","dayflow","
dtp")]),])
names(tempo1[,1:2])<-c("fitted","residual")
tempo1[,"2"]
plot(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==2],tempo1[tempo1$time==2,"tp"],type="p",pch=15,col="gold2",xla
b="Distance (km)",ylab="TP (mg/L)",main="TP with spatiotemporal
prediction",ylim=c(0,0.8),cex=1,lwd=3,lty=2)
#points(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==1],tempo1[tempo1$time==2,"tp"],col="gold2",pch=15,cex=1.5,l
wd=3,lty=2)
points(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==2],tempo1[tempo1$time==3,"tp"],col="blue",pch=8,cex=1.2,lwd
=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==2],tempo1[tempo1$time==4,"tp"],col="green3",pch=17,cex=1.2,l
wd=3,lty=4)
points(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==2],tempo1[tempo1$time==5,"tp"],col="red",pch=18,cex=1.4,lwd
=3,lty=5)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"1"],type="l",col="gold2",pch=
15,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=2)
#points(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"1"],type="l",col="gold2",pch
=15,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=2)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"1"],type="l",col="blue",pch=8,
cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"1"],type="l",col="green3",pch
=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"1"],type="l",col="red",pch=18,
cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
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legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.6,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
plot.new()
#residuals plotted aginst distance
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"2"],col="gold2",type =
"b",ylim=c(-1,1),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="residulas",main="prediction with space
and time",lwd=3,lty=4)
#points(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"2"],type="b",col="gold2",pch
=8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"2"],type="b",col="blue",pch=8
,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"2"],type="b",col="green3",pch
=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"2"],type="b",col="red",pch=18
,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 2013","April 2014", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=1,lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=5,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.7,title
="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
# Multiple regression analysis for tp and factors affecting it to check which variables explain
spatiotemporal variation in tp)
alldata$time<-as.factor(alldata$time)
#tempo<-lm(log(tp)~dayflow+dtp+dist+eff+dist:eff,data=alldata)##final model## Adjusted Rsquared: 0.8084
#tempo<lm(log(tp)~eff+log(dtp)+log(dayflow)+I(dist/vel)+temp:I(dist/vel)+I(temp^2):I(dist/vel),data=alldata)
##Adjusted R-squared: 0.7669
#tempo<lm(log(tp)~eff+eff:log(dtp)+eff:log(dayflow)+eff:I(dist/vel)+eff:temp:I(dist/vel)+eff:I(temp^2):I(dist/
vel),data=alldata)##Adjusted R-squared: 0.752
#tempo<-lm(log(tp)~dayflow+dtp+dist+eff+dist:eff+I(dist/vel),data=alldata) ##Adjusted R-squared:
0.8025
#tempo<-lm(log(tp)~dayflow+dtp+dist+eff+dist:eff+temp:I(dist/vel),data=alldata)##Adjusted Rsquared: 0.8109
#tempo<lm(log(tp)~dayflow+dtp+dist+eff+dist:eff+temp:I(dist/vel)+I(temp^2):I(dist/vel),data=alldata)##Adju
sted R-squared: 0.8237
#tempo<lm(log(tp)~dayflow+dtp+dist+eff+dist:eff+temp:I(dist/vel)+I(temp^2):I(dist/vel)+eff:log(dtp),data=al
ldata)##Adjusted R-squared: 0.8177
#tempo<lm(log(tp)~dayflow+dtp+dist+eff+dist:eff+temp:I(dist/vel)+I(temp^2):I(dist/vel)+eff:log(dayflow),da
ta=alldata)##Adjusted R-squared: 0.8176
#tempo<lm(log(tp)~dayflow+dtp+dist+eff+dist:eff+temp:I(dist/vel)+I(temp^2):I(dist/vel)+eff:I(dist/vel),data=
alldata)##Adjusted R-squared: 0.8198
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#tempo<lm(log(tp)~dayflow+dtp+dist+eff+dist:eff+temp:I(dist/vel)+I(temp^2):I(dist/vel)+eff:temp:I(dist/vel),
data=alldata)##Adjusted R-squared: 0.8198
#tempo<lm(log(tp)~dayflow+dtp+dist+eff+dist:eff+temp:I(dist/vel)+I(temp^2):I(dist/vel)+eff:I(temp^2):I(dist
/vel),data=alldata)##Adjusted R-squared: 0.7939
#tempo<lm(log(tp)~eff+log(dtp)+log(dayflow)+dist:eff+I(dist/vel)+temp:I(dist/vel)+I(temp^2):I(dist/vel)+eff:
I(dist/vel),data=alldata)##Adjusted R-squared: 0.7669 ## final model
#tempo<lm(tp~dayflow+eff+eff:dist+eff:I(dist^2)+eff:dtp+eff:dtp:dist+eff:dtp:I(dist^2)+eff:dayflow+eff:dayfl
ow:dist+eff:dayflow:I(dist^2)+eff:vel+eff:vel:dist+eff:vel:I(dist^2)+eff:temp+eff:temp:dist+eff:temp:
I(dist^2),data=alldata)
#tempo<lm(tp~dayflow+eff+eff:dist+eff:I(dist^2)+eff:dtp+eff:dtp:dist+eff:dtp:I(dist^2)+eff:dayflow+eff:dayfl
ow:dist+eff:vel+eff:vel:dist+eff:temp+eff:temp:dist,data=alldata)### final model## Adjusted Rsquared: 0.9517
#edit(wangenv)
#tempo<lm(log(tp)~rain2+temp+dist+time+dist:time+eff:dist+eff:log(I(dtp/dayflow))+eff:log(I(dtp/dayflow)):
dist,data=alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("tp")]),]) #
#tempo<lm(log(tp)~rain2+temp+dist+time+dist:time+eff:dist+eff:log(I(dtp/dayflow))+eff:time:dist,data=allda
ta[complete.cases(alldata[,c("tp")]),]) #
#tempo<lm(log(tp)~rain2+temp+dist+time+dist:time+eff:dist+eff:log(I(dtp/dayflow)),data=alldata[complete.c
ases(alldata[,c("tp")]),]) #
#tempo<lm(log(tp)~dist+time+eff:I(dtp/dayflow)+eff:dist+eff:dist:time,data=alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c(
"tp")]),]) #
#tempo<lm(log(tp)~time+eff:I(dtp/dayflow)+eff:dist+eff:dist:time,data=alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("tp")
]),]) #
#tempo<lm(log(tp)~time+eff:log(I(dtp/dayflow))+eff:time+eff:dist,data=alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("tp"
)]),]) #
#tempo<lm(log(tp)~alk+ph2+time+eff:log(I(dtp/dayflow))+eff:time,data=alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("tp
")]),]) #
tempo<lm(log(tp)~alk+ph2+time+eff:log(I(dtp/dayflow))+eff:time,data=alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("tp
")]),]) #
tempo<lm(log(tp)~alk+ph2+ind1000+time+eff:log(I(dtp/dayflow)):time,data=alldata[complete.cases(alldata[
,c("tp")]),]) #
tempo<lm(log(tp)~alk+ph2+time+eff:log(I(dtp/dayflow)):time,data=alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("tp")]),
]) #
tempo<lm(tp~alk+time+toc+eff:I(dtp/dayflow)+eff:I(dtp/dayflow):time,data=alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,
c("tp")]),])#
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tempo<lm(log(tp)~alk+time+toc+eff:I(dtp/dayflow)+eff:I(dtp/dayflow):time,data=alldata[complete.cases(all
data[,c("tp")]),])#
tempo<lm(tp~alk+time+toc+eff:I(dtp/dayflow)+eff:I(dtp/dayflow):time,data=alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,
c("tp")]),])#
tempo<lm(log(tp)~alk+ph2+time+eff:I(dtp/dayflow)+eff:(I(dtp/dayflow)):time,data=alldata[complete.cases(a
lldata[,c("tp")]),]) #
tempo<lm(log(tp)~alk+ph2+rain2+rain3+eff:I(log(dtp/dayflow)):time+eff:I(log(dtp/dayflow)):I(dist==4.08):t
ime,data=myalldata)
tempo<lm(tp~alk+ph2+rain2+rain3+eff:I(dtp/dayflow):time+eff:I(dtp/dayflow):I(dist==4.08):time,data=allda
ta[complete.cases(alldata[,c("tp")]),])# Final model ##********* Table 4.22 in the thesis
*********##
anova(tempo) ##********* Table 4.22 in the thesis *********##
summary(tempo) ##********* Table 4.23 in the thesis *********##
sqrt(vif(tempo))
plot(tempo)
tempo.check<lm(residuals(tempo)~time+eff:time+eff:dist,data=alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("tp")]),])
summary(tempo.check)
anova(tempo.check) # No evidence of spatiotemporal patters in residuals
#tp plot# prediction with environmental variables
tempo<cbind(cbind((fitted(tempo)),expm1(residuals(tempo))),alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("tp","dayflow
","dtp")]),])
#tempo1<cbind(cbind(exp(fitted(tempo)),residuals(tempo)),alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("tp")]),])
names(tempo1[,1:2])<-c("fitted","residual")
tempo1[,"2"]
plot(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"1"],type =
"l",ylim=c(0,0.8),pch=15,col="gold2",xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="TP (mg/L)",main="Prediction
with environmental variables",lwd=3,lty=2)
#points(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"1"],type="l",col="gold2",pch
=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"1"],type="l",col="blue",pch=8,
cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"1"],type="l",col="green3",pch
=17,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"1"],type="l",col="red",pch=18,
cex=1.4,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.6,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
#residuals plotted aginst distance
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
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#plot(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"2"],col="gold2",type =
"b",ylim=c(-0.07,0.07),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="residulas",main="prediction with
space and time",lwd=3,lty=4)
plot(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"2"],type="b",col="gold2",ylim=c
(-0.09,0.09),pch=8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"2"],type="b",col="blue",pch=8
,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"2"],type="b",col="green3",pch
=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"2"],type="b",col="red",pch=18
,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 2013","April 2014", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=1,lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.7,title
="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
#checking the assumptions by regressing residuals against predicted values
tempo3<-lm(tempo1[,2]~tempo1$pred1)
summary(tempo3)
plot(tempo3)
## residulas against time and space
edit(residuals(tempo))
names(residuals(tempo))
rownames(alldata)
tempo<-lm(tempo1[,2]~time+eff:time+eff:dist,data=alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("tp")]),])#
summary(tempo)
plot(tempo)
anova(tempo)
##cross-validation
library(caret)
library(mlbench)
library(mboost)
myalldata<- na.omit(alldata)
lmfit<train(log(tp)~alk+ph2+time+toc+eff:I(dtp/dayflow)+eff:I(dtp/dayflow):time,data=alldata[complete.ca
ses(alldata[,c("tp")]),])#
lmfit<train(log(tp)~alk+ph2+rain2+rain3+eff:I(log(dtp/dayflow)):time+eff:I(log(dtp/dayflow)):I(dist==4.08
):time,data=myalldata)
print(lmfit)
##********* TP plot (Figure 4.21 in thesis) *********#
tiff(file="Figure 4.21.jpg",width=10,height=14,units="in",pointsize = 12,bg
="transparent",res=800,compression="lzw")
par(mfrow=c(3,1), mar=c(4.5,4.5,2.5,3),cex=1.5,cex.axis=0.9,las=1,cex.main=1,cex.lab=0.8)
##total phosphorus plotted against spatial position
plot(bugenv[bugenv$day==1,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==1,"tp"],type =
"b",ylim=c(0,0.8),pch=19,xlab="",ylab="TP (mg/L)",main="a) TP plotted against spatial
position",lwd=3,lty=1)
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points(bugenv[bugenv$day==126,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==126,"tp"],type="b",col="gold2",pch=
15,lwd=3,cex=1.2,lty=2)
points(bugenv[bugenv$day==260,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==260,"tp"],type="b",col="blue",pch=8
,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(bugenv[bugenv$day==336,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==336,"tp"],type="b",col="green3",pch
=17,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(bugenv[bugenv$day==518,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==518,"tp"],type="b",col="red",pch=18
,cex=1.4,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.6,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
# total phosphorus with spatiotemporal prediction
tempo<-lm(log(tp)~time+eff:time+eff:dist,data=alldata) # final model
tempo1<cbind(cbind((exp(fitted(tempo))),residuals(tempo)),alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("tp","dayflow","
dtp")]),])
names(tempo1[,1:2])<-c("fitted","residual")
tempo1[,"2"]
plot(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==2],tempo1[tempo1$time==2,"tp"],type="p",pch=15,col="gold2",xla
b="",ylab="TP (mg/L)",main="b) TP with spatiotemporal
prediction",ylim=c(0,0.8),cex=1,lwd=3,lty=2)
#points(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==1],tempo1[tempo1$time==2,"tp"],col="gold2",pch=15,cex=1.5,l
wd=3,lty=2)
points(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==2],tempo1[tempo1$time==3,"tp"],col="blue",pch=8,cex=1.2,lwd
=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==2],tempo1[tempo1$time==4,"tp"],col="green3",pch=17,cex=1.2,l
wd=3,lty=4)
points(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==2],tempo1[tempo1$time==5,"tp"],col="red",pch=18,cex=1.4,lwd
=3,lty=5)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"1"],type="l",col="gold2",pch=
15,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=2)
#points(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"1"],type="l",col="gold2",pch
=15,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=2)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"1"],type="l",col="blue",pch=8,
cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"1"],type="l",col="green3",pch
=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"1"],type="l",col="red",pch=18,
cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.6,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
#prediction with environmental variables
tempo<lm(log(tp)~alk+ph2+rain2+rain3+eff:I(log(dtp/dayflow)):time+eff:I(log(dtp/dayflow)):I(dist==4.08):t
ime,alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("tp","dayflow","dtp")]),])
tempo<lm(log(tp)~alk+ph2+time+eff:I(dtp/dayflow)+eff:(I(dtp/dayflow)):time,data=alldata[complete.cases(a
lldata[,c("tp")]),]) #
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tempo<lm(tp~alk+ph2+rain2+rain3+eff:I(dtp/dayflow):time+eff:I(dtp/dayflow):I(dist==4.08):time,data=allda
ta[complete.cases(alldata[,c("tp")]),])#final model
tempo1<-cbind(cbind((fitted(tempo)),residuals(tempo)),alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("tp")]),])
names(tempo1[,1:2])<-c("fitted","residual")
tempo1[,"2"]
plot(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"1"],type =
"l",ylim=c(0,0.8),pch=15,col="gold2",xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="TP (mg/L)",main="c) Prediction
with environmental variables",lwd=3,lty=2)
#points(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"1"],type="l",col="gold2",pch
=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"1"],type="l",col="blue",pch=8,
cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"1"],type="l",col="green3",pch
=17,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"1"],type="l",col="red",pch=18,
cex=1.4,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.6,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
dev.off()
#”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*
#”*”*”*”*”* alkalinity
#check the scatterplot for alkalinity
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
panel.cor <- function(x, y, digits = 2, cex.cor, ...)
{
usr <- par("usr"); on.exit(par(usr))
par(usr = c(0, 1, 0, 1))
# correlation coefficient
r <- cor(x, y)
method=c("spearman")
txt <- format(c(r, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt <- paste("r= ", txt, sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.8, txt)
# p-value calculation
p <- cor.test(x, y)$p.value
txt2 <- format(c(p, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt2 <- paste("p= ", txt2, sep = "")
if(p<0.01) txt2 <- paste("p= ", "<0.01", sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.3, txt2)
}
pairs(~dist+time+eff+I(log(dalk/dayflow))+log(dayflow)+rain3+log(rain3)+log(alk),data=alldata,upp
er.panel=panel.cor,pch=20,na.action = na.omit)
##alkalinity regression with other environmental variables
tempo<-lm(alk~eff,data=alldata)##Adjusted R-squared: 0.09709
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tempo<-lm(alk~dayflow,data=alldata)##Adjusted R-squared: 0.2583
tempo<-lm(alk~dist,data=alldata)##Adjusted R-squared: 0.01987
tempo<-lm(alk~time,data=alldata)##Adjusted R-squared: 0.6881
tempo<-lm(alk~rain3,data=alldata)
#alk plotted against spatial position
plot(bugenv[bugenv$day==1,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==1,"alk"],type =
"b",ylim=c(0,160),pch=19,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="Alkalinity (mg/L)",main="Alkalinity plotted
against spatial position",lwd=3,lty=1)
points(bugenv[bugenv$day==126,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==126,"alk"],type="b",col="gold2",pch
=15,lwd=3,cex=1.2,lty=2)
points(bugenv[bugenv$day==260,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==260,"alk"],type="b",col="blue",pch=
8,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(bugenv[bugenv$day==336,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==336,"alk"],type="b",col="green3",pc
h=17,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(bugenv[bugenv$day==518,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==518,"alk"],type="b",col="red",pch=1
8,cex=1.4,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.6,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
# Multiple regression analysis for alkalinity vs time, distance and eff to check spatiotemporal
variation of alkalinity
#turbidity with spatiotemporal prediction
tempo<-lm(log(alk)~time+dist+eff+eff:time+eff:dist:time+eff:I(dist^2):time,data=alldata)#RH
tempo.a<-lm(log(alk)~time+dist+eff+eff:time+eff:dist:time+eff:I(dist^2):time,data=alldata)#RH
tempo.b<-lm(log(alk)~time+eff+eff:time+eff:dist:time+eff:I(dist^2):time,data=alldata)#RH
anova(tempo.b,tempo.a)
tempo<lm(log(alk)~time+eff+eff:time+eff:dist+eff:I(dist^2)+eff:dist:time+eff:I(dist^2):time,data=alldata)#C
hecked final model ##********* Table 4.24 in the thesis *********###
anova(tempo) ##********* Table 4.24 in the thesis *********###
summary(tempo) ##********* Table 4.25 in the thesis *********###
tempo1<-cbind(cbind(exp(fitted(tempo)),residuals(tempo)),alldata)
attributes(tempo1)
names(tempo1[,1:2])<-c("fitted","residual")
tempo1[,"2"]
#observed alk plots with spatiotemporal model predictions
plot(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==1],tempo1[tempo1$time==1,"alk"],type="p",pch=19,col="black",xl
ab="Distance (km)",ylab="Alkalinity (mg/L)",main="Alkalinity with spatiotemporal
prediction",ylim=c(0,160),cex=1,lwd=3,lty=1)
points(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==1],tempo1[tempo1$time==2,"alk"],col="gold2",pch=15,cex=1.2,l
wd=3,lty=2)
points(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==1],tempo1[tempo1$time==3,"alk"],col="blue",pch=8,cex=1.2,lwd
=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==1],tempo1[tempo1$time==4,"alk"],col="green3",pch=17,cex=1.2,
lwd=3,lty=4)
points(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==1],tempo1[tempo1$time==5,"alk"],col="red",pch=18,cex=1.4,lw
d=3,lty=5)
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points(tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"1"],type="l",col="black",pch=19,ce
x=1.2,lwd=3,lty=1)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"1"],type="l",col="gold2",pch=
15,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=2)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"1"],type="l",col="blue",pch=8,
cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"1"],type="l",col="green3",pch
=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"1"],type="l",col="red",pch=18,
cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.6,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
plot(tempo) ## checking the diagnostic plots to check the multiple regresstion assumptions
qqnorm(tempo$residuals)
qqline(tempo$residuals)
hist(tempo$residuals)
#residuals against distance
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"2"],type = "b",ylim=c(0.3,0.4),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="residulas",main="prediction with space and
time",lwd=3,lty=4)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"2"],type="b",col="gold2",pch=
8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"2"],type="b",col="blue",pch=8
,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"2"],type="b",col="green3",pch
=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"2"],type="b",col="red",pch=18
,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 2013","April 2014", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=1,lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=5,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.7,title
="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
#alkalinity linear model
tempo<-lm(log(alk)~dayflow+log(dalk):dist+time+eff,data=alldata)
tempo<lm(log(alk)~dayflow+log(dalk):time+time+eff:time:I(dalk/dayflow)+eff:I(dist^2):time+eff:dist:time,d
ata=alldata)
tempo<lm(log(alk)~time+dayflow+log(dalk):time+eff:time:I(dalk/dayflow)+eff:I(dist^2):time+eff:dist:time,d
ata=alldata)
tempo<-lm(log(alk)~time+eff:time:dayflow+eff:I(dist^2):time+eff:dist:time,data=alldata)#final
model# RH
tempo<lm(log(alk)~rain3+dayflow+eff:I(dalk/dayflow)+eff:I(dalk/dayflow):time+eff:dist+eff:I(dist^2)+eff:d
ist:time+eff:I(dist^2):time,data=alldata) # Checked model
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tempo<-lm(log(alk)~rain3+dayflow+toc+eff:I(dalk/dayflow)+eff:I(dalk/dayflow):time,data=alldata) #
Checked model2
tempo<lm(log(alk)~rain3+dayflow+eff:I(log(dalk/dayflow)):time+eff:I(log(dalk/dayflow)):I(dist==4.08):tim
e,data=alldata) # Checked model5
anova(tempo) ##********* Table 4.26 in the thesis *********###
summary(tempo) ##********* Table 4.27 in the thesis *********###
plot(tempo)
sqrt(vif(tempo))
tempo.check<lm(residuals(tempo)~time+eff+eff:time+eff:dist+eff:I(dist^2)+eff:dist:time+eff:I(dist^2):time,data=all
data)
summary(tempo.check)
anova(tempo.check) # No clear evidence of spatiotemporal patters in residuals
anova(tempo,tempo1)
#alkalinity prediction with environmental variables
tempo1<-cbind(cbind(exp(fitted(tempo)),residuals(tempo)),alldata)
anova(tempo)
attributes(tempo1)
names(tempo1[,1:2])<-c("fitted","residual")
tempo1[,"2"]
plot(tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"1"],type =
"l",ylim=c(0,160),pch=19,col="black",xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="Alkalinity
(NTU)",main="Prediction with environmental parameters",lwd=3,lty=1)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"1"],type="l",col="gold2",pch=
15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"1"],type="l",col="blue",pch=8,
cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"1"],type="l",col="green3",pch
=17,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"1"],type="l",col="red",pch=18,
cex=1.4,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.6,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
#residuals against distance
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"2"],type = "b",ylim=c(0.3,0.6),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="residulas",main="prediction with space and
time",lwd=3,lty=4)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"2"],type="b",col="gold2",pch=
8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"2"],type="b",col="blue",pch=8
,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"2"],type="b",col="green3",pch
=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"2"],type="b",col="red",pch=18
,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
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legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 2013","April 2014", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=1,lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=5,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.7,title
="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
## residuals regressed against predicted values
tempo3<-lm(tempo1[,2]~tempo1$pred1)
summary(tempo3)
## residulas against time and space
edit(residuals(tempo))
names(residuals(tempo))
rownames(alldata)
tempo<lm(tempo1[,2]~time+eff+eff:time+eff:dist+eff:I(dist^2)+eff:dist:time+eff:I(dist^2):time,data=alldata)
summary(tempo)
plot(tempo)
anova(tempo)
###*********Figure 4.22 in the thesis *********#####alkalinity plot as in Figure 4.22 in thesis
tiff(file="Figure 4.22.jpg",width=10,height=14,units="in",pointsize = 12,bg
="transparent",res=800,compression="lzw")
par(mfrow=c(3,1), mar=c(3,4.5,2.5,3.5),cex=1.5,cex.axis=0.9,las=1,cex.main=1,cex.lab=0.8)
#alkalinity plotted against spatial position
plot(alldata[alldata$day==1,"dist"],alldata[alldata$day==1,"alk"],type =
"b",ylim=c(0,160),pch=19,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="Alkalinity (mg/L)",main="a) Alkalinity
plotted against spatial position",lwd=3,lty=1)
points(alldata[alldata$day==126,"dist"],alldata[alldata$day==126,"alk"],type="b",col="gold2",pch=1
5,lwd=3,cex=1.2,lty=2)
points(alldata[alldata$day==260,"dist"],alldata[alldata$day==260,"alk"],type="b",col="blue",pch=8,c
ex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(alldata[alldata$day==336,"dist"],alldata[alldata$day==336,"alk"],type="b",col="green3",pch=
17,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(alldata[alldata$day==518,"dist"],alldata[alldata$day==518,"alk"],type="b",col="red",pch=18,c
ex=1.4,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.6,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
#alkalinity with spatiotemporal prediction
tempo<lm(log(alk)~time+eff+eff:time+eff:dist+eff:I(dist^2)+eff:dist:time+eff:I(dist^2):time,data=alldata)#C
hecked model
summary(tempo)
tempo1<-cbind(cbind(exp(fitted(tempo)),residuals(tempo)),alldata)
attributes(tempo1)
names(tempo1[,1:2])<-c("fitted","residual")
tempo1[,"2"]
plot(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==1],tempo1[tempo1$time==1,"alk"],type="p",pch=19,col="black",xl
ab="Distance (km)",ylab="Alkalinity (mg/L)",main="b) Alkalinity with spatiotemporal
prediction",ylim=c(0,160),cex=1,lwd=3,lty=1)
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points(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==1],tempo1[tempo1$time==2,"alk"],col="gold2",pch=15,cex=1.2,l
wd=3,lty=2)
points(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==1],tempo1[tempo1$time==3,"alk"],col="blue",pch=8,cex=1.2,lwd
=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==1],tempo1[tempo1$time==4,"alk"],col="green3",pch=17,cex=1.2,
lwd=3,lty=4)
points(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==1],tempo1[tempo1$time==5,"alk"],col="red",pch=18,cex=1.4,lw
d=3,lty=5)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"1"],type="l",col="black",pch=19,ce
x=1.2,lwd=3,lty=1)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"1"],type="l",col="gold2",pch=
15,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=2)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"1"],type="l",col="blue",pch=8,
cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"1"],type="l",col="green3",pch
=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"1"],type="l",col="red",pch=18,
cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.6,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
#alkalinity prediction with environmental variables
tempo<-lm(log(alk)~rain3+dayflow+toc+eff:I(dalk/dayflow)+eff:I(dalk/dayflow):time,data=alldata) #
Checked model2
tempo<lm(log(alk)~rain3+dayflow+eff:I(log(dalk/dayflow)):time+eff:I(log(dalk/dayflow)):I(dist==4.08):tim
e,data=alldata) # Checked model5
tempo1<-cbind(cbind(exp(fitted(tempo)),residuals(tempo)),alldata)
anova(tempo)
attributes(tempo1)
names(tempo1[,1:2])<-c("fitted","residual")
tempo1[,"2"]
plot(tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"1"],type =
"l",ylim=c(0,160),pch=19,col="black",xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="Alkalinity (NTU)",main="c)
Prediction with environmental parameters",lwd=3,lty=1)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"1"],type="l",col="gold2",pch=
15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"1"],type="l",col="blue",pch=8,
cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"1"],type="l",col="green3",pch
=17,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"1"],type="l",col="red",pch=18,
cex=1.4,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.6,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
dev.off()
#”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*
#”*”*”*”*”* pH
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tempo<-lm(ph2~time,data=alldata)## WP
anova(tempo) ##********* Table 4.28 in the thesis *********###
summary(tempo) ##********* Table 4.29 in the thesis *********###
tempo1<-cbind(cbind((fitted(tempo)),residuals(tempo)),alldata)
attributes(tempo1)
names(tempo1[,1:2])<-c("fitted","residual")
tempo1[,"2"]
#observed ph plots with spatiotemporal model predictions
plot(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==1],tempo1[tempo1$time==1,"ph2"],type="p",pch=19,col="black",x
lab="Distance (km)",ylab="pH",main="pH with spatiotemporal
prediction",ylim=c(6.5,9),cex=1,lwd=3,lty=1)
points(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==1],tempo1[tempo1$time==2,"ph2"],col="gold2",pch=15,cex=1.2,
lwd=3,lty=2)
points(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==1],tempo1[tempo1$time==3,"ph2"],col="blue",pch=8,cex=1.2,lw
d=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==1],tempo1[tempo1$time==4,"ph2"],col="green3",pch=17,cex=1.
2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==1],tempo1[tempo1$time==5,"ph2"],col="red",pch=18,cex=1.4,lw
d=3,lty=5)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"1"],type="l",col="black",pch=19,ce
x=1.2,lwd=3,lty=1)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"1"],type="l",col="gold2",pch=
15,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=2)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"1"],type="l",col="blue",pch=8,
cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"1"],type="l",col="green3",pch
=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"1"],type="l",col="red",pch=18,
cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.6,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
tempo<-lm(ph2~rain2,data=alldata) # #Checked WP+RH
anova(tempo) ##********* Table 4.30 in the thesis *********###
summary(tempo) ##********* Table 4.31 in the thesis *********###
tempo1<-cbind(cbind((fitted(tempo)),residuals(tempo)),alldata)
attributes(tempo1)
names(tempo1[,1:2])<-c("fitted","residual")
tempo1[,"2"]
plot(tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"1"],type =
"l",ylim=c(6.5,9),pch=19,col="black",xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="pH",main="Prediction with
environmental parameters",lwd=3,lty=1)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"1"],type="l",col="gold2",pch=
15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"1"],type="l",col="blue",pch=8,
cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"1"],type="l",col="green3",pch
=17,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=4)
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points(tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"1"],type="l",col="red",pch=18,
cex=1.4,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.6,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
dev.off()
#”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*
#”*”*”*”*”* turbidity
#check the graph (scatterplot) for turbidity
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
panel.cor <- function(x, y, digits = 2, cex.cor, ...)
{
usr <- par("usr"); on.exit(par(usr))
par(usr = c(0, 1, 0, 1))
# correlation coefficient
r <- cor(x, y)
method=c("spearman")
txt <- format(c(r, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt <- paste("r= ", txt, sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.8, txt)
# p-value calculation
p <- cor.test(x, y)$p.value
txt2 <- format(c(p, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt2 <- paste("p= ", txt2, sep = "")
if(p<0.01) txt2 <- paste("p= ", "<0.01", sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.3, txt2)
}
pairs(~time+dayflow+weekflow+monflow+eff+dturb+vel+rain2+solar+log(rain2)+veg30m+res300+
depth+log(cond)+turb+log(turb),data=alldata,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20,na.action = na.omit)
##turbidity regression with other environmental variables
tempo<-lm(turb~rain3,data=alldata)##Adjusted R-squared: 0.3849
tempo<-lm(turb~vel,data=alldata)##Adjusted R-squared: 0.08757
tempo<-lm(turb~dayflow,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(turb~eff,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(turb~dturb,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(turb~veg30m,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(turb~depth,data=alldata)##Adjusted R-squared: 0.1378
#turbidity plotted against spatial position
plot(bugenv[bugenv$day==1,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==1,"turb"],type =
"b",ylim=c(0,100),pch=19,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="Turbidity (NTU)",main="Turbidity plotted
against spatial position",lwd=3,lty=1)
points(bugenv[bugenv$day==126,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==126,"turb"],type="b",col="gold2",pc
h=15,lwd=3,cex=1.2,lty=2)
points(bugenv[bugenv$day==260,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==260,"turb"],type="b",col="blue",pch
=8,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=3)
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points(bugenv[bugenv$day==336,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==336,"turb"],type="b",col="green3",p
ch=17,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(bugenv[bugenv$day==518,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==518,"turb"],type="b",col="red",pch=
18,cex=1.4,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.6,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
# Multiple regression analysis for turbidity as a function of time, distance and eff to check
spatiotemporal variation of turbidity
# turbidity with spatiotemporal prediction
tempo<-lm(log(turb)~dist+time+dist:time,data=alldata) # final checked model ###********* Table
4.32 in the thesis *********###
anova(tempo) ###********* Table 4.32 in the thesis *********###
summary(tempo)###********* Table 4.33 in the thesis *********###
tempo1<-cbind(cbind(exp(fitted(tempo)),residuals(tempo)),alldata)
attributes(tempo1)
names(tempo1[,1:2])<-c("fitted","residual")
tempo1[,"2"]
#turbidity with spatiotemporal model predictions
plot(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==1],tempo1[tempo1$time==1,"turb"],type="p",pch=19,col="black",x
lab="Distance (km)",ylab="Turbidity (NTU)",main="Turbidity with spatiotemporal
prediction",ylim=c(0,100),cex=1,lwd=3,lty=1)
points(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==1],tempo1[tempo1$time==2,"turb"],col="gold2",pch=15,cex=1.2,
lwd=3,lty=2)
points(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==1],tempo1[tempo1$time==3,"turb"],col="blue",pch=8,cex=1.2,lw
d=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==1],tempo1[tempo1$time==4,"turb"],col="green3",pch=17,cex=1.
2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==1],tempo1[tempo1$time==5,"turb"],col="red",pch=18,cex=1.4,lw
d=3,lty=5)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"1"],type="l",col="black",pch=19,ce
x=1.2,lwd=3,lty=1)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"1"],type="l",col="gold2",pch=
15,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=2)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"1"],type="l",col="blue",pch=8,
cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"1"],type="l",col="green3",pch
=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"1"],type="l",col="red",pch=18,
cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.6,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
anova(tempo)
summary(tempo)
plot(tempo) ## checking the diagnostic plots to check the multiple regresstion assumptions
qqnorm(tempo$residuals)
qqline(tempo$residuals)
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hist(tempo$residuals)
#residuals against distance
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"2"],type = "b",ylim=c(0.3,0.4),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="residulas",main="prediction with space and
time",lwd=3,lty=4)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"2"],type="b",col="gold2",pch=
8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"2"],type="b",col="blue",pch=8
,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"2"],type="b",col="green3",pch
=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"2"],type="b",col="red",pch=18
,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 2013","April 2014", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=1,lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=5,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.7,title
="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
###turbidity linear model
# Multiple regression analysis for turbidity and factors affecting it to check which variables explain
spatiotemporal variation in turbidity
alldata$time<-as.factor(alldata$time)
#tempo<-lm(turb~dturb+vel+dayflow+rain3+eff,data=alldata)## all the variables with arrows
pointing to turbidity
tempo<-lm(turb~dturb+vel+dayflow+rain3+dturb:rain3,data=alldata)## all the significant variables
## eff p-value=0.7143 so I took it out##Adjusted R-squared: 0.8589
#tempo<-lm(turb~depth+vel+dayflow+rain3+dturb:rain3,data=alldata)
tempo<lm(log(turb)~dayflow+I(dayflow^2)+graz1000+res300+graz1000:dayflow+graz1000:I(dayflow^2),da
ta=alldata)
tempo<lm(log(turb)~log(rain3)+log(dayflow)+log(res300)+log(rain3):log(res300),data=alldata)#final
model3
tempo<-lm(log(turb)~log(rain3)+log(dayflow)+log(vel),data=alldata)##final model5
tempo1<-cbind(cbind(exp(fitted(tempo)),residuals(tempo)),alldata)
attributes(tempo1)
names(tempo1[,1:2])<-c("fitted","residual")
tempo1[,"2"]
plot(tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"1"],type =
"l",ylim=c(0,100),pch=19,col="black",xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="Turbidity
(NTU)",main="Prediction with environmental parameters",lwd=3,lty=1)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"1"],type="l",col="gold2",pch=
15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"1"],type="l",col="blue",pch=8,
cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"1"],type="l",col="green3",pch
=17,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"1"],type="l",col="red",pch=18,
cex=1.4,lwd=3,lty=5)
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legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.6,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
summary(tempo)
anova(tempo)
sqrt(vif(tempo))
plot(tempo)
tempo.check<-lm(residuals(tempo)~dist+time+dist:time,data=alldata)
#tempo.check<-lm(residuals(tempo)~rain2,data=alldata)
summary(tempo.check)
anova(tempo.check) # No clear evidence of spatiotemporal patters in residuals
#residuals against distance
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"2"],type = "b",ylim=c(0.3,0.4),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="residulas",main="prediction with space and
time",lwd=3,lty=4)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"2"],type="b",col="gold2",pch=
8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"2"],type="b",col="blue",pch=8
,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"2"],type="b",col="green3",pch
=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"2"],type="b",col="red",pch=18
,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 2013","April 2014", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=1,lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=5,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.7,title
="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
## residuals regressed against predicted values
tempo3<-lm(tempo1[,2]~tempo1$pred1)
summary(tempo3)
## residulas against time and space
edit(residuals(tempo))
names(residuals(tempo))
rownames(alldata)
tempo<-lm(tempo1[,2]~dist+time+dist:time,data=alldata)
summary(tempo)
plot(tempo)
anova(tempo)
##********* Figure 4.23 in the thesis *********####turbidity plot as in Figure 4.23 in thesis
tiff(file="Figure 4.23.jpg",width=10,height=14,units="in",pointsize = 12,bg
="transparent",res=800,compression="lzw")
par(mfrow=c(3,1), mar=c(3,4.5,2.5,3.5),cex=1.5,cex.axis=0.9,las=1,cex.main=1,cex.lab=0.8)
#turbidity plotted against spatial position
plot(bugenv[bugenv$day==1,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==1,"turb"],type =
"b",ylim=c(0,100),pch=19,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="Turbidity (NTU)",main="a) Turbidity plotted
against spatial position",lwd=3,lty=1)
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points(bugenv[bugenv$day==126,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==126,"turb"],type="b",col="gold2",pc
h=15,lwd=3,cex=1.2,lty=2)
points(bugenv[bugenv$day==260,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==260,"turb"],type="b",col="blue",pch
=8,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(bugenv[bugenv$day==336,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==336,"turb"],type="b",col="green3",p
ch=17,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(bugenv[bugenv$day==518,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==518,"turb"],type="b",col="red",pch=
18,cex=1.4,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.6,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
# Multiple regression analysis for turbidity vs time, distance and eff to check spatiotemporal variation
of turbidity
# turbidity with spatiotemporal prediction
tempo<-lm(log(turb)~dist+time+dist:time,data=alldata) # Checked final model
anova(tempo)
summary(tempo)
tempo1<-cbind(cbind(exp(fitted(tempo)),residuals(tempo)),alldata)
attributes(tempo1)
names(tempo1[,1:2])<-c("fitted","residual")
tempo1[,"2"]
#turbidity with spatiotemporal model predictions
plot(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==1],tempo1[tempo1$time==1,"turb"],type="p",pch=19,col="black",x
lab="Distance (km)",ylab="Turbidity (NTU)",main="b) Turbidity with spatiotemporal
prediction",ylim=c(0,100),cex=1,lwd=3,lty=1)
points(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==1],tempo1[tempo1$time==2,"turb"],col="gold2",pch=15,cex=1.2,
lwd=3,lty=2)
points(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==1],tempo1[tempo1$time==3,"turb"],col="blue",pch=8,cex=1.2,lw
d=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==1],tempo1[tempo1$time==4,"turb"],col="green3",pch=17,cex=1.
2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==1],tempo1[tempo1$time==5,"turb"],col="red",pch=18,cex=1.4,lw
d=3,lty=5)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"1"],type="l",col="black",pch=19,ce
x=1.2,lwd=3,lty=1)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"1"],type="l",col="gold2",pch=
15,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=2)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"1"],type="l",col="blue",pch=8,
cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"1"],type="l",col="green3",pch
=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"1"],type="l",col="red",pch=18,
cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.6,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
###turbidity linear model
#turbidity prediction with environmental variables
tempo<lm(log(turb)~log(rain3)+log(dayflow)+log(res300)+log(rain3):log(res300),data=alldata)#checked1
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tempo<-lm(log(turb)~log(rain3)+log(dayflow)+log(vel),data=alldata)#checked5
anova(tempo) ###********* Table 4.34 in the thesis *********###
summary(tempo) ###********* Table 4.35 in the thesis *********###
tempo1<-cbind(cbind(exp(fitted(tempo)),residuals(tempo)),alldata)
attributes(tempo1)
names(tempo1[,1:2])<-c("fitted","residual")
tempo1[,"2"]
plot(tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"1"],type =
"l",ylim=c(0,100),pch=19,col="black",xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="Turbidity (NTU)",main="c)
Prediction with environmental parameters",lwd=3,lty=1)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"1"],type="l",col="gold2",pch=
15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"1"],type="l",col="blue",pch=8,
cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"1"],type="l",col="green3",pch
=17,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"1"],type="l",col="red",pch=18,
cex=1.4,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.6,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
dev.off()
#”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*
#”*”*”*”*”* Total organic carbon (TOC)
#check the graph (scatterplot) for toc
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
panel.cor <- function(x, y, digits = 2, cex.cor, ...)
{
usr <- par("usr"); on.exit(par(usr))
par(usr = c(0, 1, 0, 1))
# correlation coefficient
r <- cor(x, y)
method=c("spearman")
txt <- format(c(r, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt <- paste("r= ", txt, sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.8, txt)
# p-value calculation
p <- cor.test(x, y)$p.value
txt2 <- format(c(p, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt2 <- paste("p= ", txt2, sep = "")
if(p<0.01) txt2 <- paste("p= ", "<0.01", sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.3, txt2)
}
pairs(~dayflow+eff+I(log(dtoc/dayflow))+temp+rain2+time+log(toc),data=alldata,upper.panel=panel.
cor,pch=20,na.action = na.omit)
pairs(~dayflow+eff+I(log(dtoc/dayflow))+temp+rain2+time+log(toc),data=alldata[alldata$eff==1,],p
ch=20,na.action = na.omit)
unique(alldata$dist)
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alldata$toc[alldata$dist==4.08]/(alldata$dtoc[alldata$dist==4.08]/alldata$dayflow[alldata$dist==4.08
])
#TOC regression with other variables
tempo<-lm(toc~dayflow,data=alldata)#Adjusted R-squared: 0.1536
tempo<-lm(toc~eff,data=alldata)## Adjusted R-squared: 0.2125
tempo<-lm(toc~dtoc,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(toc~temp,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(toc~rain3,data=alldata)##Adjusted R-squared: 0.4314
# Multiple regression analysis for TOC vs time, distance and eff to check spatiotemporal variation of
TOC
# TOC with spatiotemporal prediction
#tempo<lm(toc~as.factor(eff)+time+dist+as.factor(eff):time+as.factor(eff):dist+as.factor(eff):time:dist,data=al
ldata)
#tempo<-lm(toc~as.factor(eff)+time+as.factor(eff):time+as.factor(eff):time:dist,data=alldata)# final
model
tempo<-lm(log(toc)~dist+time+dist:time+eff:time+eff:dist:time+eff:I(dist^2):time,data=alldata) #
final model##********* Table 4.36 in the thesis *********#
anova(tempo) ##********* Table 4.36 in the thesis *********#
summary(tempo) ##********* Table 4.37 in the thesis *********#
tempo1<-cbind(cbind(exp(fitted(tempo)),residuals(tempo)),alldata)
attributes(tempo1)
names(tempo1[,1:2])<-c("fitted","residual")
edit(tempo1)
tempo1[,"2"]
#toc with spatiotemporal predictions
plot(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==1],tempo1[tempo1$time==1,"toc"],type="p",pch=19,col="black",xl
ab="Distance (km)",ylab="TOC (mg/L)",main="TOC with spatiotemporal
prediction",ylim=c(0,10),cex=1,lwd=3,lty=1)
points(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==1],tempo1[tempo1$time==2,"toc"],col="gold2",pch=15,cex=1.2,l
wd=3,lty=2)
points(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==1],tempo1[tempo1$time==3,"toc"],col="blue",pch=8,cex=1.2,lwd
=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==1],tempo1[tempo1$time==4,"toc"],col="green3",pch=17,cex=1.2,
lwd=3,lty=4)
points(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==1],tempo1[tempo1$time==5,"toc"],col="red",pch=18,cex=1.4,lw
d=3,lty=5)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"1"],type="l",col="black",pch=19,ce
x=1.5,lwd=3,lty=1)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"1"],type="l",col="gold2",pch=
15,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=2)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"1"],type="l",col="blue",pch=8,
cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"1"],type="l",col="green3",pch
=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"1"],type="l",col="red",pch=18,
cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.6,title="months")
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abline(v=4,lty=2)
#residuals
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"2"],type = "b",ylim=c(1,1),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="residulas",main="prediction with space and
time",lwd=3,lty=4)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"2"],type="b",col="gold2",pch=
8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"2"],type="b",col="blue",pch=8
,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"2"],type="b",col="green3",pch
=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"2"],type="b",col="red",pch=18
,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 2013","April 2014", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=1,lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=5,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.7,title
="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
anova(tempo)
summary(tempo)
plot(tempo) ## checking the diagnostic plots to check the multiple regression assumptions
qqnorm(tempo$residuals)
qqline(tempo$residuals)
hist(tempo$residuals)
# Multiple regression analysis for toc with other environmental variables
## linear model for toc
#tempo<lm(toc~time+eff:dist+eff:dist:I(dtoc/dayflow)+eff:I(dtoc/dayflow)+eff:dist:temp2,data=alldata)
#tempo<-lm(toc~time+eff:dist+eff:I(dtoc/dayflow),data=alldata)###final model
#tempo<-lm(log(toc)~temp+time+eff:I(log(dtoc/dayflow)):time,data=alldata)
#tempo<-lm(log(toc)~time+eff:I(log(dtoc/dayflow)):time+eff:dist+eff:dist:time,data=alldata)
tempo<lm(log(toc)~rain2+dayflow+dist+time+dist:time+eff:I(log(dtoc/dayflow))+eff:I(log(dtoc/dayflow)):ti
me+eff:time:dist+eff:I(dist^2):time,data=alldata) #Final checked model1
tempo<lm(log(toc)~dist+time+eff:I(log(dtoc/dayflow))+eff:I(log(dtoc/dayflow)):time+eff:I(log(dtoc/dayflow
)):dist,data=alldata) #Final checked model3
tempo<lm(toc~time+eff:I(dtoc/dayflow)+eff:I(dtoc/dayflow):time+eff:I(dtoc/dayflow):dist,data=alldata)#
#Final checked model3
#toc plots with spatiotemporal model predictions (including other variables)
tempo<lm((toc)~dayflow+rain2+rain3+eff:I((dtoc/dayflow)):time+eff:I((dtoc/dayflow)):I(dist==4.08):time,d
ata=alldata)# Final checked model5 ##********* Table 4.38 in the thesis *********#
anova(tempo) ##********* Table 4.38 in the thesis *********#
summary(tempo) ##********* Table 4.39 in the thesis *********#
#tempo<-lm(toc~dayflow+dtoc+dist+eff+rain3+eff:dtoc+eff:dtoc:dist,data=alldata)## all significant
ones
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#tempo<lm(toc~dayflow+dtoc+dist+eff+eff:dist+eff:dtoc+eff:dtoc:dist+time+dtoc:time,data=alldata)# time
and distance are important and it might be related to rainfall
#tempo1<-cbind(cbind((fitted(tempo)),residuals(tempo)),alldata)
tempo1<-cbind(cbind((fitted(tempo)),expm1(residuals(tempo))),alldata)
names(tempo1[,1:2])<-c("fitted","residual")
#edit(tempo1)
tempo1[,"2"]
edit(alldata)
#toc plots with spatiotemporal model predictions (including other variables)
plot(tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"1"],type =
"l",ylim=c(0,10),pch=19,col="black",xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="TOC (mg/L)",main="Prediction
with environmental variables",lwd=3,lty=1)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"1"],type="l",col="gold2",pch=
15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"1"],type="l",col="blue",pch=8,
cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"1"],type="l",col="green3",pch
=17,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"1"],type="l",col="red",pch=18,
cex=1.4,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.6,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
#residuals plotted aginst distance
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"2"],type = "b",ylim=c(3,20),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="residulas",main="prediction with space and
time",lwd=3,lty=4)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"2"],type="b",col="gold2",pch=
8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"2"],type="b",col="blue",pch=8
,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"2"],type="b",col="green3",pch
=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"2"],type="b",col="red",pch=18
,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 2013","April 2014", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=1,lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=5,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.7,title
="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
summary(tempo)
anova(tempo)
avPlots(tempo)
plot(tempo)
tempo.check<-lm(residuals(tempo)~dist+time+dist:time+eff:time+eff:dist:time,data=alldata)
#tempo.check<-lm(residuals(tempo)~rain2,data=alldata)
summary(tempo.check)
anova(tempo.check) # No clear evidence of spatiotemporal patters in residuals
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xyplot(fitted(tempo)~dist, groups=day,data=tempo1,type="l",auto.key=TRUE)
xyplot(residuals(tempo)~dist, groups=day,data=tempo1,type="l",auto.key=TRUE)
tempo3<-lm(tempo1[,2]~tempo1$pred1)
summary(tempo3)
## residulas against time and space
edit(residuals(tempo))
names(residuals(tempo))
rownames(alldata)
tempo<-lm(tempo1[,2]~time,data=alldata)
summary(tempo)
plot(tempo)
anova(tempo)
##********* Figure 4.24 in the thesis *********#######TOC plot as in Figure 4.24 in thesis
tiff(file="Figure 4.24.jpg",width=10,height=14,units="in",pointsize = 12,bg
="transparent",res=800,compression="lzw")
par(mfrow=c(3,1), mar=c(3,4.5,2.5,3.5),cex=1.5,cex.axis=0.9,las=1,cex.main=1,cex.lab=0.8)
#toc plotted against spatial position
plot(bugenv[bugenv$day==1,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==1,"toc"],type =
"b",ylim=c(0,10),pch=19,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="TOC (mg/L)",main="a) TOC plotted against
spatial position",lwd=3,lty=1)
points(bugenv[bugenv$day==126,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==126,"toc"],type="b",col="gold2",pch
=15,lwd=3,cex=1.2,lty=2)
points(bugenv[bugenv$day==260,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==260,"toc"],type="b",col="blue",pch=
8,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(bugenv[bugenv$day==336,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==336,"toc"],type="b",col="green3",pc
h=17,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(bugenv[bugenv$day==518,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==518,"toc"],type="b",col="red",pch=1
8,cex=1.4,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.6,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
# TOC with spatiotemporal prediction
tempo<-lm(log(toc)~dist+time+dist:time+eff:time+eff:dist:time+eff:I(dist^2):time,data=alldata) #
Checked final model
tempo1<-cbind(cbind(exp(fitted(tempo)),residuals(tempo)),alldata)
attributes(tempo1)
names(tempo1[,1:2])<-c("fitted","residual")
tempo1[,"2"]
plot(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==1],tempo1[tempo1$time==1,"toc"],type="p",pch=19,col="black",xl
ab="Distance (km)",ylab="TOC (mg/L)",main="b) TOC with spatiotemporal
prediction",ylim=c(0,10),cex=1,lwd=3,lty=1)
points(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==1],tempo1[tempo1$time==2,"toc"],col="gold2",pch=15,cex=1.2,l
wd=3,lty=2)
points(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==1],tempo1[tempo1$time==3,"toc"],col="blue",pch=8,cex=1.2,lwd
=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==1],tempo1[tempo1$time==4,"toc"],col="green3",pch=17,cex=1.2,
lwd=3,lty=4)
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points(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==1],tempo1[tempo1$time==5,"toc"],col="red",pch=18,cex=1.4,lw
d=3,lty=5)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"1"],type="l",col="black",pch=19,ce
x=1.5,lwd=3,lty=1)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"1"],type="l",col="gold2",pch=
15,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=2)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"1"],type="l",col="blue",pch=8,
cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"1"],type="l",col="green3",pch
=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"1"],type="l",col="red",pch=18,
cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.6,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
#TOC plots with spatiotemporal model predictions (including other variables)
tempo<lm(toc~time+eff:I(dtoc/dayflow)+eff:I(dtoc/dayflow):time+eff:I(dtoc/dayflow):dist,data=alldata)#
checked final model
tempo<lm(log(toc)~dayflow+rain2+rain3+eff:I(log(dtoc/dayflow)):time+eff:I(log(dtoc/dayflow)):I(dist==4.0
8):time,data=alldata)# checked final model
tempo<lm(log(toc)~time+eff:I(dtoc/dayflow)+eff:I(dtoc/dayflow):time+eff:I(dtoc/dayflow):dist,data=alldata)
# checked final model3
tempo<lm((toc)~dayflow+rain2+rain3+eff:I((dtoc/dayflow)):time+eff:I((dtoc/dayflow)):I(dist==4.08):time,d
ata=alldata)# checked final model5
anova(tempo)
summary(tempo)
tempo1<-cbind(cbind((fitted(tempo)),expm1(residuals(tempo))),alldata)
names(tempo1[,1:2])<-c("fitted","residual")
tempo1[,"2"]
plot(tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"1"],type =
"l",ylim=c(0,10),pch=19,col="black",xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="TOC (mg/L)",main="c) Prediction
with environmental variables",lwd=3,lty=1)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"1"],type="l",col="gold2",pch=
15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"1"],type="l",col="blue",pch=8,
cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"1"],type="l",col="green3",pch
=17,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"1"],type="l",col="red",pch=18,
cex=1.4,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.6,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
dev.off()
#”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*
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#”*”*”*”*”* Conductivity (cond)
#check the graph (scatterplot) for cond
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
panel.cor <- function(x, y, digits = 2, cex.cor, ...)
{
usr <- par("usr"); on.exit(par(usr))
par(usr = c(0, 1, 0, 1))
# correlation coefficient
r <- cor(x, y)
method=c("spearman")
txt <- format(c(r, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt <- paste("r= ", txt, sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.8, txt)
# p-value calculation
p <- cor.test(x, y)$p.value
txt2 <- format(c(p, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt2 <- paste("p= ", txt2, sep = "")
if(p<0.01) txt2 <- paste("p= ", "<0.01", sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.3, txt2)
}
pairs(~dcond+eff+dayflow+dist+temp+cond,data=alldata,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20,na.action =
na.omit)
##Conductivity regression with other environmental variables
tempo<-lm(cond~eff,data=alldata)##Adjusted R-squared: 0.2441
tempo<-lm(cond~dcond,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(cond~dayflow,data=alldata)##Adjusted R-squared: 0.279
tempo<-lm(cond~dist,data=alldata) ##Adjusted R-squared: 0.09122
tempo<-lm(cond~temp,data=alldata) ##Adjusted R-squared: 0.1798
#conductivity plotted against spatial position
plot(bugenv[bugenv$day==1,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==1,"cond"],type =
"b",ylim=c(0,700),pch=19,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="Conductivity (mg/L)",main="Conductivity
plotted against spatial position",lwd=3,lty=1)
points(bugenv[bugenv$day==126,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==126,"cond"],type="b",col="gold2",p
ch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.2,lty=2)
points(bugenv[bugenv$day==260,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==260,"cond"],type="b",col="blue",pch
=8,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(bugenv[bugenv$day==336,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==336,"cond"],type="b",col="green3",
pch=17,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(bugenv[bugenv$day==518,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==518,"cond"],type="b",col="red",pch
=18,cex=1.4,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.6,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
# Multiple regression analysis for conductivity as a function of time, distance and eff to check
spatiotemporal variation of conductivity
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#tempo<lm(cond~as.factor(eff)+dist+time+as.factor(eff):time+as.factor(eff):dist+as.factor(eff):dist:time,data=
alldata)
tempo<lm(log(cond)~time+eff:time+eff:dist:time+eff:I(dist^2):time,data=alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("c
ond")]),]) # Checked final model ##********* Table 4.40 in the thesis *********##
anova(tempo) ##********* Table 4.40 in the thesis *********##
summary(tempo) ##********* Table 4.41 in the thesis *********##
tempo1<cbind(cbind(exp(fitted(tempo)),residuals(tempo)),alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("cond")]),])
names(tempo1[,1:2])<-c("fitted","residual")
tempo1[,"2"]
# conductivity with spatiotemporal prediction
plot(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==2],tempo1[tempo1$time==2,"cond"],type="p",pch=15,col="gold2",
xlab="Distance (km)",ylab="Conductivity (mg/L)",main="Conductivity with spatiotemporal
prediction",ylim=c(0,700),cex=1,lwd=3,lty=2)
#points(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==1],tempo1[tempo1$time==2,"cond"],col="gold2",pch=15,cex=1
.5,lwd=3,lty=2)
points(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==2],tempo1[tempo1$time==3,"cond"],col="blue",pch=8,cex=1.2,l
wd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==2],tempo1[tempo1$time==4,"cond"],col="green3",pch=17,cex=1.
2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==2],tempo1[tempo1$time==5,"cond"],col="red",pch=18,cex=1.4,l
wd=3,lty=5)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"1"],type="l",col="gold2",pch=
15,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=2)
#points(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"1"],type="l",col="gold2",pch
=15,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=2)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"1"],type="l",col="blue",pch=8,
cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"1"],type="l",col="green3",pch
=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"1"],type="l",col="red",pch=18,
cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.6,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
summary(tempo)
anova(tempo)
plot(tempo) ## checking the diagnostic plots to check the multiple regression assumptions
qqnorm(tempo$residuals)
qqline(tempo$residuals)
hist(tempo$residuals)
# Multiple regression analysis for cond and factors affecting it to check which variables explain
spatiotemporal variation in cond
alldata$time<-as.factor(alldata$time)
#model based on variables in causal diagram
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tempo<lm(cond~eff:dist+eff:dist:I(dcond/dayflow)+eff:I(dcond/dayflow)+eff:temp2:dist,data=alldata[comple
te.cases(alldata[,c("cond")])])
tempo<lm(cond~eff:dist+eff:dist:I(dcond/dayflow)+eff:I(dcond/dayflow),data=alldata[complete.cases(alldata
[,c("cond")])])
tempo<lm(log(cond)~dayflow+eff:I(dcond*dflow/dayflow)+eff:I(dcond*dflow/dayflow):time+eff:dist:time+
eff:I(dist^2):time,data=alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("cond")]),])##final Checked model
tempo<lm(log(cond)~dayflow+eff:I(dcond*dflow/dayflow)+eff:I(dcond*dflow/dayflow):time,data=alldata[c
omplete.cases(alldata[,c("cond")]),])## final Checked model2
tempo<glm(log(cond)~dayflow+toc+eff:I(log(dcond*dflow/dayflow))+eff:I(log(dcond*dflow/dayflow)):time
,data=alldata, family=Gamma(link="log"))## final Checked model3
tempo<lm(log(cond)~dayflow+toc+eff:I(log(dcond*dflow/dayflow))+eff:I(log(dcond*dflow/dayflow)):time,
data=alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("cond")]),])## final Checked model3
tempo<lm(log(cond)~dayflow+tp+alk+eff:I(log(dcond*dflow/dayflow))+eff:I(log(dcond*dflow/dayflow)):ti
me,data=alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("cond")]),])## final Checked model5
tempo<-lm(log(cond)~tp+alk,data=alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("cond")]),])##model5
tempo<lm(log(cond)~tp+alk+time+dist:time:eff,data=alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("cond")]),])##final
model5
anova(tempo) ##********* Table 4.42 in the thesis *********##
summary(tempo) ##********* Table 4.43 in the thesis *********##
anova(tempo)
summary(tempo)
tempo1<cbind(cbind(exp(fitted(tempo)),exp(residuals(tempo))),alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("cond")]),])
names(tempo1[,1:2])<-c("fitted","residual")
tempo1[,"2"]
plot(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"1"],type =
"l",ylim=c(0,700),pch=15,col="gold2",xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="Conductivity
(mg/L)",main="Prediction with environmental variables",lwd=3,lty=2)
#points(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"1"],type="l",col="gold2",pch
=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"1"],type="l",col="blue",pch=8,
cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"1"],type="l",col="green3",pch
=17,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"1"],type="l",col="red",pch=18,
cex=1.4,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.6,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
summary(tempo)
anova(tempo)
plot(tempo)
#Partial regression plots
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avPlots(tempo)
#residuals plotted aginst distance
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"2"],type =
"b",ylim=c(0.5,1.5),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="residulas",main="prediction with
space and time",lwd=3,lty=4)
#points(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"2"],type="b",col="gold2",pch
=8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"2"],type="b",col="blue",pch=8
,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"2"],type="b",col="green3",pch
=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"2"],type="b",col="red",pch=18
,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 2013","April 2014", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=1,lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=5,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.7,title
="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
tempo3<-lm(tempo1[,2]~tempo1$pred1)#checking the assumptions by regressing residuals against
predicted values
summary(tempo3)
## residulas modelled as a function of time and space
tempo.check<lm(residuals(tempo)~time+eff:time+eff:dist:time+eff:I(dist^2):time,data=alldata[complete.cases(allda
ta[,c("cond")]),])
#tempo.check<-lm(residuals(tempo)~rain2,data=alldata)
summary(tempo.check)
anova(tempo.check) # No clear evidence of spatiotemporal patters in residuals
# some more graphs
xyplot(residuals(tempo)~dist,group=time,data=alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("cond")]),],type="b",
pch=19,lty=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"))
a<xyplot(cond~dist,groups=time,data=alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("cond")]),],type="b",pch=19,lty
=2,col=c("gold2","blue","green3","red"))
b<xyplot(exp(fitted(tempo))~dist,group=time,data=alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("cond")]),],type="l
",lwd=2,col=c("gold2","blue","green3","red"))
c<-xyplot(toc~dist,data=alldata,panel = function(x,y) {panel.abline(v=4,lty=2)})
a+as.layer(b)+as.layer(c)
legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,horiz=F
ALSE,cex=0.6,title="months")
# Calculate and plot the expected increase in conductivity to assess whether mixing explains pattern
cond.upstream<aggregate(cond~time,data=alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("cond")]),][alldata$eff==0,],mean)
cond.discharge<-unique(with(alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("cond")]),],I(dcond*dflow/dayflow)))
cond.downstream<-cond.upstream$cond+cond.discharge
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unique(alldata$dcond)
a<xyplot(cond~dist,groups=time,data=alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("cond")]),],type="b",pch=19,lty
=2,col=c("gold2","blue","green3","red"))
b<xyplot(exp(fitted(tempo))~dist,group=time,data=alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("cond")]),],type="l
",lwd=2,col=c("gold2","blue","green3","red"))
c<-xyplot(toc~dist,data=alldata,panel = function(x,y) {panel.abline(v=4,lty=2)})
d<-d<-xyplot(cond~dist,data=alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("cond")]),],panel = function(x,y)
{panel.abline(h=cond.downstream,lty=2,lwd=2,col.line=c("gold2","blue","green3","red")) })
a+as.layer(b)+as.layer(c)+as.layer(d)
legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,horiz=F
ALSE,cex=0.6,title="months")
# The conductivity recorded at downstream sites doesn't seem to match the expected increase, which
suggests there are still inacuraies in mass discharge loads.
###### Conductivity plot as in Figure 4.25 in thesis
##********* Figure 4.25 in the thesis *********##
tiff(file="Figure 4.25.jpg",width=10,height=14,units="in",pointsize = 12,bg
="transparent",res=800,compression="lzw")
par(mfrow=c(3,1), mar=c(3,4.5,2.5,3.5),cex=1.5,cex.axis=0.9,las=1,cex.main=1,cex.lab=0.8)
#conductivity plotted against spatial position
plot(bugenv[bugenv$day==1,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==1,"cond"],type =
"b",ylim=c(0,700),pch=19,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="Conductivity (mg/L)",main="a) Conductivity
plotted against spatial position",lwd=3,lty=1)
points(bugenv[bugenv$day==126,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==126,"cond"],type="b",col="gold2",p
ch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.2,lty=2)
points(bugenv[bugenv$day==260,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==260,"cond"],type="b",col="blue",pch
=8,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(bugenv[bugenv$day==336,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==336,"cond"],type="b",col="green3",
pch=17,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(bugenv[bugenv$day==518,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==518,"cond"],type="b",col="red",pch
=18,cex=1.4,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.6,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
# conductivity with spatiotemporal prediction
tempo<lm(log(cond)~time+eff:time+eff:dist:time+eff:I(dist^2):time,data=alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("c
ond")]),]) # final Checked model
tempo1<cbind(cbind(exp(fitted(tempo)),residuals(tempo)),alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("cond")]),])
names(tempo1[,1:2])<-c("fitted","residual")
tempo1[,"2"]
plot(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==2],tempo1[tempo1$time==2,"cond"],type="p",pch=15,col="gold2",
xlab="Distance (km)",ylab="Conductivity (mg/L)",main="b) Conductivity with spatiotemporal
prediction",ylim=c(0,700),cex=1,lwd=3,lty=2)
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#points(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==1],tempo1[tempo1$time==2,"cond"],col="gold2",pch=15,cex=1
.5,lwd=3,lty=2)
points(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==2],tempo1[tempo1$time==3,"cond"],col="blue",pch=8,cex=1.2,l
wd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==2],tempo1[tempo1$time==4,"cond"],col="green3",pch=17,cex=1.
2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==2],tempo1[tempo1$time==5,"cond"],col="red",pch=18,cex=1.4,l
wd=3,lty=5)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"1"],type="l",col="gold2",pch=
15,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=2)
#points(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"1"],type="l",col="gold2",pch
=15,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=2)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"1"],type="l",col="blue",pch=8,
cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"1"],type="l",col="green3",pch
=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"1"],type="l",col="red",pch=18,
cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.6,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
#conductivity prediction with other environmental variables
tempo<lm(log(cond)~dayflow+tp+alk+eff:I(log(dcond*dflow/dayflow))+eff:I(log(dcond*dflow/dayflow)):ti
me,data=alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("cond")]),])##final model3
tempo<-lm(log(cond)~tp+alk,data=alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("cond")]),])##final model5
tempo1<cbind(cbind(exp(fitted(tempo)),exp(residuals(tempo))),alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("cond")]),])
names(tempo1[,1:2])<-c("fitted","residual")
tempo1[,"2"]
plot(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"1"],type =
"l",ylim=c(0,700),pch=15,col="gold2",xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="Conductivity (mg/L)",main="c)
Prediction with environmental variables",lwd=3,lty=2)
#points(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"1"],type="l",col="gold2",pch
=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"1"],type="l",col="blue",pch=8,
cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"1"],type="l",col="green3",pch
=17,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"1"],type="l",col="red",pch=18,
cex=1.4,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.6,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
dev.off()
#”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*
#”*”*”*”*”* Zinc (zn)
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#check the graph (scatterplot) for zn
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
panel.cor <- function(x, y, digits = 2, cex.cor, ...)
{
usr <- par("usr"); on.exit(par(usr))
par(usr = c(0, 1, 0, 1))
# correlation coefficient
r <- cor(x, y)
method=c("spearman")
txt <- format(c(r, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt <- paste("r= ", txt, sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.8, txt)
# p-value calculation
p <- cor.test(x, y)$p.value
txt2 <- format(c(p, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt2 <- paste("p= ", txt2, sep = "")
if(p<0.01) txt2 <- paste("p= ", "<0.01", sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.3, txt2)
}
pairs(~dzn+eff+dist+log(zn)+ph1,data=alldata,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20,na.action = na.omit)
##regression with other variables
tempo<-lm(log(zn)~eff,data=alldata)##Adjusted R-squared: 0.1463
tempo<-lm(log(zn)~dist,data=alldata)##Adjusted R-squared: 0.09895
tempo<-lm(log(zn)~dzn,data=alldata)
##********* Figure 4.26 in the thesis *********###zinc plotted against spatial position
tiff(file="Figure 4.26.jpg",width=10,height=10,units="in",pointsize = 12,bg
="transparent",res=800,compression="lzw")
par(mfrow=c(2,1), mar=c(3,4.5,2.5,3.5),cex=1.5,cex.axis=0.9,las=1,cex.main=1,cex.lab=0.8)
plot(alldata[alldata$day==1,"dist"],alldata[alldata$day==1,"zn"],type =
"b",ylim=c(0,120),pch=19,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="Zinc (mg/L)",main="a) Zn plotted against
spatial position",lwd=3,lty=1)
points(alldata[alldata$day==126,"dist"],alldata[alldata$day==126,"zn"],type="b",col="gold2",pch=15
,lwd=3,cex=1.2,lty=2)
points(alldata[alldata$day==260,"dist"],alldata[alldata$day==260,"zn"],type="b",col="blue",pch=8,c
ex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(alldata[alldata$day==336,"dist"],alldata[alldata$day==336,"zn"],type="b",col="green3",pch=1
7,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(alldata[alldata$day==518,"dist"],alldata[alldata$day==518,"zn"],type="b",col="red",pch=18,c
ex=1.4,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.6,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
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plot(alldata[alldata$day==1,"dist"],alldata[alldata$day==1,"zn1"],type =
"b",ylim=c(0,30),pch=19,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="Zinc (mg/L)",main="b) Zn plotted against
spatial position/n (without outliers)",lwd=3,lty=1)
points(alldata[alldata$day==126,"dist"],alldata[alldata$day==126,"zn1"],type="b",col="gold2",pch=1
5,lwd=3,cex=1.2,lty=2)
points(alldata[alldata$day==260,"dist"],alldata[alldata$day==260,"zn1"],type="b",col="blue",pch=8,
cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(alldata[alldata$day==336,"dist"],alldata[alldata$day==336,"zn1"],type="b",col="green3",pch=
17,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(alldata[alldata$day==518,"dist"],alldata[alldata$day==518,"zn1"],type="b",col="red",pch=18,
cex=1.4,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.6,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
dev.off()
# Multiple regression analysis for zn as a function of time, distance and eff to check spatiotemporal
variation of log(zn)
tempo<-lm(log(zn)~eff+eff:dist+eff:I(dist^2)+eff:dist:time+eff:I(dist^2):time,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(log(zn)~eff+eff:dist+eff:I(dist^2),data=alldata)## significant ones ##********* Table
4.44 in the thesis *********##
anova(tempo) ##********* Table 4.44 in the thesis *********##
tempo<-lm(log(zn)~eff+eff:I(dist^2),data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(log(zn)~eff,data=alldata)
summary(tempo) ##********* Table 4.45 in the thesis *********##
anova(tempo) ##********* Table 4.46 in the thesis *********##
plot(tempo) ## checking the diagnostic plots to check the multiple regresstion assumptions
qqnorm(tempo$residuals)
qqline(tempo$residuals)
hist(tempo$residuals)
summary(tempo)
tempo1<-cbind(cbind(exp(fitted(tempo)),residuals(tempo)),alldata)
attributes(tempo1)
names(tempo1[,1:2])<-c("fitted","residual")
edit(tempo1)
tempo1[,"2"]
#observed zn plots with spatiotemporal model predictions
plot(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==1],tempo1[tempo1$time==1,"zn"],type="p",pch=19,col="black",xla
b="Distance (km)",ylab="Zn",main="Zinc with spatiotemporal
prediction",ylim=c(0,20),cex=1,lwd=3,lty=1)
points(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==1],tempo1[tempo1$time==2,"zn"],col="gold2",pch=15,cex=1.5,l
wd=3,lty=2)
points(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==1],tempo1[tempo1$time==3,"zn"],col="blue",pch=8,cex=1.5,lwd
=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==1],tempo1[tempo1$time==4,"zn"],col="green3",pch=17,cex=1.5,l
wd=3,lty=4)
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points(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==1],tempo1[tempo1$time==5,"zn"],col="red",pch=18,cex=2,lwd=
3,lty=5)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"1"],type="l",col="black",pch=19,ce
x=1.5,lwd=3,lty=1)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"1"],type="l",col="gold2",pch=
15,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=2)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"1"],type="l",col="blue",pch=8,
cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"1"],type="l",col="green3",pch
=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"1"],type="l",col="red",pch=18,
cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.6,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
# Multiple regression analysis for zn and factors affecting it to check which variables explain
time:space (spatiotemporal variation in zn
tempo<lm(log(zn1)~eff:I(dzn/dayflow)+eff:dist+eff:temp2:dist+eff:dist:I(dzn/dayflow)+eff:I(dist^2)+eff:tem
p2:I(dist^2)+eff:I(dist^2):I(dzn/dayflow),data=alldata)### final
tempo<-lm(log(zn)~road1000+res1000+treat1000,data=alldata)### final
tempo<-lm(log(zn1)~road1000+res1000+treat1000,data=alldata)### final ##********* Table 4.47 in
the thesis *********###
summary(tempo)
anova(tempo)##********* Table 4.47 in the thesis *********###
tempo<-lm(log(zn1)~treat1000,data=alldata)### final
summary(tempo)
anova(tempo)
tempo<-lm(log(zn1)~eff,data=alldata)
summary(tempo)
anova(tempo)
plot(tempo)
tempo1<-cbind(cbind(exp(fitted(tempo)),residuals(tempo)),alldata)
names(tempo1[,1:2])<-c("fitted","residual")
edit(tempo1)
tempo1[,"2"]
#zn plots with spatiotemporal model predictions (including other variables)
plot(tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"1"],type =
"l",ylim=c(0,40),pch=19,col="black",xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="Zinc",main="Prediction with
environmental parameters",lwd=3,lty=1)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"1"],type="l",col="gold2",pch=
15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"1"],type="l",col="blue",pch=8,
cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"1"],type="l",col="green3",pch
=17,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=4)
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points(tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"1"],type="l",col="red",pch=18,
cex=1.4,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.6,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
#residuals
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"2"],type = "b",ylim=c(1,20),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="residulas",main="prediction with space and
time",lwd=3,lty=4)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"2"],type="b",col="gold2",pch=
8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"2"],type="b",col="blue",pch=8
,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"2"],type="b",col="green3",pch
=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"2"],type="b",col="red",pch=18
,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 2013","April 2014", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=1,lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=5,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.7,title
="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
xyplot(fitted(tempo)~dist, groups=day,data=tempo1,type="l",auto.key=TRUE)
xyplot(residuals(tempo)~dist, groups=day,data=tempo1,type="l",auto.key=TRUE)
tempo3<-lm(tempo1[,2]~tempo1$pred1)
summary(tempo3)
## residulas against time and space
edit(residuals(tempo))
names(residuals(tempo))
rownames(alldata)
tempo<-lm(tempo1[,2]~as.factor(eff)+dist+time+as.factor(eff):time+as.factor(eff):dist,data=alldata)
summary(tempo)
plot(tempo)
anova(tempo)
#”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*
#”*”*”*”*”* water temperature
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
panel.cor <- function(x, y, digits = 2, cex.cor, ...)
{
usr <- par("usr"); on.exit(par(usr))
par(usr = c(0, 1, 0, 1))
# correlation coefficient
r <- cor(x, y)
method=c("spearman")
txt <- format(c(r, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt <- paste("r= ", txt, sep = "")
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text(0.5, 0.8, txt)
# p-value calculation
p <- cor.test(x, y)$p.value
txt2 <- format(c(p, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt2 <- paste("p= ", txt2, sep = "")
if(p<0.01) txt2 <- paste("p= ", "<0.01", sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.3, txt2)
}
pairs(~eff+airtemp+dtemp+solar+canop+res300+rain3+dayflow+depth+temp,data=alldata,upper.pane
l=panel.cor,pch=20,na.action = na.omit)
##water temperatute regression with other environmental variables
tempo<-lm(temp~eff,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(temp~airtemp,data=alldata) ##Adjusted R-squared: 0.7661
tempo<-lm(temp~dtemp,data=alldata) ##Adjusted R-squared: 0.8383
tempo<-lm(temp~canop,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(temp~solar,data=alldata)##Adjusted R-squared: 0.7099
summary(tempo)
# water temperatute plotted against spatial position
plot(alldata[alldata$day==1,"dist"],alldata[alldata$day==1,"temp"],type =
"b",ylim=c(0,30),pch=19,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="Temperature",main="Temperature with
spatiotemporal prediction",lwd=3,lty=1)
points(alldata[alldata$day==126,"dist"],alldata[alldata$day==126,"temp"],type="b",col="gold2",pch
=15,lwd=3,cex=1.2,lty=2)
points(alldata[alldata$day==260,"dist"],alldata[alldata$day==260,"temp"],type="b",col="blue",pch=8
,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(alldata[alldata$day==336,"dist"],alldata[alldata$day==336,"temp"],type="b",col="green3",pch
=17,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(alldata[alldata$day==518,"dist"],alldata[alldata$day==518,"temp"],type="b",col="red",pch=1
8,cex=1.4,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.6,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
# Multiple regression analysis for water temperature vs time, distance and eff to check spatiotemporal
variation of water temperature
tempo<-lm(temp~dist+time+dist:time,data=alldata) # Checked modle
anova(tempo) ##********* Table 4.48 in the thesis *********###
summary(tempo) ##********* Table 4.49 in the thesis *********###
plot(tempo) ## checking the diagnostic plots to check the multiple regresstion assumptions
qqnorm(tempo$residuals)
qqline(tempo$residuals)
hist(tempo$residuals)
#The plot of water temperature with spatiotemporal model predictions
tempo1<-cbind(cbind((fitted(tempo)),residuals(tempo)),alldata)
attributes(tempo1)
names(tempo1[,1:2])<-c("fitted","residual")
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tempo1[,"2"]
plot(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==1],tempo1[tempo1$time==1,"temp"],type="p",pch=19,col="black",
xlab="Distance (km)",ylab="Temperature",main="Temperature with spatiotemporal
prediction",ylim=c(0,30),cex=1,lwd=3,lty=1)
points(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==1],tempo1[tempo1$time==2,"temp"],col="gold2",pch=15,cex=1.
2,lwd=3,lty=2)
points(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==1],tempo1[tempo1$time==3,"temp"],col="blue",pch=8,cex=1.2,l
wd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==1],tempo1[tempo1$time==4,"temp"],col="green3",pch=17,cex=1
.2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==1],tempo1[tempo1$time==5,"temp"],col="red",pch=18,cex=1.4,l
wd=3,lty=5)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"1"],type="l",col="black",pch=19,ce
x=1.2,lwd=3,lty=1)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"1"],type="l",col="gold2",pch=
15,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=2)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"1"],type="l",col="blue",pch=8,
cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"1"],type="l",col="green3",pch
=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"1"],type="l",col="red",pch=18,
cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.6,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
# water temperature linear model
## multiple regression
#tempo<-lm(temp~solar+dtemp+airtemp+canop+eff,data=alldata)
#tempo<lm(temp~solar+dtemp+airtemp+canop+as.factor(eff)+dist+time+as.factor(eff):time+as.factor(eff):dist
+as.factor(eff):dist:time,data=alldata)##final model
#dtemp cannot affect temp upstream of the disharge. Also, there is no evidence in the spatiotemporal
model that dtemp affects temp.
#tempo<-lm(temp~solar+rain3+depth+airtemp+airtemp:depth,data=alldata) #
#tempo<-lm(temp~rain3*airtemp*dayflow*canop*res300,data=alldata) #
#tempo<lm(temp~canop+rain3+airtemp+dayflow+res300+dayflow:res300+rain3:res300+dayflow:res300:rain
3,data=alldata) #
#tempo<-lm(temp~canop+rain3+airtemp+dayflow+res300,data=alldata) #
tempo<lm(temp~rain3+airtemp+dayflow+res300+dayflow:res300+rain3:res300+dayflow:res300:rain3,data=
alldata) ##Checked model
anova(tempo) ##********* Table 4.50 in the thesis *********###
summary(tempo) ##********* Table 4.51 in the thesis *********###
plot(tempo)
sqrt(vif(tempo))
tempo.check<-lm(residuals(tempo)~dist+time+dist:time,data=alldata)
summary(tempo.check)
anova(tempo.check) # Still some evidence of spatiotemporal patters in residuals
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avPlots(tempo)
# water temperature prediction with environmental variables
tempo1<-cbind(cbind((fitted(tempo)),residuals(tempo)),alldata)
attributes(tempo1)
names(tempo1[,1:2])<-c("fitted","residual")
tempo1[,"2"]
#Temp plots with spatiotemporal model predictions (including other variables)
plot(tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"1"],type =
"l",ylim=c(0,30),pch=19,col="black",xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="Temperature",main="Temperature
with other variables",lwd=3,lty=1)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"1"],type="l",col="gold2",pch=
15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"1"],type="l",col="blue",pch=8,
cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"1"],type="l",col="green3",pch
=17,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"1"],type="l",col="red",pch=18,
cex=1.4,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.6,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
#residuals plotted against distance
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
plot(tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"2"],type = "b",ylim=c(2,2),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="residulas",main="prediction with space and
time",lwd=3,lty=4)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"2"],type="b",col="gold2",pch=
8,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"2"],type="b",col="blue",pch=8
,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"2"],type="b",col="green3",pch
=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"2"],type="b",col="red",pch=18
,cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 2013","April 2014", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=1,lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=5,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.7,title
="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
## residuals regressed against predicted values
tempo3<-lm(tempo1[,2]~tempo1$pred1)
summary(tempo3)
## residulas against time and space
edit(residuals(tempo))
names(residuals(tempo))
rownames(alldata)
tempo<-lm(tempo1[,2]~dist+time+dist:time,data=alldata)
summary(tempo)
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plot(tempo)
anova(tempo)
##********* Figure 4.27 in the thesis *********###water temperature plot as in Figure 4.27 in
thesis
tiff(file="Figure 4.27.jpg",width=10,height=14,units="in",pointsize = 12,bg
="transparent",res=800,compression="lzw")
par(mfrow=c(3,1), mar=c(3,4.5,2.5,3.5),cex=1.5,cex.axis=0.9,las=1,cex.main=1,cex.lab=0.8)
# water temperature plotted against spatial position
plot(alldata[alldata$day==1,"dist"],alldata[alldata$day==1,"temp"],type =
"b",ylim=c(0,30),pch=19,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="Water temperature",main="a) Water
temperature with spatiotemporal prediction",lwd=3,lty=1)
points(alldata[alldata$day==126,"dist"],alldata[alldata$day==126,"temp"],type="b",col="gold2",pch
=15,lwd=3,cex=1.2,lty=2)
points(alldata[alldata$day==260,"dist"],alldata[alldata$day==260,"temp"],type="b",col="blue",pch=8
,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(alldata[alldata$day==336,"dist"],alldata[alldata$day==336,"temp"],type="b",col="green3",pch
=17,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(alldata[alldata$day==518,"dist"],alldata[alldata$day==518,"temp"],type="b",col="red",pch=1
8,cex=1.4,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.6,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
#water temperaturewith spatiotemporal prediction
tempo<-lm(temp~dist+time+dist:time,data=alldata) # Checked model
tempo1<-cbind(cbind((fitted(tempo)),residuals(tempo)),alldata)
attributes(tempo1)
names(tempo1[,1:2])<-c("fitted","residual")
tempo1[,"2"]
plot(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==1],tempo1[tempo1$time==1,"temp"],type="p",pch=19,col="black",
xlab="Distance (km)",ylab="Water temperature",main="b) Water temperature with spatiotemporal
prediction",ylim=c(0,30),cex=1,lwd=3,lty=1)
points(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==1],tempo1[tempo1$time==2,"temp"],col="gold2",pch=15,cex=1.
2,lwd=3,lty=2)
points(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==1],tempo1[tempo1$time==3,"temp"],col="blue",pch=8,cex=1.2,l
wd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==1],tempo1[tempo1$time==4,"temp"],col="green3",pch=17,cex=1
.2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(tempo1$dist[tempo1$time==1],tempo1[tempo1$time==5,"temp"],col="red",pch=18,cex=1.4,l
wd=3,lty=5)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"1"],type="l",col="black",pch=19,ce
x=1.2,lwd=3,lty=1)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"1"],type="l",col="gold2",pch=
15,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=2)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"1"],type="l",col="blue",pch=8,
cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"1"],type="l",col="green3",pch
=17,cex=1.5,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"1"],type="l",col="red",pch=18,
cex=2,lwd=3,lty=5)
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legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.6,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
#water temperature prediction with environmental variables
tempo<lm(temp~rain3+airtemp+dayflow+res300+dayflow:res300+rain3:res300+dayflow:res300:rain3,data=
alldata) ##Checked model
tempo1<-cbind(cbind((fitted(tempo)),residuals(tempo)),alldata)
attributes(tempo1)
names(tempo1[,1:2])<-c("fitted","residual")
tempo1[,"2"]
plot(tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"1"],type =
"l",ylim=c(0,30),pch=19,col="black",xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="Water temperature",main="c)
Water temperature with other variables",lwd=3,lty=1)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"1"],type="l",col="gold2",pch=
15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"1"],type="l",col="blue",pch=8,
cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"1"],type="l",col="green3",pch
=17,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"1"],type="l",col="red",pch=18,
cex=1.4,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.6,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
dev.off()
#”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*
#”*”*”*”*”* chla in discharge
## We didn't have enough data for time, but in studies with data available for years, dischrge
variables can be modeled as a function of time
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
panel.cor <- function(x, y, digits = 2, cex.cor, ...)
{
usr <- par("usr"); on.exit(par(usr))
par(usr = c(0, 1, 0, 1))
# correlation coefficient
r <- cor(x, y)
method=c("spearman")
txt <- format(c(r, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt <- paste("r= ", txt, sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.8, txt)
# p-value calculation
p <- cor.test(x, y)$p.value
txt2 <- format(c(p, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt2 <- paste("p= ", txt2, sep = "")
if(p<0.01) txt2 <- paste("p= ", "<0.01", sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.3, txt2)
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}
pairs(~solar+airtemp+time+dchla,data=alldata,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20,na.action = na.omit)
##regression with other variables
time1<-2*pi*alldata$day/365
tempo<-lm(dchla~solar+airtemp+time1,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(dchla~airtemp+solar,data=alldata)
tempo<-lm(dchla~solar,data=alldata)## final
summary(tempo)
anova(tempo)
plot(tempo) ## checking the diagnostic plots to check the multiple regresstion assumptions
qqnorm(tempo$residuals)
qqline(tempo$residuals)
hist(tempo$residuals)
#”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*
#”*”*”*”*”* air temperature
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
panel.cor <- function(x, y, digits = 2, cex.cor, ...)
{
usr <- par("usr"); on.exit(par(usr))
par(usr = c(0, 1, 0, 1))
# correlation coefficient
r <- cor(x, y)
method=c("spearman")
txt <- format(c(r, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt <- paste("r= ", txt, sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.8, txt)
# p-value calculation
p <- cor.test(x, y)$p.value
txt2 <- format(c(p, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt2 <- paste("p= ", txt2, sep = "")
if(p<0.01) txt2 <- paste("p= ", "<0.01", sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.3, txt2)
}
pairs(~airtemp+solar+time,data=alldata,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20,na.action = na.omit)
##regression with other variables
time1<-2*pi*alldata$day/365
time1
tempo<-lm(airtemp~time1,data=alldata)
summary(tempo)
summary(tempo)
anova(tempo)
plot(tempo) ## checking the diagnostic plots to check the multiple regresstion assumptions
qqnorm(tempo$residuals)
qqline(tempo$residuals)
hist(tempo$residuals)
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#”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*
#”*”*”*”*”* solar
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
panel.cor <- function(x, y, digits = 2, cex.cor, ...)
{
usr <- par("usr"); on.exit(par(usr))
par(usr = c(0, 1, 0, 1))
# correlation coefficient
r <- cor(x, y)
method=c("spearman")
txt <- format(c(r, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt <- paste("r= ", txt, sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.8, txt)
# p-value calculation
p <- cor.test(x, y)$p.value
txt2 <- format(c(p, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt2 <- paste("p= ", txt2, sep = "")
if(p<0.01) txt2 <- paste("p= ", "<0.01", sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.3, txt2)
}
pairs(~solar+time,data=alldata,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20,na.action = na.omit)
#”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*
#”*”*”*”*”* canopy cover
#check the graph (scatterplot) for canopy cover
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
panel.cor <- function(x, y, digits = 2, cex.cor, ...)
{
usr <- par("usr"); on.exit(par(usr))
par(usr = c(0, 1, 0, 1))
# correlation coefficient
r <- cor(x, y)
method=c("spearman")
txt <- format(c(r, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt <- paste("r= ", txt, sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.8, txt)
# p-value calculation
p <- cor.test(x, y)$p.value
txt2 <- format(c(p, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt2 <- paste("p= ", txt2, sep = "")
if(p<0.01) txt2 <- paste("p= ", "<0.01", sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.3, txt2)
}
pairs(~dist+canop+veg30m+log(veg30m),data=alldata,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20,na.action =
na.omit)
#multiple regression with time and space
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tempo<-lm(log(canop)~time+dist+time:dist,data=alldata) #Checked model, no clear spatiotempral
patterns
summary(tempo)
anova(tempo)
plot(tempo) ## checking the diagnostic plots to check the multiple regresstion assumptions
qqnorm(tempo$residuals)
qqline(tempo$residuals)
hist(tempo$residuals)
#Canopy plotted against spatial position
plot(bugenv[bugenv$day==1,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==1,"canop"],type =
"b",ylim=c(0,100),pch=19,xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="Alkalinity (mg/L)",main="Canopy cover
plotted against spatial position",lwd=3,lty=1)
points(bugenv[bugenv$day==126,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==126,"canop"],type="b",col="gold2",
pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.2,lty=2)
points(bugenv[bugenv$day==260,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==260,"canop"],type="b",col="blue",pc
h=8,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(bugenv[bugenv$day==336,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==336,"canop"],type="b",col="green3",
pch=17,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(bugenv[bugenv$day==518,"dist"],bugenv[bugenv$day==518,"canop"],type="b",col="red",pch
=18,cex=1.4,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.6,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
##canopy cover regression with other variables
tempo<-lm(canop~veg30m,data=alldata) ##Adjusted R-squared: 0.1836
summary(tempo)
anova(tempo)
plot(tempo) ## checking the diagnostic plots to check the regresstion assumptions
qqnorm(tempo$residuals)
qqline(tempo$residuals)
hist(tempo$residuals)
#”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*
###”*”*”*”*”* riparian vegetation
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
panel.cor <- function(x, y, digits = 2, cex.cor, ...)
{
usr <- par("usr"); on.exit(par(usr))
par(usr = c(0, 1, 0, 1))
# correlation coefficient
r <- cor(x, y)
method=c("spearman")
txt <- format(c(r, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt <- paste("r= ", txt, sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.8, txt)
# p-value calculation
p <- cor.test(x, y)$p.value
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txt2 <- format(c(p, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt2 <- paste("p= ", txt2, sep = "")
if(p<0.01) txt2 <- paste("p= ", "<0.01", sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.3, txt2)
}
pairs(~dist+veg30m,data=alldata,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20,na.action = na.omit)
##regression with other variables
tempo<-lm(veg30m~dist,data=alldata)
summary(tempo)
anova(tempo)
plot(tempo) ## checking the diagnostic plots to check the regresstion assumptions
qqnorm(tempo$residuals)
qqline(tempo$residuals)
hist(tempo$residuals)
#”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*”*
##”*”*”*”*”* creek flow rate
#check the graph (scatterplot) for creek flow rate
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=0.9)
panel.cor <- function(x, y, digits = 2, cex.cor, ...)
{
usr <- par("usr"); on.exit(par(usr))
par(usr = c(0, 1, 0, 1))
# correlation coefficient
r <- cor(x, y)
method=c("spearman")
txt <- format(c(r, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt <- paste("r= ", txt, sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.8, txt)
# p-value calculation
p <- cor.test(x, y)$p.value
txt2 <- format(c(p, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt2 <- paste("p= ", txt2, sep = "")
if(p<0.01) txt2 <- paste("p= ", "<0.01", sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.3, txt2)
}
pairs(~rain3+dflow+dayflow,data=alldata,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20,na.action = na.omit)
pairs(~log(rain3)+log(rain2)+log(dflow)+log(dayflow),data=alldata,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20,na
.action = na.omit)
##regression with other variables
tempo<-lm(dayflow~dflow,data=alldata)##Adjusted R-squared: 0.5844
tempo<-lm(dayflow~rain3,data=alldata) ##Adjusted R-squared: 0.5513
summary(tempo)
# Multiple regression analysis for creek flow rate
tempo<-lm(dayflow~dflow+rain3,data=alldata) # Checked final model
anova(tempo) ##********* Table 4.52 in the thesis *********###
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summary(tempo) ##********* Table 4.53 in the thesis *********###
plot(tempo) ## checking the diagnostic plots to check the multiple regresstion assumptions
qqnorm(tempo$residuals)
qqline(tempo$residuals)
hist(tempo$residuals)
##********* Figure 4.28 in the thesis *********##
## plot displaying how the model explains variation in creek flow rate at different time of sampling
(Figure 4.28 in thesis)
tempo1<-cbind(cbind((fitted(tempo)),residuals(tempo)),alldata)
names(tempo1[,1:2])<-c("fitted","residual")
tempo1[,"2"]
plot(mydates,bugenv[bugenv$dist==0,"dayflow"],type =
"b",ylim=c(10,120),pch=16,cex=1.5,xlab="day",ylab="Creek flow rate (ML/day)",main="Observed
and predicted values of \n creek flow rate against time ",lwd=3,lty=2, col=c("red"),xaxt="n")
axis.Date(side=1,mydates,at=seq(mydaterange[1],mydaterange[2],by="month"),format="%b-%y")
points(mydates,tempo1[tempo1$dist==0,"1"],type =
"l",ylim=c(0,120),pch=19,cex=1.5,xlab="day",ylab="Creek flow rate (ML/day)",main="Average
daily Creek flow rate plotted against time",lwd=3,lty=1,xaxt="n")
legend("topright",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("observed values", "predicted
values"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("red","black"),ncol=1,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.6,ti
tle="")
##”*”*”*”*”*landuse
tempo<-lm(res300~dist,data=alldata)
summary(tempo)
anova(tempo)
plot(tempo)
##”*”*”*”*”*vel
tempo<-lm(log(vel)~dist,data=alldata)
summary(tempo)
anova(tempo)
plot(tempo)
##”*”*”*”*”*ph2
tempo<-lm(ph2~rain2,data=alldata)
summary(tempo)
anova(tempo)
plot(tempo)
##”*”*”*”*”*time and other factors
par(mar=c(5,5,4,2),cex=4)
panel.cor <- function(x, y, digits = 2, cex.cor, ...)
{
usr <- par("usr"); on.exit(par(usr))
par(usr = c(0, 1, 0, 1))
# correlation coefficient
r <- cor(x, y)
method=c("spearman")
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txt <- format(c(r, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt <- paste("r= ", txt, sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.8, txt)
# p-value calculation
p <- cor.test(x, y)$p.value
txt2 <- format(c(p, 0.123456789), digits = digits)[1]
txt2 <- paste("p= ", txt2, sep = "")
if(p<0.01) txt2 <- paste("p= ", "<0.01", sep = "")
text(0.5, 0.3, txt2)
}
pairs(~log(dalk)+log(dcond)+log(dtoc)+log(dno3)+log(dtp)+log(dchla)+log(dflow)+log(rain3)+log(r
ain2),data=alldata,upper.panel=panel.cor,pch=20,na.action = na.omit)

####”*”*”*”*”*#”*”*”*”*”*###d-separation statements
####”*”*”*”*”*
library(dagR)
library(ggm)
library(pcalg)
library(gRbase)
library(gRain)
library(igraph)
library(piecewiseSEM)
install.packages("ggm")
###adjacency matrix
sink('dsep.txt', append=TRUE)
dag.draw(mywangdag)
##”*”*”*”*”*##basis set for the conditional independencies
## series1
mywangdag<DAG(bugs~temp+chla+cond+toc,chla~no3+temp+dchla+tp+dayflow+eff+turb+solar,toc~dayflow+dt
oc+eff+dist+time+rain3,cond~dayflow+dcond+eff+dist+time+dflow,temp~canop+rain3+dayflow+res
300+airtemp, no3~dayflow+dno3+eff+temp+time+dist,tp~dayflow+dtp+eff+time+ph2+alk,
dayflow~dflow+rain3,alk~rain3+dist+time+dayflow+dalk+eff, turb~dayflow+res300+rain3, eff~dist,
res300~dist, veg30m~dist,canop~veg30m,ph2~rain3,
solar~climate,rain3~climate,airtemp~climate,operation~airtemp+rain3+solar+time,dchla~operation,dt
p~operation, dcond~operation,dalk~operation,dno3~operation,dtoc~operation,dflow~operation,
climate~time, order=TRUE)
sink('DAG3.txt', append=TRUE)
print(mywangdag)
basis.set<-basiSet(mywangdag)
print(basis.set)
sink(NULL)
mywangdag<- as.matrix(mywangdag)
adjmydag<-graph.adjacency(mywangdag,(mode="directed"),weighted=TRUE,diag=FALSE)
str(adjmydag)
plot(adjmydag)
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plot.igraph(adjmydag,vertex.label=V(adjmydag)$name,vertex.label.color="black",edge.color="blue",
edge.width=E(adjmydag)$weight, edge.arrow.size=0.1,vertex.size=7, vertex.label.dist=0.5,
vertex.color="red")

###########################################Checking conditional independencies
####basis set for the conditional independencies ## Iteration3
## Iteration3
mywangdag2<DAG(bugs~temp+chla+cond+toc+zn,chla~no3+temp+dchla+tp+dayflow+eff+turb+solar,toc~dayflo
w+dtoc+eff+dist+time,cond~alk+tp+dist+time+eff,temp~rain3+dayflow+res300+airtemp,zn~eff,no3
~rain2+rain3+dayflow+dno3+eff+temp+time+dist,tp~alk+ph2+dayflow+dtp+eff+time,ph2~rain2,day
flow~dflow+rain3,alk~rain3+dist+time+dayflow+dalk+eff,turb~dayflow+vel+rain3,eff~dist,res300~d
ist,turb~vel,vel~dist,solar~climate,rain2~climate,
rain3~climate,airtemp~climate,operation~airtemp+rain3+solar+time,dchla~operation,dtp~operation,d
alk~operation,dno3~operation,dtoc~operation,dflow~operation,climate~time, order=TRUE)
sink('DAG22.txt', append=TRUE)
print(mywangdag2)
basis.set2<-basiSet(mywangdag2)
print(basis.set2)
sink(NULL)
################################## ## Iteration3 of conditional independencies
#”*”*”*”*”*”
#2# d-separation (ph2 des time| rain2)
tempo<-lm(ph2~rain2,data=alldata)
independence.test1<-lm(ph2~rain2+time,data=alldata)
summary(independence.test1)
anova(independence.test1)
anova(tempo,independence.test1)
#8# d-separation (dayflow des time| rain3, dflow)
tempo<-lm(dayflow~dflow+rain3,data=alldata)
independence.test1<-lm(dayflow~dflow+rain3+time,data=alldata)
summary(independence.test1)
anova(independence.test1)
anova(tempo,independence.test1)
# not enough data
#14# d-separation (vel des time| dist)
tempo<-lm(vel~dist,data=alldata)
independence.test1<-lm(vel~dist+time,data=alldata)
summary(independence.test1)
anova(independence.test1)
anova(tempo,independence.test1)
#15# d-separation (turb des time| rain3, dayflow, vel)
tempo<-lm(log(turb)~log(rain3)+log(dayflow)+log(vel),data=alldata)###checked model5
anova(tempo)
summary(tempo)
independence.test1<-lm(log(turb)~log(rain3)+log(dayflow)+log(vel)+time,data=alldata)
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summary(independence.test1)
anova(independence.test1)
anova(tempo,independence.test1)
#16# d-separation (res300 des time| dist)
tempo<-lm(res300~dist,data=alldata)
independence.test1<-lm(res300~dist+time,data=alldata)
summary(independence.test1)
anova(independence.test1)
anova(tempo,independence.test1)
# not enough data
#17# d-separation (temp des time| airtemp, rain3, dayflow, res300)
tempo<lm(temp~rain3+airtemp+dayflow+res300+dayflow:res300+rain3:res300+dayflow:res300:rain3,data=
alldata)
anova(tempo)
summary(tempo)
independence.test1<lm(temp~rain3+airtemp+dayflow+res300+dayflow:res300+rain3:res300+dayflow:res300:rain3+time,
data=alldata)
summary(independence.test1)
anova(independence.test1)
anova(tempo,independence.test1)
#19# d-separation (chla des time| solar, dayflow, dchla, turb, temp, eff, tp, no3)
tempo<lm(log(chla)~solar+temp+tp+no3+turb+solar:temp+eff:log(I(dchla/dayflow)),data=alldata[complete.c
ases(alldata[,c("temp","no3","tp")]),])###checked model+revision
independence.test1<lm(log(chla)~solar+temp+tp+no3+turb+solar:temp+eff:log(I(dchla/dayflow))+time,data=alldata[com
plete.cases(alldata[,c("temp","no3","tp")]),])###checked model+revision
anova(tempo)
summary(tempo)
summary(independence.test1)
anova(independence.test1)
anova(tempo,independence.test1)
#20# d-separation (zn des time| eff)
tempo<-lm(log(zn)~eff,data=alldata)
independence.test1<-lm(log(zn)~eff+time,data=alldata)
summary(independence.test1)
anova(independence.test1)
anova(tempo,independence.test1)
#21# d-separatin (bugs des time| temp, chla, toc, cond, zn)
wang.cap3<capscale(formula=wangbug.BC~time+Condition(temp+cond+temp:cond+toc+temp:toc+log(chla)+lo
g(zn)),data=alldata,comm=wangbug,add=TRUE,na.action=na.omit)#
edit(alldata)
logchla<-log(alldata$chla)
datalogchla<-cbind(logchla,alldata)
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datalogchla1<-datalogchla[complete.cases(datalogchla[,c("temp","cond","toc","chla")]),]#
design<scale(model.matrix(~temp+cond+temp:cond+toc+temp:toc+log(chla)+log(zn),data=wangenv),center
=FALSE,scale=FALSE)
edit(design)
wangbug1<-wangbug[9:40,]
wangbug1.BC<-vegdist(sqrt(wangbug1))
n<-dim(wangbug1)[1]
p<-n-1
wangbug1.mds<-cmdscale(wangbug1.BC, k = p, eig = TRUE, add = TRUE, x.ret = FALSE)
edit(wangbug1)
pco.predict<-qr.fitted(qr(design),wangbug1.mds$points)
pco.resid<-wangbug1.mds$points-pco.predict##compute pco residuals
plot(datalogchla1$time, pco.resid[,1],type="b", xlab="time", ylab="pco1 residuals")
xyplot(pco.resid[,1]~datalogchla1$time, xlab="time", ylab="pco1 residuals")
independence.check<-lm(pco.resid[,1]~datalogchla1$time, data=alldata)
summary(independence.check)
anova(independence.check)
#76# d-separation (ph2 des dayflow| rain2, rain3, dflow)
tempo<-lm(ph2~rain2+rain3+dflow,data=alldata)
independence.test1<-lm(ph2~rain2+rain3+dflow+dayflow,data=alldata)
summary(independence.test1)
anova(independence.test1)
anova(tempo,independence.test1)
#80# d-separation (ph2 des dist| rain2)
tempo<-lm(ph2~rain2,data=alldata)
independence.test1<-lm(ph2~rain2+dist,data=alldata)
summary(independence.test1)
anova(independence.test1)
anova(tempo,independence.test1)
#81# d-separation (ph2 des vel| rain2,dist)
tempo<-lm(ph2~rain2+dist,data=alldata)
independence.test1<-lm(ph2~rain2+dist+vel,data=alldata)
summary(independence.test1)
anova(independence.test1)
anova(tempo,independence.test1)
#82# d-separation (ph2 des turb| rain2,rain3,dayflow, vel)
tempo<-lm(ph2~rain2+rain3+dayflow+vel,data=alldata)
independence.test1<-lm(ph2~rain2+rain3+dayflow+vel+turb,data=alldata)
summary(independence.test1)
anova(independence.test1)
anova(tempo,independence.test1)
#83# d-separation (ph2 des res300| rain2,dist)
tempo<-lm(ph2~rain2+dist,data=alldata)
independence.test1<-lm(ph2~rain2+dist+res300,data=alldata)
summary(independence.test1)
anova(independence.test1)
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anova(tempo,independence.test1)
#84# d-separation (ph2 des temp| rain2,rain3,airtemp,dayflow,res300)
tempo<-lm(ph2~rain2+rain3+airtemp+dayflow+res300,data=alldata)
independence.test1<-lm(ph2~rain2+rain3+airtemp+dayflow+res300+temp,data=alldata)
summary(independence.test1)
anova(independence.test1)
anova(tempo,independence.test1)
#86# d-separation (alk des ph2| rain2,rain3,time,dalk,dayflow,dist,eff)
tempo<lm(log(alk)~rain2+rain3+dayflow+eff:I(log(dalk/dayflow)):time+eff:I(log(dalk/dayflow)):I(dist==4.0
8):time,data=alldata) ##checked model5+revision
anova(tempo)
independence.test1<lm(log(alk)~rain2+rain3+dayflow+eff:I(log(dalk/dayflow)):time+eff:I(log(dalk/dayflow)):I(dist==4.0
8):time+ph2,data=alldata) ##checked model5+revision
summary(independence.test1)
anova(independence.test1)
anova(tempo,independence.test1)
#87# d-separation (cond des ph2| rain2,alk,tp)
tempo<lm(log(cond)~tp+alk+time+dist:time:eff+rain2,data=alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("cond")]),])##fi
nal checked model5+revision
independence.test1<lm(log(cond)~tp+alk+time+dist:time:eff+rain2+ph2,data=alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("cond")]),
])##final checked model5+revision
summary(independence.test1)
anova(independence.test1)
anova(tempo,independence.test1)
#88# d-separation (no3 des ph2| rain2,rain3,time,dno3,dayflow,dist,eff)
tempo<lm(log(no3)~temp+rain2+rain3+eff:I(log(dno3)/dayflow):time+eff:I(log(dno3)/dayflow):I(dist==4.08
):time,data=alldata)##final checked model5+revision
independence.test1<lm(log(no3)~temp+rain2+rain3+eff:I(log(dno3)/dayflow):time+eff:I(log(dno3)/dayflow):I(dist==4.08
):time+ph2,data=alldata)##final checked model5+revision
summary(independence.test1)
anova(independence.test1)
anova(tempo,independence.test1)
#89# d-separation (chla des ph2| rain2,solar, dayflow, dchla, turb, temp, eff, tp, no3)
tempo<lm(log(chla)~solar+temp+tp+no3+turb+solar:temp+eff:log(I(dchla/dayflow))+rain2,data=alldata[com
plete.cases(alldata[,c("temp","no3","tp")]),])###final checked model5+revision
anova(tempo)
independence.test1<lm(log(chla)~solar+temp+tp+no3+turb+solar:temp+eff:log(I(dchla/dayflow))+rain2+ph2,data=alldata
[complete.cases(alldata[,c("temp","no3","tp")]),])##final checked model5+revision
summary(independence.test1)
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anova(independence.test1)
anova(tempo,independence.test1)
#90# d-separation (zn des ph2| rain2,eff)
tempo<-lm(log(zn1)~rain2+eff,data=alldata)
independence.test1<-lm(log(zn1)~rain2+eff+ph2,data=alldata)
summary(independence.test1)
anova(independence.test1)
anova(tempo,independence.test1)
#91# d-separation (toc des ph2| rain2,time, rain3, dayflow, dtoc, dist, eff)
tempo<lm((toc)~dayflow+rain2+rain3+eff:I((dtoc/dayflow)):time+eff:I((dtoc/dayflow)):I(dist==4.08):time,d
ata=alldata)##final checked model5+revision
independence.test1<lm((toc)~dayflow+rain2+rain3+eff:I((dtoc/dayflow)):time+eff:I((dtoc/dayflow)):I(dist==4.08):time+p
h2,data=alldata)##final checked model5+revision
summary(independence.test1)
anova(independence.test1)
anova(tempo,independence.test1)
#92# d-separation (bugs des ph2| temp, chla, toc, cond, zn, rain2)
wang.cap3<capscale(formula=wangbug.BC~ph2+Condition(temp+cond+temp:cond+toc+temp:toc+log(chla))+lo
g(zn)+rain2,data=alldata,comm=wangbug,add=TRUE,na.action=na.omit)#
logchla<-log(alldata$chla)
datalogchla<-cbind(logchla,alldata)
datalogchla1<-datalogchla[complete.cases(datalogchla[,c("temp","cond","toc","chla")]),]#
design<scale(model.matrix(~cond+temp:cond+toc+temp:toc+log(chla)+log(zn)+rain2,data=alldata),center=F
ALSE,scale=FALSE)
#edit(design)
wangbug1<-wangbug[9:40,]
wangbug1.BC<-vegdist(sqrt(wangbug1))
n<-dim(wangbug1)[1]
p<-n-1
wangbug1.mds<-cmdscale(wangbug1.BC, k = p, eig = TRUE, add = TRUE, x.ret = FALSE)
#edit(wangbug1)
pco.predict<-qr.fitted(qr(design),wangbug1.mds$points)
pco.resid<-wangbug1.mds$points-pco.predict##compute pco residuals
plot(datalogchla1$dist, pco.resid[,1],type="p", xlab="dist", ylab="pco1 residuals")
xyplot(pco.resid[,1]~datalogchla1$ph2, xlab="ph2", ylab="pco1 residuals")
independence.check<-lm(pco.resid[,1]~datalogchla1$ph2, data=alldata)
summary(independence.check)
anova(independence.check)
#208# d-separatin (dayflow des dist| rain3, dflow)
tempo<-lm(dayflow~dflow+rain3,data=alldata)
independence.test1<-lm(dayflow~dflow+rain3+dist,data=alldata)
summary(independence.test1)
anova(independence.test1)
# not enough data
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#209# d-separation (vel des dayflow| rain3,dflow, dist)
tempo<-lm(vel~rain3+dflow+dist,data=alldata)
anova(tempo)
independence.test1<-lm(vel~rain3+dflow+dist+dayflow,data=alldata)
summary(independence.test1)
anova(independence.test1)
anova(tempo,independence.test1)
#210# d-separation (dayflow des res300| rain3,dflow,dist)
tempo<-lm(dayflow~rain3+dflow+dist,data=alldata)
anova(tempo)
independence.test1<-lm(dayflow~rain3+dflow+dist+res300,data=alldata)
summary(independence.test1)
anova(independence.test1)
anova(tempo,independence.test1)
#212# d-separation (cond des dayflow| rain3,dflow,alk, tp)
tempo<lm(log(cond)~tp+alk+time+dist:time:eff+rain3+dflow,data=alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("cond",
"tp")]),])##final checked model5+revision
anova(tempo)
independence.test1<lm(log(cond)~tp+alk+time+dist:time:eff+rain3+dflow+dayflow,data=alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,
c("cond","tp")]),])##final checked model5+revision
summary(independence.test1)
anova(independence.test1)
anova(tempo,independence.test1)
#213# d-separation (zn des dayflow| rain3, dflow, eff)
tempo<-lm(log(zn)~rain3+dflow+eff,data=alldata)
anova(tempo)
independence.test1<-lm(log(zn)~rain3+dflow+eff+dayflow,data=alldata)
summary(independence.test1)
anova(independence.test1)
anova(tempo,independence.test1)
#214# d-separation (bugs des dayflow| rain3, dflow,temp, chla, toc, cond, zn)
wang.cap3<capscale(formula=wangbug.BC~dayflow+Condition(temp+cond+temp:cond+toc+temp:toc+log(chla)
+log(zn)+rain3+dflow),data=alldata,comm=wangbug,add=TRUE,na.action=na.omit)## condition
(without cod and temp:zn, including cr)# ##final checked model5+revision
#edit(alldata)
logchla<-log(alldata$chla)
datalogchla<-cbind(logchla,alldata)
datalogchla1<-datalogchla[complete.cases(datalogchla[,c("temp","cond","toc","chla")]),]#
design<scale(model.matrix(~temp+cond+temp:cond+toc+temp:toc+log(chla)+rain3+log(zn)+rain3+dflow,dat
a=alldata),center=FALSE,scale=FALSE)
#edit(design)
wangbug1<-wangbug[9:40,]
wangbug1.BC<-vegdist(sqrt(wangbug1))
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n<-dim(wangbug1)[1]
p<-n-1
wangbug1.mds<-cmdscale(wangbug1.BC, k = p, eig = TRUE, add = TRUE, x.ret = FALSE)
#edit(wangbug1)
pco.predict<-qr.fitted(qr(design),wangbug1.mds$points)
pco.resid<-wangbug1.mds$points-pco.predict##compute pco residuals
plot(datalogchla1$ph2, pco.resid[,1],type="p", xlab="dayflow", ylab="pco1 residuals")
xyplot(pco.resid[,1]~datalogchla1$dayflow, xlab="dayflow", ylab="pco1 residuals")
independence.check<-lm(pco.resid[,1]~datalogchla1$dayflow, data=alldata)
summary(independence.check)
anova(independence.check)
#273#(turb des dist| rain3, dayflow, vel )
tempo<-lm(log(turb)~log(rain3)+log(dayflow)+log(vel),data=alldata)##final checked
model5+revision
anova(tempo)
independence.test1<-lm(log(turb)~log(rain3)+log(dayflow)+log(vel)+dist,data=alldata)##final
checked model5+revision
summary(independence.test1)
anova(independence.test1)
anova(tempo,independence.test1)
#274# d-separation (temp des dist| airtemp, rain3, dayflow, res300)
tempo<lm(temp~rain3+airtemp+dayflow+res300+dayflow:res300+rain3:res300+dayflow:res300:rain3,data=
alldata)
anova(tempo)
independence.test1<lm(temp~rain3+airtemp+dayflow+res300+dayflow:res300+rain3:res300+dayflow:res300:rain3+dist,d
ata=alldata)
summary(independence.test1)
anova(independence.test1)
anova(tempo,independence.test1)
#275# d-separation (tp des dist| solar, dayflow, dchla, turb, temp, eff, tp, no3)
tempo<lm(tp~alk+ph2+rain2+rain3+eff:I(dtp/dayflow):time+eff:I(dtp/dayflow):I(dist==4.08):time,data=allda
ta[complete.cases(alldata[,c("tp")]),])
anova(tempo)
independence.test1<lm(tp~alk+ph2+rain2+rain3+eff:I(dtp/dayflow):time+eff:I(dtp/dayflow):I(dist==4.08):time+dist,data
=alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("tp")]),])
summary(independence.test1)
anova(independence.test1)
anova(tempo,independence.test1)
#276# d-separation (chla des dist| solar, dayflow, dchla, turb, temp, eff, tp, no3)
tempo<lm(log(chla)~solar+temp+tp+no3+turb+solar:temp+eff:log(I(dchla/dayflow)),data=alldata[complete.c
ases(alldata[,c("temp","no3","tp")]),])###final checked model+revision
anova(tempo)
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independence.test1<lm(log(chla)~solar+temp+tp+no3+turb+solar:temp+eff:log(I(dchla/dayflow))+dist,data=alldata[comp
lete.cases(alldata[,c("temp","no3","tp")]),])##final checked model+revision
summary(independence.test1)
anova(independence.test1)
anova(tempo,independence.test1)
#277# d-separation (zn des dist| eff)
tempo<-lm(log(zn)~eff,data=alldata)
anova(tempo)
independence.test1<-lm(log(zn)~dist+eff+dayflow,data=alldata)
summary(independence.test1)
anova(independence.test1)
anova(tempo,independence.test1)
#278# d-separation (bugs des dist| temp, chla, toc, cond, zn)
wang.cap3<capscale(formula=wangbug.BC~dist+Condition(temp+cond+temp:cond+toc+temp:toc+log(chla))+lo
g(zn),data=alldata,comm=wangbug,add=TRUE,na.action=na.omit)#
anova(wang.cap3)
logchla<-log(alldata$chla)
datalogchla<-cbind(logchla,alldata)
datalogchla1<-datalogchla[complete.cases(datalogchla[,c("temp","cond","toc","chla")]),]#
design<scale(model.matrix(~temp+cond+temp:cond+toc+temp:toc+log(chla)+log(zn),data=alldata),center=F
ALSE,scale=FALSE)
#edit(design)
wangbug1<-wangbug[9:40,]
wangbug1.BC<-vegdist(sqrt(wangbug1))
n<-dim(wangbug1)[1]
p<-n-1
wangbug1.mds<-cmdscale(wangbug1.BC, k = p, eig = TRUE, add = TRUE, x.ret = FALSE)
#edit(wangbug1)
pco.predict<-qr.fitted(qr(design),wangbug1.mds$points)
pco.resid<-wangbug1.mds$points-pco.predict##compute pco residuals
plot(datalogchla1$dist, pco.resid[,1],type="p", xlab="dist", ylab="pco1 residuals")
xyplot(pco.resid[,1]~datalogchla1$dist, xlab="dist", ylab="pco1 residuals")
independence.check<-lm(pco.resid[,1]~datalogchla1$dist, data=alldata)
summary(independence.check)
anova(independence.check)
#279# d-separation (vel des res300| dist)
tempo<-lm(vel~dist,data=alldata)
anova(tempo)
independence.test1<-lm(vel~res300+dist+dayflow,data=alldata)
summary(independence.test1)
anova(independence.test1)
anova(tempo,independence.test1)
#280# d-separation (vel des temp| airtemp, rain3, dayflow, res300, dist)
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tempo<lm(temp~rain3+airtemp+dayflow+res300+dayflow:res300+rain3:res300+dayflow:res300:rain3+dist,d
ata=alldata)
anova(tempo)
independence.test1<lm(temp~rain3+airtemp+dayflow+res300+dayflow:res300+rain3:res300+dayflow:res300:rain3+dist+
vel,data=alldata)
summary(independence.test1)
anova(independence.test1)
anova(tempo,independence.test1)
#282# d-separation (alk des vel| rain3,time,dalk,dayflow,dist,eff)
tempo<lm(log(alk)~rain3+dayflow+eff:I(log(dalk/dayflow)):time+eff:I(log(dalk/dayflow)):I(dist==4.08):tim
e+dist,data=alldata) ###final checked model5+revision
anova(tempo)
independence.test1<lm(log(alk)~rain3+dayflow+eff:I(log(dalk/dayflow)):time+eff:I(log(dalk/dayflow)):I(dist==4.08):tim
e+dist+vel,data=alldata)##final checked model5+revision
summary(independence.test1)
anova(independence.test1)
anova(tempo,independence.test1)
#283# d-separation (tp des vel| dist, time, rain3, rain2, ph2, dayflow, dtp, eff, alk)
tempo<lm(tp~alk+ph2+rain2+rain3+eff:I(dtp/dayflow):time+eff:I(dtp/dayflow):I(dist==4.08):time+dist,data
=alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("tp")]),])
anova(tempo)
independence.test1<lm(tp~alk+ph2+rain2+rain3+eff:I(dtp/dayflow):time+eff:I(dtp/dayflow):I(dist==4.08):time+dist+vel,
data=alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("tp")]),])##final checked model5+revision
summary(independence.test1)
anova(independence.test1)
anova(tempo,independence.test1)
#284# d-separation (cond des vel| alk,tp,dist)
tempo<lm(log(cond)~tp+alk+time+dist:time:eff+dist,data=alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("cond")]),])##fin
al checked model5+revision
anova(tempo)
independence.test1<lm(log(cond)~tp+alk+time+dist:time:eff+dist+vel,data=alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("cond")]),])
##final checked model5+revision
summary(independence.test1)
anova(independence.test1)
anova(tempo,independence.test1)
#285# d-separation (no3 des vel| rain2,rain3,time,dno3,dayflow,dist,eff, temp)
tempo<lm(log(no3)~temp+rain2+rain3+eff:I(log(dno3)/dayflow):time+eff:I(log(dno3)/dayflow):I(dist==4.08
):time+dist,data=alldata)##final checked model5+revision
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independence.test1<lm(log(no3)~temp+rain2+rain3+eff:I(log(dno3)/dayflow):time+eff:I(log(dno3)/dayflow):I(dist==4.08
):time+dist+vel,data=alldata)##final checked model5+revision
summary(independence.test1)
anova(independence.test1)
anova(tempo,independence.test1)
#286# d-separation (chla des vel| solar, dayflow, dchla, turb, temp, eff, tp, no3, dist)
tempo<lm(log(chla)~solar+temp+tp+no3+turb+solar:temp+eff:log(I(dchla/dayflow))+dist,data=alldata[comp
lete.cases(alldata[,c("temp","no3","tp")]),])##final checked model+revision
anova(tempo)
independence.test1<lm(log(chla)~solar+temp+tp+no3+turb+solar:temp+eff:log(I(dchla/dayflow))+dist+vel,data=alldata[c
omplete.cases(alldata[,c("temp","no3","tp")]),])##final checked model5+revision
summary(independence.test1)
anova(independence.test1)
anova(tempo,independence.test1)
#287# d-separation (zn des vel| dist, eff)
tempo<-lm(log(zn1)~dist+eff,data=alldata)
independence.test1<-lm(log(zn1)~dist+eff+vel,data=alldata)
summary(independence.test1)
anova(independence.test1)
anova(tempo,independence.test1)
#288# d-separation (toc des vel| rain2,rain3, time, dist, dayflow, dtoc, eff)
tempo<lm(log(toc)~dayflow+rain2+rain3+eff:I(log(dtoc/dayflow)):time+eff:I(log(dtoc/dayflow)):I(dist==4.0
8):time+dist,data=alldata)##final checked model5+revision
independence.test1<lm(log(toc)~dayflow+rain2+rain3+eff:I(log(dtoc/dayflow)):time+eff:I(log(dtoc/dayflow)):I(dist==4.0
8):time+dist+vel,data=alldata)##final checked model5+revision
summary(independence.test1)
anova(independence.test1)
anova(tempo,independence.test1)
#289# d-separation (bugs des vel| temp, chla, toc, cond, zn, dist)
wang.cap3<capscale(formula=wangbug.BC~vel+Condition(temp+cond+temp:cond+toc+temp:toc+log(chla))+log
(zn)+dist,data=alldata,comm=wangbug,add=TRUE,na.action=na.omit)#
logchla<-log(alldata$chla)
datalogchla<-cbind(logchla,alldata)
datalogchla1<-datalogchla[complete.cases(datalogchla[,c("temp","cond","toc","chla")]),]#
design<scale(model.matrix(~temp+cond+temp:cond+toc+temp:toc+log(chla)+log(zn)+dist,data=alldata),cent
er=FALSE,scale=FALSE)
#edit(design)
wangbug1<-wangbug[9:40,]
wangbug1.BC<-vegdist(sqrt(wangbug1))
n<-dim(wangbug1)[1]
p<-n-1
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wangbug1.mds<-cmdscale(wangbug1.BC, k = p, eig = TRUE, add = TRUE, x.ret = FALSE)
#edit(wangbug1)
pco.predict<-qr.fitted(qr(design),wangbug1.mds$points)
pco.resid<-wangbug1.mds$points-pco.predict##compute pco residuals
plot(datalogchla1$dist, pco.resid[,1],type="p", xlab="vel", ylab="pco1 residuals")
xyplot(pco.resid[,1]~datalogchla1$vel, xlab="vel", ylab="pco1 residuals")
independence.check<-lm(pco.resid[,1]~datalogchla1$vel, data=alldata)
summary(independence.check)
anova(independence.check)
#290# d-separation (turb des res300| rain3, dayflow, vel, dist)
tempo<-lm(log(turb)~log(rain3)+log(dayflow)+log(vel)+dist,data=alldata)###final checked
model5+revision
anova(tempo)
independence.test1<lm(log(turb)~log(rain3)+log(dayflow)+log(vel)+dist+res300,data=alldata)##final checked
model5+revision
summary(independence.test1)
anova(independence.test1)
anova(tempo,independence.test1)
#291# d-separation (turb des temp| rain3, dayflow, vel, airtemp, res300)
tempo<-lm(log(turb)~log(rain3)+log(dayflow)+log(vel)+airtemp+res300,data=alldata)##final
checked model5+revision
anova(tempo)
independence.test1<lm(log(turb)~log(rain3)+log(dayflow)+log(vel)+airtemp+res300+temp,data=alldata)##final checked
model5+revision
summary(independence.test1)
anova(independence.test1)
anova(tempo,independence.test1)
#293# d-separation (alk des turb| rain3, dayflow, vel, time, dalk, dist, eff)
tempo<lm(log(alk)~rain3+dayflow+eff:I(log(dalk/dayflow)):time+eff:I(log(dalk/dayflow)):I(dist==4.08):tim
e+dist+vel,data=alldata) ##final checked model5+revision
anova(tempo)
independence.test1<lm(log(alk)~rain3+dayflow+eff:I(log(dalk/dayflow)):time+eff:I(log(dalk/dayflow)):I(dist==4.08):tim
e+dist+vel+turb,data=alldata) ##final checked model5+revision
summary(independence.test1)
anova(independence.test1)
anova(tempo,independence.test1)
#294# d-separation (tp des turb| rain3, dayflow, vel, time, rain2, ph2, dist, dtp, eff, alk)
tempo<lm(tp~alk+ph2+rain2+rain3+eff:I(log(dtp/dayflow)):time+eff:I(log(dtp/dayflow)):I(dist==4.08):time
+dist+vel,data=alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("tp")]),])##final checked model5+revision
anova(tempo)
independence.test1<lm(tp~alk+ph2+rain2+rain3+eff:I(log(dtp/dayflow)):time+eff:I(log(dtp/dayflow)):I(dist==4.08):time
+dist+vel+turb,data=alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("tp")]),])##final checked model5+revision
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summary(independence.test1)
anova(independence.test1)
anova(tempo,independence.test1)
#295# d-separation (cond des turb| rain3, dayflow, vel, alk, tp)
tempo<lm(log(cond)~tp+alk+time+dist:time:eff+vel+rain3+dayflow,data=alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("
cond")]),])##final checked model5+revision
anova(tempo)
independence.test1<lm(log(cond)~tp+alk+time+dist:time:eff+vel+rain3+dayflow+turb,data=alldata[complete.cases(alldat
a[,c("cond")]),])##final checked model5+revision
summary(independence.test1)
anova(independence.test1)
anova(tempo,independence.test1)
#296# d-separation (no3 des turb| rain3, dayflow, vel, time, rain2, dno3, dist, temp, eff)
tempo<lm(log(no3)~temp+rain2+rain3+eff:I(log(dno3)/dayflow):time+eff:I(log(dno3)/dayflow):I(dist==4.08
):time+dist,data=alldata)##final checked model5+revision
anova(tempo)
independence.test1<lm(log(no3)~temp+rain2+rain3+eff:I(log(dno3)/dayflow):time+eff:I(log(dno3)/dayflow):I(dist==4.08
):time+dist+turb,data=alldata)##final checked model5+revision
summary(independence.test1)
anova(independence.test1)
anova(tempo,independence.test1)
#297# d-separation (zn des turb| rain3, dayflow, vel, eff)
tempo<-lm(log(zn)~rain3+dayflow+vel+eff,data=alldata)
independence.test1<-lm(log(zn)~rain3+dayflow+vel+eff+turb,data=alldata)
summary(independence.test1)
anova(independence.test1)
anova(tempo,independence.test1)
#298# d-separation (toc des turb| dayflow, rain3, vel, time, rain2, dtoc, dist, eff)
tempo<lm((toc)~dayflow+rain2+rain3+eff:I((dtoc/dayflow)):time+eff:I((dtoc/dayflow)):I(dist==4.08):time+d
ist+vel,data=alldata)##final checked model5+revision
anova(tempo)
independence.test1<lm((toc)~dayflow+rain2+rain3+eff:I((dtoc/dayflow)):time+eff:I((dtoc/dayflow)):I(dist==4.08):time+d
ist+vel+turb,data=alldata)##final checked model5+revision
summary(independence.test1)
anova(independence.test1)
anova(tempo,independence.test1)
#299# d-separation (bugs des turb| rain3, dayflow, vel, temp, chla, toc, cond, zn)
wang.cap3<capscale(formula=wangbug.BC~turb+Condition(temp+cond+temp:cond+toc+temp:toc+log(chla)+log
(zn)+rain3+dayflow+vel),data=alldata,comm=wangbug,add=TRUE,na.action=na.omit)## condition
(without cod and temp:zn, including cr) final model ##final checked model5+revision
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#edit(alldata)
logchla<-log(alldata$chla)
datalogchla<-cbind(logchla,alldata)
datalogchla1<-datalogchla[complete.cases(datalogchla[,c("temp","cond","toc","chla")]),]#
design<scale(model.matrix(~temp+cond+temp:cond+toc+temp:toc+log(chla)+rain3+log(zn)+rain3+dflow+v
el,data=alldata),center=FALSE,scale=FALSE)
#edit(design)
wangbug1<-wangbug[9:40,]
wangbug1.BC<-vegdist(sqrt(wangbug1))
n<-dim(wangbug1)[1]
p<-n-1
wangbug1.mds<-cmdscale(wangbug1.BC, k = p, eig = TRUE, add = TRUE, x.ret = FALSE)
#edit(wangbug1)
pco.predict<-qr.fitted(qr(design),wangbug1.mds$points)
pco.resid<-wangbug1.mds$points-pco.predict##compute pco residuals
plot(datalogchla1$turb, pco.resid[,1],type="p", xlab="turb", ylab="pco1 residuals")
xyplot(pco.resid[,1]~datalogchla1$turb, xlab="turb", ylab="pco1 residuals")
independence.check<-lm(pco.resid[,1]~datalogchla1$turb, data=alldata)
summary(independence.check)
anova(independence.check)
#301# d-separation (alk des res300| dist, time, rain, dalk, dayflow, eff)
tempo<lm(log(alk)~rain3+dayflow+eff:I(log(dalk/dayflow)):time+eff:I(log(dalk/dayflow)):I(dist==4.08):tim
e+dist,data=alldata) ###final checked model5+revision
anova(tempo)
independence.test1<lm(log(alk)~rain3+dayflow+eff:I(log(dalk/dayflow)):time+eff:I(log(dalk/dayflow)):I(dist==4.08):tim
e+dist+res300,data=alldata) ##final checked model5+revision
summary(independence.test1)
anova(independence.test1)
anova(tempo,independence.test1)
#302# d-separation (tp des res300| dist, time, dtp, dayflow, rain2, rain3, ph2, eff, alk)
tempo<lm(tp~alk+ph2+rain2+rain3+eff:I(dtp/dayflow):time+eff:I(dtp/dayflow):I(dist==4.08):time+dist,data
=alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("tp")]),])
anova(tempo)
independence.test1<lm(tp~alk+ph2+rain2+rain3+eff:I(dtp/dayflow):time+eff:I(dtp/dayflow):I(dist==4.08):time+dist+res3
00,data=alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("tp")]),])###final checked model5+revision
summary(independence.test1)
anova(independence.test1)
anova(tempo,independence.test1)
#303# d-separation (cond des res300| dist, alk, tp)
tempo<lm(log(cond)~tp+alk+time+dist:time:eff+dist,data=alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("cond")]),])##fin
al checked model5+revision
anova(tempo)
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independence.test1<lm(log(cond)~tp+alk+time+dist:time:eff+dist+res300,data=alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("cond")]
),])##final checked model5+revision
summary(independence.test1)
anova(independence.test1)
anova(tempo,independence.test1)
#304# d-separation (no3 des res300| dist, time, dno3, rain2, rain3, dayflow, temp, eff)
tempo<lm(log(no3)~temp+rain2+rain3+eff:I(log(dno3)/dayflow):time+eff:I(log(dno3)/dayflow):I(dist==4.08
):time+dist,data=alldata)##final checked model5+revision
anova(tempo)
independence.test1<lm(log(no3)~temp+rain2+rain3+eff:I(log(dno3)/dayflow):time+eff:I(log(dno3)/dayflow):I(dist==4.08
):time+dist+res300,data=alldata)##final checked model5+revision
summary(independence.test1)
anova(independence.test1)
anova(tempo,independence.test1)
#305# d-separation (chla des res300| dist, solar, dayflow, dchla, turb, temp, eff, tp, no3)
tempo<lm(log(chla)~solar+temp+tp+no3+turb+solar:temp+eff:log(I(dchla/dayflow))+dist,data=alldata[comp
lete.cases(alldata[,c("temp","no3","tp")]),])##final checked model+revision
anova(tempo)
independence.test1<lm(log(chla)~solar+temp+tp+no3+turb+solar:temp+eff:log(I(dchla/dayflow))+dist+res300,data=allda
ta[complete.cases(alldata[,c("temp","no3","tp")]),])##final checked model+revision
anova(tempo)
summary(independence.test1)
anova(independence.test1)
anova(tempo,independence.test1)
#306# d-separation (zn des res300| dist, eff)
tempo<-lm(log(zn1)~ dist+eff,data=alldata)
independence.test1<-lm(log(zn1)~ dist+eff+res300, data=alldata)
summary(independence.test1)
anova(independence.test1)
anova(tempo,independence.test1)
#307# d-separation (toc des res300| dayflow, rain3, time, rain2, dtoc, dist, eff)
tempo<lm((toc)~dayflow+rain2+rain3+eff:I((dtoc/dayflow)):time+eff:I((dtoc/dayflow)):I(dist==4.08):time+d
ist,data=alldata)##final checked model5+revision
anova(tempo)
independence.test1<lm((toc)~dayflow+rain2+rain3+eff:I((dtoc/dayflow)):time+eff:I((dtoc/dayflow)):I(dist==4.08):time+d
ist+res300,data=alldata)##final checked model5+revision
summary(independence.test1)
anova(independence.test1)
anova(tempo,independence.test1)
#308# d-separation (bugs des res300| dist, temp, toc, cond, chla, zn)
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wang.cap3<capscale(formula=wangbug.BC~res300+Condition(temp+cond+temp:cond+toc+temp:toc+log(chla)+
log(zn)+dist),data=wangenv,comm=wangbug,add=TRUE,na.action=na.omit)#
anova(wang.cap3)
summary(wang.cap3)
logchla<-log(alldata$chla)
datalogchla<-cbind(logchla,alldata)
datalogchla1<-datalogchla[complete.cases(datalogchla[,c("temp","cond","toc","chla")]),]#
design<scale(model.matrix(~temp+cond+temp:cond+toc+temp:toc+log(chla)+log(zn)+dist,data=wangenv),ce
nter=FALSE,scale=FALSE)
#edit(design)
wangbug1<-wangbug[9:40,]
wangbug1.BC<-vegdist(sqrt(wangbug1))
n<-dim(wangbug1)[1]
p<-n-1
wangbug1.mds<-cmdscale(wangbug1.BC, k = p, eig = TRUE, add = TRUE, x.ret = FALSE)
#edit(wangbug1)
pco.predict<-qr.fitted(qr(design),wangbug1.mds$points)
pco.resid<-wangbug1.mds$points-pco.predict##compute pco residuals
plot(datalogchla1$res300, pco.resid[,1],type="p", xlab="dist", ylab="pco1 residuals")
xyplot(pco.resid[,1]~datalogchla1$res300, xlab="res300", ylab="pco1 residuals")
independence.check<-lm(pco.resid[,1]~datalogchla1$res300, data=alldata)
summary(independence.check)
anova(independence.check)
#310# d-separation (alk des temp| airtemp,rain3, dayflow, res300, time, dalk, dist, eff)
tempo<lm(log(alk)~rain3+dayflow+eff:I(log(dalk/dayflow)):time+eff:I(log(dalk/dayflow)):I(dist==4.08):tim
e+dist+res300,data=alldata) ###final checked model5+revision
anova(tempo)
independence.test1<lm(log(alk)~rain3+dayflow+eff:I(log(dalk/dayflow)):time+eff:I(log(dalk/dayflow)):I(dist==4.08):tim
e+dist+res300+temp,data=alldata) ##final checked model5+revision
summary(independence.test1)
anova(independence.test1)
anova(tempo,independence.test1)
#311# d-separation (tp des temp| airtemp, rain3, dayflow, res300, time, rain2, ph2, dtp, eff, alk, dist)
tempo<lm(tp~alk+ph2+rain2+rain3+eff:I(dtp/dayflow):time+eff:I(dtp/dayflow):I(dist==4.08):time+dist+airte
mp,data=alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("tp")]),])
anova(tempo)
independence.test1<lm(tp~alk+ph2+rain2+rain3+eff:I(dtp/dayflow):time+eff:I(dtp/dayflow):I(dist==4.08):time+dist+airte
mp+temp,data=alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("tp")]),])
summary(independence.test1)
anova(independence.test1)
anova(tempo,independence.test1)
#312# d-separation (cond des temp| airtemp, rain3, dayflow, res300, alk, tp)
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tempo<lm(log(cond)~tp+alk+time+dist:time:eff+airtemp+rain3+dayflow+res300,data=alldata[complete.case
s(alldata[,c("cond")]),])##final checked model5+revision
anova(tempo)
independence.test1<lm(log(cond)~tp+alk+time+dist:time:eff+airtemp+rain3+dayflow+res300+temp,data=alldata[complet
e.cases(alldata[,c("cond")]),])##final checked model5+revision
summary(independence.test1)
anova(independence.test1)
anova(tempo,independence.test1)
#313# d-separation (zn des temp| airtemp, rain3, dayflow, res300, dist, eff)
tempo<-lm(log(zn1)~airtemp+rain3+dayflow+res300+dist+eff,data=alldata)
independence.test1<-lm(log(zn1)~airtemp+rain3+dayflow+res300+dist+eff+temp,data=alldata)
summary(independence.test1)
anova(independence.test1)
anova(tempo,independence.test1)
#314# d-separation (toc des temp| airtemp, dayflow, rain3, res300, time, rain2, dtoc, dist, eff)
tempo<lm((toc)~dayflow+rain2+rain3+eff:I((dtoc/dayflow)):time+eff:I((dtoc/dayflow)):I(dist==4.08):time+d
ist+airtemp+res300,data=alldata)##final checked model5+revision
anova(tempo)
independence.test1<lm((toc)~dayflow+rain2+rain3+eff:I((dtoc/dayflow)):time+eff:I((dtoc/dayflow)):I(dist==4.08):time+d
ist+airtemp+res300+temp,data=alldata)##final checked model5+revision
summary(independence.test1)
anova(independence.test1)
anova(tempo,independence.test1)
#316# d-separation (alk des no3| time, dno3, dayflow, dist, temp, eff, rain3, rain2, dalk)
tempo<lm(log(alk)~rain3+dayflow+eff:I(log(dalk/dayflow)):time+eff:I(log(dalk/dayflow)):I(dist==4.08):tim
e+dist+dno3+temp+rain2,data=alldata) ##final checked model5+revision
anova(tempo)
independence.test1<lm(log(alk)~rain3+dayflow+eff:I(log(dalk/dayflow)):time+eff:I(log(dalk/dayflow)):I(dist==4.08):tim
e+dist+dno3+temp+rain2+no3,data=alldata) ##final checked model5+revision
summary(independence.test1)
anova(independence.test1)
anova(tempo,independence.test1)
#317# d-separation (chla des alk| time, rain3, dalk, dayflow, dist, eff, solar, dchla, turb, temp, tp, no3)
tempo<lm(log(chla)~solar+temp+tp+no3+turb+solar:temp+eff:log(I(dchla/dayflow))+dist+time+rain3+dalk,
data=alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("temp","no3","tp")]),])##final checked model+revision
anova(tempo)
independence.test1<lm(log(chla)~solar+temp+tp+no3+turb+solar:temp+eff:log(I(dchla/dayflow))+dist+time+rain3+dalk+
alk,data=alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("temp","no3","tp")]),])##final checked model+revision
anova(tempo)
summary(independence.test1)
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anova(independence.test1)
anova(tempo,independence.test1)
#318# d-separation (zn des alk| time, rain3, dalk, dayflow, dist, eff)
tempo<-lm(log(zn1)~airtemp+rain3+dayflow+res300+dist+eff,data=alldata)
anova(tempo)
independence.test1<-lm(log(zn1)~airtemp+rain3+dayflow+res300+dist+eff+alk,data=alldata)
summary(independence.test1)
anova(independence.test1)
anova(tempo,independence.test1)
#319# d-separation (toc des alk| rain3, rain2, time, dalk, dayflow, dtoc, dist, eff)
tempo<lm((toc)~dayflow+rain2+rain3+eff:I((dtoc/dayflow)):time+eff:I((dtoc/dayflow)):I(dist==4.08):time+d
ist+dalk,data=alldata)##final checked model5+revision
anova(tempo)
independence.test1<lm((toc)~dayflow+rain2+rain3+eff:I((dtoc/dayflow)):time+eff:I((dtoc/dayflow)):I(dist==4.08):time+d
ist+dalk+alk,data=alldata)##final checked model5+revision
summary(independence.test1)
anova(independence.test1)
anova(tempo,independence.test1)
#320# d-separation (bugs des alk| time, rain3, dalk, dayflow, dist, eff, temp, zn, cond, chla)
wang.cap3<capscale(formula=wangbug.BC~alk+Condition(temp+cond+temp:cond+toc+temp:toc+log(chla)+eff+
dist+dayflow+dalk+rain3+log(zn)),data=alldata,comm=wangbug,add=TRUE,na.action=na.omit)#
anova(wang.cap3)
summary(wang.cap3)
logchla<-log(alldata$chla)
datalogchla<-cbind(logchla,alldata)
datalogchla1<-datalogchla[complete.cases(datalogchla[,c("temp","cond","toc","chla")]),]#
design<scale(model.matrix(~temp+cond+temp:cond+toc+temp:toc+log(chla)+eff+dist+dayflow+dalk+rain3+
log(zn),data=wangenv),center=FALSE,scale=FALSE)
#edit(design)
wangbug1<-wangbug[9:40,]
wangbug1.BC<-vegdist(sqrt(wangbug1))
n<-dim(wangbug1)[1]
p<-n-1
wangbug1.mds<-cmdscale(wangbug1.BC, k = p, eig = TRUE, add = TRUE, x.ret = FALSE)
#edit(wangbug1)
pco.predict<-qr.fitted(qr(design),wangbug1.mds$points)
pco.resid<-wangbug1.mds$points-pco.predict##compute pco residuals
plot(datalogchla1$alk, pco.resid[,1],type="p", xlab="alk", ylab="pco1 residuals")
xyplot(pco.resid[,1]~datalogchla1$alk, xlab="alk", ylab="pco1 residuals")
independence.check<-lm(pco.resid[,1]~datalogchla1$alk, data=alldata)
summary(independence.check)
anova(independence.check)
#321# d-separation (no3 des tp| time, rain3, rain2, ph2, dno3, dayflow, dist, temp, eff, dtp, alk)
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tempo<lm(log(no3)~temp+ph2+rain2+rain3+eff:I(log(dno3)/dayflow):time+eff:I(log(dno3)/dayflow):I(dist=
=4.08):time+dist+dtp+alk,data=alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("tp")]),])##final checked
model5+revision
anova(tempo)
independence.test1<lm(log(no3)~temp+rain2+rain3+eff:I(log(dno3)/dayflow):time+eff:I(log(dno3)/dayflow):I(dist==4.08
):time+dist+dtp+alk+tp,data=alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("tp")]),])##final checked
model5+revision
summary(independence.test1)
anova(independence.test1)
anova(tempo,independence.test1)
#322# d-separation (tp des zn | time, rain3, rain2, ph2, dayflow, dtp, dist, eff, alk)
tempo<lm(tp~alk+ph2+rain2+rain3+eff:I(dtp/dayflow):time+eff:I(dtp/dayflow):I(dist==4.08):time+dist,data
=alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("tp")]),])
anova(tempo)
independence.test1<lm(tp~alk+ph2+rain2+rain3+eff:I(log(dtp/dayflow)):time+eff:I(log(dtp/dayflow)):I(dist==4.08):time
+dist+zn,data=alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("tp")]),])##final checked model5+revision
summary(independence.test1)
anova(independence.test1)
anova(tempo,independence.test1)
#323# d-separation (toc des tp| time, rain3, rain2, ph2, dayflow, dtoc, dist, eff, dtp, alk)
tempo<lm((toc)~dayflow+rain2+rain3+eff:I((dtoc/dayflow)):time+eff:I((dtoc/dayflow)):I(dist==4.08):time+d
ist+ph2+alk,data=alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("tp")]),])##final checked model5+revision
anova(tempo)
independence.test1<lm((toc)~dayflow+rain2+rain3+eff:I((dtoc/dayflow)):time+eff:I((dtoc/dayflow)):I(dist==4.08):time+d
ist+ph2+alk+tp,data=alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("tp")]),])##final checked model5+revision
summary(independence.test1)
anova(independence.test1)
anova(tempo,independence.test1)
#324# d-separation (bugs des tp | time, rain3, rain2, ph2, dtp, dayflow, eff, alk, temp, dist, chla, toc,
cond, zn)
wang.cap3<capscale(formula=wangbug.BC~tp+Condition(temp+cond+temp:cond+toc+temp:toc+log(chla)+log(z
n1)+time+rain3+rain2+ph2+dtp+dayflow+eff+alk+dist),data=alldata,comm=wangbug,add=TRUE,na.
action=na.omit)#
anova(wang.cap3)
summary(wang.cap3)
logchla<-log(alldata$chla)
datalogchla<-cbind(logchla,alldata)
datalogchla1<-datalogchla[complete.cases(datalogchla[,c("temp","cond","toc","chla")]),]#
design<scale(model.matrix(~temp+cond+temp:cond+toc+temp:toc+log(chla)+log(zn1)+time+rain3+rain2+p
h2+dtp+dayflow+eff+alk+dist,data=alldata),center=FALSE,scale=FALSE)
#edit(design)
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wangbug1<-wangbug[9:40,]
wangbug1.BC<-vegdist(sqrt(wangbug1))
n<-dim(wangbug1)[1]
p<-n-1
wangbug1.mds<-cmdscale(wangbug1.BC, k = p, eig = TRUE, add = TRUE, x.ret = FALSE)
#edit(wangbug1)
pco.predict<-qr.fitted(qr(design),wangbug1.mds$points)
pco.resid<-wangbug1.mds$points-pco.predict##compute pco residuals
plot(datalogchla1$tp, pco.resid[,1],type="p", xlab="tp", ylab="pco1 residuals")
xyplot(pco.resid[,1]~datalogchla1$tp, xlab="tp", ylab="pco1 residuals")
independence.check<-lm(pco.resid[,1]~datalogchla1$tp, data=alldata)
summary(independence.check)
anova(independence.check)
#325# d-separation (no3 des cond| time, rain3, rain2, dno3, dayflow, dist, temp, eff, tp, alk)
tempo<lm(log(no3)~temp+rain2+rain3+eff:I(log(dno3)/dayflow):time+eff:I(log(dno3)/dayflow):I(dist==4.08
):time+alk+tp,data=alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("tp","cond")]),])##final checked
model5+revision
anova(tempo)
independence.test1<lm(log(no3)~temp+rain2+rain3+eff:I(log(dno3)/dayflow):time+eff:I(log(dno3)/dayflow):I(dist==4.08
):time+alk+tp+cond,data=alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("tp","cond")]),])##final checked
model5+revision
summary(independence.test1)
anova(independence.test1)
anova(tempo,independence.test1)
#326# d-separation (chla des cond | time, dayflow, eff, alk, tp, solar, dchla, turb, temp, no3)
tempo<lm(log(chla)~solar+temp+tp+no3+turb+solar:temp+eff:log(I(dchla/dayflow))+time+rain3+alk,data=a
lldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("temp","no3","tp","cond")]),])##final checked model+revision
anova(tempo)
independence.test1<lm(log(chla)~solar+temp+tp+no3+turb+solar:temp+eff:log(I(dchla/dayflow))+time+rain3+alk+cond,
data=alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("temp","no3","tp","cond")]),])##final checked model+revision
summary(independence.test1)
anova(independence.test1)
anova(tempo,independence.test1)
#327# d-separation (cond des zn | eff, alk, tp)
tempo<lm(log(cond)~tp+alk+time+dist:time:eff,data=alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("cond")]),])##final
checked model5+revision
anova(tempo)
independence.test1<lm(log(cond)~tp+alk+time+dist:time:eff+zn,data=alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("cond")]),])##fina
l checked model5+revision
summary(independence.test1)
anova(independence.test1)
anova(tempo,independence.test1)
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#328# d-separation (toc des cond| time, rain3, rain2, dayflow, dtoc, dist, eff, alk, tp)
tempo<lm(log(toc)~dayflow+rain2+rain3+eff:I(log(dtoc/dayflow)):time+eff:I(log(dtoc/dayflow)):I(dist==4.0
8):time+tp+alk,data=alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("tp","cond")]),])##final checked
model5+revision
anova(tempo)
independence.test1<lm(log(toc)~dayflow+rain2+rain3+eff:I(log(dtoc/dayflow)):time+eff:I(log(dtoc/dayflow)):I(dist==4.0
8):time+tp+alk+cond,data=alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("tp","cond")]),])##final checked
model5+revision
summary(independence.test1)
anova(independence.test1)
anova(tempo,independence.test1)
#329# d-separation (zn des no3 | time, dno3, rain3, rain2, dayflow, dist, temp, eff)
tempo<-lm(log(zn1)~dist+eff+temp+time+dno3+rain3+rain2+dayflow,data=alldata)
anova(tempo)
independence.test1<lm(log(zn1)~dist+eff+temp+time+dno3+rain3+rain2+dayflow+no3,data=alldata)
summary(independence.test1)
anova(independence.test1)
anova(tempo,independence.test1)
#330# d-separation (toc des no3| time, dno3, rain3, rain2, dayflow, dist, temp, eff, dtoc)
tempo<lm((toc)~dayflow+rain2+rain3+eff:I((dtoc/dayflow)):time+eff:I((dtoc/dayflow)):I(dist==4.08):time+d
ist+dno3+temp+no3,data=alldata)###checked model5+revision
anova(tempo)
independence.test1<lm((toc)~dayflow+rain2+rain3+eff:I((dtoc/dayflow)):time+eff:I((dtoc/dayflow)):I(dist==4.08):time+d
ist+dno3+temp,data=alldata)##checked model5+revision
summary(independence.test1)
anova(independence.test1)
anova(tempo,independence.test1)
#331# d-separation (bugs des no3| time, dno3, rain3, rain2, dayflow, dist, temp, eff, chla, toc, cond,
zn)
wang.cap3<capscale(formula=wangbug.BC~no3+Condition(temp+cond+temp:cond+toc+temp:toc+log(chla)+log
(zn)+dist+time+dno3+dayflow+eff+rain3+rain2),data=alldata,comm=wangbug,add=TRUE,na.action
=na.omit)#
anova(wang.cap3)
summary(wang.cap3)
logchla<-log(alldata$chla)
datalogchla<-cbind(logchla,alldata)
datalogchla1<-datalogchla[complete.cases(datalogchla[,c("temp","cond","toc","chla")]),]#
design<scale(model.matrix(~temp+cond+temp:cond+toc+temp:toc+log(chla)+log(zn)+dist+time+dno3+dayfl
ow+eff+rain2+rain3,data=alldata),center=FALSE,scale=FALSE)
#edit(design)
wangbug1<-wangbug[9:40,]
wangbug1.BC<-vegdist(sqrt(wangbug1))
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n<-dim(wangbug1)[1]
p<-n-1
wangbug1.mds<-cmdscale(wangbug1.BC, k = p, eig = TRUE, add = TRUE, x.ret = FALSE)
#edit(wangbug1)
pco.predict<-qr.fitted(qr(design),wangbug1.mds$points)
pco.resid<-wangbug1.mds$points-pco.predict##compute pco residuals
plot(datalogchla1$no3, pco.resid[,1],type="p", xlab="no3", ylab="pco1 residuals")
xyplot(pco.resid[,1]~datalogchla1$no3, xlab="no3", ylab="pco1 residuals")
independence.check<-lm(pco.resid[,1]~datalogchla1$no3, data=alldata)
summary(independence.check)
anova(independence.check)
#332# d-separation (chla des zn | eff, solar, dayflow, dchla, turb, temp, tp, no3)
tempo<lm(log(chla)~solar+temp+tp+no3+turb+solar:temp+eff:log(I(dchla/dayflow)),data=alldata[complete.c
ases(alldata[,c("temp","no3","tp")]),])##final checked model+revision
anova(tempo)
independence.test1<lm(log(chla)~solar+temp+tp+no3+turb+solar:temp+eff:log(I(dchla/dayflow))+zn,data=alldata[compl
ete.cases(alldata[,c("temp","no3","tp")]),])##final checked model+revision
summary(independence.test1)
anova(independence.test1)
anova(tempo,independence.test1)
#333# d-separation (chla des toc| time, dayflow, dtoc, dist, eff, solar, dchla, turb, temp, no3, tp,
rain2,rain3)
tempo<lm(log(chla)~solar+temp+tp+no3+turb+solar:temp+eff:log(I(dchla/dayflow))+time+dtoc+dist+rain2+
rain3,data=alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("temp","no3","tp")]),])##final checked model+revision
anova(tempo)
independence.test1<lm(log(chla)~solar+temp+tp+no3+turb+solar:temp+eff:log(I(dchla/dayflow))+time+dtoc+dist+rain2+
rain3+toc,data=alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("temp","no3","tp")]),])##final checked
model+revision
summary(independence.test1)
anova(independence.test1)
anova(tempo,independence.test1)
#334# d-separation (toc des zn| dist, eff, time, dayflow, dtoc, rain2, rain3)
tempo<lm((toc)~dayflow+rain2+rain3+eff:I((dtoc/dayflow)):time+eff:I((dtoc/dayflow)):I(dist==4.08):time+d
ist,data=alldata)##final checked model+revision
anova(tempo)
independence.test1<lm((toc)~dayflow+rain2+rain3+eff:I((dtoc/dayflow)):time+eff:I((dtoc/dayflow)):I(dist==4.08):time+d
ist+zn,data=alldata)##final checked model+revision
summary(independence.test1)
anova(independence.test1)
anova(tempo,independence.test1)

## Fisher's

C-test ######
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## P-values from Iteration1
## P-values from Iteration3 (final and last iteration)
C<-2*(log(0.2862)+log(0.2862)+log(0.281)+log(0.4666)+log(0.2584)+log(0.729)+log(0.9811)+log(0.98
01)+log(0.8075)+log(0.08321)+log(0.768)+log(0.7981)+log(0.3135)+log(0.4091)+log(0.3185)+log(0
.4001)+log(0.8362)+log(0.9707)+log(0.8159)+log(0.3239)+log(0.9299)+log(0.3545)+log(0.868)+log
(0.1587)+log(0.1848)+log(0.859)+log(0.3215)+log(0.9016)+log(0.2587)+log(0.6589)+log(0.9717)+l
og(0.2118)+log(0.2745)+log(0.2654)+log(0.5033)+log(0.5644)+log(0.3253)+log(0.4007)+log(0.3457
)+log(0.2598)+log(0.7497)+log(0.07954)+log(0.5078)+log(0.1927)+log(0.01745)+log(0.9612)+log(0
.001129)+log(0.768)+log(0.197)+log(0.7472)+log(0.372)+log(0.4781)+log(0.04157)+log(0.4621)+lo
g(0.6556)+log(0.9284)+log(0.3132)+log(0.2834)+log(0.3957)+log(0.7677)+log(0.4636)+log(0.1166)
+log(0.159)+log(0.4545)+log(0.3448)+log(0.8076)+log(0.2935)+log(0.665)+log(0.2502)+log(0.9427
)+log(0.3342)+log(0.365)+log(0.1427)+log(0.06621)+log(0.5555)+log(0.03393)+log(0.97)+log(0.13
28)+log(0.5163)+log(0.9455)) # uses p-values from partial tests
# (or likelihood ratio test) of conditional independencies
C
pchisq(C,df=2*80,lower.tail=FALSE) # p-value for C-test
#”*”*”*”*”*#”*”*”*”*”*#”*”*”*”*”*
##### prediction the effect of an intervention
#”*”*#prediction the effect of an intervention #”*”*# what will the value of nitrate in stream be if the
dischrage nitrate is changed
##********* Figure 4.32 in the thesis *********##
tiff(file="Figure 4.32 (nitrate prediction).jpg",width=10,height=14,units="in",pointsize = 12,bg
="transparent",res=800,compression="lzw")
par(mfrow=c(4,1), mar=c(4,4.5,2.5,3),cex=1.5,cex.axis=0.9,las=1,cex.main=1,cex.lab=0.8)
alldata$dno3
tempo<lm(log(no3)~temp+time+eff:I(log(dno3)/dayflow)+eff:I(log(dno3)/dayflow):time+dist,data=alldata)#
#checked model2+revision
tempo<lm(log(no3)~temp+rain2+rain3+eff:I(log(dno3)/dayflow):time+eff:I(log(dno3)/dayflow):I(dist==4.08
):time,data=alldata)##checked model5+revision
tempo1<-cbind(cbind(exp(fitted(tempo)),exp(residuals(tempo))),alldata)
names(tempo1[,1:2])<-c("fitted","residual")
tempo1[,"2"]
#no3 plots with spatiotemporal model predictions (including other variables)
plot(tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"1"],type =
"l",ylim=c(0,0.7),pch=19,col="black",xlab="",ylab="Nitrate (mg/L)",main="a) Prediction with
environmental variables",lwd=3,lty=1)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"1"],type="l",col="gold2",pch=
15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"1"],type="l",col="blue",pch=8,
cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"1"],type="l",col="green3",pch
=17,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"1"],type="l",col="red",pch=18,
cex=1.4,lwd=3,lty=5)
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legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=3,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.5,
title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
## no3 divided by half
tempo<lm(log(no3)~temp+time+eff:I(log(dno3)/dayflow)+eff:I(log(dno3)/dayflow):time+dist,data=alldata)#
#checked model2+revision
tempo<lm(log(no3)~temp+rain2+rain3+eff:I(log(dno3)/dayflow):time+eff:I(log(dno3)/dayflow):I(dist==4.08
):time,data=alldata)##checked model5+revision
#edit(alldata)
newdata<-alldata
alldata$dno3
alldata$no3
newdata$dno3<-alldata$dno3*0.5
no3pred<-exp(predict(tempo,newdata=newdata))
envdata<-(cbind(no3pred,alldata))
plot(envdata[envdata$day==1,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==1,"no3pred"],type =
"l",ylim=c(0,0.7),pch=19,col="black",xlab="",ylab="Nitrate (mg/L)",main="b) Prediction the effect
of an intervention \n (when nitrate in discharge is divided by half)",lwd=3,lty=1)
points(envdata[envdata$day==126,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==126,"no3pred"],type="l",col="gold
2",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(envdata[envdata$day==260,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==260,"no3pred"],type="l",col="blue
",pch=8,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(envdata[envdata$day==336,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==336,"no3pred"],type="l",col="gree
n3",pch=17,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(envdata[envdata$day==518,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==518,"no3pred"],type="l",col="red",
pch=18,cex=1.4,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=3,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.5,
title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
## no3 divided by 10
tempo<lm(log(no3)~temp+time+eff:I(log(dno3)/dayflow)+eff:I(log(dno3)/dayflow):time+dist,data=alldata)#
#checked model2+revision
tempo<lm(log(no3)~temp+rain2+rain3+eff:I(log(dno3)/dayflow):time+eff:I(log(dno3)/dayflow):I(dist==4.08
):time,data=alldata)##checked model2+revision
#edit(alldata)
newdata<-alldata
alldata$dno3
alldata$no3
newdata$dno3<-alldata$dno3*0.1
no3pred<-exp(predict(tempo,newdata=newdata))
envdata<-(cbind(no3pred,alldata))
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plot(envdata[envdata$day==1,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==1,"no3pred"],type =
"l",ylim=c(0,0.7),pch=19,col="black",xlab="",ylab="Nitrate (mg/L)",main="c) Prediction the effect
of an intervention \n (when nitrate in discharge is divided by 10)",lwd=3,lty=1)
points(envdata[envdata$day==126,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==126,"no3pred"],type="l",col="gold
2",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(envdata[envdata$day==260,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==260,"no3pred"],type="l",col="blue
",pch=8,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(envdata[envdata$day==336,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==336,"no3pred"],type="l",col="gree
n3",pch=17,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(envdata[envdata$day==518,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==518,"no3pred"],type="l",col="red",
pch=18,cex=1.4,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=3,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.5,
title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
## no3 divided by 100
tempo<lm(log(no3)~temp+time+eff:I(log(dno3)/dayflow)+eff:I(log(dno3)/dayflow):time+dist,data=alldata)#
#checked model2+revision
tempo<lm(log(no3)~temp+rain2+rain3+eff:I(log(dno3)/dayflow):time+eff:I(log(dno3)/dayflow):I(dist==4.08
):time,data=alldata)##checked model5+revision
#edit(alldata)
newdata<-alldata
newdata$dno3<-alldata$dno3*0.01
no3pred<-exp(predict(tempo,newdata=newdata))
envdata<-(cbind(no3pred,alldata))
plot(envdata[envdata$day==1,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==1,"no3pred"],type =
"l",ylim=c(0,0.7),pch=19,col="black",xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="Nitrate (mg/L)",main="d)
Prediction the effect of an intervention \n (when nitrate in discharge is divided by 100)",lwd=3,lty=1)
points(envdata[envdata$day==126,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==126,"no3pred"],type="l",col="gold
2",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(envdata[envdata$day==260,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==260,"no3pred"],type="l",col="blue
",pch=8,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(envdata[envdata$day==336,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==336,"no3pred"],type="l",col="gree
n3",pch=17,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(envdata[envdata$day==518,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==518,"no3pred"],type="l",col="red",
pch=18,cex=1.4,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=3,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.5,
title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
dev.off()
#”*”*# prediction the effect of an intervention (dtoc)
##********* Figure 4.33 in the thesis *********##
tiff(file="Figure 4.33 (figure of TOC prediction new
model).jpg",width=10,height=14,units="in",pointsize = 12,bg
="transparent",res=1200,compression="lzw")
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par(mfrow=c(4,1), mar=c(4,4.5,2.5,3),cex=1.5,cex.axis=0.9,las=1,cex.main=1,cex.lab=0.8)
#toc plots with spatiotemporal model predictions (including other variables)
tempo<lm((toc)~dayflow+rain2+rain3+eff:I((dtoc/dayflow)):time+eff:I((dtoc/dayflow)):I(dist==4.08):time,d
ata=alldata)###checked model5+revision
anova(tempo)
summary(tempo)
tempo1<-cbind(cbind((fitted(tempo)),residuals(tempo)),alldata)
names(tempo1[,1:2])<-c("fitted","residual")
tempo1[,"2"]
plot(tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"1"],type =
"l",ylim=c(0,10),pch=19,col="black",xlab="",ylab="TOC (mg/L)",main="a) Prediction with
environmental variables",lwd=3,lty=1)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"1"],type="l",col="gold2",pch=
15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"1"],type="l",col="blue",pch=8,
cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"1"],type="l",col="green3",pch
=17,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"1"],type="l",col="red",pch=18,
cex=1.4,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=3,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.5,
title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
## toc divided by half
tempo<lm((toc)~dayflow+rain2+rain3+eff:I((dtoc/dayflow)):time+eff:I((dtoc/dayflow)):I(dist==4.08):time,d
ata=alldata)##checked model5+revision
newdata<-alldata
newdata$dtoc<-alldata$dtoc*0.5
tocpred<-(predict(tempo,newdata=newdata))
wangenv1<-(cbind(tocpred,alldata))
plot(wangenv1[wangenv1$day==1,"dist"],wangenv1[wangenv1$day==1,"tocpred"],type =
"l",ylim=c(0,10),pch=19,col="black",xlab="",ylab="TOC (mg/L)",main="b) Prediction the effect of
an intervention \n (when TOC in discharge is divided by half)",lwd=3,lty=1)
points(wangenv1[wangenv1$day==126,"dist"],wangenv1[wangenv1$day==126,"tocpred"],type="l",c
ol="gold2",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(wangenv1[wangenv1$day==260,"dist"],wangenv1[wangenv1$day==260,"tocpred"],type="l",c
ol="blue",pch=8,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(wangenv1[wangenv1$day==336,"dist"],wangenv1[wangenv1$day==336,"tocpred"],type="l",c
ol="green3",pch=17,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(wangenv1[wangenv1$day==518,"dist"],wangenv1[wangenv1$day==518,"tocpred"],type="l",c
ol="red",pch=18,cex=1.4,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=3,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.5,
title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
## toc divided by 10
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tempo<lm((toc)~dayflow+rain2+rain3+eff:I((dtoc/dayflow)):time+eff:I((dtoc/dayflow)):I(dist==4.08):time,d
ata=alldata)##checked model5+revision
newdata$dtoc<-alldata$dtoc*0.1
tocpred<-(predict(tempo,newdata=newdata))
wangenv1<-(cbind(tocpred,alldata))
plot(wangenv1[wangenv1$day==1,"dist"],wangenv1[wangenv1$day==1,"tocpred"],type =
"l",ylim=c(0,10),pch=19,col="black",xlab="",ylab="TOC (mg/L)",main="c) Prediction the effect of
an intervention \n (when TOC in discharge is divided by 10)",lwd=3,lty=1)
points(wangenv1[wangenv1$day==126,"dist"],wangenv1[wangenv1$day==126,"tocpred"],type="l",c
ol="gold2",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(wangenv1[wangenv1$day==260,"dist"],wangenv1[wangenv1$day==260,"tocpred"],type="l",c
ol="blue",pch=8,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(wangenv1[wangenv1$day==336,"dist"],wangenv1[wangenv1$day==336,"tocpred"],type="l",c
ol="green3",pch=17,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(wangenv1[wangenv1$day==518,"dist"],wangenv1[wangenv1$day==518,"tocpred"],type="l",c
ol="red",pch=18,cex=1.4,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=3,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.5,
title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
## toc divided by 100
tempo<lm((toc)~dayflow+rain2+rain3+eff:I((dtoc/dayflow)):time+eff:I((dtoc/dayflow)):I(dist==4.08):time,d
ata=alldata)##checked model5+revision
newdata<-alldata
newdata$dtoc<-alldata$dtoc*0.01
tocpred<-(predict(tempo,newdata=newdata))
wangenv1<-(cbind(tocpred,alldata))
plot(wangenv1[wangenv1$day==1,"dist"],wangenv1[wangenv1$day==1,"tocpred"],type =
"l",ylim=c(0,10),pch=19,col="black",xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="TOC (mg/L)",main="d) Prediction
the effect of an intervention \n (when TOC in discharge is divided by 100)",lwd=3,lty=1)
points(wangenv1[wangenv1$day==126,"dist"],wangenv1[wangenv1$day==126,"tocpred"],type="l",c
ol="gold2",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(wangenv1[wangenv1$day==260,"dist"],wangenv1[wangenv1$day==260,"tocpred"],type="l",c
ol="blue",pch=8,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(wangenv1[wangenv1$day==336,"dist"],wangenv1[wangenv1$day==336,"tocpred"],type="l",c
ol="green3",pch=17,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(wangenv1[wangenv1$day==518,"dist"],wangenv1[wangenv1$day==518,"tocpred"],type="l",c
ol="red",pch=18,cex=1.4,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=3,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.6,
title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
dev.off()
#”*”*# prediction the effect of an intervention (dalk)
##********* Figure 4.34 in the thesis *********##
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tiff(file="Figure 4.34 (Figure of alkalinity prediction).jpg",width=10,height=14,units="in",pointsize =
12,bg ="transparent",res=1200,compression="lzw")
par(mfrow=c(4,1), mar=c(4,4.5,2.5,3),cex=1.5,cex.axis=0.9,las=1,cex.main=1,cex.lab=0.8)
#prediction with environmental variables
tempo<-lm(log(alk)~rain3+dayflow+toc+eff:I(dalk/dayflow)+eff:I(dalk/dayflow):time,data=alldata)
##checked model2+revision
tempo<lm(log(alk)~rain3+dayflow+eff:I(log(dalk/dayflow)):time+eff:I(log(dalk/dayflow)):I(dist==4.08):tim
e,data=alldata)
tempo1<-cbind(cbind(exp(fitted(tempo)),residuals(tempo)),alldata)
anova(tempo)
attributes(tempo1)
names(tempo1[,1:2])<-c("fitted","residual")
tempo1[,"2"]
plot(tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==1,"1"],type =
"l",ylim=c(0,160),pch=19,col="black",xlab="",ylab="Alkalinity (mg/L)",main="a) Prediction with
environmental parameters",lwd=3,lty=1)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"1"],type="l",col="gold2",pch=
15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"1"],type="l",col="blue",pch=8,
cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"1"],type="l",col="green3",pch
=17,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"1"],type="l",col="red",pch=18,
cex=1.4,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=3,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.5,
title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
## alkalinity divided by 0.5
tempo<-lm(log(alk)~rain3+dayflow+eff:I(dalk/dayflow)+eff:I(dalk/dayflow):time+toc,data=alldata)
tempo<lm(log(alk)~rain3+dayflow+eff:I(log(dalk/dayflow)):time+eff:I(log(dalk/dayflow)):I(dist==4.08):tim
e,data=alldata) ##checked model5+revision
newdata<-alldata
newdata$dalk<-alldata$dalk*0.5
alkpred<-exp(predict(tempo,newdata=newdata))
envdata<-(cbind(alkpred,alldata))
plot(envdata[envdata$day==1,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==1,"alkpred"],type =
"l",ylim=c(0,160),pch=19,col="black",xlab="",ylab="Alkalinity(mg/L)",main="b) Prediction the
effect of an intervention \n (when alkalinity in discharge is divided by half)",lwd=3,lty=1)
points(envdata[envdata$day==126,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==126,"alkpred"],type="l",col="gold2
",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(envdata[envdata$day==260,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==260,"alkpred"],type="l",col="blue"
,pch=8,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(envdata[envdata$day==336,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==336,"alkpred"],type="l",col="green
3",pch=17,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(envdata[envdata$day==518,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==518,"alkpred"],type="l",col="red",
pch=18,cex=1.4,lwd=3,lty=5)
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legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=3,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.5,
title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
## alkalinity divided by 10
tempo<-lm(log(alk)~rain3+dayflow+toc+eff:I(dalk/dayflow)+eff:I(dalk/dayflow):time,data=alldata)
tempo<lm(log(alk)~rain3+dayflow+eff:I(log(dalk/dayflow)):time+eff:I(log(dalk/dayflow)):I(dist==4.08):tim
e,data=alldata) ##checked model5+revision
newdata<-alldata
newdata$dalk<-alldata$dalk*0.1
#edit(newdata)
alkpred<-exp(predict(tempo,newdata=newdata))
envdata<-(cbind(alkpred,alldata))
plot(envdata[envdata$day==1,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==1,"alkpred"],type =
"l",ylim=c(0,160),pch=19,col="black",xlab="",ylab="Alkalinity(mg/L)",main="c) Prediction the
effect of an intervention \n (when alkalinity in discharge is divided by 10)",lwd=3,lty=1)
points(envdata[envdata$day==126,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==126,"alkpred"],type="l",col="gold2
",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(envdata[envdata$day==260,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==260,"alkpred"],type="l",col="blue"
,pch=8,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(envdata[envdata$day==336,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==336,"alkpred"],type="l",col="green
3",pch=17,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(envdata[envdata$day==518,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==518,"alkpred"],type="l",col="red",
pch=18,cex=1.4,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=3,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.5,title="
months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
## alkalinity divided by 100
tempo<-lm(log(alk)~rain3+dayflow+eff:I(dalk/dayflow)+eff:I(dalk/dayflow):time+toc,data=alldata)
tempo<lm(log(alk)~rain3+dayflow+eff:I(log(dalk/dayflow)):time+eff:I(log(dalk/dayflow)):I(dist==4.08):tim
e,data=alldata) ##checked model5+revision
newdata<-alldata
newdata$dalk<-alldata$dalk*0.01
#edit(newdata)
alkpred<-exp(predict(tempo,newdata=newdata))
envdata<-(cbind(alkpred,alldata))
plot(envdata[envdata$day==1,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==1,"alkpred"],type =
"l",ylim=c(0,160),pch=19,col="black",xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="Alkalinity(mg/L)",main="d)
Prediction the effect of an intervention \n (when alkalinity in discharge is divided by
100)",lwd=3,lty=1)
points(envdata[envdata$day==126,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==126,"alkpred"],type="l",col="gold2
",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(envdata[envdata$day==260,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==260,"alkpred"],type="l",col="blue"
,pch=8,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(envdata[envdata$day==336,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==336,"alkpred"],type="l",col="green
3",pch=17,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=4)
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points(envdata[envdata$day==518,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==518,"alkpred"],type="l",col="red",
pch=18,cex=1.4,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=3,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.5,
title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
dev.off()
#”*”*#prediction the effect of an intervention (dtp)
##********* Figure 4.35 in the thesis *********##
tiff(file="Figure 4.35 (figure of TP prediction).jpg.jpg",width=10,height=14,units="in",pointsize =
12,bg ="transparent",res=800,compression="lzw")
par(mfrow=c(4,1), mar=c(4,4.5,2.5,3),cex=1.5,cex.axis=0.9,las=1,cex.main=1,cex.lab=0.8)
#prediction with environmental variables
tempo<lm(log(tp)~ph2+alk+time+eff:I(dtp/dayflow)+eff:(I(dtp/dayflow)):time,data=alldata[complete.cases(a
lldata[,c("tp")]),]) ##checked model2+revision
tempo<lm(tp~alk+ph2+rain2+rain3+eff:I(dtp/dayflow):time+eff:I(dtp/dayflow):I(dist==4.08):time,data=allda
ta[complete.cases(alldata[,c("tp")]),])
tempo1<-cbind(cbind((fitted(tempo)),residuals(tempo)),alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("tp")]),])
names(tempo1[,1:2])<-c("fitted","residual")
tempo1[,"2"]
plot(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"1"],type =
"l",ylim=c(0,0.8),pch=15,col="gold2",xlab="",ylab="TP (mg/L)",main="a) Prediction with
environmental variables",lwd=3,lty=2)
#points(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"1"],type="l",col="gold2",pch
=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"1"],type="l",col="blue",pch=8,
cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"1"],type="l",col="green3",pch
=17,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"1"],type="l",col="red",pch=18,
cex=1.4,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.6,
title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
##TP divided by half
alldata8<-alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("cond","tp")]),]
tempo<lm(log(tp)~ph2+alk+time+eff:I(dtp/dayflow)+eff:I(dtp/dayflow):time,data=alldata[complete.cases(all
data[,c("tp")]),]) ##checked model+revision
tempo<lm(log(tp)~alk+ph2+rain2+rain3+eff:I(log(dtp/dayflow)):time+eff:I(log(dtp/dayflow)):I(dist==4.08):t
ime,data=alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("tp")]),])
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tempo<lm(tp~alk+ph2+rain2+rain3+eff:I(dtp/dayflow):time+eff:I(dtp/dayflow):I(dist==4.08):time,data=allda
ta[complete.cases(alldata[,c("tp")]),])
newdata<-alldata8
newdata$dtp<-alldata8$dtp*0.5
tppred<-predict(tempo,newdata=newdata)
envdata<-(cbind(tppred,alldata8))
plot(envdata[envdata$day==126,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==126,"tppred"],type =
"l",ylim=c(0,0.8),pch=15,col="gold2",xlab="",ylab="TP (mg/L)",main="b) Prediction the effect of an
intervention \n (when TP in discharge was divided by half)",lwd=3,lty=2)
#points(envdata[envdata$day==126,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==126,"tppred"],type="l",col="gold2
",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(envdata[envdata$day==260,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==260,"tppred"],type="l",col="blue",
pch=8,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(envdata[envdata$day==336,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==336,"tppred"],type="l",col="green3
",pch=17,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(envdata[envdata$day==518,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==518,"tppred"],type="l",col="red",p
ch=18,cex=1.4,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.6,
title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
##TP divided by 10
tempo<lm(log(tp)~ph2+alk+time+eff:I(dtp/dayflow)+eff:I(dtp/dayflow):time,data=alldata[complete.cases(all
data[,c("tp")]),]) ##checked model2+revision
tempo<lm(log(tp)~alk+ph2+rain2+rain3+eff:I(log(dtp/dayflow)):time+eff:I(log(dtp/dayflow)):I(dist==4.08):t
ime,data=alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("tp")]),])
tempo<lm(tp~alk+ph2+rain2+rain3+eff:I(dtp/dayflow):time+eff:I(dtp/dayflow):I(dist==4.08):time,data=allda
ta[complete.cases(alldata[,c("tp")]),])
newdata<-alldata
newdata$dtp<-alldata$dtp*0.1
tppred<-predict(tempo,newdata=newdata)
envdata<-(cbind(tppred,alldata))
plot(envdata[envdata$day==126,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==126,"tppred"],type =
"l",ylim=c(0,2),pch=15,col="gold2",xlab="",ylab="TP (mg/L)",main="c) Prediction the effect of an
intervention \n (when TP in discharge was divided by 10)",lwd=3,lty=2)
#points(envdata[envdata$day==126,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==126,"tppred"],type="l",col="gold2
",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(envdata[envdata$day==260,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==260,"tppred"],type="l",col="blue",
pch=8,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(envdata[envdata$day==336,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==336,"tppred"],type="l",col="green3
",pch=17,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(envdata[envdata$day==518,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==518,"tppred"],type="l",col="red",p
ch=18,cex=1.4,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.6,
title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
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##TP divided by 100
tempo<lm(log(tp)~ph2+alk+time+eff:I(dtp/dayflow)+eff:I(dtp/dayflow):time,data=alldata[complete.cases(all
data[,c("tp")]),]) ##checked model+revision
tempo<lm(log(tp)~alk+ph2+rain2+rain3+eff:I(log(dtp/dayflow)):time+eff:I(log(dtp/dayflow)):I(dist==4.08):t
ime,data=alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("tp")]),])
tempo<lm(tp~alk+ph2+rain2+rain3+eff:I(dtp/dayflow):time+eff:I(dtp/dayflow):I(dist==4.08):time,data=allda
ta[complete.cases(alldata[,c("tp")]),])
newdata<-alldata
newdata<-alldata
newdata$dtp<-alldata$dtp*0.01
tppred<-(predict(tempo,newdata=newdata))
#tppred<-exp(predict(tempo,newdata=newdata))
envdata<-(cbind(tppred,alldata))
plot(envdata[envdata$day==126,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==126,"tppred"],type =
"l",ylim=c(0,2),pch=15,col="gold2",xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="TP (mg/L)",main="d) Prediction the
effect of an intervention \n (when TP in discharge was divided by 100)",lwd=3,lty=2)
#points(envdata[envdata$day==126,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==126,"tppred"],type="l",col="gold2
",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(envdata[envdata$day==260,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==260,"tppred"],type="l",col="blue",
pch=8,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(envdata[envdata$day==336,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==336,"tppred"],type="l",col="green3
",pch=17,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(envdata[envdata$day==518,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==518,"tppred"],type="l",col="red",p
ch=18,cex=1.4,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.6,
title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
dev.off()
##********* Figure 4.37 in the thesis *********##
#”*”*# Figure 4.37 (prediction the effect of an intervention (dchla))
tiff(file="Figure of chl a prediction.jpg",width=10,height=14,units="in",pointsize = 12,bg
="transparent",res=800,compression="lzw")
par(mfrow=c(4,1), mar=c(4,4.5,2.5,3),cex=1.5,cex.axis=0.9,las=1,cex.main=1,cex.lab=0.8)
#prediction with environmental variables
tempo<lm(log(chla)~solar+temp+tp+no3+turb+solar:temp+eff:log(I(dchla/dayflow)),data=alldata[complete.c
ases(alldata[,c("temp","no3","tp")]),])##checked model+revision
summary(tempo)
anova(tempo)
tempo1<cbind(cbind(exp(fitted(tempo)),exp(residuals(tempo))),alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("temp","no3"
,"tp")]),])
names(tempo1[,1:2])<-c("fitted","residual")
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tempo1[,"2"]
plot(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"1"],type =
"l",ylim=c(0,40),pch=15,col="gold2",xlab="",ylab="Chlorophyll A (mg/L)",main="a) Prediction
with environmental variables",lwd=3,lty=2)
#points(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"1"],type="l",col="gold2",pch
=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"1"],type="l",col="blue",pch=8,
cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"1"],type="l",col="green3",pch
=17,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"1"],type="l",col="red",pch=18,
cex=1.4,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=3,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.6,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
#########chla in discharge divided by half
alldata8<-alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("cond","tp")]),]
tempo<lm(log(chla)~solar+temp+tp+no3+turb+solar:temp+eff:log(I(dchla/dayflow)),data=alldata8)##checke
d model+revision
newdata<-alldata8
newdata$dchla<-alldata8$dchla*0.01
chlpred<-exp(predict(tempo,newdata=newdata))
envdata2<-(cbind(chlpred,envdata1))
#edit(envdata2)
plot(envdata2[envdata2$day==126,"dist"],envdata2[envdata2$day==126,"chlpred"],type =
"l",ylim=c(0,40),pch=15,col="gold2",xlab="",ylab="Chlorophyll A (mg/L)",main="a) Prediction the
effect of an intervention \n (when chlorophyll a, TP, and nitrate in discharge were divided by
half)",lwd=3,lty=2)
#points(envdata2[envdata2$day==126,"dist"],envdata2[envdata2$day==126,"chlpred"],type="l",col=
"gold2",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(envdata2[envdata2$day==260,"dist"],envdata2[envdata2$day==260,"chlpred"],type="l",col="
blue",pch=8,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(envdata2[envdata2$day==336,"dist"],envdata2[envdata2$day==336,"chlpred"],type="l",col="
green3",pch=17,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(envdata2[envdata2$day==518,"dist"],envdata2[envdata2$day==518,"chlpred"],type="l",col="r
ed",pch=18,cex=1.4,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.6,
title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
#########chla in discharge divided by 10
tempo<lm(log(chla)~solar+temp+tp+no3+turb+solar:temp+eff:log(I(dchla/dayflow)),data=alldata[complete.c
ases(alldata[,c("no3","tp")]),])#
#edit(alldata)
newdata<-alldata
newdata$dchla<-alldata$dchla*0.1
chlpred<-exp(predict(tempo,newdata=newdata))
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envdata<-(cbind(chlpred,alldata))
plot(envdata[envdata$day==126,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==126,"chlpred"],type =
"l",ylim=c(0,40),pch=15,col="gold2",xlab="",ylab="Chlorophyll A (mg/L)",main="c) Prediction the
effect of an intervention \n (when chlorophyll A in discharge was divided by 10)",lwd=3,lty=2)
#points(envdata[envdata$day==126,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==126,"chlpred"],type="l",col="gold
2",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(envdata[envdata$day==260,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==260,"chlpred"],type="l",col="blue"
,pch=8,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(envdata[envdata$day==336,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==336,"chlpred"],type="l",col="green
3",pch=17,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(envdata[envdata$day==518,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==518,"chlpred"],type="l",col="red",
pch=18,cex=1.4,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=3,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.5,
title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
#########chla in discharge divided by 100
tempo<lm(log(chla)~solar+temp+tp+no3+turb+solar:temp+eff:log(I(dchla/dayflow)),data=alldata[complete.c
ases(alldata[,c("no3","tp")]),])#
#edit(alldata)
newdata<-alldata
newdata$dchla<-alldata$dchla*0.01
chlpred<-exp(predict(tempo,newdata=newdata))
envdata<-(cbind(chlpred,alldata))
plot(envdata[envdata$day==126,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==126,"chlpred"],type =
"l",ylim=c(0,40),pch=15,col="gold2",xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="Chlorophyll A (mg/L)",main="d)
Prediction the effect of an intervention \n (when chlorophyll A in discharge was divided by
100)",lwd=3,lty=2)
#points(envdata[envdata$day==126,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==126,"chlpred"],type="l",col="gold
2",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(envdata[envdata$day==260,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==260,"chlpred"],type="l",col="blue"
,pch=8,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(envdata[envdata$day==336,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==336,"chlpred"],type="l",col="green
3",pch=17,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(envdata[envdata$day==518,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==518,"chlpred"],type="l",col="red",
pch=18,cex=1.4,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=3,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.5,
title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
dev.off()
#”*”*”*”*”*#”*”*”*”*”*#”*”*”*”*”*
###########prediction the effect of an intervention continues all way through causal diagram with
changing the value of other variables in each model
#”*”*”* no3
###########prediction the effect of an intervention (no3) by dividing dno3 by half
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tempo<lm(log(no3)~temp+rain2+rain3+eff:I(log(dno3)/dayflow):time+eff:I(log(dno3)/dayflow):I(dist==4.08
):time,data=alldata)##checked model5+revision
#edit(alldata)
newdata<-alldata
alldata$dno3
alldata$no3
newdata$dno3<-alldata$dno3*0.5
no3pred<-exp(predict(tempo,newdata=newdata))
envdata<-(cbind(no3pred,alldata))
plot(envdata[envdata$day==1,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==1,"no3pred"],type =
"l",ylim=c(0,0.7),pch=19,col="black",xlab="",ylab="Nitrate (mg/L)",main="Prediction the effect of
an intervention \n (when nitrate in discharge is divided by half)",lwd=3,lty=1)
points(envdata[envdata$day==126,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==126,"no3pred"],type="l",col="gold
2",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(envdata[envdata$day==260,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==260,"no3pred"],type="l",col="blue
",pch=8,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(envdata[envdata$day==336,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==336,"no3pred"],type="l",col="gree
n3",pch=17,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(envdata[envdata$day==518,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==518,"no3pred"],type="l",col="red",
pch=18,cex=1.4,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=3,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.5,
title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
#”*”*”* toc
###prediction the effect of an intervention (toc) ### dtoc divided by half
tempo<lm(log(toc)~time+eff:I(dtoc/dayflow)+eff:I(dtoc/dayflow):time+eff:I(dtoc/dayflow):dist,data=alldata)
##checked model3+revision
newdata<-alldata
newdata$dtoc<-alldata$dtoc*0.5
tocpred<-(predict(tempo,newdata=newdata))
envdata<-(cbind(tocpred,alldata))
plot(envdata[envdata$day==1,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==1,"tocpred"],type =
"l",ylim=c(0,10),pch=19,col="black",xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="TOC (mg/L)",main="Prediction the
effect of an intervention \n (when TOC in discharge is divided by half)",lwd=3,lty=1)
points(envdata[envdata$day==126,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==126,"tocpred"],type="l",col="gold2
",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(envdata[envdata$day==260,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==260,"tocpred"],type="l",col="blue"
,pch=8,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(envdata[envdata$day==336,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==336,"tocpred"],type="l",col="green
3",pch=17,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(envdata[envdata$day==518,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==518,"tocpred"],type="l",col="red",
pch=18,cex=1.4,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.6,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
#”*”*”* alkalinity
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###prediction the effect of an intervention (dalk) ### dalk divided by half
tempo<lm(log(alk)~rain3+dayflow+eff:I(log(dalk/dayflow)):time+eff:I(log(dalk/dayflow)):I(dist==4.08):tim
e,data=alldata) ##checked model5+revision
newdata<-alldata
newdata$dalk<-alldata$dalk*0.5
newdata$toc<-tocpred
alkpred<-exp(predict(tempo,newdata=newdata))
envdata<-(cbind(alkpred,alldata))
plot(envdata[envdata$day==1,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==1,"alkpred"],type =
"l",ylim=c(0,160),pch=19,col="black",xlab="",ylab="Alkalinity(mg/L)",main="a) Prediction the
effect of an intervention \n (when TOC and alkalinity in discharge were divided by
half)",lwd=3,lty=1)
points(envdata[envdata$day==126,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==126,"alkpred"],type="l",col="gold2
",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(envdata[envdata$day==260,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==260,"alkpred"],type="l",col="blue"
,pch=8,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(envdata[envdata$day==336,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==336,"alkpred"],type="l",col="green
3",pch=17,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(envdata[envdata$day==518,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==518,"alkpred"],type="l",col="red",
pch=18,cex=1.4,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.6,
title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)

#”*”*###prediction the effect of an intervention (tp)
##********* Figure 4.36 in the thesis *********##
tiff(file="Figure 4.36 (figure of TP prediction when dtp and dalk
changed.jpg",width=10,height=14,units="in",pointsize = 12,bg
="transparent",res=800,compression="lzw")
par(mfrow=c(3,1), mar=c(4,4.5,2.5,3),cex=1.5,cex.axis=0.9,las=1,cex.main=1,cex.lab=0.8)
tempo<lm(tp~alk+ph2+rain2+rain3+eff:I(dtp/dayflow):time+eff:I(dtp/dayflow):I(dist==4.08):time,data=allda
ta[complete.cases(alldata[,c("tp")]),])
#we need alkalinity for tp
alldata8<-alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("cond","tp")]),]
tempo<lm(log(alk)~rain3+dayflow+eff:I(log(dalk/dayflow)):time+eff:I(log(dalk/dayflow)):I(dist==4.08):tim
e,data=alldata8[complete.cases(alldata[,c("tp")]),])
newdata<-alldata8
newdata$dalk<-alldata8$dalk*0.5
alkpred<-exp(predict(tempo,newdata=newdata))
envdata<-(cbind(alkpred,alldata8))
alldata8<-alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("cond","tp")]),]
tempo<lm(tp~alk+ph2+rain2+rain3+eff:I(dtp/dayflow):time+eff:I(dtp/dayflow):I(dist==4.08):time,data=allda
ta[complete.cases(alldata[,c("tp")]),])
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newdata<-alldata8
newdata$dtp<-alldata8$dtp*0.5
newdata$alk<-alkpred
tppred<-predict(tempo,newdata=newdata)
envdata<-(cbind(tppred,alldata8))
plot(envdata[envdata$day==126,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==126,"tppred"],type =
"l",ylim=c(0,0.8),pch=15,col="gold2",xlab="",ylab="TP (mg/L)",main="a) Prediction the effect of an
intervention \n (when TP and alkalinity in discharge were divided by half)",lwd=3,lty=2)
#points(envdata[envdata$day==126,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==126,"tppred"],type="l",col="gold2
",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(envdata[envdata$day==260,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==260,"tppred"],type="l",col="blue",
pch=8,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(envdata[envdata$day==336,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==336,"tppred"],type="l",col="green3
",pch=17,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(envdata[envdata$day==518,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==518,"tppred"],type="l",col="red",p
ch=18,cex=1.4,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.6,
title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
# by dividing dtp and dalk by 10
#we need alkalinity for tp
alldata8<-alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("cond","tp")]),]
tempo<lm(log(alk)~rain3+dayflow+eff:I(log(dalk/dayflow)):time+eff:I(log(dalk/dayflow)):I(dist==4.08):tim
e,data=alldata8[complete.cases(alldata[,c("tp")]),])
newdata<-alldata8
newdata$dalk<-alldata8$dalk*0.1
alkpred<-exp(predict(tempo,newdata=newdata))
envdata<-(cbind(alkpred,alldata8))
alldata8<-alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("cond","tp")]),]
tempo<lm(log(tp)~ph2+alk+time+eff:I(dtp/dayflow)+eff:(I(dtp/dayflow)):time,data=alldata8[complete.cases(
alldata[,c("tp")]),]) ##checked model2+revision
newdata<-alldata8
newdata$dtp<-alldata8$dtp*0.1
newdata$alk<-alkpred
tppred<-exp(predict(tempo,newdata=newdata))
envdata<-(cbind(tppred,alldata8))
plot(envdata[envdata$day==126,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==126,"tppred"],type =
"l",ylim=c(0,0.8),pch=15,col="gold2",xlab="",ylab="TP (mg/L)",main="b) Prediction the effect of an
intervention \n (when TP and alkalinity in discharge were divided by 10)",lwd=3,lty=2)
#points(envdata[envdata$day==126,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==126,"tppred"],type="l",col="gold2
",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(envdata[envdata$day==260,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==260,"tppred"],type="l",col="blue",
pch=8,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(envdata[envdata$day==336,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==336,"tppred"],type="l",col="green3
",pch=17,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(envdata[envdata$day==518,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==518,"tppred"],type="l",col="red",p
ch=18,cex=1.4,lwd=3,lty=5)
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legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.6,
title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
# by dividing dtp and dalk by 100
alldata8<-alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("cond","tp")]),]
tempo<lm(log(alk)~rain3+dayflow+eff:I(log(dalk/dayflow)):time+eff:I(log(dalk/dayflow)):I(dist==4.08):tim
e,data=alldata8[complete.cases(alldata[,c("tp")]),])
newdata<-alldata8
newdata$dalk<-alldata8$dalk*0.01
alkpred<-exp(predict(tempo,newdata=newdata))
envdata<-(cbind(alkpred,alldata8))
alldata8<-alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("cond","tp")]),]
tempo<lm(log(tp)~ph2+alk+time+eff:I(dtp/dayflow)+eff:(I(dtp/dayflow)):time,data=alldata8[complete.cases(
alldata[,c("tp")]),]) ##checked model5+revision
newdata<-alldata8
newdata$dtp<-alldata8$dtp*0.01
newdata$alk<-alkpred
tppred<-exp(predict(tempo,newdata=newdata))
envdata<-(cbind(tppred,alldata8))
plot(envdata[envdata$day==126,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==126,"tppred"],type =
"l",ylim=c(0,0.8),pch=15,col="gold2",xlab="",ylab="TP (mg/L)",main="c) Prediction the effect of an
intervention \n (when TP and alkalinity in discharge were divided by 100)",lwd=3,lty=2)
#points(envdata[envdata$day==126,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==126,"tppred"],type="l",col="gold2
",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(envdata[envdata$day==260,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==260,"tppred"],type="l",col="blue",
pch=8,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(envdata[envdata$day==336,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==336,"tppred"],type="l",col="green3
",pch=17,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(envdata[envdata$day==518,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==518,"tppred"],type="l",col="red",p
ch=18,cex=1.4,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.6,
title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
dev.off()
##********* Figure 4.38 in the thesis *********###”*”*##prediction the effect of an intervention
(chla)
tiff(file="Figure 4.38 (figure of chla prediction (dno3, dtp, dalk and dchla
changed)).jpg",width=10,height=14,units="in",pointsize = 12,bg
="transparent",res=800,compression="lzw")
par(mfrow=c(3,1), mar=c(4,4.5,2.5,3),cex=1.5,cex.axis=0.9,las=1,cex.main=1,cex.lab=0.8)
### dchla, dtp, dno3, dalk divided by half
## First, TOC and alkalinity value are needed for TP model
alldata8<-alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("cond","tp")]),]
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tempo<lm(log(alk)~rain3+dayflow+eff:I(log(dalk/dayflow)):time+eff:I(log(dalk/dayflow)):I(dist==4.08):tim
e,data=alldata8[complete.cases(alldata[,c("tp")]),])
newdata<-alldata8
newdata$dalk<-alldata8$dalk*0.5
alkpred<-exp(predict(tempo,newdata=newdata))
envdata<-(cbind(alkpred,alldata8))
alldata8<-alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("cond","tp")]),]
tempo<lm(log(no3)~temp+rain2+rain3+eff:I(log(dno3)/dayflow):time+eff:I(log(dno3)/dayflow):I(dist==4.08
):time,data=alldata)##checked model5+revision
newdata<-alldata8
newdata$dno3<-alldata8$dno3*0.5
no3pred<-exp(predict(tempo,newdata=newdata))
envdata<-(cbind(no3pred,alldata8))
alldata8<-alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("cond","tp")]),]
tempo<lm(tp~alk+ph2+rain2+rain3+eff:I(dtp/dayflow):time+eff:I(dtp/dayflow):I(dist==4.08):time,data=allda
ta8[complete.cases(alldata[,c("tp")]),])
newdata<-alldata8
newdata$dtp<-alldata8$dtp*0.5
newdata$alk<-alkpred
tppred<-(predict(tempo,newdata=newdata))
envdata1<-(cbind(tppred,envdata))
alldata8<-alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("cond","tp")]),]
tempo<lm(log(chla)~solar+temp+tp+no3+turb+solar:temp+eff:log(I(dchla/dayflow)),data=alldata8)##checke
d model+revision
newdata<-alldata8
newdata$dchla<-alldata8$dchla*0.5
newdata$no3<-no3pred
newdata$tp<-tppred
chlpred<-exp(predict(tempo,newdata=newdata))
envdata2<-(cbind(chlpred,envdata1))
#edit(envdata2)
plot(envdata2[envdata2$day==126,"dist"],envdata2[envdata2$day==126,"chlpred"],type =
"l",ylim=c(0,40),pch=15,col="gold2",xlab="",ylab="Chlorophyll A (mg/L)",main="a) Prediction the
effect of an intervention \n (when chlorophyll a, TP, and nitrate in discharge were divided by
half)",lwd=3,lty=2)
#points(envdata2[envdata2$day==126,"dist"],envdata2[envdata2$day==126,"chlpred"],type="l",col=
"gold2",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(envdata2[envdata2$day==260,"dist"],envdata2[envdata2$day==260,"chlpred"],type="l",col="
blue",pch=8,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(envdata2[envdata2$day==336,"dist"],envdata2[envdata2$day==336,"chlpred"],type="l",col="
green3",pch=17,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(envdata2[envdata2$day==518,"dist"],envdata2[envdata2$day==518,"chlpred"],type="l",col="r
ed",pch=18,cex=1.4,lwd=3,lty=5)
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legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.6,
title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
### dchla, dtp, dno3, dalk divided by 10
alldata8<-alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("cond","tp")]),]
tempo<lm(log(alk)~rain3+dayflow+eff:I(log(dalk/dayflow)):time+eff:I(log(dalk/dayflow)):I(dist==4.08):tim
e,data=alldata8[complete.cases(alldata[,c("tp")]),])
newdata<-alldata8
newdata$dalk<-alldata8$dalk*0.1
alkpred<-exp(predict(tempo,newdata=newdata))
envdata<-(cbind(alkpred,alldata8))
alldata8<-alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("cond","tp")]),]
tempo<lm(log(no3)~temp+rain2+rain3+eff:I(log(dno3)/dayflow):time+eff:I(log(dno3)/dayflow):I(dist==4.08
):time,data=alldata)##checked model5+revision
newdata<-alldata8
newdata$dno3<-alldata8$dno3*0.1
no3pred<-exp(predict(tempo,newdata=newdata))
envdata<-(cbind(no3pred,alldata8))
alldata8<-alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("cond","tp")]),]
tempo<lm(tp~alk+ph2+rain2+rain3+eff:I(dtp/dayflow):time+eff:I(dtp/dayflow):I(dist==4.08):time,data=allda
ta8[complete.cases(alldata[,c("tp")]),])
newdata<-alldata8
newdata$dtp<-alldata8$dtp*0.1
newdata$alk<-alkpred
tppred<-(predict(tempo,newdata=newdata))
envdata1<-(cbind(tppred,envdata))
alldata8<-alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("cond","tp")]),]
tempo<lm(log(chla)~solar+temp+tp+no3+turb+solar:temp+eff:log(I(dchla/dayflow)),data=alldata8)##checke
d model+revision
newdata<-alldata8
newdata$dchla<-alldata8$dchla*0.1
newdata$no3<-no3pred
newdata$tp<-tppred
chlpred<-exp(predict(tempo,newdata=newdata))
envdata2<-(cbind(chlpred,envdata1))
#edit(envdata2)
plot(envdata2[envdata2$day==126,"dist"],envdata2[envdata2$day==126,"chlpred"],type =
"l",ylim=c(0,40),pch=15,col="gold2",xlab="",ylab="Chlorophyll A (mg/L)",main="b) Prediction the
effect of an intervention \n (when chlorophyll a, TP, and nitrate in discharge were divided by
10)",lwd=3,lty=2)
#points(envdata2[envdata2$day==126,"dist"],envdata2[envdata2$day==126,"chlpred"],type="l",col=
"gold2",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
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points(envdata2[envdata2$day==260,"dist"],envdata2[envdata2$day==260,"chlpred"],type="l",col="
blue",pch=8,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(envdata2[envdata2$day==336,"dist"],envdata2[envdata2$day==336,"chlpred"],type="l",col="
green3",pch=17,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(envdata2[envdata2$day==518,"dist"],envdata2[envdata2$day==518,"chlpred"],type="l",col="r
ed",pch=18,cex=1.4,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.6,
title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
### dchla, dtp, dno3, dalk divided by 100
alldata8<-alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("cond","tp")]),]
tempo<lm(log(alk)~rain3+dayflow+eff:I(log(dalk/dayflow)):time+eff:I(log(dalk/dayflow)):I(dist==4.08):tim
e,data=alldata8[complete.cases(alldata[,c("tp")]),])
newdata<-alldata8
newdata$dalk<-alldata8$dalk*0.01
alkpred<-exp(predict(tempo,newdata=newdata))
envdata<-(cbind(alkpred,alldata8))
alldata8<-alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("cond","tp")]),]
tempo<lm(log(no3)~temp+rain2+rain3+eff:I(log(dno3)/dayflow):time+eff:I(log(dno3)/dayflow):I(dist==4.08
):time,data=alldata)##checked model5+revision
newdata<-alldata8
newdata$dno3<-alldata8$dno3*0.01
no3pred<-exp(predict(tempo,newdata=newdata))
envdata<-(cbind(no3pred,alldata8))
alldata8<-alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("cond","tp")]),]
tempo<lm(tp~alk+ph2+rain2+rain3+eff:I(dtp/dayflow):time+eff:I(dtp/dayflow):I(dist==4.08):time,data=allda
ta8[complete.cases(alldata[,c("tp")]),])
newdata<-alldata8
newdata$dtp<-alldata8$dtp*0.01
newdata$alk<-alkpred
tppred<-(predict(tempo,newdata=newdata))
envdata1<-(cbind(tppred,envdata))
alldata8<-alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("cond","tp")]),]
tempo<lm(log(chla)~solar+temp+tp+no3+turb+solar:temp+eff:log(I(dchla/dayflow)),data=alldata8)##checke
d model+revision
newdata<-alldata8
newdata$dchla<-alldata8$dchla*0.01
newdata$no3<-no3pred
newdata$tp<-tppred
chlpred<-exp(predict(tempo,newdata=newdata))
envdata2<-(cbind(chlpred,envdata1))
#edit(envdata2)
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plot(envdata2[envdata2$day==126,"dist"],envdata2[envdata2$day==126,"chlpred"],type =
"l",ylim=c(0,40),pch=15,col="gold2",xlab="",ylab="Chlorophyll A (mg/L)",main="c) Prediction the
effect of an intervention \n (when chlorophyll a, TP, and nitrate in discharge were divided by
100)",lwd=3,lty=2)
#points(envdata2[envdata2$day==126,"dist"],envdata2[envdata2$day==126,"chlpred"],type="l",col=
"gold2",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(envdata2[envdata2$day==260,"dist"],envdata2[envdata2$day==260,"chlpred"],type="l",col="
blue",pch=8,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(envdata2[envdata2$day==336,"dist"],envdata2[envdata2$day==336,"chlpred"],type="l",col="
green3",pch=17,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(envdata2[envdata2$day==518,"dist"],envdata2[envdata2$day==518,"chlpred"],type="l",col="r
ed",pch=18,cex=1.4,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.6,
title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
dev.off()

#”*”*#********* Figure 4.39 in the thesis *********###
#”*”*#prediction the effect of an intervention (cond)
tiff(file="Figure of conductivity prediction.jpg",width=10,height=14,units="in",pointsize = 12,bg
="transparent",res=800,compression="lzw")
par(mfrow=c(4,1), mar=c(4,4.5,2.5,3),cex=1.5,cex.axis=0.9,las=1,cex.main=1,cex.lab=0.8)
#prediction with environmental variables
tempo<lm(log(cond)~tp+alk+time+dist:time:eff,data=alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("cond")]),])##final
model Checked5
anova(tempo)
summary(tempo)
tempo1<cbind(cbind(exp(fitted(tempo)),exp(residuals(tempo))),alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("cond")]),])
names(tempo1[,1:2])<-c("fitted","residual")
tempo1[,"2"]
plot(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"1"],type =
"l",ylim=c(0,700),pch=15,col="gold2",xlab="",ylab="Conductivity (mg/L)",main="a) Prediction with
environmental variables",lwd=3,lty=2)
#points(tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==126,"1"],type="l",col="gold2",pch
=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==260,"1"],type="l",col="blue",pch=8,
cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==336,"1"],type="l",col="green3",pch
=17,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"dist"],tempo1[tempo1$day==518,"1"],type="l",col="red",pch=18,
cex=1.4,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),pch=c(19,15,8,17,18),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,h
oriz=FALSE,cex=0.6,title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
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#by dividing all the discharge values in half
## First, alkalinity value is needed for TP model (calculating again considering missing data)
alldata8<-alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("cond","tp")]),]
tempo<lm(log(alk)~rain3+dayflow+eff:I(log(dalk/dayflow)):time+eff:I(log(dalk/dayflow)):I(dist==4.08):tim
e,data=alldata8[complete.cases(alldata[,c("tp")]),])
newdata<-alldata8
newdata$dalk<-alldata8$dalk*0.5
alkpred<-exp(predict(tempo,newdata=newdata))
envdata<-(cbind(alkpred,alldata8))
alldata8<-alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("cond","tp")]),]
tempo<lm(tp~alk+ph2+rain2+rain3+eff:I(dtp/dayflow):time+eff:I(dtp/dayflow):I(dist==4.08):time,data=allda
ta[complete.cases(alldata[,c("tp")]),])
newdata<-alldata8
newdata$dtp<-alldata8$dtp*0.5
newdata$alk<-alkpred
tppred<-(predict(tempo,newdata=newdata))
envdata1<-(cbind(tppred,envdata))
alldata8<-alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("cond","tp")]),]
tempo<lm(log(cond)~tp+alk+time+dist:time:eff,data=alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("cond","tp")]),])##che
cked model3+revision
newdata<-alldata8
newdata<-newdata
newdata$tp<-tppred
newdata$alk<-alkpred
condpred<-exp(predict(tempo,newdata=newdata))
tempo1<cbind(cbind((fitted(tempo)),expm1(residuals(tempo))),alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("cond","tp")]
),])##checked model3+revision
envdata<-(cbind(condpred,alldata8))
plot(envdata[envdata$day==126,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==126,"condpred"],type =
"l",ylim=c(0,700),pch=15,col="gold2",xlab="",ylab="Conductivity (mg/L)",main="b) Prediction the
effect of an intervention \n (when TP and alkalinity were divided by half)",lwd=3,lty=2)
#points(envdata[envdata$day==126,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==126,"condpred"],type="l",col="go
ld2",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(envdata[envdata$day==260,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==260,"condpred"],type="l",col="blu
e",pch=8,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(envdata[envdata$day==336,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==336,"condpred"],type="l",col="gre
en3",pch=17,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(envdata[envdata$day==518,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==518,"condpred"],type="l",col="red
",pch=18,cex=1.4,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.6,
title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
#by dividing all the discharge values in 10
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alldata8<-alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("cond","tp")]),]
tempo<lm(log(alk)~rain3+dayflow+eff:I(log(dalk/dayflow)):time+eff:I(log(dalk/dayflow)):I(dist==4.08):tim
e,data=alldata8[complete.cases(alldata[,c("tp")]),])
newdata<-alldata8
newdata$dalk<-alldata8$dalk*0.1
alkpred<-exp(predict(tempo,newdata=newdata))
envdata<-(cbind(alkpred,alldata8))
alldata8<-alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("cond","tp")]),]
tempo<lm(tp~alk+ph2+rain2+rain3+eff:I(dtp/dayflow):time+eff:I(dtp/dayflow):I(dist==4.08):time,data=allda
ta[complete.cases(alldata[,c("tp")]),])
newdata<-alldata8
newdata$dtp<-alldata8$dtp*0.1
newdata$alk<-alkpred
tppred<-(predict(tempo,newdata=newdata))
envdata1<-(cbind(tppred,envdata))
alldata8<-alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("cond","tp")]),]
tempo<lm(log(cond)~tp+alk+time+dist:time:eff,data=alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("cond","tp")]),])##che
cked model3+revision
newdata<-alldata8
newdata<-newdata
newdata$tp<-tppred
newdata$alk<-alkpred
condpred<-exp(predict(tempo,newdata=newdata))
envdata<-(cbind(condpred,alldata8))
plot(envdata[envdata$day==126,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==126,"condpred"],type =
"l",ylim=c(0,700),pch=15,col="gold2",xlab="",ylab="Conductivity (mg/L)",main="c) Prediction the
effect of an intervention \n (when TP and alkalinity were divided by 10)",lwd=3,lty=2)
#points(envdata[envdata$day==126,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==126,"condpred"],type="l",col="go
ld2",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(envdata[envdata$day==260,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==260,"condpred"],type="l",col="blu
e",pch=8,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(envdata[envdata$day==336,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==336,"condpred"],type="l",col="gre
en3",pch=17,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(envdata[envdata$day==518,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==518,"condpred"],type="l",col="red
",pch=18,cex=1.4,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.6,
title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
#by dividing all the discharge values in 100
alldata8<-alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("cond","tp")]),]
tempo<lm(log(alk)~rain3+dayflow+eff:I(log(dalk/dayflow)):time+eff:I(log(dalk/dayflow)):I(dist==4.08):tim
e,data=alldata8[complete.cases(alldata[,c("tp")]),])
newdata<-alldata8
newdata$dalk<-alldata8$dalk*0.01
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alkpred<-exp(predict(tempo,newdata=newdata))
envdata<-(cbind(alkpred,alldata8))
alldata8<-alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("cond","tp")]),]
tempo<lm(tp~alk+ph2+rain2+rain3+eff:I(dtp/dayflow):time+eff:I(dtp/dayflow):I(dist==4.08):time,data=allda
ta[complete.cases(alldata[,c("tp")]),])
newdata<-alldata8
newdata$dtp<-alldata8$dtp*0.01
newdata$alk<-alkpred
tppred<-(predict(tempo,newdata=newdata))
envdata1<-(cbind(tppred,envdata))
alldata8<-alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("cond","tp")]),]
tempo<lm(log(cond)~tp+alk+time+dist:time:eff,data=alldata[complete.cases(alldata[,c("cond","tp")]),])##che
cked model3+revision
newdata<-alldata8
newdata<-newdata
newdata$tp<-tppred
newdata$alk<-alkpred
condpred<-exp(predict(tempo,newdata=newdata))
envdata<-(cbind(condpred,alldata8))
plot(envdata[envdata$day==126,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==126,"condpred"],type =
"l",ylim=c(0,700),pch=15,col="gold2",xlab="Distance(km)",ylab="Conductivity (mg/L)",main="d)
Prediction the effect of an intervention \n (when TP and alkalinity were divided by
100)",lwd=3,lty=2)
#points(envdata[envdata$day==126,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==126,"condpred"],type="l",col="go
ld2",pch=15,lwd=3,cex=1.5,lty=2)
points(envdata[envdata$day==260,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==260,"condpred"],type="l",col="blu
e",pch=8,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=3)
points(envdata[envdata$day==336,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==336,"condpred"],type="l",col="gre
en3",pch=17,cex=1.2,lwd=3,lty=4)
points(envdata[envdata$day==518,"dist"],envdata[envdata$day==518,"condpred"],type="l",col="red
",pch=18,cex=1.4,lwd=3,lty=5)
legend("topleft",inset=c(0,0),legend=c("Dec 13", "April 14", "Aug 2014", "Nov 2014","May
2015"),lty=c(1,5),lwd=2,col=c("black","gold2","blue","green3","red"),ncol=2,horiz=FALSE,cex=0.6,
title="months")
abline(v=4,lty=2)
dev.off()
#” *” *#*******************************************************
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Appendix ІΙІ
Different types of land use, among a combination of factors, determine
patterns of macroinvertebrate communities through changing discharge flow
rate and water chemistry (Allan, 2004). In order to decide what land use
variables, e.g., industrial, grazing or residential, should remain in the causal
diagram, a series of analyses were done. The percentages of different land use
types measured at different spatial scales for each site were graphed in Figure 1.
From Figure 1a, it can be seen that at the catchment scale, the land use was
mostly grazing and farming, followed by residential area, national parks, and
then forests. Figure 1b-f shows the percentages of land use at the local scale
using circle buffers at 1000m, 500m, 400m, 300m, 100m, and 60m scales
(method 2). All Land use types varied considerably across the sites at the local
level. It seems that grazing and farming were the most dominant types of land
use at upstream1 and upstream2, whereas upstream3 was located in an
industrial area and the rest of the sites were mostly in residential areas. As the
scale became smaller, the land use types became more represented by the
activities that occurred close to the creek. Figure 2 shows the percentages of
land use types measured using the third method with squared buffers adjacent to
the creek at different scales. As the graphs in Figure 2 show, in general, the
percentages of grazing and farming areas decreased from upstream towards
downstream, accompanied by an increase in residential areas.
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Figure 1 Percentages of land use a) at catchment level, b-f) within 1000, 500, 300, 100, and
60m circle buffer.
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Figure 2 Percentage of land use within 500, 400, 300, 200, 100, and 60m square buffer.

Figure 3 summarises the results of the Linkage tree analysis
(LINKTREE) followed by a SIMPROF analysis. Definitions of land use
variables and the labels used in Figure 3 are given in Table 1 and Table 2. In
Figure 3, the sites were clustered based on the patterns in the subsets of land use
variables that best explain the pattern in physico-chemical variables along the
sampling sites. For each LINKTREE analysis, five land use variables were
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selected by the BEST procedure to provide the optimal match between
resemblance matrices of environmental variables and land use variables.
Table 1 Description of land use labels in Figure 3.
label
treat60
rec300
treat100
treat60w
treat500w
rec300
treat100
res300
graz100
res1000
treat500
treat1000

description
treatment plant land use within 60m circle buffer
recreational land use within 300m circle buffer
treatment plant land use within 1000m circle buffer
treatment plant land use within 60m square buffer
treatment plant land use within 500m square buffer
recreational land use within 300m circle buffer
treatment plant land use within 100m circle buffer
residential land use within 300m circle buffer
grazing and farming land use within 100m circle buffer
residential land use within 1000m circle buffer
treatment plant land use within 500m circle buffer
treatment plant land use within 1000m circle buffer
Table 2 Description of labels and sites in Figure 3

Sites
Labels
Season

UP1-DS4
1-8
December

UP1-DS4
9-16
April

UP1-DS4
16-24
August
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UP1-DS4
25-32
November

UP1-DS4
32-40
May

Figure 3 A dendrogram of the divisive clustering of sites produced by LINKTREE (Linkage
tree analysis) based on the patterns in environmental variables explained by five land use
types selected by BEST analysis (right-hand side of the graph).

Figure 3a shows the tree that clustered eight sites based on the patterns in
environmental variables (nitrate, nitrite, ammonia, orthophosphate, total
phosphorus, total nitrogen, conductivity, COD, CPOM/FPOM, turbidity, and
total organic carbon) that were explained by five land use types selected by the
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BEST analysis (treat60m, treat100m, rec300, treat60w, and treat500w). Data
collected in December was not used in this part of the analysis because it
contained missing data. First, downstream1 was spilt from other sites in that it
was located in the area where treatment plan at 60m, 100m scales (Figure 1f)
and recreational at 300m scale (Figure 1d) were dominant land use types.
Recreational lands including indoor sports centres, the vacant site for sporting
use, and local parks are not as notorious in changing water chemistry as
treatment plants are. One reason might be that recreational lands at 300m scales
increase with the same trend that treatment plant at 60m and 100m scales.
Downstream1 split from the rest of the sites and was displayed on the y-axis
scale at B%=80.6, with an optimal R value of 0.68. R is a general measure of
the degree of separation of two groups with a maximum value of 1 (Clarke et
al., 2008). The split of D1 from the other sites is well supported with an R value
of 0.68. The results of the SIMPROF test (π=0.68, p value=0.001) indicated that
the null hypothesis of no group structure could be rejected.
The rest of the downstream sites (DS2, DS3, and DS4) split from the
upstream sites for the reason of higher values of treatment plant land use within
60m and 500m square buffers. These two groups split at the lower level of B%
(57.5) with R value of 0.36. The SIMPROF results (π=0.43, p value=0.001)
indicated that the null hypothesis of no structure could be rejected. The
SIMPROF test also indicated a potential division among the downstream sites
(π=0.31, p value=0.004).
In order to include the data from December, the LINKTREE analysis
was repeated using only those environmental variables without missing data.
Consequently, ammonia, orthophosphate, total phosphorus, total nitrogen, total
phosphorus, and conductivity were excluded from the test. Figure 3b shows the
clustering of sites from environmental variables (nitrate, nitrite, COD,
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CPOM/FPOM, TOC, turbidity), constrained by land use variables selected by
BEST analysis. Despite the clustering of sites in Figure 3b, results of the
SIMPROF test (π=0.31, p value=0.004) indicated that there was not sufficient
evidence to reject the null hypothesis of no structure. The reason might be the
importance of excluded variables e.g. ammonia, total nitrogen, total
phosphorus, and conductivity in determining the correlation between the set of
environmental variables and the selected land use variables. The correlation
dropped from 0.47 to 0.23 when these variables were removed from the
analysis. Another reason might be that the SIMPROF test becomes more
powerful with the greater number of variables (Clarke et al., 2008).
Figure 3c shows the LINKTREE analysis clustering 8 sites based on the
patterns in heavy metal concentrations in the sediment utilizing 5 land use
variables selected by BEST. In order to find the best match with heavy metal
variables, land use types including industrial, road, transportation, residential,
and treatment plant were used. It can be seen from Figure 3c that the first
partition (A) spilt DS4 from the rest of the sites at the B% level of 63 (R=0.15)
because this site was located in an area where land use was predominantly
residential at 1000m scale (Figure 1b). The SIMPROF test rejected the null
hypothesis of no structure (π=0.3, p value=0.01). The second split happened at
B% of 62 (R=0.21) with separation of DS2 from the rest of downstream sites
(DS1, DS3, and DS4) and upstream sites. That is because DS2 is located in an
area where the land use type with a higher percentage at 500m and 1000m
scales was treatment plant. This can be seen in Figure 1b and Figure 1c. The
third split in the tree separated upstream1 from the rest of the sites at B%=58.9
and R=0.17 as the percentage of the road was slightly higher around upstream1
at 1000m scale. The rest of the sites (UP2, UP3, UP4, DS1, and DS3) are
located in the areas dominated by industrial and residential land use at 1000m
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scale. The SIMPROF test provided sufficient evidence for this clustering
(π=0.43, p value=0.002).
Correlative links found in observational studies cannot demonstrate
causality (Clarke et al., 2008); therefore, these analyses were only conducted as
a guide to decide which land use variables should be included in the causal
diagram. The correlation between environmental variables and land use types,
such as treatment plant, in the LINKTREE results, might be due to the effluent
discharged to the stream. For checking this, the correlation between each of the
environmental variables and land use types observed in Figure 3 was tested by
adding the binary variable of “effluent” in the model in multiple regression
analyses. After checking the assumptions of multiple regression, each of the
environmental variables was modelled as a function of the land use variables
and “effluent”. From Table 3, it can be seen that by adding effluent as a
predictor variable to the multiple regression models, other land use variables
became no longer significant. Therefore, all the groupings of sites in the
LINKTREE analyses may have been due to the effluent from the treatment
plant. For example, nitrate, nitrite, ammonia, total phosphorus, total nitrogen,
conductivity, and COD showed significant relationships (P-value<0.01) with
effluent in the models. Zinc showed significant relationships (P-value =0.012)
with land use variables, e.g. road and residential at 1000m scale. A closer
inspection of zinc plotted against each of these variables proved that these
relationships might be due to the outliers in zinc data.
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Table 3 The results of multiple regression analysis between each of the environmental
variables and land use types.
Model

R

R Square Sig.

Log(NO3)=0.006+0.27
log(treat60m)

0.533

0.284

0.017

treat60, res300,
graz100, eff

Log(NO2)=0.096+0.16 (effluent)

0.550

0.303

0.011

treat60, res300,
graz100, eff

Log(NH3)=0.005+0.035 (effluent)

0.539

0.290

0.020

treat60, graz100, eff

Log(TP)=0.039+0.25 (effluent)

0.785

0.570

<0.001 treat100w, res300,
graz100, eff

Log(TN)=0.115+0.184 (effluent)

0.736

0.542

<0.001 treat100w, res300,
graz100, eff

Log(conductivity)=87.107+178.84
(effluent)

0.649

0.421

0.004

res300, graz100,
treat100w

Log(COD)=3.24+0.66 (effluent)

0.567

0.322

0.007

res300, treat60,
graz100, eff

Log(zn)=-2.144+1.276
(road1000)+0.514
(treat1000)+1.469 (res1000)

0.611

0.373

0.012

res1000, treat1000,
road1000, treat500
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Predictors

Appendix ΙV
Table 1 Taxa list of benthic macroinvertebrates collected from eight sampling sites along
Three Mile Creek, before and after Wangaratta Wastewater Treatment Plant at five sampling
times.

Class
Acarina (mites)
Crustacea
Gastropoda

Order
Anostraca
Basommatophora

Insecta

Coleoptera

Family/Subfamily
Physidae
Ancylidae
Chrysomelidae
Curculionidae larvae
Hydrochidae
Hydrophilidae
Scirtidae
Staphylinidae
Ceratopogonidae
Chironominae
Culicidae larvae
Diamesinae
Empididae
Muscidae
Orthocladiinae
Podonominae
Psychodidae
Simulidae
Tanypodinae
Tipulidae
Baetidae
Caenidae
Coloburiscidae
Leptophlebiidae
Micronectidae
Unknown family
Gripopterygidae
Ecnomidae
Hydrobiosidae
Hydropsychidae
Hydroptilidae
Leptoceridae
-

Diptera

Ephemeroptera

Hemiptera
Odonata
Plecoptera
Trichoptera

Oligochaeta

Haplotaxida
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Appendix V
A basis set generated for testing conditional independencies for the last
iteration has been given as below.
[[1]]"time" "rain2" "climate"
[[2]] "time" "ph2" "rain2"
[[3]]"time" "airtemp" "climate"
[[4]] "time" "rain3" "climate"
[[5]] "time" "solar" "climate"
[[6]] "time" "dalk"
"operation"
[[7]] "time" "dflow" "operation"
[[8]] "time" "dayflow" "rain3" "dflow"
[[9]] "time" "dtp"
"operation"
[[10]] "time" "dno3"
"operation"
[[11]] "time" "dtoc"
"operation"
[[12]] "time" "dchla" "operation"
[[13]] "time" "dist"
[[14]] "time" "vel" "dist"
[[15]] "time" "turb" "rain3" "dayflow" "vel"
[[16]] "time" "res300" "dist"
[[17]] "time" "temp" "airtemp" "rain3" "dayflow" "res300"
[[18]] "time" "eff" "dist"
[[19]] "time" "chla" "solar" "dayflow" "dchla" "turb" "temp" "eff" "tp" "no3"
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"alk" "tp"
[[313]] "temp" "zn"
"airtemp" "rain3" "dayflow" "res300" "eff"
[[314]] "temp" "toc" "airtemp" "rain3" "dayflow" "res300" "time" "dtoc" "dist" "eff"
[[315]] "eff" "bugs" "dist" "temp" "cond" "chla" "zn" "toc"
[[316]] "alk" "no3" "time" "rain3" "dalk" "dayflow" "dist" "eff" "rain2"
"dno3" "temp"
[[317]] "alk" "chla" "time" "rain3" "dalk" "dayflow" "dist" "eff" "solar"
"dchla" "turb" "temp" "tp"
"no3"
[[318]] "alk" "zn"
"time" "rain3" "dalk" "dayflow" "dist" "eff"
[[319]] "alk" "toc" "time" "rain3" "dalk" "dayflow" "dist" "eff" "dtoc"
[[320]] "alk" "bugs" "time" "rain3" "dalk" "dayflow" "dist" "eff" "temp"
"cond" "chla" "zn"
"toc"
[[321]] "tp" "no3" "time" "ph2" "dayflow" "dtp" "eff" "alk" "rain2"
"rain3" "dno3" "dist" "temp"
[[322]] "tp" "zn"
"time" "ph2" "dayflow" "dtp" "eff" "alk"
[[323]] "tp" "toc" "time" "ph2" "dayflow" "dtp" "eff" "alk" "dtoc" "dist"
[[324]] "tp" "bugs" "time" "ph2" "dayflow" "dtp" "eff" "alk" "temp"
"cond" "chla" "zn"
"toc"
[[325]] "cond" "no3" "time" "dist" "eff" "alk" "tp"
"rain2" "rain3"
"dayflow" "dno3" "temp"
[[326]] "cond" "chla" "time" "dist" "eff" "alk" "tp"
"solar" "dayflow"
"dchla" "turb" "temp" "no3"
[[327]] "cond" "zn" "time" "dist" "eff" "alk" "tp"
[[328]]"cond" "toc" "time" "dist" "eff" "alk" "tp"
"dayflow" "dtoc"
[[329]] "no3" "zn" "time" "rain2" "rain3" "dayflow" "dno3" "dist" "temp" "eff"
[[330]]"no3" "toc" "time" "rain2" "rain3" "dayflow" "dno3" "dist" "temp" "eff" "dtoc"
[[331]]"no3" "bugs" "time" "rain2" "rain3" "dayflow" "dno3" "dist" "temp"
"eff" "cond" "chla" "zn"
"toc"
[[332]] "chla" "zn"
"solar" "dayflow" "dchla" "turb" "temp" "eff" "tp" "no3"
[[333]] "chla" "toc" "solar" "dayflow" "dchla" "turb" "temp" "eff" "tp" "no3" "time"
"dtoc" "dist"
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[[334]] "zn"

"toc"

"eff"

"time" "dayflow" "dtoc" "dist"
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Appendix VI
From Table 1 in Appendix VI, there were a couple of conditional
independence relationships that did not pass the local test. It raised concerns
that there might be associations between some of the variables that have not
been considered in the models. This suggests the necessity of modifying the
corresponding models.
Possible relationships of conductivity with nitrate, alkalinity, TP, and
TOC
The results of testing conditional independencies in Table1 indicated that
TOC, TP, nitrate, and alkalinity could be possibly related to conductivity
concentration and needed to be included to the conductivity model which was
as Equation1.
𝐸(𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦))
= 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒
+ 𝛽2 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡
× (𝑙𝑜𝑔 (

𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦×𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒
))
𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑘 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒

+ 𝛽3 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡
× (𝑙𝑜𝑔 (

𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦×𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒
))
𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑘 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒

×𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
Equation1

Based on the literature, there might be causal relationships between
conductivity and TOC (Michalzik and Matzner, 1999), TP (Aguado et al.,
2006), and alkalinity. The conditional independence failure to pass the test
might be due to model misspecification, e.g. including an irrelevant
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independent variable in the regression equation or excluding a theoretically
relevant independent variable (Allen, 1997). The diagnostic plots for the
conductivity model suggested that there were a few outliers, and because of that
residuals did not follow a normal distribution. To deal with these issues, a
number of modifications were applied to the model. The term “𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡×
(𝑙𝑜𝑔 (

𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦×𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒
𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑘 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒

)) ×𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒” was added to the

model to account for the trend downstream of the discharge point and as a
result, the outliers were omitted. Although adding the term including interaction
with distance improved the fit of the model, the independence test still failed. In
addition, there was concern over parsimony of the model. The next step was to
examine if adding any of the variables such as TOC, TP, and alkalinity might
improve the model. As TOC includes dissolved organic carbon which contains
organic acids, it might contribute to the conductivity (Michalzik and Matzner,
1999). By adding TOC to the model, the term “𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡×
(𝑙𝑜𝑔 (

𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦×𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒
𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑘 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒

)) ×𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒” became non-

significant. Although TOC seemed to be a better explanation of conductivity
variation downstream of the discharge point than discharge conductivity load,
the model was not practical for prediction the effect of an intervention. Finally,
the model fitted the data better by including TP and alkalinity to the model and
adjusted R2 increased from 85% to 96%. All the terms including discharge
conductivity load were excluded from the model because they did not add any
more value to the model. Inspection of diagnostic plots also indicated that the
outliers almost disappeared and residuals appeared to follow a normal
distribution. There was a strong correlation between conductivity and TP
(r=0.93) and this relationship was verified in partial regression plots.
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Interestingly, the conditional independency (number 85 in Table1) related to the
possible relationship between conductivity and TOC became non-significant
after including TP in the model.
One possible explanation for TP and alkalinity explaining the variation in
conductivity better than its corresponding value might be inaccurate available
data for creek flow rate downstream of the discharge point. The data for
monthly creek flow rate was from a station located after One-Mile Creek joined
Three Mile Creek while study sites were all located before this point. In
addition, the discharge flow rate was recorded for one day because the main
discharge of effluent occurred in one day per month, but the whole discharge
time might have been more than one day with less effluent discharge in
following days. Therefore, approximate values of creek flow rate and discharge
flow rate were used. That was the reason for adding terms such as
“effluent×(conductivity discharge load/creek flow rate)×time” in the model.
The interaction with time could possibly account for the fact that the creek flow
rate and discharge flow rate might not be accurate. This, however, did not solve
the problem and “discharge conductivity load” did not add more value to the
model when it was used for prediction. Thus, all the terms including “discharge
conductivity load” were removed.

Possible relationship of nitrate with riparian vegetation, alkalinity,
TP, and TOC
From Table1, significant p-value for conditional independency related to
d-separation statement in row 39 implied a possible relationship between nitrate
and vegetation cover. A closer inspection of partial regression plot revealed a
slight positive association between nitrate and vegetation cover. According to
Ranalli and Macalady (2010), there were reductions in the concentrations of
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nitrate in areas with higher riparian vegetation. It was speculated that
correlation with forest or agricultural land use might be the reason for this
relationship. There were no relationships between nitrate and forest or
agricultural activities, but the interaction of grazing land use with time was
significant (p-value<0.001). Adding the term “grazing×time” in the model
reduced its suitability for prediction purposes, thus it could not be included in
the model. As the p-value for conditional independence test was borderline
(0.049), the solution for this significant conditional independency was sought
for through improving nitrate model.
From the results of testing conditional independencies using causal
models in Table1, there was evidence of relationships between nitrate and other
abiotic variables such as alkalinity, TP, and TOC. In row 71 of Table1, it seems
that alkalinity could be an important factor in determining the nitrate value. It
could also suggest that nitrate determined alkalinity levels. This association
supported by Jenkins et al. (1993) and Akpor (2011) who reported that
alkalinity is consumed during nitrification process and is produced during
denitrification process. Except within the treatment process, there was not any
causal knowledge to support nitrate might affect alkalinity or vice versa. In fact,
low pH triggers utilizing alkalinity to assist nitrification process happening in
the treatment plant. There was not any relationship between pH and nitrate,
either. It was also unlikely that high pH in the creek could affect nitrate. In
addition, in this study, treatment process was encapsulated in the latent variable
“treatment plant operation” and was not included explicitly in the causal
diagram. Adding alkalinity to the nitrate model did not improve the model.
Although the relationship between nitrate and organic matter seems
theoretically reasonable (Thomas et al., 2014), it is probably because the
process that controls the concentration of nitrate and organic carbon are closely
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related (Konohira and Yoshioka, 2005). None of the variables, e.g. riparian
vegetation, alkalinity, TP, and TOC suggested by conditional independency test
were added to the nitrate model and the model was written as Equation2.
𝐸(log(𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒))
= 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 + 𝛽2 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
+ 𝛽2 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡× (𝑙𝑜𝑔 (

𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒
))
𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒

+ 𝛽3 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡× (𝑙𝑜𝑔 (

𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒
)) ×𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒

+ 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒
Equation2

Possible relationship between TOC, TP, and alkalinity
From row 49 in Table1, the p-value (<0.001) for conditional
independency corresponding to TOC being independent of TP conditional on
their parents was significant. As TP includes organic and inorganic phosphate
and TOC contains organic phosphate, there might be a relationship between
them. In order to avoid overlap between total organic carbon and total
phosphorus, orthophosphate could be used in the models, but TP remained in
the causal diagram due to its effect on chlorophyll a and not orthophosphate.
TOC also plays a role in removing TP in wastewater treatment plant (Nilsson et
al., 2013). It was not clear if WWTP used this process of removing TP and in
addition, the treatment process was expressed in the latent variable in the causal
diagram. Apart from this, it was not theoretically logical to include TP in TOC
model or vice versa. In addition, adding TOC to TP model did not help to fit the
model.
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𝐸(𝑇𝑂𝐶) = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 + 𝛽2 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡× (
+ 𝛽3 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡× (
+ 𝛽4 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡× (

𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 𝑇𝑂𝐶
)
𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒

𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 𝑇𝑂𝐶
) ×𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒

𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 𝑇𝑂𝐶
) ×𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒
𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒

Equation3

TOC model as Equation3 did not capture all the variation in TOC values,
and the peaks remained in the spatial plot of residuals.
The unusual high concentration of TP and other environmental variables
at downstream1 could be because of lack of mixing, and the term “effluent×(TP
discharge load/flow rate)×distance” was added to the model to account for this
trend downstream of the treatment plant.
𝐸(log(𝑇𝑃)) = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝑎𝑙𝑘𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑦 + 𝛽2 𝑝𝐻 + 𝛽3 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
+ 𝛽4 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡× (

𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 𝑇𝑃
)
𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒

+ 𝛽5 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡× (

𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 𝑇𝑃
) ×𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒

Equation4

In the process of testing conditional independencies, there were also a
few variables that were removed from the models; for example, canopy cover
variable was removed from temperature model. There was not any evidence of
the effect of canopy cover on the temperature in partial regression plots. In
addition, the comparison of the models using ANOVA did not show any
evidence of a difference between the models with or without canopy cover (p482

value=0.67). Another example was removing creek flow rate variable from
chlorophyll a model.
After applying the modification explained above to the models, the causal
diagram was revised by adding arrows corresponding to the variables that
included to the models and removing the arrows related to the excluded
variables. The results of testing the new basis set of conditional independencies
have been given in Table 2. The results, as shown in Table 2, indicate that there
were fewer conditional independencies that failed the test after improving the
models, but the p-value for Fisher’s C-test was 0.000068 and did not pass the
global test. The iterative process of model testing was repeated a few more
times and the problem appeared to be due to a few high values of nitrate, TP,
TOC, and alkalinity. This was tried to be solved by more modification of the
models, e.g. by adding the term “𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡× (

𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 𝑇𝑃
𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒

) ×𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒×

(𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 = 4.08)” to account for the trend in the concentration of nitrate, TP,
TOC, and alkalinity observed downstream of the discharge point. Consequently,
the final models that have also been given in section 4.7 were as follows:
𝐸(𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦))
= 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 [𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒] + 𝛽2 𝑇𝑃 + 𝛽3 𝑎𝑙𝑘𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑦
+ 𝛽4 [𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒×𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒×𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡]
Equation5
𝐸(𝑇𝑃) = 𝑎𝑙𝑘𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑦 + 𝑝𝐻 + 𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛2 + 𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛3
+ (𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡× (

𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 𝑇𝑃
) ×𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒)
𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒

+ (𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡× (

𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 𝑇𝑃
) ×𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒×(𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 = 4.08))
𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒
Equation6
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𝐸(𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒))
= 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 + 𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛2 + 𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛3
+ 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡× (𝑙𝑜𝑔 (

𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒
)) ×𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒

+ 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡× (𝑙𝑜𝑔 (

𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒
)) ×𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒

×(𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 = 4.08)
Equation7
𝐸(𝑇𝑂𝐶) = 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 + 𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛2 + 𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛3
+ 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡× (

𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 𝑇𝑂𝐶
) ×𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒

+ 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡× (

𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 𝑇𝑂𝐶
) ×𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒×(𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 = 4.08)
𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒
Equation8

𝐸(log(𝑎𝑙𝑘𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑦))
= 𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛3 + 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒
+ 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡× (𝑙𝑜𝑔 (

𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 𝑎𝑙𝑘𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑦
)) ×𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒

+ 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡× (𝑙𝑜𝑔 (

𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 𝑎𝑙𝑘𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑦
)) ×𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒

×(𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 = 4.08)
Equation9
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In the last iteration, the term
𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦×𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒

"(

𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑘 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒

) ×𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒×𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡" was removed

from conductivity model and conductivity was modelled as a function of
alkalinity and total phosphorus. The terms “time” was added to the model to
account for temporal variation in conductivity before discharge point. The term
“effluent×time×distance” was included in the model to account for
spatiotemporal variation in conductivity concentration due to effluent that could
not be explained by including conductivity discharge load in the model and had
been left unexplained.
A few more iterations were required to modify the causal diagram and
subsequently the models. In the last iteration, a different mechanism was
employed. That is, the term “time” was replaced with short-term and long-term
rainfall and the term “𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡× (

𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 𝑙𝑎𝑜𝑑
𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒

) ×𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒×(𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 = 4.08)”

was added to the models for TOC, TP, nitrate, and alkalinity. The logic behind
this was including a dummy variable to account for higher values after
discharge point that expressed themselves as outliers.
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Table1 d-Separation statements and p-values related to their corresponding tested conditional
independencies.
d-separation statement
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

(ph2 des time| rain2)
(dayflow des time| rain3, dflow)
(veg30m des time| dist)
(canop des time| veg30m)
(res300 des time| dist)
(turb des time| rain3, dayflow, res300)
(temp des time| airtemp, rain3, dayflow, canop, res300)
(chla des time| solar, dayflow, dchla, turb, temp, eff, tp, no3)
(bugs des time| temp, chla, toc, cond, zn)
(dayflow des ph2| dflow, rain)
(dist des ph2| rain3)
(veg30m des ph2| rain3, dist)
(canop des ph2| rain3, veg30m)
(res300 des ph2| rain3, dist)
(turb des ph2| rain3, dayflow, res300)
(temp des ph2| rain3, airtemp, dayflow, canop, res300)
(alk des ph2| rain, time, dalk, dayflow, dist, eff)
(no3 des ph2| rain, time, dno3, dayflow, dist, temp, eff)
(chla des ph2| rain, solar, dayflow, dchla, turb, temp, eff, tp, no3)
(toc des ph2| rain3, time, dayflow, dtoc, dist, eff)
(cond des ph2| rain, time, dflow,dayflow, dcond, dist, eff)
(bugs des ph2| rain, temp, chla, toc, cond, zn)
(dist des dayflow| rain3, dflow)
(veg30m des dayflow| rain3, dflow, dist)
(canop des dayflow| rain3, dflow, veg30m)
(res300 des dayflow| rain3, dflow, dist)
(bugs des dayflow| rain, dflow, temp, toc, cond, chla, zn)
(canop des dist| veg30m)
(turb des dist| rain3, dayflow, res300)
(temp des dist| airtemp, rain3, dayflow, canop, res300)
(tp des dist| time, ph2, dtp, dayflow, eff, alk)
(chla des dist| solar, dayflow, dchla, turb, temp, eff, tp, no3)
(bugs des dist| temp, chla, toc, cond, zn)
(res300 des veg30m|dist)
(turb des veg30m | dist, rain3, dayflow, res300)
(temp des veg30m| dist, airtemp, rain3, dayflow, canop, res300)
(alk des veg30m| rain, time, dalk, dayflow, dist, eff)
(tp des veg30m| dist, time, ph2, dtp, dayflow, eff, alk)
(no3 des veg30m| dist, time, dno3, dayflow, eff, temp)
(chla des veg30m| dist, solar, dayflow, dchla, turb, temp, eff, tp, no3)
(toc des veg30m| dist, time, rain3, dayflow, dtoc, eff)
(cond des veg30m| dist, time, dflow, dayflow, dcond, eff)
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p-value
0.2862
NED*
NED
0.06975
NED
0.09875
0.6891
0.309
0.9811
0.000645
NED
0.2113
0.6859
0.8565
0.1402
0.6961
0.3735
0.3197
0.8555
0.2818
0.4111
0.5287
NED
NED
0.5998
NED
0.9602
0.3186
0.07399
0.216
0.06228
0.22
0.2587
0.2939
0.4147
0.8623
0.2612
0.1993
0.049
0.5077
0.0979
0.6626

43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82

(bugs des veg30m| dist, temp, chla, toc, cond, zn)
(res300 des canop| veg30m, dist)
(turb des canop| veg30m, rain3, dayflow, res300)
(alk des canop| veg30m, time, rain, dalk, dayflow, dist, eff)
(tp des canop| veg30m, time, ph2, dtp, dayflow, eff, alk)
(no3 des canop| veg30m, time, dno3, dayflow, dist, temp, eff)
(chla des canop| veg30m, solar, dayflow, dchla, turb, temp, eff, tp, no3)
(toc des canop|veg30m, time, rain, dayflow, dtoc, dist, eff)
(cond des canop| veg30m, time, dflow, dayflow, dcond, dist, eff)
(bugs des canop| veg30m, temp, chla, toc, cond, zn)
(alk des res300| dist, time, rain, dalk, dayflow, eff)
(tp des res300| dist, time, ph2, dtp, dayflow, eff, alk)
(no3 des res300| dist, time, dno3, dayflow, temp, eff)
(chla des res300| dist, solar, dayflow, dchla, turb, temp, eff, tp, no3)
(toc des res300| dist, time, rain, dayflow, dtoc, eff)
(cond des res300| dist, time, dflow, dayflow, dcond, eff)
(bugs des res300| dist, temp, chla, toc, cond, zn)
(temp des turb|rain3, dayflow, res300, airtemp, canop)
(alk des turb|rain3, dayflow, res300, time, dalk, dist, eff)
(tp des turb| rain3, dayflow, res300, time, ph2, dtp, eff, alk)
(no3 des turb| rain3, dayflow, res300, time, dno3, dist, temp, eff)
(toc des turb| dist, time, rain, dayflow, dtoc, eff)
(cond des turb| rain3, dayflow, res300, time, dflow, dcond, dist, eff)
(bugs des turb| rain3, temp, chla, toc, cond, dayflow, res300)
(alk des temp| airtemp, rain3, dayflow, canop, res300, time, dalk, dist,
eff)
(tp des temp| airtemp, rain3, dayflow, canop, res300, time, dtoc, dist,
eff, alk)
(toc des temp| airtemp, rain3, dayflow, canop, res300, time, dtoc, dist,
eff)
(cond des temp| airtemp, rain3, dayflow, canop, res300, time, dflow,
dcond, dist, eff)
(no3 des alk| time, rain3, dalk, dayflow, dist, eff, dno3, temp)
(chla des alk| time, rain3, dalk, dayflow, dist, eff, solar, dchla, turb,
temp, tp, no3)
(toc des alk| time, rain3, dalk, dayflow, dist, eff, dtoc)
(cond des alk| time, rain3, dalk, dayflow, dist, eff, dflow, dcond)
(bugs des alk| time, rain3, dalk, dayflow, dist, eff, temp, chla, toc, cond,
zn)
(no3 des tp| time, ph2, dtp, dayflow, eff, alk, dno3, dist, temp)
(toc des tp| time, ph2, dtp, dayflow, eff, alk, rain3, dtoc, dist)
(cond des tp| time, ph2, dtp, dayflow, eff, alk, dflow, dcond, dist)
(bugs des tp| time, ph2, dtp, dayflow, eff, alk, temp, chla, toc, cond)
(toc des no3| time, dno3, dayflow, dist, temp, eff, rain3, dtoc)
(cond des no3| time, dno3, dayflow, dist, temp, eff, dflow, dcond)
(bugs des no3| time, dno3, dayflow, dist, temp, eff, chla, toc, cond)
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0.5531
0.3049
0.1283
0.7844
0.5074
0.315
0.8857
0.759
0.9439
0.219
0.4678
0.5546
0.687
0.05509
0.9493
0.9397
0.9284
0.3939
0.2584
0.1797
0.07054
0.1032
0.2118
0.893
0.7522
0.2868
0.4417
0.09814
0.001051
0.159
0.0003472
0.005086
0.9215
1.105e-06
4.151e-06
2.782e-05
0.9883
1.712e-13
1.417e-05
0.9144

83 (toc des chla| solar, dayflow, dchla, turb, temp, eff, tp, no3, time)
84 (cond des chla| solar, dayflow, dchla, turb, temp, eff, tp, no3, time,
dflow, dcond, dist)
85 (cond des toc| time, rain3, dayflow, dtoc, dist, eff, dflow, dcond)
NED*: Not Enough Data
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0.01035
0.7816
1.534e-06

Table2 d-Separation statements and p-values related to their corresponding tested conditional
independencies.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

d-separation statement
(dayflow des time| rain3, dflow)
(res300 des time| dist)
(turb des time| rain3, dayflow, res300)
(temp des time| airtemp, rain3, dayflow, res300)
(zn des time| dist, eff)
(chla des time| solar, dayflow, dchla, turb, temp, eff, tp, no3)
(bugs des time| temp, chla, toc, cond, zn)
(dayflow des dist| rain3, dflow)
(res300 des dayflow| rain3, dflow, dist)
(zn des dayflow| rain3, dflow, dist, eff)
(bugs des dayflow| rain, dflow, temp, chla, toc, cond, zn)
(turb des dist| rain3, dayflow, res300)
(temp des dist| airtemp, rain3, dayflow, res300)
(no3 des dist| time, dno3, dayflow, eff, temp)
(chla des dist| solar, dayflow, dchla, turb, temp, eff, tp, no3)
(bugs des dist| temp, chla, toc, cond, zn)
(no3 des res300| dist, time, dno3, dayflow, temp, eff)
(zn des res300| dist, eff)
(toc des res300| dist, time, dayflow, dtoc, eff)
(alk des res300| dist, time, rain3, dalk, dayflow, eff, toc)
(tp des res300| dist, time, dtp, dayflow, eff, alk)
(cond des res300| dist, time, dflow, dayflow, dcond, eff, alk, tp)
(chla des res300| dist, solar, dayflow, dchla, turb, temp, eff, tp, no3)
(bugs des res300| dist, temp, chla, toc, cond, zn)
(temp des turb|rain3, dayflow, res300, airtemp)
(no3 des turb| rain3, dayflow, res300, time, dno3, temp, eff)
(zn des turb| rain3, dayflow, res300, dist, eff)
(toc des turb| dayflow, rain3, res300, time, dtoc, dist, eff)
(alk des turb|rain3, dayflow, res300, time, dalk, dist, eff, toc)
(tp des turb| rain3, dayflow, res300, time, dtp, eff, alk, dist)
(cond des turb| rain3, dayflow, res300, time, dflow, dcond, dist, eff, alk,
tp)
(bugs des turb| rain3, dayflow, res300, temp, toc, cond, chla, zn)
(zn des temp| airtemp, rain3, dayflow, res300, dist, eff)
(toc des temp| airtemp, rain3, dayflow, res300, time, dtoc, dist, eff)
(alk des temp| airtemp, rain3, dayflow, res300, time, dalk, dist, eff, toc)
(tp des temp| airtemp, rain3, dayflow, res300, time, dtp, eff)
(cond des temp| airtemp, rain3, dayflow, res300, time, dflow, dcond,
dist, eff, alk, tp)
(zn des no3 | time, dno3, dayflow, dist, temp, eff)
(toc des no3| time, dno3, dayflow, dist, temp, eff, dtoc)
(alk des no3| time, dno3, dayflow, dist, temp, eff, rain3, dalk, toc)
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p-value
NED*
NED
0.099
0.466
0.750
0.258
0.981
NED
NED
0.282
0.605
0.074
0.185
0.739
0.322
0.259
0.431
0.907
0.220
0.324
0.551
0.730
0.042
0.928
0.402
0.018
0.546
0.174
0.098
0.102
0.336
0.893
0.850
0.545
0.607
0.230
0.301
0.472
9.235e-11
0.738

41 (tp des no3| time, dno3, dayflow, dist, temp, eff, dtp, alk)

0.031

42 (cond des no3| time, dno3, dayflow, dist, temp, eff, dflow, dcond, tp,
alk)
43 (bugs des no3| time, dno3, dayflow, dist, temp, eff, chla, toc, cond, zn)
44 (toc des zn| dist, eff, time, dayflow, dtoc)
45 (alk des zn| dist, eff, time, rain3, dalk, dayflow, toc)
46 (tp des zn | dist, eff, time, dtp, dayflow, alk)
47 (cond des zn | dist, eff, time, dflow, dayflow, dcond, alk, tp)
48 (chla des zn | dist, eff, solar, dayflow, dchla, turb, temp, tp, no3)
49 (tp des toc| time, dayflow, dtoc, dist, eff, dtp, alk)
50 (cond des toc| time, dayflow, dtoc, dist, eff, dflow, dcond, alk, tp)
51 (chla des toc| time, dayflow, dtoc, dist, eff, solar, dchla, turb, temp, no3,
tp)
52 (chla des alk| time, rain3, dalk, dayflow, dist, eff, toc, solar, dchla, turb,
temp, tp, no3)
53 (bugs des alk| time, rain3, dalk, dayflow, dist, eff, temp, toc, cond, chla,
zn)
54 (bugs des tp | time, ph2, dtp, dayflow, eff, alk, temp, chla, toc, cond)
55 (chla des cond | time, dflow, dayflow, dcond, dist, eff, alk, tp, solar,
dchla, turb, temp, no3)
NED*: Not Enough Data

0.591
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0.910
0.990
0.084
0.901
0.414
0.133
0.029
0.564
0.516
0.057
0.922
0.989
0.049
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